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Ministerial Statement.

cent. imprO'vement O'n the ecO'nO'mic value
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister 'Of
Df cDal impDrted frO'm abrO'ad. We must Publiic Works.-The subjects raised by
realize that with the present wDrld CDn- Mr. CDleman have been already cO'nditiDns the supply Df cDal frDm abroad sidered by the Gover.nment. We are very
to' this State may be abruptly discDn- wide awake abDut the difficulties
tinued. It may well be that we shall nDt associated with the cDal problem. He
be able to secure ships to' bring cDal mentiDned that quantities of cDal are
here. In any case, sDurces that are reaching Victo~ia frDmabroad. I have
supplying us with cDal may well need it Dbserved the methDds of unlDading
adDpted at the wharfs, and have
to' meet the challenge tha twill cO'me
here in the next few years. If the deli- discussed variDus phases with the
very Df cDal frDm abrDad is discDntinued chairman Df the MelbDurne HarbDr
we shall find Durselves in a seriDus pDsi- Trust, Mr. Mackenzie. Mr. CDleman
tiDn. I desire the GDvernment to' devDte has suggested that a Minister ShDUld
immediate attentiDn to' the prDcuring Df have cDmplete charge Df the work 'Of prDcDal frDm Queensland. I believe tha t curing and distributing coal. I am referring toO the ,international,' and nDt the
can be dDne.
pDlitical
situatiDn when I say that we dO'
Whatever the price to' be paid, we
ShDUld dO' Dur very best in regard to' nDt know what may happen in the near
Calli de cDal. Many peDple have tested future. Ministers agree with Mr. CDleit. I admit that neither the first ship- man that we must do a gODd deBiI mDre
ment nDr the Driginal sample was gDDd. in regard to' Callid:e c-oal. I can assure
HDwever, the very peDple whO' rejected him that we shall give the subject urgent
it have made Dther tests, and they are . cDnsideratiDn. SDme cDal has already
been transferred to' brick and pDttery
nDW desirDus Df Dbtaining supplies frDm
that cDal field. Recently, Australian wDrks from the stocks Dn hand. We ishall
Cement Limited sent a representative to' do everytbing within our pDwer to keep
Queensland, and he was impressed with coal shipments coming in and we shall
the pDssibilities Df using Callide cDal fDr have them taken -off the vessels as exthe manufacture Df cement. If that cDal peditiDuslyas pDssible.
We shall als-o communicate with the
can be emplDyed fDr making cement it
certainly can be availed Df by industries Callide peop~e to' :see whether their cDal
engaged in prDducing building materials. can be used. I believe tha,t experiments
There are great pDssibilities in this are to' be made with Calli de oDaJ at
directiDn. I wish the GDvernment to' cement wDrks, and I can promise Mr.
dO' sDmething and to' dO' it quickly. CDleman that w.e shall give this subject
very seriDus attention.
When th:e Ministers assumed -office the
The motiDn was agreed to'.
members of ,my party Dffered ,them assistThe HDuse adjourned at 6.40 p.m.)
ance and cD-Dpera tiDn. HDwever, unless until Tuesday} August 22.
sDmething 'is dDne we are not gDing to' sit
here and re:fra'in frDm indulging in criticism Df the inactivity Df the GDvernment. I have due respect f-or what the
AdministratiDn has doOne, and it has
Tuesday} August 8} 1950.
achieved much in the prepar,ation of impDrtant legislatiDn in the last fDur or five
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
weeks. HDwever, nO' matter is mDre
impDrtant than the Dbtaining Df cDal fDr Michaelis) tDok the chair at 4.18 p.m.
VictDria, and the deve:lopment D'f plans and read the prayer.
fDr distributing supplies within the
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
bDundaries Df this State, because nDbDdy
GOVERNMENT
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME:
can fDretell what the 'future hDlds.
I
ESTABLISHMENT OF VICTORIAN GAS
desire to' bring the subject vividly befDre
AND HARD FUELS CORPORATION.
the GDvernment, and, in the future,
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaunless SDmething is dDne we shall be
very caustic in Dur criticism of any surer).-By leave, I desire to' make a
statement regarding the legislative
inactivity in that matter.
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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programme of the Government for the
present session. Among the Bills to be
dealt with will be measures relating toWeights and Measures
Public Trustee
Nurses and Midwives
Agricultural Colleges (Land)
Factories and Shops
Drainage Areas
Police Pensions
Non-Contributory Pensions
McPherson's Limited Pensions Fund
State Electricity Commission (Contracts)
Printing and Newspapers (Advertisemen.ts)
Juries
Bowen Street Land
University (Veterinary Research)
Pyalong Land Exchange
Police Offences (Race-meetings)
Marine-Temporary Exemptians
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Housing
Advances)
Gaads (Textile Products)
Melbaurne and Metropolitan Baard af
Works Borrowing Powers
Prices Regulation (Extension)
Public
Works-Loan
Application
(Lurgi Plant)
Gas and Hard Fuel Corparation
Legisla'tive Council Reform
Mental Hy.giene
Workers' Campensation
Cattle Campensation
Accumulated arrears of water charges
Tallangatta Township; and
Grain Elevators.
Some of these Bills ·are already on the
Natioe Paper, and Ministers will to-day
give notice of several others.
The
Government's programme is a comprehensive and impartant one, and I trust
that, with the ,co-operation of all members, much useful work will be done by
Parliament during tihe next few months.
I should also like to furnish members
with information cancerning the propasals of the Gavernment for the f.armation ·af the Victorian Gas and Hard Fuel
Carparation.
Legislation will be introduced into
Parliament early next manth for the
establishment of a Victarian Gas Corporation, the functions of which will be
to cO,:ordinate the production of gas in
Victoria, and to develop the natural
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resources of the State by the gasification of brown coal at MorThe Corporation will also
well.
be empawered to produce and/or manufacture brown coal briquettes, benzol,
dyes and other hard fuels.
To avoid the passibility of misunderstanding, I wish to make it clear that it
is not the intention of the Government to
interfere in any way with the operations
of the State Electricity Commission in
the development of the Morwell area.
However, it is felt that when the Gas and
Hard Fuel Carparation can take over
the control of the production of hard
fuels, the State Electricity Commissian
should restrict its functions to the production of electric power from raw
brown coal. In itself, that will be an
immense undertaking.
All members
realize the need for the provision of
electric power throughout the length and
breadth of the State. The Government
feels that the provisian of hard fuels and
the gasification of brawn caal are more
closely related to industry than the praduction of electric pawer, especially for
the manufacture af bricks and tiles, and
the processing of metals. The Government believes the proposed Gas and Hard
Fuels Corporation must be respansible
for the productian of hard fuel supplies
far the State. It is hoped that it will
not be long before Victoria has such a
surplus of electric power, gas power,
and hard fuels that industries will be
attracted to Ithis 1State.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Daes that mean
that the gas companies' sharehalders
will participate in the manufacture af
briquettes?
Mr. McDONALD (,Premier and Treasurer).-I am suggesting that we should
try to. get this project under way so that
we can achieve the objectives I have outlined. I have .made my eX'planation in
arder to clear up any doubts in the minds
af members as to the pOSition of the
State EI,ectricity Commission.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.--J:t is not denied
that the gas companies' sharehalders will
man ufac.ture briquettes?
Mr. McDONALD (;Premier and Treasurer).-I shall deal with that -aspect
later. The proposal for the establishment of a gas corporation comprising
both private enterprise and Government
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interests, was submitted to the previous
Government by the ,Metropolitan and
Brighton gas companies. I understand
that the HoHway Government asked the
Metropolitan Gas Company what its proposals w:e're in view of the fact that it
was intended to set up an authority to
control the gasification of brown coal.
Proposals were submitted and Mr.
T. Forristal, the Accountant of the
Treasury, was asked to examine and report upon th:em. He reported against the
basis of compensation-the replacement
value-and also the divlidend rate sought
by the company; that is to say, a guaranteed dividend of 5 per cent. Then the
Government appointed Mr. F. G. Harding
and Mr. Herbert Taylor to inquire tnto
and to report generally upon the proposals and M'r. F'orristal's comments.
The political wheel turned, and I received the report of Messrs. Harding and
Taylor. Now I am able to announce to
the House the terms. that will be :entered
into. I am grateful to the Leader of the
Opposition and the Leader ,of the La'bour
party for the ·assistance that they have
render,ed me in these matters. I have
endea voured to keep them informed as to
the position.
Mr. HOLLWAY.--Has an agreemen t
been signed between the Gov:ernment and
the gas companies?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).---No. That wilil not be done until
Parliament and the shareholders have
agreed to the proposals. Despite press
comments about the generosity of the
Government, the negotiatiQns were conducted in a hard but friendly way. It
was realized that if the parNes cam:e together 'On the matter, great development
schemes woul~ follow, and it was in that
spirit that the parties met. I compHment
the representartives of the companies on
the way in which they acted. I shaH not
name those gentlemen, but the CrownSo liciotor--'Mr. Menzies-Mr. Winneke,
K.C., and Mr. Forristal were most helpful in re'presenting the Government. I
appreciate what they did tQ finalize the
scheme.
F·ohlowing many conferences ·and negotiations, agreement has now 'been reached
on the basis of the constitution of the
proposed corporation. The corporation
will be established on the lines of a
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company limited by shares, its general
structure being modelled similarly to that
of an ordinary trading company. The
initial share capital of the corporation
will consist of two classes of shares,
namely, 4 per cent. £1 cumulative
'preference shares and £1 ordinary shares.
The ordinary shares for which the State
of Victoria will subscribe will constitute
the greater part of the share capital, and
this will ensure State control of the new
undertaking. The preference shares will
be available for allotment to present
shareholders of the Metropolitan and
Brighton gas companies in exchange for
their existing shares, and the State will
guarantee the payment of the preference
dividend to the extent of 3! per cent.
annually during rthe developmental
period. The ratio of exchange will be
two £1 preference shares in the new
corpora'~ion for each £1 share in the
Metropolitan Gas Company, and four £1
preference shares in the corporation for
every three shares in the Brighton Gas
Company.
Honorable members will no doubt be
interested to learn the basis on which this
ra tio of exchange of ~shanes was determined.
Metropolitan Gas Company
shares must be sold by public auction,
with the result that over the years, In
addi tion to the nominal value of the
shares, a substantial sum has been paid
to the company by shareholders in the
form of premium capital. The company
has issued 332,500 £5 shares, making the
total nominal paid-up capital £1,662,500.
The amount of premium capital paid by
shareholders in acquiring this £1,662,500
nominal capital was approximately
£1,400,000, making the total funds subscribed by shareholders £3,062,500. On
the basis of the ratio of exchange of
shares agreed upon, shareholders of the
company will receive shares in the new
corporation to the value of £3,325,000.
That is approximately between £130,000
and £140,000 as against the reserves
After
which the' company holds.
allowing for certain reserves held by the
company, shareholders will be allotted
shares in the new corporation slightly
in excess of the total amount paid by
them in shares and premium capital to
the present company.
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Similarly in the case of the Brighton
Gas Company, the amount paid by shareholders in the form of ordinary capital
was £462,310, the amount paid in
premium capital was £60,000, and the
amount of reserves, &c., approximately
£80,000, making the total amount of
shareholders' funds in the company
£602,310. On the basis of the ratio of
exchange of four £1 shares in the
corporation for three shares held in the
company, shareholders will receive
shares in the new corporation to the
value of £616,412, which again is
approximately £14,000 in excess of the
value of shareholders.' funds in the
present comptmy.
This basis of compensation is considered to be most reasonable, and is
considerably less than would be awarded
if the rna tter had been referred to
arbitration.
In effect it means that
shareholders in both companies will
receive only slightly more than the
actual money which has been subscribed
by means of share capital. This view
is strongly supported by Messrs. F. G.
Harding and Herbert Taylor, chartered
accountants, appointed by the Hollway
Government to submit: recommendations
to the Government on the present proposal. These gentlemen reported, inter
alia} as followsIt is our considered view that the proposed method of arriving at the initial
share capital to be allotted to the two gas
companies, from the Government's point of
view, is eminently fair and reasonable, being
an absolute minimum consideration which
could be offered to the shareholders of these
companies and something substantially
lower than the amount which in our view
could be assessed by an arbitrator.

The Accountant to the Treasury, Mr.
T. Forristal, has also advised the
Government that in his opinion the proposal is fair and reasonable, both from
the viewpoint of the shareholders of the
two companies concerned and of the
Government. The value of the shares
allotted to shareholders of the Metropolitan and Brighton gas companies in
the new corporation will be approximately £3,941,000, and the Government
will subscribe for shares amounting to
£4,000,000. This amount will not be
provided by the Government immediately, but will be made available to the
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corporation as and when required for
the development of the brown coal gasification scheme. Substantial additional
funds by way of advances secured on
debentures issued by the corporation
will subsequently be provided by the
Government in the development of the
project. Any shareholder-this also is
important-desirous of disposing of
shares for cash may do so only to the
Government, which will undertake to
purchase such shares at par value.
Transfer of shares in the ordinary course
of transmission, &c., will be exempt from
this provision.
The corporation win be empowered
to acquire other gas undertakings on
terms to be approved by the Governor in
Council, having regard, in fixing the
compensation, to the principles upon
which the present scheme is based. In
effect, the legislation will provide that
should the corporation desire in the
future to acquire other gas companies
in Victoria, it will be mindful of the basis
on which the present proposed acquisition was made. Although what is now
proposed to be done will be the basis for
compensation for gas companies taken
over in the future, it would be unthinkable to do such a thing and later, when
we find ourselves desiring to take over
another undertaking, to be held to ransom
or asked to pay more than was paid previously. It would be unwise at this
juncture to agree to any fixed future
basis of compensation.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Is the acquisition to be on the basis of compulsion?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The whole of this scheme is on a
voluntary basis, and that is to the credit
of all concerned. With the view of
making progress in this great developmental work, and in order to providE:!
necessary information for Parliament, I
wish to go a little further. I regret that
I am able to make, in this connection,
only a verbal explanation. When I prepared my statement I possibly did not
realize the importance of other steps the
Government had taken. I refer particularly to the ordering of the Lurgi
plant. I am hoping that the advertisement and the necessary information
will be sent this week to every firm·
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which is likely to tender for the various the company and would receive 3! per
parts of the equipment, and that we shall cent. guaranteed dividend which the
be able to give all the data necessary, Government proposes to provide during
so that the firms concerned will be able the developmental stage, and if there
to quote and the Government will be were profits ultimately they would
able to inform the House that the plant receive 4 percent.
has been ordered. The informa tion has
Sir THOMAS 'MALTBY.--..:They would be
already been forwarded to the manu- shareholders in the Wonthaggi and the
facturers of the Lurgi plant in Germany, brown coal mines and in the briquette
and I understand that they know our en terprise ?
.
requirements.
Certain parts of the
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaequipment can be purchased in other surer).-They would share to that
countries, and the necessary steps have extent. As the Leader of the Labour
been taken, by advertisement and letter, party has said, it is exactly the same as
to explain our needs.
Overseas firms though the Government had to acquire
have been requested to submit plans and this undertaking, and loan money had to
specifications and quotes for particular be obtained from the Loan Council or
equipment.
interest on debentures had to be paid to
Whoever provides
Last year a Select Committee of this debenture holders.
House discussed certain proposals of the money is entitled to the reasonable rate
The whole thing
then Government. Evidence was heard we have suggested.
from experts associated with the gas has been done on a voluntary ba'sis, and
industry, and it. appeared that one great I should say it will prove in the best
problem was the disposal of effluent interests ,of Victoria. The shareholder~
from the Latrobe valley. The Govern- in the gas companies have a very real
ment has engaged Mr. Furphy and Mr. interest, and they will get a splendict
Candy, two eminent civil engineers, to security. There will be no compulsion.
investigate the practicability of dispos- If a person is willing to sell his shares,
ing of effluent from the Latrobe valley obviously he has lost his prime interest
by a pipe line to the sea. If that method in them; therefo~e, in my opinion, it i~
is practicable, it will be possible to dis- perfectly sound for the Government tc)
pose of trade wastes and sewage from acquire those shares. In that way there
the various towns along the route of the will be a gain by the people of VictoriCi.
I am quite confident that when the legispipe line.
lation
is presented U will be accepted by
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Will the engineers
also investigate any other practicable all members of the House.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppomethod O'f di'Sposing of the effluent?
si'tion) (By leave).-At some stage or
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- other I shall move that the statement
surer).-That will be done "before the
made by the Premier be printed. I do
final decision is made. At the moment
not propose to say much about the
effluents from factories are being
Government's legislative programme,
allowed to go into rivers and streams
and, as ,a result, there isa certain degree because the first page of the statement
read"by the Premier recited merely a
of pollution. I think that if it is a pracseries of titles of Bills, !nost of which
ticable engineering possibility the proper
ha ve a very familiar sound. As there is
method will be to dispose of all no indication as to what the Government
effluent from the Latrobe valley through
proposes Ito .do :in regard ItoO lany of those
a pipe line to the sea.
measures, obviously I cannot comment.
Very briefly, those are the plans that However, the P.remier went to considerthe Government hopes to achieve in the able length to outline the Government's
near future. The honorable member for proposals to socialize the Metropolitan
Barwon asked whether the shareholders and Brighton gas companies. Ultimately
in the new ga~ corporation would share that is what will happen, as no sharethe benefits I have outlined. In reply, I holder will be permitted to sell shares
would say that they would share only to other than to the Government, and
the extent of their financial interest in apparently the value of the shares win be
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pegged at par. I should think that, ~n
effect, means that eventually the new
corporation will become entirely a
Government concern. I do not proposp.
to go into details. The proper time for
that will be during the second-reading
deba te on ,the Bill.
"
Mr. CAIN.-It is what might be called
fane Socialism.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I have not heard of
either sane or successful Socialism. This
proposal reveals a curious a tti tude of
mind on ,the part of the Government
parties, and, indeed, of the gas com,
panies genernlly. When our party was
on the Treasury bench, not only was it
regarded as being the protector of the
gas companies' interests but it was also
attacked very savagely.
Members of
our Government were even accused of
being "st,ooges" and being briefed by
the gas companies. Every shareholder
in .the Metropolitan Gas Company probably says a prayer each night for the
protection of the beneficent Leader of
the Labour party, and his picture is
probably pinned up over the bed of every
gas company shareholder. In one day the
Leader of the the Labour party has increased the value of the capital of each
shareholder of the Metropolitan Gas
Com'pany by 50 per cent. Overnight the
value of the shares rose from 26s. to
40s.
I am not contending that the proposition is wrong, because Mr. Harding and Mr. Taylor, who put it forward, are men for whom I have th{:
grea test respect.
They are men of
honesty and ability, but I point out that,
if my Government had taken similar
action, the reputations of those men
would have been torn to shreds by the
Labour party. The Le"ader of the Labour
party would have been jumping out of
his corner like a cross between King
At this
Kong and Chief Little Wolf.
stage the Government cannot expect the
Opposition to say yea or nay to this
particular proposal.
The Opposition
desires to know more about the subsidy
which it is proposed to pay to the gas
companies. Suppose, for example, that
I as Premier had said to the Metropolitan Gas Company and the Brighton
Gas Company, "I am prepared to give
you £20,000 a month indefinitely."
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Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You did that.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I did nothing of the
sort. The Opposition desires full information as to the extent to which the
Governmen t proposes to subsidize the
gas companies.
Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It will not be as much as you
gave. You gave them £97,000.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I listened to the
Premier without interruption, and if he
continues to chatter throughout the
sitting he will make of himself a nervous
wreck. I am endeavouring to assist him.
Before this Bill is introduced the Opposition desires to know how much the
Government has spent and is intending
to spend in subsidizing the gas companies, which, last year, both the
Premier and the Labour party regarded
as concerns that should be very carefully
watched, because at the slightest provocation, they would put something over
Parliament. My party, now in Opposition,
desires to know how far the Government
intends to go. The announcement of this
proposal was premature. The Premier
should not have released the details
when he did, because his action has
resulted in speculation on the Stock
Exchange and it may well be that the
proposal will not even be agreed to by
Parliament.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Have there been any
sellers?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I know there have
been offers of 39s. for shares but prior
to Friday last no one was prepared to
offer more than 25s. to 26s. I understand some sales have been effected but
I do not propose to deal with the proposal at any great length to-night. I am
not committing myself either for or
against it.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is typical of you.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Members of the
Opposlition do not know the nature of
the proposal.
If there were need
previously for the Leader of the Labour
party to 'exercise some control over what
was going on in connection with the gas
companies the same necessity now exists
for the Opposition, and, if the members
of the Labour party have become the
pa tron saints of the shareholders of the
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gas companies, they have an equal
responsibility in the matter. Since the
P.remier has not dealt with any other
proposal, such as redistribution, I am
unable to say more at this stage.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you mean redistribution
in the Lower House or the Upper?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I believe redistribution in both Houses would be a good
idea, but the Premier has not dealt with
that matter so I cannot say more. We
on the Opposition side of the House will
deal with those proposals on their merits
and will not adopt an attitude similar to
that adopted last year by the Government
parties when they tore to shreds' everyone who tried to make a constructive
suggestion which would assist in gas
making for the metropolitan area. But
the Government is now prepared to
place a debt on the country people of
Victoria by subsidizing the metropolitan
gas user who is not the ordinary housewife but the manufacturer.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Your Government
did that with electrical undertakings and
railways.
Mr HOLLWAY.-That action received
the approval of the House. In conclusion,
the Opposition will deal with the
proposal on its merits and will then
decide whether it is worthy of support
or not, but it will certainly not adopt
the despicable tactics adopted last year
by the then Opposition.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I should make it clear that
there is no motion before the Chair at
this moment.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the
Opposition).-I desire to move that the
Premier's statement be iprinted.
Mr. LEMMON (Williamstown) .-1
rise to a point of order. You, Mr.
Speaker, have admitted that no motion
is before the Chair.
·Mr. HOLLWAy.-1 did move my motion
at an earlier stage.
Mr. LEMMON.-The honorable member's motion would have to be moved by
leave. He intimated that the various
items will have to be decided on their
merits when the Government presents the
Bills. No notice has been given of a
motion to have the Premier's statement
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printed and there is a possibility that
much time will be occupied in debating
the matter when the Government is
anxious to have legislation placed on the
statute-book. Consequently, I am obliged
to object to leave being granted to the
Leader 'of the Opposition to move his
motion that the Premier's statement be
printed. After all, the Government
could place such a motion at the end of
the business list, as was done with
another motion submitted by the Leader
of the Opposition. A generous, full, comprehensive, and able statement has been
fnade by the Premier and I believe the
right to comment should be extended to
the Leaders of the three parties. At this
stage 1 object to leave being granted to
the Leader of the Opposition to move that
the Premier's statement be printed.
The SPEAKER.-The position is that
the Leader of the Labour party rose to
speak before the Leader of the Opposition rose. 1 therefore propose to hear
him before the Leader of the Opposition
submits his motion which, of course,
cannot be considered by the House,
except by leave..
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the
Opposition) .-During the initial stages
of my speech there appeared to be a
general desire ·tha t ~ sh'ould move that
the Premier's statement be pr.inted. Then,
1 turned to you, 'Mr. Speaker, and said
" I move that this statement be printed."
Mr. LEMMON.-YOU never said a word
about the statement being printed. You
said you would have a few words to say.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I repeat that 1
turned to you, Mr. Speaker, and said
"I move that this statement be printed."
Possibly 1 should have repeated the
remark at the end of my speech but it is
customary for an honorable member to
move a motion in the early part of his
speech. My distinct recollection is that
I turned to you, Mr. Speaker, and said
that 1 would move that the Premier's
statement be printed.
The SPEAKER.-My understanding
was not quite that.
1 was listening
intently to the Leader of the Opposition
and I said to the Clerk "Has a motion
been moved for the printing of the statement?" His impression was exactly the
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same as my own, namely, that no motion
had been moved. I was under the impression that the matter would be discussed as so often happens, by leaders of
the parties, by leave, and that the motion'
would be moved at the end of the remarks
by the Leader of the O~position.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the
Opposition).-H there is any doubt
about the matter I will move the motion
now.
The SPEAKER.-1 promised to give
the call to tihe Leader of the Labour
party who had to leave the Chamber
for a few moments. He is now returning.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote) .-1 take this
opportunity of saying that the Government has now made a submission to the
House dealing with the proposed legislation for the session. The Premier has
presented a list of some of the Bills that
the Government proposes to introduce.
I can quite understand the Leader of the
Opposition and his colleagues being perturbed at the progress made by the
Government particularly when it is compared with the lack of progress made by
the previous Government during the two
years it spent in talking about things.
This State requires action-not talk.
The Government has been in office
for five or six weeks.
It
is
supported by the Labour party and
we take full responsibility for having put
it into office. That was done deliberately
because the Labour party felt that many
problems, including the utilization of the
natural resources of the State, had been
neglected for too long. The Premier
to-day outlined numerous Government
proposals, including a Bill to proceed
with the gasification of brown coal. It
seems strange tha t the Leader of the
Opposition should now criticize that
proposal and claim that the measure
has been inspired by the Labour party
and is socialistic. The people of Victoria
desire that the natural resources of
Victoria should be developed without
delay. They urgently require power,
fuel and gas and do not care whether the
necessary legislation is inspired by the
Labour party or the Liberal party. The
Hollway Government delayed too long in
dealing with this urgent problem.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-You know that is
quite untrue.
Mr. CAIN.---.:My statement is true, and
I trust that the OpPOSition will Ibe
willing ,to co-operat'e with tJhe :present
Government which is prepared to do
something about these problems. The
Hollway Government introduced a Bill
to lend the Metropolitan Gas Company
an amount of £1,000,000 with which to
construct at South Melbourne a plant for
the gasification of brown coal, but that
was not a socialistic enterprise--according to the Hollway Government. Parliament refused to provide the money for the
Metropolitan Gas Company, the majority
of members considering that the proper
place to construct the gasification plant
was at M·orwell where ultimately gas
will be produced more cheaply, we hope,
than gas has ever been produced before.
Gas will be manufactured at Morwell in
sufficient quantities to give the people
unlimited supplies. The Leader of the
Opposition has been critical of that
proposal, but I shall read a paragraph
from the Governor's Speech which was
delivered at the opening of Parliament
on the 20th of June last. The Hollway
Government had one great quality-it
continually talked about doing things,
but did nothing. The Leader of the
Opposi tion has made speech after speech,
on this subject and had his Government
conducted the negotiations with the
Metropolitan Gas Company the shareholders undoubtedly would have been
much better off to-day than they are
un'der the present Government's proposal.
In the Governor's Speech prepared by
the Hollway Government there appeared
the following statementThe Government will introduce a Bill
designed to ensure continuity of gas supplies
in this State, and to overcome the frequently
recurring difficulties arising from dependence upon external sources of black coal.
The development of brown coal resources
as raw material for the manufacture· of
gas has been the subject of investigation
by a joint parUamentary committee, and
as a result the Government is now satisfied
that the large-scale manufacture of gas
from brown coal is practicable.

The joint parliamentary committee
referred to consisted of the present
Leader of the Opposition who was then
the Premier, the then Minister of Transport-Colonel Kent Hughes, the present
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Premier, the Deputy Premier, the honorable member for Moonee Ponds, and myself. I do not think that committee was
responsible for convincing the people that
Victoria could manufacture gas from
brown coal. In fact the committee made
no decision. The question of the gasification of brown coal had been reported on
by German experts, and their report was
supported by experts who investigated
the scheme on behalf of the Metropolitan
Gas Company. The report of the German
experts was in the hands of the Hollway
Government in July, 1948.
A majority of members of the joint
parliamentary committee felt that it
was not wise to establish the Lurgi plant
at ,South Melhourne, or to lend the
MetropoHtan Gas Company an amount of
£1,000,000 for that purpose.
The
Governor's Speech contained also this
statementThe Government believes that the manufacture of gas from brown coal would best
be achieved by legislation providing for a
combination of Government and private
f!nterprise. Such a plan would have the advantage of securing the protection and welfare of the public and also of making available the experience and technical and
scientific knowledge of the gas companles.
The present 'Government ,proposes a combinati'On of Government and private
enterprise, but it is now ,termed
Socialism. Wha,t was right on the 20th
of June is wrong to-day.
Whoever gets the credit for .this proposal does not concern me. Irrespective
of their political views all members
should make it their concern to see that
the- plant is established without delay so
as to provide unlimited gas suppJies
throughout Victoria. Jot is a subject
which mem'bers, with credit to 'themselves, could approach from 'a nonpolitical angle. I have inspected the coal
deposits at Callide and Blair Athol. They
are wonderful seams 'Of coal, but they are
so situated geographically that it is not
economi.c to work them ·and transport
the coal to Victoria. Within 80 miles of
M'elbourne,
at Mor,well,
there are
almost unlimited supplies of brown
coal.
It
is
being
used
in
a
pulverized form on the . Victorian
railways, and it can be used for the
manufacture of gas and petrOil. Within
this State we have the opportunity of
develo.ping our natur·al resources to meet
its fuel requirements.
Mr. Cain.
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I do not share the view expressed by the Premier to-day tha t
the problem of fuel supplies will
be solved within five or six years by
'the construction of two hriquetting
factories at Morwell and the completion
of the Kiewa electric power :scheme.
Much more than ',that will be required. I
do not share the optimistic views expressed by the Coal Board .in New South
Wales that within two or three years
unlimited supplies of black coal will
be won in Australia. I think I know
the difficul'ties and I appr.eciate that it
will not be possible to overcome the coal
problems in that period, just as it is not
possihle to overcome the housing .problems at the moment.
Victoria is developing rapidly ,ana
annually over 100,000 people are being
brought from abroad to take up residence
in this Country. As a result of that
developmen t domestic and industrial
demands for fuel and power will continue
to increase. The Hollway iGovernm,ent
proposed to lend the Metropolitan Gas
Company £1,000,000 t,o establish a brown
coal gasification plant at South Melbourne because the company could not
raise :suffieient capital for the purp'Ose.
At a meeting of the joint Parliamentary
Committee the Metropolitan Gas Company's representatives discussed the
question of installing water gas p:}ant by
1952 to meet the gas requirements of
the State. I do not know whether the
Lurgi plant will be instaBed before 1953;
it will take eighteen months to bring it
to Victoria. It would have been here
now had the Leader of the Opposition
ordered it in 1948 when he was the
Premier.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Y.OU are aware that it
was not asked for at that stage.
Mr. CAIN.-I did not ask for it, but I
was not in charge of the Government.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-What would you have
said if I had ordered black cocul or water
gas plant on behalf of the Metropolitan
Gas Company and the Gov:ernment had to
pay for it?
Mr. CAIN.-I did not mention a 'black
coal plant; I said that the Leader of the
Opposition, when he was Premier, could
have ordered the Lurgi plant at any time
within the last two yea~s.
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Mr. FRASER.-Your Government could
have ordered it in the two years before
that period.
Mr. CAIN.-No. The experts' r~ort
was not available until after we were out
of office. It was available to the former
Premier and the plant could have been
ordered at any time, even ·after the conference had been held in October of last
year, when the Hollway Government
withdrew the Bill that it had introduced
to pr.ovide a loan of £1,000,000 to the
Metropolitan Gas Company.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-You know that at
that stage the company was going to buy
its own Lur,gi plant.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not know that, and
the company did not install a gasification
plant.
.
Mr. HOLLWAY.~1 know it did not, because the company did not have sufficient
money for the work.
.Mr. CAIN.-The responsibility must
rest with the Hollway Government
which delayed the matter for two years.
Mr. FRASER.-The previous Labour
Government was responsible.
Mr. CAIN.-For the information of
the honorable member for Grant, I wish
to state that the report by Mr. E. A.
Bruggemann and Dr. F. ,S. W.
Danulat was not available untn July,
1948. The Labour Government went
out of office in December, 1947,
so it cannot be blamed for the
delay, which was the responsibility of
the Government that followed it. The
present Government has agreed to order
the Lurgi plant, but it will not be available for eighteen months. It has also
agreed to establish the proposed corporation which will control the manufacture of gas from brown coal. As the
Leader of the Opposition has said, that
is a highly technical process, requiring
skilled advice, which can be given by
Dr. Andrews, of the Metropolitan Gas
Company.
Apart from Mr. Bruggemann, he knows more about the gasifica tion of brown coal than any other
person in Australia.
Mr. HOLLwAY.-Your Government
delibera tely disreg,arded his advice.
Mr. CAIN.-That is not so. Mr.
Bennie and Dr. Andrews were employee!:!
of the Metropolitan Gas Company. They
were instructed to urge f.or the erection
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of plant to manufacture 6,000,000 cubic
feet of gas daily at the South Melbourne
works of the company. The Leader of
the Opposition disregarded their advice,
and his Government did not bring down
the necessary Bill to give effect to the
scheme.
The proposal of the pres en t
Government is being criticized because
it is said to be socialistic, and also that
it will give shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas Company certain privileges.
It will really provide a basis for the
settlement of the problem and the
taking ·over of the plant and assets of
the Metropolitan Gas Company.
In 1946, the LaQour Government tried
to nationalize the gas industry. U the
Metropolitan Gas Company had been
taken over then on the basis of its Act,
the cost would have been somewhere
about the same amount as that involved
in this proposal.
If the Bill the Labour Administration
brought down had been agreed to
by
both
Houses
of
Parliament
debentures would have been issued to
raise the necessary capital in the same
way as the Premier of South Australia
had to issue debentures to buyout the
interests of the electricity undertaking
in that State.
The Government would
ha ve gone on the market and paid the
ruling ra'te of interest. The honorable
member for Barwon has asked whether
the shareholders in the Metropolitan Gas
Company will share in the profits. Does
any ·one think the cost of the £16,000,000
borrowed last year by the State Electricity Commission is not being shared
by the people of the State? We cannot
obtain money for nothing. The assets
of the company could have been confiscated, but that would have been
unreasonable. The concern is t.o be taken
over on a fair and equitable basis. If
action had not been taken along those
lines, Melbourne would experience a
shortage of gas in 1952.
Brigadier TOVELL.-'f.here is a shortage to-day.
Mr. CAIN.-That is due more to lack
of fuel than to shortage of plant.
If
unlimited supplies of coal were available
in 1952, the plant of the Metropolitan
Gas Company would not be sufficient to
meet the demands of Melbourne. I am
pleased that action is now being taken
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by the Government, irrespective of who
was responsible for inspiring it. OppCJsition members must support this legislation, ,and it will not be rejected by the
Legislative Council, because it will provide for the making of gas from our
own coal deposits. Public opinion will
force the OpposiUon to support the Bill.
I shall have other opportunities to discuss this subject.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I hope you will have
your facts right on the ne~t occa,sion.
Mr. CAIN.-I have not misstated the
facts.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-You have distorted
the picture.
Mr. CAIN.-The Leader of the Opposition well knows that he is responsible
for no action having been taken in this
matter.
He will be compelled to help
the present Goyernment to place the
legislation upon the statute-book so that
011r brown coal resources may be
developed. I do not intend to discuss
the legislative programme announced by
the Premier as the various measures will
he debated later. The Leader of the
Opposition has said that he will not
adopt a "dog in the manger" attitude
and I trust that we shall aU do our
best to assist in the passage of legislation that will benefit the State.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I take it that the motion before the Chair
is that the Premier's statement be
printed.
The SPEAKER (The Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-That motion was not
moved.
MOONDAH HOTEL, MORNINGTON.

M ornington.

For Mr. HYLAND (Minister or
Transport), Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary).-The answers are-1. Yes. Appropriate legal proceedings are
being instituted.
2. Yes.
3. My colleague, the Chief Secretary, ha!l
advised me that a conditional certificate
for a victualler's licence was granted to
Mornington Investments Pty. Ltd. on 5th
May, 1948, by the Licensing Court, subject
to alterations being effected to the existing
building in conformity with the plans and
specifications approved by the Court.
On 6th April, 1950, the Court, pursuant
to the Licensing (Amendment) Act 1949,
approved of alterations to the plans and
specifications which were approved when
the conditional certificate was granted by
the Court.
On completion of the building, the
licensing inspector for the licensing district
of Mornington will make an inspection and
report to the Licensing Court whether or
not the alterations have been made in
accordance with plans and specifications
approved by the Court.
The Court will not grant or issue a
licence until it is satisfied by the report ot
the licensing inspector that the alterations
have been completed in accordance with
plans and specifications approved by it.

CITY OF NUNAWADING.
ACQUISITION OF LAND.

Mr. REID (Box Hill) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister
of Public WorksIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file relating to the acquisition by the
Nunawading City Council of land belonging
to Mrs. A. Partridge?

For Mr. HYLAND (Minister of
Transport), Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary).-The file is being laid on the
table of the Library.

BUILDING PERMIT.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister
of Houslng1. Whether

any infringements of the
building permit covering the Moondah
Hotel. Mornington, have been reported; if
so, whether any prosecutions have been
launched; if not, why?
2. Whether any recent inspection of the
work has been made; if not, whether the
Minister will direct that such inspection be
made?
~. Whether the plans approved by the
Licensing Court have been departed from; if
so, what act~on the Court proposes taking
in view of the provisions of the Licensing
Act?

McPHERSON'S LIMITED
FUND-BILL.

PENSION

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved, by leave, for leave to bring in a
Bill to remove doubts as to the validity
of the trusts of a pension fund established under a trust linstrument of
McPherson's -Proprietary Limited, to provide for the alteration of the said instrument and to incorporate the trustees of
the said fund.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved, by leave, for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend fue Weights and Measures
Act of 1939.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was b'ought in and read a
first time.
PRINTERS
AND
NEWSPAPERS
(FOREIGN ADVERTISEMENTS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved, by -leave, for l,eave to bring in a
Bill relating to newspaper advertisements .in foreign languages.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
NON-CONTRIBUTORY STATE
P.ENSIONS BNL.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of a Bill" to increase certain non-contributory State pensions."
A resolution in ·accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. McDONALD
(Premier and Treasurer), the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.
UNIVERSITY (VETERINARY
RESEARCH) BILL.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of
a Bill "to amend the University
Veterinary Research) Act 1945."
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. McDONALD
(Premier and Treasurer), the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.
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PYALONG LANDS EXCHA~GE BILL.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).-I
move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is only a short measure, but it is
of particular value to residents of Pyalong, Heathcote and probably Kilmore.
Its purpose is to make it possible for
two pieces of land, each 88 acres 3 roods
and 4 perches in area, to be exchanged.
An area of land was reserved in 1867 for
the purposes of racing, cricket and probably other recreations, but some years
ago it was found to be not suitable for
that purp0se because a gully runs
almost through the centz:e of that
land. Over the years, the position
has 'been aggravated by the occurrence of erosion, wihich, unfortunately, has increased, and consequently
local residents hav.e been compelled
to go on to private land for their
recrea Hon. In my opinion, a fine spiri t
was displayed by the owners of the
private property, the Cooke family,
when they made it available. They are
now willing to exchange their land
which is so suitable for recreation for
land that is not so satisfactory for that
purpose. That is an act of gener.osity
tha t occurs from time to time.
This is .a measure to effect an exchange that is supported by the locai
shire council, the sporting bodies, and
the generous land owners. The populaHon of the Pyalong district is not
numerically strong. Pyalong is between
Heathcote and Kilmore, be'ing about
equal distance, from each place.
The
local people are displaying an excellent
civk spirit that we appreciate, and are
ready to do something that will provide
pleasure to the inhabitants of the biggest -centres.
The area in question is
sufficiently extensive to be used f.or
recrea tion purposes' and for sport of all
kinds. I must not omit to mention that
there is an ideal setting for a golf
course.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Have you a
map -of the land?
Mr. LIND.-I regret that I have not
another copy. The map shows in red
the area reserved for recreation purposes and the blue portion is the area
of freehold land to be exchanged. The
Country Roads Board is about t.o make
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a deviation, of the road at that point. la tes that the transfer is to be expressed
This will mean cutting off a small por- to be made for the purposes of this
Sub-clause (3) relates to a
tion of the area to become the per- measure.
manent reservation.
However, it will charge in favour of Mrs. Catherine
take barely an acre ,off the 88 acres on Cooke with respect to the freehold land,
the north-east corner of the freehold and provides tha't this charge shall, in
area. It will not be a disadvantage, and fact, be transferred to the new title for
a good road will be assured for the which pr,ovisi'on is ma8e in this Bill-the
benefit of the travelling public. It has equity of Mrs. Cooke being thereby prebeen necessary to introduce the Bill served, and the Registrar of Titles is
because at present there is no law under accordingly authorized and directed to
which a permanent reservation m'ay be make necessary entries on relevant
Sub-clause (4) stipulates
exohanged for freehold land for this pur- documents.
pose. That is the principal reason for that the undivided half share of the land
to be granted to John Cooke as administhe submission of the legislation.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Is there 'any differ- tra tor .of the estate of Joseph Cooke
ence in the' productive ~apacity of the shall for all purposes be part of tha t
estate.
two areas?
Clause 3 contains the 'customary proMr. LIND.-No.
The two areas are
adjacent to one another, but it does not vision that no liability shall attach to
f.ollow that two lots of land in pr,oximity the Crown in consequence of the passing
to each other have the same agricultural of this measure.
There are two schedules, the first of
productive value. The soil qualities of
which
describes the 88 acres 3 roods
these blocks are sim'ilar, but the exchange is necessary because the surface 4 perches of freehold land to be transof the land in one area is uneven, due ferred to His Majesty and which, after
to the existence of the gully, and the making provision for a road, may thereaggravation of the conditions by erosion. upon be reserved as a site for racing
The Second
I shall n.ow explain the clauses. Sub- and public recreation.
Schedule
defines
the
88
acres
13 roods
clause (1) of clause 2 provides that upon
the
reservation
of
which
4
perches,
transfer to the Crown of the freehold
would be revoked by this measure to be
land as defined in the First Schedulefollowed by the issue of a Crown grant
(a) the land becomes unaliena ted
therefor to John Cooke.
I have
land of the Cr,own freed from emphasized the necessity for passing this
all restrictions so tha t after legislation which will assist in ensuring
making provision for such pm"" that the loc411 people will have an area
tion as may be required for a of land of which they will be proud. I
road, the balance can then be hope that they will find every justifireserved under the Land Acts cation for assisting generally in the
as a site for racing and public movement to develop the area. I am
recreation.
sure that the honorable member for
(b) all existing reservations and proGoulburn, who has done so much in
clamations in respect O'f land making representations concerning this
described
in
the
Second matter, will be pleased at the introSchedule are revoked, and
duction of the Bill.
(c) the land described in the Second
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-This Bill was
Schedule can then be granted in prepared long before he was elected to
fee-simple to J.ohn Cooke in his Parliament.
own right as to -one undivided
Mr. LIND.-But nothing was done.
half share and as administrator
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I wish to pay
of the estate of Joseph Cooke,
deceased, as to the other un- tribute where it is due.
divided half share-the ,freeMr. LIND.-I am delivering thishold land being so held.
speech, and I will take care that every
Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 'Contains one entitled to credit will receive it. I
the authority for Mr. Cooke to execute am now referring to the, honorable
the transfer to His Majesty, ,and s1ipu- member for Goulburn. I say that on
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every possible occasion he has urged
that the nec~ssary Bill should be submitted at the earliest moment. It was
not his fault that the legislation was not
dealt with before the House rose for the
short recess. I assured him that the
measure would be one of the first to be
submitted, and I have carried out my
part. I appreciate everything that the
honorable member for Mornington has
done.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Not what I
have done but what the former member
for Goulburn did.
Mr. LIND.-The honorable member
for Mornington was a Minister for a little
while, and we appreciate what he did.
I am sure that all members are keen on
expediting the passage of legislation
that is in the best interests of the
citizens of this State no matter where
they reside. I have no doubt that I shall
receive the full co-operation of honorable
members generally, including the honorable member for Mornington.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I direct attention to the
fact that the Chamber clock has gained
10 minutes since the House assembled.
The correct time is 5.50 p.m., so that the
honorable member for Mornington can
speak until 6 o'clock.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I have no desire to delay the
passage of the Bill but as I doubt whether
it can be passed through all stages before
the dinner interval I would suggest that
you, Mr. Speaker, leave the chair now.
The sitting was suspended at 5.51 p.m.
until 7.18 p.m.
'
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-It is not my intention to occupy
much time in discussing this measure
which, as a matter of fact, the Hollway
Government proposed to bring forward
as its privilege Bill. But for the action
of the Country party, resulting in its
gaining office, this measure would have
reached the statute-book some time ago.
However, I have no objection to it and I
do not think any will be forthcoming
from either side of the Chamber. The
Bill provides for a fair exchange of an
area of land on on'e side of a road for
another of equal size on the opposite side.
As far as I have been able to ascertain
from an examina Non of the file, the
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value of the land proposed to be exchanged is higher than that of the land
at present held by the Crown, it being
noted that a creek runs through that
Crown land. I should mention that the
question of this exchange was considered by the Hollway Government on
the representations of the former member for Goulburn----Mr. Grimwade-and,
as I have already indicated, the proposal
was so far advanced as to justify its
being embodied in a privilege Bill by that
Governqlent. It is now the privilege
Bill of the present Administration.
The function of the Opposition is not
-as many members who until recently
sat in Opposition have claimed-to oppose
everything. On the contrary, our duty
is merely to point to any defects in legislation and to submit reasons advanced
by interested parties why any particular Bill should not be passed. I have
already said that I see no reason why
the present measure should not reach
the statute-book. If they were in favour
of a Bill when they were on the Governmen t side of the House, there is certainly no reason why Opposition members should oppose such a measure if it
is brought forward at a time when their
party is no longer in power.
Mr. GALVIN.-This is a better Bill than
the Bill rela ting to Rosebud land,
by which the Hollway Government
" pinched " land from the people.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not
agree with the honorable member. The
measure to which he refers provided for
the use by the public of the land in
question.
Mr. GALVIN.-It took land away from
the public. The present Government
would not allow such a thing to happen.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The House
is dealing at present with a Bill relating
to Pyalong lands. Even when there is no
divergence from policy it is the duty of
the Opposition to point out in what
respects, if any, a measure runs contrary
to the wishes of the community. There
is no reason at all for challenging the
present Bill from any angle.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Opposition will not
find anything wrong with any other
measures; for example, those relating to
adult franchise for the Legislative
Council, the proposed Victorian Gas Corporation and so on.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-At the
proper time I shall have something to
say about the views that the honorable
member for Bendigo expressed when
discussing previous measures affecting
gas companies. The Bill we are discussing clarifies the position of beneficiaries
under the win of Joseph Cooke, deceased.
It involves merely a transfer of charges,
so that the persons concerned will be no
worse off; in fact, they will possibly be
slightly better off. Although I was
Minister of Lands for only a fortnight I
was able to exa'mine certain Bills,
including the one now before the House,
ra ther thoroughly. I think the Minister
will agree that this Bill was prepared
long before the new Government acceded
to office and was ready to be brought
forward by the Hollway Government.
Mr. SMITH (Goulburn).-I commend
the Government for having brought
forward the measure now before the
House. In order to correct any false
impression that may be held regarding
the part played by my predecessor and
myself, I should like to point out that 1
recall having made representations about
an exchange of land at Pyalong more
than four years ago. Consequently I am
particularly pleased that the Bill has been
submitted so early in the session. M)'
pleasure will, I am sure, be shared by the
interested sporting bodies, the shire
council and the residents of the district,
all of whom have displayed a keen
in terest in the prOiposal for some time
past. In fact, I expect 'a fine area to be
made out of the new reserve. This
measure merely makes provision for an
exchange of lands of equal size--each
8~ acres, one being of similar value to
the other. One portion of the. area that
was reserved in 1867 is badly eroded.
The land has the additional drawback
of being some distance from the township. It is clear that the new reserve will
have many advantages over the old.
Surveyors of the Lands Department
have inspected the two areas and have
recommended the exchange. I am glad
that the Bill has the support not only of
the Government but also of the honorable
member for Mornington as representing
the Opposition's point of view.
1
commend the measure to the House and
wish it a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Schedules.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The Minster of Lands sa·id that
provision would be made for a road, and
that th:e land refeNed to in the Bill
would be available for recreation purposes. I cannot see anything in the. fi.rst
schedule to suggest that. I -should thmk
the Minister would have the necessary
power, but I want his assurance that .th:e
road suggested by the Country Roads
Board, whioh will take up portion of the
north-east corner, will :be made. I do
not want any hHch to occur. It may be
that the first schedule as dt ~tands would
prevent the Country Roads Board from
acquiring land for the road.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).I am p1eased that the honorable member
for Mornington has raised this question.
He will realize that at this stage the
Country Ruads Board has nort: made a
detailed survey. When the alignment
has been determined, the Board will no
doubt resume the section necessary for
the rerouting of the road. Only a small
piece of land is needed, and there will be
no ill-effect on the scheme. The Board
has power under its Act Ito resume that
land or an} other land necessary for its
purposes. For the moment, on that aspect there is northing definite.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I want to make quite :sure that
the Country Roads Board Will have the
righ t to take over tlhe portion of land required for the road. The first schedule
says " subject to :this Act, reserved as a
site for racing and public recreation."
This Bill will become an Act, and in the
words of the first schedule wi'1l reserve
the land for the purposes specified. I
feel that the Minlist~r should look into
the manter.
Mr. LIND.-I give you my assurance
that I shall do so.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-It may be
that the first schedule wilJ have to be
amended to prov'id~ land for road purposes.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).-The
advice supplied to the Lands Department has corne from the Law Department.
Naturally, I accept it, but I
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appreciate the opinion of the honorable
member for Mornington. His legal advice is valuable to a laYlnan. I assure
the Com·mittee that before the BiLl is
dealt with in the other House, the point
mentbioned will be investigated, and I
shall take 'steps to ensure that the
Country Roads Board will be able to resume sufficient land for its purposes.
The schedules were agreed to.
The BUl was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
MoPHER,SON'iS LIMI11EiD PENSION
FUIND BIUL.

The Order of the
reading of this Bill
The SPEAKER
Michaeli!5).-I have
and am of opinion
Bill.
Mr. MITCHELL
- I move-·

Day for the second
was read.
(the Hon. Archie
examined this Bill,
that it is a privat~
(Attorney-General).

That all the Private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

Mr. OLDHAM
(Malvern). - The
Attorney-General, without any explanation, has moved that the Standing
Orders relating to private Bilil's be dispensed with. I hav:e .no desire to emba'rrass the honorable gentleman, but J
urge tJhat before the motion is agreed to
some reasons for moving it should be
given to the House. Wh(1Il the Bill was
last before the House, the honorable
member for Northcot~ asked the then
Premier whether it was a private Bill,
and Whether the interested parties would
pay for it.
It was stated that they
would.
J should like to know why a
similar course is not being followed on
the present occasion.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).J think this motion involves the expenditure of public money.
If the Bill be
treated as a private Bill, those in whose
interests it is to be passed will be obliged
to pay certain fees and to accept some
financial responsibility 'for the use of
this Parliament in enacting legislation
which is private in its effect and its
causes.
The Minister's motion invites
Parliament to bear the cost of legislation
which you, Mr. Speaker, have declared,
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I presume rightly, to be private legisla tion. In 21 years in this House, I
have not previously seen a Minister rise
and merely move the suspension of the
rules of the House to deal with a Bill
which the Speaker, who by virtue of his
office is the custodian of the rights of
the people and nf members of this
House, has declared to be a private Bill.
I suggest that the Leader of the
Labour party should not be so subdued
in his allegiance to the inexperienced
Ministry' which he has appointed as JO
acquiesce in a motion which he would
not accept were he sitting in Opposition.
I hope he will fulfil his duty by inviting
the Attorney-General to show why we,
representing the taxpayers, should without any information being' provided,
without discussion,and without knowledge, commit the taxpayer to [this
I support the Deputy
expenditure.
Leader of my party in his request.
Unfortunately, we cannot make a
demand on the Attorney-General, who
is at present receiving the advice of the
Chief Secretary. He knows what I am
saying is right.
Having received his
instructions from a layman, he will
perhaps explain why we should vote for
the expenditure of an unspecified sum of
money.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I think members of the Opposition know
the position 'very well. They have been
beating the air to gain a little ,time and
to place the Attorney-General in an invidious position.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is not fair. If
you put it in that way we will play the
game rough too.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Might I suggest
that the Attorney-General did not intend
to be discourteous to the House. The
form was new to him. As you, Mr.
Speaker, had declared the measure to be
a private Bill, the Attorney-General, of
necessity, had to move that it should be
treated as a public Bill. Before he could
do anything in that direction the honorable member for Malvern rose to protest.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-On a
point of order, I do not know why
any heat should be engendered. The
Attorney-General moved a motion and
then resumed his seat. I merely asked
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if he would give the House the reason
for moving to dispense with the ordinary
requirements of private Bills. I had not
intended to embarrass him. The Chief
Secretary is wrong in making such a
suggestiDn.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I did not intend tD be unfair, but the
facts were that this Bill was before the
HDuse 'On a previDusoccasion. It was
introduced by the hDnDrable member fDr
Malvern, WhD knows the measure frDm
A to Z. There can be nD argument as
to his knowledge 'Of it. I agree that the
House is entitled to the information
asked f'Or, and there is nD dDUbt that the
AttDrney-General intended tD give that
information. I suggest that the House
ShDUld hear the Attorney-General's explanation to allay any fears that might
lurk in the minds of hDnorable members.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
(By leave).-I intended no discourtesy to
the House. In the previDus Parliament
this measure was presented as a private
Bill, but certain moneys have been paid,
and I feel it would be better if it were
treated as a public Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBy.-What amount
is involved?
Mr. MITCHELL.-The sum 'Of £33.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The A ttorney-General has
moved that the Bill be treated as a public
Bill. It is n'Ow f'Or the H'Ouse-not the
Speaker-t'O decide that matter. A ruling
has been given that under the Standing
Orders this is a private Bill and any
amendment thereto must be made by a
motion of the House.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 still feel
that the Attorney-General has not given
to the House any reas'On why the Bill
should be treated on this 'Occasion any
differently from any other private Bill.
The amDunt 'Of £33 inv'Olved is very small;
that is not the point at all. If it were
the issue, it would hardly seem to be
worth while wasting the time of Parliament debating a mDtion that the pr'Ovision's in regard to private Bills should
be dispensed with. When this measure
was before the House previ'Ously, no such
m'OtiDn was submitted. At that time,
presumably, the measure was declared
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by the Speaker t'O be a private Bill. It
certainly was a private Bill and was
trea ted as such by the Government.
Upon the introduction of the motion for
leave to bring in the Bill, the Leader of
the Labour party asked a specific quesN'On as to whether it was to be treated
as a private Bill and, ,to use his 'Own
words, he said that the interested parties
could pay for it. He was informed that
that was the position.
There is no need to create a storm
'Over this matter. Since :the AttorneyGeneral has moved that the provisions
relating to private Bills ShDUld be dispensed with, he can pr'Obably enlighten
. the House as to the actual position. I
should have thought that the expense
would have been far greater than the
figure 'Of £33 which he mentioned.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Such an am'Ount
w'Ould cover 'Only printing charges.
Mr. OLDHAM. - Presumably this
measure will be referred to a Select
CDmmittee of the HDuse and the expenses
of that Select C'Ommittee will be borne
by the company, in addition to the
amount of £33. I do nDt wish to infringe
the rules 'Of debate by drawing attenti'On
to the provisions of the Bill. The suggestion was made that for some reason
I was being captious in this matter because I knew the contents of the Bill.
Such a remark should be directed to any
debate upon the substance of the Bill,
but not to a debate 'On the questi'On of
the provisions relating to private Bills
being dispensed with. S'O far as concerns the capacity of the company to
pay for the privilege 'Of having legislati'On of a private nature passed through
Parliament, almost at the commencement of his explanatory remarks on the
Bill the Attorney-General will point out
that the company is one having a capital
of £3,000,000 in paid up shareh'Olders'
funds. Th eref'Ore , it cannot be suggested
that any great hardship will be inflicted
if the ordinary procedure of the House
is foll'Owed.
Honorable members on this (the
Opposition) side of the HDuse, represent
a large number of electors-many m'Ore
than th'Ose represented by the Government-and they are being treated with
scant oourtesy if a motion is submitted
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to dispense with the ordinary procedure
of the House without any explanation
being advanced as to the reason for so
doing. When I, in a most innocent and
kindly way, ask for an explanation, the
Attorney-General calls to his assistance
the "chief constable" of the State and
berates me. I do not desire to embarrass
the Government and, on behalf of members of .the Opposition, I am prepared to
promise that they will agree to any
motion submitted by the AttorneyGeneral which will result in the measure
being referred to a Select Committee.
If the motion for the suspension of
Private BHI Standing Orders is persisted
in, better reasons must be given before
the Opposition is prepared to agree to
tha t course being adopted.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
Noes

30
19

Majority for the motion

11

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barclay
Barry
Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Cook
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Doube
Dunn
Fulton
Galvin
Holt
Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Merrifield
Mitchell
Morton
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Smith
Towers
White
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone)
Tellers:

(Shepparton)

Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Guye
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
(Dundas) Mr. Reid.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hayes
Holland
Lemmon
Stoneham
Sutton

Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Norman
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don.
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Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is introduced at the instigation
of McPherson's Ltd., a company incorporated in Victoria with shareholders'
funds of over £3,000,000. It has manufacturing plants at Richmond, Kensington, Tottenham and Kyneton in Victoria,
and at Alexandria in New South Wales,
and warehouses in Melbourne, Sydney,
Adelaide and Perth. The company has
a fine record of industrial relationships
between the management and employees.
The total employees number 1,422 of
whom more than haH hold employees'
shares in the company, of a nominal
value of £84,200. For many years dividends of 11 per cent.-Iast year 13 per
cent.-have been paid on these employees' shares~ which is well above the
dividend paid to ordinary shareholders.
For many years all employees with
over one year's service have participated·
in a profit-sharing scheme in the form
of an annual bonus. In addition, there
is an employees' benefit fund, consisting
of credits held for individual employees,
and built up wholly from contributions
by the company. This fund at present
stands at over £50,000. In 1929 the
company instituted a superannuation
scheme for its employees, and it is with
this scheme that the present Bill is concerned. The scheme consists of a pension fund, to Which the company and the
pmployees contribute equally on a £1 for
£1 basis, the fund being administered
by thirteen trustees, four of whom are
c.ppointed by the company and nine by
the employees. The income of the capital
of the fund, and hence the benefits available, are higher than the normal
superannuation scheme, because the fund
is not administered through any insurance company, and in any case the
company has guaranteed an annual interest return of not less than 4 per cent.
on the capital of the fund.
Over the last four years the company
has paid £1,400 into the fund under this
guarantee. The total assets of the fund
at present and in prospect are as follows:
Present level, £211,598; 1966, £1,000,000;
and 1969, £1,250,000.

The present contributors to tr.e pension fund number 800, and are increasing
rapidly-in 1939 there were 241. The
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average contribution per employ~ is
about £15 per annum, and the average
pensi.on is about £200 per annum, payable at 60 years of age. This penston
fund was instituted by a trust instrument dated the 19th of September, 1929,
between the company, the first trustees
.of the fund, and several representative
employees.
Doubts and difficulties have arisen 1I1
the administration of the fund which are
indicated in the preamble to the Bill as
follows: In an opinion given last year
to the trustees of the fund, Messr.s.
Coppel and Spicer, K.C's. have declared
that the trust instrument is probably invalid, because it offends the rule of law
known as the rule against perpetuities.
When the trust instrument was originally drawn up in 1929, it was" vetted"
by Mr. Owen Dixon, K.C.-now Justice
Sir Owen Dixon of the High Court of
Australia--but in the light of decisions
'given since 1929 on similar schemes, it
must be accepted that there is now considerable doubt whether the McPherson's
fund is valid, inasmuch as it is expressed
to continue indefinitely, unless the company itself at any time is wound up or
goes into liquidation.
At the time the scheme was instituted,
McPherson's Li~ited was a proprietary
company, but in December, 1944, it was
floated into a public company, and the
opportunity is sought to change the name
of the pension fund accordingly. Clause
26 of the trust instrument provides that
no. part of the salary of an officer in excess of £500 per annum shall be taken
into consideration in computing pensions
or benefits under the scheme. Few employees were affeoted by the provision in
1929, but conditions of pay have
changed greatly since then, particularly
in the last few years, and some 20 per
cent. of the employees now in fact receive more than £500 per annum. Conversely, the pensions originally fixed under the scheme are now considered inadequate, and it is desired to allow those
receiving more than £500 per annum, to
make grea'ter ,contributions and receive
greater benefits.
The trust instrument provides no
means at all by which its terms can be
altered, even if the company and all the
contributors desire an amendment.
Mr. Mitchell.
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Legal advice has been taken on this
point, and it is to the effect that no one
save Parliament is able to effect the
necessary alterations. Many of the difficulties which have arisen could have
been overcome had some means existed
whereby the original terms of the trust
instrument could have been altered wi,th
the consent of all parties.
The trustees of the fund number thirteen, and it has been normal for them
to be employees and officers of longstanding in the company. This applies
both to those appointed by the company
itself and those elected by the employees.
Particularly of recent years the result
has been frequent changes among the
trustees by death or retirement, and this
has consequently involved considerable
expense and difficulty in changing all
the. invest'ments and assets of the fundmainly inscribed stock and mortgagesinto the names of the new trustees. This
difficulty could be overcome if the trustees were incorporated, as has recently
been done in the case of hospitals, charities, and other bodies, so that changes
among the trustees' do not cause the expense and delay which would otherwise
be the case.
I should now like to comment on the
clauses of the Bill. Paragraph (a) of
clause 2 is designed t.o exclude the rule
aga:inst perpetU'iti~s in the case .of this
pensions fund. The exclusion has a retrospective effect, so as t.o vaUdate acts
performed by the trustees and payment
made since 1929. The protection is in the
same ter·ms as is aff.orded to simHar
schem,es which are registered under the
Superannuation and Other Trust Funds
Validation Act 1932, O'l;l the generail principle rtJhat such superannuati.on funds
should be validated, even though they
are in fact perpetuities.
In paragraph (b) the opportunity is
sought to amend the name of the fund in
accordance with the flotati.on of the company into a pubUc company in December, 1944, and the consequent om1ission of
'the wor.d "Proprietary." The effect of
paragraph (c) is to remove the limitation at present existing with regard to
empl.oyees receiving more than £500 per
annum, so as to enable them t.o make
greater contributions t'O the fund, and
to have greater benefits on retirement.
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Under clause 36 of the trust instrument
the trustees have power to make rules
prescribing rates of contflibution and pension and other matters affecting the details of the soh erne, and if any limitation in future is to be placed on the contributions or pensions of any officer it
will be in accordance with rules so made
by the trustees.
Paragraph (d) is to incorporate
the trustees for the time being of
the fund, and to give them a
common seal and perpetual succession, in
the same way as various charities and
other bodies, so as to overcome the difficulti.es already outHned. .The effect of
paragraph (e) is to provide a means
whereby the provisions of the trust instrument can be altered with the consent
of all parties-in the case of the contributors, a majority of three-fourths is
pr.escribed, owing to the difficulty ip obtalining 100 per cent. of consents through
illness, holidays, and other causes-to
obviate the necessity f.or any further recourse to legislation, and to allow the
scheme to be altered from time to time
accocding to circumstances, so as to suit
chang.ing financial and sodal conditions.
The exact mo'de of signifyling and obtaining the necessary consents is to be laid
down by the trustees in rules made under
their ordinary rule-making power.
The Bill is regarded as urgent, as the
scheme is at present being carried on
under the uhreat of invaJidity, and the
trustees are thus incurDing heavy personal responsibility. Furthermore, it I!:!
desired as soon as possible to expand the
benefits to contributors under the scheme.
I propose to moveThat a Select Committee be appOinted to
inquire into and report upon the proposal
contained in the McPherson's Limited
Pension Fund Bill, such committee to consist of Mr. Randles, Mr. Dawnay-Mould, Mr.
Cochrane, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Oldham, and the
mover, with power to send for persons,
papers, and records; to hear counsel on behalf of the company, and also of persons who
have a personal interest in such Bill; to sit
on days on which the House does not meet,
and to report the minutes of evidence from
time to time; four to ,~e the quorum.

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 have no·
objection to the proposal to refer the Bill
to a Select CommHtee, but I :should like
to point out what has happened.
Session 1950.-[10]
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-At this stage members will
have to speak to the motion for the
second reading of the Bill, but, of course,
it may be superseded by the proposal
foreshadowed by the Attorney-General.
Mr. OuDHAM.-The usual procedure
with a private Bill of this nature is to
refer it to a Select Committee, which
then makes its rep'Ort, upon which
the ordinary second-reading debate
ensues. The Attorney-General has moved
the second reading, and I suggest that he
should now move that progress 'be reported, and later move a motion for the
reference of the Bill t'O a Select Committee.
The SPEAKER.-A motion that pro- .
gr.ess be reported cannot be moved because the Bill has not reached the Comm1ittee stage.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I should have said
that the Attorney-General sh'Ould have
moved that the debate be adjpurnoo.
Mr. GALvIN.-Have another guess!
Mr. OLDHAM.-I am trying t6 help
the Government and its supporters.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Possibly, it may be advisable for the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to move an amendment to the
motion ,for the second reading. to the
effect that the matter be referred to a
Seleot CommiHee.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I cannot do that; the
Government has to pay for this.
The SPEAKER.-The question is.
" That the Bill be now read a second
time." When the motion is agreed to,
we can deal with the proposal submitted by the Attorney-General.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-Before you,
Mr. Speaker, submit the motion for the
second reading, I wish to congratulate
the A rtorney-General on his effort, and
also to point out that the Government
had approached the Opposition and submitted ·a programme of which we
approved and which included the -passage of this Bill. On the 9th of November, 1949, when the present Deputy
Leader of the Opposition was A ttorneyGeneral he sought leave to introduce this
measure. On that occasion, the Leader
of -the Labour party inquired whether
those interested would pay for the investigation. When we consented to the
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programme foOr to-night we understood
that the same condttions w.ould apply to
the legisla'tion, but the position has been
reversed.
I happen t.o know that the
Girl Guides' AssoOciation will seek the
passage of similar proposals in the near
future. I trust that when that .organization makes its applicati.on U will
receive the same consideration as the
public company; at least, it is an association perf.orming g.ood work for the
youth of the State. It is to be h.oped
that the Government will give that body
real consideration and allow its Bill to
be investigated without cost to the
organiza tion.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Strangely enough, two years ag.o, I submitted a motion of this kind for a
similar measure. I have full confidence
that on this occasion the legislation will
ha ve a better reception.
Some slight
a~terations have been made t.o the suggestions -that I advanced two years ,ago.
So that honorable members may refresh
their memories, and ,as some new members are in the House, I must give a
fairly comprehensive explanation of the
Bill.
The need for improved weights and
measures legislation in this State has
long been felt. The present Act is dated
1928, but it is substantially a re-enactment of older legislation, much of which
dates back to 1864. This Act is unsatisfactory in many ways, of which I would
cite a few major examples. With the
exception of the periodical checking of
the inspectors' standard weights and
measures, the entire administration is
in the hands of municipal authorities,
and they are the sole judges whether
the quantity and quality of the work
done by their inspectors are satisfactory.
In some districts there is no admini'Str'ation whatever, and the standard of work
in other areas is far from uniform.
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This lack of uniformity arises partly
from the varied types and amounts of
training-if any-which the inspectors
have received. Some inspectors have
numeroOus other duties which prevent
them from giving adequate attention
to weights and measures work; others
are employed on a full-time basis but
may have too many trading premises
in their districts to give proper attention
t.o all desirable work. There is also
great lack of uniformity in the testing equipment held by the various
local authorities. Standard avoirdupois
weights are available for the use of all
inspectors and most, although not all.
have access to standard measures of
capacity. Some of these are o'ld, but, in
general, are in reasonably satisfactory
condition. Many municipal authorities
are, however, without any standard
measures of length and most of those
which are in use are of a poor type.
The worst position probably ~xists in
connection with auxiliary testing equipment, mainly balances. Some of the
balances now used by municipal authorities were issued from 60 to 80 years
ago and are of a type which ceased in
1895 to be acceptable for the use of
British, inspectors. Apart from being
of inherently poor type, many of these
balances appear also to have deteriorated,
and this, in view of their age, is not
surprising. Another aspect of the difficulties caused by the non-uniform administration arises when, from time to time
manufacturers contemplating supplyini
the Victorian market with weighing and
measuring appliances seek information
concerning the State's requirements
regarding the accuracy and construction
of 'Such equipment. The only answer
which can be given is that such requirements do not exist and that the inspector
in each municipal district is virtually a
law unto himself in this respect. In
1939, a new Weights and Measures Act
was enacted by Parliament, to come into
operation by proclamation of the
Governor in Council.
This Act was
designed to rectify the anomalies which
·1 have mentioned and, generally, to
establish the Victorian weights and measures administration in a manner which
would be in keeping with present-day
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requirements, providing for such matters
as reasonably frequent checks on both
weighing and measuring appliances, and
on trading practices.
The question of proclaiming the 1939
Act had to remain in abeyance during the
second world war because neither staff
nor equipment was available to implement it. It was hoped to put the new Act
into opera tion soon after the conclusion
of hostilities, bu't some delay was found
inevitable because of extreme difficulty
in obtaining certain necessary equipment.
It has also been found that, while the
1939 Act is, in general, an excellent piece
of legislation, there are two main points
which would render its operation difficult,
particularly at short notice. The system
of municipal administration has been
retained and the extent of the preparation in -different areas varies greatly,
but, as the Act stands, it must be proclaimed simultaneously over the entire
State, or not at all. At the moment,
some municipalities could undertake the
administration, on a fairly satisfactory
basis, without much notice.
Mr. WHATELY.-Mr. Speaker, may I
direct attention to the state of the House?
A quorum was formed.

,Mr.
DODGSHUN.-Other municipalities
have made little or no
preparations and are without either
the staff or essential equipment. Consequently the law would remain a dead
letter within their boundaries. It is
therefore proposed to amend the Act so
that the municipal administration can be
postponed in such municipalities without,
in the meantime, depriving other areas,
which are ready to enforce it, of the
benefits to be obtained from it. The
other major reason for needing an
amendment to the Act is that certain
doubts have arisen as to the functions
of the cenltral administration .or
Government Weights and Measures
Office. It is proposed to make it clear
that the central administration is to
supervise the work of the municipal
inspectors and is also to have the right
to undertake the testing of special types
of equipment used in trade.
This is one of the major departures
from the principal Act of 1939 whereby
it was provided that the Government
should take over all the administration.
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The municipalities felt, with some reason
perhaps, that the greatest service could
not be given in tha1t way. The present
measure provides for its proclama·tion in
such a manner as will enable municipalities that are in a position to continue with the work to do so. Examples
of special types of equipment are
jewellers' and pharmacists' weights and
balances, for the testing of which
munici'Pal inspectors will generally be
neither trained nor equipped. It will be
appreciated that very fine balances are
used in such businesses, making it necessary that the ·equipment should be tested
by experts. It is possible that the tests
will be undertaken by officers of the
central administration.
A municipal inspector, on the other
hand, should be ·able to make satisfactory tests on weighbridges if he had
adequate equipment, but it is believed
that few, if any, municipa.l bodies will
wish to incur the considerable expensp
of ,obtaining sufficient ·of such equipment.
To provide the proper testing
equipment would involve the purchase
of heavy testing weights at a cost of
several hundred pounds, and for the
larger type of weighbridge would neces·
sitate either the pur,chase or hire of .a
motor truck to carry the testing gear
and its equipment with a crane to lift
the weights.
I would emphasize that the intention
is to leave to the municipalities the
general work of cheoking traders'
appliances and the sale of goods, allowing the central admjnistration to undertake only those duties which can be
more effectively performed by its staff,
for reas:ans entirely beneficial' to municipalities-either of eoonomy or of need
for special training and qualifications of
inspectors.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I rise to a
point of order.
I should like to ask
whether it is possible that the Liberal
party, whose members are outside the
Chamber, is planning a rebellion.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis).-There is no point of order.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The main purposes' of bringing forward
this Bill have now been s'tated, but the
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opportunity is being taken of making
certain additional amendments which
experience and inf.ormation from other
States and overseas indicate to be desirable. I now propose to give an outline
of the more important of these additional amendments. The amending Bill
recognizes that the Victorian Act is subject to the Commonwealth Weights and
Measures (National Standards) Act
1948. That indicates one of the reasons
for holding back the measure of 1948.
It was thought that if the Commonwealth Government placed in its Bill
specifi-c provisions cutting across the
Victorian legislation, interference' with
the administration of that legislation
might occur.
It is now believed, on
sound premises, that although certain
regulations have been issued by the
Oommonwealth, they will be in conformity with the amendments in the
present measure.
The Commonwealth Act gives power
to set up national st!andards of weight
and measure to which all weights and
measures legally used in any part of
Australia must be directly or indirectly
referred.
It is understood that State
standards of weight and measure are to
be referred to Comm'onwealth standards,
but that, in all their dealings with
traders, the State administration will
remain undisturbed. The Commonwealth
Act has not yet been fully implemented,
but it is understood that active preparations are being made. It is considered
tha t the Commonwealth Act will be of
great assistance to the State office. ThE'
amending Bill will aLlow the alternative
terms pole or pe~ch " for the " rod " of
five and a half yards, and will also prescribe the term "short ton" for a
weight of 2,000 pounds;. it is anticipated
that these terms will be in conformitv
with Commonwealth regulations which
have still to be issued.
Provision is
made for allowing a municipal inspec~or
to appeal to the Minister. should the
inspector consider that he has been
wrongfully suspended or dismissed by
his council. This is intended as a safeguard against any harsh or unreasonable treatment of an inspector endeavouring to carry out his duties in a
conscientious manner.
U
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The present Act requires an inspector
to remain exclusively within his own
area for the purposes of administration.
This has led to a suspected offenderfor example, a wood hawker-being
able to escape loa position just over the
inspector's boundary, and thence to taunt
him with inability to take action. To
cope with such cases. the Bill will allow
an inspector to act outside his own area.
In normal ci~cumstances the central
administration would discourage an inspector from acting in another man's
area, but there may be occasions when
a visiting inspector can help another
who finds it difficult to obtain evidence
regarding a suspected offence, because he
is too well known in his own district.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That will apply only
to hawkers and such people.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It can apply to
()Ither cases if a man \has broken the ·law
and is trying to avoid a prosecution.
Representations have been received that
all inspectors of weights and measures,
even if. now employed in a part-time and
almost nominal capacity, be permitted
to retain their appointments indefinitely.
It is regretted that the Government cannot see its way to grant this request, as
dt is felt ithat the interests of the community, which must be paramount, will
suffer if the administration is not carried
out by properly trained inspectors. An
assurance is given, however, that it is
intended to treat sympathetically the
cases of inspectors serving on a parttime baS'is, and to give them every
facility and encouragement to qualify
f.or certificates. Evidence of this sympathetic outlook is given by a provision
enabling the Minister, in particular
cases, to extend to three years the time
allowed to such men to qualify. Men
who, during the two years immediately
preceding the commencement of the Act,
ha ve served mainly as inspectors of
weights and measures continue to be
exempted from the requirement to hold
certifica tes.
The 1939 Act makes provision for
taking the administration out of the
hands of a municipal authority which
fails to do its work effecmvely and for
having the work done by Government
officers, at the expense of the municipal
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authority. It is understood that these
provisions are nat favaured in municipal
circles and the Gavernment has agreed
to' their repeal, in the hope that better
co-aperatian will be 'Obtained an a
valuntary, than an a campulsory, basis.
It shauld be clearly understaod, hawever, tJhat the Gavernment will expect to
see an efficient system af administratian
set up to' caver the entire State within a
reasanable time, and that, if this
expectatian is not fulfilled, present-day
needs will prabably farce the introductian af further amending legislatian
in arder to' pravide. for a unifarm system
thrDughaut the State.
The repeal af
these prDvisiDns, in effect, i,mpases an
municipalities generally the ·anus af
applying adequate pressure to' any
cauncils which may be inclined to' laxity,
lest the whale system af municipal
adminlstra tian falls intO' disrepute.
In pursuance af its palicy to' relieve
municipalities 'Of the financial burden in
carrying aut same af their CDStly
admindstrative functians, the Gavernment has agreed to' fargO' the payment
intO' Cansolidated Revenue af the 20
per cent. of the municipal weights and
measures revenue, whi'ch was pravided
far in the 1939 Act. It is believed that,
when that Am was drafted, it was
anticipat'ed that the municipaliNes
wauld shaw a surplus fram testing fees,
aver the cast af their weights and
measures administratian. In such circumstances, the municipalities cauld
reasonably be expected to make a cantribution towa'rds the cost 'Of the central
administra tion.
However, with increasedcDst ,far
equipment, salaries, travelling expenses
and the like, it is naw thougJht that most
municipalities wHI find the wedghts and
measures administration is not a SDurce
of profit, and, in these circumstances, it
is thought proper to relieve them of the
payments to Consalidated Revenue.
Provision iis made in the Bill for requiring inspectors to praduee prDper
evidence af their appointment, if requested; it alsO' becomes an 'Offence to'
impersanate an inspectar. Importance
is attached toO these provisions, as information has been received that ShDPkeepers are frequently visited by persons posing as inspectors but actually
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working in the interests of some unscrupulous, and possibly incompetent,
scale repairer. One inspector has stated
that, on entering a shop and announcing
his busdness, he received a hostile'
reception, and was told that he was the
thiird inspector to call that week; the
ather two were impostors. It is the
intention of the administratiDn to seek
the rigorous prosecution of persons
falsely claiming to be inspectors. Shopkeepers would be well advised, even at
the present stage, to' check the bona fides
af persons claiming to be serv:ing in the
capaCtity of inspectars of weights and
measures.
The Bill provides that threats against
an inspector, whether direct or indirect,
shall be an offence. This provision has
been included following information that
threats against an inspector's family had
been made in another State, and that he
had alsD been led to expect refusal to
supply gaads which he needed personally.
The 1939 Act implies that the normal
place for testing traders' equipment is an
inspector's office, although there is provisian far exemptions. That, aga'in, was
a bone af contention in municipalities,
and particularly so in widespread areas.
It is believed that this provision has its
ar-igin ,in praeUice whiclh commenced in
Britain in the last cen'tury, when weighings were generaHy made by means of
weights and simpl1e types of scales and
balances. These si'mpler foOrms of weighing machines have largely been replaced
by self-indicaning machines, ·many of
which are of deUcate construction and,.
in some cases, will not give correct readings unless set up and levelled correctly
in their pasition of use.
InformaNan has been received that the
des.irability af testing such appliances in
other than th'eir pOSition of use is being
questioned in Britain and in other places.
It is naw proposed to' amend the Act so
as to leave the place af test,ing to be prescribed in regulations, wh~ch win be done
in the light bath af Victorian experience
and of informatiDn from other places.
It is also intended to consider tlhe conven1ience of owners af weighing and
measuring equipment, and nat to insist
on the remaval of such equipment from
the awner's premises unless this is clearly
necessary in the interest af efficient testing.
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The Bill will require inspectors not
only to test traders' a'pplJiances at prescrLbed intervals, 'but also to make
definite visits of inspection to all trading
premises, normally at least once a year.
This is an important part of an inspector's work, hut could tend to become
neglected in some cases, because no fees
will be reoeived in respect of it.
The Bill, in general, retains the requirement that weighing and measuring
appliances must be tested and stamped
by an inspector before being used in
trade, but makes provision for the issue
of permits fur using repaired equipment,
under prescribed .conditions, pending an
official test It is thought that this provision will be especially useful in country
districts where an inspector who happens
to be in a distant part of his area may
not be able conveniently to test a
particular appliance promptly. It will
probably be prescribed that permits will
be given only when the repairs are done
by competent approved repairers. The
weights and measures authorities in
Texas, United States of America, have
reported very favourably on the operation of a similar scheme in that State.
The Bill provides that a packer, or
his agent, if resident in Victoria, shall
be held responsible for deficiencies of
weight or measure of goods contained
in packages. The 1939 Act makes the
retailer responsible unless the packer
has given a guarantee according to
special procedure, which a man who intended to a·ct fraudulently would be most
unlikely to do.
Methods of control over weights of
bread have been the subject of considerahle discussion, and have received
the close consideration of the Government. The present practice, which is
also prescribed in the 1939 Act, is to
weigh the finished loaves of bread.
Representations have been made that
instead of the finished loaves the dough
pieces should be weighed before baking.
It may be somewha1t easier f.or a baker
to produce well cooked loaves under this
Slystem, but a number of experienced inspectors of weightB and measures have
expressed a fear that effective checks
under this system would be difficult
because of the limited time during which
IVI r. Dodgshun.
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anyone dough piece would be available
for checking. It is felt also that the
consumer is interested in the weight of
the finished loaf rather than in the
weight of the dough from which the
loaf is made.
The Government is particularly concerned with the weight and quality of
the goods that go over the counter and
it has therefore decided to retain the
system 'of weighing the finished loaves.
Inspectors will be advised, where
practicable, to weigh the loaves
in the bakehouse, and will be instructed
to give due attention. to hygiene in any
case where the work has to be done
elsewhere.
It is intended to remove the authority
for the misleading term "ton measurement" as applied to firewood; possible
confusion with the ton avoirdupois makes
this expression most objectionable. The
weight of wood in a " ton measurement"
is variable according to the nature of
the wood, but is generally substantially
less than a ton by weight. The sale of
wood by measurement in country districts will still be permitted, but the
quantities will have to be expressed in
terms of "cubic feet when stacked" or
the" cord" of" one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet when stacked."
The Bill will allow courts to order
convicted persons to pay compensation
to those whom they have defrauded, in
addition to any other penalty. At present, a firewood hawker, where a large
quantity of wood has been supplied, may
be fined the maximum and ~tin show a
profit, his victim having been put to the
inconvenience of attending.court with no
benefit to himself. It must be conceded
that this provision makes a prosecution
partake also of the nature of a civil
action, but the results in general are
expected to be beneficial.
Lieut.'7Colonel LEGGATT.-That occurs
in assault cases.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I think this provision should be salubary.
If it were
operated once or twice against an offender
it would probably have a curative effect.
The Bill amends the provisions of the
Act in regard to seizure and forfeiture of
equipment and goods involved in offences
against the Act, so as to give adequate
powers in this respect and yet protect
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traders against the arbitrary or unreasonable use of such powers. Complaints have been received of alleged
short measure in the supply of sand,
gravel, screenings, and the like. The
Bill will make it possible to introduce
suitable regulations to deal with the
sale and conveyance of such commodities. This provision has been included
specificalJy at the request Q1f munidpalities that have been robbed in connection
with the delivery of gravel, sand, and
other road-making materials, because of
wrong markings on trucks.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Care will have to be
exercised in ascertaining whether the
sand is wet or dry.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The regulations
will be sufficiently elastic to provide for
that.
The Government considers it
would be invidious to have a standard
for all trucks. During the depression
years it was found necessary to utilize
trucks of many unsuitable types. I hope
it will be unnecessary to use some of
them again, but, in times of national
stress, it may be necessary to use such
vehicles and the regulations would make
provision for those trucks to be used in
certain circumstances.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Will that
provision apply to capacity-that is
cubic capacity, rather than weight?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Yes. It will apply
to cubic capacity and to ordinary tip
trucks. The Government does not desire
to exclude the use, under certain circumstances. of trucks other than those
specifically built for this purpose. The
Bill raises the maximum penalty for a
breach of regulations under the Act
from £10 to £20.
This increase is
proposed partly because of the changed
value Qf money and partly because some
offences llgainst the regulations may be
almost I3:S serious as some against the
Act itself, in respect of which a maximum fine of £50 is prescribed.
Having now considered the Bill in
detail, it seems fitting to say a few words
regarding the Government's plans for
bringing the new Act into operation. It
will not be possible to do this immediately after the passing of the Bill,
because certain preparatory work had
necessarily to be deferred pending a
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decision as to the form which the legislation would finally take. For example,
the drafting of regulations has reached
an advanced stage :but cannot be completed until the 'Powers actually to be
given by tihe Bill are known; an undertaking has been given that -municipal
comment will be invited when the draft
regulations are ready. Proclamation of
the Act without the simultaneous introduction of the regulations would not be
pracHcable.
The central administration staff has
been kept at minimum strength, but will
have to be considerably augmented before the measure comes into operation;
there may be :some difficulty in obtaining
suitable personnel. [t may ,be noted that,
while the Bill provides for. deferring
municipal administration in specified
areas, the central administration is expected to assume its full responsibilities
immediately on the commencement 01
the operation of -the provisions. A
considerable amount of testing equipment has ibeen purchased for issue
to the local authorities but some has still
to be obtained. The extent to which the
municipalities group themselves into
union~ is a matter for themselves and
will have a considerable effect on the
total amount of equipment needed. The
total requirements are still uncertain
and the policy naturally adopted has
been to purchase only such amount of
equipment as is reasonably certain to be
required. It will probably be necessary
to permit the temporary use of some
existing equipment, particularly balances,
pending the supply of approved appliances.
The provisions of this Bill, under which
the municipal administration can be introduced in stages, will be most helpful
in coping with the difficulties of the municipalities. Some items of equipment for
use by the central administration will
involve fairly heavy expenditure, and
purchase has been deferred until the
form of the administration is definitely
known. No surprise will be felt if there
is some difficulty in obtaining prompt
delivery of some of this eqUipment.
A somewhat depressing account of
anticipated troubles having been given,
it remains to describe the means proposed
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for coping with the, position. It is intended, immediately after the passage of
this Bill, to review the work which has
to be done and the supplies which must
be obtained before the Act can reasonably commence to operate. A proclamation will then be made forthwith specifying the time of commencement of the
Act, for which the earliest date considered practicable will be chosen.
A
period of from six months to a year from
the passing of this Bill is at present
envisaged. This procedure will have the
advantage that means will definitely have
to be found for putting the work of the
central admini'Stration on a sound footing by the specified date. It will also
give to municipalities a positive indication that the Government's intentions in
the matter are serious. There is reason
to believe that recurring delays in proclaiming this Act have been responsible
for the reluctance of some municipalities
to undertake preparatory work involving
expenditure whi.ch might be premature
or unnecessary.
The House, the community generally,
and especially the group of men who have
qualified, after study, for appointment as
inspectors can rest assured that the implementation of the new Weights and
Measures Act will be treated as urgent,
and that there will be no avoidable
delays.
I have dealt with the general principles
of the Bill. The Government is genuinely
trying to overcome the deplorable conditions that have existed for years in connection with weight~ and measures. The
old Act provided that scales and balances
should be kept in order, but there was no
provision to ensure that short-weight
goods were not sold. The Government
;,s making an earnest endeavour to apply
the Act uniformly throughout the State.
I pay tribute to the former officer in
charge of weights and measures, Mr.
Walter M. Holmes, and the present
officer, Mr. Proctor. Mr. Holmes worked
for years under great disabilities. After
the 1939 Bill was passed, he did everything possible to obtain the necessary
appliances, and even resorted to employing an elderly watchmaker to make the
fine appliances so that facilities would be
available immediately the Act was proclaimed. There is still great difficulty in
Mr. Dodgshun.
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inducing manufacturers to do that work,
but when they realize that the State is
in earnest probably we shall be able to
induce them to undertake the m'anufac1ure of many of the necessary appliances.
Some have been procured in Great
Britain, France, and various parts of
Australia. I hope this will be the last
time that I shall have to assure the
young returned servicemen who have
qualified as inspectors that this job is
almost an accomplished fact. I believe
Parliament will accept the Bill and give
it a speedy passage, in order that a
genuine attempt can be made to overcome the gross injustices that the consuming public suffers.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I suggest that the Chief Secretary
should agree to adjourn the debate for
one month or, at least, for fourteen days.
Municipal councils are very interested
in this measure and while I should like
to see it passed expediUously, it is only
fair that the municipalities should be
given an opportunity of perusing the
B111 before it is passed.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The honorable member for Mornington seems to
overlook the importance of this Bill, and
its urgency. When one reads in the
newspapers a case such as was reported
recently, in which an indiVidual was
sentenced to imprisonment for three
months
for
seUing
13
cwt.
of
mallee roots and charging for 2 tons,
one realizes the urgency of this measure.
A similar Bill was prepared by the Hollway Government of which the honorable
member for Mornington was a member.
Lieut.-Oolonel LEGGATT.-That is not
so.
GALVIN.-A
Labour party
Mr.
Government
intr,oduced
a
similar
measure in 1947. I object to the policy
that is now being adopted by Opposition
members.
They have been idle for
nearly nine months; for two and a half
years, while their party was in power,
they did nothing but talk, and now they
desire to delay the debate on this Bill
for a month. This legislation is of importance to the housewife and to the
wage earner; it is almost as important
as is price fixation in relation to the
necessaries of life. It is useless t'O talk
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about price fixing unless this weights
and measures Bill is passed. What the
housewife is not losing in pounds,
shillings, and pence, she is losing in short
weight deliveries. Apparently the Opposition does not want the Bill. The suggested adjournment for one month is
sheer hypocrisy and I protest against
the delaying tactics now being adopted.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I move--
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The reason underlying the motion is
tha t evidence taken by the last Select
Committee was not reported toO the
House. I desire to place the evidence
before the House so as to permit the
new Select Committee toO act upon it.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MlTCHELL (Attorney-General),
pursuant to Ithe foregoing Order, presented the minutes of evidence and
papers referred to.

That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I move-That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday next.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-Although I agree that the Bill
should be passed, the fact remains that
many members desire to peruse it and
give municipal councils an opportuni1y
of doing so. I suggest that if a longer
adjournment were granted at this stage
the Bin ultimately would have a more
speedy passage.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-The Chief Secretary gave me an undertaking that should a week's adjournment
prove to be insufficient for the purpose
of examining the Bill, he would not
object to a further adjournment.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I gave the undertaking mentioned by
the honorable member for Dandenong,
and I now assure the honorable member
for Mornington that if Opposition members are not prepared to proceed with
the debate on Tuesday next, the Government will meet them in the matter.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
August 15.

McPHERSON'S LIMITED PENSION
FUND.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-Generan.
-By leave. I move-That there be laid before this House the
minutes of evidence taken by, and the
papers laid before, the Select Committee of
the Legislative Assembly appointed during
the last session of Parliament to inquire
into and report upon the proposals contained in the McPherson's Limited Pension
Fund Bill introduced in that session.

McPHERSON'S LIMITED PENSION
FUND COMMITTEE.
!Mr. MIT,CHELL (Attorney-General).
---lBy leave, I :move-That a Select Committee be appointed to
inquire into and report upon the proposals
in the McPherson's Limited Pension Fund
Bill; such committee to consist of Mr.
Cochrane, Mr. Dawnay-Mould, Mr. Galvin,
Mr. Ireland, Mr. Oldham, Mr. Randles, and
the mover; with power to send for persons,
papers and records; to hear counsel on
behalf of the trustees and also of persons
who have a pe!'sonal interest in such Bill;
to sit on days on which the House does not
meet; and to report the minutes of evidence
from time to time; four to be the quorum;
and that the minutes of evidence taken by,
and the papers laid before, the Select Committee appOinted last session on a similar
Bill, which were presented to the House
this day, be referred to the said committee.

The motion was agreed to.
PRINTERS AND NEWSPAPERS
(FOREIGN ADVERTISEMENTS) BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-'
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this short Bill is to safeguard the industrial welfare of new Australians without the slightest. suggestion
of any restriction upon freedom of expression, which we so 'greatly value. 'My
attention has been directed to the fact
that advertisements in foreign languages
are appearing in newspapers, and the
Bill provides that a correct English translation shall accompany each such advertisement. The idea is to safeguard our
industrial laws and to protect new Australians, because it cannot be expected
that they are fully cognizant of the
conditions in all awards. On the other
hand, it is felt that these people should
be entitled to apply for advertised positions that they are qualified to fill.
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In these days many methods are used
to gain employment, and the Government feels that the Bill will be a protec'tion, although, I repeat, it is not to be
regarded as a restriction upon the freedom of these people. At a recent conference of returned soldiers, I listened
with great interest to a debate on a
motion that all newspapers should be
published in English. I was pleased to
hear the broadminded comments of many
delegates. The main theme was that we
must welcome new Australians because
it is so necessary to popul'ate this continent. It was contended that the" four
lreedoms" should be observed, and that
new Australians were entitled to be able
to purchase newspapers printed in their
own language. The Printers and Newspapers Act of 1928 defines the meaning
of a newspaper as follows:In this Act the word" newspaper" includes
every paper or pamphlet other than those
hereinafter mentioned containing any public
news intelligence or occurrence or any remarks or observations thereon or upon any
political matter and published for sale
periodically Gr in parts or numbers at intervals not exceeding twenty-six days between
the publication of any two such papers or
pamphlets or parts or numbers at a price of
Six pence or any less amount; but does not
include any document published in the
course of his duty by the Government
Printer or containing only matter wholly of
a commercial nature.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Will the proposal restrict the metropoli tan newspapers?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Their propaganda
will not be restricted, but they will be
unable to accept advertisements in a
foreign language.
Mr. CooK.-What would be the position of a pub'lication printed in another
Sta'te and cir,culated in Victoria?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There is no control over those papers, but it is believed
that the police would have sufficient
power to see that nothing of a subversive nature appeared in them.
Because of the altered conditions
resulting from so many overseas
people coming into Victoria, the Police
Department and other organizationswith the concurrence of the Commonwealth
Government-have
provided
in terpreters to be used in court cases
and for other purposes. It is hoped, of
course, that the new Australians will be
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absorbed into our community and will
take an early opportunity of learning our
language, so tha't there will be only a
passing necessity for this legislation.
Mr. REYNOLDs.-What wiJl be the positioin of Latin expressions contained in
in memoriam notices?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is taking it
ad absurdum.

Mr. WHITE
(Mentone)
(to Mr.
Reynolds) .-Is Latin a foreign language?
Mr. REYNOLDs.-Yes.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I think the application of the legislation would be very
reasonable. The BiB provides that any
person guilty of an offence will be liable
to a penalty of not less than £25 and
not more than £100. The Government's
motive in bringing it forward is well
known. I think the proposal will prove
advantageous, and I hope that the House
will accept the Bin and pass it to-night.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-During the last
Federal elections one candidate issued
an elecUon circular prin ted in ITalian.
Would such a document have to include
the transl1a tion ?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-This Bill refers
only to advertisemen'ts in newspapers.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Morning"
ton) . -This measure follows on the same
lines as .one prepared by the previous
Governmen t. During my term as Chief
Secretary it was suggested by a member
of the Labour party that advertisements
in foreign languages should be accom·
panied by English translations.
The
proposal was ,considered immediately
and a Bill prepared. I should like to
point out that under the restricted
definition conta'ined in the Printers and
Newspapers Act 1928 any weekly
periodical published in Victoria and
exceeding 6d. in price would not be
covered by this pr.oposal. It might be
possible that if the price of the
krgus is increased to 7d. an amendment
may be necessary to prohibit advertisements in a foreign language.
I think the interjection by the honor·
able member for Toorak was very pertinent. This Bill proposes to prohibit the
use of any language, other than English,
in any advertisement.
If a classical
allusi.on appears in an advertisement a
translation will have to be provided,
although the quotation may be known
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to most people.
The Latin phrase
requiescat in pace would not be permitted in an advertisement unless the
English meaning was also given.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not kr.0w
whether Latin would be called C!- foreign
language; when I went to school it was
known as a dead language.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The Chief
Secretary would no doubt like to administer the law in an equitable way, but if a
person were being prosecuted for inserting an advertisement in a language other
than English it would not be possible for
instructions to be given to the prosecuting O'fficer to' withdraw, because he would
be prosecuting in accordance with the
terms of the law. The law cannot be
administered, so to speak, against the
law.
Mr. GALVIN.-It will not be possible
the Latin phrase pro bono
publico!
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is so.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Sic itur ad astra
would also be banned.
Lieut.-Colonel. LEGGATT.-If any
motto were contained in an advertisement a translation would also have to be
provided. I do not know that that would
prove a great hardship, but inadvertently
a person might not do so and would
accordingly break the law.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-If you were acting
for the defendant you would argue that
it was an announcement and not an
advertisement.
to use

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATr.-I might
argue in all kinds of ways, but under
this proposal English must be used.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-An advertisement in Gaelic
might not be accepted.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is
not English. If an advertisement" in
Gaelic were inserted in a newspaper a
translation would have to be provided.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Would the symbols
£ s. d. be in the same category?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Apparently
members on the Government side do
not want this Bill t'O be passed. I am
trying to facilitate its passage and, at
the same time, to point out certain
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defects in it. When a Bill is being prepared the principles are m~de known to
the PaJ.'lliamentary Draftsman.
Sometimes certain provisions are inserted that
are not in accordance with the desired
purpose.
However, I agree with the
principle of this measure and I consider
it should be passed.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-Naturally
the Labour party supports the Bill. It
is pleasing, too, to see that the
Opposition approves of the proposals.
Although
the claim has
been made that the legislation was
drawn up by the previous Government,
the ex-Chief Secretary has found what
he regards as difficulties in the measure.
Surely he knows that it is hard to dot
every" i" when such suggestions are
brought forward. 'I'he honorable member will recall that when his party
formed the Government we were members of the Opposition, and we did nothing else than amend the legislation
brought forward. What we have done
has been for the benefit of the State, and
when a party follows such a course it
cannot be embarrassed. We got rid of
an Administration that did nothing for
two and a half years, and we saw that
it was replaced by another Government.
Surely in such circumstances we did
something in the interests of Victoria.
This is essential legislation.
The
t'rades union movement has been concerned about the many advertisements
relating to employment.
It has been
found that positions have been offered to
new AustraUans at much below award
d
d'·
wages an con 'ltions.
In addition,
businesses have been advertised on most
unreasonable term,~. We know only too
well that a number of Australians have
stooped to such methods to bring about
pitfalls for newcomers to this continent.
Any proposals made to protect the
standards of living which have been
gained after hard battles win have the
support of the Labour party.
This
measure may produce some peculiar
problems, involving Esperanto and Latin.
The Premier may have to watch when
he sets out to talk in his native Gaelic.
I do not know what will happen in the
case of the Right Honorable William
Hughes when he sets out to expound his
views in Welsh. No doubt when such
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problems confront the Chief Secretary
he w,ill deal with them in a just manner,
and, in fact, they could not be left in
better hands for the time being.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2Any person who wilfully prints or publishes any newspaper containing any advertisement in any language other than
EngUsh shall, unless a correct English
translation ot such advertisement is printed
therewith, be guilty of an offence and
liable to a penalty of not less than Twentyfive pounds and not more than One hundred
pounds.

Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak).-Facetious
exchanges have been made concerning
the possibilities of this clause to which
I intend tv move an amendment, but
honorable members do not desire to giv~
their imprimatur to a proposal which
may have albsurd results. The fact is
that a number of people in the community, when expressing deep emotions,
resort to the use vf quotations from
foreign languages. I Iknow of cases in
which it is !habitual for members of a
family,. in recording their prolonged
appreciation and sense of 108:s of those
who have given their lives on distant
battlefields, t'o use Latin phrases, some
of which are of a high literary
standard. We read the words in Latin" Rest in peace,"- and also, " It is sweet
and proper to die f'Or one's country."
I could remind the Committee of many
such instances. Despite the levity with
which the suggestion was originally
greeted, when a person desires to express
deep and appropriate emotions in a
language, which although not English,
has been hallowed by centuries of use,
he will commit an offence under the
measure punishable by a fine.

(Foreign. Advertisements) Bill.

offer of employment or the sale of goods,
but unable to warn the unsuspecting.
So wrong is wrought against the innocent, unsophisticated people. That is a
real evil that, I take it, the legislation is
desired to correct. While I say that such
a nefarious practice should be stopped,
why should we intrude upon the tender
expressions of emotions in a language
hallowed by centuries of use merely to
defeat the practice to which reference
has been made? I speak in all seriousness and with a sense of duty. Accordingly I moveThat before the word "advertisement"
(line 2) the words "commercial or industrial ,. be inserted.

That would be given a wide interpretation in the courts, and would cover any
advertisement designed to involve any
business transaction with an unsophisticated or unsuspecting foreigner.
Mr. GALVIN.-The advertisement might
be subversive.
Mr. REYNOLDS.-That would come
under another law.
Mr. GALVIN.-Why not specify other
than a death or an in memoriam
advertisement?
Mr. REYNOLDS.-So many 'exceptions would have to be mentioned.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I think the honorable member for Toorak
is unduly alarmed. I did not make my
interjecti'On facetiously when I said that

marriage announcements were not advertisements. I am not a trained legal
man, and I am not able to say whether
the distinction is a fine one or a fact.
I said that announcements were not
advertisements and therefore would not
come under the Bill.
A funeral
notice could be an advertisement,
because in it people are asked to follow
the last remains. It is not likely when
the Government has made up its mind,
I appreciate the purposes to which the
and has conveyed its ideas to the Parlialegislation is directed. It is undoubted mentary Draftsman, that he and his staff
that unscrupulous peopl1e of our own would do something that is obviously
race, as well as a number of foreigners,
wrong. I think I can say that in all
have preyed upon their kind by sincerity, for we have the highest regard
advertisements in languages which. for them.
cannot be interpreted by the ordinary
. Australian who, however, may be aware
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Why is there a
of the real circumstances attached to the Parliament?
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-The honorable
member for Barwon knows that the
Parliamentary Draftsman draws Bills in
the legal phraseology .that is necessary
to put principles into Acts. 1 said distinctly that when the Government tells
him the principles it is his job to draw
the Bill. He and his staff do not dictate
principles to a Government, and no one
is going to dictate principles to this
Government. If there is the slightest
doubt in anyone's mind that the provision in the Bill would interfere wi th
marriage and death notices, 1 have no
objection to accepting the amendment.
It might clarify the clause, but I do not
think it is necessary.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-May 1 be
permitted to make a suggestion? 1 am
not completely sure about the proposition submitted by the honorable member
for Toorak. 1 do not know how wide in
its application the word "commercial"
is. 1 suggest that the Btll should be passed
by this House in its present form, and
that before it is brought forward in the
other House, the legal position should
be inquired into. Whether death and in
memoriam lannouncements are advertisements, and whether the insertion of the
word "commercial" will do what the
honorable member for· Toorak desires,
are questions that should be determined.
1. know that the honorable member does
not want to weaken the Bill. We all
want to do what is right. If the Chief
Secretary would give the desired undertaking that if the honorable member's
fears are soundly based an amendment
will be inserted in such a way that all
in teresif:s w'ill be safeguarded, everyone
should be satisfied.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I feel that
there is great merit in the view of the
honorable member for Toorak that
there is sound reason on broad principles
for the passage of the Bill, but that there
is grave danger if we adhere to it in its
present form of striking at announcement advertisements, particularly death
notices, which 1 consider would come in
the category of advertisements. The
Bill might be applied to death notices
for ex-servicemen, which make use of
such words ·as pro patriae 1t would be
ridiculous if it became necessary to' insert
also in such notices "For His Native
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Land." It would make the whole
advertisement ridiculous, and would
reflect ridicule on the man for
whom it was inserted. It would
also strike at the use of appropriate religious expressions, such as,
requiescat in pace. If we pass the Bill
in its present form, '1t may very well be
regarded as an insult to the religious
sentiments of many people. While I
consider that there is a sound reason
for the Bill, I feel that we ought to give
very great weight to the arguments of
the honoirable member for Toorak. Even
if the Chief Secretary does not agree to
the amendment ~n its present form, he
ought to accept the suggestion of the
honorable member for Bendigo that the
clause should be carefully considered
before the Bill is submitted in anobher
place.
The ·amendment was agreed' to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was report'ed to the House
with an amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
MARINE (TEMPORARY
EXEMPTIONS) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr. LIND
(Minister of Lands) was read a first
time.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
(HOUSING ADVANCES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr. LIND
(Mini'Ster of Lands), was read a first
time.
ADJOURNMENT.
HOUSING
COMMISSION:
INDUSTRIAL
DISPUTE AT HOLMESGLEN FACTORY.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

You will take the chair, Mr. Speaker,
at 4 o'clock.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.
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Mr.' SCULLY (Richmond).-This is
the first occasion on which I have had
the privilege of addressing the House.
I desire to b~ing under notice incidents
whioh have occuITed at the Holmesglen
factory of the Housing Commission,
where perfectiy loyal oitizens have been
victimized by the Communist party.
Strange as it may seem, the Communist
party on this occasion was aided and
abetted by highly placed public servants.
Honarable members will recall that some
time aga the Cammunist party directed
tha t a 24-thaur stoppage shauld be
obse.rved as a protest against the antiCommunist Bill. The Building Trades
Federatian and the Building Warkers'
Industrial Union, both cantralled by
Communists, decided that the men should
stap wark, but .the official trade union
movement repudiated the stoppage and
advised the men ta repart far wark.
These men were merely informed by a
shap steward to stap wark an the
Manday, and na meeting was held an the
job.
On the Friday marning 'they
attempted ta raise apposition to the
question but were not permitted to do
sa. They sought permission from the
management to hald a meeting on
Friday afternoon. There, a resalution
oppasing the stoppage was carried by a
majarity of two to 'One. On the Manday,
10 out of 40 m'en turned up far work.
Mr. Sibley, a Communist shop steward,
and other Communist "stoages" wha
stapped work, marched acrass the road
and took a jab with another building
cantractor.

On Tuesday, Mr. Heinze-anather
Cammunist 'Official-turned up and
addressed the men. He stated that the
men wha warked an the previaus day
had defied a unian instructian to stap
work. The unian wauld nat take actian
against them.
The matter was 'One
for the men themselves to deal with.
The unian had hypocritically washed its
hands of the affair. A" stoage " moved
that a fine of £2 shauld be imposed upan
thase wha warked and that the ather
men should refuse to wark with thase
who did not pay the fine. Cammunist
bullies on the jab were thus able to
per~r~cute these men.
Events dragged
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on and Heinze came dawn again. The
men re-affirmed their previous decision
that they would not work with thase
who reported for duty on Monday the
5th. A't this meeting the loyal unionists
who reported for w.ork on Monday were
not permitted to vate.
On the f.aLlowing Monday th,ree extra
men turned up, which m'ade a total of
thirteen.
After severn:! days, the
management laid off the thirteen men
because certain other members of the
Cammuni'St-controlled Building Trades
Federation refused to handle the work.
The factory was clased dawn for a week.
The management had thus fined the mell
a week's pay. For what reason? Simply
because they, as goad, layal citizens
were nat prepared to accept the dictates
'Of the Communist party; they preferred
ta accept advke fram the trade unian
mavement which was tha't they should
rep art far wark. After a week, a settlement Was agreed upon. The terms of
the set·tlement were theseLieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Marnington).-I do nat wish to interrupt the
hanorab1e member when he is making
hi'S maiden speech. I have been lislening very intently to his remarks but I
am wondering how they can be related
to
the
questian
O'f Government
adm'inistra tion.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I understand Halmesglen
is contro'lled by the Gavernment. Under
those ciI'lcumstances, the ma'tter is one
of Government administration.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-After a
week, a settlement was agreed upan ann
the terms 'Of settlement were that the
unian, which had never at any time
charged these men, would charge them
under the rules of the 'Organization. I
am amazed and disgusted that the
management shauld agree to such terms
when thase men were guilty of nCYthing
more than layalty ta the plea to keep
pr.oductian going and ta reject the
dictates ,'Of the Cammunist party. The
unian was afraid ta charge those men
because, if tha1t were dane, the men
would seek pratection fram the caurt.
Wark was resumed and the Communis::
party then put into 'Operation its persecution campaign. Again, I am astanished
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that they were assisted by men such as
Mr. Ashwell, works manager; Mr.
Thomson, production manager; and Mr.
Fryer, supervisor.
I,f those men are
not Communists, they might as well
join the party because they are doing a
very effective job on behalf of the party.
The local Communi'sts illegally imposed
a fine of £2, which the anti-Communist
members refused to pay. The management then laid off the anti-Communist
members from work. The management
agree~ to the settlemen~ terms, knowing
tha t, 1f these men were tried, it would be
by a Communist-packed tribunal which
was notorious for the treatment it had
meted out to Miller and others who had
fought it in the past. Knowing those
things, the management agreed, but the
union has never charged these men.
The Communists then inspired a persecution campaign in earnest. The management actually 'encouraged the Communist
persecution. I have before me statements by the men concerned. One man,
named Amos, was sent for by Mr. Ashwell to appear before the management
this morning, and was sa1cked.
The
reason given was that he had made an
untrue statement to the Herald. Amos
never at any time made a statement to
the newspaper. When taken before the
management this morning he denied that
he had made the alleged statement. He
said that he had made a statement to the
central executive of the Labour party
and A.L.P. groupers. Nevertheless, he
got the sack.
I shall read the following brief 'extracts from the statement signed by
Amos.
J!.. truck tipped up in the factory and I
was about to make a suggestion to the chap
trying to right it. A. Fryer (supervisor)
s~epped up to me and said in a very aggresSIve manner, "Get away from here." I
replied that I was merely about to make a
suggestion. Fryer said, .. We don'.t want
any suggestions from you. We don't want
anything to do with any of you."
Fryer has stated to several different
people that if he had his way he would
sack the thirteen of us. He has claimed
time and time again that as only ten
carpenters worked and 30 knocked off we
must be in the wrong.

Irrespective of the merits of the case,
they must be in the wrong.
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A-nother man who spoke to me for a few
was. asked by Fryer if I was talking
pohtIcs. ThIS man said, "No." Fryer then
said, H I am out to g'et Amos. I'll put a
stop to his caper."
mll?-~tes

Amos has been" got." He was sent for
this morning by the management at
Holmesglen and sacked.
I also have
before me a statement signed by F.
Brown, a leading hand at Holmesglen.
He was abused by Mr. Sibley in most
offensive terms, which are not fit to
be repeated in this Chamber. He complained to the management through his
immediate supervising officer, who reported the matter to Mr. Thomson production manager. He was instructed to
see Mr. Sibley and for both of them to
report to Mr. Thomson's office.
Any
honorable member who wishes to do so
may inspect the statement made by Mr.
Brown in which it is recorded that Mr.
Sibley said, "Are you going up too,
you scabby . . . ? "
BE!ifore .Mr. Thomson, Mr. Sibley repeated wha·t he had said earlier, adding
tha t Brown was a traitor to his country.
After leaving .Mr. Thomson's office,
Brown was further abused by Mr.
Sibley but nothing was done about that.
When complaining t,o the management
about the offensive terms that had been
used, Brown said, "I object to these
statements; if they continue I am going
to knock the man down; what is the
position ?" He was informed by the
management that he would probably get
the sack. 'In effect the management said,
"You will take all the insults that the
Communist party want to give you; its
members can wipe their boots on you,
and you must not hit back." Is it any
wonder that loyal trade unionists are
saying that they will not tolerate the
position and, in effect, "let the Communist party take complete control of
ind~stry and dictate everything that
theIr Moscow masters desire'" ? Mr.
~rown re~erred to the offensive expresSIOns used. He reported that men had
refused to work with those who had
worked on the 5th of June, and asked
that the matter should be taken up with
Thomson. Mr. Sibley and Mr. Brown
were taken before Thomson and were
informed that a Mr. Hein;e. a Com~uni.st, w~s coming along to go further
mto It. Hemze, in the presence of several
people, said that Brown was responsible
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for everything because he had been urged
on by the other A.L.P. groupers, Woodhouse and Henderson, and therefore
noth'ing should be done in the rna tter.
All the statements to which I have
referred are signed.
In another statement, the following
appearsI have been told that I have scabbed.
They have hidden my lunch bag and printed
"scab" on my bag, coat, hat and shoes,
tied my coat and shoes up with wire. I was
grabbed round the neck and tossed to the
floor. Mr. Fryer told me that if I spoke to
anyone in the factory I would go straight
out the door.

Are those men expected to put up with
this persecution, without assistance or
protection from the management? The
statement proceedsSince the 5th of June I have been on my
own, with the result that on August 1st, 20
or 30 men were held up for 20 or 30 minutes.
On August 2nd, Mr. Fryer said he had to do
something about the hold-up and asked me
if I would take a job up on the hill .. I asked
him to put a man with me and he said
nobody would work with me.

r ask, why should this be permitted,

simply because the Communist party
illegally imposed a £2 fine on loyal
citizens? The management is evidently
prepared to accept Communist party
dictation, and to say to loyal unionists
"They have refused to work with you,
and that is the end of it ", instead of
saying" You are right; you did what the
union movement told you." Apparently
the management is prepared to permit
the victimization of decent unionists.
The previous statements I have
referred to are supported by the supervisor, who pointed out that Mr. Fryer
claimed that the ten carpenters were in
the wrong for working on the 5th of
June and that they should have stopped
working with the others. Again, Fryer
claimed .that the loyal men were in the
wrong.
The last statement to which I shall
refer was made by Mr. L. McGaw. He had
a good white raincoat which was ruined
by some one painting the word" ,scab"
in big blue crayon on it. He cannot use
that raincoat now, because it was
irreparably damaged, at the behest of the
Communist party. I feel sure that the
Government will not tolerate this policy
of appeasement of Communist methods
by the management at Holm'esglen.
Loyal Australian unionists, with the
Mr. Scully.
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approval of the trade union movement,
refused to take part in an illegal stoppage
and to hold up production. They are now
being persecuted, and the persecutors
are encouraged by the hostile attitude
of the management toward the loyal
workers.
No doubt it is inconvenient that the
Communist party ,should be thwarted;
it is embarrassing and difficult at times.
This is . one incident, but it fits
into the general pattern of Communist persecution in industry.
It
is intimidation and victimization, an
attempt to get rid of Communist
opponent;s so that the Communist party
can take complete control of the 'building -industry and do as it likes with it.
What has happened at Holmesglen has
its counterpart in other key industries.
Personally I have seen rt occur in the
Railway Department, and it will continue to crop up in every key trade union
if this persecution of loyal unionists is
permitted to continue. In time it will
give the Communist party complete
control of industry. Who would blame
the average trade union~st for saying,
"lit is safer to do as I am told; why
should I open my mouth and on tihe
following day be called a scab, be inNmidated, assaulted, and persecuted?"
One can understand unionists saying
that they are not prepared Ito continue in
such circumstances if they cannot obtain
assistance from anybody. Men who
have the .courage to fight are left to
fight alone; decent citizens· are given
no assistance and are left to the mercies
of the Communist party.
In view of the serious ·chaifges that 1
have made I ask the Government, first to
suspend the officials I have named, and,
secondly, to instruct the Public Service
Board to institute a thorough investigation immediately. I also ask for the
reinstatement of Mr. Amos, without loss
of any privileges or ·pay.
At least
Pa'fiiament should say to these men,
"We appreciate the fight you have put
up and the work you are doing on behalf
of your country.
We are wholeheartedly behind you."
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-In view of the objection 1 ra.ised
earlier to the honorable member broach~
ing this subject on the adjournment
motion, I feel that I should now apologize
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to him, since the subject he has raised is
definitely one relating. t'0 Government
administration.
PeI'lhaps the Government would have been better able to deal
with this and sim[lar m-aUers had the
Federal Communist Party Dissolution
Bill been passed.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I was unaware of the details
of the subject dealt with by the honorable member for Richmond. If he will
give the Minister of Housing the information to which he has referred the
Government will look ~arefully Intonhe
matter to find out what is wrong, and to
ascertain what action can be taken.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.9 p.m.
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Railway· Department.

2. Whether the Minister will have a full
inquiry made by an independent authority
into the circumstances of the dismissal?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-As the questions should have
been directed to me and not to the Minister of Housing, I propose to answer
them. The reply to the first is that the
reason for the removal of Mr. Johnson
from the office of Registrar of Co-operative Housing Societies was that he
refused approval to the raising of a loan
by a co-operative housing society, despite
the fact that the Crown Solicitor advised
that the Registrar was not entitled to
withhold his approval on the ground
assigned by him. The answer to' the
second question is that the circumstances
of the case do not warrant the holding of
an inquiry by an independent authority.

ASSE~1RL Y.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
ORDERS FOR TRUCKS.

Wednesday, August 9, 1950.

Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine)
the Minister of TransportThe SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.10 p.m.,
and. read the prayer.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES.
DISMISSAL OF REGISTRAR.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister
of Housing1. What was the reason for the dismissal
of Mr. H. E. Johnson from the position of
Registrar of Co-operative Housing Societies?

Number of
Trucks
Ordered.

261

asked

1. What orders have been placed by the
Victorian Railways Commissioners for railway trucks with overseas firms and with
private firms in Australia?
2. Whether any portion of these orders
has been delivered; if so, what are the
details?
3. If it is intended that some of the truck
parts are to be imported and assembled by
private firms in this country?
4. What the respective contract prices
are for these vehicles?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-The answers are-1.

Country of M.anufacture.

Firm.

1,000

Knox Schlapp Pty. Ltd.

95 per cent. United Kingdom; 5 per cent. Victoria

1,000

A. E. Goodwin Ltd.

500 wholly New South Wales; 500,30 per cent. United
Kingdom and 70 per cent. New South Wales
250 wholly New South Wales; 500, 70 per cent.
United Kingdom, 30 per cent. Victoria and New
South Wales
95 per cent. United Kingdom; 5 per cent. Victoria

Engineering

750

Commonwealth
Co. Ltd.

500

K. L. Distributors Pty. Ltd.

Public Trustee BiU.
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2. One hundred and seventy-six
been delivered by A. E. Goodwin Ltd.

have

3. Yes.
4.

A. E. Goodwin Ltd.

of

Approximate
Rate Each

Trucks.

Duty.

Number

Firm.

1

Commonwealth Engineering Co. Ltd.
Knox Schlapp Pty. Ltd. {
K.L. Distributors Pty.
Ltd.

500
500

Excluding

£

250

1,616
1,548
1,334

500

1,550

500
500
500

1,663
1,492
1,475

POLICE REGULATION (PENSIONS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating
to pensions of members of the Police
Force and their widows, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
For Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands),
Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to further
amend section 5 of the Agricultural
Colleges Act 1944.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

Nurses and Midwives Bill.

NURSES AND MIDWIVES BILL.
For Mr. FULTON . (Minister of
Health), Mr. McDonald (Premier and
Treasurer) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill relating to mental nurses and the
registration thereof, to amend the Nurses
Acts and the Midwives Acts, and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
LEJGISLATIVE COUNCIL REFORM
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
introduce adult suffrage at Legislative
Council elections, to amend the law
relating ,to qualification for membership
of and elections for the Legislative
Council, to provide for the redefinition
of the boundaries of electoral provinces
fol" the Legislative Council,. and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
MELBOURNE (BOWEN-STREET)
LAND BILL.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands) moved
for leave 10 :bring 'in a Bill Ito provide
for the dosing of Bowen-street and part
of an adjoining 'lane in the City of 'Mel~
bourne, and to validate certain Crown
grants and ,reservations, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE BILL.

POLICE OFFENCES
'(RACE-MEETINGS) BILL.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the law relating to the Public
Trustee.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
m,oved for leave ,to bring in a Bill to
amend section 152 'of 'the Police Offences
Act 1928.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brough t in and read a
first time.

The motion wa's agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

Agricultural Colleges
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PRICES REGULATION
(EXTENSION) 'BILL.
l\fr. HYLAND (Minister in Charge of
Prices) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to extend the operation of the
Prices Regulation Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS
(AMENDMENT) B1LL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Factories and Shops Acts,
and for other purposes.
The motion. was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. LIND
I move--

(Minister of Lands).-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Doubtless honorable members
are
fami'liar with 'the background of the proposed legislation.
Many years ago,
people desirous of making their homes
in rural districts were prepared to
accept from the Agricultural College
Council leases of areas that had been
reserved for educational purpO'ses. Associated with the reservations were the
areas on which the Dookie and Longerenong colleges now stand. Nothing was
done in regard to those areas which
were kept outside amending legislation
brought down by two previous Governments. The first Bill. was introduced by
the Dunstan Government and the second
measure was brought down by the Cain
Administration.
The leases were for terms of up to 30
years, and previoU's amending measures
did not make provision to renew leases
as they expired. However,:a provision
on thO'se lines was included in the 1946
Bill. In some cases, the land was
required for other purposes, and the
leases ,were not renewed.
The leased
areas are 'scattered throughout :the State.
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They are. to be found on Penta,l Island
in the ISwan Hill electorate, in the Wonthaggi electorate, 'and in the Western,
Northern, and South-Eastern districts.
Under the provisions of the Agricultural
Colleges Act, the tenants went on to
virgin land, which they had to develop.
On Pental Island they were not faced
with the problem of removing very heavy
timber, 'but they had ito apply water to
the Land.
They installed their own
pumping plants, by which means they
were able to engage in intense culture
and mixed farming operations. In Gippsland, Jessees had to carve their homes
out of the bush. Many of them succeeded.
However, as honorable members know,
the first occupier of virgin land often
hands his life's work to posterity. That
happened in the heavily timbered country
where ·settlers carved out farms, which
in course of time were handed down to
their successors and further developed.
Those settlers have been living in a state
of uncertainty for many years.
Mr. MACK.-You are referring
leasehold properties?

to

Mr LIND.-Yes. The maximum term
of a lease was 30 years. Those setders
have created new wealth and by their
efforts they have made beautiful farms
in country which would otherwise have
been a shelter for vermin and noxious
weeds. From time to time, they were
assured that they would be given security
of tenure and might even obtain freehold titles. This Government has not unearthed something new.
Preceding
Governments have been interested in
.this proposal, but the war and the
necessity for soldier settlement interrupted any scheme to give effect to it.
However, the time has now arrived
for the proposal to be proceeded
What is intended will not
with.
operate against the settlement of
returned soldiers. Many of the settlers
involved have returned soldier sons and
are entitled .to consideration. Every
case will be dealt with on its merits; it
will not just be a matter of handing
something out without due consideration.
Mr. Coo~.-What area of land is
involved?
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Mr. LIND.-The areas vary. In the
western division of Geelong, Ballarat and
Ararat the areas, with one exception,
are comparatively small. There is a
1,lDD-acre block at Ararat, and other
blocks range from 100 acres. There are
only seven blocks in that portion of the
State.
Mr. MAcK.-What is the total area of
land involved?
Mr. LIND.-I shall be able to furnish
all the requisi'te information to the
honorable member for Warrnambool. In
Pental Island there are blocks ranging
from 9 acres to 956 acres. Some areas
are in good rainfall districts and others
are in parts of the State where the rainfall is low. Certain blocks can be used
only by the application of water, and
others depend on natural resources for
their supplies. Generally speaking, they
are in districts having an assured rainfall.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Can you give the
capital value of :the land involved?
Mr. LIND.-No, but I am glad that the
honorable member for Williamstown
raised that matter. In the course of
my opening remarks I indicated that the
valua tion would be made on the
improvements effected to ,the properties.
I can assure the House that the charge
to the lessee will be conservative.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Under the Bill all
money obtained for sale of land is to go
into Consolidated Revenue. Is it proposed to giv,e the college councils the
equivalent of the losses sustained by the
passage of this measure?
Mr. LIND.-Under the provisions of
a previous Act these blocks became
unalienated land of the Crown. After
the passage of the present measure they
may become alienated, and the occupiers
can receive freehold titles. That is the
real purpose of the Bill.
Mr. CooK.-Does this apply to land
throughout the whole of the State?
Mr. LIND.-The honorable member
for Benalla will find a number of cases
in his district, and I think every country
member will have some direct interest
in this proposal. I am certain that no one
would suggest that people who have
developed this country and have produced
new wealth should not have a title to the
land that they occupy.

(Amendment) BiU.

Lieut-Colonel H!PWORTH.-Will the
proposal apply to all lands reserved
under the Act?
Mr. LIND.-Yes. When the Agricultural Colleges Act 1944 was passed,
the conditions under which leases could
be renewed were overlooked.
That
difficulty was overcome by the amending
legislation in 1946, and the present
proposal will give the occupiers of the
blocks something they have been requiring for many years.
Mr. MACK.-How many settlers have
had blocks for only a short time?
Mr. LIND.-They have nearly all been
occupied for many years.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-They are all
satisfactory tenants of the Crown.
Mr. LIND.-I assure the honorable
member for Scoresby that it is a pleasure
to know what these people have done.
Their properties are worth inspecting.
I am not picking out any particular district. Those people have stood up to a
job of work. Their leases would not have
been renewed had they not performed
their duty. They have all been tried over
the years and have been found trustworthy so far as the application of their
labour is concerned.
Mr. LEMMON.-If there were any
prospect of their being turned off their
areas they would doubtless have a word
with their local members of Parliament.
Tha t has been the position during past
years in connection with leaseholds.
Mr. MORToN.-In some of those areas
the present tenants are large land
holders. Would an opportunity be given
to younger settlers?
Mr. LIND.-Provision is made in the
Bill to ensure that there cannot be anything in the nature of land aggregation.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Who will be the
judge of that?
Mr. LIND.-The Board of Land and
Works.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I thought you
would be the judge.
Mr. LIND.-The honorable member
was under a misapprehension.
The
Lands Department is to-day responsible
for ensuring that no sale or transfer of
land takes place--even in connection
with a single-unit farm-without an
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investigation being conducted to make
certain that there is no land aggregation
or the likelihood of a soldier missing an
opportunity of acquiring a single-unit
farm. That aspect has been carefully
watched. I have no doubt that the honorable members for Mornington and
Bendigo have signed. many exemptions
during their terms of office. I, myself,
have signed ,several hundreds during the
past few weeks.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
for Mornington held the Lands portfolio
for only a fortnight.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Nevertheless,
I signed many exemptions:
Mr. LIND.-I shall now resort to
information which I received from the
Lands Department and which deals with
any points I may have missed in my few
remarks to the House. The Agricultural
Colleges Act 1944 repealed the then
existing Act. The main provision in
the new Act was to transfer control of all
agricultural
college
reserves-with
two exceptions, namely, Dookie and
Longerenong-to the Lands Department,
and it allowed the existing leases to continue until their normal expiry dates; but
it did not contain power to renew leases
under the old conditions. It should be
noted at this juncture that the Land
Act was not sufficiently broad to enable
the issue of leases under the same terms
and conditions a'S those provided in agricultural college leases.
This omission
was overcome.by a second amendmentthe Agricultural Colleges (Amendment)
Act 1946-which enlarged the 1944 Act
by making provision f0r the renewal of
expired leases under practically the same
terms and conditions as hitherto enjoyed
by the tenants.

In the Acts already referred to, the
only form of tenure that could be granted
over any of the reserved lands was a
lease for a specified period, not exceeding
30 years, and theoretically all improvements excepting any dwelling house
erected by permission of the controlling
Authority, reverted to the Crown.
In
actual practice, howev.er, such reversion
was seldom, if ever, applied as, almost
invariably, the leases were renewed for
further extended periods, although sometimes at increased rentals.
In some
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cases, perhaps, the original settler was
not there or the direct descendants of
those who had been associated with the
development may have operated to encourage the lDepartment to increase the
rent somewhat.
The occupation eventually developed in to 'something like a
perpetual lease, but notwithstanding the
comparative degree of security, the
lessees were not afforded the oppor'tunity of obtaining a f,reehold title.
Representations have been m'ade by
seveI1al groups of 'such lessees in various
parts of the IState, particularly Wonthaggi and Pental IslancL with a view
to further amending the legislation so as
to afford them the right of buying their
properties outright or, alternatively,
acquiring them under a purchase lease.
The Bill under consideration provides
for a further appropriate amendment to
section 5 of the 1944 Act. It 'is designed
to allow eligible lessees the privilege of
purchasing outright in fee-simple or of
converting the existing tenure into a
purchase lease whi,ch in due course will
mature into a freehold title. The only
bar to eligibility would operate when
other land held by the lessee· or his
spouse would cause an undesirable
aggregation of holdings. This point was
raised by the honorable member for
Ripon.
In determining ,whether such undesirable aggregation would result, full consideration will be paid to a lessees
obligations assodated with setting up
his family in the farming indust,ry.
Honorable members will appreciate what
that means, 'and will agree that it is only
proper that eligible sons in families
reared in the country should be encouraged to remain on the land. It is not
possible to lay down a hard and fast
policy on the question of the price to be
paid by lessees for these areas, as every
case must be ,considered on its own
merits; but an assurance ,can be given
that liberal. rather than conservative,
allowances will be made with respect to
buildings and other improvements
effected during the ·currency of the
existing leases.
At present there are
198 agricultural college lessees through-out the State. It is anticipated that in
only a very 'few instances would the
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present tenant be regarded as ineligible as one with the Agricul tural C.olleges
on the grounds .of undesirable aggrega- Act 1944 and the amending Act of
1946. Clause 2 pro.vides that section 5
tion.
I shall 'be happy to. furnish any ho.no.r- o.f the principal Act 'Shall be amended by
able member with 'info.rmation relating inserting an additio.nal paragraph,
to. block h.olders and the areas of land namely, (d), which provides that where
held. The Ho.use win be interested to. any land is demised under an 'agrikno.w that the ho.ldings are usually o.n cultural 'college lease, the Bo.ard o.f Land
the small side because the people co.n- and Works may make a reco.mmendatio.n
cerned are leaning towards intense cul- to the Governor in Council that the
ture, whether it be for dairying, growing whole or portion O'f such demised land
cro.ps under irrigation, or o.th~rwise. may be dispo.sed of to. the lessee, either
There is only an o.dd case where there by grant in fee-simple 'at a price to be
is 'any extensive ho.lding 'such as a sheep determined, or by purchase lease at a
pro.perty in sheep co.untry.
Generally rental also to be determined, provided
speaking, ho.wever, the land co.ncerned that the Bo.ard is satisfied that the
is 'in the hill co.untry of Gippsland or demised land fo.rms an essential po.rtio.n
in the 'areas covered by the electo.ra te of of the lessee's ·farm, and that it is
Swan Hill, where water has to be applied essential to. his farming o.perations.
to. ensure that an adequate living is
The pro.Po.sed new paragraph pro.vides
made.
also thatMr..MACK.-Will the valuations be on
(1) If 'in the Board's opinion undesira liberal or a co.nservative basis?
able aggregation of land holdMr. LIND.-The Lands Department
ings by the lessee and his
officers will first take into co.nsidera tio.n
spouse would result, no. such
the present value ·of the land. They have
recommendatio.n shall 'be made.
the advantage of knowing the district
(2) If the Board considers that the
and the individual block holders, and
land is required for any public
they kno.w something else, too.
The
purpose, no such recommendahono.rable member for Wonthaggi
ti.on shall 'be ·made.
and the honorable member for Gipps(3)
The
purchase lease to. be issued
land West represent areas that once
pursuan t to this measure shall
grew big timber, whi.ch flourished alSo.
be subject to such terms and
on the Otway ranges. Settlers in such
conditions as are prescribed by
territory had to. carve out their homes
regula tion under this Act.
fo.o.t by foot, and many o.f the best
( 4) The purchase price shall be deterpio.neers gave their lives in doing it.
mined by the Bo.ard before the
Similar considerations apply 'in the
land is demised Dr granted.
country south .of Colac, and in the
Heytesbury f'o.rest. It was not the first
(5) Upo.n payment of the purchase
generatio.n that reaped the profit; the
money and subject to compliance
second generatio.n was on a better footwith the prescribed conditions,
ing, but the third generati.on is to-day
the lessee shall be entitled to a
receiving the real benefit. 'The State is
grant in fee simple.
also. o.btaining a better return. My col(6) Every such grant is to. be subject
league, the Chief Secretary, who. repreto such co.venants, conditions,
sents the Rainbo.w electo.rate, is acexemptio.ns and reservations as
quainted with the no.rthern co.untry,
the Go.verno.r in Council directs.
especially the Mallee. I can assure the
(7) All rents and purchase mo.neys
hono.rable member for W'arrnambo.ol
payable under this paragraph
that the Government intends to face this
shall be paid into. Conso.lidated
proposition in a way that will do. justice
Revenue.
to the State and to the worthy peo.ple
I appreciate the patience of honorable
concerned.
Clause 1 recites the title, namely, the members. I wanted at least to. bring
Agricultural Colleges (Amendment) Act home to them the fact that the Go.vern1950, and stipulates that it shall be read ment will be handing so.mething in the
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nature of justice to the people concerned. It hopes by this legislation to
remove the atmosphere of uncertainty,
to give something to the lessees which
they and their forebears have worked
for, and to encourage home ownership.
To my mind, the only way to inspire
people is to give them an incentive,
something to work and strive for in the
hope of reaching their objective.
Mr. CooK.-Will reasonable terms be
given for payment?
Mr. LIND.-Yes, by purchase lease
over a period of years. The lessees will
be able to obtain a freehold immediately,
if they wish it and can finance it, or
they may pay over a term of years. I
hope the Bill will appeal to honorable
members. I am not asking for its speedy
passage, but I do ,ask for due consideration of it.
On the'motion of Mr. MACK (Warrnambool), the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, August 15.
PUBLIC T:RUS'DEE BILL.
\Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The objects of this measure are twofold. In the ,first place it is designed to
remove two anomalies that are present
in the legislatiDn r'elating to the estates
of infirm Ipersons and of persons CDnfined in mental hospitals. In the second
place, its purpose 'lS to simpHfy in two
respects the administration oOf esta'tes
under Ithe Public Trustee Act. The
anDmalies which the Bil'l seeks to
remedy relate to voluntary boarders, and
the effect which the adminstration by
the Public Trustee of the esta1te of a mental patient or an infirm .person might
have at present on the terms of his will.
There are varioOus ways in which a
person can 'become a patient in a mental
hospital. One is by the 'persDn applying
to become a voluntary boarder. In tha t
event, he would sign the requisite fDrm
and have it duly witnessed, whereupon
he would be received into the mental
hospital for treatment.
The voluntary boarder would then
have the right to leave the hospital Dr
institution at any time, provided that he
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gave three days' notice to enable necessary dlecking to be undertaken. Voluntary boarders are different from patients
who are admitted to mental institutions
on medical cerUficates. It was recently
disclosed that he definition of the term
" patient" in the Public Trustee Act
is sufficiently Wide toO include vDluntary
boarders. A persDn who entered a
mental insti tu tion of his own volition
WOUld, under the Act, have his estate
made subject toO the control and supervision applicable to estates of certified
patients. That 'is opposed toO the voluntary boarder system Df treatment, and
the Bill provides that the term" patient"
shall be restricted to persons admitted to
mental hospitals under medical certificates.
It is obvious that the system of accepting voOlun tary boarders is desirable from
the point of view oOf prophylactic treatment in cases where mental sickness is
suspected. Any person who feels
that he requires treatment for some
form of ,mental -sickness wDuld be
able to enter a mental hospital or
institution before the mental disease
with which he might 'be afflicted assumed
such proportions as to cause him to
become ,a menace and a charge on the
Sta teo Everything possible should be
done to encourage the voluntary boarder
system. It should certainly not be discouraged, as would be the case if it were
known that as soon as a persDn became
a voluntary boarder the control of his
affairs passed into the hands of the
Public Trustee.

In the course of the administration of
estates of patients and infirm persons it
is very frequently necessary for the
Public Trustee to realize assets.
If it
should so happen that an asset sold were
specifically devi'Sed or bequeathed under
the patient owner's will, the person entitled to the asset in the terms of the
will is deprived of his interest under that
will.
Peculiarly, under the M1ental
Hygiene Act, if ,a similar position arose
in the case of land belonging to a person
found lunatic by a judicial inquiry, the
beneficiary would be entitled to such
portion ,of the proceeds of a sale as had
not been ex'pended in the administration
of the lunatic"s estate.
Provision is
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made in -the present Bill to remedy this
defect in the existing legislafion in
rela tion to the estates of pa tien ts and
infirm persons.
I have been dealing with the principal
anomalies which the Bill seeks to
remove, and I come now -to the second
object of the measure, relating to the
administration of estates under the
Public Trustee Act. By that legislation
the Public Trustee is authorized to file
an election to administer the estate of a
deceased person where the estimated
value of the estate does not exceed £400.
If it is subsequently fearned that the
value of the assets exceeds £600 he is
obliged to revoke his election, 'and it
then becomes necessary to adopt the
more formal and more expensive course
of applying for a grant of letters of
administration or of pr,obate, as the case
may be.
In recent years the inflated value
of assets has had the effect of
materially reducing the number of small
estates falling below £400 in value, and,
a's a result, the simpler and less expensive procedure associated with the filing
of an election is now available to considerably fewer estates. It is proposed
to offset the effect of the inflation of
asset values by authorizing the filing of
elections' where estates do not exceed
£600 in value, with the proviso that such
elections shall be revoked if it is subsequently shown that the value exceeds
£1,000. I might mention that the respective values of £600 and £1,000 have
operated in New South Wales for some
years past.
The other matter covered by the Bill
relates to the sale by the Public Trustee
of freehold or leasehold lands exceeding £1,000 in value in the estates of persons confined to mental hospitals and of
infirm persons. At present, the Public
Trustee is obliged to seek the consent of
a Judge where the sale price exceeds
£1,000. For reasons similar to 'those
governing the change in respect of elections to which I have just made reference, it is considered desirable that the
Public Trustee should be -authorized to
effect such sales free of a Judge's consent if the value of the real estate does
not exceed £1,500. The Bill provides the
appropriate amendment.
Mr. Mitchell.

Bill.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I rise to a
point of order. When the Minister was
explaining the Bill, I tried to ask him a
question. In the future, is it to be the
practice that a member will not be permitted to question a Minister?

TlJe SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis) .-Although all interjections
are disorderly, they are indulged in by
members.
From that point of view,
there is no objection to a member asking
a question, but it rests with the Minister
whether he answers it or not. There is
no compUlsion upon him to do so.
On the motion of Mr. OLDHAM
(Malvern), the debate was adjourned
until Wednesday, August 16.
MELBOURNE (BOWEN-STREET)
LAND BILL.
Mr. LIND
I move--

(Minister of Lands).-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

I feel certain uhat the purpose of this
measure will be supported by memhers,
particularly by those who are interested
in the working of the Melbourne Technical College.
Mr. BARRY.-The honorable member
for Melbourne is keenly interested in the
subject.
Mr. LIND.-That is true; he is a member of the council of the college. I
appreciate, too, that other members are
well acquainted with the work of that
institution which, for a long time, has
been cramped for room. When I was
Minister of Education .in the Dunstan
Government, the area under the control
of the college was enlarged. Since that
time, however, no further land has been
made available for its purposes. I had
hoped that the college would have been
removed from the present site to a larger
area, where it would have had an opportunity to develop fully.
The college
council is now desirous of obtaining the
use of the land constituting what is
known as Bowen-street, Melbourne.
If the proposals embodied in the Bill are
agreed to, the technical college block
will be consolidated and the college will
be able to carryon successfully for some
years.

Melbourne (Bowen-street)
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I visualize the building of technical
schools not only in the metropolis but
also in country districts. In view of the
growth of decentralized industries and
of the fact that so many people from
overseas are migrating to Australia,
additional facilities for technical school
education must be provided throughout
the State. Some progress has been made
in country areas, but we know it is slow
as priority must be given to the housing
programme. Country technical schools
are to a great extent dependent on the
Melbourne Technical College for higher
technical education.
Many country
students have attained the highest
degrees after passing through that
institution.
The Bill provides for the closing of
Bowen-street, Melbourne, and an abutting
lane, both of which intersect the lands
upon which the Melbourne Technical
College is established. The lands on
which the street and the lane are set
out are desired to improve the running
of this important institution, which is
very much in need of additional space.
All the abutting lands are used by the
college; therefore the only bodies
interested are the Melbourne City
Council, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works and the Metropolitan
Gas Company, none of which has any
objection to the proposal. In the event
I)f this measure being enacted, the
Education Department has agreed to
pay compensation for the respective
assets in the street and the lane. There
are no departmental objections to the
proposal, and, if it is approved, action
will be taken under the Land Act to
reserve the land for educational purposes.
Opportunity has been taken to clear
up an oversight of many years standing,
in that although the block comprising
Swanston, Latrobe, Russell and Franklin
streets was reserved for gaol purposes
in 1864, some portions were afterwards
reserved for other purposes, while other
portions were sold without this 1864
reservation having first been revoked.
As no paN of the land is now used for
gaol purposes, provision is made in this
Bill for the revocation of the 1864
reservation and a consequential proclamation under the Gaols Act in connection therewith, and for the validation
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of the Crown grants as well as the subsequent reservations under notice. Upon
the passing of this measure, steps would
be initiated under the Land Act to
reserve that portion of the land now used
for court house and police purposes,
but not at present so reserved. Both the
Law Department and Chief Secretary's
Department concur in this matter.
Clause 1 recites the short title and
stipulates that the measure shall come
into operation on a day to be fixed by
proclamation of the Governor in Council published in the Government Gazette.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 revokes the
reservation effected on the 9th of May,
1864, and the subsequent proclamation
of the 22nd of October, 1877, in connection with the gaol site which originally comprised section 44 in the City of
Melbourne, parish of Melbourne North.
Sub-clause (2) validates all Crown
grants, reservations or other instrumen ts relating to the lands in section 44
made since the 9th of May, 1864. Clause
3 relates to the lane under notice, which
was the subject of a permanent reservation by Order in Council of the 14th of
November, 1887.
I realize that several honorable members are directly interested in the Melbourne Technical College.
As has
already been mentioned, the honorable
member for Melbourne is a member cif the
council of the college. The honorable
member for Brighton was closely connected with it while he was Minister of
Education, and the honorable member
for Williamstown also has had a long
association with the institution. Since
honorable members generally are aware
of the importance of the work of the
college, I have no doubt that they will
agree to the passage of this Bill.
On the motion of Mr. RYLAH (Kew) ,
the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
August 15.
POLICE OFFENCEIS
(RACE-MEETINGS) BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small measure to amend the
Police Offences Acts, in which provision
is made for the distribution of accumula ted funds from taxes levied on certain
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clubs. Under t.hat legislation it was
proposed to give various powers to a
committee.
The committee laid down
certain principles upon which the funds
have been allocated, but there is no
statutory power for such action. Thls
measure will correct that ·anomaly.
By sec·tion 152 of the Police Offences
Act 1928, a tax is imposed which is 2
per cent. of the gross annual revenue of a
racecourse if that revenue exceeds £600,
and 3 per cent. if it exceeds £1,500. This
section was amended by section 3 of the
Police Offences (Race-meetings) Act
1948 to provide that any such tax
received in respect of country racecourses-courses outside a radius of 30
miles of Melbourne-shall be paid into a
fund in the Treasury, and the amount
in that fund shall be distributed in June
of each year to the owners or trustees
of the country courses, in such proportions as a committee constituted under
the Act determines, for the improvement
of those courses. The committee comprises one member appointed by the
Governor in Council, the chairman of
the Victoria Racing Club, and a representative of each ,of the district racing
associations. Eight districts are created
under the Police Offences (Racemeetings) Act 1929, but there is no
assoCiation yet Iform'ed in respect of one
of them-the p.ort Phillip and Geelong
district.
The purpose of the amending Act of
1948 was to endeavour to improve the
amenities available to patrons at country
courses, including water supply, sewerage, offices, dining facilities, and so on.
The committee has met during the two
years that have elapsed since the passage
of that Act, and has unanimously decided
that it would be of the greatest benefit
to country race clubs if the fund were
distributed not as a direct grant but as
a subsidy on a £1 for £1 basis to help
clubs, owners, or trustees who were willing to spend some, of their own money
on 'permanent improvements. The committee decided also-I think wiselythat payment of the subsidy would be
made only when the work in respect of
which it was granted had been completed.
Mr. Dodgshun.

(Race-meetings) Bill.

\OVhile the Government approves this
policy, it is not in strict conformity with
the Act, which provides that the money
shall be distributed each June, whereas
it may be 'many months later before the
work is completed and a certificate is
received to that effect, together with a
note of the cost involved. The amendment now submitted is the policy O'f the
committee, which was adopted to ensure
that any money granted was spent upon
specific 'improvements and not handed
over without any safeguard that it
would be 'spent on worth-while work.
The amendment provides that in July of
each year the committee shall allocate
the ,money in the fund to the respective
clubs, subject to such conditions as it
imposes. The general conditions which
the committee has i'mposed in the past
are(1) That the allocation will be on the
basis ofa subsidy of £1 for £1 to meet
the cost of certain specified improvements.
(2) That it will not be paid until a
claim is submitted showing the cost of
the work and a certificate given by the
secretary of the district racing association that it has been completed. Thus,
the money in the fund each year will be
completely allotted, but it will remain
in the fund until such time as the owners
or trustees of the course can properly
claim 'the subsidy, in accordance with the
conditions under which it was granted.
It is considered that this method provides
a better way 'of assisting in the provision
of permanent improvements on courses
than does that originally provided, under
which direct grants could be made without any way of controlling or supervising
their expenditure.
The main principle behind the amendments' made in the Police Offences Acts
was that of encouraging trustees to
establish suitable amenities on their
courses. The Chief Secretary's Depar,tment had received complaints from the
Department of Health that on many
courses the lavatory accommodation and
the dining accommodation were primitive. The facilities offered little or no
inducement .to family groups to make a
picnic day of a meeting in their district.
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Mr. HAYES.-YoU should not be
encouraging people to go to the races.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The idea is to
encourage the people .to attend the races,
more as a sport. I remember that in
former years many picnic days were
made of sporting fixtures. The land
owner bred his thoroughbreds and his
son rode them. When joc:keys came into
the picture the sport reached the professional stage.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-What are racemeetings to-day-picnic days for the
bookmakers?
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Mr DODGSHUN.-The old form of a
country picnic day has passed to a great
exten t. The idea behind this measure is
to encourage the picnic aspect and to
make a race-meeting more of a
community affair. It may interest honorable members to know that in the two
years for which this committee has functioned, the sum of £10,604 has been distributed. In 1949, the receipts amounted
to £5,083, and in 1950 to £5,521. So
that honorable members will have a clear
picture of how and to whom the money
has been allocated, I shall read the names
of the districts and the amounts that
ha ve been allowed them. The following
list is not in alphabetical order:-

COUNTRY RACECOURSES IMPROVEMENT FUND.

Receipts

1949

1950

£5,083

£5,521

Total.
£10,604

Distrlbution:Applicant Racecourse.

Amount Grant·ed.

£

8.

d.

Avoca
Bacchus Marsh
Ballan
Ballarat-Dowling Forest
Ballarat-Miners
Bungaree
Burrumbeet
l,reswick
Landsborough
Birchip
Donald
Echuca
Elmore
Hanging Rock
Heathcote
Kerang
Newstead
Rochester
Swan Hill
Watchem
Wedderburn
Wycheproof
Benalla
Chiltern
Healesville
Kilmore
.\Iansfield

48
145
145
242
291
145
48
48
48
72

8

0

~looroopna

290
484
48
53
145
97
242
339
200

Seymour
Shepparton
Towong
Wangaratta ..
Wodonga
Yarra Glen
Geelong
Baimsdale

7 0
7 0
0

7

0 0
7
8
8
8
13

0
0
0
0
0

97 0 0
145 7 0
48 8 0
145 7 0
145 7 0
135 10 0

97 0 0
242
242

4 0
4 0

97 0 0
24 5 0
97 0 0
145

7

0

97 0 0
145
145

7

7

0
0

97 0 0
14 0
8 0
8 0

7 0
7 0
0 0
7 0
3 0
0 0

Nature of Improvements.

Publio oonvenienoes; rail, &c.
Public conveniences; horse stalls, &c.
Public conveniences; grandstand, &c.
Water supply; fencing, &c.
Sewerage
Renovations, running rail, &c.
Public convenienoes, running rail, &c.
Regrading track, stand repairs, &c.
Publio oonvenienoes, water tank, stalls, &c.
Public oonveniences, course railing
Public oonveniences, oatering booth
Building repairs, fencing, &c.
Public conveniences, catering booth
Public conveniences, building repairs
Public conveniences, jookeys' room
Draining, &c., of track
Building repairs, judge's box
Liquor booth and tea rooms, &c.
Track alterations
Tea rooms, enlarged jockeys' room
Attention to trotting track
Publio conveniences, luncheon room, traok
Running rail
Publio conveniences, refreshment room
New trotting track, public conveniences
Public conveniences, dining room
Luncheon room, track
New trotting traok, stand repairs
Sawerage, lunoheon room, &c.
Public seating accommodation
Regrading track, rail. repairs
Sewerage, stand repairs, &c.
Regrading, &c., of track
Dining room, &c.
Public conveniences, stand roofing, &c.
Draining, &c., of track, fencing
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DISTRIBUTION--continued.

Applicant Racecourse.

Amount Granted.

Moe
..
..
..
Sale
..
..
.Warragul ..
..
..
Mildura
..
..
..
Ararat
..
..
Ararat-Alexandra Oval
..
Horsham
..
..
..
Stawell
..
..
..
Camperdown
..
..
Casterton ..
..
..
Colac
..
..
..
Coleraine
...
..
..
Hamilton ..
..
..
Penshurst ..
..
..
Terang
..
..
..
Terang-" Dalvui Raceway" ..
Warrnambool
..
..
Total distributed

..

£

8.

d.

750
771
250
75
200
200
175
250
150
500
200
150
450
100
200
150
750

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nature of Improvements.

Public enclosures and conveniences
Building renovations, horse stalls
Trotting track and fencing thereof
Public seating, refreshment room
Draining course, track
Regrading trotting track, &c.
Water supply, building renovations
Sewerage, public conveniences, &c.
Stand repairs, public convenie.n.ces, &c.
Buildings, public conveniences
Sewerage, public conveniences
Public conveniences, &c.
Sewerage
Pub1ic conveniences
Public conveniences, ladies' room, &c.
Water supply, public conveniences
Draining, regrading, &c., of track

10,604 0 0

The committee has set its face normally 'against making money available for
track and rail replacements, but in some
places, I understand, there have been
police reports that tracks and rails are
not in good condition. The committee
has therefore waived the rule in some
places. The idea in my mind when the
Bill of 1948 was passed was not that
the money should be allocated to all the
courses in the State in anyone year.
Many of the courses on which races were
held in the year are not mentioned in the
list. It seemed to me that the principal
courses in certain areas should be built up
according to the needs of the people.
The fund could be very soon expended
if the committee took a pro rata allocation for all the courses in country districts. The idea was that certain courses
could quickly be brough t to a high
standard of efficiency, after which the
responsibility for maintenance would rest
with the respective racing clubs.
The
committee could in time turn its attention to other courses and bring them also
to a reasonable state.
Mr. HAYEs.-Where there are twenty
racecourses in an area of 40 miles square,
could they not be reduced to four or
five?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not want to
buy into that argument at this stage.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Will not the
Bill tend to do that?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-No. The committee does not take that view.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-It will have
the power to do so.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It will have the
power to allocate money to certain
courses, but cannot disturb the licence
to race on any course. If the honorable
member analyses the provisions of
the Bill he will see that certain things
have to be done, and from that he can
deduce that safety provisions will be
taken into consideration. The lack of
amenities, such as sewerage and health
provisions, was discussed in 1948. Such
things will now ha.ve priority. When
introducing the Police Offences (Racemeetings) Bill of 1948, I wanted to have
a larger amount going into the fund,
but I was debarred from achieving
my object because of other things. 'The
amounts shown are all I could recover
for this purpose. I then said, as I have
said to-day, that the committee should
concentrate on certain courses to bring
them to a state of efficiency, and should
afterwards give attention to others.
That is the principle on which it is
operating.
Mr. FRASER.-The only people who
will get support will be those who are
financially strong.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There are many
courses in the State, and the present
proposal is only a preparation. Evidently
the committee has been concentrating
on preparation first, and later will turn
its attention to other courses; but it
cannot be expected in the early stages
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of the operation of this Bill to give attention to those on which only one race
meeting a year is held. In analysing
applications, it Will ascertain whether
the courses asking for assistance have
safety provisions. If the committee can
help in that way I am sure it will. It
would be wrong to concentrate on the
smaller racecourses while others in the
more thickly populated centres required
attention. I should like to see racing
decentralized, but the committee is working on sound premises with the limited
funds at its disposal.
Mr. DAWNAy-MouLD.-Have grants
been made under the scheme to proprietary racing clubs'!
Mr. DODGSHUN.-All clubs that
have received assistance are registered.
According to the Act the constitution of
the club must first be submitted to the
Victoria Racing Club for perusal amI
confirmation. It is then sent to the Chief
Secretary for approval. The ,object was
to debar proprietary racing clubs from
carrying on in this State. Grants are
made only to registered clubs outside
the 30 mile radius from Melbourne. The
Bill will validate what the committee
has done and will give it statutory power
to continue operating in the future ..
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1 mov~·
That the debate be now adjourned.

The Bill widens the committee's power
to some extent ~nd I should like a short
adjournment in order to peruse it
carefully.
(Williamstown).-Mr. LE1UMON
I suggest that during the adjournment
period the Government might take into
consideration the greater question of the
allocation of revenue from the totalizator to the major racing clubs.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-That subject has nothing
to do with the'motion for the adjournment of the debate and could :be more
appropriately raised when the Bill is
again bef.ore the House.
, The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, August 15.
The sitting was suspended at 5.55 p.m.
until 7.9 p.m.
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ESTIMATES.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor transmitting an
Estimate of Expenditure for the months
of September and October, 1950, and recommending an appropriation from the
Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat a sum not exceeding £7,550,583 be
granted to His Majesty on account for or
towards defraying the following services
for the year 1950-51:-Legislative Councilcontingencies,
&c.,
£30;
Legislative
Assembly-salaries
and
contingencies,
£2,700; Refreshment Rooms-salaries and
contingencies,
£1,650;
Engineers
and
Gardeners-salaries and contingencies, £656;
Parliamentary Printing, £4,300; The Library,
Parliament House-salaries, contingencies,
&c., £1,332; Victorian Parliamentary Debates
-salaries and contingencies, £1,950; The
Governor's Office-salaries and contingencies, £2,791; Premier's Office-salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous, £24,773;
Patriotic Funds Council-salaries and contingencies, £81; Soil Conservation Authority
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£6,210; Central Planning Authority and
State Development Division-salaries and
contingencies, £2,863; Agent-General, £3,189;
Public Service Board-salaries and contingencies, £3,600; Audit Office-salaries and
contingencies, £8,902; Chief Secretary's
Office-salaries and contingencies, £3,550;
totalizator
administration,
£230;
miscellaneous, £1,000; pensions, &c., £3,000:
grants, £2,000; Immigration-salaries and
contingencies, £4,800; Board for the Protection of the Aborigines-salaries and
con tingencies, £1,450; Explosives-salaries
and contingencies, £3,900; State Accident'
Insurance Office-salaries and insurance of
State employees, £34,950; Motor Car (Third
Party) Insurance-salaries, £1,325; Workers'
Compensation Board-salaries, £663; Fisheries and Game-salaries and contingencies,
£5,400: Government Shorthand Writersalaries and contingencies, £1,000; Government Statist-salaries and contingencies,
£10,000; Children's Welfare-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £38,650; Penal
and Gaols-salaries and contingencies,
£44,000; Police-salaries, contingencies, and
miscellaneous, £373,615; Police Classification
Board-salaries and contingencies, £180;
Public Library, &c.-salaries and miscellaneous, £21,000; Free Library Service Bo.ard
-salaries and contingencies, £8,300; Department of Labour-salaries and contingencies,
£17,846; Education-salaries, £950,000; contingencies and miscellaneous, £270,000;
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works and buildings, £30,000; endowments
and grants, £105,000; Teachers' Tribunalsalaries and contingencies, £300; AttorneyGeneral-salaries arid contingencies, £58,030;
Prices Control-salaries and contingencies,
£19,000; Rent Controller-salaries and contingencies, £3,850; Public Trustee-salaries
and contingencies, £9,550; Solicitor-General
-salaries
and
contingencies,
£33,600;
Treasury-salaries and contingencies, £6,900;
Payment under the provisions of the
Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment
Act, £45,000; miscellaneous, £16,000; Transport, &c., £3,000; Unforeseen expenditure,
£250; Payments to Railways Department
and State Coal Mine, £20,000; Miners'
Phthisis Allowances, &c., £10,000; Grants,
£74,000; Pensions, &c., £.50; Exceptional
expenditure, £35,000; State Superannuation
Board and Pensions Office-salaries, contingencies and miscellaneous, £2,700; Registry of Co-operative Housing Societiessalaries and contingencies, £1,300; Building
Directorate-salaries
and
contingencies,
£6,125; Emergency Housing--salaries and
contingencies, £1,900; Taxation Office-salaries and contingencies, £14,400; Stamp
Duties-salaries and contingencies, £9,798;
Government Printer-salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous, £69,572; Lands and
Survey, Land Settlement-salaries and
contingenciE's,
£78,000;
miscellaneous,
£90,000; Soldier Settlement Commissionsalaries and contingencies, £19,500; Botanic
and Domain Gardens, &c.-salaries and
contingencies, £6,800; Works and Builpings,
£1,300; Public Works-salaries and contingencies, £58,000; Works and Buildings,
£124,000; Town and Country Planning
Board-salaries and contingencies, £1,490;
Ports and Harbors-salaries and contingencies, £10,080; Works, &c., £15,500;
Mines-salaries and contingencies, £10,608;
miscellaneous, £8,917; Forests-salaries, con·,
tingencies, and miscellaneous, &c., £132,571;
Payment under the provisions of the Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment Ad,
£2,350; State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission-salaries, &c., £257,120; Payment under the provisions of the Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act,
£1!O,000;
Agriculture-adminilstrati ve~
salaries, contingencies, miscellaneous, and
exceptional, £40,661; salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous, £27,800; Horticulturesalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£16,000; Live Stock-salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous, £19,233; Dairyingsalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£25,066;
Health---'administrative-salaries,
contingencies, and miscellaneous, £148,370;
General Health-salaries, contingencies, and
Infectious Diseases, £40,957; Tuberculosissalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£105,400; Maternal and Ohild Hygienesalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£38,980; Mental Hygiene-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £225,820; Railways-working expenses, &c., £3,522,894;
Railway Construction Branch, £2,055; State
Coal Mines-working expenses, £73,900.
Total £7,550,583.
Mr. McDonald.
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The period for which Supply has been
granted will expire at the end of this
month and it is essential, pending the
passing of the Appropriation Act, that
further . provision should be made.
Authority is therefore sought to provide
for expenditure for the months of September and October, 1950. The amount
included in this Supply Bill is £7,550,583
and is sufficient for two months' requirements. The first column of the Supply
schedule indicates the amount required
'under each division of the Estimates to
meet expenditure for the next two
months, and the second column shows
the proportionate amount of the expenditure under each division of the Estimates for the last financial year.
The Supply schedule discloses many
variations from the expenditure for a
proportionate period of the year 1949-50.
There are many reasons for these variUnder some divisions the
ations.
greater proportion of the expenditure is
not charged until the latter part of the
year, and in other cases the expenditure
is heavier in the early part of the financial year. Supply is not needed for certain items of expenditure, such as
interest, sinking fund and exchange payments, for which special appropriations
have been authorized by Parliament.
I shall now deal with the main items
under which increased provision is required. An additional sum of £12,038 is
required for salaries, contingencies and
miscellaneous expenditure in the Premier's Office. The increased provision has
been occasioned mainly by the transfer of
the State Film Centre from the Education
Department to the Premier's Department. An extra amount of £22,375 is
necessary for the State Accident Insurance Office because renewal premiums on
account of the insurance of State employees are payable during the month of
September.
The Police Department
shows an advance of £28,499 for contingencies and miscellaneous expenditure.
The strength of the Police Force has
been increased and higher cost of living
allowances will operate from the 6th of
August.
To meet payments of scholarship allowances which are made half-yearly in
advance, and additional costs in connection with the transport of pupils,
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contingencies and miscellaneous expenditure in the Education Department
show an increased sum of £21,780
is required.
Works and buildings
in that Department call for a vote
that is lar.ger by £21,06'2 than the
proportionate amount for 1949-50. Payment of school works and building allowances is made annually in advance. Endowments and grants in connection with
education entail the provision of an
additional sum of £19,587. The salaries
of council staffs of technical schools
were increased on a basis similar to the
recent revision made by the Teachers'
Tribunal in connection with departmental
teachers, and this necessitated increased
maintenance grants by the Government.
Payments of allowances to sufferers
from miners' phthisis are. made quarterly
in advance, the increase on that account
An excess amount of
being £3,290.
£16,682 is required to pay revised salary
rates, adjustments in cost of living allowances, and additional temporary staff
including survey' labourers in the Department of Lands and Survey. Additional
provision of £47,080 is required owing
to the substantially increased field staff
attached to the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Branch necessary to carry out the
provisions of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act. The amount reauired for
the Department of Health is £15,248 more
than the proportionate amount for last
financial year. and provides for increasing costs on account of extensions in the
tuberculosis services.
Due to increased salaries and wages
payable under awards, and higher prices
for fuel and other materials, an additional amount of £313,877 is required
for the working expenses of the Railway
Department.
In some divisions decreases are shown,
the most important being a reduction of
£276,492 in payments to the Railway
Department and the State Coal Mine.
Provision is made for the payment of a
subsidy to the Railway Department on
account of debt charges, and as ,this
payment is not made until the end of
the financial year a lesser amount is
required. The amount provided under
the item "Treasury-Exceptional Expendi,ture " for the financial year 1950-51
will be substantially less than the actual
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expenditure incurred during last financial
year. This accounts for Supply being
reduced to the extent of £10,671.
I have now explained the major variations in the amount of Supply required
for ,the months of September and October
from the proportionate amount of the
estimated expenditure for the last ,financial year. It is my intention to introduce
the Budget as early as possible after the
Premiers' Conference which takes place
in Canberra at the end of this mQnth.
As ample opportunity will then be available for a full discussion of the State's
finances, I suggest that this Supply Bill
should be dealt with expeditiously.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-1
thank the Treasurer for his explanation
of the estimate figures, and particularly
for his assurance that the Budget will
be introduced at an early date. 1 would
point out that when this measure is
passed the Government will have received
Supply for four months, yet no information has been given about the Budget. I
quite understand that the Treasurer cannot complete it until he has attended the
Premiers' Conference, but on his assurance that immediately after that conference he will introduce the Budget, 1
shall not ask for an adjournment of the
debate.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I wish to
take this opnortunity of bringing before
the notice or the Committee the following article which has appeared in all
daily news;papers:BUILDING TIMBER CALLED "DISGRACE." .

Much of the timber being supplied to the
building industry is unfit for building, and is
'a "Disgrace" to the State Government
Department responsible for its release.

That statement was made by the retiring president of the Master Builders'
Association of Victoria, Mr. G. Prentice.
In my opinion there is a good deal of
truth in it.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Does Mr. Prentice
build any houses?
Mr. MUTTON.-'1 take this opportuni ty of supporting the sta temen t made
by tha t gentleman. ,1 waited three
moruths for ,Parliament to assemble so
that I could voice my :em.phatic protest
aga'inst the materials used by the Housing Commission of Victoria and the neglect of its inspectors to perform their
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duty in rthe rinterests .of the State. I exhibit to honorable members material
which was taken from a new home
erected in Coburg fourteen months ago.
It is the rem'ains .of a hardwood flooring
board whiCh is rot!ten with perforations.
The lady of the house was using a carpet
sweeper in the room from which that
board was taken. when suddenly her foot
went thrQugh the floor and, ihad the
!tinoleum not gone through the floor with
her, she would probably have broken her
leg. I might add that tihe Linoleum was
perforated in a similar way to Jthe flooring board.
Last January I forwarded to the Housing Commission a letter which had been
sent to me by the lady in question,
wherein she rightly claimed damages.
The home, which was 'Occupied by an
adult famHy, wa's new in every respect
including every ·stick of furniture within
it. I exhibit to honorable members the
letter ,in the exact form in which it was
posted to the Housing Commission :in
January last. In it the lady set out her
protesta tions and asked for the damages
00 wihich she was justly 'entitled. I sent
the letter to the Housing Commission
and received a reply which, in my view,
was a "square-IQff." The Housing Commission attributed the whole of the
damage to a small fly. According to the
Commonwealth Scientifk ,and Industrial
Research Organiza Hon, it is very rarely
that the fly perforates wood to that extent
in fourteen months. The reply to which I
have been 'referring states, inter aZia'For your information I may add that the
Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization has advised the Commission that the borers attack only sap
wood and that there is no need to worry unduly when borers appear unless it happens
that a structural member containing an undue proportion of sap wood is rendered
structurally unsound, when it should be replaced.

Dealing with the fly, the communication
reads:Borers may be brought into a new building, if they were not there at the time of
the erection either in furniture or the insects may fly to a new location.

It may interest honorable members to
learn that the insect actually flew from
Coburg to Fawkner! I have received
protests from people already l'iving in
new homes in that area. I have visited
Mr. Mutton.
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those homes, and in .one instance I can
tru thfully say that the flQor below the
picture ra'tling has the appearance of
having been sprinkled with flour. It is
obvious, therefore, 1hat there are many
people, besides the person from whom
I obtained the sample of flooring, who
ar,e putting up with a similar state of
affairs.
When I notioed in this morning's newspaper the article to which I have already
referred, I concluded that the time was
opportune for me to place before the
Government the seriousness of the
ravages of this particular fly.
If the
Premier so desires, 1: will give him all
the relevant details confidentially. This
woman was .intimidated. She was afraid
that she might be thrown out of her
house: I told her not to worry because
both Governments and Housing Commissions ,come and go.
This is a serious
rna tter. There is a great deal of merit
in the statement made by Mr. Prentice.
The Government should ensure that
some protection is afforded to the occupants of the buildings which it erects.
I am particularly concerned about
borer infestations. A,ccording to the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, the problem is
not as bad as one might think;' but I invi te any honorable mlember to inspect the
sample of wood now lying on the table
of the House and to realize that it collapsed after 'having been in a building
for only fourteen months.
As a rna iter of fact, 70 boards were
removed from the room. When I went
into the back yard I saw a pi:le of
rotten wood.
I said to the lady
of the house, "For Heaven's sake, do
not let anyone steal that from you." I
thought the best thing I 'could do was tl)
take a sample and exhibit it to hOl)orable members at the first opportunity.
I say without hesitation that throughout the entire building industry there
needs to be close scrutiny by inspectors
to guard against this kind of happening.
I contend that the Housing Commissipn is
adopting a hush-hush policy about the
matter.
I have nothing to lose by
exposing the facts.
The Housing
Commission is no friend of mine. I
suppose that to-morrow the" boys" at
the· Housing Commission's office will
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place my name on the black list. I shall ing societies. It is not prepared to lend
be treated in the same way as I have for that purpose at 3! per cent. If there
always been treated.
is ever to be a Premier in this 'State to
Mr. GALVIN.-That will not make any make a name for himself, let it be J. G.
B. McDonald, whose initials are impresdifference.
Mr. MUTTON.-Yes, it will make this sive and who has ,made a good bargain
difference, that I will welcome the day with the Labour party. Let him provide
when I am able to bring before the money at 2 per cent. as speedily as posHouse the bundle of applications that I sible, although that would conflict with
have made to the Housing Commission the policy of the Housing Commission,
during past years, which will reveal that which is becoming a colossal bureaucracy.
those unfortunate people who are legiti- It has offices literally all over the citymately entitled to homes are those that in Queen-street, Russell-street, Collins, do not get them. I have stated over and street, and other nooks and crannies.
over again that those with the most That is the reason why the people in
influence are given homes. I hope that Commission houses are charged 50s. a
will be remembered by the Government week, and why I want the Government
when the Housing Commission says that to give consideration to it. One of two
people with five children are given pre- . things will happen to Housing Commisference. That class of person is not sion homes. The first is that the capital
accommodated in Commission homes, but will revert 'back to the State; in that
only those who have one or two child- regard, my view is that no Governmen t
ren, and can afford to pay 50s. a week or in the future should benefit by what is
more for rent. It is not in the interests created to-day. The second is that there
of the State that such a preference may come a time, if ever conditions
should be shown.
If the Government return to normal, when there will be
wants to make a name for itself, it will more "To Let" notices on Commission
see that the parents with the largest houses than on any other. We have ta
families are provided with houses. The safeguard the State against such a
.
Government should also assist them to possibility.
demand the rebate to which they are
If the Government acts wisely, it will
entitled under the Commonwealth and see that the people who are provided with
State agreement.
homes are those to serve Whose interests
I ask the Government, what will be the Commission was established. I asked
the ultimate fate of the Housing Com- some questions on the subject last year,
mission homes?
Will they become and I shall probably ask them again.
revenue-producing assets to the State in Members will reca:ll that it was disclosed
30 years' time, when their initial cost tha t Commission houses were occupied
has been met? What does it matter if by people with one or two children, and
the Government is building houses at a that people with four or five children
loss? Why should it be concerned about were needing houses. If I am elected
obtaining its pound of flesh? Houses to this House as an honorable member, I
should be built and let for no more than should be honorable enough to go to
the interest on the capital outlay. At the Commission and say, "I have people
the last general election, the leaders of all in my district living in a shed; put them
political parties advocated loans at 2 per in a home. I have 24 people living in a
cent. interest.
When the co-operative room; put some of them in a home."
housing scheme was proposed in this Instead of such people, we find
House, I advocated a rate of interest of school
teachers,
police
constables
2 per 'cent. on advances, and honorable and others with one child living in homes
members treated me as a "dill." Now which were never intended for them. No
I find that each of the party leaders member can tell me otherwise, because
wants money to be lent at 2 per cent. I I am "in the thick of it."
do not know where it will come from.
I know how the tenants are selected,
I can say, almost with authority, that
the Commonwealth Government is not but that is a story for another day. I
keen to lend money to co-operative build- see them 'coming to my own door. People
Session 1950.-[11]
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have been evicted in my district who have
reared adult families, but they do not
"have a look-in" for a Commission
home. If they have ha:d three children,
they are told they should have had five,
and all that sort of "boloney." I hope
that that kind of thing will be stopped by
efficient supervision on the part of inspectors.
The woman who is being
intimidated by the Commission, who
believes she will be evicted, and who is
living in constant fear of the borers
getting into her furniture, would, I am
sure, if she took legal action, win her
case. I hope that the Government will
give full consideration to the comment
of the man who is in a better position
than anyone else to express an opinion.
I refer to Mr. Prentice, past president
of the Master Builders' Federation.
In his statement he thrashed the State
Government. The Housing Commission
is a State instrumentality, and when
complaints affecting the Commission are
brought to notice they should receive
a ttention. I ask the Premier to ensure
that Housing Commission officials exercise stricter supervision over the timber
that is being used in buildings that are
being erected, and that more Commission properties are made available to
people with large families.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member for
Coburg has brought a serious matter
before the Committee.
His complaints
are directed against a State instrumentality, and there must be something
wrong when such a state of affairs can
arise. Certainly it is difficult to inspect
all timber used in Housing Commission
properties, but inspectors are employed
for the purpose, and I repeat that there
must be something wrong with the
inspection sys'tem if what the honorable
member has described is possible.
I
shall ask the Minister of Housing to
bring this serious complaint to the notice
of the Housing Commission.
The tenant of the house to which the
honorable member for Coburg referred
can take it 'from me that she need not
fear eviction because she has disclosed
the position and lodged a complaint.
While the present Government is in
power no Department would be permitted to take such action.

Account.

So far as building timber generally is
concerned, I shall dis'cuss the subject
to-morrow with the Minister of Forests
and members of the Forests Commission. I understand that the Forests
Commission makes certain areas available only for sawmilling purposes; it
protects the forests and collects royalt~es
after the areas have been allocated to
the sawmillers. What timber is used in
buildings is a matter to be considered
by the sawmillers and the builders. If
a way can be devised to check the
operations, the Government will take
appropriate action.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the
House and adopted.

WAYS AND MEANS.
The House went into Committee of
W'ays and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat, towards making good t·he supply
granted to His Majesty for the service of
the year 1950-51 the sum of £7,550,583 be
granted out of the Consolidated Revenue of
Victoria.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I ask the Treasurer to give serious consideration to the present deplorable
situation in relation to the fishing industry, commencing with the operations
at sea and passing through all stages
until the fish ultimately reach the consumers' table. It is not a question for
party argument; it is the duty of Parliament to straighten out the tangle in
this industry. As a Parliament we have
been tolerant and patient in the hope
that the industry would, by co-operation,
be able to put itself on a sound footing.
The Government is involved by its
guarantee to the co-operative freezing
stores, and to the extent that it has
guaranteed certain of the capital fund,
and interest thereon, it is now obligedas a matter of common business prudence--to take an active interest in the
uses to which that capital is being put.
The consumers are also financially involved in this industry, through the
Governmen t, to the same extent as they"are in connection with ,certain meat
freezing works and cool stores. Fishing
is essentially a primary industry and
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was so recognized in the definitions included in the Marketing of Primary products Act.
In most countries it is customary for
the fishing industry to be administered
by the Agriculture Department; that
practice obtains in most States of
Australia and in some parts of
Canada and Great Britain. I invite the
Treasurer and the Chief Secretary to
consider transferring the Fisheries and
Game Branch from the Chief Secretary's
Department, with its multifarious duties
and interests in matters from A to ZAborigines to Zoos-and vest it in the
Agriculture Department. The Fisheries
and Game Department should be so reorganized that its character would cease
to be that of a scientific research department, thus enabling it to take an
interest in the practical and commercial
sides of the fishing industry.
I suggest further that if the Melbourne
City Council, in whom the Crown has
vested certain lands for marketing purposes, does not fulfil its obligation with
respect to marketing, it should be deprived of the asset. The undertaking
should be vested in the Department and
put on a proper footing. A former
member for Footscray, the late George
Michael Prendergast, was chairman of a
Royal Commission appointed 37 years
ago to inquire into and report upon all
phases of the fishing industry, particularly marketing. The comprehensive and
valuable report that was presented incorporated certain very serious strictures
upon the practices and usages of business
facilities at the Metropolitan Fish Market.
That report is now 37 years old and
things then complained of, and continually complained of since, have not
been corrected.
As a primary producer the Treasurer
cannot be unaware of the problems affecting primary producers of the fruits of
the sea. The fruit grower must plant
his trees before he can reap his harvest; the fishermen have only to reap
the harvest from the sea. Their efforts
at successful harvesting are frustrated by
combines at the marketing end, and I
lay the blame for most of the faults in
marketing and for the high price of fish
to the consumer at the door of the dealeragents who manipulate the market for
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their own purposes.
I shall quote an
example. At St. Leonards, there was a
large catch of bay trout on the eve of
Good Friday this year. It was an edible
fish of fair quality and had been caught
within a reasonable distance of Melbourne. . It was sent to the fish market
by road transport, arriving there within
a couple of hours. My informant, the
fisherman, tells me that, earlier on that
day, a stale catch of the same kind of
fish had arrived at the market from the
far end of Gippsland and had been
acquired by the dealers. Because of that
-and also because the dealers were
agents-they rejected the fresh consignment, which might have interfered with
their attempt to corner the market. The
public was denied the opportunity of
obtaining fish of good quality on the eve
of Easter so that the dealers would not
be hampered in recouping their expenses
for the Easter h,olidays.
Mr. Acting Chairman, you must have
read reports in the newspapers-I believe
they are correct-of the transference of
a huge consignment of fish from North
Melbourne, where it had been kept in
cold storage, although there has been
almost a total absence of fish from Melbourne shops. Despite the operations of
trawlers off the New South Wales coast,
that long-held frozen catch is being transferred by road to be sold on the Sydney
market this week. If what I say is only
half true-I believe it to be wholly true-it is the duty of this Parliament as an
institution, regardless of party membership, to back the Treasurer and the
Government in any efforts, firstly, to continue to provide finance for co-operative
cool stores; secondly, to issue an instruction to the Melbourne City Council to
carry out its duties or to forfeit its title
to the land set aside for the purpose of
a fish market; and, thirdly, to transfer
the control of the Fisheries and
Game Branch from that of the Chief
Secretary-with whose Department it
has no affinity-to that of the Minister
of Agriculture. Should the Melbourne
City Council not fulfil its obligations, the
Government should institute the cooperative wholesale method of fish distribution, and thus eliminate the
auctioneer, dealer, agent, or financier,
who holds a mortgage over too many
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fishing boats-and so imposes limits
upon catches when fishermen can obtain
an abundance of fish-and who also withholds boxes so that fishermen cannot fill
them. By that means artificial shortages,
which have been experienced in other
fields of primary production, are created.
If action is taken on the lines I have
indicated, we shall have carried out the
duties that we were sent to Parliament to
perform.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 wish to inform the honorable
member for Barwon that the problem
he has mentioned has been exercising
the mind of the Government. The Chief
Secretary has been endeavouring to induce the parties to the dispute to use
common sense and reason. The dispute 'is
having unfortunate repercussions not
only on the consuming public but also
on m'any people associated with the industry. I assure ,the honorable member
that the Government will examine his
suggestions in the spirit in which they
have been put forward. I say, in all kindness, that it appears to me that fishermen have not reached the stage where
they are prepared to co-operate.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-A number of
agents hold mortgages over fishing vessels and are thereby able to dictate what
should be done.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-If fishermen wish to be freed
from that burden, the Government will
be prepared to examine the matter. It
is really worse than a monopoly; it is
coercion, which this Government will not
support. If the fishermen are willing to
co-operate, the Government will be
pleased to assist by extending to the
fishing industry the benefits of the marketing legislation. Then such problems
as shortage of boxes will be eliminated
under a scheme of orderly marketing,
which means honest trading between producers and consumers. I trust that the
remarks of the honorable member for
Barwon and my reply will be the means
of introducing better trading conditions
in this industry.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
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BILL

Leave was given to Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) and Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) to bring in a Bill
to carry out the resolution of the Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) brought in a Bill to apply out of
Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£7,550,583 to the service of the year 195051 and moved that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read a first time, and passed through
its remaining stages.
iLEGISLATIVE COUNCIL REFORM
BIlJL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

There ha's been no redivision of the boundaries of the Legislative Council since
1936. When honorable m'embers study
this measure thley wiltl find that it embraces certain principles that were
laid down in the legislation of
tha t year. Because of the general
trends throughout the world we
feel that we can help to safeguard
democracy hy giving responsible people
the right Ito elect their representatives to
Pavliament. In the 'com'munity there
are men 'and women who :saw 'service
with various arms of the fighting forces.
They were prepared to lay down their
Uves to safeguard ,those at home and to
preserve the principles for which this
nation stands.
Because of restrictions in the present Act many of those ex-servicemen and women, together with other
members of the community, have no
voice as to who shall, represent them
in the Legislative Counoil. This BiB proposes to rectify that anomaly. The
Country party believes in the bi-cameral
system .of government that operates 1n
Victoria and will endeavour to preserve
it. The principal purpose of the Bin is
to proViide for the election of memhers of
the Legislative Council of Victoria on the
basis of universal adult franchise instead
of the restricted franchise which is in
operation at present. Coinoident with
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the liberalizing of the franchise, it is
proposed to revise the qualifications for
membership of the Counoil, first 'by rescinding the legal requirement that a
member of the Upp:er House must be in
possession of f.reehold property in Victoria having an 'annual value of not less
than £25, and, seoondly, by bringing the
qualifications generally into conformity
with those required for membership of
the Leg,islative Assembly.
The intr.oduction of adult franchise for
the Legislative Council wi'll permit the
use at Upper House elections of joint
Commonwealth and Assembly rolls,
which are prepared on a system of compulsory enrolment and include the names
of all residents of Victoria who have
attained the age of twenty-one years and
who are otherwise qualified as electors
for the Legislative Asse-mbly. To enable
the Assembly rolls to be used for Council
purposes, it is essential, of course, that
the subdivisions which forom the unit of
Assembly enrolment should be uniform
with the subdivisions of Legislative
Council provinces.
The existing Council boundaries, however, diverge from subdivisional boundaries in many parts of the State and to
overcome the difficulty that this position
presents, provision has been made in the
Bill for the appointment of three Commissioners to submit to PaI'lHament proposals for the redefinition of the Council
boundaries in such a way that the provinces will comprise complete subdivisions of electoral districts. In proposing· any such redefinition, the Commissioners will be authorized to propose
an alteration to the !boundaries of any
Assemhly -subdivision in any case where
a marked or inconvenient dieparture
from a province boundary would be required to -make it -correspond with an
existing subdivisional boundary.
At this stage, I might perhaps devote
a little time to a consideration of the
present restricted Legislative Council
franchise and the effect that the wider
franchise would have on the number of
Upper House electors.
There are- two
separate classes of Legislative Council
rolls, the principal of which is known as
the Ratepayers' Roll, the other being the
General Roll. The Ratepayers' Roll,
which is compiled from the rolls of the
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v.arious municipalities in the State, contains the names of resident owners of
property having a rateable value of at
least £10 per annum, and also occupying
tenants of property rated at a yearly
value of not less than £15.
The General Roll includes the following three separate classes of electors
who have submitted personal claims for
enrolmen t:(a) residents of Victoria who are in
possession of one of the professional qualifications prescribed
in the .act;
(b) non-residential owners of properties let to tenants, the tenants
being entitled to enrolment on
the Ratepayers' Roll;
(c) occupiers or tenants of property
not subject to municipal rating,
principally those residents of
Yallourn who occupy property
owned by the State Electricity
Commission.
These, briefly, describe the existing
qualifications for the Upper House franchise on the basis of which there is at
present a total enrolment of 550,472.
It may be mentioned incidentally that
the General Roll contains the names of
only 5,247 electors, representing less
than 1 per cent. ()/f the total enrolment,
the remainder being enrolled on the
Ratepayers' Roll.
That is distinct evidence that unless there is compulsory
enrolment people will not enrol. Residents with professional and academic
qualifications are entitled to enrol, yet
only 5,247 have done so. According to
the latest official figures available, there
are 1,378,485 Legislative Assembly
electors enrolled at the present time, so
that with the proposed extension of the
franchise to include all persons of 21
years or over, there would be an increase
of over 800,000 in the number of Upper
House electors.
Mr. CAIN.-That means that there are
800,000 people who have not a vote in the
Legislative Council?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. There
were 1,378,485 electors on the Legislative
Assembly roll in 1947. There could be
an increase in that number at the present
time. Honorable members should realize
that an effort has been made to take out
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the figures as accurately as possible, but
in some cases It has been necessary to
make what might be regarded as an
accurate estimate.
Certain deductions
have to be made and a little must be
allowed either way.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Half of the deductions would be guess work.
Mr. DODGSHUN.:....-No, they are made
on a very sound basis. The electoral
officers have the figures at their finger
tips.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The necessity for
estimating arises from the fact that the
rolls have not been printed for a considerable period.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. Having
indicated generally the principal features
of the Bill, I should like now to explain
the provisions a little more fully. To
begin with, the Bill is divided into two
separate parts, the first relating to qualifications and elections .for the Legislative Council, and the second to a redefinition of the boundaries of electoral
provinces for the Legislative Council.
Part 1. provides for the extension of
the franchise to persons of the age of 21
years or over and for the alteration in
the qualifications for membership of the
Upper House. It also provides for the
use at Legislative Council elections of
existing rolls of electors for the Legislative Assembly and for certain consequential amendments of the law relating to Legislative Council elections
which are rendered necessary by the introduction of the wider franchise and
the use of the Assembly form of electoral
rolls. Part II. provides for the appointment of three Commissioners to submit
to Parliament a proposed redefinition of
Legislative Council boundaries to enable
the electoral rolls for the Assembly to
be used for Legislative Council elections.
The personnel of this Commission will
comprise the Chief Electoral Officer for
Victoria, the Commonwealth Electoral
Officer for Victoria and the Secretary for
Lands, and it will therefore be similarly
constituted to the Commission appointed
in 1936 for the redistribution of the
Legislative Council when the Chief
Electoral Officer for Victoria, the Commonwealth Electoral Officer for Victoria
and the Surveyor-General a'cted as Commissioners.

Reform Bill.

The principle behind appointing the
Commonwealth Electoral Officer for Victoria is that a precedent has probably
been established in the 1936 Act, No.
4409. However, on occasions it has been
incorporated in Acts of this Parliament
for one other person, the former State
Electoral Officer. I desire to amplify
the position slightly. In this State
only one former State Electoral Officer
is alive.
It will be noticed that
three Commissioners are mentioned
ex officio and, as those offices have
to be filled at all times, there is no
likelihood of any difficulty in the matter
of having a quorum or of having the
three Commissioners at a meeting.
Allowance must be made, however, for
some accidental happening which may
cause the absence of a man if he were
nominated personally by name; hence
the advisability of safeguarding the position in the manner proposed.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Have you the consent of the Commonwealth Electoral
Officer to act?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Government
would not have included this provision
if it had not the necessary authority.
On this occasion, it is emphasized that
the Commissioners will not be required
to propose any plan of redistribution.
Their task will be merely to submit proposals for the redefinition of Legislative
Council boundaries for the sole purpose
of making it practicable to use at Legislative Council elections the existing
Assembly electoral rolls.
:Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Will any attempt be made to adjust anomalies of
voting strengths between one province
and another?
Mr. DODGISHUN.~No.
Mr. GALVIN.-We will advance by one
step at a time; ,this is not a bad one.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-After I have described the Bill, I propose to amplify its
terms. I consider each honorable member should 'be in possession of the
greatest amount of ,information so that
the deha te on the second reading can
proceed
without
misunderstandings.
Naturally, during the Committee stage
each clause will 'be debated but, by the
time the Bill passes through the House,
each honor'able member will be seised of
its contents.
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Mr. OLDHAM.-There is no need for the
Labour party to rush in at this stage. It
is obv.iously touchy. on this subject.
Mr. OODGSHUN.-The princ-iples of
the measure are simple and very clear.
Some people appear to think that a Bill
of this character should be a monumental
one. It contains seventeen clauses of
which there are ·possibly only three or
four which actually implement the principle. The rema·inder are consequential
clauses because of the alteration of the
franchise.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-a: wonder if the
Liberal party will 'be able to understand
the measure.
:Mr. DODGSHUN.-I expect the Bill to
receive a speedy passage but, by the time
it 'is passed, each honora'ble member
should understand its principles.
'Mr. OLDHAM.-We can understand the
principles; there :is no difficulty about
that.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Provision has been
made in the Bill to preclude the Commissioners from proposing the transfer
to any province of any subdivision which
:s not already wholly or partly in that
p~ovinoe and from altering the name of
an 1 province. The Bill makes provision
al~L for a maxi-mum of two proposed redefinltions to 'be submitted to both
House~ of Parliament. If the first proposal i~ accepted, the Commissioners
may be dirtcted by the Mi~ister to submit a secona.l?:ol?~sal, ~nd oIf the second
proposed redefrutlOn IS 'I"It accepted
there can be no.furt r proposals d
therefore this leg sl ion will lapse.
I may expla&n at this point that unJess
each House of Parliament passes a
resolution disapproving any proposed redefinition or negatives a motion for its
approval, the redefinition shall be
deemed to be adopted. On the acceptance of the redefinition, the new boundaries wiJl be proclaimed and brought
into force on a day specified in the procla·mation. However, provision has 'been
made in the Bill for the redefined proV'inces to bear the same names as those
ex~sting prior to the adjustment of the
boundaries and for the members for the
old provinces to represent the new provinces for the balance of the term for
which they were originally elected. It
is natural that .the Government should
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desire to safeguard the position because
it has just come into power arid does not
wish to disrupt its legislative programme.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Thi-s measure will
make thin'gs nicer in the Upper House.
Mr. GALVIN.-Both ISir Frank Clarke
and the Honorable A. G. Warner are very
happy about it.
Mr. DODGSHUN.---lRegarding any 'byelection that may be held before the new
provinces are ·brought into force, provision has 'been made for the election to
be held on present boundaries and for
rolls to be prepared on the basis of the
restricted franchise in accordance with
the existing law. In addition .to the provisions already explained, the Bill contains machinery clauses to ena'ble certain
action to be taken before the redefined
prov·inces are proclaimed that may be
necessary or expedient for the carrying
into effect of this legislation.
In my introductory remarks I
pointed out that the principles laid down
in thi-s Bin are very simHar to those laid
down for the election of memhers in this
House. The powers given to the Commissioners are much the same as those
given to Commissioners previously, inasmuch as the names of provinces cannot
be altered but the Commissioners have
power, if deemed necessary, to alter the
names of subdivisions within an Assembly division. By that I mean that they
may find that there is a sub divisional
boundary which is peculiar. I can can to
mind a boundary of that kind in the
Malvern district. It folJows a dogleg line along Glen.f1errie-road and certain
ther roads;. possibly that could come in
fo redefinition. It could be moved a little
east or west, and that subdivision would
then'~ divided in two. It is possible
that ~Assembly division could be
formed, a 1d one of them could be renamed. "
Mr. OLDHA~·-I do not think we are
worried about the renaming of divisions.
Mr. DODG~UN'-These thin~s are
incidental and when the plan IS submitted th~y wi!' be discussed by honorable members Therefore, I think members should be ~ie cognizant of the
facts. In no circ~'I7st~ce~ c?-n this
scheme be called a :~edlstrIbutI?n.. It
automatically carries 2ut the prmcIples
of the Bill. I think ho~orable members
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will notice that a subdivision which is
wholly in one province cannot be transferred to another province.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Did the Labour party
agree to that proposal?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-We are placing the
proposal before Parliament, and it is for
members of the Labour party and the
Opposition to express their opinions on
it. We are not bringing it here because
of a party decision, but for the decision
of Parliament. If Parliament is of
opinion that it would not be the best
scheme for the State, the Government
will accept that view. I commend the
Bill for speedy passage.
On the motion of Mr. OLDHAM
(Malvern), the debate was adjourned
until Wednesday, August 23.
UNIVERSITY (VETERINARY
RESEARCH) BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to continue the
annual grant from Consolidated Revenue
to the University of Melbourne to enable
it to maintain the Veterinary Research
Institute and the Milk Laboratory. The
University Veteripary Research Act
1945, which expired on the 30th of June
this year, provided for an annual grant
to the university of £7,900 to be 'applied
by the university for the maintenance
and upkeep of the Veterinary Research
Institute and the Milk Laboratory, 'and
for the conduct of such research and investigation as was agreed upon betw en
the university and the Minister - of
Agriculture.

/"

As the amount provided und~the Act
proved in~uffic~ent to mee~ .~' expenses
of the UnIVerSIty, ~n addItional amount
of £8,100 was prOVIded lart year on the
Estimates, ,so that the total amount
re.ceived by the. universi5r. in connection
WIth t.he Vetermary R~search Institute
and MIlk Laboratory dUring the financial
y~ar 194?-50 was £16~~0. The present
BIll p~ovIdes that fO~e next five years
the ,amount grante~ to the university in
respect of these two institutions shall be
£16,000 per .annurr.. The Veterinary Research InstItute .~nd Milk Laboratory

Research) Bill.

form an essential part of the organization of the Agriculture Department for
the diagnosis and control of stock
diseases, Hnd for ensuring the purity and
safety of the metropolitan milk supply.
The first step in the protection of the
flocks and herds of the State from the
inroads of infectious and contagious
diseases is accurate diagnosis, and in this
regard the Veterinary Research Institute
is providing a most valuable service not
only to the Agriculture Department, but
also to stock owners generally. Last
year the number of specimens from live
stock examined by the institute totalled
3,697, while the blood specimens
examined for the purpose of diagnosis
were 81,597. In a great many cases, a
specimen is an animal or bird submitted
for complete post-mortem examination.
These examinations frequently involve
bacteriological, biochemical, and pathological analyses of tissues and body fluids
which, in many cases, must be supplemented by the inoculation and subsequent
examination of experimental animals.
One instance of the value of the institute's work to stock owners in Victoria.
is the part it plays in keeping th}s
Sta te free from the very serious dise~se
of contagious pleura-pneumonia, wtich
occurs both in Queensland and N ew ~outh
Wales, but from which this State, ~xcept
for isolated outbreaks, has b~ree for
many years. The control of .fIlls disease
involves the application ~f the complement-fixation test to I'ti"etect infected
ani d Cl.1S. This
t, which is carried out
un blood samples .cured by live stock
officers of the Agrk lture Department
in the field, is comparatively intricate
and laborious and can be successfully
carried out only in ,a well-equipped
Carriers of this disease
la:boratory.
show no clinical signs ,of infection, and
without the blood test their infectivity
would remain unsuspected and would be
a source of the spreading of the disease.
In addition to its diagnostic and
examination work, the institute is also
conducting research in animal diseases,
'particularly mastitis of dairy cows,
infertili ty in ewes, paratyphoid infections of farm animals, 'Swine dysentry,
the determination of the mineral constituents of the blood of sheep and
cattle, grass tetany in cattle, and the
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influence of vitamin A . deficiency on
diseases affecting poultry.
However,
because of the pressure of diagnostic
work and immediate day to day problems, the institute has not been able to
devote as much time as is desirable to·
live stock problems awaiting solution.
The increased grant will not only enable
the university to cover the heavier costs
of maintaining the institute, but will
permit the appointment of additional
officers to undertake research work into
stock disease problems.
The bacterial examination of milk fur
human consumption is carried out by the
Milk Laboratory at the University of
Melbourne, working in close collaboration with the Agriculture Department
and the Milk Board.
The samples of
milk are ·collected from dairies, depots,
milk shops, and so on, by departmental
supervisors, and brought to the laboratory for examination.
In addition,
special bacteriological examinations are
made on behalf of the Melbourne Ci ty
Council and the suburban baby health
centres. Special attention is directed to
the determination of the source of bacterial contamination in dairies whose
milk shows a high bacterial count.
An important development during the
past few years has been the regular
examination of milk from pasteurizing
dairies, to check the efficiency of pasteurization, and to check processes for
sterilizing milk bottles. I am sure all
members will agree that it is essential
that the work of the University Milk
Laboratory and the Veterinary Research
Institute should be continued, and that
there should be increased research and
investigation' into animal diseases. I
commend the Bill to the House and ask
that it be given a speedy passage.
On the motion of Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan Hill), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, August 15.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
(HOUSING ADVANCES) BILL.
Mr. I"IND (Minister of Lands).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

I trust that this measure, which has
been passed in another place, will be
dealt with as expeditiously in this Hou~e.
Session 1950.-[12]
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With present-day costs of erecting
houses members can appreciate that it is
difficult for employees of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust to begin building a home
when the maximum advance available to
them under the .Melbourne Harbor Trust
Act remains at £1,000.
Even cottage
homes to-day cost at least £2,000 to
construct.
The object of the Bill is' to authorIze
the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners to make increased advances to
its employees for the erection or purchase of a dwelling-house. Sub-section
(1) of section 38 of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust Act provides that the
Commissioners, for the purpose of providing dwelling-houses for their employees, may(a)

erect and maintain dwelling-houses

sell, demise, or let to their employees
dwelling-houses so provided . . .
(c) advance to any employee of not less
than five years' service upon the
security of any land of such
employee(D upon \vhich a dwelling-house
is to be erected to be
occupied by such employee; or
(ii) upon
which a
dwellinghouse has been erected,
within six months before
the application for the
advance, to be occupied by
such employeea sum not exceeding 80 per centum of the
value of the house and land, but so that
the total sum so advanced upon the security
of the house and land shall not in any case
exceed One thOl!Sand pounds.
(b)

This Bill increas~s the amount of maximum advance from £1,000 to £2,000.
Information supplied to me by the
Commissioners, giving details of the
Trust's housing scheme~ is as follows:Total number of advances made
since the inception of the
scheme in 1927
Total amount of advances made..
Average amount advanced
Number of advances repaid in full
Number of advances current at
30th April, 1950
..
Outstanding balances on current
advances at 30th May, 1950

"\¥hile

53
£36,723
£693
37
16
£5,293

£1,000 may have been an
c~dequate advance in pre-war days for
the purchase or erection of a house, it
is a matter of common knowledge that
has now arrived for the proposal to be
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higher level, and the present maximum
of £1,000 does not go far in financing a
house. In fact,' the Commissioners state
that the present restriction on the
amount of the advance has resulted in
some of their employees having to apply
to the Trust for permission to obtain
second mortgages to finance the building
of a home. If the Trust were empowered
to advance up to £2,000, this position
would be avoided and employees would
be saved the higher interest charges
involved in second mortgages.
The
State Savings Bank and the War
Service Homes Commission may advance up to £2,000, and the Bill will
, bring the Melbourne Harbor Trust into
line with those authorities in that
respect. As it is a reasonable proposal for
the benefit of the employees of the Trust,
I am sure that it will commend itself to
the House.
On the motion of Sir THOMAS
MALTBY (Barwon), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, August 15.
MARINE (TEMPORARY
EXEMPTIONS) BILL.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).~
1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is an important measure in view of
the fact that the Melbourne Harbor Trust
has accepted the tender of overseas
contractors to carry out developmental
work in the port of Melbourne. The
Bill will overcome a difficulty arising
from the application of the Marine Act
to the vessels which will be used for
this purpose. Section 84 of the Act
providesThe master of any ship arriving from
parts beyond the sea at or off any port of
Victoria for which a. pilot has been licensed
as aforesaid and not be'ing himself the holder
of an exemption certificate for such port
who enters or attempts to enter such port
without employing u pilot licensed as afore·
said to conduct such ship into port, or who
navigates or attempts to navigate such ship
within the limits of such port without
employing a pilot licensed as aforesaid, or
who goes to sea from any port of Victoria
for which a pilot has been licensed as aforesaid, or quits his station or anchorage to
go to sea without employing a pilot licensed
as aforesaid shall (over and above the
amount which would have been payable
for such pilotage if such pilot's services had
been actually engaged) be liable to a
penalty of not less than Five nor more than
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Fifty Pounds: Provided that nothing in this
section contained shall extend to or affect
any ship employed in coasting only or
actually trading between any port of Vic·
toria and of New South Wales, Queensland,
South Austr:alia, Tasmania, West Australia,
New Zealand and Fiji, the master of which
holds a certificate from the Board that he
is competent to act as pilot for such trader.

Under that section the master of any
overseas ship who does not hold an
exemption certificate and who navigates
or attempts to navigate such ship within
the limits of the port of Melbourne is
liable to a penalty of not less than £5
and not more than £50.
With a view to providing additional
berthage accommodation at the port of
Melbourne, the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Commissioners 'some time ago decided to
construct new docks near the junction
of the Yarra river and Hobson's Bay.
On account of the shortage of labour
and materials, and the difficulty of obtaining suitable plant, the Trust called for
tenders for the work to be done by contract, and all the known dredging companies in England and on the continent
were contacted. A tender of £1,432,875
submitted jointly by The Harbor and
General W'orks Ltd. and The Dredging
and Construction Co. Ltd., representing
British and Dutch interests, for the
dredging of approximately 3,900,000
cubic yards of silt was accepted by the
Trust. The work is to be carried out
with plant brought from Europe by the
contractor, consisting of a bucket dredger, diesel tug, two diesel hopper barges,
and ancillary small craft. The plant will
be manned by Dutch crews, who are
already in Melbourne. By having the
work undertaken by outside contract,
the Trust's own labour and plant ,can
concentrate on other essential work in
the port-maintenance dredging, river
widening, completion of the new Appleton Dock, and provision of berthage in
the Maribyrnong river.
If section 84 of the Marine Act were to
apply, the plant to be used by the contractors could not be navigated in the
port unless licensed pilots were employed.
This would involve not only heavy expense but also considerable delay to the
dredging programme. The personnel of
the ships are experienced crews, who
have carried out similar dredging work
in many parts of the world, and I am
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sure it will be considered reasonable that
the ,Marine Board should be empowered
to exempt the contractor and his vessels
and personnel from compliance with the
Marine Act, subject, of course, to such
safeguards as the Board considers
desirable.
The Marine Board itself has considered this matter and has recommended
that legislation be passed empowering
the Board to exempt a contractor engaged on harbor construction works
from compliance with any ·of the provisions of the Marine Act and regulations, subject to such conditions as the
Board may determine. This recommendation is supported by the Melbourne
Harbor Trust Commissioners and I
understand that the unions concerned
raise no objection. The Bill empowers
the Marine Board to exempt from compliance with any of the provisions of the
Marine Act, or the regulations thereunder, any contractor engaged in the
construction of harbor works, including
dredging, and any vessels and personnel
employed by the contractor for the construction of such works.
Sub-clause (2) of -clause 2 gives the
Board power to aHach conditions to any
such exemption, and in paflticular to
require vessels and equipment to be subject to supvey and inspection, to comply
wi th proper standards and to be properly maintained.
It also requires
officers to have appropriate navigational
and technical qualifications and such
local knowledge as ,the Board thinks
necessary. Vessels are to be adequately
manned and carry at least one person
able to speak and write English, and
capable of acting as interpreter. The
areas in which exempted vessels may
operate will be specified. Sub-clause (3)
empowers the Board to cancel any
exemption so granted. Sub-clause (4)
makes any contractor, master, mate or
engineer who fails to 'comply with any
of the provisions of the Marine Acts or
regulations from which he is not exempted, or with any of the conditions
imposed by the Board, liable to a penalty
of not more than £50.
Sub-clause· (5) defines "port authority" as including all the port authorities in Victoria. Though the present
case 'concerns the Melbourne Harbor
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Trust Commissioners, prOVISIOn has
been made to cover a contractor in similar circumstances in other Victorian
ports, as many large scale works are
envisaged. Sub--clause (6) provides for
the legislation to continue in operation
for a period of five years only. That
will cover the present contract and any
associated work which may require to be
undertaken. This Bill has been passed
by the Council, and it is desired that
it should recei ve a speedy passage
through this House, since the contractors
and plant have already arrived in Victoria to carry out the work. As failure
to comply with the requirement of the
Marine Act with regard to employment
of a pilot on any vessel navigating the
waters of the bay and river carries a
penalty of up to £50, the early enactment of this legislation is very desirable.
In view of the fact that the Melbourne
Harbor Trust Commissioners have encouraged contractors to come from
abroad to carry out this essential and
vital job we should 'not waste one minute.
The work to be performed is truly
national in character and is very urgent.
I ask the House to allow the Bill to pass:
through all stages to-night.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).The work to be performed involves the
expenditure of £1,432,875. The Minister
has given valid reasons why this measure
should be passed.
I suggest that it
would doubtless embarrass the contractors if it were not passed or its purport were altered in any serious way.'
When tendering and quoting their price,
doubtless they assumed a certain amount
of freedom of action for their vessels,
dredges and ancillary craft. For that
reason and also because of the urgency
of the matter the Opposition does not
intend to delay the passage of this Bill.
In my opinion the Melbourne Harbor
Trust Commissioners have shown considerable judgment and ordinary common
sense in realizing that their own staff
and equipment have a full time and longterm job in carrying out other important
works. In bringing overseas contractors
and plant to Victoria the value of the
plant operated by the Trust is increased.
The great necessity for the 'carrying out
of the proposed work was impressed
upon me very forcibly last Monday.
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view of the expected arrival of a
large consignment of French galvanized
iron and of the receipt of advice from the
shipping company that the cargo could
be collected from the wharf at 8 o'clock,
the necessary vehicles were sent from
Geelong. It was discovered, however,
that owing to port congestion-which
this measure will. help to remedy-and
failure to remove cargo promptly, other
heavy cargo had been placed upon the
iron. In the meantime, farmers had
downed their agricultural implements
and had taken their vehicles to collect
the necessary iron, but they had to go
.away empty handed. That simple illustration ,proves that the de,lays on the
wharfs are not caused by departmental
inefficiency, but by the absence of neces:sary equipment, adequate berthage, and
.other factors.
This measure seeks to
remedy that situation.
Any arrangement that will ensure the m.axi,mum use
of vehicles is to be commended. I now
hand over the second-reading debate to
the honorable member for Williamstown
who is more vitally concerned by the
measure than I am.
.
Mr. LEMMON (Williamstown) .-1
thank the honorable member for Barwon
for his kind introduction and I appreciate
his knowledge of this parNcular Bill. He,
li~e ·myself, is anxious to protect the interests of the pilot service. This Bill will
facili ta te the ,work of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust. As the Minister has indicated, the economic condition of the
State is reflected in the necessity to procure from another country equipment
and men to carry out vital work for the
welfare of VictoI"ia. No objection to this
measure has been raised from the labour
or any other standpoint. When its
purpose was first mooted I l:1ad the
honour of communicating with both the
River Pilots Association and the' Port
Phillip .Pilots IAssociation. lAs honor.able members know: the latter is one of
the outstandin'g organizations of Victoria. There are in that association
:about 25 competent pilots who .are all
'master maI"iners possessing high qualifi.cations, and they perform a most valu:ahle service to the community. They are
'On duty - rain, hail, or sunshine throughout the year. The pilot service
has functioned in this State for the past
80 years or more.
In
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The pilots have never heen known to
fail in the 'Performance of their duty
when the big .ships 'Of the world have
visited thi,s State. They take great pride
in their capacity to render service to the
people of Victoria. Naturally they are
concerned about any proposal to vary the
qualifications of those who perfor·m the
work they are ,entitled to do under tihe
laws of this :State. They examined the
Bill after its' introduction in another
place and the Government is aware that
both the River P.ilots Association and the
Port Phillip Pilots Association support
the passage of this measure. Incidentally owing to the fact that the large
majority of pilots reside in the historic
City of Williamstown, I was able to
obtain their views on this measure with
great convenience .
There is another factor about which
I am concerned. As will be seen from the
terms of the Bill, there is a proposal to
widen the Yarra river. The policy of the
Melbourne Harbor Trust provides that
wi thin the next three or four years the
river will be widened by 200 feet, and
subsequently widened by another 300 feet
or 400 feet. When the river is widened
by 200 feet the ferry service, which provides a valuable means of communication
between the City of Williamstown and
the City of Port Melbourne will become
useless and will be practically scrapped.
The City of Williamstown is operating
the service at a loss, and the local
council is very perturbed about the situation. I sincerely hope that the Government will take notice of this particular
phase of the policy of the Harbor Trust.
The Government's predecessors received
a deputation in relation to the matter.
I have been considering whether the
subject should not be referred to the
Public Works Committee for investigatIon and early report to the Government.
I do n.ot think Parliament would allow
the council of the municipality to be at a
severe loss through the widening of the
river as proposed. My personal view has
always heen that this ferry service
should be conducted by the State. How-.
ever, the ratepayers of Williamstown are
very concerned about the situation.
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I am sure honorable members are
pleased to know that Mr. Mackenzie who,
for many years, was associated with the
Public Works Department and is a most
progressive and able administrator, is
doing valuable work in connection with
our port authority. We in Williamstown
have wondered from time to time why,
instead of vessels coming up the river
almost alongside the warehouses, the bay
should not be developed to a greater
extent. This measure marks 'a step In
that direction and it represents a variation of the scheme suggested by that very
distinguished engineer, the late Mr.
Thwaites, with whom I had the honour
of sitting for some years on the council of
what was then known as
the
Working Men's College.
He advocated a fan-shaped dock in the area
where a series of docks is proposed, namely, at the mouth of the river.
Apparently, however, engineers have
decided that the present proposition, the
dredging phase of which is being, undertaken by Dutch interests, is a better one.
That, of course, is a technical aspect
about which I do not presume to be
qualified to speak.
I remember, however, that the Age
was very strong in its 'advocacy of a
straight cut of the river from the centre
of Melbourne right through to Port Melbourne. As' a substitute for that, Mr.
Thwaites, as engineer for the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, decided to construct a sewer through the
. area known as Fisherman's Bend. Mr.
Thwaites put forward his idea of a fanshaped dock. The docks proposed in this
Bill will be parallel with the river.
I, therefore, do not desire to detain the
House. I feel inclined to join with the
Minister in extending congratulations to
members of the Opposition on the cooperative spirit they have displayed
towards this and other measures. I have
pleasure in supporting the Bill.
Mr. CORIUGAN (Port Melbourne).I support the Bill. The suggestion has
been made that there should be exemption for some shipping men who are
perhaps not qualified under the Victorian
Act. We realize that men who are 'bringing dredges to Australia from the other
side of the world would have no difficulty in handling work in Australian
ports.
I have knowledge of the large
Session 1950.-[13]
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amount of work done by the Melbourne
Harbor Trust. I have been out in the
bay with Mr. Mackenzie, who has e)fplained the ·work both on the Port
Melbourne and the Williamstown side.
I am not saying that it cannot be done
locally, but it has to be done and the
Government cannot afford to wait. It is
good foresight on the part of the Trust
to bring men from abroad to do the job.
If we obtain value for the money spent,
it will be well spent.
The honorable member for William:stown suggested that the question of the
punt across the Yarra river should be
referred to the Public Works Committee.
I was a member of that committee for
several years and took part in examining the proposal. Because of advice from
Mr. Mackenzie and other port official5,
members of the committee felt that the
time was not ripe to do what was suggested.
A tunnel under the river was
one of the proposals, but it was found
that it would interfere seriously with the
submarine cables there. An alternative
proposal to construct a bridge, it was
considered, would involve the occupancy of too much land on each
side of the riv~r.
The question
is still under consideration of the committee, and the present Public WorklS
Committee will have the opportunity to
investigate it further.
I heartily support the proposal. We must pay tribute
to Mr. Mackenzie's work as chairman of
the Trust. I feel that Parliament will be
doing a good job by passing the measure
without further delay.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-I wish
briefly to comment on the remarks of
the honorable member for Williamstown.
I can assure the House that his fears
wiU be well founded if this over-all plan
is carried out, for it will mean the end
of the Williamstown punt and the diversion of all traffic from the Williamstown-road. As was pointed out by the
honorable member for Port Melbourne,
this matter is not new, and when the
Public Works Committee was considering the construction of a tunnel, the
views of some municipalities in
the western suburbs were submitted to
it in favour of the construction of a
high-level bridge of some type at some
place, whether built immediately or in
the future.
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I feel that the demand from the travelling public will have great effect on any
committee and any Government for the
implementation of a scheme such as this.
Anyone who travels to the Western
District realizes how necessary is an
alternative arterial road to the western
suburbs. It appears that all the plans
of the Melbourne Harbor Trust will be
needed in the future. It seems that all
land on the south of the new MelbourneFootscray road is under the control of
the Trust. This House, Parliament as a
whole, and the Government in particular, should watch every step in the
development of the scheme, as the
roads to western suburbs are crowded
now and have traffic that cannot be
carried on existing roads and bridges.
Those suburbs will become even more
crowded in future.
Development in the eastern and
southern suburbs has been so great
that they have become overloaded
and overbalanced, and in the near
future the western suburbs will be
in a similar condition.
The outlets in the west are not so numerous or
so convenient as those in the east and
south. All the plans of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust should be subject to an
overriding authority, such as the Town
Planning Authority, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works as at
present constituted, or s'Ome other
organization. Subject to proper scrutiny,
it is necessary for the Government and
Parliament t'O encourage the work of the
harbor Trust because, as the Minister
pointed out, without the port of Melbourne and its facilities this State could
not import and export the quantity of
goods necessary for the community.
I support the remarks of the honorable member for Williamstown because
I know the feelings of the people of that
city regarding the extinction of the route
over the river t'O the city. If the punt
is abolished, the Government must provide something in its place.. A tunnel
cannot be undertaken if the report of the
Public Works Committee is to be given
considera tion. There is only one other
alternative, and even now councils on the
western side have asked the GOvernment
to bring before the Public Works Committee the need for an arterial road and
Mr. Shepherd.
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an overhead bridge. That provision is
required as soon as possible. The cities
of Williamstown and Footscray, and the
shires of Braybrook and Werribee will be
able to inform the committee of their
views and, if the work is carried out,
they will in the future be able to handle
a volume of traffic not experienced in the
past. That is probably as important as
any work of the harbor Trust. I hope it
will be correlated and 10'Oked into by
Ministers, and will be handed on through
the years from one Government to
another, keeping in mind always that
it is a nationally important project
affecting not merely a small part of the
metrop'Olitan area, but the whole of the
State of Victoria.
The· motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
NON-CONTRIBUTORY STATE
PENSIONS BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

\Vith the passage of this Bill and the
Police Pensions Bill, the second-reading
explanation of which was given earlier
to-day, all public servants will be brought
into line in regard to the increased rates
payable under superannuation pensions.
Members are aware that in pursuance of
a measure passed a few weeks ago the
ra'tes of pensions under the Superannuation Act have been increased by 20
per cent. to take effect from and including the 30th of June, 1950. The Bill now
before the House relates to free pensions
under the Public Service and Railways
Acts. It provides for an increase of
20 per cent. on all pensions below £468
per annum being paid to ex-officers, but
no pension will be increased beyond an
am'Ount of £468. In the case of widows
there will also be a 20 per cent. increase,
but the pension will not be increased
beyond a maximum of £234 per annum.
There are now about 180 persons
drawing these pensions and the total
payment is £48,000 per annum. As a
matter of interest, the maximum number
drawing free pensions at anyone time
was slightly in excess of 3,200. That
was in 1925-26 when the cost to tl1e
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State was £472,000 per annum. The
estimated cost of the increase proposed
in this Bill will be £8,500 in the first
year, but the cost will decrease from
year to year.
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Sub-clause (2) of clause 1 provides
that the commencing date of the measure
shall be the 30th of June, 1950, which is
the date on which contributory pensions
under the Superannuation Act were
increased.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2
fixes the rate of increase of noncontributory pensions at 20 per cent.
It provides that the pension shall not
be increased beyond £468 per annum, in
the case of ex-officers, and £234 per
annum in the case of widows. The reason
for these maxima is that all these" noncontributory" pensioners retired before
the 2nd of January, 1948, and no pensioner under the Superannuation Act
who was receiving a pension before that
date can obtain a greater pension than
£468, in the case of ex-officers, and £234
in the case of widows.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.5 p.m.,
and read the prayer.

Children are excluded from .the provisions of this measure because the only
ones who could possibly be affected
would be those concerned in cases in
which the father exchanged his old free
pension right for a pension under the
Superannuation Act to provide for his
wife and his children.
The amending
Superannuation Act passed recently
already covers any such children. Paragraph (b) of sub-clause (3) of clause 2
is a machinery clause, fixing the pension
rate, which IS to be increased by 20 per
cent., at the amount the pensioner was
receiving immediately before the 30th
of June, 1950. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of Mr. HOLLWAY
(Leader of the Opposition) the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, August 22.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, at half. . past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.27 p.m.
'until Tuesday) August 15.

Tuesday) August 15) 1950.

TUBERCULOSIS PATIENTS.
ALLOWANCES FOR DEPENDANTS:
INSTITUTIONAL TREATMENT.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)
Minister of Health-

asked the

1. What amount was made available to
this State by the Commonwealth Government for the purposes of assisting the dependants of sufferers from tuberculosis?

2. What is the position in general of hospitals in the State regarding the treatment
of tuberculosis?
3. Whether public hospital authorities are
unable to admit to their institutions patients
suffering from tuberculosis?
4. If it is the intention of the Government to give further financial assistance to
hospitals for the treatment of sufferers
from tuberculosis r

For Mr. }'ULTON (Minister 01
Health), Mr. Lind (Minister of LandS).The answers are1. £92,000 was made available to thlG
State from the Commonwealth Government
for the payment of allowances to tuberculosis sufferers and their dependants from
May, 1947, to July, 1950. During this period
payments were made by the State Government Department of Health acting as agents
for the Commonwealth Government. From
the 13th of July, 1950, a more liberal scale
of payments was provided under a new
scheme whereby payments are made direct
to sufferers by the Commonwealth.
2. Tuberculosis patients are, as a rule,
treated in State sanatoria or in chalets or
special wards attached to or in hospitals.
Such units have been established at the
Austin, Mint-place Annexe (Queen Victoria Hospital), Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong,
Hamilton, Horsham, Mildura, Mooroopna,
Mount Royal, Sale, Wangaratta, and
Warrnambool hospitals. The Department
meets full maintenance costs of these units.
3. Public hospital authorities, except
where special accommodation is provided as
referred to in (2), admit only a limited
number of tuberculosis cases, and then
mainly for the purpose of training staff.
Pressure on hospital accommodation IJl'ecludes use of beds for tuberculosis patients
requiring long-term hospitalization.
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4. It is the policy of the Department to
encourage hospitals to make suitable separate accommodation available for tuberculosis
cases, and where this can be provided
the Department would reimburse full maintenance costs. Since the 1st of January,
1950, additional hospitals at Warrnambool,
Mooroopna, and Geelong have entered into
agreements with the Department in order
that such separate accommodation may be
provided. Hospitals receive from the Hospitals and Charities Fund the usual financial
assistance in respect of the small numbers
of tuberculosis cases not in chalets or special
wards and will continue to do so.

DEPARTMEINT OF HEALTH.
X-RAY

MACHINES
IN
SHOE
SHOPS:
PROTECTION OF 'PUBLIC.

Mr. REID (Box Hill)
Minister of Health-

asked the

1. If he is aware of a recent warning given
by Dr. G. H. McQueen, the Senior Medical
Officer ·of the Adelaide Central Board of
Health, in regard to the dangerous consequences to public health of X-ray machines
in shoe shops?

2. If he is satisfied that appropriate action
is being taken in Victoria to protect the
public against the dangerous consequences
of such machines?

:For Mr. FULTON (Minister of
Health), 'Mr. !Lind ('Mini1ste!r of Lauds)The answers are-1. Yes. The matter was also brought to
the notice of the National Health and Medical Research Council by the Industrial
Hygiene Committee of that Council in
November, 1949, and was referred to the
Commonwealth Department of Health. A
recommendation was made to that Department that all new X-ray equipment of this
. type should be submitted to some competent
body for examination as to suitability. It
was turther recommended 'by the National
Health and Medical Research Council that a
warning notice stating that X-ray exammations of any person should not exceed three
in any one day and twelve in anyone year
should be attached to each X-ray machine
in footwear stores.
2. Yes. The prototypes of any new X-ray
machines are being examined at the Commonwealth X-ray and Radium Laboratory
at the University of Melbourne. Draft regulations concerning the use of X-ray machines
in shoe shops are being drawn up by officers
of the State Department of Health in collaboration with the Director of the Commonwealth X-ray and Radium Laboratory.
These draft regulations will 'be submitted
for the consideration of the Commission of
Public Health at an early date.

(Pensions) J?ill.

POLIOE RJEGULATION
BIILL.

(PENSIONS)

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I ·move-That this Bill 'be now Tead a second time.

The measure ha!s been introrluced to
honour a promise giv1en by the Premier In
the second week of 'the !session when he
moved the second reading of the Superannuation Bill to increa'se the pensions
payable to retired public servants. The
Premier ;sta ted tben tha:t as soon as possible a IsimHar Bill would be introduced
to improve lthe rates 0'£ pensions for police
pen'sioners. Members will recall that by
Acts palssed in 11948 ,and 1949 the rates of
police pensions were increased to bring
them up to rates as at the 2nd of
January, 1948, or· to increase them
by ·2,5 per cent., whichever amount was
the 1esser, ·this improvem1ent being consistent with that granted in respect of
pubU:c service pensioners.
So that there shall he a clear understanding of the prOpdsa'l, it -is neoessary
to say at an early stage that there is no
basi'S .for !comparison of the superannuation ,scheme granting pensions to public
servants and the two superannuation
schemes fur police pensioners. Tthe Public !Service scheme is a ,contract for a
specific number O'f units, the rate of contribution 'beinlg Klependanrt upon the age
of the contributor" aJ1.d the pen'sion is for
a fixed amount. Under .the Police pension 'schemes the pension beans a definite
relation to the fina[ salary of the member
at the time O'f his retirement. The rate
O'f pension of the individuail. ·memher 'fiises
with each increase in pay, and consequently keeps pace with the increased
cost of Hvin.g a!s reflec1Jeid in improved
rates of pay. The rate olf contribution is
al,so a fixed percentage of pay :and does
not increa·se, as does ,the Public Service
contribution, with the advancing age of
the contributor.
[shall giVle thts iUustration. A public
servlce pen·sioner ,contracted to receive
£6 a week. By ~egls1ation of 1948, the
pension payable on hrs retirement was increased to £7 lOs. a week, ·and under the
Government's proposals wiH 'be .fur;1Jher
increased as from the 30th of June iast to
£9 a week. A rn,ember of the Force, how- .
ever, who prior to the 2nd of January.
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1948, wouM hav,e been entitled to a similar pension of £6 a week-representing
two-thirds of his re.tiring pay-would, if
he ·retilred to-day, receive considerably
more, because his rate of pay hals been
increased in the meantime, and he will
receive two-thirds of such increased rate.
The pension rates ·in tha Police Force
have, speaking broadly, kept pace with
the increalsed cost of living and will continue to do so. Consequently, it is not
necessary to alter the conditions applicable to men at present serving in the
Police Force, 'but ito apply tihe provisions
of the BiLl to pensioners who retired when
rates were 'lower and whose pensions
were fixed at .such lower rates. This is
the same a's was done in ,the 1948 and
1949 Aots, when the original pensions
granted were increased :by 25 per O€l11t.
provided :the pension, when increased, did
not ex,ceed a pension which would be 'payClIble to a pre;sent-day member with
similar rank and service. In other words,
a 25 percent. increase WaJS given subject
to the 'further llimitation that the pensioner was not to be in a more favourClJble
position than a m'elm'ber at present
serving.
The same principles are app[ied in this
BiB, which grants an irrcrea·se of 20 per
cent. upon the rates .payable prior to the
appointed day which, as in the ·case of the
Public Se!I'vice ISuperannuation Fund
amendments, haJs been fixed as the 30th
of June last.
Mr. HOLLwAY.--In effect, it means an
increase of 25 per cent. on the base rate?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Yes. That is the
principle that has been adopted. The
cumulative effects of the 1948 and
1949 Aots and the present Bill are that
a pension granted p,rior to the 2nd of
J,anuary, 1948 has been increased up to
a maximum of 50 per cent. of its original
amount, subject to its not being greater
than the pension which would be
received to-day by a member of similar
rank and servke.
Under the provisions of the original
scheme in the 1928 Act, when a member
of the Force has nott held the same rank
for three years prior to the date of his
retirement, his pension shall be assessed
on the average annual amount of pay
received by him over the said three
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years instead of the pay annually received by him on his retiring date. Consistently with this provision, a similar
proviso has been made ,in this Bill so
that ·compara'toive calculations may be
made in determining the amount
payable.
During recent years, there has been
in troduced into the Force the rank of
first constable to which a constable who
has not been reduced in rank is eligible to
proceed after ten years" servke; the
posi tions of second-class and first-class
sergeant, and the rank of sub-inspector
have been abolished.
Aga,in, for the
purpose of comparison, it has been
necessary to provide that any pensioner
who held the rank of constable and had
more than ten years' service shall, for
the purposes of this Bill, be deemed to
have been a first constable; that any
pensioner who retired either as a secondclass or first-class sergeant shall be
deemed to have been a sergeant; and
that any pensioner who ifetired as a subinspector shall be deemed to 'have been
an inspector.
These provisions are
necessary so that the pension which
would be payable to-day can be assessed
on It11e assumption thaJt the pensioner
held the appropriate rank but it is
subject to the pr·oviso that the actual
increase of pension is not to exceed 20
per cent.
There are 'Still some pensioners who
draw their pensions under the original
police superannuation s<:hem~ which
applied 11:0 men who joined the Force
before the 25th of November, 1902.
Those pensions were assessed upon the
pay and allowances the men drew at the
da te of the.ir reHremen t. ExisUng
pensions a·re 'assessed ·only upon payincluding the cost of living allowance.
Some of the pem;ioners under the pre1902 scheme drew fairly substantial
allowances, and it was found that, nOltwi,thstanding the general improvement
in police rates of pay, 'a few of these men
were actually better off than present-day
.members of the Force. These are, of
course, exceptional cases; but it has been
necessary to provide thaJt no pension
shall, because ·of this Bill, be reduced
below that payable before the appointed
day.
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In 1938, 'Provision was m'ade in an
amending Police Regula tion Aot to
bring the police pension scheme into
line with rhe then Public Service Superannuation Act, which limilted the
maximum pension payable to £312 per
annum. That provision in the Public
Servke scheme was repealed, and consistently with such action the limitation
is now being withdrawn from the Police
Regulation Acts.
The opportunity is also being taken
to liberalize the 'pensions payable to
widows ,of members r)f the Force and
widows of pension:ers. Although the
police pension scheme is a very generom.
one in so far as the members of the
Force are themselves concerned, the
provision made for their widows has not
bEen on a liberal scale.
The members
of the Force originally contributed only
2·k per cept. of their salary to the scheme
and, possibly having regard to their
light contribution, the Government 01
the day, when introducing the scheme in
1923, made only a slight provision fOl
the widows. At that time, the pension
was fixed at £40 a year for the widow of
a constable, senior constable, or ser·
geant; at £50 a year for the widow of
a sub-inspector or inspector; and at £60
a year for the widow of an officer oJ:
higher rank.
In 1938, by agreement with members
of the Police Force, who undertook to
increase their contributions to 4~ per
cen t., the rates were increased so that
a constable's widow received a minimum
of £40 per annum and a maximum of
.£70 per annum based on his years of
.service; a senior constablre's widow,
from £80 to £100 per annum; a sergeant's widow, from £110 to £120 per
annum; a sub-inspector's widow, £150
per annum; and the widow of an officer
of higher rank, £160 per annum. That
pension, however, was reduced originally by 20 per cent. and later by 18 per
cent. for each complete year that a husband drew a pension so, in effect, a
widow's pension was not granted if her
husband lived for five and a half years
after his retirement. As I have previously stated, I cannot understand Parliament having agreed to a provision
that deprived a widow of sustenance at
.the time when she needed it most.
Mr. Dodgshtin.
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Mr. GALVIN.-A similar provision was
contained in the Act applying to the
Railway Department pension scheme.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so, and I
repeat that I cannot understand a provision of that character being included
in any Act. In 1948, the proviso was repealed and a more generous rate of pension was provided, the minimum pension
for .the constable's widow being fixed at
£60 and the maximum £104; for a sergeant's widow, £156; for a subinspector's widow, £180; and for the
widow of an officer of higher rank, £190
per annum.
Under the Bill it is proposed to provide that the widow of a constable or
first constable shall receive a pension of
£72 per annum, together with an additional £2 per annum for each full year
of service over five years, with a maximum pension of £125 per annum. The
widow of a senior constable 'will receive
£132 per annum, increasing with his service .to £156 per annum; the widow of a
sergeant, £187 per annum; the widow of
a sub-inspector, £216 per annum; and
the widow of an officer of higher rank,
£228 per annum. These increases represent a 20 per cent. increase in the
existing rates and will apply to all
ordinary pensions granted to all women
who become entitled to a widow's ordinary pension as from the appointed day.
Widows who have already been granted
pensions will receive a 20 per cent. increase subject to such increase not exceeding the amount now provided in the
Bill.
It may be recalled that men whu
joined the Force prior to the 25th of
November, 1902, enjoyed pension rights,
but under their superannuation scheme
no provision whatsoever was made for
widows to receive pensions. Under the
1949 Act, a small pension for the widows
of such men of £52 per annum was given
more as an act of compassion than of
recogni tion of any legal rights of which
there were none. These women will
enjoy a 20 per cent. increase in that
small pension.
The general effect of the whole measure is that pensions now payable
whether to ex-members of the Force
or their widows will be increased by 20
per cent., subject only to the limitation
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that the pensions when so increased do
not exceed those which would be payable
to present members of the Force or to
the widows of such members, so that
the pensioners shall not be in a more
favourable position than members who
are at present serving.
The preparation of this Bill has not
been €-asy because of the intricacies of
the various pensions Acts passed over
the years. Probably honorable members
will like a little time to consider the
measure, but I trust that it will be given
a speedy passage. As its provisions are
retrospective to the 30th of June this
year, the payment of the pensions will
not be affected. However, some of the
older pens,ioners, particularly widows,
can very well do with the proposed increase; therefore, I ask that the Bill be
dealt with as expeditiously as possible.
Mr.

HOLLWAY (Leader
move-

of

the

Opposition).~l

That the debate be now adjourned.

I think it is reasonable .to request a
week's adjournment of the debate.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I have already appealed to the House to
deal with this Bill as expeditiously as
possible. I think the former Chief Secreta'ry,
the honorable member for
Mornington, knows quite a good deal
about it. As 'I am sure thalt the general
principles of the Bill are not opposed by
any member or any party, I suggest that
the debate be adjourned until to-morrow.
Mr. HOLL\VAY (Leader of the
Opposition) .-lcan assure the Chief
Secretary that he will have no difficulty
whatever
in
getting
this
Bill
passed on Tuesday, the 22nd of
August, because I am under the
impression ,that it was prepared by the
previous Government. I wish to have
an opportunity to make quite sure that
such is the case.
Mr. GALVIN.-You are afraid that it
has been improved.
Mr. HOLDWAY.-l have very little to
fear on that score, but possibly the Bill
has been whittled down. I think the
Opposition is entitled to ask for a week's
adjournment. It will make no difference
to the payment of pensions, because
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the provisions of the Bill are retrospective, and, in any case, the neXlt payments aTe not due until September. If
the Chief Secretary will agree to an
adjournment until Tuesday next, lean
assure him that the Bill will be passed
speedily, provided that it stands up to
expeotations.
He may do very much
better by accepting that assurance than
by pressing on with the numbers he has.
I do not think it is worth while starting
a fight on a Bill of this sort.
If the Chief Secretary is prepared
to agree to an adjouwment for a week,
both the second reading and the Commi ttee stages can be taken next week, so
tha t actually no time will be lost. I can
see no reason, other than determination
that might be regarded as stubborness,
in the suggestion that the debate should
be proceeded with to-morrow. I appeal
to the Chief Secreta'ry to give members
of the Opposition an opportunity to
study the Bill.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-I shall not take up the suggestion of the
Leader of the Opposition and start a
" fight" on the length of the adjournmen t of the debate on this Bill. In my
opinion, the sooner it .is dealt with the
better. Its principles have been explained
in detail, and it should not be difficult
for honorable members to debate the
second reading to-morrow.
,Mr. HOLLWAY.-Except that by tomorrow honorable members will not
have received their copies of Hansard.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I realize that. I
suggest vha.t if the second reading were
agreed to to-morrow and the Bill
taken into Committee, progress could
be reported, and the Committee stage
could be resumed the following TuesThat procedure would give
day.
honorable members time to study any
questions raised and prepare amendments. In my opinion that is the logical
way to proceed. Although payments
may not be due until September, the
Government is anxious to have the Bill
sent to the Legislative Council as early
as possible. I suggest that the Leader of
the Opposition should agree to the debate
being adjourned until to-morrow, with
the understanding that the Committee
stage will be taken the following Tues.
day.
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l'lr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-I have no alternative, because
obviously the Government has the numbers. I still fail to understand what
advantage will be gained by proceeding
with the second-reading debate tomorrow and adjourning the Committee
stage until next Tuesday. Unless the
Chief Secretary intends to have his
speech printed and circulated by tomorrow, many members will not have
an opportunity of ascertaining what the
principle of the Bill is. On the distinct
understanding that the Bill will not be
considered in Committee until next
Tuesday, I am prepared to agree to the
adjournment of the debate until tomorrow.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until next day.

PRICES REGULATION (EXTENSION)
BILL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister in Charge of
Prices).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is designed to extend
the operations. of the Prices Regulation
Act until the 31st of December, 1951.
Under legislation enacted last year, the
Prices Regulation Act is to remain in
force until the 31st of December, 1950,
or such earlier day as is fixed by Order
of the Governor in Council published in
the Government Gazette.
Although the Government is not
desirous of continuing controls for any
longer than is absolutely necessary, I
think it will be realized by all members
that, with the existing shortages of some
commodities, price control will be essential beyond the 31st of December' of this
year. As we are now approaching the
da te when the present prices legislation
will cease to operate, it is desirable to
ensure that adequate provision is made
for the continuance of this necessary
legisla tion.
Two of the Isignificant provisions of the
Prices Regulation Act are that it shal'l be
administered with a view to(a) The prevention of undue increases
in ,prices and rates for goods
and Iservices in 1!he period of
post-war rea!djU'stment, parti:cularly in relation to food,
clothing and housing;
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The pTogressive removal of the
control of prices and rates ·at the
earUest possiblle date consistent
with the welfare of the community.
The Government :subscribes to the view
that price oontrdLs shou~d be removed at
the earliest datlet consilstent with the welfare of the community, and it wi1l
remove goods and serv·.i.ces from control
in this State as they ·come into adequate
supply 'and when there is no danger 0'£
undue price increases. This action wilQ
be taken only after the receipt of expert
advice, and in co-operation with the
prices 'M·inistens in ather IStates.
lSi-nee the Tesponsi1bilty for thle administration O'f price control was assumed
by the State Governments' in Se:ptember, 1948, :there has been the utmost
co-operat;ion b'etween a'll States of the
Commonwealth. ReguJar conferences of
the State prices .Minilsterls have been held
at which there qa's been fun discuss·ion,
and detcisions have been taken on uniform
pdlicy.
All State prices Ministers,
irrespective of pa~ty affiliiations, have
recognized the necessity for the conNnuance of price control, and the decisions
reached at thek conferences have been
unanimous.
AliI 'major items for decontrol are submitted for consideration by
the various State prices Ministers, and
any action taken is in .a1ccord with theiT
unani'mous decisi.ons. This Government
will continue to co-operate to th!e utmost
in the job of price control with all other
State 'GovernmentJs.
.on the taking over .of price control on
the 20th.of Septemiber, 1948, a very ITarge
numl:Jer of goods -and service's, on which
all pdce's Mini'Sters were in agreement,
was removed from contrdl. Since that
date a further la,rge number of items has
. been 'removed from control as . supplies
have Ibeccme aldequate. The number of
goods an1d services now :subject to price
control in th'is State is very much: smaller
than when contro'l wa'S ardmini'stered by
the Commonwealth Government.
Allthough the purpose of the measure
is to continue price control ,in this State
until ,the 31st of Decemher n1ext }'lear, it
is not anticipated that there win be the
same Tange of items remaining under
control at that date. I again assure
honorahle mlemhel'1s that the Government
(b)
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will .con:thlue to remove controls dn
accordance with the provisions of the Act,
namely, as supplies bee-ome adequate and
there is no danger of excessivle pri'ce :rises.
I commend the lBill to the House.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-I moveThat the debate he. now adjourned.

I shoulld like to have a fortnight's
adjournment of this debate. The Minister in Charge of Prices will not be here
on Tuesday of next week because of a
prkes 'conference. The 'Bill is important,
and was the suibject of discussion at the
last genera:! election. I was gllad to hear
the Minister deliver what was almost a
eulogy of the previous Government. An
adjournment of the debate untH next
Tuesday woulld mean, lin view of the
Minister's probable albsence during the
rest of the week, that it 'Would have to Ibe
dealt with on that day.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister in Charge of
Pricels) .-1 thought I was being generous
in suggesting .an adjournment until neXlt
Tuesday. If the Deputy Leader of the
OpPQlsition wanted to 'continue the debate
now he would have no \Cl'ifficulty, because
he has aU the l'Ielevant ,information at his
finger-tips. I should say that ,an 'adjournment of a week should 'be the limit.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-By leave,
Mr. Speaker, may I say that it would
be unreasonabl'e to force an important
measure of this character down the
throats of honorable members at a
moment's notice. The Government has
not done anything about prices except
to let them increase, and we need to
have a helpful discussion on that aspect.
It would be detrimental to price control
to adjourn the debate only for a week.
If the Minister would not be attending
a prices confeI"ence on those days I
would agree to an adjournment until
Wednesday or Thursday of next week.
The debate, however, cannot be resumed
in his absence. I am the most reasonable
man in this House in these matters, but
I am certainly not going to be led into
a foolish situation. I do not think the
Minister has the slightest intention of
bringing the Bill on for deba'te next
Tuesday. I am willing to agree to an
adjournment for any reasonable period.
The most important of all the Bills before the House-the Legislative Council
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Reform Bill-will be debated on Wednesday of next week, and will probably
occupy the House for a week. Every
memiber 'Of the Labour party will want
to discuss it, for it has. been the theme
song of that party in recent months.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister in Charge of
Prices).-I moveThat the debate
Tuesday next.

be

adjourned

until

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-It is with
the utmost reluctance that I move-That the words "Tuesday next" be
omitted with the view of inserting
"Tuesday, August 29."
Members of the Government say it is a

fair-play Government, and to justify that
claim they should accept my amendment.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-One cannot
help being interested in the enthusiasm
displayed 'by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition in his approach to this
question. The Government has moved
for a week's adjournment of the secondreading debate of a Bill which
will have the 'effect of extending
the operation of the Prices Regulations
Acts for a further twelve months.
I believe the Government's proIposa} for the. adjournment of the
deb a te for a week is reasonable.
Last year, when I was assisting' to lead
the Opposition, I agreed to a day's
adjournment of the debate on the
relevant Bill, because 1. realized. that
price control had to be continued.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It is being continued
now, up to the end of Dee-ember next.
Mr. CA'IN.--.J am aware of that but
price cont'rol must be continued beyond
tha t date. The honorable member for
Malvern knows that a ·week's adjournment is reasonable and he found himself
in great difficulty battling ar·ound the
po;int. He did not know where he was.
. A week's adjournment, as moved
by the Minister in Charge of Prices, will
give the House every 'Opportunity of
dis,cussing the whole question of price
control. Therefore, the Government
is adopting a reasonable attitude.
The
time
suggested
for
the
adjournment is longer than rhat given
by the honorable member for Malvern
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when he introduced a similar measure
last year. I have no doubt that when
the Bill is debated it will be dealt with
expeditiously and the whole subject of
price control will be fully discussed.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You are suggesting
that the Opposition is asking for something which is unreasonable.
The
Opposition does not desire to indulge ,in
delaying tactics.
The effect of the
mot'ion proposed by the Minister in
Cha~ge of Prices would be that the
debate would be adjourned until next
Tuesday only.
The
Mr. CAIN.-That ,is not so.
Minister knows that next Tuesday the
Government will decide whether or not
the debate on this Bill will be proceeded
with. It may be that the debate will not
eventuate for a month after that date.
To say that the House is tied down to
next Tuesday is not true.
Mr. OLDHAM.-It is true; otherwise,
the reasonable request made by the
Opposi tion would be acceded to. You
are speaking for the Government.
I
know you are a great man now and that
you would like to wield a big stick. The
Opposition merely requests that rthe
Government should adopt a reasonable
attitude.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
fOT Malvern should not get so' ex,cited.
He is now adopting an attitude si1milar
to that whkh he adopted when he was
previously in Opposition. He does not
kn:ow what he is saying, half the time. I
am not wielding a big stick, nor am I
attempting to do so. U I cannot make
my submission to the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, I will make it to the
Leader, who appears to be in a more
ra Uonal f.rame of mind. I ,think the
Leader of ithe Opposition a-pprecia tes
that a week's adjournment is the invariable practice when a Government
is not prepared to proceed with a
measure immediately.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 suggest that the Government
is getting into the bad habit of resisting
any reasonable request by the Opposition. That practice is unwise because,
as the -political wheel revolves, the present Government may well find Hself in
Opposition. It appears to me that some
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degree of haste is beingexhi'hUed by the
Government since this measure cannot take effect until the 1st of January,
1951.
Therefore, I fail to see why
another week's adjournment would
make any difference.
Mr. CAIN.-You are a great believer
in procrastination.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is not so. This
is a serious matter and in view O'f the fact
that the Bill will not operate for another
four or five months, the Government
should be prepared to grant a slightly
longer 'period of adjournment than one
week. When the Leader of the LabOUT
party was on the hustings not only did
he tell electors th.9-t his party would
retain price control but he also promised
that it would reduce prices. He said
that the only way by which prices could
be redueed was by voting fOT Labour.
Now he is in the -position of wielding a
big stick and the Opposit.ion is anxious
to see him bring down some of those
prices.
Mr.
GALVIN.-We brought your
Government down; that was the main
thing.
'Mr. HOLLWAY.-But the Government has not brought any prices down.
Mr. CAIN.-We have at least stopped
prices from going up.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is not true. If
the Leader of the Labour party will
review the prices of any range of commodities he will find that they have
actually risen since the present Government assumed office. The only commodity that has not risen in price is gas.
The reason for that is that the poor unfortunate country taxpayer has to subsidise gas for making biscuits in the
metropolitan area.
, Mr. GALvIN.-Tram fares have not
been increased yet.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! I cannot permit a
general discussion of prices at this stage.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Government
should be willing to give an assurance
tha t if the Opposition is prepared to
accept an adjournment of the debate for
one week, and is not ready to go ahead
next Tuesday, the debate will be
adjourned until the Minister in Charge
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of Prices returns from the conference of
prices Ministers to be held in Perth. The
debate on the second reading of the Bill
would then take place after the Minister
had had an opportunity of reporting to
the House the result of the conference of
prices Ministers.
Mr. CAlN.-I do not know why the
prices Ministers should go to Perth for
their conference.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is the farthest
place in Australia to which they can go.
lf New Guinea were annexed they would
probably hold their conferences there.
However, I submit seriously that the
seoond-reading debate on the Bill should
be postponed until the House has heard
the report from the Minister after his
return from Perth. No harm would be
suffered by the Government and the
House would have the benefit of the experience gained by the Minister.
Mr. CAlN.-The result would be that
you would be furnished with some
ammunition.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It may well be that
important decisions will be made at the
Perth conference and the House should
be given the opportunity of debating
them. After all there is no great hurry.
The measure cannot start to take effect
until at least the end of this year or the
beginning of next year.
I assure the
Minister in Charge of Prices that there
will be no undue delay. Members of the
Opposition will not conduct themselves
as did the majority of the members of
the present Government last year. They
will be prepared to consider the proposals on their merits. All I ask is that
in view of the conference to be held in
Perth, the House should have the opportunity of hearing a statement by the
Minister as a result of that conference
and, in the light of such statement, the
House could then proceed with the
second-reading debate on the Bill. I ask
the Minister in Charge of Prices whether
he will accede to my request that, if the
Opposition is not ready to go ahead on
Tuesday next, he will grant an adjournment until he has returned from the
Perth conference.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister in Charge of
Prkes).-The Deputy Leader 'of the
Opposi tion said that many members will
speak during the second-reading debate.
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lf that is so, -there will be no prospect of

concluding the debate on Tuesday next.
Therefore, why not start the debate on
Tuesday next, and then adjourn it until
I return from Western Australia.
The suggestion of the leaders of the
Opposition is
tantamount
to an
adjournment of the debate for a fortnight. I desire to be honest about the
situation. I am only one member of the
Government but I wish to see some legislation removed from the Notice Paper
and other legislation included. Procrastination is of no use to the Government; there has been too much of it.
The Government desires that its measures should be passed with all expedition.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-If the honorable
gentleman is more gracious, he will find
that the Bill will be put through much
more quickly.
Mr. HYLAND.-A scrap between
Opposition members resulted in a proposal that the debate be adjourned until
to-morrow. I am merely suggesting that
the adjournment should be for seven
days instead of one.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I do not recollect any
remark about an adjournment until tomorrow.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-If the
Opposition proposes to continue ,its present tactics, the taxpayers' money will
be wasted. It seems that the only purpose of the Opposition is to have debates adjourned week after week. The
Liberal party was in power for two and
a half years arid did nothing, whereas
the present Government and its supporters have a definite task ahead of
them. It is ridiculous for any member
to sugges·t that the debate on a Bill
such as that submitted by the Minister
in Charge of Prices-it consists of only
one clause--should be adjourned for a
fortnight. The clause provides that the
legisla tion shall remain in force until the
31st of December. 1951. The only difference between this measure and that
brought forward last year is k the year
specified.
Does the Opposition intend to occupy
a fortnight in considering how to differentiate between 1950 and 1951? I think
Opposition members will be arrested for
loitering. Obviously they aHend the
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si ttings of ,this House wi th only one
objective. They hold party meetings
week after week, and, despite what
appears in the columns of the press, it
would seem that :they merely decide on
delaying Government business.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-The honorable member for
Bendigo has made a most unparliamentary remark which I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I admit
that the Liberal party discusses other
matters, such as the leadership of the
party.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The honorable member is
going somewhat beyond the question before the Chair.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Am I to understand
that the honorable member for Bendigo
has not withdrawn the remark I complained of?
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member for
Bendigo has withdrawn. There was
nothing unparliamentary in what he said.
Mr. GALVIN. - GOViernment supporters consider that the Opposition is
adopting a policy of frustration. I contend that this House owes a duty to the
electors and to the State as a whole. It
is true, as Opposition members have said,
that the Labour party is interested in
price control. The Labour party is willing that the debate on the Bill should be
continued to-day. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, who was Minister in
charge of prices decontrol for two and
a half years, takes a different view and
asks for an adjournment of the debate
for a fortnight. He must have been a
most incompetent Minister. The Labour
party was on the Opposition side of the
House for a long time-much too long.
Brigadier TOVELL.-You will he hack
again.
Mr. GAlLVlN.-Yes, but not where the
honorable membetr suggests.
In aaI
seriousness, I plead with Opposition memberls to 'lend a hand to despatch the
bus'iness of the House. I urge them not
to adopt delay;ing tactics, because such
an attitude is not in the best interests of
the State. Surely the Opposition does
not propose to continue to indulge in procrastination. I appeal to the finer senses
of its Leader who, perhaps, i's slightly

more allergic in that 'respe,ct than his
D.eputy. If the necessary co-operation is
forthcoming, ,the measure -in question win
probably be passed without any discussion, since there seems to be genera]
agreement on the proposition that pTice
control should Ibe continued an respect
of many items.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-In view of
the reply of the 'Minist,e'r in Charge of
Prices to the J'epresentations made by
members of this (the Oppo'sition) side of
the House, II feel thatt I must express
agreement with :the amendment.
I
should like to empha'Size that although
the Bill ,is simpile, it is very important
and affects every Seiction of the communUy. It is therefore only reasonable
to ,suggest that the length of the adjournment of the debate should be sufficient
to perm'i t those whom the Bin affects to
study it and to consider what has been
conveyed :by the Minister's se,cond-reading speech. The Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy Leader have indicated that if a reasona:ble 'adjournment is
gtranted th'ere willI be no undue delay
with the passage of the measure. For
the reasons I have given, I join with
them in aisking for a Ilonger a1djournment
than that proposed Iby the Minister.

The House. divided on the question that
the words proposed by Mr. Oldham to be
omitted sitand part of the motion (the
Hon. Archie MichaeLis .in the chaiT)Ayes
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(Mentone)

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, August,
22.
FACTO RIBS AND SHOPS (AMENDM:E)NT) BIlLL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The tIwo purposes of th~s m'eaSlITe
are-(1) to w.iden the areas where the
Factor,ies and Shops Acts apply by
repealing section 9 of the Fa'ctories and
Shops Act 1928. The effect of thk~
repeal will !be to render alJ primary
industries th,roughout Viotoria subject
for the first time to aliI the provisions of
the Factories and Shops Acts, inbluding
those relating to the setting up of Wages
Boa'rds;
(2) Ito increase the maximum number
of permalIlent chairm'en of Wages Boards
who may be 'ap.pointeid from two to three,
and to provide for temporary or relieving
appointmen 1:1s.
The removal of the restriotions con~
tained in section 9 will Jeave the way
open, where necessary, for the appoint~
menit of Wages Boards to control the
working conditions of many types of
rural workers for whom at 'Present no
minimum stanidardis of wages and' working conditions are provided by law. The
introduction of this measure to repeal
section 9 .is· .proof of the desire of the
Government to promote and foster good
feeling between employer and employee
throughout the State and by this means
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to achieve peace and happiness in all
indU!stT,ies for aLl persons 'engaged in
them.
The Bill is the first step toward im,plem'ootoing the recently published findings
of the Board olf cr:nquiry appointed to
examine the operation of the· Factories
and Shops Acts.
That Board recommended both the repeal of se,ction 9 and
provision for the appointment of a sufficient number of chairmen to ensure at
aLl times the proper functioning of the
Wages Board Isystem. Section 9, or a
section of sim.illa~ effect, has been part of
the indust,rial legislation of the State
since 1896. Its pveisence ,in the Act has
excluded many rural workers, except
within a limited radius of Melbourne and
provincial cities, firom the enjoyment of
the right to have their wages and conditionsfixed 'by a wages tribunal, 'although
in many cases they were performing
work similar to that performed by
others whose conditions were safeguarded.
It is considered by the Government
that this amendment is just and in line
with the desire of the people that
workers in rural industries should have
the same rights as those in other industries. It is felt, furthermore, that the
proposed amendment will remove one of
the great difficulties of the man on the
land by enabling him to secure 'adequate
and suitable labour on proper terms.
Workers are not likely to seek rural employment while they can obtain more
remunerative and congenial work in the
cities. The proposal should assist the
State's policy of decentralization.
In recent years the trend has been to
reduce the restricting effect of section 9
of the Factories and Shops Acts. Legislative provision was made a few years
ago for the appointment of Wages
Boards, operati\ne -throughout Victoria, in
the occupations of vegetable growing
and nursery work. However, it is still
found that garden employees within the
metropolitan district and provincial
cities are subject to Wages Board direction, although the same class of employment in other areas is not subject to
control. The Government expects that
there will be no suggestion that such' a
state of affairs should be allowed to
continue.
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The necessity for the other prOVISIon
made by the Bill-to increase the number of Wages Board chairmen-is dictated by circumstances which have actually arisen, and particularly by the fact
that consjderable increase in Wages
Board activity may be expected on the
repeal of section 9. Sub-section (1) of
section 11 of the Factories and Shops
Act 1941 providesThere shall be a panel of two chairmen
who shall be appointed by the Governor in
Council for a period of five years and who
shall be paid such annual salary as the
Governor in Council shall determine.
Sub-section (2) providesThe Minister shall, from such panel of
chairmen appoint from time to time a
chairman to each Wages Board.
A panel of two chairmen has been duly
appointed under this power and each has
been allotted approximately 100 Wages
Boards. Experience has shown that two
weaknesses in the present position are
the limited number of chairmen and the
lack of power to appoint a deputy in
cases of emergency.
In times of special activity when it" is
necessary, in the interests of justice, that
a substantial number of determinations
should be altered by resolutions of the
Wages Boards, such as following the
interim basic wage increases and the
forty-hour week judgment, which were
adopted
from
the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court, two chairmen are insufficient to carry out the duties without
delays arising from the difficulty of
holding all meetings under only two
chairmen.
Furthermore. in the interests of the
efficient working of the system, it is
necessary to make provision Ifor temporary or relieving 'appointments during
the absence of a regular chairman on
annual leave or through illness. Under
the present inelastic provision, it ha's
been necessary for a chairman who is on
lea ve to resign from one .or more
Boards to allow of the appoLntment of
the other chairman to conduct urgent
business. On the return of the regular
chairman, it has been necessary to
adopt the rever.se procedure.
On at lea·st one occasion, one chairman has been absent for two months
continuously on sick leave; had the remai'ning chairman become ill during the
prol()nged illness of the other, the Wages
Mr. Hyland.
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Board system would have become completely inopera,tive owing to the lack of
any statutury power to appoint a
subS'titute. The proposals contained in
the Bill to authorize the appointment of
an additional permanent chairman and
for the temporary appointment of
another chairman-whether from the
panel of permanent chairmen or notto act in an emergency will remedy the
defects referred to. Neither power may
necessarily be used immediately, but it
is considered essential that the legislation should make such appointments
possible, whenever required.
Sub-clause (1) of -clause 2 applies
all parts of the Factories and
Shops Acts to and in respect of persons
engaged in dairying, a·griculture, hortlCUltUre, viticulture or pastoral pursuits
anywhere in Victoria; and sub-clause
(2) repeals section 9 of the princilJal
Act, which provides for the exemption
of the above-'mentioned primary pursui ts from the provisions of the Acts.
Paragraph (a) of clause 3 amends
section 11 of the Factories and Shops
Act 1941, which authorizes the appointment of a panel of two Wages boa'rd
chairmen, by providing instead for the
appointment of a ·panel of not more than
three chairmen.
The new sub-clause
(5) menUoned in paragraph (b) adds to
section 11 a 'provision that the Minister
may appoint another person-either a
membeJ.' of 'the panel of chairmen or any
other 'person-to act lor a period to be
stated on his appointment in -place of
a regular chairman who may be temporarily ill, incapacitated or absent
kom the State. It is also provided that
during the period of absence of the
regular chairman, the· person appointed
temporarily by the Minister shall be
deemed to be the chairman of the Board
and, further, that he shall be paid such
remuneration as the Governor in Council
determines. This provision would operate in circumstances which would not
call for the appointment of another permanent chairman.
Mr. FRASER.-Does the amendment
mean the adoption of the 40-hour week
for the industries covered?
Mr. HYLAND.-Tha t will be determined by the Wages Board.
On the motion of Mr. HOLLW A. Y
(Leader of the Opnosition), the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, August 29.
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MELBOURNE (BOWEN-STREET)
LAND BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
-g) on the motion of Mr. Lind (Minister
of Lands) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This small measure contains an important principle;
that is to say, the closing of a street and
an abutting lane, in the City of Melbourne. It gives 'effect to a proposal
which was submitted to the honorable
l1:ember for Brighton when he was Minis~er of Education.
As the suggestion
was accepted by the honorable member,
it is not the intention of the Opposition
to delay the passage of the Bill, although
I feel impelled to direct attention to one
or two aspects.
In the first place, it is not necessary for
me to elaboratJe on the excellent work
being performed by the Melbourne
Technical College and the desire of
Opposition members to do everything
possible to assist that institution. The
B~ll will make a small contribution to
that end as it will afford the college some
degree of privacy and will enable the
council to proceed with building extensions.
Bills of this character must be
examined critically to ensure that the
interests of the general public are being
safeguarded.
The Opposition cannot
Lghtly accept a measure by which it h,
proposed to close a street. However, in
this instance the Minister explained that
the college owns the buildings which
abut on jthe land in question. The honorable gentleman also pointed out that
the consent of all interested parties had
been obtained, including the Melbourne
City Council and the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. He did
not indicate whether consideration had
been given to the needs of the general
public. Following the introduction of
the Bill I inspected Bowen-street, and it
appears to me that although some inconvenience will follow the closing of
the street it will be outweighed by the
advantages accruing from the consolidation of the area now occupied by the
college.
The Minister did not state the amount
of compensation that will be involved in
this transaction, but merely referr·ed to
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the fact that the Education Department
had agreed to compensate bodies that
would lose certain capital on the passage
of the measure. I trust tha t in the course
of the debate the Opposition will be
fully informed on that aspect. No reference was made to the statue in memory of Francis Ormond, which stands at
the entrance to Bowen-street. I hope
the Government will consider the advisability of allowing it to remain permanently in its present situation so that
it may be viewed by the public.
Although this measure will assist the
Melbourne Technical College, the Government should not regard it as a major
contribution to technical education. The
Minister indicated that the Government
has in mind the future development of
the college either on its present site or
in a more suitable location. I trust that
the Government will direct its attention
to ,the development of technical education with the view of establishing a technical university in this State. As I have
already indicated, ,the Opposition favours
the proposal-in fact, it was initiated by
the Opposition when it was the Government-and agrees to the passage of the
measure.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-This Bill
deals with a simple proposition to close
Bowen-street and make the land available to the Melbourne Technical College.
I agree with the honorable member for
Kew that proposals to close roads should
carefully be considered.
The general
policy has been that more roads should
be opened rather than that existing ones
should be closed. However, I take no
exception to the closing of Bowen-street,
particularly in view of the fact that I
know the institution to benefit is 'one of
the best managed in Victoria. When the
Minister of Lands made his second-reading speech he paid a tribute to me in
saying that I was a member of the
college council. I regret that I am not a
member, but I feel quite sure that it is
doing a wonderful job for the community.
Despite the provision of technical
schools in M'elbourne, there are too many
young boys and girls going into dead-end
occupations. In fact, that is the trend,
throughout the State. By accepting high
wages in unskilled occupations, boys and
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girls may be rendering their futures insecure. If it were possible to. establish
more technical ~chools in country areas
the people associated with the towns
would be benefited and their children
could be trained close to home, instead of
having to go to Melbourne to receive
technical education.
The Melbourne Trades Hall Council,
which is interested in the provision of
technical schools, has also found that
great difficulty is experienced in securing
young boys as apprentices in the various
trades.
Recently at a meeting of
apprentices held at the Trades Hall, Mr.
Broadby, the secretary of the Australian
Council of Trade Unions, outlined
recommendations made by a committee
of Federal unions for improvements in
apprenticeship conditions.
Conditions
certainly have to be 'improved if we
desire boys to work for the rates O'f pay
offered to apprentices. The main recommendation at the conference was that
wages for each year of apprenticeship
should be Ipercentages of the full tradesman's rate instead of being related
solely to the basic wage, as at present.

Land Bill.

Training· of skilled men was necessary for
industrial
development,
better
living
standards and a more stable economy, he
said.
Victoria was acutely short of artisans and
every means should be used to encourage
young people to enter skilled occupations.
The present system of education needed a
stocktaking more than ever because of the
big shortage of teachers, buildings and
equipment, Mr. Monk added.
.

Lads of seventeen and eighteen years
of age, who should be trained as apprentices, are being lured into occupations
offering high rates of pay, and are receiving between £7 and £10 a week.
When such conditions apply, it is natural
that lads will not become apprenticed to
trades. If they were trained, they would
be of benefit to the State and would also
secure their own future. Apprentices
are entitled to the best possible conditions during the period of training. At
present, as little ·as £2 a week :is
offered and it is only natural that a boy
of sixteen will not accept that amount
when he can obtain £7 or £8 a week. It
is necessary to assist those youths, and
we should explore every angle with a
view to providing higher rates of pay
for apprentices. In some cases the period
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie of training is six years, which, in my
Michaelis) . -The honorable member is opinion, is too long. Certainly by under- .
getting away from the Bill. If he can going a training course of six years they
relate his remarks about the training of would receive a future benefit, but it is
apprentices to the measure he will be in wrong that they should be expected to
accept the low rates of pay now offering.
order.
Some time ago legislation which dealt
Mr. HAYES.-I am endeavouring to with the training of apprentices was
do that. The dosing of Bowen-street passed, and provision was made for trainwill assist in the provision of technical ing to be .carried out during the dayeducation. To the best of my ability I time. I do not know whether or not that
am pointing out that the closing of the legislation is in operation, but everystreet will increase the number of thing possible should be done to provide
apprentices. In effect, this street is being day-time training for apprentices, instead
closed for the purpose of providing of requiring them to 'study at night after
facilities for the training of apprentices. the day's work. If he can get out of it,
Having referred to the statement made no boy wishes to go to school at night,
by Mr. Broadby, who is keenly interested but at present he is forced to do so. The
in apprentices and is anxious that some- Education Department should try to
vhing shall be done, I now desire to arrange for all technical training to be
done during the day-time. The training
quote a report that appeared in to-day's of apprentices concerns the future of
pressVictoria. If no artisans are available,
this State will receive a severe setback.
The State Government should establish
immediately an institute of technology to. I hope that the Bill will have a speedy
train skilled artisans in Victoria, the passage, and that the necessary authority
President of the Australian Council of
Trade Unions (Mr. A. E. Monk) said last will be given for the closing of Bowenstreet.
night.
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Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).Members of the Opposition support the
Bill, which I am sure will have a speedy
passage. I was particularly impressed
by the preamble to the Bill, and I trust
that in the near future a similar preamble
will appear in other measures. It indicates that many years ago the land in
the vicinity of Bowen-street was permanently reserved as a site for gaol
purposes. Portion of the gaol site has
already been converted for educational
purposes, and I am pleased to see that
the portion covered by the provisions of
this Bill will also be converted for that
purpose.

My reason for referring to the preamble is that in other parts of Victoria
there are many gaol sites which could
and should be converted for educational
purposes. The gaol in Bendigo ds in the
middle of a large educational area, and
BallaTat gaol is walled into the SchQol
of Mines.
There is another gaol in
CQburg which could equally well be
treated in a Bill with a similar preamble. Bowen-street and portion of a
lane are being closed and acquired for
the immediate purposes of the Mlelbourne
Technical College.
In years to come I visualize that the
Act will ,serve a very much wider
purpose in the college than is now contemplated, because of the proposed
establishment-it is almost mOTe than
the proposed establishment--of an
institute of technolQgy. Later I shall
draw the connection between those two.
The general 'idea is the fusion of certain
portions Qf the University of Melbourne
and the Melbourne Technical College-or :as many of us remember it, the
Working Men's College. That institution
has been accepted in the Igeneral and
educational life of Melbourne, but I
venture to suggest that few people, and
possibly !few members of Parliament,
realize the enormous size of it, its value
to the State, and its importance. .
It was established mQre than 60 years
ago, and to-day it has behind it 60 years
of tradition and wonderful achievement.
So that honorable members may have
some idea of the institution which will
benefit by the closing Qf the public
thoroughfares referred to' in the Bill, 1I
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should like to give them a few facts
concerning it. Its students are divided
intO' those taking diploma courses, those
taking single courses, and those attending evening classes.
Those taking
diploma courses attend classes in
va-riO' us
branches
Qf
engineering,
metallurgy, architecture, 'applied physics,
and industrial chemistry. They number
2,700, consisting of 800 full-day and
1,900 evening students.
In addition,
there are 1,000 evening students studying
for diplomas in accountancy, industrial
management, and other than technological subjects.
Thus there is a
grand total Qf 3,700 students studying
for diplomas. The total enrolment in all
classes is 15,000 students-a remarkable
figure.
Those persons who have had the
privilege of visiting the college find it a
buzzing hive of activity from 8 o'clock
in the morning until 10 o'clock at night.
Like Topsy, it has" just growed." Some
of the buildings are modern, but others
are in deplorable condition. At the
remote end of Bowen-street the college
has from time to time 'acquired some
very old buildings which, often without
any -conversion, are being used to
accommodate students. A building in,
I think, Franklin-street was an old
hotel which, in the early days of Melbourne, housed bushrangers and other
notorious characters. It was a stage for
coaches. Practically no alteration has
been made in H, hut it is hoped that,
with the closing Qf Bowen-street, which
abuts on it, an improvement will be made
promptly.
The proposal for Ithe establishment
Qf an institute of technology embraces
the fusion of -certain sections Qf the
University of Melbourne and certa-in
technical sections of the 'Melbourne
Technical College, but in the college
there are courses of study which are nQt
included in the university curriculum.
Special senior courses not taught at the
university, but now being undertaken
at the college, are:
Engineering.---Chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering,
automQtive engineering, communication engineering, and
applied physics.
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Applied ATt.--Interior design, fine
art
(sculpture), advertising
art, book production, pottery,
and gold and silver smithing.
Building.-Building construotion and
quantity surveying.
Those subjects can be learned only at
the college. In addition, the college
takes quite an active part in research.
It is, at the present time, doing much
research in the chemical 'engineering department, which concerns paflticularly
the industrial welfare of the State. A
large amount of its research work is of
great benefit to the whole community.
Research into the gasification of brown
coal, in which it is now engaged, is of
great interest both to members of the
House and to the public, which may not
even have realized that such work is
being done at the college. Work of this
nature is carried out for the benefit of
.industry, and for the Defence Department. An interesting story could be told
of ;the work done by the college for the
Defence Department during the war, and
particularly of its wonderful achievements in communication engineering and
in connection with radar.
From the stand-point of its buildings,
the college is a hotch-pot. On the site
adjoining Bowen-street, there have been
erected during the last few years the
electrical trades school and the radio
school-in two separate buildings-the
metaHurgy school, and the aeronautical
school. I do not want to occupy unduly
the time of .the House, but when a matter of this kind is being debated, members should be givren the opportunity to
know what a far-reaching effect the
closing of the streets referred to will
have. A question was asked about the
fate of the statue of Francis Ormond.
I am sUfie the school will make adequate
provision to preserve that historic monument and to keep it as part of the school,
because Francis Ormond played an
active and generous part in the establishment of the coUege.
The subject of the establishment of an
institute of technology has blown up
and been blown away on many occasions.
There have been meetings and decisions,
but nothing tangible has resulted. However, I believe the project has made such
pro.gress that, within measurable time, it
Brigadim' Tovell,

Land Bill.

will be an eSf:aiblished fa~t. The Mel·
bourne Technicall School witll probably be
M least the initial site of the institute of
technology, largely because it has estab·
lished there ·a'l~eady the equipment,
classroom accommodation, and other
necessary adjuncts for Ithe commencement of such 'an institution. The matter
was raised as far back as 1944; I do not
know whetller that was the first mme it
was raised. In 1945 the ithen Director of
Education, Mr. Seitz, submitted a report
to the Honorable Francis Field, who was
then Minister of Education. That is a
very valluable document. Many of the
events then foreshadowed have come .to
pass and much water has since flowed
under the bridge.
In his report, Mr. Seitz drew attention
to the distinction between the functions
of higher technicall institutions and those
of the university. His report visualized
the institute independently established as
a necessary apex of the technical system
and of equal status with the university.
It recommended educational activities,
the selection of a suitable site and the
use of certain facilities and staff at the
Melbourne Technical Oollege during an
interim period. I 'suggest it ,is partlly
because of the report by Mr. Seitz that
the present sHe of the Bowen-street land
wiJ.1 possibly become the site of the
institute of technology. The most recent
activities in this regard took place last
April when, at the request of the then
Premier, who is now the Leader of the
Opposition, I acted as chaIrm·an of a
committee formed to consider the establishment of an institute of tecpnology in
That committee was very
Victoria.
representative. It consisted of the Minister of Education as chairman, the
Director of Education, the Chief Inspector of Tech ni call Schools, the ViceChancellor of the University, Professor Matheson from the University
Engineering School, Professor Henderson and Mr. Frank Ellis representing the
Melbourne
Technical
College,
Mr.
Andrew Aird representing the MeLbourne
Chamber of Manufactures, Mr. J. A.
Bradbury of the Association of Technical
School Principalls, and Counc.illlor John
Hogan of the Technical S.chools Association. Apologies were received from
Mr, J. G. Burnell o~ the university and
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Mr. J. V. Stout of the Trades HaU Council. I know that both those gentlemen
and the Trades HalQ CounciI pare
thoroughly in accord with the suggestion.
NaturaJly, the question of a site arose
and there was considerCllble talk on that
matter. I think .that was the first
oc.casion on which unanimity had been
obtained amongst all those who were
likely to the interested in the establishment of such an institute. I believp
the majority of the representatives feQt
that the Melbourne Technical College
would be the nucleus of something that
could be developed later. The following
resolutions were carried unanlmously:-

\
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them. Many dilapidated buildings which
are being used cover a substantial area.

Mr. GALVlN.-Would you suggest that
that is a suitable site for the instHute of
technology?
Brigadier TOVELL.-As I said previously, the committee, which was
entirely representative of all concerned, stressed most emphatically
the necessity of having the institute somewhere in the vicinity of
the univ;ersity.
Many other sites
were discussed, such as the Kew
Mental Hospital, when it is freed from
its present incubus, and the area known
as Dudley Flats. It was agreed by those
who knew what they were talking about
(1) That a need existed for the establishment of an Institute of Technology or Tech- that the site selected should be central,
which would enable students to reach it
nicB;1 University in Victoria.
(2) That the institute be established by from all directions by day or by nigh t,
the fusion of departments of the University and be well served by transport facilities.
of Melbourne, Melbourne Technical College, All those attributes apply to the site now
and possibly other technical institutions.
under discussion. If it is not possible at
(3) That the governing body of the insti- the outset to secure an area which would
tute be an autonomous council with indebe entirely suitable, the Bowen-street site
pendent finance, and that at least the
following bodies be represented upon the could be used entirely for instructional
council:-Education Department; Univer- purposes and another site farther away
sity of Melbourne; Melbourne Technical could be obtained for recreational purCollege; professional bodies; industry;
poses. I think this will be the first
employees.
.
development of 1he institute of tech(4) That the institute be affiliated with
nology
and perhaps in years to come it
the University of Melbourne for the purpose
The closure of
of enabling degrees to be conferred on the might be extended.
institute's graduates by the university, and Bowen-street and the placement of the
also to ensure that the new institute be land under the jurisdiction of the Educarecognized as of university status.
tion Department and the Melbourne
The decision that the governing body of Technical College should greatly advance
the institute be an autonomous council the technological side of our educational
was very important. The carrying of facilities. I commend the Government
these resolutions marked a tremendous for having introduced the Bill so
step forward. Following their passing, promptly.
the need for a suitable site was discussed,
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.
and stress was laid on the advantage of
until
7.21 p.m.
a central site. This is where the BowenMr. WHATELY (Camberwell) .-It
street land enters into the picture
in view of the advantages of the central would be difficult to over-estimate the imsite being in proximity to the portance of the work that has been done
university. It was decided that a mini- on the site of the Melbourne Technical
mum of 50 acres was desirable. It is College. I think there are three main
very improbable that an area of 50 acres reasons for its outstanding contribution
having the necessary qualifications could to the welfare of the State. The first
be acquired immediately, but the site of is the accessibility of the present site
the Melbourne Technical College-having of the college. There are other senior
a ground area which is not very great- technical colleges such as those of
possesses enormous potentialities, with Ballarat and Bendigo, but the Melbourne
the closing of Bowen-street. The site Technical College has had the advantage
includes one or two excellent modern of being at the hub of the wheel. As
buildings, but there are not enough of the metropolitan tramway system was
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developed to supplement the railway
system concentrated at Flinders-street,
youths and young men from the suburbs
have been using the facilities of the
college both day and night. Probably
it is safe to say that no other education
buildings are so well used and in no
other place are the classrooms so
constantly filled as at the Melbourne
Technical College. The advantage of
accessibility to our transport system is
one that will always apply to this site.
The second advantage was that being
in the centre of a city where industries
were developing rapidly and becoming
varied in character, there was a variety
of needs to be met. The prime motive
in all educational activities is, what are
the needs?
An effective education
system sets out to meet those needs.
For that reason, many new Courses have
been tried successfully at the lYlelbourne
Technical College, not least among them
being that of foremanship training
which, in conjunction with the work of
the Institute of Industrial Management,
has meant a great deal to factory
administration and to harmonious relationships in industry. I mention that
course although in some ways it i'S the
least technical of many of the other
courses one has in mind.
The third outstanding feature of the
Melbourne Technical College and other
senior technical schools is that they have'
all had autonomy of control. That has
meant that, for the most part, the
councils have been composed of men
with actual experience in developing
industries. They were men who had
been through the mill and knew what
was needed to increase the efficiency of
the industry with which they were concerned. Autonomy of· control makes for
variety of education and reduces the
centralizing effect of administration
from Melbourne such as we have experienced in other branches of education.
By all means let us continue the process
of having our senior technical college
under a relatively independent body of
men of theoretical and practical experience. The different technical colleges
have concentrated on meeting various
needs, and there hats been no call for
duplication except insofar a'S the size of
Mr. Whately.
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classes has demanded that similar
courses in some cases can be undertaken
at the Footscray, Caulfield and other
technical schools.
It is owing to the location of the Melbourne Technical College that the
Bowen-street site is of great importance.
We ,cannot ,consider the Bill without
associating with it in our minds the
proposal for a Victorian Institute of
Technology. The honorable member for
Brighton was the former Minister of
Education, and he has already referred
to that matter. It seems to me that the
Melbourne Technical College is ideally
situated to meet the requirements of
some apprentices 'and of a great proportion of persons undertaking part-time
courses. It is important that people
studying part-time should be able
get
as quickly as possible to the place where
the study is to be undertaken, and in
some instances to return speedily to
their places of ernploy,ment. For that
reason, I am doubtful of the wisdom of
any proposal to make the Melbourne
Technical College the site of the
projected institute of technology.

to

Obviously the work of the 'college ~s
in the case of all other senior technical schools will be intimately related
to the institute of technology.
However, the area in Latrobe-street, running
through to Franklin-street, is limited. It
is now proposed to give the council a
little more freedom in using that site to
The time will come
full advantage.
when some of the present buildings will
be pulled down, and others containing
less waste spa'ce and Tising to greater
heights will be erected there to meet the
growing needs of, Melbourne. I 'Suggest
that the college should be preserved
essentially for apprentices studying there
partly in their employers' time and partly
in their own time at night, as well as for
the benefit of persons undertaking parttime courses, including diploma courses.
Of all people In the community
deserving of consideration, I think there
are few more worthy than those who
engage in part-time courses.
A man
must possess gI'lit to study for eight or
ten years aliter reaching the age of
seventeen, and many do so. Recently-I

,..
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heard of a man who left the technical
school befoOre obtaining his intermediate
technical 'certificate but he managed to
secure two separate diplomas in engineering within a period of six years. That
young man must have had exceptional
ability.
Certainly it is a tremendous
achievement to keep on studying year
after year, and toO do work equivalent to
the matriculation standard and probably
to 'a three-year university course by
means of evening classes. People of that
type will find this site most excellent
and it should be reserved for them. An
institut'e of technology should be surrounded by playing ,fields. H should be a
place in ,which full-time students can
live, play, and w.ork together in the true
university spirit. University professors
who are engaged essentially in the teaching of what may be termed technical
subject,s, suoh as electrical, civil, and
mechanical engineering, and at least one
professor each of physics, chemistry, and
of mathematics should be located in the
institute of technology.
Mr. GALVIN.-What about surveying?
Mr . WHATELY.-There is no need for
a chair of surveying as tha t is a
limited application to mathematics.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order !
So long as the
honorable member makes a passing
reference to an institute of technology,
he will be in order, but the debate must
not develop along the lines as to what
the institute should comprise. The Bill
refers to the tMelbour.ne Technical
College, and the discussion should be
confined to t~at subject.
MI'. WHATELY. - Very well, Mr.
Speaker.' At present a good deal of research is being undertaken at the Melbourne Technical College. When I was
last there large models had been constructed for the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission so that the flow of
water through existing or proposed dams
could very carefully be estimated. That
and similar forms of research could better be done elsewhere, and the accommodation at the college used for ordinary
training purposes. It is not widely
known, but lit should be recognized
that it is not necessary for boys to
have attended a junior technical school
to receive instruction at the Melbourne
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Technical College. Before attending that
.institution many lads have been to high
schools, and some have, indeed, "missed
the bus" in education. However, having reached the inrtermediate or leaving
standard they are qualified to study at
the Melbourne Technical College and
take a full diploma course.
It is possible that in the future all
diploma courses will be taken at
senior technical schools, or, alternatively,
the ,first two years' study may be
taken a t those schools, especially
for 'part-time students, and the
latter two years at a larger institution elsewhere. We should be very
proud of the college, which provides
facilities for the securing of technical
qualifications, and also assists those who
wish to improve their qualifications for
leisure-time activity. At present, comparatively little adult education is being
provided in the community, and most of
it, such as the study of accountancy, is
related to one's job. It should be possible
for a city worker to spend some of his
leisure time in learning woodwork, metalwork, or various forms of applied art.
A "down-town" school is a real necessity to provide adult education, and there
ought to be more people of 30 and 40'
years of age passing through such an
institution, just for the fun of learning
and acquiring skill.

The academic people should be
trained elsewhere, according to the traditions of the Melbourne Technical College, which has always had its feet on
the ground. There is a distinction between university work and the training
given at the college. The university
has a ma'thematical approach, and it
~eeks to give students an opportunity
to engage in fundamental research,
whereas the technical college approach
is a practical one which enables a student, after securing a diploma, to enter
one of a great variety of industries and
be more or less at home from the day
he commences. That does not mean that
his education is completed; perhaps he
ought to attend a higher institution such
as we envisage. The thought of this
Bowen-street site being used for a
college to provide adult education, a,s
well as day-time use for apprentices and
other people 'able to attend during that
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period, ought to fill us with great enthusiasm. I -feel sure that the achievements in the future will be just as great
and even more useful than those of the
past.
(Williamstown).Mr. LEMMON
Supporting the Bill, I compliment the
Government for having introduced it, because it is consistent with the announced
policy to develop technical education, not
only in the metropolitan area but also
in country districts. At present the Melbourne Technical College has more than
15,000 students, and the State is making
a contribution of more than £200,000 a
year. I had the honour, with the late
Robert Solly, M.L.A., of being the
Trades Hall Council representative on
the council of the college for over 25
years. When I became Minister of Edu':
cation I did not li~e to re-appoint myself,
and that was the reason why I ceased
to be a member of the council. It was
a very happy experience to act in that
capacity, because the Trades Hall was
responsible, more than any other institution in Victoria, for the establishment
of the Melbourne Technical College,
whi,ch was then known as the Working
Men's College. In the area at Bowenstreet under consideration there is a
monument to the Honorable Francis
Or.mond and the inscription reads, "a
public benefactor." He ~ontributed not
only to technical education, but also to
church education, and Ormond College
is named after him.
Francis. Ormond offered £15,000
towards the establishment of a technical
college, provided another £15,000 was
,given, but no such subscription was
forfhcoming. None of the great industries was interested, and it was lefrt to
the Trades Hall Council to convene a
meeting at the Melbourne Town Hall.
An appeal for £15,000 was made to the
people and that sum was provided. That
was the beginning of the 'Working Men's
College.
Mr. WHATELY.-The Liberal party and
the La.bour party worked 'together.
Mr. LEMMON.-I wish to express my
appreciation of the speech delivered tonight by the honorable member for Camberwell. His remarks were indicative
of the fact that education is beyond party
considera tions. When we are trying tll
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solve the great problems of education,
which has such an important bearing
upon the development of our trades and
industries for peace and, unfortunately,
also for war, party considerations should
not apply. As a former Minister of
Education I submitted the Apprenticeship Bill and referred to the " artists of
industry," who belonged both tu the
trade union movement and the Chamber
of Manufactures. The Apprenticeship
Commission was formed of members
from both sides, with the practical men
as advisers. To-day there are thousands
of artisans who probably would not have
been trained if that Bill had not been
passed. Apprentices have received instruction in the technical and practical
aspects of their work from year to year.
and they have secured diplomas, which
mark the competent and skilled men.
The great industry over which you,
Mr. Speaker, pres,ide, has given evidence
of appreciation 'Of the value of technical
education.
Of course, !the tragedy is-I do not
want to discuss the economic factor~
tha t the skilled man to-day is not rewarded as he should 'be, because the
wage fund, after having paid the unskilled worker, has too little left to
provide justice for the skilled artisan.
When I had the pleasure for about
25 years of representing the Melbourne
Trades Hall Council on the council of
the Working Men's College, I suggested
that it was an economic waste to allow
Bowen-street to continue to exist. There
was in those days a Melbourne City
Council which opposed my ideas, but the
Council has modified its views since. (It
now .supports the proposal to close the
street -in question. I'll the days O'f which
I speak, hardly a tradesman or a motor
car went through that street in a day.
On both 'sides of it to-day there are
buildings associated with the Melbourne
Technical College.
My view, which I expressed on the
University Council, is that education
should be controlled by one body. It
does not matter where the people with
the brains come from, they should be
linked together from the kindergarten to
the university. It is now proposed that
an institute of technology should be
established at the Melbourne Technical
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College. Probably the college will have
to shed some of its minor activities. I
am glad to see the great advances that
have been made since I was a member
of the University Council. There is an
apprenticeship system, and the apprentices must receive technical training, at
least to a minor degree; That training,
known as junior technical education, was
provided by the Working Men's College
and developed by the Melbourne Technical College. It was sponsored and controlled by men of practical knowledge
and experience. At least the same degree
of basic education is essential in apprenticeships to-day.
Whether technical
education is provided in State schools or
registered schools, every encouragement
and ,financial support should be given by
the State.
I am pleased with the progress made
towards the establishment of an institute
of technology, which merely means a
school for providing higher technical
education. The idea has been repeatedly
discussed by representatives of the
Trades Hall Council and the Australian
Natives' Association, and I know that it
was supported by the immediate predecessor in office of the present Minister of
Education. It does not matter to me
where the support comes from. When
we had such men as the late Sir
Alexander Peacock supported by the late
Frank Tate, education went ahead by
leaps and bounds.
When I was first elected to this
Parliament, there was hostility, which I
well remember, to what was termed the
" presumption" of the State in establishing something in the nature of secondary
education. It came, unfortunately, from
some leaders in the ecclesiastical world.
It sh'Ould be fOI'gotten, and I believe it is
substantially forgotten. Fundamentally,
when it is a matter of promoting culture
or developing industry, our object, irrespective of cla1ss or creed, should be to
do everything possible to give the opportunity to every boy and girl to qualify
for the highest position in the State.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I should
like to add a word or two about the
proposed institute of technology. If the
Government wants to pick a site for a
technological institution, and all that goes
with it, I wish to make a suggestion.
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The Government is in favour of something being done about the penal
institution at Coburg.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I am afraid I cannot allow
a general discussion on those lines. I
have already indicated to other honorable
members that the Bill deals exclusively
with the closing of a certain street for
the purpose of the Melbourne Technical
College, and that I cannot allow a debate
on the general question of technical
education or technology. The honorable
member cannot be permitted to pursue
that. line of argument.
Mr. MUTTON.-The land referred to
in the Bill belongs' to the Penal Department. I have had the privilege of accompanying a deputation to the responsible
Minister and asking him whether he
would take similar action in regard to
the penal institution at Coburg. We
were flatly refused.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has made that point, but he must not
pursue that line of argument on the
present occasion. Other opportunities
will arise for doing that.
Mr. MUTTON.-You are very strict on
me, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-I am being strict on
every member. Other members have
endeavoured to introduce extraneous
matters, and in each case I have indicated
the purpose of the Bill and asked them to
desist. I am not being more strict with
the honorable member for Coburg than
I have been with any other member.
Mr. MUTTON.-The House is asked to
pass a Bill which will have the effect of
encroaching on an area of land belonging
to the Penal Department. It is proposed
to place on it an institute of technology.
The Government believes that it is acting
wisely. In the interests of the Bill, of
the Government, and of technology, I
am suggesting that the area is too small
for the, purpose intended. With that in
my mind, I am trying to suggest that
the Government should seize ,the opportunity of utilizing the 117 acres at
Pentridge for the purpose 'Of ca'l'J'y,ing out
the proposal which the Government has
in view.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Rather than the
smaN area in Bowen-street?
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Mr. MUT,IDN.-Yes. I venture to say
tllat area, together with that oocupied
by the Emilly McPherso!l1 College and the
university at Carlton could fit within the
117 acres at Pentridge. Surely, there is
nothing wtI"ong with my proposal. . M·embers of this House are ,custodians for· the
people of Victoria. They aTe supposed
to possess vision and ioresigh t. Is there
any,thing wrong with my suggestion that
the Government should do the wi'se thing
and make availab1e for educationall purposes the particular area :J have mentioned? It possesses the necessary tram,
train and bus facillities. This would be
an admirablle opportunity for the
Government to take action in relation to
the institution which the people in my
electorate are anxious to get rid of. The
Governmen.t would thus !be provided
with a goLden oppor:tunity of establishing
those education all 'facilities which are
envisaged -in the Bill.
I hope that if the, Ministry decides to
close Bowen-streelt, fulll consideration
wiJl stlill be given to my proposa'!. Perhaps at an early date the Government
wHlfind that my constituents will be
seeking simillar action. They do not want
117 aores in Coihurg to be, utilized for
penal ,pur.poses. A through road couid
be const<ructed and on the area there
could be placed technical schools, high
schools and other educational buildings.
I trust the Government will see the
wisdom of my argument and will realize
that, despite all proposals relating to
renovations at Pentridge, there is no
better area in the State f(lr ·educational
purposes than the 1,17 acres now occupied
by the Pentridge gaol.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The honorable member for Williamstown mentioned that he had a long associaNon
with the Working Men's College Council.
I speak as one who attended the Working
Men's College, although perhaps without
adding much distinc.tion to it. I de,rived
some benefits from my association with
the coJrrege and I am -p'leased to say that
the honor81ble member for Sunshine
attended with me. I can hardly re.gard
that institution as my alma mater 'hut
possibly my attendance g·ives me the
right to speak 0!l1 this Bill. [listened
with ,great interest to the honorable
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member for Camber:wen and was surprised to hear him air his knowledge
regardling the needs 'of technica,l education. Stran:gely enough, he 'Said that
he went through a course o:f mathematics
and studied mechanics. When I mentioned surveying he stated that there was
no need for a pro'fessor of surveying.
That conveys some idea of the glih
manne!r in which some m'embers of this
House air theiT IknowJedge and! directs
attention to the limited degree of such
knowledge. There is already at the
University of Melbourne a ·chair of surveying.
Mr. WHATLEY.-Is the occupant of the
chair of surveying called a professor of
surveying?
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
for Camberwell is not called a doctor of
psychology, but that makes no difference.
" That which we call a rose by any other
name would smell as sweet." Seatect. in
my corner in the House I closed my eyes
and went into the land of fantasy. I
thought to my~elf, "Here I have a Bill
-the Bendigo Land Bill. Here at long
last is a Government which recognizes
the need for education; here is a Bill to
close the Bendigo gaol and hand the site
over to the Education Department for
the same purpose as the Bowen-street
land is being handed to the Education
Department. "
Mr. FRASER.-You are still dreaming.
Mr. GALVIN.-I thought, "Here we
have a Government that has awakened
to its responsibilities and will take away
a gaol from a cultural centre and use the
area for educational purposes." Strong
moves have been made in my electorate
to have that particular site transferred
for educational purposes. I pay my
humble tribute to the honorable member
for Brighton who when he was Minister
of Education used his best endeavours in
that direction but, strangely enough, he
had a Chief Secretary who did not share
that broad outlook on the subject of
education which is so necessary at the
present time. I am waiting for the Chief
Secretary in this Government to rise and
support the Minister of Lands and to
introduce a Bill, similar to this measure,
to provide more educational faciUties in
Bendigo. What a wonderful opportunity
is possessed by the Government. As a
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matter of fact, the necessary legislation
could have been incorporated in this
measure and the time of the House could
thus have been saved.
HIpWORTH.
Lieut.-Colonel
about Castlemaine?

-

What

. Mr. GALVIN.-I have sufficient
problems of my own. I believe the
position at Castlemaine is not similar to
that in my electorate. One cannot help
but pay tribute to the rapid strides made
by technical education in this State. I
am one who has derived benefit from the
wise laws which have been introduced
over the years as a result of strong
agitation by the trade union movement.
I refer particularly to the Amalgamated
Engineering Union for their efforts to
have technical education provided for
apprentices. It has become an accomplished fact that every apprentice must
now have the advantage of technical
education paid for by his employer.
The Railway Department in this State
soon recognized the value of technical
education. The Department sent young
lads such as the honorable member for
Sunshine and myself to what was then
the Working Men's College. We attended
during the afternoons and two nights
each week. The Department paid for the
afternoon attendances. We derived a
great benefit from that education which
enabled us to apply ourselves more
adequately to our callings. Although
the employers' organizations fought this
move throughout the years, they are
now loud in their praises of the benefits
that accrue from the advances made in
technical education. With my colleague,
the honorable member for Williamstown,
I hope the day is not far distant when
students will be able to pass through our
technical schools and the institute of
technology to the stage of being able to
take degrees at those technical institutions. I do not desire to cross swords
with my friends in relation to the
establishment of an institute of technology at Bowen-street but I believe
that, if an institute of technology is to
be established, it should be placed on an
ar~a where. reasonable playing spaces
WIll be avaIlable. Such an institution
should not be crowded into a centre. like
that at Bowen-street.
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The honorable member for Coburg
may" have something" in his remarks
regarding the use of the land on which
the Pentridge Gaol stands but I
sincerely hope that that institution wHI
not be too much decentralized by ·being
transferred to a provincial city. I am
just a littleconeerned on that score. As
I have already indicated, I support the
progressive step proposed to be taken by
the Government under the measure now
before the House. Bowen-street has not
been of any use since the old Melbourne
gaol was closed. It will be better to
adapt it to fill'a need than to aJlow it to
remain a blind street. I am looking forward to the introduction of a similar
Bill in the near future. Only one or two
words will require alteration. For instance where the words "Bowen-street,
Melbourne" appear in the present measure the words "Rosalind Park, Bendigo ":-referring to the gaol there-could be used.
If the Government adopts that
course it will be accorded sincere
thanks by ·all those interested in education, particularly the people in the
northern districts.
It undoubtedly
deserves commendation for its decision
to proceed with this Bill and again I pay
a tribute to those who had the forethought and the vision to plan technical
education along the lines it has since
been developed. I am one of many
thousands who were given an opportunity to acquire technical education
and who were thereby fitted to take a
greater part in various avocations than
would have been possible otherwise.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second .time and
passed through its remaining stages.
AGRLCULTURAL OOLLEGES
(AMENOMENT) BILL.
The deqate (adjourned from August
9) on the motion of Mr. Lind (Minister
of Lands) for the second reading of this
BiU was r,esumed.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-This is
a comparatively short measure and the
Minister, in his second-reading speech,
said that every country member of this
House would be interested in the proposals.
I helieve that every member,
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whether he represents a country or a
I shall refer briefly to three sta temetropolitan constituency, will be in- ments made by the Minister of Lands in
terested in the BiJ!l, because it deals with his second-reading speech because, alapproximately 45,000 acres of land in though I do not suggest that he had any
Victqria. Its object is to allow the pre- intention to deceive, his remarks would
sent lessees O'f that land to purchase it.· not apply to the whole of this land. The
. They will do so by direct treaty between Minister saidthemselves and the Governor in Council.
. . . . the tenants went on to virgin land;
which they had to develop.
Mr. BUCKINGHAM.-Not all of it.
That implied that there were conditions
Mr. MACK.-I appreciate that the as to development laid down at the time
proposal to which I have referred may the lessees went on to the land. Actually
not apply to all the land; but under this the position is that development has not
measure 45,000 acres or thereabouts been general.
could be sold along the lines I have sugMr. LIND.-I did not suggest that congested. Two principles are involved. In
ditions had been laid down as to developthe ,first pl'ace the State should see that
ment, but if the lessees desired to reit receives a reasonable value for the main on the land they had to develop it..
land that is sold. The second principle
Mr. MACK.-The Minister also saidis that the persons who are the lessees
of this land should obtain as favourable
. . . . they have made beautiful farms in
treatment as is possible, consistent with country which would otherwise have been
the proper protection of the interests of a shelter for vermin and noxious weeds.
the State. In order that the question I do not dispute that statement, other
of principle may 'be more readily under- than to say that some lessees have not
stood, I think it is advisable that part of made beautiful farms out of their holdthe history of the land in question should ings. The Minister's statement should
be recalled because, strangely enough, not be taken as having general applicathe Bill as such has nothing whatever tion. Some of the land is at present in
to do with agricultural colleges.
the virgin state it was in when taken
up
in 1884. The Minister then conIts purpose is " to further a,mend section 5 of the Agricultural Colleges Act of tinued1944" but, in effect, the agricultural
I am certain that no one would suggest
colleges enter very little into the argu- that people who have developed this country and have produced new wealth should
ment. What happened was that in 1884 not
have a title to the land that they occupy.
an ,area of land which was not to exceed
150,000 acres was set aside to provide an All members would agree with that
annuity, as it were, for agricultural statement, with certain qualifications.
colleges. The idea was that the rents Possibly tenants of other Crown lands
received from that area, which could be will say,'" Surely as we have occupied
150,000 acres, would be available to meet and d~veloped our holdings and have.
interest and maintenance costs of agri- produced new wealth we, too, should be
cultural colleges wherever they were entitled to a title to the land we occupy."
established in the State.
Under that The claim that because the people
Act the land was leased through trustees affected by this measure have occupied
and, presumably, the rent received was the land for some time and it should
applied as was intended by the 1884 give them some right to a title is open
enactment, as subsequently amended. It to doubt. When land is sold under the
appears, however, that in 1944 'a sub- provisions of the Land Acts all details
stantial change was made and this land, applicable to the area become public prowhich had been reserved for many years perty. The area of the holding and the
for the purposes I have explained, be- price are publicized. That will not obtain
came more or less unalienated land of the under the provisions in this Bill. The
Crown. As a matter of fact, since the present tenants will make the best deal
passage of the 1944 Act some of the they can with the Governor in Council
which is, in effect, the Minister of Lands.
land has been sold as ordinary Crown
Mr. LIND.-That is not necessarily so.
land.
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Mr. MACK.-There will not be the give existing tenants the most liberal
publicity given to the sale of land terms possible. Certain of the tenants
affected by this measure that would be have occupied a'reas affected by this
given to the sale of ordinary Crown land. measure for a considerable time and, in
Mr. LIND.-The sa}e will have to go some cases, under favourable conditions.
Mr. LIND.-AH those matters wiU be
through the usual channels and all
applicable information will become pub- taken into consideration.
Mr. ·MA!CK.-If the Minister will conlic property.
Mr. MACK.-The Bill provides that sider the favouralble terms under which
the land can be sold only to existing many tenants have occupied this land for
some .cons1deralble time and, secO'l1{l'ly,
lessees.
Mr. LIND.-That is so, but each case that they are to receive liberal treatment
will be consider,ed on its merits. I do . in the event of .purchase, that wW be
not desire to be misunderstood. The land saUsfactory. When the tenants took
need not necessarily be sold to any of over the land they knew the conditions
the existing lessees. The purchase of that applied. It is not right to say that
certain areas would result in land simply hecause they have lived on the
land for many years th.ey should autoaggregation.
Mr. HOLLwAY.-The M,inister of Land!s maltically become entitled to a grant in
wil1 have discretion as to whom he sells fee simple.
Mr. LIND.-There were many things
the land?
MT. LIND.-Yes, through the Lands that the tenants did not know when they
wen t on to the land and these caused
Department.
them
headaches later.
·Mr. GALVlN.-Action will be taken
Mr. MA:CK.-That may !be so. The
through the Board of Land and Works.
Minister made it appear that through
Mr. MACK.-The BiU inoludes certain length of occupancy the tenants ha:ct' a
provisos to ·the following paragraph (d) right to 'Obtain the land by grant in fee
which is to Ibe inserted in section 5 of the simple.
prinoipal ActMr. LIND.-Many of them have that
(d) Notwithstanding anything in the last
right
.
. preceding paragraph where any land is subIMr. MAICK.--.Jt becomes difficult to
: ject to a demise referred to in that paragraph and in the opinion of the Board of take those matters into account when
Land and Works=dealing with 4'5,000 acres of land. The
such land constitutes or forms an lessees have oocupied the properties on
essential part of the farm of the
favourable terms and they are now
lessee; or
promised liberal treatment under this
portion of such land is essential to the
measure; therefore their interests will
farming operations of the lesseethe Governor in Council, notwithstanding be preserved.
anything in the Land Acts but subject to this
Brigadier TOVELL.-They willI have
paragraph, may, on the recommendation of
the Board, dispose of such land or portion better terms than soldier settlers obtain.
to the lessee either by purchase lease at a
Mr. GALVlN.-Is not this one of the
rental determined by the Board or by grant
Bills that were prepared by the Hollway
in fee simple at a price determined by the
Government?
Board:
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
The Minister of Lands i,s the chairman l\lichaelis).-The honorable member
of the Board of Lan:d and Works. The for Wa,rrnambool is making his maiden
difference between the sale of this land speech and it is customary for a new
I ask
and ordinary Crown land is that land memher to he heard in silence.
divested from the agricultural colleges members to eXltend that .privilege to the
trustees will be disposed of wi,thout the honorable member for Warrnambool by
same amount of publdcity being given to refraining from interjecting.
the transaction as is necessary with the
Mr. MACK.-The Government proposes
sale of ordinary Crown lands.
There to give existing tenants favourable treatmay be good reasons for that course ment bult it is necessary, on principle, to
being adopt'ed. The Minister of Lands ensure that the State is given fair treathas already indicated that he desires to ment when it proposes to deall with land
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whi.ch wiiJJ be alienated fTom the Crown
for aU .time. The Bill proVlides that the
lessees can purchase subject to the conditions that the Minister has enumerated.
Where .the purchase would ,mean the
ag.gregation tof areas the Minister is
empowered to refuse consent. Probably
if the Minister cannot reach agreement
with the lessees on pdce he wi!ll not sen
to them. If agreement is not reached on
the matter of aggregation of areas or the
price, I presume that the land will be sold
under the provisions of the Land Acts.
Mr. LIND.-Yes, as unalienated land of
the Crown.
Mr. MACK.-The Bill provides that
the purchase price can be paid over a
period of years, or outright for a grant
in fee simple. I suggest that the tenants
should nat be permitted to resell their
land for a period of at least five years,
or we shall have an experience similar to
that which occurred recently with the
shares of the Metropolitan Gas Company,
which rose overnight by 11s. 9d. The
land will become -more valuable than it
has been under lease conditions. If the
purchasers are given the treatment the
Minister has foreshadowed, they wiH be
able to sell at a profit as soon as they
obtain a freehold title. I urge the
Government to consider the inclusion of a
condition p~ohibiting the resale of these
areas for a period of five years. In discussing the next aspect, possibly I shall
tread upon dangerous ground. Paragraph (vii) of the proviso set forth in
clause 2 readsAll rents and purchase moneys payable
under this paragraph shall be paid into and
form part of the Consolidated Revenue.

As the Minister explained, these areas
were originally reserved to finance agricultural colleges. Now the State intends
to sell 45,000 acres and pay the proceeds
into Consolidated Revenue. The previous
Administration proposed to set up dairy
colleges in the Western District and
Gippsland, and doubtless this Government
will adopt the suggestion. I think the
money should be used to liquidate any
debit remaining on the colleges at Dookie
and Longerenong. If those schools are
free of debt, the proceeds should be
devoted to establishing and equipping the
dairy colleges I have mentioned. People
in the Western District are anxiously
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awaiting the establishment of a dairy
college, and with the progress that has
already been made in the matter, it
should not be long before the present
Government is able to bring the proposal
to fruition.
I cannot support the measure as it is
at present framed, but an explanation of
the points that I have raised may assist
me to change my view. I repeat that I
am deeply concerned over the lack of
restriction upon sales once the areas pass
to the lessees. I understand that soldier
settlers are not permitted to sell their
properties until the expiration of seven
years. The tenants of these areas will
obtain land at a price which many of us
would like to pay, and there should be a
restriction upon their right to make a
profit at the expense of the Crown.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The honorable member for Warrnambool suggests
the insertion in the Bill of a provision to
restrict the resale of the land when purchased by the lessees, but I direct his
attention to the wording of paragraph
(iii) of the proviso contained'in clause 2,
which statesEvery purchase lease under this paragraph
shall be in such form and subject to such
terms and conditions as are prescribed by
regulations under this Act.
:
If the honorable member studies the

Agricultural Colleges Act 1944, he will
see that sub-section (1) of section 15
provides inter aliaThe Governor in Council may make
regulations for or with respect to(g) generally, prescribing any matters
or things authorized or required
to be prescribed or necessary or
expedient to be prescribed for
carrying this Act into effect.

That is a broad provision which gives
the Governor in Council the right to prescribe regulations relative to the operation of t~e Act and the sale of properties.
Lieut-Colonel LEGGATT.-It does not
give power to <sell the properties.
Mr. GALVIN.-Authority is given to
prescribe regulations as to what the conditions of sale shall be.
LEGGATT.-Sub-paraLieut.-Colonel
graph (iii) of the proviso to new paragraph (d), which y,ou have quoted, does
not give the Governor in Council power
to sell under the 1944 Act.
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Mr. GALVIN.-This Bill proposes to
amend the 1944 Act, which gives the
Governor in Council power to sell and
also to make regulations.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Y.OU
are
getting tangled up.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
for Mornington is the one who is getting
tangled up. Certain members with legal
minds never give credit to the humble
layman. With all respect to the honorable member and having the highest
regard for his ability, I contend that all
knowledge is not circumscribed within
the legal profession. English is English,
irrespective of whether it is read by a
lawyer or a butcher. The provisions of
the Act are plain and specific.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-YoU still
have to understand them.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is the honorable
member's difficulty. I was trying to
allay the fears of the honorable member
for Warrnambool.
I do not know
whether or not my facts are correct,
but I understand that the areas involved
total 70',0'0'0' and not 45,000 acres.
At Robinvale an area consisting of
9,662 acres and known as the Bumbang
Estate was the site of an agricultural
college lease. It has now been taken
over by the Soldier Settlement Commission for the purpose of providing soldier
settlement, and the foundation of a new
city in Victoria has already been built.
Therefore, not all the agricultural college
land is being exchanged. When the
honorable member for Warrnambool has
had dealings with the Lands Department
he will find that it is difficult to drive a
bargain. From my experience I should
say that the Lands Department will not
sell the properties to absentee land
holders. Many people who hold leases
for agricultural college sites are at present absent, and the Lands Department
win be in a position to terminate the
leases and sell the land to some one on
the spot who can develop it. In tlle area
known as Pental Island there are
approximately 16,000' acres.
Mr. FRASER.-There is a much greater
area than 16,000 acres.
Mr. GALVIN.-At Pental Island
areas up to 2,0'0'0' acres are held under
grazing leases. The late Mr. Frank Old,
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who was Minister of Water Supply in an
Administration with which the present
Minister of Lands was associated, was
keenly interested in Pental Island, and in
January, 1946, when Minister of Lands, I
received deputations in Swan Hill relative to the agricultural college leases.
Certain amendments of the Act to give
the Lands Department power to extend
leases were requested, and we agreed to
their being made.
At that time ·the
people were quite satisfied, but evidently
they have since run into difficulties,
which the Government is endeavouring
to overcome. Under an amendment, it
was provided that land could be leased
for 30 years and the leases could be reappraised every ten years. I feel that
the Lands Department will be faced with
a most difficult problem when the
properties are va'lued.
I do not know how the basis of valuation will be arrived at for some properties. It win not be difficult on areas
which have not been highly developed.
However, some 1easeholds have been
improved, and in the district represented by the honorable member
for Wonthaggi there are some very fine
dairy farms. I do not know how the
;Lands Department will arrivea!t the
basis of valuation for those properties,
particularly when the lessees have
occupied them for 40' and 50' years and
have erected houses and outbuildings.
Mr. MACK.-It is worse when they
have not lived there at all, or have been
in occupation for only twelve months.
Mr. GALVIN.-Some lessees went on
to practically virgin land, and it is difficult to determine what the basis of
valuation should be.
Mr. LIND.-All records are available.
Mr. GALVIN.-I understand the
problems confronting the Minister of
Lands, but personally I think it might
have been better if the land had been
sold in accordance with the Land Acts,
which would have given the lessees the
right to purchase at auction with the
improvements effected being in their
favour.
That procedure WOUld, of
course, have placed them in a very
favourable position. That applies to the
occupier of a resident area on which a
house has been erected. After some
years application is made for the land to
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be made freehold. It is put up for public
auction, the occupier bids for the land,
and when the valuation is made the improvements are given in favour of the
lessee. In only one instance has the
occupier been outbid. The Minister will
still have 28 days in which he can disa'pprove of the sale if anyone has been
unfairly dealt with at the auction. Fears
have been expressed that the lessees t)f
agricultural college land will be in the
most favourable position, but all my
fears are set aside because I know of the
integrity of officers of the Lands Department. I know how hard it is to drive a
bargain with them.
I hope that by the passage of the Bill
absentee landlords, and others who have
sublet their properties, will not be
given an opportunity to acquire freeholds.
Originally, as the hononable
member for Warrnambool said, the land
was set aside as a source of revenue for
agricultural college purposes. Any fears
tha t moneys owing by the agricultural
colleges when the Council of Agricultural
Education was disbanded were resolved
when it was made mandatory on the
Government to take over the indebtedness.
I think the main indebtedness was to the Bank of Australasia.
I am one of those who are glad that
the 'Council was 'abolished. Any member
of it was in a favoured position. He
could hand out largesse to his friends.
He could obtain the lease of 9,000 acres
for 6d. an acre a year. A Government
disbanded the council and vestecf the
agricultural colleges in their proper
place--that is to say, in the Agriculture
Departmen t. Not only did it do that,
but also it a'ccepted the full responsibility
for financing them. Like the honorable
member for Warrnambool, I hope the
day is not far distant when we sha~l
have more agricultural colleges in the
State. There has never been a time when
there was more need for a scientific
approach to the problems of agriculture.
In a country such as this, now
experiencing a great influx of population,
which we hope will continue, Governments are faced with the responsibility
of increasing production. In the next
ten years or so, unless production of
lamb, mutton, and beef is increased,
Mr. Galvin..
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Australia will have to import those commodities instead of exporting them. A
scientific approa'ch can be made to agricultural problems only through the
work of agricultural colleges.
I have been privileged to visit
Longerenong and Dookie colleges, and I
know of the splendid work being done in
them. One cannot but be impressed by
the graduates from them. Their approach
to theIr difficulties, and their confidence
in themselves in overcoming soil problems, promote a feeling of regret that
everyone who goes on the land cannot
have the same scientific tmining. I
hope that the Government will continue
to expand agricultural colJeges. The
Bill may perhaps give to some people an
advantage that may be considered
unfair; but when I read in it that regul'ations may be promulgated, and that the
Board of Land and Works will determine
valuations, I do not expect to hear any
complaints about land being sold too
cheaply. On the other hand, I think
many representations may be made that
those on the properties are being overcharged for what they are buying.
Mr. BOLTE.-Are you in favour of
aliena ting the land?
Mr. GAL\T;IN.-I am in favour of
alienating it as I was in favour of
alienating the land at Robinvale for
closer settlement.
The Bill does not
make it obligatory on the Department to
sell the land comprised in every agricultural college lease to the lessee, but it
may at its discretion do so. I do not think
tha t Councillor George Pethard will be
given the opportunity to buy the estate
known as "Bumbang," at Robinvale.
The Department will say, "That land
must remain unalienated land of the
Crown." The officers will drive a good
bargain for the State and the lessee, and
will get rid of people who have been exploiting their leases for their own selfish
ends.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill).-The Bill was well discussed by
the honorable member for Warrnambool,
whom I congratulate on his maiden
speech. He dealt fully with all aspects
of it. I am 'particularly interested as
having 40,000 acres of the land concerned in my electorate. A measure of

,
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this kind is welcome to most honorable
members, but there are anomalies in it.
Details have been supplied by the
Minister of Lands regarding alienation,
adjustment of finance, and conditions
under which the land may become freehold. The Bill will enable the right kind
of lessee, subject to the Minister's
approval, to acquire the Jreehold of his
property, which he has had under his
care for many years and has worked
diligently.
Generally the Bill has my ap.proval,
but I wish to refer to some of its
anomalies. The original intention was to
obtain by the leasing of areas money to
establish and maintain agricultural
colleges
throughout
Victoria. For
various reasons, that object has not been
realized, and I feel that if the land is to
be made available as freehold the ,noney
received for it by the Crown should be
applied for agricultural education. I
hope that, before this debate has proceeded much further, the Minister of
Lands will give an assurance that an
opportunity will be provided to the
Opposition to consider this matter between the second-reading debate and the
Committee stage. It would amount ,to
filching if we were to take away from
agricultur'al education the moneys received from the sale of such properties.
The House should bear in mind that
as far back as 1884 these provisions
were laid down by a far-sighted Government. They were revised and altered
from year to year until 1944 and, in
1946, the leases were extended to a
limit of 30 years with certain considerations over ten years as to the value of
charges to the lessee. The rental had to
be refixed every ten years according to
tha t regulation. This Bill aff!ects many
areas ranging from 2,332 acres down to
as small as 15 or 20 acres. Most of the
small areas in my own electorate are in
Pental Island, embracing 22000 acres of
some of the finest country in the River
Murr·ay area. That area was originally
developed by pioneers, many of whom
are not living to-day.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Some lost much
money.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH. - Many
changes have taken place. I trust the
Government will consider the position
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where a man has pioneered his block and
has retained it until to-day to ensure he
has rights under this legislation. However, if a man has come into those areas
in recent years and has reaped the benefit of the labour of the pioneers and has
paid some ingoing amount, I do not
think he should have the same entitlement. It may not be his intention to
speculate but I feel sure if some consideration is given in respect of the right
of purchase and the period after the purchase when a man may resell, the position
will be assisted. There should not be
much interference with the rights of any
one in regard to resale but, in connection
with Crown lands, the interests of the
State should be safeguarded.
Mr. GALVlN.-Your party does not believe in controls.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-If the
Government will consider applying the
same principles to all Crown lands other
than forests, there will be a reasonable
developmental system. There will also
be cheap country and the energetic individual will have an opportunity of
making good.
Mr. LIND.-Who would develop the
land?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-The individual purchas1er.
Mr. LIND.-He would need to be treated
in a more kindly way than you have
suggested.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I have·
no doubt that the Minister of Lands will
find in his files records of many people
who have applied for freeholds in connection with Crown lands. If a measure
were introduced to provide for such
areas as well as these particular agricultural college leases, the State would
be developed and men possessing small
capital would be afforded a first class
opportunity of improving their way of
life.
Mr. LIND.-Those people developed
the land themselves.
Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH. - The
same principle would be involved. The
original holders bought the land cheaply.
Some areas carried a rental of only 6d.
to 1s. an acre.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Many of the original
holders are deceased.
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Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH. - Many
areas in Victoria are not developed properly to-day. Pental Island, which is
first class country, is well developed.
Mr.. LIND.-You would not compare
that with hJeavily-timbered country in
Gippsland?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-There is
very little difference. Pental Island was
originally heavily timbered. It is subject to irrigation and can be definitely
developed to the benefit of the State. If
people have paid an ingoing amount and
have developed the land they could be
paid compensation if they were original
settlers.
Mr. LIND.-What about the pioneers
who passed on-are their descendant·s
en ti tIed to anything?
Li!eut.-Colonel HIPWORTH. - That
would depend upon the conditions of
their working. There are other cases
in my electorate where the western dry
farmers have purchased areas in Penta]
Island and have developed them for the
benefit of their own security in respect
of reserves of fodder, &c., for their
stock.
Mr. LIND.-In the interests of the
State and the nation?
Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH.-That
would not be done in the interests of the
State. The men would provide those
reserves in their own interests.
Mr. LIND.-Many acted from the reason
I suggested.
Lieut.-Colonel IDPWORTH.-If the
Minister of Lands considers the points I
have enunciated, he will realize that the
same system of legislation should apply
to the North-West Mallee area. People
in that area should be given an opportunity of buying freehold land.
Mr. GALVI~.-They do not want it.
Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH.-There
are some who do.
Mr. GALVIN.-When I was there they
all wanted perpetual leases.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I think
the Minister of Lands realizes that people
have changed their minds during the last
couple of years.
Mr. GALVlN.-That may be because of
the hammering they received when your
Government was in office.
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Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH.-The
honorable member for Bendigo played
some part in drawing up the legislation.
Mr. GALVIN.-I did not' put it into
operation.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-The position at Pental Island is different from
that at most places in respect of agricultural college leases. If the Government
would consider that point, particularly as
it applies to finance, it would realize that
if the money enters the coffers of the
State, another Government may not apply
that money willingly. The sale of 45,000
acres of land would result in the accumulation of a huge sum of money. The
developed areas in the northern parts of
the State are worth a considerable sum.
People have been paying up to £8 and
£10 ,an a·cre as an ingoing fee, with lease
commitments added. The value of that
land is different from that of most other
areas in the State.
Mr. GALVIN.~What would be your
attitude in relation to a person who had
planted say 30 acres in orange groves?
Would not that person have the right to
purchase the land?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-Such a
person would have that right. That is
what I am supporting.
Mr. GALVlN.-You seem to be the only
one wp,o is doing so.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-A person
would have the right to purchase land
under the Act, but he could not resell it.
The honorable member for Bendigo will
understand that was the position when
the Robinvale scheme was instituted by
the Government of which he was a
member.
Mr. GALVlN.-And your Government
put a blanket on it.
Mr. LIND.-I think the matter of freehold is one that is dear to the heart of
the honorable member.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-It is, but
there is a principle attached to it. It is
desired that the speculator should not
receive the benefits of this legislation.
That is the main object of my reference.
Mr. LIND.-I am afraid you are ·chasing
something mythical there.
Lieut.-Colonel IDPWORTH.-I should
like the Minister of Lands to inspect the
areas, make inquiries for himself and
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to consider the si tua tion in respect of
sub-paragraph (vii) of the new proviso
set out in clause 2, which requires all
rents and purchase moneys to be paid into
Consolidated Revenue. I ask that between
the second-reading debate and the Committee stage the Minister will afford
the Opposition an opportunity of considering a means of overcoming the difficulty. If the money is placed into Consoldiated Revenue, that will be the end
of it as far as agricultural education is
concerned.
Mr. GALVIN.-Whence do the colleges
receive money now, except from Consolidated Revenue?
Diell't.-Colonel
HIPWORTH. - The
,
money could be applied directly. I
'\
support the measure in general terms.
\
Mr. BUCKINGHAM (Wonthaggi).\ I am extremely pleased that .the GovernI: ment has seen fit to bring forward this
\ BUI so early in the session. In its opera{ tion the measure will set right a wrong
1"
tha t has been done to .certain men on th·e
agricultural college reserves for many
years
and will give them the
privilege of purchasing on a freehold
basis the a,reas they have been occupying.
The honorable member for Warrnambool
was correct in sayin.g that certain areas
were reserved in 1884 but I suggest that
tha twas practicaNy the only correct
! . statement he made.
In fact, I think the
\ honoraible member displayed },ittle knowledge of the true position. ;r propose to
1 prove that a definite wrong has been
suffered by many of the tenants on agricultural college blocks.
Mr. FRASER.-iDo yousug.gest that the
rents have been too high?
Mr. BUCIillNGHAM.-I shaH tell the
honorable member what I know regarding the tenants of agricultural college
reservations in Gippsland. The great
proportion of the land surrounding the
agricultural college reserves was thrown
open
for
selection in 1890 or
1892, but the reserve to which I shall
direct particular attention is one in the
area north of W,onthaggi.
It was
released to tenants in 1894 and only a
fence or a road divided their holdings
from the land of other settlers who paid
1s. an acre for 20 years whereupon they
obtained a freehold title. The tenants
in question took up their land at a rental
I
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of 2d. an acre per annum and as they
made improvements to it they were taxed
accordingly. The leases were subject to
review from time to time and so any
improvements were brought into consideration on the question of the rent to
be paid.
Brigadier TOVELL.~What is wrong
with that?
Mr. BUCKINOHAM.-I should [:ike to
deal with the matter in ,my own way.
The honorable member for Warrnambool
said that the tenants were aware of the
conditions when they took up ,the land.
That is true but it must be remembered
that from 1'890 untH 1915 people were
scramhling to go on the land and they
were not concerned wi,th the conditions.
Some fifteen years later I had an experience in the Mallee near Ouyen. i was
thE?re f.or about tWeilve months and during that time when different parcels of
land were offered for selection I made
appUcation, but-Hke hundreds of others
-1 was disapPointed. We were not recommended for selection block!s. If 200
houses were made available for occupation in Melbourne, does the honorable
member for Bright·on think that those
who are homelless would be concerned
about the conditions of oecupancy
on which they could obtain those
houses?· There would
be a mad
scramble for them, and that is just
what occurred in 1894 when these agricultural 'c-ollege reserves were thrown
open for tenancy. SeHlers on the other
side of the road, outside the agricultural
college reserve, were in a much more
advantageous position and, in course of
time, were able to borrow money on the
securi ty of their land and 'build decent
homes.
Mr. LIND.-Whereas the tenants could
not do that.
M'r. BUCKI1NGHAM.-That Is so.
They then began to reaUze just what they
had taken over.
Mr. LIND.-They were promiised roads
which were never built.
Mr. BUiCKiINGHAM.-The Minister Is
righ t. The ten an ts of the agFicU'ltural
college reserve in Gippsland at this time
began agitaJuin;g for security of tenure.
IncidentaNy, I have a reproduction of a
photograph taken in 1897 and again one
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taken from the same spot in 1950 showing Wha t has been accomplished
by one of the original old-time
settlers.
He is a pioneer, ty,pical of
the lar.ge-hearted, courageous people who
took up land in Gippsland in the early
da}'ls. The photograph affoTds some idea
of the work performed by tenants in
cleaving ~heir land. The gentleman concerned' was a tenant under the aegis of
the old Council of Agricultural Education in 1894. The average size O'f the
blocks was about 100 acres and as compared with his neighbours on land beyond the reserved area, who had paid
only £1 an acre for their blocks, this
tenan t ha,s 'paid in all £2,000 or £20 'an
acre. The only asset he now possesses
is a doubtful one, namely, the house.
Brigadier TOVELL.-How much has he
earned' from the block this year?
Mr. BUCKliNOHA:M.-Very 'little, yet
the ten'an t has practicall knowledge as
has the Mini·ster O'f Lands, to say nothing of myself. I am proud to say that
my forebears were among the pioneers
of Gippsland. While there are members
of this House who are aware of the conditions that obtained in those days,
others are not. ;Even if the land to which
I have been referring was sold at the
present high prices it would ;not haH pay
for such improvements as have been
made. The Minister of Lands said that
the honorable member for Gippsland
West and I represent in this House the
big timber areas of the State. I have
seen a photograph-and it was recently
shown to the Premier-of an old pioneer
driving a buggy and pair through .the'
hollow of a tr,ee that had been damaged
by fire. It gives some idea of the size
of timber in these areas.
The original lessees did not have the
advantage of using modern machinery'
to clear the country. In those days
they had to resort to the axe,
the crosscut saw, and the crowbar. The
honorable member for Brighton has interjected that the lessees have made a
good thing out of the land over the years,
but I assure him that that is not so. On
small 100-acre blocks the tenants at
Blackwood Forest have reared their
families and endeavoured to improve
their holdings. That had taken all their
income and until recent years they were
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unable to save anything. During the
war, and since, they have been unable
to spend money on necessary improvements, and possibly they have saved a
little which, however, will have to be
spent on overtaking the accumulation of
repairs that must be effected.
The present tenants are faced with the
necessity of erecting new houses, sheds,
and fences, but they have not been able
to save sufficient money for the purpose.
I welcome this Bill, because it indicates
thai Parliament is at last going to
remedy a wrong under which these
tenants have been suffering for years.
On numerous occasions I have mentioned
the subject in this House. The matter
was brought to a head in 1947 when the
metropolitan press published a statement that the Soldier Settlement
Commission proposed to take over
certain agricultural college blocks for
soldier settlement purposes. The tenants
realized that they had no security of
tenure or lease, and that their properties
could be taken from them.

I

)
(

(

f

I was asked to meet :the Blackwood Forest tenants at Wonthaggi
and I did so ; I realized the justice'
of their claims and in December, 1947,
I broached the matter with the present
Premier, when he was Minister of Lands
in the Hollway-McDonald Ministry. He
conferred with the chairman of the
Soldier Settlement Commission, and they
viewed the claims of the tenants sympathetically. It was recognized that it
would be a retrograde step to take 24 .
settlers off 2,400 acres of land and '
replace them with sixteen soldier
settlers.
The decreased number of
settlers would be brought about because
the holdings would have to be increased
in size to give the soldier settlers a
chance of succeeding.
Many of the existing tenants are
returned soldiers, five from the first
world war of 1914-18 and three from
the second world war. The majority of the
tenants are descendants of the original
pioneer settlers. Although the Soldier
Settlement Commission decided not to
acquire the area, the tenants realized that
they had no security of t'enure, and that
the land could be taken from them at
any time. They asked that they should

\
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be permitted to select the land on a freehold basis. If action was taken to sell
the land under the Land Acts, the
existing tenants would have to compete
with the outside public, and that would
be undesirable.
It is very pleasing to me to know that
I was largely responsible for the Bill being brought down in this Chamber, for it
was the r,esult of representations I made
in this House, that the Minister of Lands
in the Hollway Government, Mr. Guthrie,
accompanied by the Secretary for Lands,
inspected the' agricultural college blocks
in my electorate. They promised that
amending legislation would be introduced to enable the tenants to acquire
the land on a freehold basis. I pay
tribute to the Secretary for Lands who, as
the chief executive officer of the Department, saw fit to personally inspect this
area and obtain first-hand information on
a problem affecting his Department.

When the present Government took
office I approached the Minister of Lands
and he, as a practical man, quickly
realized the necessity for doing something
for these people. I thank the Government for the prompt introduction of this
measure. A few large areas which are
held by individual lessees are affected.
I welcome the provision in the Bill
whereby settlers will not be permitted
to acquire large areas on a freehold basis.
Some of those larger areas are suitable
for soldier seHlement purposes, and I
should like to see them acquired in
suitable districts for that purpose. I am
pleased to learn that consideration will
be given to the improvements made by
lessees and that each case will be treated
on its merits. The honorable member
for Warrnambool implied that Ithese purchasers will be getting something for
nothing. I think I have amply demonstrated that the tenants of the Wonthaggi North reserve have paid for the
right to securi.ty of tenure. They are
descendants of the original settlers, together with a few new tenants who
came to the district about fifteen years
ago. Some of the original tenants became disheaI'ttened and walked off the
land during the depression. Areas became neglected and overrun with
noxious weeds. New tenants cleared the
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land and erected homes and other buildings. In one case it was found that a
tenant had spent £1,000 last year on cow
sheds and fencing. His lease has only
fourteen years to run.
The Bill will permit these people to
acquire land at a reasonable price, not
at the enhanced values ruling to-day.
The honorable member for Warrnambool
contends that it should be sold at public
auction. That would mean that many
tenants would have to walk off their
properties. The Bill will give them the
proteotion that ,they deserve, and I trust
that it will receive a speedy passage.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-I wish to
compliment the honorable member for
Warrnambool on his excellent maiden
speech.
Before the recent election,
members of the Labour party took
strong exception to a Bill providing for
1 acre of land at Rosebud being used for
the convenience of the public. I believe
in the principle of the Bill as enundated
by the Minister of Lands. We should
do all we can to develop the areas referred to in the measure. As the honorable member for Warrnambooi said,
members of the Opposition do not favour
giving purchasers a grant in fee simple.
They will be able to sell the land at a
profit.
Mr. GALVIN.----How do you know that?
Mr. BOLTE.-The honorable member
for W onthaggi submitted a good case as
to why' the present settlers should be
given a prior right to obtain this land,
so it is not worthless. The present
occupiers know that it is good l'and.
Mr. BUCKINGHAM.-They made it
what it is.
Mr. BOLTE.-I admit that they did.
The honorable member for Wonthaggi
complimented the Government on bringing down the measure, which will give
these settlers liberal terms and enable
them to purchase l'and at less than the
prices ruling to-day.
The honorable
member has shown what the Government has in mind; it intends to permit
the tenants to purchase the land at cheap
rates. I disagree with the principle that
these settlers should be given better
treatment than soldi~r settlers, who are
prohibited from selling their land within
a specified period. These tenants will be
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able to dispose of their land immediately
the purchase is completed. I support the
m:otion for the second reading of the BiB
. but I ask the Minister to agree to adjourn
the debate for a week to give the OpposUion an opportunity to 'ascertain
whether this land should be alienated or
not. I assune the Minister that the
Opposition will support the second reading, provided he agrees to adjourn the
Committee stage for a week.
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-1 congratulate the Government on presenting this
measure. In my opinion, no member
of the House has greater experience to
administer the provisions of this Bill
than has the Minister of Lands. I think I
can best illustra'te the points I wish to
make by quoting certain areas in my
electorate. In the parish of Moyston
West an area of 320 acres is held by Mr.
McDonald, a returned soldier from the
first world war. He was unable to
obtain a suitable block of land under
the soldier settlement scheme because of
the unsatisfactory nature of the legislation. Many returned soldiers with
practical experience on the .land were
not prepared to accept certain provisions
contained in the Soldier Settlement Act,
because they knew the price they wert!
asked to pay for land was too high. Mr.
McDonald has improved the property he
is leasing, and there is no reason why he
should not receive priority to purchase
it. I commend the Government for
giving him an opportunity to make hi'S
land freehold.
Another area in the Shire of Ararat
consists of 1,100 acres and is at present
leased by the estate of William Kilpatrick, deceased. The son is now carrying
on the land, but he is a large land holder.
This is not a personal matter, because I
admire Mr. Kilpatrick, who is now carrying on the property. He is a returned
soldier from the second world war, and
is a councillor in the Shire of Ararat.
He has followed in the footsteps of his
father, who was a returned soldier from
the first world war and a councillor in
the Shire of Stawell until the time of
his death. I was pleased when the Minister informed the House that the aggregation of land by large land holders was
not favoured. The estate that holds the
lease of the property to which I am now
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referring is a 'large land holder in Victoria and, I understand, has a big property in New South Wales.
I should like an assurance from the
Minister that when areas are thrown
open, young returned soldiers in the district, who have not quite the qualifications necessary to go on soldier set1lement blocks, will be given an opportunity
to select some of the land. Over the
past five years returned servicemen in
the Ararat and Stawell districts have
asked me why it is possible for men
owning thousands of acres. also to lease
land held under the Agricultural Colleges
Act. They are delighted to think that
now thene is a possibility of being able to
obtain some of the land at present held
under leases.
There is also a small area of 100 acre~
in the parish of Glenpatrick. I do not
know this particular land, but the lessee,
the late C. C. Tucker, was a very big
land holder. Before this property is
allowed to go to the occupier inquiries
should be made by the Minister.
Recently similar land was sold by the
estate for £75 an acre, and if the 100
acres held under lease is as good as that
sold it would be suitable for a returned
soldier. Returned servicemen, who have
sacrificed a great deal for Australia,
should be given every opportunity to take
up land from which they can make a
living. These lads have lived in the
country all their lives, and they do not
desire to come to Melbourne or go to
any of the big country towns. Their
hearts are in the land, and they desire
to make their living from the land.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-They have
no chance against the squatter.
Mr. MORTON.-I was interested to
hear members of the Opposition protecting the Government, and saying that
pioneers who took up land in the early
days should not obtain it for nothing
but should be charged a fair price. 1
remind members of the Opposition that
they represent the "squattocracy," the
members of which got their land in the
early days for nothing or for very little. ,
When districts were being opened only
a certain amount of land could be
selected, but it is well known thart some
men, especially' in the Western District,
even named the bullocks in their teams
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as occupiers of certain areas. After a
period of time they were able to take
over that land.
The honorable member for Bendigo
has reminded me of a reply he made to
, an
interjection at a meeting in Moyston.
He was asked why some of the big
estates in the Western District should
not be cut up, and how the occupiers
obtained the land in the first place. He
replied that wherl a man was making a
selection he stood on a hill and said
"All the land I can see belongs to me:
and all that I cannot see belongs to my
brother, Jack." That is the way land
holders got their land in the first place,
\
yet members representing that class are
i
objecting to young returned soldiers
{ being given opportunities to obtain small
areas.
Mr. BOLTE.-You should stick to the
t
truth.
}\
Mr. MORTON.-Statements have been
I
made by members of the Opposition that
'\ members on the Government side do not
want lessees to be given land for nothing,
but to be charged a reasonable price.
' ,Opposition members want to prevent
, small land holders from obtaining small
pieces of land and they would
raise the price so that only the
" squattocracy" would be able to buy
it. I commend the Government for
bringing down the Bill. I ask the
Minister to take particular notice of the
point I made regarding young men, and
to see that they have the first opportunity to buy the land. I also ask the
Government to se'e that such people as,
for example, those on the list who have
more than 1,100 acres each, are not
allowed to acquire land which they are
not able to work properly. To-day, they
have too much land to be able to deal
with the rabbit pest. I want to prevent
the aggregation of land, and I want to
give young returned soldiers the opportunities they deserve.
Mr. LIND.-There is provision for that
in the Bill.
Mr. MORTON.-I am glad of that
, interjection. I can now go back to these
') men and reassure them.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1 can see some merit in the Bill
which will remove certain ~ hardship~
suffered by people who have taken up
land. I am surprised that the honorable
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member for Bendigo supports it. He
shuffled a bit and spoke in support of it,
but while he did not actually turn a
somersault, for his form does not permit
of that, he did damn it with faint praise.
It is the function of the Opposition to
point out that the effect of the Bill will
be to alienate Crown lands in favour of
a few people, and not in favour of the
people as a whole. The favoured few will
be the lessees. There are some safeguards regarding the conditions of sale,
but they will be in the hands of the
Board of Land and Works, which means
the Minister for the time being. I do not
think the Board would go against anything the Minister decided. The honorable member for Bendigo last year
objected strenuously to a proposal to
alienate an acre of land on the foreshore
of Port Phillip Bay to provide a civic
centre for public purposes.
Mr. GALVIN.-There is no comparison
between that proposal and this one.
Lieut.-Oolonel LEGGATT.-The land
dealt with in the Bill is Crown land, and
the Bill will alienate· it. I understand
that the Labour party is opposed to the
alienation of Crown lands.
I am
definitely in favour of the improvement
of Crow.n lands and of their alienation
for the purpose of improving them. I
have consulted the Minister as to
whether the Lands Department can improve land with the view of making it
available for soldier settlement, as is
being done in South Australia and
Western Australia. In those States, land
which it is impossible for one' man to
develop is being developed by modern
machinery for the purpose of settling
returned soldiers on it. Also, I am quite
in accord with the alienation of grazing
leaSES for soldier settlement as at Robinvale. That is what Crown lands should
be available for, but in the present instance the Government is proposing to
make available to only·a few people land
which was originally reserved for
certain purposes. Although there may
be lessees who have improved their land
and feel that they should have some
assurance of continuance of their tenure.
there are others who have not used their
land, but who, under the provisions of
the Bill, may obtain ownership of it.
Mr. LIND.--Only " may."
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-There is
certainly no compulsion, but I suggest to
the Minister tha't once the Government
sells land to lessees, it will create a precedent by which it will have difficulty in
resisting the selli'ng of all agricultural
college land that is not wanted for public
purposes. The honorable member for
Ripon said that he hoped the land would
be available to ex-servicemen. If there
are any ex-servicemen who are lessees at
pres en t, they may obtain the land they
have leased, but other ex-servicemen
cannot acquire land under the Bill. Everything the honorable member for Ripon
said was against the Bill.
Mr. LIND.-It all depends on the size
of the areas. Large areas will probably
go for soldier settlement.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT.-I am talking of the Bill, under which the Government can sell only to 'lessees. The Soldier
Settlement Commission can take the land
in spite of the Bill, not because of it.
The Bill provides only for sale to lessees.
Mr. LIND.-N ot necessarily. The land
may, or may not, be sold to lessees. It
will depend on the merits of the case.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-There are
some safeguards, but they will be within
the discretion of the Board of Land and
Works. If the honorable member for
Ripon'tells soldier settlers that they can
apply for the land and get it, they may
be sadly misled, because there is no provision for that in the Bill. Only the
Soldier Settlement Commission can
acquire the land, and it is not likely to
do that except in large portions.
My main objection to this BiB is that it
provides fDr the aUenaition of land for a
certain restricted number of privileged
peoplle, irrespective of the number of
peop1e who may have suffered haTdships
and irrespective of the improvem'ents that
may have been made. There is the possibility that people who have made no
improvements wHI be able to ohta.in land
and the position may arise very quickly
when all the 'land has been all'ienated.
Therefore, I should like the Mindster o'f
Lands to consider the .point rai'sed by the
honorable member for Bendigo that this
land be not sold at the discretion of the
Board of Land and Works but that it
should be put up fO'r auotion; the improvements on the land by the lessees
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should be valued-they could be valued
quite liberally.
Those improvements
Wlould be included in the price and would
be allowed to the lessee if he were unable
to bid for the land hiim'setlf. Hewould
(
then be in a pr,ivileged posit-ion in relation to bidding. However, by putting up
the land for public auction, people desiring to buy it could ascertain what was a
,~
fair ,and reasonable value. The 'honoraJ}jle memlber .fior Bendigo has pointed out
something which had already occurred
to the Opposition.
Mr. GALVIN.-Judging from a remark
,
made by uhe honorable member for
I
,
Hampden I thought no one was l,istening
to me.
Lieut.-Colonel
liE)GGATT.-I
was
\
listening to the honorable member for' I
Bendigo. I desired to hear what he had
1
to say. I could not understand why such a
J
protagonist of non-alienation of Crown
\
lands should support the Bill. The honor{{
able member for Bendigo, however,
~
pointed out a fallacy in uhe measure and
I ailso draw the atrtention olf the Minister
of Lands to lit. The honorable member's
suggestion was worth while. Also, I take ;'
u'p the .point raised by the honorable"
member for Warrnambool that, instead
of getting a fee si'm,ple of the land
entirely, it should be a conditional purchase Jease.
!Mr. GALVIN.-You do not believe in
controls?
!Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I beHeve
in improvement of the land. If there are
people in a privi'leged position there
should Ibe some improvement of the land
for the benefit of the people in genera1.
A clause should be included in the mea~
sure !thalt certain improvements must be
made within a cer.tadn time because many
aTeas a1ienated in fee simple have not
been improved at all, although some
have been held for a considerable timea few since 1884.
If 'some provi-sion (
were not made in the measure requiring J
the holders to improve the land, it could j
be held in times of I1ising prices and sold I
for two or three times its value after- t'
wards.
(
Mr. LIND.-No assurance is given to
people that they wHI get this land.
,I
Lieut.-C~lonel UEGGATT.-This measure will enable the Government to give
such an a'ssurance.

)
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Mr. LIND.-As I have already pointed
out, individual cases wiH be dea.Jt with on
Vheir merits. This is not a "hand-out."
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I suggest
additional safeguards to those provided
in the Bill to ensure that :people do not
make profits on unimproved land by
holding it. If a conditional pur,chase is
effected with a provision that the purchaser makes improvements, land
development will be assured. I suggest
that the submissions I have made should
hp. seriously considered, pa:rticularly
since one of them has also been made by
a supporter of the Government. Those
\ suggestions should be incorporated in
) amendments to be submitted at the
I Commi ttee stage.
Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).
-I support the Bill and commend the
I Minister of Lands for introducing the
~
measure so early in the session. I wish
\/ more 'particularly to confine my remarks
to that ,area which is embraced by the
\ electorate which I have the honO'ur to
'I represent.
In the Caldermeade district
I,
there are 4,440 acres of 'agricultural
college land, of which 1,138 acres are
leased to six settlers with an average
holding of 190 acres. The majority of
the six settlers are on self-contained
farm properties. In two cases there are
smaller areas held by settlers who own
freehold properties close by and utilize
the college lands for grazing purposes
and as a turning-out paddock. Apart
from the 1,138 acres there are two areas,
one held by a person who has 1,520 acres
and another held by S. and G. Sassella,
who have 1,782 acres.

i

Much of that land would be suitable
for closer settlement purposes and, in
my opinion, in the two oases of the
larger areas I have mentioned they
would amount to aggregations of land.
Therefore, I feel that the situation
should be carefully reviewed by the
authorities with a view to making the
land available to young returned soldiers
\ in the district who are anxious to
\ acquire properties of their own.
1\ Adjacent to the agricultural college
lands of Caldermeade, there is what is
known as the Caldermeade soldier
settlement estate which was settled
after the first world war. Sons of the

~
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old digger settlers on the Oaldermeade
estate are more or less wandering aimlessly around the district looking for
properties on which to settle. A few
have gone on to properties on a share
basis. Others have rented lands where
they can get them.
The agricultural
college country on the side of the South
Gippsland Highway opposite to the old
settlement would be an ideal area on
which to settle m:any young returned
soldiers O'f the district.
The success of the Caldermeade soldier
settlement estate is well known and
I feel that if these larger a,rea1s of the
agri'cultural college land were made
avaHable they would be just as suitable
for settlement as the old esta'te on the
opposite side of the road. I also point
out that in the Caldermeade area there
is what is known as the "Milk to
Melbourne" area. That is a valuable
asset to anyone requiring dairying
property. I commend a close investigation of the two larger areas I have
mentioned particularly as to whether
they constitute agg;regations of land.
If they do, the possibility of making
them a vaHable to soldier settlers in the
district should be considered. I feel that
the first area I mentioned is well served by
the six settlers concerned and that they
woulq be quite entitled to purchase the
holdings which they have been working
for several years. They have effected a
number of improvements and their properties are well conducted, mainly as
dairying propositions. I commend to the
Minister for consideration the two areas
I have mentioned. I trust that there will
be an inquiry for the purposes I have
indicated.
Mr. LIND.-1 can assure the honorable
member that his suggestion will receive
attention.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-Although I
dO' not desire to delay the passage of
the Bill I propose to deal with one cr
two points. Before doing so, however,
I should like to congratulate the honorable member for Gippsland West cn his
maiden speech; he expressed his
thoughts ably and clearly. Members
generally will agree with the honorable
me'mber that the land under notice
should be made available to returned
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soldiers for settlement. If that were its
object, this measure would be passed
with little discussion. Notwithstanding
the assurance given by the Minister, this
measure--as I understand it-makes no
provision for the land to be treated in
that way, except when the lessee
happens to be a returned soldier.
When the Bill was introduced it
appeared to me to be a simple one. In
the course of his second-reading explanation the Minister 01 Lands stated
that had it not been for the settlers the
land to which he referred would now be
overrun with noxious weeds and vermin.
During the debate it has been made clear
that the land includes fertile areas in
Gippsland and very valuable areas in the
Murray valley. It has been conceded
that in a measure of this kind it is
proper that some consideration should be
given to the protection of those who
have developed the land down the years;
but it is equally clear and highly
important that some protection should be
given to the public also. I think that
the views of all parties would be met if
the Minister accepted the suggestion of
the honorable member for Bendigo that
the land should be offered at public
auction, the interests of the lessees being
safeguarded by assessing the value of
the assets, including improvements.
What has been put forward by the
honorable member for Warrnambool
could also be seriously considered,
namely, that when the land is disposed
of, one of the conditions of purchase
should be that it must not be resold for
a period of five or ten years. If such a
course is not followed it is quite possible
that many of the arguments advanced
from the Government side of the House
will go for nought and that land could
be purchased by persons who, according
to some of the Government's supporters,
should not obtain possession of it. The
honorable member for Bendigo directed
attention to the fact that some of the
land in the Murray valley consists of
large areas leased at very low rentals.
He suggested that some action should be
taken to ensure that the present lessees
of that land will not be able to obtain
land under the provisions of the present
measure.
Mr. Fraser.

(Amendment) BiU.

I submit that as the proposals
embodied in this Bill are examined more
carefully they become frightening, because it is possible that in the absence
of safeguards serious anomalies could
occur. The position would be amply protected in the interests not only of the
lessees, but also of the public, if, when
the Bill is in Committee, the Minister
accepted the amendments that have been
foreshadowed. He should consider the
proposal outlined by the honorable member for Bendigo, under which the land
would be offered at public auction, but
the lessees would be protected because
the improvements would be valued. As
I have already indicated, an amendment
to ensure that resale of land within a
period of five or ten years of its disposal
could not take place, would be a desirable
safeguard.
Mr. COOK (Benalla) .-Although this
is only a small measure, it has caused
considerable discussion. An examination
of the proposals shows that there are I
details requiring close study. I have no (
doubt, however, that in its operation the
Bill will serve a useful purpose. We
realize that in 1884 the idea of establishing, controlling, and financing agricultural colleges throughout the State was
kept prominently in mind. The State
may justly be proud of the colleges at
Dookie and Longerenong. The original .
intention was that the rents derivable
from the leasing of the reserved areas
should provide the wherewithal for
keeping agricultural colleges in operation. With the passage of time it was
discovered that that method was unsatisfactory-that something more was
needed to stabilize and develop the
colleges.
Mr. LIND.-And particularly to maintain them.
Mr. COOK.-That is so. The lands
under notice have been in the hands of
lessees for many years, and it is now felt
that action should be taken not only to
ensure the development of agricultural
colleges, but also the proper settlement
of blocks held under the arrangement. I
think the Government is wise in bringing
to a head the question of the control in
both directions. It has been unsatisfactory for a lessee to have control of land
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without a chance of becoming the rightful owner. This measure will provide
him with the opportunity he has been
seeking for many years. The details of
the proposal should be closely watched,
and all necessary safeguards should be
provided in relation to the disposal of
any property.
I shall now deal with a few points
~rising from the clauses of the Bill.
The first proviso to be included in proposed new paragraph Cd) in section 5 of
the principal Act isNo such recommendation shall be made if
in the opinion of the Board the disposal of
such land or portion would result in an undesirable aggregation of holdings by the
lessee or by the lessee and his spouse.
Many members have referred to this importan t proviso from their personal
knowledge. Some lessees are in control
of hundreds of acres of land and are
leasing large areas that would come
within 1he purview of this measure. The
Minister or authority in charge of the
disposal of this land will need to be wise
in any decisions made. Sometimes it
is possible for political pressure to be
exerted on behalf of influential parties
to enable them to obtain control of
Crown land that is eminently suitable
for soldier settlement purposes. If any
of the 45,000 acres involved in this Bill
can be used for the purpose of settling
ex-'servicemen on the land it should be
retained for that purpose.
Another proviso to be inserted isThe purchase price of any such land or
portion shall be determined by the Board
before it is demised or granted under this
paragraph.
There may be some difficulty in arriving
at a fair and honest value and the
Government must follow its natural desire to be fair to the lessees and to the
Crown. I think that duty can safely be
entrusted to the Minister or the controlling authority.
The last proviso to which I shall refer

is All rents ana purchase moneys payable
under this paragraph shall be paid into and
form part of the Consolidated Revenue.
That proviso has been criticized by
Opposition members and I must admit
\ that there is merit in some of the suggestions made by the honorable member
for Warrnambool. Any funds derived
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from the sale of this land should be
devoted to the improvement and development of agricultural colleges, if that can
be done constitutionally. By su doing
the Government would be carrying out
the intentions of the framers of the principal Act when they passed legislation to
earmark certain areas for agricultural
college purposes. Although this is a
small Bill it will serve a useful purpose
and I trust it will have a speedy passage.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .--Before calling the next
speaker, I wish to say that I have just
been informed that Her Royal Highness
Princess Elizabeth has given !birth to a
daughter. I am sure that all the members of the House wish both mother and
daughter every possible happiness.
l\lr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I feel it
an honour to receive the call immediately
after the important announcement that
you have just made, Mr. Speaker. I am
sure all honorable members wish the
latest addition to the Royal Family and
her Royal mother every happiness in
the future.
There are three points in this Bill which
are of importance. It is proposed to sell
land which belongs to the people anq
the only reason that I have been able to
discover in the Bill, or in the second-·
reading speech of the Minister of Lands,
is that the land is unlikely to be used for
the purpose for whic'h it was original~y'
reserved. I appreciate that that might
be the opinion of the Governmen.t and the
House, but can we be sure that the land
will not be needled at some future 1ime',
either for agricultural college or closely
allied purposes?
I warn the Government that to-day
it is much easier to dispose of land than
it is to acquire it. We are faced with'
appreciated values on the land market at
present and there are large areas
throughout the State which -are capable
of still greater improvement. The more
land is improved and the greater. the
quantity alienated and sold to private individuals, the more difficult it
will become for future Governments to
find suitable areas for agricultural
colleges or experimental blocks. One
valuable use for this land might well be
the conducting of experiments. These,
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if successful, might well result in an in- land for forestry or some other useful
crease in the value of Crown lands and purpose, it should be sold. For instan(:e,
also freehold land. Another possible use to the north of Caster.ton and south of
to which the land could be put is the Lit,Ue Desert is an area sUlitable for
afforestation.
afforestation but it is .in the 'same condi·
tion to-day as it was when it was taken
In the areas under discussion, doubtless
some of the land will not 'be suitable for from the blacks. Private enterprise would
forestry purposes; possibly ,areas are too make good use of itt.
Mr. LIND.-Crown land is available tovaluable for afforestation as we know it
to-day but I warn the Government that day at prices ranging from lOs. to £1 a~
although it may be the opinion of the acre.
·Mr. McDONAllID CUundas).-I should
House that the land cannot be used for its
original purpose, the people wHl regret Hke to know if the land I have rrlenNoned
·its sale. I understand that the question is for saJe.
Mr. LIND.-I am not a'cqua1inted with
of the value of tJhe land was raised by ~he
honorable member for Bendigo. We that area but I shaH inspect it.
(Dundas).-The
Mr.
McDONALD
must remember that as well as
being the custodians of the people's Minister will render good service to the
land, we are also the custodians of their State if he makes that land available for
money. Who are we to negotiate when use Iby private entel!'prise. There will be
deaHng with the money of the peo.ple? no difficulty in finding purchasers at a
, An auction sale is the only me.ans of price at which they win be able to work
ascertaining land values. The Minister the land economically.
said that certain lessees should receive
.Mr. HAYES.-Is not that suggestion
fa vourable consideration, and I under- contrary to your pr,inciples?
stand that that cO'mment wa,s based upon
Mr. McDONcAlLD (Dunda:s).-It is not.
the improvements they had made.
I a'm advocating that land va1ues oan be
Mr. LIND.-'Dhat lis so.
ascertained only by means of auction
If it is reasonable to sel1 this
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I believe sales.
tenants should be given credit for im- agricultural college land, it is equally
provements :but the value of the land reasonable to sen the land north of Casshould be determ,ined at auction. If the terton to private enterprise.
Minister was selling his OIWn land, would
The motion was agreed to.
he say, "Because these lessees have been
The BiIll was read a 'second time and
on the proper.ty for a considerable time, committed.
the selling value wHI be C'OnservaNve?"
Clause 1 was agreed to.
I question 1the rLght O'f Parliament or of
Progress
was reported.
any Minister to sanction the sale of the
people's land at less than value. As cusUNIVERSITY (VETERINARY
todians of the people's money we should
RESEARCH) BILL.
not select individuals and say that they
The
debate
(adjourned from August
will 'be able to purchase Crown land at a
9), on the motion of Mr. Moss (Minister
conservative price.
I next wish to ma'ke a comparison of Agriculture) for the second reading of
between what it is proposed to do under this Bill was resumed.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
the Bill and what should be done with
other Crown land. In essence, there is no Hill).-This is a short Bill to provide
difference between areas of Crown l'and, extra finance for veterinary research. In
unless it Ibe the fine distinction that the that sphere the officers and specialists of
agricultural college land was set aside the university have made great progress
for a partioular pur.pose. I believe the and have been responsible for the presertime has awived when other areas should vation of stock in Victoria. They are to
be made use of by the Forestry Depart- be commended for the work done in
ment or sold to private enterprise. I do that direction. Under the University
nol suggest that the sa,le should be by (Veterinary Research) Act 1945, the sum
private treaty tl() certain indiv,jdua~s. If of £7,900 was provided as an annual
the Government does not intend to utilize grant for the maintenance of the
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Veterinary Research Institute and the attempted to ascertain the cause of the
Milk La'boratory. The main purpose of sickness of stock, various diagnoses have
the Bill is to continue that legislation, been made and different treatments sugwhich will expire this year. It is also gested. She has been afraid to treat an
desired by the Government to increase animal or has given the wrong treatment,
the amount of the grant.
and it ha's died. Similar cases are occurThat is a very necessary expenditure, ring throughout the State.
That has an effect on the economy of
and I do not think the Opposition or any
Last year income from
member of the Government will have Australia.
anything antagonistic to say against the the export of wool, meat, dairy
Bill. We all agree tha t veterinary products, eggs, and so on amounted
research must proceed, and that it is of to over £500,000,000. A recession in
great value. As a producer for many prices overseas could easily mean a
years, I realize the worth of the cut in the national income from primary
Veterinary Research Institute and the products. The only way to overcome
Milk Laboratory. If the amount pro- any decrease in the national income from
posed in this Bill is made available, that source would be by increased profurther work can be done in the interests duC'tion. It would be a great assistance
'.
of the preservation of our live stock and if the huge losses of stock could be overthe purification of supplies. The amount come, as production would thereby be
That could be done by
of increase proposed is £8,100, and increased.
measured in terms of advancement of farmers receiving advice from veterinary
knowledge, security in connection with surgeons. The Government has stationed
live stock, and purity of meat for human veterinarians in some parts of the State,
consumption, it is infinitesimaL I support but they tender advice to farmers only
in cases of diseases of an infectious
the measure.
Mr. BUCKINGHAM (Wonthaggl).- nature. It is necessary for veterinary
surgeons to be provided in dairying disThe purpose of the Bill is to provide a
tricts, and in areas where pig raising
certain sum of money for the Veterinary
and poultry farming are carried on.
Research Institute and the Milk Laboratory at the University of Melbourne. I I should like to see the Government do
support the Bill, but I should like to see something in the direction of providing
. a chair of veterinary science at the
a larger sum made available, so that a
University of Melbourne.
At present
\ chair of veterinary science could be students in th'at subject, after their first
'; established.
year, have to go to New South Wales to
HIpWORTH.-It
has complete their courses. . If the full
Lieut.-Colonel
already been established.
course could be taken in this State, more
students
would be offering' and the
Mr. BUCKINGHAM.-It is not func'.I
tioning. The shortage of veterinary dearth of veterinary surgeons would' be
.
surgeons is general throughout the State. gradually overcome.
\
,
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
For the safety and purity of the milk
supplies of Victoria it is essential that -I should like to join in the sentiments
the shortage shall be overcome so that expressed by the honorable member
all dairy herds may be tuberculin tested. for Wonthaggi with regard to the estabThroughout the State, particularly in the lisihm'en t of a full chair of veterinary
dairying districts, there are huge losses science at the University of Melbourne,
\
of stock, because farmers do not know mostly for the benefit of the younger
how to treat sick dairy cows and pigs. student,s who to-day are being frankly
To-day I handed the Minister a letter discournged from following. that necesfrom a 'lady in my electorate. She asks sary profeSlSion. The Government has
that a veterinary surgeon be made avail- brought forward this Bill relating to a
,
able,
because over the last few years she matter which members of the Opposition
(.
has suffered huge losses of stock, parti- commend, and in doing so it is again
\ cularly pigs. She has been unable to repeating what was brought forward by
obtain the services of a veterinary sur- the previous Government. For that
geon, and when neighbours have reason, we are naturally in complete
I

,
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\

\

\
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agreement, but I do not think sufficient
emphasis can be laid on the disabilities
of young men who desire to follow the
profession of veterinary surgeons.
The fact that research is being conducted in the State is of small importance compared with the money that
could be saved in the years ahead if
members of the GOViernmen t could see
the need for fostering the interests of
those they claim to represent.
The
honorable member for Wonthaggi has
covered much of the ground I in tended to
traveDse.
The disability confronting
young men and women who desire to
foHow this necess,ary and lucrative profession is that there is ,placed on them,
by comparison with the study of other
branches of medicine, the unfair
penalty after they have done the
.first
year
of
their
cour,se,
of
being forced to go to the sister Sta tP.
of New South Wales to complete their
studies. Victori'a is receiving from the
University of' Sydney veterinary surgeons, and they are practising here.
Others go to New Zealand, particularly
for post-graduate courses relating to the
sheep and dairy industries.
The argument may be advanced that
an insufficient number of students is
now offering for a full veterinary course,
but that is because young men are openly
discouraged from following that profession. We must realize that the State
is failing in its duty to stock owners
if it does not afford 1:0 them the complete
protection that veterinary science can
give. It is merely begging the question
to say at tbis stage that there are not
enough students offering. If the necessary provision was made, ample numbers would come forward for training
in Victoria to enable. graduates to be
sent to other States.
I think it is
conceded that some of the finest professional men have come from everyone
of the faculties of the university. Now
it is said that a similar result cannot be
obta1ined by a chair of veterinary
science.
There is no sense in labouring this
point, but I should like to have from the
Minister at the table some assurance
that the Government will place before
the House a' measure which will do
justice to students by providing the staff,
Mr. Dawnay-Mould.
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accommodation, . and equipment necessary for the universi ty training of
the veterinary surgeons needed by
primary producers.
Unless that encouragement is given, the story will
always be repeated that there is not a
sufficient number of students to justify
the chair. Either the hen or the egg
comes first, and in this case we must
realiz'e the importance to the primary
producer of providing a chair of
veterinary science and thus encouraging
some of the students who go through the
university to follow that profession.
There may be an opportunity when
Supply is being discussed, or under some
other heading, of dealing with this
matter further; but I suggest that the
Minister should at present give an
answer to my query whether the Government he represents is prepared to do
something in this important matter.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).-May
I ask for the adjournment of the debate?
The subject is a large one, and the hour
is late. An adjournment until to-morrow,
therefore, is desirable.
Mr. Moss.-No.

/

Brigadier TOVELL.-As the suggestion for an adjournment does not seem
to meet with the approval of the Government, I wish to say that I am amazed
that a Country party Government should
introduce a Bill of this nature. It is
purely a palliative. When a tremendously
important subject of this nature has to be \
dealt with, to bring in such a paltry Bill
reflects adversely on the people who
ought to support something very much
more practical. The result of the Bill
can only be to continue something
which, for ye'ars, has been a disgrace to
the State of Victoria. The fact that at
the University of Melbourne there is no
chair of veterinary science is a grave
reflection on this Parliament, and to say
that no candidates are offering is simply
to acknowledge that the Government
offers candidates nothing.

I
I
I

J
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The State of Victoria- is losing every
year, because of lack of knowledge and
lack of skilled veterinary attention, tens
of thousands or hundreds of thousands /
of pounds.
Consider, for example,
pleuro-pneumonia in cattle. It inflicts
a grave loss on the State, simply because

!
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there are not enough people qualified to
attack the dread disease at its source, to
treat it, and to advise breeders of cattle
what steps to take.
Mr. Moss.-That is not true.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Minister is
only defending himself against' something that is indefensible. He and his
\
I Government know that. There are not
sufficient trained veterinary surgeons in
\
\
the Agriculture Department to deal with
contagious abortion. It is a grave re\
flection on the State of Victoria-Mr.LIND.-Why did your Government
not do something about it?
Brigadier TOVELL.-'rhat is a paltry
excuse. Why does not the Government
grasp the nettle?
Mr. Moss.-That has nothing to do
wi th this Bill.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It has every. thing to do with it.
Mr. LIND.-Who introduced the suggestion about the treatment of cattle for
contagious abortion by "Strain 19"?
The Country party Government.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Government
now recognizes its own weakness. 1 return to the question of veterinary education in Victoria. Why not grasp the
nettle and acknowledge that this State
has been allowed to drift into a parlous
condition as regards veterinary educa, tion because of the shortcomings of pre\ vious Governments. Undoubtedly there
are in Victoria many young men who are
desirous of qualifying in veterinary
science but they are unable to do so. The
University of Melbourne has no chair of
veterinary science and any ambitious
lad wishing to embrace veterinary
science as his profession is compelled
either to abandon his desire altogether
or to proceed to the Sydney university
to qualify.
Mr. BROSE.--There are scholarships.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The fact remains that the Melbourne university is
lagging behind.
Mr. LIND.-We agree wi1h that.
Brigadier TOVELL.-When members
of the present Government were sitting
in Opposition they were the loudest
voiced in attacking my party's Government on this matter. I admit that possibly rthe previous Government was
wrong in this regard.

{
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Mr. BRosE.-We know that.
Brigadier TOVELL.-N ow that the
present Government is in office why does
it not vectify the situation? The question is only one of pounds, shillings, and
The present Country party
pence.
Government is one which should be more
interested in this matter than any other.
It has the power and ability to establish
at the University of Melbourne a chair
of veterinary science. Why introduce
a paltry measure such as this? It is
merely a pallia'tive. Why not grasp the
nettle and assert that previous Governments have been wrong. As 1 was a
member of the previous Government I
admit that it was wrong. This is an
opportunity of doing something worth
while to remedy the situation, instead of
introducing a Bill for the expenditure of
a paltry flew thousands of pounds for
research work. Qualification in veterinary science is of value not only in the
field of beef and dairy cattle where such
problems as pleuro-pneumonia and contagious abortion are encountered but also
in the great industry of horse-breeding to
which it has special application. Coming
down to a lower level, the science has particular application to ten's of thousands of
domestic pets which are a joy to children
and adults. Great discredit is reflected on
this State by the fact that when a
domestic pet is afflicted with a simple
disease, it is almost impossible for the
owner to secure the services of a
veterinary surgeon. I admit that my
Government erred in its approach to this
matter but if it and other Governments
were wrong, this Government should
take the opportunity, with the support
of the Opposition, to estabHsh a chair of
veterinary science at the Melbourne
university.
The Government should ensure that
the State of Victoria does not continue
under the stigma of being unable to
train men in this particular science. This
State relies for its existence and prosperity mainly on the animals it produces,
whether they be cattle or sheep.
Irrespective of cattle, sheep., or domestic
pets that require attention, the dearth
of men trained in veterinary science is
a ~eat reflection on the State. I hope
thIS Government-which is more vitally
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interested than any previous Government-will take the matter in hand and
will decide to establish' a chair of
veterinary science at the Melbourne
university.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-A few.years
ago Victoria was the leading State in
matters of this kind.
Mr. CORRIGAN.-Is the honorable member out of order in speaking out of his
position in the House?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis}.-I was not aware that the
honorable member was speaking out of
his place. If that is so, he is certainly
out of order.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I apologize.
A few years ago a veterinary college
existed on the site of the present Royal
Melbourne Hospital. I support previous
speakers on this (the Opposition) side of
the House in their contention that it is
time the present sta'te of affairs was
rectified. Had the Hollway Government
been in office, action would have been
taken to estalblish a chair of veterinary
science at the Melbourne university to
cope with the shortcomings that now
exist. Victoria is a primary-producing
State and it is necessary that primary
producers should be assured of the
services of an adequate number of
skilled veterinary surgeons throughout
the State. Occasions have arisen when
primary producers have been unable to
secure skilled attention for their animals.
I direct the attention of honorable members to the fact that the State possesses
a grea t asset in the research farm at
Werribee. Already there is established
at that farm a school of dairy technology. Students of agricultural science
perform a portion of their work at
Werribee. U a chair of veterinary
science were estalblished, much of the
equipment required would be readily
available. I suggest to the Minister of
Agriculture that the facilities existing at
Werribee should be availed of.
Another factor is that the sum proposed to be made available under the
Bill is far too small. A larger sum of
money should be provided so tha t the
problem may be tackled in a worth-while
manner. The Government will then not
only be able to make progress but will
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also be fulfilling its responsibilities to
those engaged in primary production by
ensuring that expert knowledge will be
available when required. That applies
not only to Melbourne but to every
district throughout the State.
The
definite lack of qualified veterinary
surgeons' would be overcome if steps
were taken along the lines recommended
to the Minister of Agriculture.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (:Short title construction and
c.itation) .
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).I ask the Minister of Agriculture to agree
that progress be reported.
Mr. Moss.-No. I desire to have the
Bill passed to-night.
The clause was agreed to, as was olause
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The Bill was reported to the House
wHhout amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
LIBRARY COMMIT"DEE.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
(By leave).-I moveThat the following members form the
Library Committee of the Legislative
Assembly during the present session, with
power to confer with the Committee of the
Legislative Council:-Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Crean, .Mr. Fulton, Mr. Holt, and Mr.
Whately; and that the Committee have leave
to sit on days on which the House does not
meet.

The mot,ion was agreed to.
PRINTING COMMITTEE.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
(By leave).~I moveThat the following members form the
Printing Committee during the present session:-Mr. Speaker, Mr. Barclay, Mr. Cochrane, Mr. Cook, Mr. Curnow, Mr. Leckie,
Mr. Mack, Mr. Randles, Mr. Scully and Mr.
Turnlbull; and itlhat the Committee have
leave to sit on days on which the House does
not meet; three to be the quorum.

~
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The motion was agreed to.
STANJDlNG ORDERS COMMIT'DE'E.
Mr: DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
(By leave).-I moveThat the following members form the
Standing Orders Committee during the present session :-Mr. Speaker, Mr. Cain, Mr.

I
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Crean, Mr. Holt, Sir George Knox, Mr. Lind,
Sir Thomas Maltby, Mr. Mibus, Mr. Mite.hell,
and Mr. Reynolds; and that the Commlttee
have leave to sit on days on which the House
does not meet; five tp be the quorum.

The motion was agreed tv.
AJDJOURNMENT.
HOUSING COMMISSION: ,INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE AT HOLMESGLEN FACTORy-PROCESS SERVERS AND PRIVATE DETECTIVES:
REGISTRATION.

l\lr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr.
SCULLY
(Richmond).-Last
week in this House I hrought to ,the
notice ,of the Government the question
of the victimization of loyal unionists at
the Holmesglen factory of the Housin'g
Commission and, m'ade particular reference to the poil:icy of appeasement
adopted by the management towards the
persecutors. Since then, the chairman
of the Public Service Board, Brigadier
Paine, has conducted an inquiry, and has
decided that the dismissal of which I
complained was wrong and that the man
concerned should be reinstated without
loss of pay. That has been d'One, but the
issue, which is the spineless policy
of appeasement to the persecutors that
has been adlopted by Messrs. Ashwell,
Thomson and Fryer, has not received
attention.
Last week, I outilined some of the incidents that occurred, such as where
Mr. Brown, a loyal unionist, was· abused
in most offensive terms by a Communist
Mr. Brown reported ,the m~tter.. to the
management, but no actiQn.' was taken.
He then told the management that he
would not tolera'te su~l1' abuse and if it
were not stopped, he ''Would retaliate and
knock the man down: but again, no
action was taken. Mi.: J~rown was then
told tha·t he must not retaliate, and if he
did he would be sacked.
I also referred to a, statement made by
Mr. Grant that Fryer 'had told him that
" he was out to g,et Amos and put a sto~
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to his caper." Amos was sacked, but
subsequently reinstated. On Thursday or
Friday of last week, Mr. Grant was
sacked. He had been absent from work
on the previous Wednesday and the official reason given for his dismissal was
that he had been away from work on
that Wednesday. Mr. Grant told Fryer
that he was sick and Fryer replied that
he was a liar.
I desire to again refer to the a tti tude
adopted by Mr. Ashwell, the manager,
and other members of the management.
They came to terms with
the Building Trades Federation that
the men concerned should pay a fine
which had been illegally imposed and
then be dealt with by the union.
I
have previously indicated my disgust
that the management should come to that
agreement, knowing full well that it was
a fine illegally imposed. Mr. Ashwell has
since gone a step further and has offered
to 'pay the fine himself-another instance
of appeasement at all cost by the
management. In effect, Mr. Ashwell has
said, "We must let the Communists have
their way if we are going to have any
production." He must know as well as
we do that this policy of appeasement
will lead to but one end, that there will
be no production at the Holmesglen factory, because the Communist party will
have full control and no decent unionist
dare fight them. The fighters get nO'
encouragement or support from the
management.
t repeat my request of last week that
the policy of appeasement, co-operation
with the Communist party, and persecution of loyal unionists be stopped. Wha t
is 'happening at Holmesglen has also
"occurred at the factory of the Imperial
Chemical Industries of Australia and
New Zealand, where the management has
'sacked einployees who would not join the
Irpnworkers' Union.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The honorable member for
Richmond is now departing from a
tter of Government adminis,tra tion.

rna

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) .-Adequate
protection ·to decent uniDnists must be
'afforded if housing production is to continue at Holm,esglen.' There are three
points ,of. p;inciple in the subje~t I raise.
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First, the Building Workers' Indus,trial
Union is not now recognized as a trade
union, yet the management at Holmesglen says, "We must side with these
people and allow them to persecute
decent loyal unionists." My second point
is that any management guilty of a
spineless policy of appeasement, which
permits persecution to take place must
be dealt with. Thirdly, if the unionists
cannot get protection from victimization
because their union organization is
deregistered, then we must legislate to
give them that protection, and provide
for fair union ballots to enable them to
elect decent leaders.
I again ask the Government to insti tu te
a full inquiry by the Public Service
Board into the activities of Ashwell,
Thomson, and Fryer, and into the
question of intimidation, victimization,
and persecution of loyal unionists at
the Holmesglen factory. If action is
not taken promptly, it is inevitable that
within the next few months there will
be no production at Holmesglen, because
decent unionists will say, "The atltitude
of the management is that we can be
insulted, persecuted, and intimidated by
the Communist party, but we dare not
rise in our defence. If we do, we will be
sacked." I ask the Government to
consider my representations on this
important subject, and to insti.tute a
thorough investigation immediately.
Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick).-Now
that members of the Police Force have
ceased to serve processes within the
metropolitan area, private citizens
known as process servers are performing that work. In my electorate, it is
being done by a man of high integrity;
he is an ex-m'ember of the Police Force.
Recently he travelled to Richmond to
serve a summons. When he approached
the house in which the person named ,in
the document was living, he was t'old
that if he did not get out at once the
. dogs would be turned loose. Naturally,
he left in a hurry.
At present, any person, whether he be
a crook .or a thug, can be a private
detective. In making that remark, I do
not wish to cast aspersions on honorable
people who are engaged in the occupation, but some private detectives try to
blackmail members of the community.
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Art instance of that kind oc-curred
recently in Oakleigh, where a man
tried to blackmail a woman to the tune
of £500. People serving processes and
private detectives should be registered so
that the public will be assured that only
persons of high integrity carry out these
duties. I make my appeal because of the
bad types who wish to take advantage of
every opportunity to defraud the public.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I shall bring tlo the notice of the
Minister of Housing the representations
of the honorable member for Richmond
in regard to the administration at
Holmesglen. I understand that certain
action has already been taken and that
further acUon will follow a report that
has been furnished on this matter.
If the honorable member for Brunswick will supply me with specific cases
of attempted blackmail by the type of
persons to whom he referred, I shall have
them investigated. I shall also have
inquiries made into the possibilities of
registering private detectives in order to
safeguard the interests of the public.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.14 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday} August 16} 1950.

. The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) teak the chair at 4.10 p.m.,
and read the prayer ..
CONGRATULATIONS UPON ROYAL
BIRTH.
Mr. MeDON ALD (Premier and Trea··
surer).-By leave, I desire to inform
honorable members that His Excellency
the Governor has, on behalf of the people
of Victoria, forwarded congratulations
and good wishes to Her Royal Highness
Princess Elizabeth and His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh on the birth
of a daughter. I am sure that throughout this State there will be great rejoicing at the good news.
It is indeed a happy event in the life
of it great nation, for it will act as a
further link in the strong affecti~n that
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exists between the people of the Empire
and the Throne. I doubt if there has
ever been a time in the life of the
Empire when the members of the Royal
Family have been nearer to the hearts
of the people than they are at present,
and the Royal birth will further cement
the ties that bind us still closer together.
We rejoice that Princess Elizabeth and
the Duke of Edinburgh have been blessed
with a daughter to add to their great
happiness, for both the Princess and the
Duke are very dear to our hearts. May
their cup of happiness always remain
full.
After consultation with the Education
Department, arrangements have been
made for the school children of this
State to be granted a special holiday on
Monday next, the 21st of August. It
was suggested to me that it might be
more convenient if the holiday were
linked to the term holidays commencing
on Friday, the 25th of August. However, the education authorities did not
support the proposal, and the holiday
will take place as arranged. The Government considered the question of granting
. a holiday this week, but owing to the fact
that it is Education Week, for which
various State schools have arranged
functions, the Director of Education
thinks it will be better if the holiday is
fixed for Monday next. As to the suggestion of linking it with the term holidays,
the Government takes the view that as
the occasion is a very special one, of
outstanding interest to young children in
particular, it will be preferable to celebrate the event by means of a special
holiday.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposi1tion) .-By leave, Mr. Speaker, I wish
to join with the Premier in supporting
the tenor of the message that has been
sent to the Royal Family. The birth of
the Princess is an additional link in the
ch~in that binds the British Empire
together and the happy event is the
cause of rejoicing not only within the
circle of the Royal Family but also
throughout the Empire. I concur in the
proposal to grant school children a special
rnliday for the purpose of celebrating
this historic event.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-By leave, I
also wish to join with the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition in concurr-
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ing 'in the message of congratulation
and good wishes that His Excellency
has sent on behalf of the people of Victoria to Princess Elizabeth and the Duke
of Edinburgh on the birth of their second
child. As the Premier and the Leader
of the Opposition have stated, this is a
historic event that will assist to
strengthen the bonds of friendship
betWeen aH parts of the British Empire.
May we long remain able to defend our
way o:f Ufe f.or whioh no worth-while substitute has been found. We should be
prepared to fight for the great principles
and Uberties that operate under our present 'System of government.
GAS AND :8LECTRl!CITY PRICES.
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY FOR COUNTRY
UNDERTAKINGS.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) asked the
Premier and TreasurerWhether, in view of the Government's
decision to subsidize certain gas companies
for the purpose of preventing a price rise to
gas consumers, he will consider subsidizing
gas companies in provincial towns and country electrical undertakings outside the orbit
of the State Electricity Commission, to give
some relief from the high cost of power and
lighting in those areas; if not, whether he
will consider subsidizing those undertakings
which find it necessary to increase their
charges?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The payment in respect .of the
price of gas to consumers Wlill be made to
all' municipal or private gas undertakings
throughout Victoria whose rates would
nOTmal'ly have Ibeen increased after .the
30th of June last. So far as assistance
to country electr.ical undertakings is concerned, the Government wiJI detennine
its poJicy as soon as the report of the
Electr.icfty Supply Board of Inquiry for
Victoria has been received.

CEMENT.
PRODUCTION: IMPORTATIONS:
DISTRIBUTION.
1\1... DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong)
asked the Minister of Transport, for the
Minister of Housing1. What quantity of cement was produced
in Victoria during each month from the 1st
of January, 1949, to the 30th of June, 1950?
2. In each separate period (as above)
what quantity was used by-(a) Victorian
Housing Commission or its contractors; (b)
Government Departments or the contractors
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to such Departments on official projects; (c)
municipalities; (d) cement tile and brick
manufacturers; and (e) any other directed
purpose, other than housing?
3. In each separate period (as above) what
quantity was imported from-(a) interstate;
and (b) overseas-in this instance giving the
average "in store" price?
4. Whether the Minister will give answers
along the lines of question No. 2 for the
quantities stated in answer to No.3?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-The answers are-Month.

Unit-Tons.

1949.January
February
March
April
)iay
June
.July
August
September
October
November
December
Hl50January
February
March
April
May
June

5,925
18,000
18,425
14,300
19,625
20,300
10,025
300
18,175
23,300
20,800
16,500
12,200
22,225
23,425
19,025
19,350
19,125
Unit-Tons.

AlloAllocated
cated
to
to
Housing Government
Commission. Departments.

Month.

Aliocated
to
Municlpalities.

AHocated
to
Cemeat
Tile
and
Brick
Manufacturers.

--------1949.Tanuary
..
February ..
..
March
..
April
..
May
.Tune
..
..
July
August
..
September ..
October
..
November ..
December ..
/

1950.January
February
March
April
May
.June

..
..
..
..
..

120
504
544
624
576
544
432
96
192
64

..
..

..

..
..

272
352
368

999
1,797
1,878
2,643
2,327
2,390
1,874

302
640
564
548
448
480
144

2,080
2,394
2,848
2,507

779
816
836
753

748
1,512
1,523
1,860
1,558
1,518
1,280
150
1,952
1,708
1,736
1,708

1,375
2,576
3,325
2,234
2,327
3,295

499
893
775
384
496
744

859
1,696
2,071
1,712
1,728
2,189

..

..

Tubacco.

r:I.:he quantities of cement used by contractors to the Housing Commission and
Government Departments are not known as,
in accordance with established practice, each
contractor submits orders to merchants who,
as and when cement supplies are available,
endeavour to fulfil orders. The building
activities of these contractors are not solely
confined to Government contracts.
In addition to the above stated allocations,
cement is also directed to manufacturers of
cement pipes, sheets and linings; for agricultural purposes; for hospital buildings and
sundry other items. Large quantities are
made available to merchants for general
distribution, principally for housing.
3 and 4. As there is no State control of
cement imported from interstate and overseas sources, details of such importations are
not available. It is believed, however, that
private enterprise imported large quantities
of cement from overseas during the period
mentioned, and the price would largely
depend on the country of origin.

TOBACCO.
PRODUCTION

AND
USE
IN
STATE REVENUE.

VICTORIA:

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Agriculture-1. What
weight
of
Victorian-grown
tobacco leaf was produced during each of
the years 1945-46 to 1949-50, inclusive?
2. What quantity of Victorian tobacco
leaf was used by local manufacturers during
each of these years?
3. What revenue to the State was obtained
from the tobacco industry during each of
these years?

For Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture), Mr. Brose (Minister of Water
Supply).-The answers are-1. The following figures have been supplied by the Government Statist.
In 1945-46
3,844 cwt.
1946-47
9,699 cwt.
1947-48
1,162 cwt.
7,084 cwt.
1948-49

The Department of Agriculture estimates
that production for 1949-50 will be 6,400
cwt.
2. Statistical records are maintained by
the Department of Trade and Customs as to
the quantity of Australian grown leaf used
in manufacture but there is no segregation
in these records showing the State of
origin .
As far as can be ascertained the only
revenue deriving directly to the State from
the tobacco industry is that associated with
fees for the registration of retail tobaccp
vendors .

Railway
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Since the 1st of April, 1947, fees associated
with registration of retail tobacco vendors
have been collected by the Labour Department which has supplied the following
informa tion : Revenue for 1. 4.47 to 30.6.48 £6,875
1948-49 £5,687 10
1949-50 £6,263
In addition to the above registration fees,
transfer of licence fees have been collected
as follows:1948-49
£75 2 6
£69 10 0
1949-50
All revenue associated with customs and
excise duty is collected by and on behalf
of the Commonwealth.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
CONSTRUCTION OF TRUCKS.

Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine)
the Minister of Transport-

asked

Whether the Victorian Railways Commissioners have manufactured in recent
years at Newport, Ballarat or Bendigo
workshops, railway trucks of a type similar
to those being procured under contract; if
so, what was the cost of the locally manufactured vehicle?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) .
-The answer is-

c
\\
\

Trucks have been built in recent years at
Newport, Ballarat and Bendigo workshops
of a type similar to those being procured
under contract. The present-day cost of
these trucks is £970 each. Since the beginning of the war 2,820 trucks were built in
departmental workshops, but during the
same period 2,725 old trucks were broken
up. The placing of orders with local and
overseas manufacturers for trucks (as well
as locomotives) has been forced upon the
Commissioners by sheer necessity.
Throughout the war years the workshops
were, for the most part, engaged in the
war effort, and rolling stock construction
was practically at a standstill. The result
is that every day the Department is unable
to meet all orders for trucks. This applies
particularly to the output of brown coal and
timber from various areas. Not only sl10uld
the lag in truck construction be overtaken
as soon as possible, but provision must be
made for prospective traffic arising from
important State developments such as the
Latrobe valley scheme. Some idea of the
magnitude of .the task will be gathered
from the fact that it is estimated that in
the next ten years no less than 9,000 trucks
and 350 locomotives will be required to replace old and worn-out units and meet the
growing traffic requirements. Steps were
taken as soon as the war finished to put in
hand as much construction as could be
undertaken in railway workshops, but with
the shortages of men and materials-mostly
steel-nothing like sufficient progress could
be made, and it became evident that other

{
\
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sources of supply would have to be drawn
upon. It was only after protracted negotiations with local and overseas firms that
contracts with firm delivery dates could be
entered into.
Altogether orders have been placed with
Australian and overseas manufacturers for
upwards of 200 locomotives (steam, diesel
shunters and electric) and 3,250 open goods
trucks. Deliveries of these have now commenced and will be spread over the next
two years.
In departmental workshops
construction work is continuing to the extent that men and materials are available,
but the output represents a relatively small
proportion of the requirements. The Commissioners would prefer to undertake the
whole of the requisite rolling stock construction in railway. workshops, and as
additional men and material become available the amount of work will be progressively increased.

TEACHING SERVICE (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands) moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Teaching Service Act 1946.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
POLICE REGULATION (PENSIONS)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) , on the motion of Mr.
Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The Opposition supports this Bill.
Its presentation honours a promise that
was given in the Governor's Speech submitted on behalf of the previous Government. I am pleased that the Chief
Secretary ha's taken the earliest opportunity to submit the measure, which will
give members of the Police Force an
increase in pensions similar to that
granted to all members of the Public
Service. This is rather a technical Bill.
Those who have studied the matter of
police pensions and allowances must find
it difficult to understand the system,
since it has been adjusted from time to
time. All sorts of representations are
made in regard to pensions applying before and after 1902, prior to 1939,
following the 1950 legislation and so on.
It is not easy to ascertain exactly what
the various pensions are. In the past
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few years there has been quite a spate
of Bills designed to clarify the law relal..
ing to pensions for the PoUce Force and
to give, the Force the best possible
scheme. Honorable members will rem em. ber that last session there was a
Bill to remove certa,in anomaLies and to
give to some member.s of the Force the
opportunity to ta'ke advanta'ge of a rise
in pensions, such a's that contemplated in
the present measure.
If the Government can be criticized in
any way for this BiH, it would be for
being too generous. Police pens'ions aTe
on a different scale from those for the
Public Service generally; they are not in
the same degree contributory, and increases are given without members of
the Force paying as much as other public
servants pay. The present Chief Secretary reco.gnizes, as I did when I held
that office, that the Police Force is in a
special class in the Public Service, and in
recognition off the services of its members, we want to ensure that they receive
adequate .pay, aLlowances, and pensions.
Therefore, I am pleased that the BiN has
been brought down to honour the promises of both the previous Government
and the present one. I support it, as I
think all members of the Opposition will.
I hope that it will contribute towards
efficiency and contentment in the Force.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-I support
the second reading of the BHI, and feel
sure that the Government is doing right
in reco'gnizing the serv.ices of the Pol,ice
Force by bringing the Bill down at vhis
early stage of the session. At 'least in
respect of pensi.ons, the Bill wHl give to
members Q!f the Force the same condtitions a'S apply in other branch~s of the
Puhlic Servi'0e. To a large extent, it is a
pensions Bill, and it was hoped that in it
some of the anomalies regarding which
representations have been made to successive Chief Secretaries would be ,rectified. That has not been done. I am not
complaining, but I want to draw the
Government's attention to some of the
matters which it was felt should have
been attended to in this proposed legislation.
When the Bill which became Act No.
5448 was before the House in 1949, dealing with ex-memlbers of the fighting services who had' joined the Police Force

(Pensions) Bill.

after the war, it was claimed that they
were entitled to have their war service
taken into consideration as though it
were service in the Police Force. The
proposal was to credit them with their
war service ,if they joined the Police
Force within three years of their discharge from the fighting services, but
the period wasrestdcted to one yea~.
That means that very few men in the
Force receive any benefit from that provision; .if my information is correct, they
are fewer than ten. The men contend
that the limitation to one year should be
removed~ I am stating the case as it
has been presented to me, and it becomes
a matter of policy for the Government to
decide. I feel that if a man went away
to the war and later decided to join the
Police Force, he should be credited with
his period Q1f war servi'ce irrespective 01
the date when he joined the ,Force. That
is logical, if it is the policy of the Governmen t to recognize war service at all.
One of the ovher anomalies which it is
claimed should have been dealt with in
the Bill relates to rule 19 of the fourth
schedule of Act No. 37'50. Paragraph
( a) of that rule read-sIn calculating any pension, gratuity, or
allowance for the purposes of division 2 of
Part III. of this Act, "annual pay" means
annual pay at the date of death or retirement (as the case may require):
Provided that(i)

(ii)

where a member of the Force at the
date of his retirement or death holds
a rank to which he has been promoted within the three preceding
years, his annual pay at the date of
the retirement or death shall be
deemed to be the average annual
amount of pay received by him for
the said three years, instead of the
annual amount actually received by
him at that date, so, however, that
the pension allowance or maximum
gratuity payable shall not be less
than if he had continued in his
former rank; and
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where the pay at the date of death
or retirement was weekly pay, the
amount of the annual pay shall be
deemed to be fifty-two times the
amount of the weekly pay.

\

!

What members of the Force are asking (
for is that instea<1 of the pension being
based on the average salary of the last
three years, it should be based on that o!)
the last twelve months, which wowd
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a higher rate. Not much increased expenditure would be entailed, and I suggest that the benefit should be given to
the poUce who are entitled to it.
Another point affects men who are
compulsorily retired before completing
A large number of
30 years' service.
men in the Force have had from 28 years
up to 29 years and 11 months of service,
and their retiring allowance will be less
than that of members who have had 30
years' service. The man who has had 29
years and 11 months service, and is
therefO're only one month short of 30
years' service, receives the equivalent of
29 years' service. This matter h'as been
prev,iously referred to and I am tak;ing
the opportunity of drawing attention to
it again. I have been discussing what I
regard as omissions from the Bill and
now I shaH deal with the scheme as a
whole. It is generous, but are not the
police entitled to such treatment? They
should receive all the benefits p.ossible.
While the Force may be happy, the attitude adopted towards its members by
some O'f the public is not suggestive of
true citizenship. Newspaper reports have
been published olf the faHure of people
to assist police officers who have been
confronted by difficult circumstances.
Althou'gh the officers have not complained, they have been badly assaulted
by irresponsibles. Some of the men now
find that their hearUh is impaired as a
result of "incidents that occurred in the
earlier days of their service in the Force.

It is claimed that the men have been
generously treated, but everybody will
agree that the action taken in regard to
the widows of members of the Force has
been the very reverse; their experience
has been lamentable. In consequence of
legislation introduced some years ago the
widow of a senior cOl'lstable O'r sergeant
was paid a pension of £40 a year; the
widow of a sub-inspector or inspector
£50 a year; and the widows of officers of
higher rank £60 a year. The conditions
were improved, and this measure contains proposals to effect a further betterment of their lot. The widow of a consta,ble or first constable is to receive £72
per annum, ,together with an additional
£2 per annum for each full year of
his approved service over and above five
years. Tn her case the maximum pension
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shall not exceed £125. The widow ofa
senior constable wiLl be aJ!lowed £132 per
annum, with an additional £2 per annum
for each full year of his approved service as a senior constalble. In this instance the maxiumum pension is not to
exceed £1'56.
The widow of a sergeant will be
entitled to £187 per annum; the widow
of a sub-inspector, £216; and the widow
of an inspector or of an officer of a
higher rank, £228. In my opinion, we
are penalizing the widows of policp
officials to a certain extent by these
In any case, apart from
proposals.
her late husband having been a
member of the Police Force, a widow
wi th children would get £3 17s. 6d. under
the Commonwealth social services
schffille. The widow of a first constable
is to have a maximum of £125 or £2 8s.
a week. To provide the maximum the
Commonwealth Government is asked to
find £1 9s. 6d. a week for her, as against
the fact that if she were not to 'be assisted
under this measure or some other pension scheme the Commonwea'lth would
be called upon to pay £3 17s. 6d. a week.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That would apply to
other superannuation schemes.
Mr. HAYiES.-The time has arrived
when anomalies of this kind should be
rectified. A wid~w of this type is to
receive no more than 'she would have had
formerly. It means that a ,person .getting
more than £104 a year comes within the
CO'mmonwealth social serv;i.ces tax, and so
a widow, whom this legislation has been
designed to help, wiH be called upon to
contribute taxation towards the Commonweal th social services scheme. When
the forthcoming Premiers' Conlierence is .
held, consideration should be given to
the posi tion of these women.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-A lot of adjustments
have to Ibe made throughout the State.
Mr. HAYES.-I know that my comments are appUcable to other cases. At
the moment Commonwealth and State
Departments are subscribing to help the
widows.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
MichaeJis).--I think the honorable
member is departing from the subject of
the BHl.
Mr. HAYES.-This measure definitely
deals with the matter of pensions.
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The SPEA!~R.-Yes, police pensions.
Mr. HAYES.--I am poin.ting out that
the Stalte is providing a portion of the
pensions paid to these. widows and the
CommonweaUh is also finding a portion.
The important fact is that the time has
come when one hody or the other should
accept this responsibiUty exC'lusively.
The women whom we are seeiking to
assist are 'being penalized. As a result of
the passage of this mea'sure they wiU be
liable to con trihu te to social serv,ices
taxation. The representatives of the Victorian Government at the forthcom.ing
Premiers' conference at Canberra should
undoulbtedly bring this sulbject forward.
A great deal of dUp'licated work .is being
done because two separate bodies are
operating in the one sphere.
The SPEA~ER.-'I am afraid that I
misunderstood the honorable member. I
thought he was deaHng with widows'
pensions generally.
Mr. HA YES.-As I have a'lready said,
something should be done to remedy
these anomalies, and the sooner the
better. This BiN is important. Mem'bers
announce that they are desir.ous of helping these widows, yet the step proposed
to be taken wHl bring them wi thin the
ambit :of the Commonwealth social service taxation. So what this Padiament
provides for the widows w.ill be taiken
away from them by another author·ity.
Although I have mentioned matters for
which this measure might wel1 have provided, I do not propose to delay its
passage, nor have I any intention Off sulb'mitting amendments.
Mr. CREAN (Prahran).-I wish to
emphasize the point raised by the honorable member for Melb.ourne concerning
the anomaUesexisting under pension
schemes. It is well known that a number
of reputable eitizens in this community
are finding it difficult to balan!Ce their
weekly budgets because of the high cost
of living.
Many of them receive
pensions under the State scheme, and
draw old-age pensions also in whole
or in part.
The amount of the
old-age pension -is conditioned by the
means test applied by the Commonwealth
Government, and the income derived
from a pension in the State sphere limits
the amount of old-age pension collectable
from the Commonwealth Treasury.

(Pensions) Bill.

When the State pension is increased by
ten shillings a week the Commonwealth
pension is automatically reduced by a
similar amount. I suggest that the Commonwealth is in a far better position
than the State to pay the amount to
begin with, but the State pension is
designedly increased to give to those
people what is regarded as just.
Many people. recently had their State
pensions increased from £2 to £2 1O's. a
week. Ironically, if Itheir wives were in
receipt of pensions or if they were single
persons, widows or widowers, they automatically in some cases, at the age of 70
years, became liable for social services
tax. Admittedly, that amounts to only
30's. or 40's. annually on an income of
£156 a year, but the net result is that
while many people have had their State
pensions increased by 1O's. a week, their
Commonwealth pensions have been reduced to that extent and, in addition,
they have been called upon to pay a
Federal tax of £1 19s. 6d. a year, or
thereabouts.
I made representations on this matter
to a former Commonwealth Treasurer,.
but so far my endeavours have been
unsuccessful. I suggested to him-and I
bring ihis to the notice of the Premier
-that, at the next Premiers' conference,
this anomaly could largely be ironed out
by a simple amendment of the Commonwealth Income Tax Act, somewhat along
the lines of the clause inserted in the
present measure, to the effect that no
person's pension would be reduced by
reason of such circumstances as I have
outlined. As the former Chief Secretary
has stated, this measure embraces a
series of amendments which have been
rendered necessary, but the effect of the
legislation can be thwarted by a disparity
between State and Commonwealth laws.
If the Premier wiiI discuss this matter
with the present Federal Treasurer much
confusion will be avoided.
I suggest that the cost of the labour
involved in compiling income tax assessments for these people exceeds the·
amount of tax collected, apart from the·
injustice of any tax being levied. In
many cases people who have not had to·
pay income tax for a period of between
ten and fifteen years are confused when
at the end of a year '[hey receive a.
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group taxation certificate from the State
pensions office because they have had
deducted from their pensions a sum of
about 6d. or 9d. a week. They sometimes come to me and say, "What is all
this about? I thought I was free of tax.
At a stage when I should be drawing
social service benefits, 1. am being asked
to pay an impost by way of contribution
towards those benefits." The situation
is confusing eto old people, and I suggest
that it is unjust to them. I reiterate that
this matter should be placed on the
agenda of the forthcoming Premiers'
conference.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
.

l
/
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Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
\,
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).thank
honorable members for the way
I
<
\
in
which
they are expediting the passage
I of this Bill.
I have listened wi,th interest
to
their
comments
about alleged an om a~
\
lies. This is essentially a pensions Bill,
~I
and some of the suggestions made would
need to be incorporated in the Police
t
Regulation Act. Naturally, I have know\
ledge of some of the suggestions, because
persistent requests have been made to
various Chief Secretaries f.or many years
past. As I explained in my second-reading speech, it is rather more difficult to
(
\I compile a police pensions Bill than an
, ordinary pensions Bill for public servants.
That is one reason why I asked for an
expeditious passage of this measure.
Even if it is passed immediately, probably
those whom it is intended to benefit will
,I
not receive payment for a month or two,
j
because accountants will have to review
~ . each individual case so as to put it on
the basis proposed in the measure.

\,

\

\

\
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The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
PUBLIC TRUSTEE BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
9) on the motion of Mr. Mitchell
(Attorney-General) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
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Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-One of
the peculiarities in the conduct of .proceedings in this House is that the
technique to be employed in discussing
a Bill of this kind has to some extent
been laid down according to whether a
member is a Minister or on the Opposition side of the House. In view of the
" geographical position" in which I find
myself to-day, if I were to follow the
precedent established by members on
this (the Opposition) side of the
Chamber during last year, my first remarks would constitute a violent attack
on the Attorney-General, as the Minister
in charge of the measure. I would then
be expected to say "This is an unimportant, silly and premature. Bill."
Then would follow a physical description
of the Attorney-General, as being a
peculiar type of creature without "guts,"
which was the term usually adopted in
the period of which I am thinking. I
would then be expected to suggest that
the Minister was entirely in the hands of
his Department and had no mind of his
own.
Those were the customary opening remarks of some' memhers who now
adorn the Government side of the House
but were then in Opposition. I would
then be expected to indulge in a long
tirade to the effect that the Government
was wasting the time of the House when
other important problems affecting the
development of Victoria were awaiting
urgent consideration, but which the
weak-kneed Government was incapable
of handling. The last point I would be
expected to discuss would be that the
Bill had reference to the operations of
the office of the Public Trustee.

The Attorney-General did not indulge
in the usual tirade when he explained
the measure--although there is no one
more able to do so than he--for the
simple reason that he was not permitted
to follow that course. It can be said
with a certain degree of sincerity that
this is a silly Bill to introduce at this
stage of the session while other important matters deserving the attention of
the House are being neglected. It can
best be described as a Department Bill of
the lowest type. The Attorney-General
has outlined the anomalies which the
measure seeks to remedy. The first
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anomaly is probably more important
than members realize. The Bill tightens
up provisions in the principal Act in relation to voluntary boarders who enter
mental institutions for treatment. At present, when a patient voluntarily enters
a mental institution on a certificate
signed by two doctors, his affairs are
immedia tely placed in the hands of the
Public Trustee.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-Is that necessarily so? Cannot a private trustee
company handle the patient's affairs?
Mr. OLDHAM.-No, because control
of the patient's estate must be placed in
the hands of the Public Trustee.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-If a voluntary
boarder has relatives who are competent
to deal with his affairs while he is
receiving treatment in a mental institution, or if a private trustee company is
handling them, must they be transferred
to the Public Tr.ustee?
Mr. OUDHAM.---A private trustee company must hand over control of the
patient's affairs to the Public Trustee
under existing law.
The Government
has announced its desire to encourage
peo.ple who find themselves becoming
mentaHy deficient to enter institutions as
voluntary patients. So keen is the
Government in that direction that it now
proposes to remove the necessity for the
estate of the voluntary patient to pass
automatically into the hands of the Public Trustee. The Opposition ha's no desire
to hinder the G.overnment in this 'l'auda'ole attempt to remedy an anomaly.
With the adoption Q1f the amendment proposed: .in olause 2 the estate of a voluntary patient may be left in the hands of a
trustee company .or a relative.
Mr. SHEPHERD.----'Have you any doubt
about the wisdom of the proposed amendment of the pr,incipal Act?
Mr. OLDHAlM.-If the Government
could be assisted' to recover its mental
ba'l'ance by means of the pa'ssage of this
Bill I would be the 'last to hinder the process. Emphasis was placed on the fact
that in recent years the value of money
has changed, and I shall deal with that
aspect later.
The Attorney-General
pointed out that the Public Trustee has
certain powers to adopt a 'simplified procedure in handling ~states that do not
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exceed £400 in value. The Public Trustee
can take out an election rather than go
through the more complicated procedure
of applying for probate, or letters of /
administra tion.~
Another procedure is laid down in the
principal Act where the value of the
estate exceeds £600. In such a case the
righ t of election is lo'st and the ordinary
l'egal procedure must be followed. The
Hi'll proposes to raise the maximum from
£400 to £600 in the first instance, and
from £600 to £1,000 in the sec.ond. They
are wide var.iations in the specific powers
given to the Public Trustee to deal with
small estates. Other provisions in the
Bill raise the limit under which the
Public Trustee can sell property without
the consent of a Judge. In this instance,
the amount is increased from £1,000 to
£1,500. It is obvious that the Government has in mind the fact that there has
>.'
been a change in the value of money
t
and, therefore, the present advantages
I
enjoyed by the Public Trustee over
J
private trustees and trustee companies
are to be increased. I strongly oppose
the suggestion.
I
I
It has been the policy of my party
I
since the office of Public Trustee was instituted to ensure that this officer is
placed upon a basis equal to that of
private trustees. The original Bill was
brought down by a previous Country
party Government supported by the
Labour party, and the circumstances were i,
exactly the same as those existing at
present. Preferential treatment was to
,.
be given the Public Trustee at the ex\
pense of private trustees and trustee
I
companies.
Over the years, many
\
anomalies have been ironed out, and in
I
most respects-except in relation to
particular matters that must come within the competence of the Public Trustee-these parties are on a reasonably equal
J
basis.
t
I
The Bill shows the way in which evil
associations corrupt good manners. The
Country party, again in the grip of the
Labour party, is trying to extend privilege'S to this socialistic institution of Pub'lie Trustee at the expense of private enterprise. It is wrong that the Government
should try to place the Public Trustee in
a favoured position compared with other
trustees. There is no necessity for that
(

/

{

!
I
I

(
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because there has not been such a wide
alteration in money values as the Bill
envisages. The Government, in the first
Hush of enthusiasm for its socialistic
colleagues, is trying to rush through an
amendment that is not only out of keeping with the rise in ,money values, but
is also wider than the most optimistic
Public Trustee could ever have expected
to obtain from any Government.
Mr. HAYES.-We had to get something.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Bill is a gold
mine for the Labour party, and its terms
go far beyond the promises of the
Country party. I have critidzed the
provisions of the Bill upon which the
House is asked to waste time. However,
there are important problems in this
field to which the Government should
direct its attention. They concern the
administration of estates by the Public
Trustee, trustee companies and private
trustees, and this is highlighted :by the
provisions in the !BiB relating to the
change in money values. The only justification for the genera,l applkation of
those provisions to the Public Trustee and
all other trustees' would be an alteration
in money values. However, the Government proposes to endow the Public
Trustee with special powers which are
to be denied private trustees and trustee
companies. That is most unfair. The
Government should assist beneficiaries,
whether the esta,tes are administered by
the Public Trustee under the laws of this
Sta te or come under ordinary trusts.
Their assets should be preserved and, at
the same time, they should be given the
opportunity to derive a reasonable
income from investments.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do you consider that
trustee companies do their best to assist
beneficiaries?
Mr. OLDHAM.-Of course, they do.
Instead of sneering inferentially, the
honorable member should give examples
by mentioning specific cases of maladministration. However, innuendo is more
effective in Trades Hall debating circles
than a direct challenge. By the use of
a sneering remark, it is easy to suggest
that the work of the Public Trustee is
safe and sound as against trustee companies generally. The Opposition is ever
ready to support inquiries into cases of
maladministra tion.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-YoU are the only
member suggesting maladministration.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The honorable member suggested it by innuendo, and it is of
no use his running for cover. There may
or may not be necessity for the provisions
of the Bill, but there is a real need for a
review of the field of trustee investments.
At the present time, the Public Trustee
and all other trustees are restricted in
the matter of the investment -of trust
moneys .. Unless special powers are given
under trust deeds and wills, they are
restrioted to the investments prescribed
by the legislative code of the State. The
time has come when these investments
should be extended. It may surprise
honorable members to learn that, in Ithe
ordinary way, trustees have no power to
purchase land; to purchase preference or
ordinary shares in trading companies; or
to deposit money at interest with a bank
or with any company whose shares are
such that trust moneys may be invested
in them. For instance, shares in the
Metropolitan Gas Company and certain
other companies are authorized securities. At the present time, the field of
trustee investments is limited to fixed
interest-bearing securities, which provide
an assured income and a certain return of
capital. The disadvantage is the absence
of any prospect of appreciation either in
the interest earned or in the capital itself.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order!
How does the
honorable member relate these comments
to the Bill? A passing reference to these
matters would be in order, but I consider
tha t the honorable member is going beyond that stage.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I submit ,that I am in
order in discussing this question for the
reason that the Bill affects the administration of :the Public Trustee. When
the Attorney-General was explaining its
provisions, he stressed the fact that the
amendments were necessary owing to an
alteration in money values. I am, pointing out that similar principles should be
discussed in rela tion to another aspect of
the matter. Let us consider the question
of the safety marg.in in regard to investments into which the Public Trustee is
aHowed to put moneys that come into his
care. The idea that sa,fety is given by
making an investment in a security to
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which a fixed interest rate is attached
and in respect af which there is a fixed
return of capital at the expiration of a
period, rests upon an assumption that
money does not change in value.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Is it not based more
on the stability of the investment?
Mr. OLDHAIM.-That is so, but In
point of fact there is no stabiU ty. If a
sum of £100 invested in 192,5 is repaid in
19'50., there is no loss in the face value,
but what the £100 will buy in 1950 is
very much less than could have been purchased in 1925. That is indicated in the
• Bill in regard to the change from £400
to £60.0.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That could apply to
life assurances and anything of that
nature.
Mr. ODDHAM.-Tn effect, life assurance companies are trustees for policy
holders. PracticaHy the who1le of this
proposal is based on the fact that a gioltedged fixed bearing security is not subject to fluctuation in value; but that is
wrong. The va'lue of money has deprecia ted over the last 2'5 years, and proba!bly £10.0. invested in 19'e5 is now worth
only half that sum in purchasing power.
For instance, in 19,25, £100. would have
purchased a Commonwealth 6 per cent.
inscribed stock at par; by 1934, the value
had dropped to £75 10.s., and in the meantime interest had by Jaw Ibeen reduced
from 6 per cent. to 4 per cent. The same
condi tion applies to mortgages in the
care of the Public Trustee. Many investments held entirely in accordance with
the law have also decreased in value.
r think it can now be assumed that the
safest form of security is not the fixed
money investment, but 'One in which
there is an element of participatiQn upon
an assured basis .of profit. r shall lQok
into the question of whether amendments may be moved at a later stage to
incorporate the propositions r am advancing. In my opiniQn the provisiQn~
in regard to the investment of money
should 'be extended. There could be aU
sorts of safeguards as far as land is concerned; rent producing property could be
subject to prope-r valuations; shares
couJd be fully paid up, being ordinary or
preference shares of a Victorian company with a capital of £200,0.00 or some
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assured amDunt, listed Dn the Stock Exchange and having paid dividends Df not
less than 5 per cent. for a period of,
say, five years. All sorts of safeguards
can be suggested.
I dO' nDt prDpDse to' weary the House
by further discussing those matters, nQr
would I !be in order in doing so at length
at this ,stage. It is 'Obvious that the
AttDrney-General has nDt given prDper
consideration to the rea,l problems with
which the Public Trustee is faced at present. He has merely picked up a BiB
which has been hurriedly prepared and
deals only part:ly with a very i.mp'Ortant
subject. He would be far better occupied
in directing his attention to how the
funds in the hands Df a Public Trustee
should be administered and how a proper
return could be obtained, than in wasting
his time with the fiddLing amendments
contained in this measure.
r feel that r speak for a majDrity Df
the members of the House when I say
that we are extremely disappointed that
a Bill Df this nature has nDt been given
proper consideratiDn, and that questions
which should be reviewed by a Government when dealing with the administration of an important public office such
as the Public Trustee have been scantily
dealt with as these hastily ill-considered
proposals indicate.
Mr. CREAN (Prahran) .-The honDrable member fDr Malvern has given a
liberal interpretation of this measure.
His opening psychology was shaky and
he finished up much worse in modern
sDciDlogy. Primarily it appears that
this is a machinery Bill designed to
facilitate the functioning of the office of
the Public Trustee. The honorable member for Malvern dealt with twO' matters
covered by the Bill but ignored entirely
the third proposal contained in clause 5.
He also introduced something not
covered by the measure. At one stage
he referred to the" sneering remarks" of
the honorable member for Sunshine, but
I suggest that the honorable member for
Malvern began his speech by sneering
about clause 2, which is designed to
cove,r voluntary bDarders in mental
institutions. He dismissed that prDposal
in a summary fashion, and r dO' not
think he did justice either to the provision in the Bill or to himself.
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I should iike to direct attention to a
controversial document that was published during the regime of the previous
Administration, namely, the rep art to
the Minister of Health oil mental health
and hygiene services in the State of Victoria by :Professor Alexander Kennedy,
M.D., F.R.C.lP., D.,P,iV[., dated the 1st of
January, 1950, on page 12 of which
there is the following reference to
voluntary boardersAlthough the Department of Mental
Hygiene admits annually a considerable
number of voluntary boarders I have the
general impression that there is a prejudice
against voluntary treatment in some af the
hospitals and that the administrators prefer
to have a greater degree of control, which
commitment under certificate provides.

\
\

\
\

I suggest that some prejudice was
indicated by the honorable member for
Malvern. However, he ignored the very
troublesome times in which we live and
particularly those of the past ten years
during which many people in the community suffered a great deal of physical
and emotional stress. They are not
lunatics in the accepted sense; they feel
that if sympathetic treatment were administered by competent practitioners
they would be better adapted to normal
citizenship. That is the purpose of the
voluntary boarder system, which is extensively in vogue in America and Great
Britain. However, as Professor Kennedy
~ indicates, there seems to be some prejudice in Victoria against that system.

\\
\

The word ,j patient" as used in the
principal Act has a possible braad
t
interpretation, and the abject of clause 2
\
is to caver people who may voluntarily
I,
submit to' a periad of care in a mental
\
institutian. This pravision is designed to'
narraw the interpretatian af "patient"
So' that it will not include the valuntary
baarder. I wauld suggest that the provisian in the Act is admirable, that the
existing definitian af "patient" is tao
wide, and that the Bill-In line with the
\ definitian in the Act-suggests that if
\ patients valuntarily submit themselves to'
treatment their estates shall nat be
, prejudiced in cansequence.
The next twa clauses, 3 and 4, deal
with changes in monetary grounds mentianed in sectian 37 af the principal Act.
Clause 3 pravides that far the wards
"One thousand paunds" there shall be

\

\
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substituted the words "One thausand
five hundred paunds." If hanarable
members will read the sectian carefully,
they will find that it deals with the
question of the sale by the Public Trustee
af land, and af land anly. Apparently
there is nO' restrictian, So' far as he is
concerned, an the sale af ather classes af
prapeflty. If a patient has the bulk af
his property in Gavernment bands ar
gilt-edged investments, there is no restrictian concerning what the Public Trustee
can dO'; but if he is passessed of a hause
ar land, and if the value exceeds £1,000,
it is necessary to appraach a Judge far
permissian to' administer the estate. So'
far as I can see, there is nO' difference,
ultimately, between the prabity af a
Judge. and of the Public Trustee. Property has appreciated 'in value, and
£1,500 is quite a reasanable figure ta-day
far praperty that was formerly wOflth
£1,000. In view af the difference in the
value of money, the provisian will give
the Public Trustee effectively the same
pawer ta-day as he had when the Act
was enunciated. It does nat seem to me
to' have any af the ,terrible implicatians
that have been suggested.
Clause 4 deals with the pawers af the
Public Trustee in handling small estates.
Instead of gaing through the pracedure
of obtaining prabate-every estate of
a value af mare than £200 is
Hable for prabate duty-a simpler
procedure can be adapted. If thase
administering the estate decide to elect
the simple pracedure, they are permitted
to' dO' So', provided that the estate daes
not exceed £400 in value. Whatever the
honorable member for Malvern may have
dane abaut this legislatian, I took the
oppartunity to interview the Public
Trustee and to' obtain fram him same
interesting informaitian.
It may nat be known that a very
warthy Bill was intraduced by the hanorable member in the period during
which the Gavernment of which he
was a Minister was in po,wer.
It
was
a
probate
duties
Bill,
which, if praceeded with, wauld have
been af much benefit to the State.
It was nat passed. When examining it,
I investigated the statistics of what
peaple leave when they die. It is interesting to' nate that in 1946 something like
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seven out of ten deceased persons- did
not leave sufficient property to incur
probate duty. In other words, their
assets were below £200. Therefore, when
considering estates that have to be administered, we are dealing not with those
of the majority of people, but with
those .of a limited number who leave
assets O'f a minimum value of £200.
As the provision now stands, the election ,can be exercised only in cases where
the estate is valued at less than £400,
with the proviso that if a person dies
in testa te or otherwise and an asset turns
up later which was not foreseen when the
election was made, the minimum is raised
to £600. I WDuld' increase that figure to
£1,000. As r understand it, the proposal
follows a provisjon adopted in New South
Wales in 1942-eight years ago. In the
intervening period the effects of inflation
have been accentuated. While £600 might
have been a rea'Sonable limit in 1942, I
think that a reasonable limit to-day
would be £800 or £1,000. I dO' not intend
to move an amendment, but I suggest
that consideration ShDuld be given to the
point in the .other House.
I went yesterday to see Mr. C. Gardner,
the Public Trustee. He was interested
in the legislation, and gave me useful inPerhaps some idea of the
formation.
relative prosperity in the community is
gained from a staJtement regarding the
number of people who make election and
who leave estates valued at over £200
but not exceeding £400. MT. Gardner
told me that in the old days, three out of
four were under the margin, but that nDW
only two out of four came within that
category. Even if the limit is raised
from £400 to £600, only a further four
or five per cent. .of cases will be covered.
It wi'll, therefDre, not be very effective.
Very few prDperties are now worth less
than £1,000, and to raise the margin to
tha t figure would provide a simple form
of administraltion of est a tes for the less
fortunate sections OIf the community.
If people go to trustee companies, that
is their own affair.
Although the
Government may have followed the New
South Wales legislation passed in 1942,
I suggest that in the intervening period
there has been a Lurther decUne in the
value of the £1. Despite talk by the
Mr. Crean.
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New ZeaJand Government and the CommonwearIth Government at Canberra
about putting value back into Vhe £1,
there dDes not seem to be any concrete
suggestion for doing it. r desire to refer
to clause 5, to which the honorable member for Malvern gave no consideration.
This provision will confer on the Public
Trustee the same rights as are already
granted under the mental hygiene legislation to persons declared lunatic.
If a patient or an infirm person
as specified in the Act comes under the
control of the Public Trustee, it may be
necessary to sell some of his assets. The
assets may be a group of shares, debentures, or Government stock. As the legislation stands, the Public Trustee may be
forced to realize on some of the assets or
on all of them. If the patient had made
a will devising a specific asset, which
had been disposed of, the legatee would
lose his rights under the will, even though
some of the proceeds of the asset
was in existence and had been
transmuted into cash by the aCtion
of the trustee.
A difficult case
was cited of a person holding shares in
a proprietary company whose directors
contemplated forming it into a public
company. The unfortunate shareholder
concerned might lose all his rights if the
proposed amendment were not made. If
the assets were not disposed of their
value would deteriorate. After providing
for the affairs of the patient, any surplus /
would revert to the beneficiaries under
the will. The proviso at the end of clause
5 has been inserted because there is a
doubt whether compulsory acquisition is
a sale in the terms of the first portion of
that clause.

!

(
I

(
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r desire to say a little on the question
raised by the honorable member for Malvern in his concluding remarks, when he
dealt with trustee investments. The
honorable member may be very competent in the legal profession, but I
suggest that he is not very competent in
the interpretation of the variations of the
modern system of capitalism. Without
being presumptuous, I suggest that he
should read the works of that very distinguished economist, John Maynard
Keynes, who mentioned that the" euthanasia of the rentier" is a process that is
occurring in our society. A person

J
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dependent for his sustenance or income
on fixed assets, particularly convertable
assets, is being skilfully but definitely
" euthanased" or done away with.
Government bonds, which used to produce 5 per cent. or 6 per cent., are down
to 3i per cent. That means that a man
, who derived his income from Common1\ ~ wealth bonds, and had converted the
,
asset, had not been able to secure an
equally effective investment. That is
\,going on throughout the community.
There is a tension between the receivers
\f fixed incomes and receivers of floating
income obtained by means of wage's and
profits as to how they shall share the
({
total national production. What has
happened in the last ten years is part of
the economic struggle. As I have mentioned, Mr. Keynes has told us that the
~
rentier has been gradually losing his
\ power.
\,
In the past fixed investments have
'It
proved to be satisfactory, but now it is
\
necessary to seek investments to which
{ some risk is attached. That is being
\
done by institutions such as insurance
companies, which were formerly regarded
as prudent. They are seeking investments in preference shares in industrial
companies, and they are also obtaining
share holdings in industries that are
reasonably regarded as safe. It is impossible to prognosticate with any certainty. Some 60 or 70 years ago people
\
. put money in what they believed to be
. safe investments, but their enterprise
culminated in disaster. Whether it will
be prudent for the Public Trustee to deal
with this side of trustee investments is not the subject of this
Bill. I shall mention only one industry
that was regarded as a gilt-edged invest·
ment-the gas industry. In the last six
or seven years, due to the implementing
of the necessary social service of price
control, there has been a rapid change
,
in that industry from an investment
\
point of view. I am putting the obverse
\ of what was advanced by the previous
, speaker.

I
l

I commend the Bill, which seems to be
only a machinery measure. It is not
trivial legislation, but it is impor;tant to
some people. Its consideration has not
occupied a great deal of the time of the
Assembly. I have been entrusted with
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presenting the point of view of the
Labour party, and I suggest that, because
of inflationary trends, where the sum of
£600 now appears in clause 4 that of
£1,000 should be substituted. I leave that
proposal with the Minister. He can
examine the statistics that I have seen
and, if he thinks it proper, he could have
an amendment inserted in the measure
when it is under review in the Legislative
Council.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-It is my duty
as a member of the Opposition to examine
the Bill critically and to find the principle
involved, but I have failed ;to do so. I
realize that the measure is something of
a hotchpotch designed to cure anomalies
and extend an idea, with which I do not
agree, and to which I propose to refer
a t length later.
Clause 5 was ably discussed by the
honorable member for Prahran. i agree
with what he said. I think his interpretation of the proposal was correct, and it
will be useful to members. I have no
comment to make on the AttorneyGeneral's explanation of clause 2,
as given in his second-reading speech,
but I do not share the fond hopes
of previous speakers who seem to believe
that many changes in the mental
hygiene system will be effected. I am
interested in the proposals affecting
mental patients. I have been amazed at
the reluctance of the "boarder" to
accept the hospital treatment available .
One reason for that attitude may be that
once he enters a mental institution he
may have the unfortunate experience of
having his property seized by the Public
Trustee. The difficulty will be removed
by the proposed amendment. At this
stage I shall not say anything about the
principle involved when the Public
Trustee, so to speak, grabs the funds of
a patient who enters a mental institution.
That in itself could provide a subject for
debate in this House. I shall read, from
page 54 of the report by the AuditorGeneral for the year ended 30th June,
1949, a description of the duties of the
Public TrusteeThe Public Trustee combines the duties of
the former Curator of the Estates of
Deceased Persons and the management of
estates formerly the responsibility of the
Master in Lunacy.
In addition he is
authorized to carryon business comparable
with that of a Trustee Company.
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'Suggest that the combination of those
duties is an unholy alliance. I do not
desire to criticize the Public Trustee or
his staff. I have had much to do with
them in my profession, and I am certain
they are carrying out their duties
conscientiously and efficiently, as far as
they are able to do so under the regulations which restrict their activities.
It is unsatisfactory for a Government
institution to have, in one office and
under one supervision, the dual responsibility of Curator and Master in Lunacy
and, at the same time, conduct trusteeship business which has been efficiently
performed for so many years by private
trustee companies. The names of those
trustee companies are well known to all
honorable members and are almost
legendary to Victorians. Consequently,
we on this (the Opposition) side of the
House should oppose any extension of
the powers of the Public Trustee in the
direction of administering deceased
estates. The honorable member for
Prahran has referred at some length to
the desirability of giving to the Public
Trustee power to deal with estates under
the election method. I am not sure that
that is such a good proposition as he
imagines.
I have had experience in many cases
in which relatives have had the estates
of deceased persons administered by the
Public Trustee under this election provision. Although the legal procedure is
very simple, many red-tape rules govern
the Public Trustee and cause considerable
delay-even hardship-to the relatives
of poor people. Recently, it was necessary for discretionary powers to be
exercised in connection with the estate
of a war widow in the administration of
which I was assisting in a voluntary
capacity. After discussing the matter
fully with the Public Trustee, I found
that to enable the widow and her
children to receive sympathetic administration of the estate expeditiously, it wa:s
desirable that the matter should be
handled by one of the private, trustee
companies. After a short discussion
~vith the Public Trustee and the manager
of the private trustee company I realized
that the laUer was prepared to exercise
his discretion whereas the former rightly
felt that he had no such discretionary
I

Mr. Rylah.
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powers vested in him; he was more or
less in the position .of a departmental
officer.
Consequently, I am ,strongly opposed
to the proposal to extend the powers of
the Public Trustee. I believe no great
harm would be done--and perhaps much
good wou1d be done for the State-if the
powers of the Public Trustee were limited
.•
to deaHng with estates of poor persons,
and discharging duties under the Lunacy
Act and so forth. The Public Trustee
would not then be competing in the
private trustee field. I would not be pre.pared to submit this proposition .if I
thought any criticism could he 'levelled
against private trustee companies by any
member of this House. F.or those reasons I strongly disagree with the principles underlying clauses 3 and 4.
I desire to refer particularly to clause /
3 which proposes to extend the power of
the Public Trustee to enable him to sell
/
the 'land of a patient under the Lunacy
I'
Act-or the Mentall Hygiene Act as it is
now known. The administration of the f
estates of lunatic patients must be careI
fully watched. The Public Trustee has
\
what I wou1d caB a super-trustee responslbHity in this matter. 'Personally, I see /
no great harm in increasing the sum of
£1,000 to £l,SOO, as proposed in clause 3.
This wil1 relieve the Public Trustee of
the necessity of approaching a Judge for!
consent, unless the sum exceeds that f
amount. I repeat that this House must:
exercise a close scrutiny of the power of
the Public Trustee to deal with the pro(
perty of a lunatic patient.

1

I

II
I

(

The sitting was suspended at 5.57 p.m.
until 7.12 p.m.

)

On the motion of Mr. MUTTON
(Coburg), the debalte was adjourned
until later this day.

/

\

)

~

I
WEJIGHTS AND 'MEASURES BILL.
j
The debate (adjourned from August
)
8) ,on the motion of Mr. Dodgshun /
(Chief Secretary) for the second read- {
ing of thi1s Bill was resumed.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (MorningI
ton) .-1 am as anxious as is the Chief \)
Secretary to ensure that this Bill is {
placed upon the 51tatute-book. Several
attempts have been made in thi,s Parliament to pass a modern Weights and ,
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Measures Act in place of the 1928 Act.
The . Act of 1939 received the disapprobation of all muni.ci-palities because it was the intention of the then
Government that .the Act should operate
immediately throughout the whole of the
State. As the Chief Secretary stated
when he was explaining the measure
before us, the 1939 Act contained provisions to which munidpalities objected,
and so it was not proclaim·ed. After a
Bill brQught down in 1948 had been explained by the present Chief Secretary,
the second-reading debate was adjourned and the measure lapsed because
it a~so contained provisions to which
At a later
municipalities 'objected.
stage, the objectionable provisions were
deleted, and tlhe Hollway Government intended to reintroduce the measure.
Doubtless members realize that a Bill
of this nature must be endorsed not only
by members of the Government party
but also 'by the councils of the municipalitoies. The latter are suspicious of
and
legi'slation
affecting
weights
measures 'Owing to the attempts o·f
~vernments to enfor,ce central administration. I shall nO't debate the merits of
t ',at question at this stage.
When the Chief Secretary had completed his second-reading speech on this
measure, I suggested that the debate
should be adjourned for a fortnight to
permit representatives of municipa'lities
or unions to proffer suggested amendments, but my appeal wa·s met with
obdura teness on the part of the Chief
Secretary. In justi'fication of my request
~or a fQrtnight's adjournment, I wish to
~ate that, less than two hours ago, I
~s handed a letter from the health in• ~ctor of the Ballarat City Council,
d, :ed the 14th of August. The writer
po,\ts 'Out that in view of the resumption
of \ ~is d~bate to-day, he did not have
time\>~ submit to his council certain
, recom.' \~dations that he has forwarded
~ to me. \ ,~ey .relate to clauses 24 and 41.
I shall 1 \.1; discuss them in detail but I
shall han Jhem to the Ohief Secretary.
I contend '1at if the honorable gentleman had a, ,reed to adjourn the debate
for longerflan one week it is possible
that the Bill would have received a
After it has been
speedy passage.
modified in certain respects, it should

~

~
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be passed as early as possible. It is very
si-mHar to the measure that was ,prepared by the Hollway Government. One
difference is that in clause 7 the words
".pole or perch" are used in addition to
the word "rod."
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That follows the old
school tables.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-It does.
The 1939 Act re.fers to a "rQd." It is
surprising tha t t:he Chief Secretary
should think that we ought to revert to
the days of our childhood and use the
ex'pression " rod, pole, OT perch."
I am informed by the Chief Secretary
that that recommendation was made by
the officers; therefore we have no objection. In this Bill the term " short ton"
is used instead of " mill ton" which term
was contained in the measure prepared
by the Hollway Government. In my
opinion that is an improvement, because
it is a more accurate description.
In the Bill prepared by the Hallway
Administra tion provision was made in
clause 15 to insert the expression
"whether a municipality or a union"
after the words" local authority." That
expression has been omitted in this measure, and actually there is no necessi,ty
for it because under section 4 of the
1939 Act "local authority" includes a
union. No objection is taken to the
omission of those words. This Bill proposes that bread should be weighed In
loaves 1nstead of the dough being
weighed as was suggested in the measure
prepared by the Hollway Government.
After considering that aspect and hearing certain representations I, as Chief
Secretary, gave instructions to alter the
clause to what is now proposed. However desirable it is for dough to be
weighed, it is not reasonable to expect
inspectors to attend bakeries at an early
hour of the morning to weigh the dough.
As the Chief Secretary has stated, purchasers are more concerned with the
weight of the loaf than the weight of
the dough.
n has been intimated that inspectors
will be instructed not to weigh loaves
of bread in dusty streets under unhygienic conditions, which was the reason for the suggestion that dough should
be weighed. If the quality of the bread
could be improved by the weighing of the
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dough there would be some reason for have to be relied on to carry out the
that procedure, but I think the quality provisions of the Weights and Measures
of bread can best be taken care of by Act. Unless they are kept up to the
the Department of Health under other mark there cannot be proper administration of the legislation.
legislation.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I think those proviHowever much a Bill is studied it is
always possible that a Minister or his sions were omitted because the superinofficers may miss something, and there tendent is given certain overriding
are certain provisions that I think should powers.
be included in this Bill. I am quite
sure that when the Chief Secretary
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The supermakes an investigation he will agree intendent has not many overriding
with my contention. Although it is im- powers in the present Bill. Possibly in
plied in this measure and in the 1939 the transition from the 1948 Bill to the
Act it is not definitely stated that fees present one, it was overlooked that he
for inspections shall be paid to the local had not so much power over the inauthority. There is a provision, however. spectors as he had in 1928. That is why
that weighing machines forfeited by the those provisions were included.
court shall become the property of the
In his second-reading speech, the
local authority, and also that certain fee::, Chief Secretary gave a general aCCOUll\. ~
obtained by prosecution on the part of of the Bill, but I feel that there should
the superintendent of the central admin- be more detailed discussion of the
istration shall be paid to the Crown. clauses. The first I wish to comment on
However, no provIsIOn is included is sub-dause (2) of clause 1, which will
whereby fees paid for verification or allow the Government Printer to reprint
testing, or penalties awarded by a court, the 1939 Act with the amendments made
shall be paid to local authorities. I in- .by the Bill. That is -an extremely wise
vite the Chief Secretary to study that ~provision, which will result in a clear
aspect, and perhaps make provision to print of the Act without any question
re-enact section 75 of the 1928 Act, of consolidation. No such provision was
which, of course, applies to-day as ,the in the 1949 Bill. Clause 2 will allow
1939 legislation has not been proclaimed. municipalities or unions, on application,
to have the administration of the Act
Section 75 of the 1928 Act providesAll penalties and the proceeds of all for- deferred for a stated period. Once the ~
feitures under this Act may be sued for administration of the Act is under way,
by any inspector or other person and shall municipalities will come in either as
be paid into the municipal fund of the
municipality in which such penalty or for- members of a union or individually.
feiture is imposed or if imposed within a Under this clause, applications can be
Union district shall be paid to the managers made that they be not burdened-as
of the Union.
they would say-with the administration
All fees paid to any inspector shall be of the Act. Some of the municipalities
paid to the council of the municipality of
which he is appointed unless within a Union will say, "This Act does not concern
when they shall be paid to the managers of us," but as many people in the country
such Union.
are concerned with the weight of goods
This measure also omits the provision they receive, it will probably be found
made in the 1939 Act that 20 per cent. ot that all municipalities will be forced to
all fees shall be paid to the centra] administer the Act.
administra tion.
Clause 3 provides for the proclamation
No provisions similar to sections 64, of existing unions so as to make it clear J
65, 66, and 67 of the 1928 Act are in- who is in and who is not in the picture. 1
cluded in this measure. Those sections Clause 4 makes minor alterations to
require inspectors to do certain things definitions, and clause 5 provides that
and make them liable if they do not do the Act shall be subject to the Common-.
so. I feel that there should be some safe- wealth Act, which is not yet in operaguard whereby action can be taken tion. The proviso in the 1939 Act which ~
against inspectors, just as much as allowed a ton of milled products of
against offenders, because inspectors wheat to be 2,000 lb., is altered by clause
Lieut.-Colonel Leggatt.
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8 to provide that such a weight shall be posal an inspector could go from Mildura
known as a " short ton." When a person to Warrnambool. The proposed new subin the trade received a ton of flour, he section readsexpected it to weigh 2,000 lb., not 2,240
Any inspector appointed by a local
lb.; but a man not in the milling in- , authority may, for the purpose of the
dustry, and not a baker, who received administration of this Act or of assisting
other local authority in the adminis2,000 lb. for a ton would think he had any
tration of this Act, exercise his powers and
been cheated. Clauses 10 and 11 clarify discharge his duties outside the district of
section 26 of the 1939 Act in the matter the local authority by which he was
of local standards by allowing present appointed.
standards to be used temporarily until The suggestiun has been made that after
they have been replaced.
the words "local authority" (line 2)
the words "with the consent of any
Clause 12 defines the position and other local authority concerned" should
\
\ powers of the superintendent. Clause be inserted.
I
13 merely replaces a cumbersome word1
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The inspector would
I
ing of the Act, and clause 14 sets out have to get the consent of his own
\
more clearly the duties of local adminis- municipality.
!
tration. Clause 15 allows an appeal to
\
\
DODGSHUN. - Meanwhile
the
Mr.
the Minister by an inspector who has
been dismissed by a local authority. I offender would get away.
l have no doubt that the provision was
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The coninserted with a sincere desire to provide sent could have been given long before
~
fair play for inspectors, but it may be the inspector would have to act. A muni~
considered by some people--and I have cipality could arrange;to allow an inspecI no doubt it is-that such a proposal, if tor from a neighbouring council to come
~ agreed to, would be an unwarranted in- into its district and vice versa. The
\ trusion upon the sphere of local govern- power granted in the terms of the clause
,l ment. The people who are entrusted may be regarded as slightly too wide.
\ with the local administration of this
Clause 16 refers to section 35, and
legislation ,ought to be able to control
their inspectors to the extent of dismiss- requires an inspector, after twelve
\ \ ing them. It is fair and reasonable that months from ;the commencement of the
an inspector should have a right of operation of the Act, to hold a prescribed
\ appeal in some cases, but whether muni- certificate.- This clause, like the section
cipalities will consider that the clause is in the Act, is contentious. Representafair and reasonable, I doubt very much. tions have been made by councils, whose
Members on both sides of the House will health inspectors have been employed
certainly have something to say about it. also as weights and measures inspectors,
that those officials should be allowed to
A local council may say, "Brown has continue to do that work. Tho~e officers
\ been fined for selling underw~ight," but could carry out the duties under this Act
\
Brown has a number of friends on the after it comes into operation, but section
council who make a dead set on the 35 of the 1939 Act debars them from
\ inspector, so that before the inspector undertaking these duties after twelve
( knows where he is he is dismissed be- months, unless they hO'ld certificates. I
cause he has done his duty by Brown- feel that if inspectors have been doing
) a clear case of victimization. I do not this work for so long they can pass the
say that it will occur, but it is a possi- prescribed examinations, which will be
bility and, no doubt, that was in mind set out in the regulations, and they can
\ when ithe clause was prepared. Clause 15 receive instructions from the superinten(
includes a new sub-section (3) to be dent sufficient to secure the prescribed
\
inserted in section 34. This new sub- certificate. I had a good deal to do with
' \ section will allow an inspector to act the drafting of clause 16 and providing
outside his district. This is a necessary for the extension of a further two years
provision, as was pointed out by the Chief at the discretion of the Minister. I think
Secretary, but it is felt that the terms that will be sufficient time to enable an
are a little too general. Unger this pro- inspector to qualify properly.
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Clause 18 sets out the requirements of
the inspector's annual report; it is to be
in more general terms than those provided for under the Act. Under clause
19 an inspector need not disclose any
source from which he has derived information. This proposal may be contentious. Some people consider that the
officer should not be protected, but I feel
there is a good deal of merit in the provision, which may well remain in the
Bill. However, considered objections to
the proposal have been expressed. Clause
22 repeals sections 43, 44, and 60 of the
1939 Act. Those sections permit the
Minister to make inquiries into local administration and to undertake certairi
activities at the expense of municipalities. Complaints made by the municipalities and the union concerning those
provisions in the 1939 Act will be ended
by this measure. There is no suggestion
of compulsion, even if the municipalities
do not observe the legislation in a proper
manner. More can be done by persuasion
than by the use of a big stick. The
section in the 1939 Act providing for
supervision is to be done away with, as
well as what we call the deferred
provision.
Under clause 24, when an officer sets
out to make an inspection he must produce his authority. That is a necessary
provision, in view of his powers. A
suggestion .was made in the letter that I
mentioned that he should not produce his
authority unless he was asked for it. I
do not know that I entirely agree with
that idea. It has been hinted at that the
fact that he did not produce his authority
might make a prosecution null and void,
but I doubt that that would be the case.
Inspectors are fairly well protected
under the 1939 Act, but clause 26 adds
to the offenc~s involving the obstruction
of these officers. Clause 27 clarifies the
position regarding periodical verification
and stamping of measuring instruments.
Clause 28 contains a necessary proviso in
respect of having incorrect weighing
machines. A drafting amendment may
be necessary to insert " (1) " after the
word" sixty-nine" in the first line of the
clause. Clause 32 replaces provisions of
section 76 regarding packages with a
provision similar to section. 12 of the
Health Act. Responsibilities are placed
Lieut.-Colonel Leggatt.
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on the packer and the holder of packages. J}
Clause 34 permits the seizure of weighing machines if fraud is aHeged. In section 80 of the principal Act, the expression " When fraud is commit1:ed " is used.
Clause 35 amends the provisions for .)
weighing bread and I have already dealt \
with that question. The clause relates \
toO the weighing of bread in the loa,f-not (I
in the doQugh. Clause 36 provides for a
proclamation to set out clearly which 1
municipalities are covered by this division, which refers to firewood and coke. I
Olause 37 amends and amplifies section
83 relating to the sale of coke, coal, fire- {
wood and char.coaL I am reminded by a II
remark made to me before entering the J
Chamber to-day that this Bill does not i
cover the ,sale of screenings, sand and (
metal. Possibly that aspect may have to
be considered on the same lines as coke, .
coal and charcoal.
J
Brigadier TovELL.-Screenings are sold J
by load, I?-ot by weight.
f
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Provision is made in
the measure that the cubic capacity of
trucks wiH have toO be specified.
(
Lieut.-ColoQnel LEGGATT.-That is so.
Sales will be made either by cubic capa- J
city or by weight.
Possibly offenders /
cannot be brought to book as readily as
might be desired and it may be necessary
to have some provision along the lines of /
Division 2 with which I am now dealing.
Clause 38 was referred to 'by the Chief )
Secretary in his second-reading speech. ~
It aHows a person who has suffered by
getting under-weight material to recover /
compensation by an order of the court
from an offender when he is convicted. I
That merely follows a precedent estalblished in assault cases. If a man is pro- \
secuted for assault the injured party may (
claim damages. The court may fine a
person for assault on a criminal charge )
and also award damages Lor injuries I,
suffered as a result .of the assault. I
fully agree with the provision in this
~
Bill that if anyone can show he has I
suffered, the offender wiN not only have
to pay a fine but also any compensation ./
awarded.
Clause 39 makes section 86 of the prin- /
cipal Act-the 1939 Act-fairer to all
concerned. It deals with the forfeiture
of weighing machines upon conviction
by a court. Clause 40 amends section

?
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88 which provides that weighing
machines which have been forfeited become the property of the local authority.
The amendment provides that where the
superintendent prosecutes and secures a
conviction and the weighing machines are
forfeited, those machines become the property of the Crown. N a turaUy if the
central administ'ra tion ta'kes the action
the Crawn get,s the weighing machines if
they are farfeited. ~ Clause 4'2 slightly
amends the regulation-making pawer
contained in se·ction 95 of the 1939 Act
and inere·ases the penalty-as the Chief
Secre'tary reminded ,the House--fram £10
to £20.
Brigadier
TOVELL.-That
is
nat
enough.
Lieut.-Colanel LEGGATT.-Under the
principal Act the 'maximum penalty is
£50. I agree with the Chief Secretary
that the maximum penalty for an affence
against the regulations should be increased from £10 to' £20.
Clauses 43
and 44 make necessary amendments to
the schedule of the 1939 Act.
AlsO',
standards of weights and measures are
defined a little more clearly. A paint
has been raised in a letter addressed to
me by a canstituent which will entail
a drafting amendment. The cammunication I have before me contains the
'I follawing suggestion: "N o. 3720 Local
avernment Act 1928" be amended to
ead-" NO'. 5203 Local Gavernment Act
946, with the fallawing alteration to'
ithe nates in the third column-extent
of amendment ar repeal-for section
1 623 read 625."
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The relevant sections
) are still the same.
Lieut.-Col{)nel LEGGATT.-That is
sa. This is purely a drafting amendment, which I will pass on to the Chief
Secretary for attenHan. That is all [
have to' say abaut the Bill at this stage.
I hope that it will be debated thoraughly
and yet have a speedy passage.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-The
Chief Secretary must be very hap.py this
evening at the receptian given to his
I measure.
'\
Brigadier TOVELL.-Why?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The measure is
overdue and it is aptly named.
The
{ criticism of it by the han{)rable member
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far Marningtan may influence the Chief
Secretary to believe that he will have
little trouble in having the measure
passed, and rightly sa.
Brigadier
surprised.

TOVELL.-You

may

be

Mr. SHEPHERD.-H must be remembered tha t the House will not
achieve anything by passing this
measure in ten minutes 'Or so unless it is
prepared to take steps to' have the provisions of the legislatian implemented.
It is all very well to' make a comparisO'n
between the 1950 Bill and the 1948 Bill
and to' forget that the whale basis of
the argument is the 1939 Act.
The
measure applies to Imore than the buying
af sugar and other cammadities and t'O
measurement by the short ar long ton; it
will farm the basis {)f measurements in
engineering and surveying and every-·
thing associated with ,measures in the
State of Victoria.
In introducing the
Bill, the Chief Secretary indicated that
there was same cannection between this
measure and the Bill he had previausly
presented. To put the 'pasitian in another
way, there is a link between the cansalidated Act of 1939 and this a:mending Bill with the Commonwealth Act No.
29 af 1947-1948. The Chief Secretary
suggested that our measure would be
subject to' the operatian of the Commonwealth Act. We have nathing to' fear
in that regard. When all is said and
dane, the Commonwealth Parliament
in its wisdam-and I vhink it did the
carrect thing in endeavauring to set a
standard in regard t'O the various units
af measurements-legislated nat only in
regard to' a voirdupais and to length, 'but
to' all other standards of measurements,
as well. The Chief Secretary is aware
of the following important provision
which is contained in section 3 of the
Commanwealth Act:Nothing in this Act shall affect the operation of any provisions of the law of a State
or Territory relating to improper practices
in connection with weights and measures.

The Commanwealth Government intends
by regulatian to standardize all units of
measure, for length, weight, area ar
volume, and so an, and ultimately
obtain a camman standard.
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The 1939 legislation was an improvement on the consolidating Act of 1928.
The Minister in charge of each subsequent measure has admitted that the
original legislation is obsolescent, hut he
has not reflected on the efforts of inspectors who were implementing the Act.
The inspectors had no power, and the
law as consolidated in 1928 was based,
in the main, on the 1864 British weights
and measures legislation. It is useless
to have a perfect Act if action is not to
be taken under it. Down the years the
greatest opposition has come from the
municipalities because new legislation on
the subject meant that something definite was proposed by the State. However, the 1939 Act was never proclaimed
and the State has drifted along in its
own sweet way, operating, so to speak,
under horse and buggy conditions in a
motor car age.
The second-reading speech by the honorable member for Mornington to-night
was most unusual. In the main, he
simply discussed the clauses seriatim.
Members are expected to know something about this subject and the Bill
certainly warrants the closest survey.
In his closing remarks the honorable
member for Mornington aptly said that
in view of the importance of this Bill,
every member should contribute to the
debate. Had other people not been far
in advance of Governments by keeping
up to date in the manufacture of dies
a.nd the use of gauges, the Holden motor
car would not be in production in Australia to-day, nor would ilt have been
possible to produce many articles that
were urgently required during the recent war.
Any member who is familiar with
engineering must realize the necessity
for accuracy in measurements of various
kinds. If substantiation of that statement is required I would invite members
) read what was attributed to Henry
.L4"ord in that splendid book written about
him, Moving Forward. Years ago the
Americans realized tha t the use of
Johansson gauges was essential, so much
so that it decided to purchase the undertaking of the C. E. Johansson Company
in Sweden ,and transfer it to Michigan,
United States of America.
I have closely studied this Bill and
have
compared it with existing
Mr. Shepherd.

Bill.

legislation.
As I have said, the
main opposition to any enactment
regarding
weights
and
measures
comes from the municipaHties. I
do not think the legislation is seriously
opposed by the municipal councils, but
in many instances an officer implementing Ithe provisions has to act also as the
municipal dog-catcher, ranger, or poundkeeper. Consequently, he has not sufficient time to devote to the requirements of the consolidating Act of 1928.
Almost daily reports from various parts
of the State appear in the metropolitan
newspapers that a person has been prosecuted for selling goods underweight or
undersize. I do nOit think the nonimplementation of the 1939 Act was intentional. Coupled with that Act this
Bill will be a splendid measure. I disagree with the statement that the Bill
contains what has facetiously been desscribed as only small drafting am'oodmen ts.
This measure will bring the
1939 Aet up to date and will incorporate
overseas and home practices which have
indicated the necessity for amendments.

When the Bill has been passed it
should operate without further delay.
Many officers w ho have previously
endeavoured to police the Act could not
at pres~nt pass the examination necessary for them to qualify as weights and,,1
measures inspectors. After the recentl
war the Department went out of its waY,
to induce about 40 ex-servicemen, at
their own expense; to undertake a ~-year
course and then submit themselves to
a rigid examination to become weights
and measures inspectors. The successful
candidates have been waiting since 1946
for the implementation of the '1939 Act
under which they could carry out the
work for which they had trained. By
deleting some of the vital provisions' of
the 1939 Act this Bill will not only make
it harder for those men to find positions
but it will allow certain people who have
carried out the weights and measures
administration on behalf, of municipalities or a union to become accredited as
inspectors. Those men will carry the r I
same weight and powers as will the ex- J
servicemen who studied for two years ')
and passed the strict examination.
I have perused the Hansard report of
the debate in this House on the 1939 Bill.

(I
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The present Minister of Transport was
in charge of that measure, but the members who played the most constructive
part throughout the debate were the late
Brigadier Harold Cohen and ,Mr. Ian
Macfarlan. Brigadier Harold Cohen said
that weights and measures legislation
was a problem for legal men and that he
could not understand how a layman
could fathom or implement it. As laymen we should do our best to debate this
Bill and ensure that effective legislation
is passed. When that is done it should
not be put in the rack and allowed to
remain inoperative for some years. I
( fear than when this Bill is passed it will
not be proclai'med for another twelve
\ months. It would even be possible for a
~
municipality or a union to make repre, sentations to the Chief Secretary to have
it postponed for a further two years.
If a municipality does not wish to
) operate under this legislation there is
~ no compulsion. Something should but
t nothing can be done under the Act as it
~ stands at present. As the Chief Secretary
has indica ted, it is not always wise to
force people to do things because usually
(that does not get us far. When the 1939
measure was introduced it raised a
: storm of protest and opposition, the
effect of which is apparent in the fact
\ that that splendid piece of legislation
, has not been implemented in the last
)
eleven years. It could operate fairly
\~uccessfully, even on the present set up,
put I fear that the Government, in its
~ndeavour to have this amending Bill
)assed, and to win the interest of the
~ 'municipalities and unions in it, has given
away too much of its controlling power.
Without that power it is doubtful
whether the legislation will be the
success that we all desire. Many necessary amending provisions have been
included in the Bill. It is not similar to
to the Bill that was before the House
two years ago. All factors about deferred
. . provisions have been eliminated, and the
power has been taken out of the 1939
Act whereby the central authority could
take over the operation of the legislation
in any municipality if it considered that
the work was not being carried out
efficiently.
That provision contained
many defects, but it also had many
virtues. Surely the people are entitled
to get what they pay for.
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Mr. MUTToN.-There are many otner
provisions that should be included in the
Bill.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There are many
powers in the 1939 Act which members
do not realize' are there, because
they have never been implemented~
The State is still operating under
the
consolida ting
Act
of
1939.
The Bill is intended to cover certain
trade articles. There is control over
packages sold by wholesalers to retailers,.
but there is no control over packed goods
that are not labelled. They will remain
uncontrolled if the measure is not agreed
to. A grocer may weigh 60 or 70 lh. of
salt in separate I-lb. packages. They are
not labelled, but are merely marked with
a symbol. Until now, items of that description have not been cQvered, except
by the Health Act. When this measure
is proclaimed, those items will continue
to be controlled by the Health Act but
the new Act will control all packaged
goods.
Before the Committee stage is reached,
I suggest that members should consider
the merits of all clauses of the Bill.
Members of the Labour party believe
an efficient Weights and Measures
Act is most essential as we desire to
ensure effective regulations being put
into force to protect not only purchasers
but also the intermediate men. It is
possible for traders to suffer loss through
not receiving correct weights from wholesalers.
One weights and measures
inspector went to a large factory in Melbourne where 150 measuring instruments,
were being used. He found that an:
inspector had not visited the place for
some years previously. On checking the'
weighing instruments, he found that 50'
per cent. were registering under weight
and nearly 50 per cent. were showing
over weight. It might be said that in
the aggregate no one was being robbed,
but such a situation should not be
allowed to continue. Inspectors must be
appointed to ensure that weighing instruments are efficient. Wear and tear of
such instruments can lead to defections,
and under the Bill wear and tear will not
be accepted as an excuse for wrong
weights. Traders will have to ensure that
their scales and balances are checked
and weigh correctly.
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There are one or two items which
cannot be covered by this or any other
State legislation. For instance, vessels
containing liquor subject to excise duty
are not covered by the weights and
measures legisla tion of the State. I do
not know why that condition should prevail, or whether the Commonwealth Department makes continuous checks of
firkins or hogsheads. An individual is
more ,concerned with what he gets in a
6-ounce or an 8-ounce glass. Recently
there was an outcry in Sydney because
hotels were putting too much froth and
too little beer in 8-ounce glasses. That
proves that the public is observant and
is incensed when it does not obtain
correct weights and measures.
The Bill must not be rushed through.
I understand that, when the debate on the
second-reading motion is completed, the
Government will be prepared to agree to
the Committee stage being postponed to
permit members of all parties .to give
close consideration to the various clauses.
I urge the Government to consider the
need of over-all supervision by a central
authority, to which there will not be as
much opposition by municipalities as in
the past.
If that principle is not
adopted, municipalities will have the
final say and everything will depend
upon councillors wishing to do what is
right to safeguard their constituents. I
contend thalt the matter should not be
allowed to ~est at that stage and that
there should be ·con trol Iby a central
authority. As the Chief Secretary explained, it will retain the right to check
:fine instruments that an 'Ordinary weights
and measures inspector should not be
called upon to handle. The officer would
not have the time in which t'O do that
work, and it would not be right to
saddle munidpalities with the extra
expense of 'obtaining the checking
standards. The same comment applies
to weighbridges. Tn the proposed interpretation of "Government Departments" there is no reference to the
Grain Elevators Board for Which a
number of weighbridges are functioning
throughout the State. They a're operated
ei ther by railway servants or by officers
of the Board.
Mr. HYLAND.-And also by munici pali ties.
Mr. Shepherd.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes. That is a
matter that must be clarified.
Since
1939, there has been wide discussion as to
the need for a definition of " bread" but
I do not know of any such definition
appearing in our legislation.
In tonight's Herald is an interesting ardcle
by 'Mr. E. J. O'Brien, a cereal research
chemist of the Agriculture Department,
in which he makes reference to tests
recently conducted by the Melbourne
bread-testing panel in 46 metropolitan
bakeries.
Mr. O'Brien indicates that
while the bread is not perfect, it is
better now than it was when the present
check by the panel was commenced.
There is no standard for bread; no one
can say what it should contain. That is
another matter to which attention should , )
be directed. The late Brigadier Harold
Cohen moved an a'mendment to the 1939
Bill to define "Vienna bread," but it
was rejected. That is a fancy bread, of
whkh there is no definition ex·cept that
this Bill indicates that the loaf must be
of a certain shape and that it must be
marked with three slashes on the upper ;:
surface. However, a baker is exempted
from maintaining this shape if the
bread is baked in a tin. Bread rolls are
also covered and must not weigh more
than six ounces. There is nothing to
indicate what bread or bread rolls should
contain and I think members should discuss such questions.

)
J

)

The depa'rture from the dough weight(
system of bread is contrary t'o the report'
sU!bmi tted by the Bread Trade Inquiry
Board. The Chief Secretary said that it -.
was considered advantageous not to depart from the old system of weighing (
bread in the loaf, but the report prepared
by people associated with the trade and
others who were not said that a standard
should be fixed for certain kinds of
loaves known in the trade as fancy
breads. Those loaves should be covered
by the 'Bill because now they may consist (
of any weight. People ,purchase bread
of that kind because they consider that
it is more nutritive. However, it may be
manufactured from certain types of
flour or from some residue 'left after
the flour is tna:de.
Mr. DODGSHuN.--1Provision· is made to
cover that matter under regulations.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-That may meet the
situation.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-AS time
variations may be required.

proceeds

Mr. SHLEPHE)RD.-That is so. It is
proper that regulations should be made
but they do not cover everything.
By
adopting the system of weighing the
dough it is possible for an inspector to
weigh the bread at the bakehouse and it
is now intended that the finished loaf
should be weighed at that source. The
housewife does not wish to see bread
exposed to the weather when it is possible for it to be handled in a clean
atmosphere. She desires the correct
weight and she is entitled to get that.
I feel that all other changes proposed
in this Bill are for the better. There has
been a reclassification of fuel; coal is to
include briquettes made from brown or
black coal, and various items have been
inclu(f:ed in the interpretation clause.
Despite the fact that the honorable member for Mornington went through the
measure clause by clause he showed no
great opposition to it. As a matter of
fact he could not do so.
,Mr. GUYE.--He prepared the B iH.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is so, and he
had two years in which to introduce it if
he had wanted to do so. The prop()sals
""'~""~1.ined in the measure are a vast im~ent on anything now in operation.
I.

~QDGSHUN.---Substantially, this is

3ill I I;repared in 1948.
SHEPHERD.-I noticed that
I was-studying it in relation to the
Act. The dra'ftsman has transferred
c
~in clauses from one place to another,
'l\
in the main the BiH is the same,
)ugh there are no deferred conditions
P \l there is no overriding control of a
c\ r· eil by the central authority. Within
th \ lext few days the Labour party wHI
stu'r the Bill. It would be advantageous
if t ~ legislation proposed to be amended
could be put into operation more quickly
than is intended. It is possible that it
may have no effect in any municipality or
union for three years because of the inability to obtain efficient inspectors
within that period. However, where a
union or muniC4ipaUty is in a position to
1

;'t
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proceed I think there should be some
provision whereby application can be
made.
·Mr. DODGSHUN.--ff think you are a
little pessimistic in that regard.
Mr. SHE)PHERJD.-When the Chief
Secretary intr.oduced the BUI he said that
it sounded pessimistic, and I am only
quoting what he said. I a'm not condemning him for what he has done. If it is
true that municipalities are likely to
oppose this measure some gentle persuasion may be required to enforce· its
acc~ptance in some parts of the St ate.
In any case, any legislation forthcoming
from those proposals wiH be infinitely
better than relevant provisions at pre'
sen t opera ted.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-I did ~orecast that
some persuasion may be necessary.
Mr. SHEPHEJRID.-That is so, but that
can be dione only /by legislation and not
by regulation. H some provision in that
regard is not included in this Bill an
amendment will become necessary.
From my knowledge I would say that
when legislation is held in abeyance for
two or three years there is a tendency for
it to lapse. That has occurred in the
past and we do not want to see it happen
in regard to this Bill. The weights and
measures legislation should effectively
be implemented, and that can be done
only by having properly trained men.
Every day complaints are being made
that short weight is received and that
vessels or instruments of the wrong
capacity are used.
It is not in
the best interests of Parliamenl
and the State to have an inadequate
system of weights and measures. If thi~
Bill can be passed in its present form if
will provide legislation 200 or 300 pe~
cent. better than anything we have experienced. I do not think there will be
any serious attempt to amend the
clauses.
I ask the Chief Secretary to take into
consideration two matters: first, to give
a municipality or union the option of
operating, within the twelve months'
period prescribed, the restricted provision contained in the amendment to section 75 of the principal Act, if it is
found possible to do so; and, secondly,
to consider the insertion of a clause to
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compel a union or municipality that is
not endeavouring to implement the legislation to take action. It is not fair
that people in one part of the State
should not have benefits that other citizens are enjoying. That may be one
reason why the inspectors have been
given greater powers.
Provision is contained in the Bill
under which an inspector may make
representations to the Minister if
he considers that he is being harshly
treated by a union or municipality
or is dismissed.
That is not a
new provision; under the Local Government Act a town clerk or engineer may
appeal to the Minister. Many councils
resent that because they feel that as
employers they should have the right of
engaging or dispensing wirth the services
of anyone. In this case I think the purpose is to protect the inspectors from
pressure or victimization by a group of
trades people who may use their influence on a councillor or member of a
union. For that reason, no objection
can be taken to the provision. Under
this proposal we are embarking on something that is very important. We do not
wish it to be held in abeyance for too
long. If any benefits are to be gained,
an endeavour should be made to have.
regulations prescribed.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-They are well on the
way.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-They have been
for some years, but as has been pointed
out they may have to be amended from
time to time. The provisions of this
Bill will protect the consumers and also
those who pack goods and sell them
through agents to the retailers. If
people know that they are getting what
they pay for Parliament will have
achieved something tha t has been required not for ten but probably for 50
years. It is regrettable that the weights
and measures legislation of Victoria is
consistent with that in operation in 1864.
We pride ourselves on moving with the
times in regard to science, agriculture,
and engineering, but our whole system
is bound up with an inadequate Weights
and Measures Act.
The average person is under the impression tha1t weights and measures refer only to the question of correct
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weigh t.
If tha t can be achieved
the people will be satisfied, but Parliamen t should aim a Iittle higher. The
highest standards should be set not only
for measurements but also for capacity
and weight, which can be applied to
science and agriculture, as well as to
engineering which has a very important
place in peace and in war.
Mr. GUYE (Polwarth) :-In addressing myself to this Bill to amend the
Weights and Measures Act, I want to
say at the outset that I tlloroughly
concur in the remarks of my colleague,
the honorable member for Mornington,
when he said that the dcl>ate on the
second-reading motion should have been
adjourned for a m'onth. I am surprised
tha t my friend the Chief Secretary did
not realize that country- municipal
councils meet only once a month, and in
most cases early in the month. When
ex'plaining the Bill, he said he
hoped it would have a better reception
than that given to the Bill he introduced two years ago. He may have had
in mind that many requests would be
received from municipalities asking
members to oppose certain provisions in
the Bill, but at this stage I think I can
assure him that better prospects exist,
because members of the OPPos'iltion are
agreed on the general ;principles of the
measure.
We are .concerned to make
it the best 'Bill possible ,for the benefit
of municipalities in hoth town and
country. With a few min'or alterations,
I believe it win be passed.
I am speaking particularly with the
view of obta'ining information to satisfy
country municipalities and ·those who
will be called upon to accept the responsibility of administering the legislation.
We must agree that the Bill should be
divided into two parts, the first relating
to the -metropolis, provincial cities, and
the larger towns, and the second to rural
areas. Conditions cannot be tlhe same in
both those categories. One of the problems that have been considered by municipalities arises out of the fact that they
cannot employ full-time inspectors. For
tha t reason, the practice has been to
combine the duties of inspector of
weights and measures with the duties of
heal th 'inspector, dog inspector, or other
officers.
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Another problem agitating the minds
of members of municipal councils is that
of finance. I should like to impress on
honorable members the very desperate
position in which country municipalities
find themselves-so desperate that it is
impossible for them t'O carry any
additional financial burden.
There is
the commentary that very few candidates offered themselves early ,this
month for service on municipal councils,
particularly those in country areas. That
was because it is well-'known that most
country municipalities have not a penny
to call their own, so that to endeavour to
get work done is to court frustration. I
want to stress, as emphatically as I can,
the financial straits of municipalities and
the apprehensions councillors feel in

\ aC:::::!ra~::~:n;l :~a:::~y b:d:::_ is
\

that the Government is not prepared to
allow men who have been acting as in~
spectors without inspectors' certificates
( to continue on the job. The Bill will
\ allow them a period in which to quaUfy.
( There has been only one school for in\ spectors since 1939.
The 'officer who
operates in my municipality was in the
Air Force during the war.
He must
~\ have been stationed somewhere in Melbourne for two years. He went through
\ the course, and when he should have sat
l
for the examination he was ordered to
\. the Pacific islands. Under the Bill, he
.will not be qualified, except by further
attendance at a course of instruction, to
act as weights and measures officer in
the particular union to which he is
attached.
l,

I

The honorable member for 'Mornington dealt with the Bill thoroughly and
clearly, and I do not propose to address
myself to it at any length, although I
do wish to refer to one or two aspects of
it.
The first is clause 15, to which
reference was made by' the honorable
member for Sunshine. It providesAt the end of section thirty-four of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
following sUb-sections:" (2) Any inspector so suspended or
dismissed may as prescribed appeal
therefrom to the Minister whose
decision shall be final and shall be
given effect to by the local
authority.
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The honorable member for Sunshine
said there was nothing new in .that. I
was not aware that a municipal engineer could appeal to the Minister; I
have not checked the statement, and I
am not douihting the honorable member'S
word. . The ,provision in the clause is a
reflection ori local authorities. If an inspector under the Weights and Measures
Act should have the right to appeal,
the same right should be given to every
other .municipal employee.
I mention
this in order to foreshadow an amendment which I shall submit in Committee.
Clause 19 statesAt the end of section thirty-eight of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
following sUb-section:"(2) An inspector shall not be compelled to disclose in court any
source from which he has derived
information in relation to the
case."

Again, I think that is wrong in principle. We should not do anything to bring
this country nearer to what is known as
the "police State." If any on~ feels
tha t he has been V'ictimized, surely his
name should not be wi·thheld.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-To compel disclosure of names 'would impel many
people to write anonymous letters.
Mr. GUYE ....:...The circumstances in
weights and measures cases are different
from those in which the police secure
convictions by receiving secret information from the underworld. Why should
we encourage the objectionable system
known as the police state? When the
Bill is in Committee I shall give honorable members an opportunity to express
themselves on this point, and I hope that
the Government will accept my amendment.
I have previously mentioned the financial position of country municipalities.
I believe that if the Chief Secretary
accepts a proposal that I shall make, its
effect will be to make the operations of
this legislation and the working of
country municipalities much easier, and
it would solve some of their problems.
I am thinking of the allocations made to
the councils by the Country Roads Board.
I will give an example. A municipality
in the ordinary course of its activities
makes an application to the Board for
assistance for twelve jobs. Say each one
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is to cost £1,000. The Board decides that.
it will grant £800 for each of the twelve
jobs. Then the ~unicipality has to make
up the balance of £200 on each job; in
other words, it has to provide £2,400. I
think the system of allocation should be
altered so that, instead of providing
finance for twelve jobs, the Board should
make available the full amount needed
for ten jobs. That would allow work
to be done. Under present conditions,
the municipalities have not the necessary
finance to enable them to take up the
grants and have works executed. I
appeal to the Chief Secretary to refer my
proposal to Cabinet. If the idea were
adopted, it would solve many of the
grave financial problems confronting
municipalities to-day.
I also wish to refer to the measurement of firewood. I am not so much
concerned about the provisions in the
Bill.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Many of the housewives will be.
Mr. GUYE.-Yes, but there is also
another section of the community that
deserves consideration. Under the Bill,
firewood is to be measured by cubic feet.
I am speaking for .the man who cuts
firewood.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-How is he paid now'~
Mr. GUYE.-I am coming to that.
After the 1914-18 war, I had a contract
to provide 1,500 tons of 2-foot wood;
messmate and stringy bark were
among it. I was to receive 5s.
a ton of 60 feet for wood 10
feet long, 3 feet high, and 2 feet
wide. That wood was to go to the
repatriation Hospital at Caulfield. I
happened to be a patient there shortly
afterwards. When I saw that wood was
being carted in, I made inqUiries. I think
the authorities paid 18s. or 19s. a ton,
and it was for wood measuring 40 feet to
the ton. I do not know whether it is
possible to incorporate in the legislation
a provision that the man who cuts the
firewood shall not be compelled to cut
more than 40 feet to the ton, if the
measurement of the ton is to be 40 feet.
That is only fair to those who cut wood.
I believe the Minister of Forests agrees
with my proposal, and I hope that the
Chief Secretary will take a note of what
I have said.
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I agree with the honorable member
for Sunshine that this is a most important
Bill. However, I trust that a long
adjournment of the debate will be granted
so that we may make a thorough
examination of the proposals. Their
implications must be realized.
The
House is being given an opportunity to
pass a most effective measure, the chief
credit for which will belong to the
honorable member for Mornington. I
trust that after the legislation has been
well considered it will find its way on to
the statute-book without undue delay.

I

;

~

I

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-Municipalities have been waiting for years for a
Bill of this nature, and I commend the )
Minister for having submitted it. I do
J
not know whether the Speaker will per- }
mit me to comment on a number of items
which should have been included in the .J
measure, but which are conspicuously
absent. No reference is made in the
clauses to eggs. Any honorable member
~
who knows anything about egg produc(
tion will agree that purchasers of eggs
at high prices have expected to receive
reasonable weight. However, that has
)
not been their experience. A high-priced )'
egg is supposed to weigh about 2 ounces,
but some storekeepers are like the conjuror who produces eggs from a hat.
Mrs., Smith or Mrs. Brown may go to a
shop to buy eggs. She may receive eight
full-sized eggs, and from underneath a )
hat, or rather the counter, the store- (
keeper will supply Ii-ounce or 1!-ounce,
pullet eggs. That 'is barefaced robbery.
Noone knows that better than does the
Chief Secretary. Formerly, bananas were
purchased by the dozen; now they are
purchased by the pound. To my mind
that has always been ridiculous in the
extreme. If one goes to a market or a
fruiterer to purchase a pound of bananas,
it is a case of catch-as-catch-can. On
they go, into the bag, and away you go.
There was a time when vegetables were
purchased by the bunch. To-day swede
turnips are sold for 4d ..or 5d. a pound.
The basis of purchasing fruit and vegetables should revert to what it was
formerly. If a person desires a bunch of
turn'ips he should be able to buy that
quantity. Then we come to the question
of marrows and pumpkins.
Mr. HOLT.-And water-melons.

I
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Mr. MUTTON.-Yes, water-melans A per san gaes to. the butcher to buy 2 lb.
too. In days gone by they were all pur- af chaps. Dawn they go an the scales,
chased at so much each. :N.aw they are and araund gaes the dial. There is no
I
cut up,and sold far so. much a paund. restrictian relating to the sale af meat.
There was a time when oranges could be I cantend that the measure shauld
purchased by the dozen ar half dazen. cantain palicing pravisians. There shauld
Nowadays a persan ha·s to. pay up to. 8d. .be inspectars and mare inspectars ;
far an arange. I have seen aranges in the otherwise the public will be explaited to.
city af Melbaurne marked at that price. the hilt. I knaw that explaitatian gaes
I believe it is necessary far a baby to an. Once a stary was tald abaut an. egg.
have an arange in its daily diet. That A waman went to. starekeeper and
represents an expenditure af 8d. by the said, "I want same black and white
average warker. The same positi,an eggs." The starekeeper laaked at her in
applies in regard to. the pr~>verbial amazement and said "I do. nat knaw
cab'bage.
When a fair-sized spring what yau mean." She repeated her
cabbage, such as will be available saan, request. He said, "Do. yau knaw what
goes to. the .greengracer, he carves it up they are?" She said" Yes." He said,
and sells it far so. much a piece; he may " Go. over to that basket and pick them
weigh each piece an the scales, but he aut." She picked out every big egg she
may not. Greengracers and fruiterers could see. Eggs are an essential comare a law unto. themselves.
Their modity. I request that when the secondmethads represent the greatest form af reading debate is adjourned the Minister
explaitatian knawn.
will contact the Egg and Egg Pulp
Mr. FRASER.-Yau are referring to the Marketing Board with a view to making
pravision in this Bill for the protection
greengrocers at Caburg.
of the public in relation to eggs.
Mr. MUT'I'ON.-If the honorable memMr. FRASER.-Did we not understand
ber wants to. make a joke-you
to say that a first class egg should
Mr. FRASER.-I do. nat mind so long as
yau are not reflecting an the greengracers weigh 2 oz. and over?
in Grant.
Mr. MUTTON.-Eggs were so expenMr. MUTTON.-The han arable mem- siye that they could not be thrown at
ber far Grant knows perfectly weB that the honorable member for Grant by his
the practices to. which I allude are ga'ing constituents. I repeat my plea that the
Chief Secretary should realize the iman.
Mr. FRASER.-Not in the electorate af partance of eggs to the community, and
the price paid for them.
Grant.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-I cannot see how
Mr. MUTTON.-Na hanorable member
every
egg could be stamped "Guaranaf this Hause will deny that I am speaking the truth. The Bin makes mentian af teed 2 oz."
cake, a cammadity which it has been imMr. MUTTON.-That is the reason
pussible to. purchase far domestic pur- why they should be weighed. If people
poses during the past year. The Bill alIso want a pound of eggs they should receive
refers to. waad. If a persan is fartunate eight eggs. If they desire 2 lb. of
enaugh to. be able to. buy a tan af waad he eggs they should receive sixteen eggs.
will prabably receive 10 cwt. of waad and If a person were to. purchase 2 lb. of eggs
10 cwt. af water. There is no provisian ta-day he wauld probably receive 12 or 14
relating to. that. Mentian has :been made eggs. I submit that there is much merit
af the sale af waad by measurement. in my argument. Abaut twelve grades af
That is a different prapasitian to. waad eggs are recagnized by the Egg Board;
which gaes aver the scales. I venture to. eggs are graded fram pigeans' to eagles'.
say that an the average a tan of bax Cansequently, the public should receive
blacks entering a persan's hame ta-day same pratectian, particularly in view af
would cantain as much as 5 cwt. af the rising prices af eggs, week after
water. While the municipalities are week. If pawers relating to the weight
waiting far this Bill to. be passed, un- of bread can be included why cannot
scrupulaus tradespeaple are aperating. similar pravision be made in regard to
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the weigh1 of eggs? I trust that the
Chief Secretary w.ill give my representations due consideration before the Bill
reaches the Committee stage.
Mr. F~WSTER (Essendon).-I support the Bill because I consider it deals
with one of the most important subjects
that the House could debate. Perhaps in
a sense its introduction is too late, but
it can never be too late to remove anomalies that have become a burden on the
housewife. The principal burden affecting most housewives is the lack of purchasing power of money; but this measure will at least have the effect of
ensuring that she will receive full value
and weight for the expenditure of the
limited money available to her. I have
been interested in weights for some time
and to illustrate the need for the adoption
of this Bill, and its prompt implementation, I shall narrate the results of a survey I conducted recently. At three
different shops 1 lb. of butter was purchased. The butter was weighed on
three different types of scales, which
were closely observed, and in each case
the scales indicated that the purchaser
was receiving 1 lb. of butter. When
each parcel was weighed on a tested
scale it was found that there was a variation in' each parcel, in one case to the
extent of 3 oz. I do not suggest that it
was the fault of the shopkeeper, or that
he had any intention to defraud. The
probable explanation was the condition
of the scales used and the lack of inspection.
The powers of weights and measures
inspectors are limited, particularly in
testing. The Bill provides that trained
inspectors, armed with the necessary
equipment will undertake the inspectorial work. For some years past I have
seen 2-gallon, 1-gallon, and I-quart measures in use. Originally the stamped
containers supplied true measure, but
due to rough handling over the years
they had become damaged and the indentations made in the containers did not
permit of the correct quantity of fluid
being supplied.
The subject matter of this Bill should
be one of serious concern to all members.
No person wants more than he pays for,
but he desires full measure in the art.icle
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he buys. I could cite many instances
where the use of faulty gauges has resulted in articles being produced contrary to the sizes specified. In one instance two articles manufactured had to
coincide in size and fit into each o1her.
They were measured with standard
gauges,
but when assembly was
attempted they would not fit. The fault
was not due to defective workmanship,
it was due to the inaccuracy of the
gauges used. Evidently the gauges had
been mishandled in such a way that
they had lost their trueness. I am not
reflecting on the work of the insp~ctor of
gauges. Constant reference is made in
various quarters to the present-day lack
of production in industry. In the case
I have mentioned, due to the faulty
gauges, the manufactured articles did not
come up to specification, the articles had
to be remade and there was a consequent delay in production.
I should like to see included in the
Bill a provision for the appointment of
a State-wide controlling authority. If
the implementation of this legislation is
to be left in the hands of a number of
small bodies then it is doomed to failure,
because everyone's responsibility beThe
comes no one's responsibility.
appointment of one State-controlling
authority would eliminate haphazard
control. I commend the Government on
the introduction of this urgently required
measure. When it is implemented it will
prove of great benefit to the ,State,
industrially and domestically, and will
justify the time that Parliament has
spent on its consideration.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I am in a
dilemma as I approach the consideration
of this Bill. I agree with the honorable
member for Sunshine that the best possible legislation deatling with this important subject should 'be passed. I find it
difficult to appreciate the attitude of the
Chief Secreta·ry who has persistently refused to allow a reasonable time f'Or
members to prepare their second-reading
speeches. For many years I have had
the doubtful pleasure of prosecuting
offenders under the consolidating Act of
1928. I have assisted the Kew branch of
the Returned Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia in
the investigation of a number of cases
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w?ere unfortunate residents in my distrIct have been taken down by dishonest
itinerant traders, and my experience has
enabled me to appreciate the difficulties
that arise under the existing Act.
[ was delighted when I heard that the
Government proposed to introduce 'a
We.ights and Measures Bill, but when I
found that I was to be given only a few
days in which to prepare my' secondreading speech, to peruse the 44 clauses
in the Bill, to consult the municipalities
who were interested in the prosecutions
whioh I had conducted and to discuss the
Bill with the .secretary .of the Eastern
Suburbs Weights and Measures Union I
was very di,sappointoo. I find it difficult
to make a constructive second-reading
speech at this stage.

{
I

The problem of short weights and measures affects every citizen.
Members
have probably heard of numerous cases
w.here dishonest traders have produced
short weight firewood, at an apparently
attractive price, and offered it to an innocent housewife. Before she has had time
to think of what she is doing the wood
\
has been dumped in her back yard and
{
her money taken, almost under false prej
tences. In such a case the ordinary citi\
\
zen could be excused for thinking that it
was a simple matter to report the case to
the local inspector and that a prosecution
would follow as a matter of course.
Nothing is further from the truth, be, cause the 19,28 Act is full of deficiencies.
Successfu1 prosecution f.or the sale of
short weight firewood and other materials is most difficult. As the years have
gone by, I think the dishonest trader has
become an expert in deceiving the public.
I shall mention one or two of the latest
tricks that are played. The first is a
new device in the sale of fish. On the
scales is a thick piece of brown paper,
placed there apparently to keep the fish
clean; but it is really a useful receptable
for a quantity of water. Fish bought off
those scales will probably weigh 12 or 13
ounces to the apparent pound. The
honorable member for Coburg said that
the Government was more or less wasting its time in trying to deal with the
sale .of firew.o.od, c.oal and c.oke because
it was not P.ossible t.o obtain s~pplies .of
those goods. I was able to purchase a
small quantity of c.oke recently but the

\
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Metropolitan Gas Company has thought
out a new way of getting its full
measure. Until the Government promised
the company a subsidy, it sold coke that
had been screened at the works. Now it
sells to the wholesale fuel merchant coke
that has n.ot been screened, and thereby it manages to get a few pounds of
dust into each bag. The purchaser
not only buys coke and dust, but he also
has the pleasure of separating the dust
from the coke before he is able to burn
the latter in the heater of a hot water
system. On this subject, I can speak
from personal knowledge because I had
to separate dust from coke when I
returned home from the .House last
night. On the previous evening I did not
do so and the outcome was that the
system failed. However, last evening I
had to separ:ate some twelve or fourteen
shovelfuls of coke and dust so that the
b.oiler W.ould operate throughout the
night.
The Chief Secretary has n.ot given any
indication that he will accede to the
request .of members to grant a reasonable adjournment of the debate and
therefore it is necessary for me to proceed with my speech on the material I
have available. I plead with the Government t.o insert section 75 of the 1928 Act
in this Bill. The section was quoted by
the ~on~rable member for Mornington,
and It SImply pr.ovides that municipalities or the unions shall obtain the
benefit of fines recovered through
successful prosecutions. That has two
g.o.od effects. In the first place it is an
incentive to launch a prosec~tion. It
would appear that .one .or two Government supporters are concerned about
mu~icipalities or the unions not being
anXIOUS t.o pr.osecute. In the second
place, the pr.ovision assists in meeting
the cost of administering the Act. That
expense should not fall upon the municipalities, as the work is done not alone
for ratepayers but for all citizens in the
area served. I suggest that the Government should do all it can to assist municipalities to recoup the expense of
implementing the legislation.
Members sh.ould n.ot think that weights
and measures unions or municipalities
are making a fortune out. of this pr.ocedure. An en.orm.ous amount of time
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and trouble must be put into the launching of a prosecution. Even when one is
successful, the defendant may be fined
only £1 and not more than one
guinea will be allowed as costs for
the prosecuting solicitor.
Usually the
unions are so hard up that the solicitor
has to accept the guinea in full settlement of his costs after spending fr·om
twenty to 30 hours in preparing the
prosecution.
I repeat that municipalities will not make a fortune :if the
section is included, but they will be
assisted financially.
I next wish to discuss an amendment
which the 'Government should consider
making to section 93 of the 1939 Act.
Tha t section providesIn any prosecution or legal proceedings
under this Act no proof shall unless evidence
is given to the contrary be required of the
apPointment of any inspector.

From my experience of prosecutions
taken under the present Act and the
Health Act, I submit that it is vital that
the Bill should incorporate clauses 391
to 397 of the Health Act. I am prepared
to make available to the Chief Secretary
a suggestion from a municipality that
has gone to the trouble O'f Te-writing the
sections of the Health Act and' applying
them to this 'measure.
They are all
directed to ensuring that the formalities
of proof are decided in favour of the inspector unless there is good reas'on to
the contrary.
Mr. REID.-I direct attention to the
sta te of the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. RYLAH.-Clause 19 of the Bill
providesAn inspector shall not be compelled to
disclose in court any source from which he
has derived information in relation to the
case.

I suggest that that provlsIOn is
dangerous. That aspect was commented
upon by the honorable member for P.olwarth. In addition, I submit that the
clause is unnecessary. Unless the inspector does his job badly in court, the
Bench will nO't receive h~arsay evidence
as to the source of his information.
Therefore I contend that the clause
should be deleted.

l

Bill.

I commend the Government on clause
38, which provides that any person
defrauded under the Act in connection
with the sale of firewood, and SO' on,
shall be entitled to compensation from
the court. That is a desirable provision
and will en1sure that when a case of
flagrant cheating or overcharging comes
before the court, it will not only impose
a penalty but will also give redress to
the person who has been robbed.

\

!

I shall now discuss the provisions of
section 83 of the principal Act which
govern the sale of coal and firewood.
It is now proposed also to cover
coke, and other items. I should like to
see incorporated similar controls over the
sale of sand, seil, screenings, metal, and
so on.

I

(
~

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Provision has been
made to cover the sale of those materials
by regulating the size of receptacles and

\

v~hicles.

Mr. RYLAH.-I am not entirely satisfied with that. The only satisfactory
way in which prosecutions can be lodged
is to provide that material shall be sold
by weight or measurement, and that a
weight ticket shall be provided and produced. It must be remembered that in
these days sand, soil, screenings, and so
on are be-ing sold by fuel merchants. The
honest merchant, of whom there are
many in this community, is doing the
righ t thing and issuing aweigh t ticket
when he sells those articles, as he does
when seUing wood, coal, or coke. However, the snide fuel meTchant is a1so engaging in this trade, and is trying to
obtain the greatest profit. He is using
the same methods when selling screenings, soil, and sand as he follows when
disposing of wood, cea'l, and coke.
Clause 24 provides that an inspector
shall be entitled to cert'ain information
enly after the production' of his identifica tion in the prescribed form. The
henorable member for Mornington mentioned that one municipality which had
written to him suggested that prosecutions might be rendered void if an
inspector obtained information without
preducing his authority. The honorable
member was inclined to' dismiss that pessibility, but I suggest that it should be

(
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given attention and, if possible, an them closely in order to ascertain if they
opinion obtained from the Law Depart- are commi'tting an offence. Therefore,
ment. The experience of the legal pro- it is important that we should ensur'e
fession is that courts strictly interpret tha t a measure of this kind is as perfect
provisions which they regard as interfer- as poss~ble.
ing with the rights of the subject. If
Opposition members generally are in
all the motions have not been gone accord with the principles of the Bill, 'but
through properly the tendency is to say as their contributions to the debate have
that the prosecution must fail. As an indicated, they want to ensure that the
example, I need only refer to prosecutions legislation will stand for many years
following the use of search warrants without the necessity of further amendunder the Licensing Act or similar ments. It is important that too great
legisla tion.
a burden is not placed on the local
It would be a pity if these important authorities by any proposed changes.
and valuable provisions were introduced One danger that I see is the provision
and had the opposite effect to that in- relating to the qualifications of the intended and prosecutions were held to be spectors. Despite the fact that the Chief
invalid. Without having had an oppor- Secretary may extend to three years the
tunity fully to consider this Bill I com- period in which present inspectors may
mend it, to the House. Generally, the qualify, manY.poorer and remote municiOpposition is in favour of its becoming palities will experience considerable
operative at the earliest possible moment. difficulties. For instance, a health inLike the honorable member for Sun- spector may be employed, and for some
shine, who has given an excellent portion of his time he may administer
explanation of the measure, we believe the provisions of the Weights and Meait should be made as flawless as possible sures Act. He may be a well qualified
before it is put into operation.
and experienced heaHh inspector but not
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn)-After deal- in a position to qualify himself under the
ing with legislation covering a very wide provisions of this Bill. After the expirafield and cOflGerned with matters where tion of three years the municipality may
the Government is interfering with the be faced with the question of having to
carrying on of business undertakings, it obtain the services of a weights and
is refreshing to return to a topic that was measures inspector and whether those of
\\ one of the earliest subjects of govern- the health inspector ishould be retained.
) ment in English speaking countries. I ask the Chief Secretary to examine the
\ Legislation upon weights and measures position a little further before insisting
da tes back ,at least as far as Magna on the qualification of persons who are
Charta, if not further. From that time already carrying out these duties.
the responsibility for the administration
That is one reason why I was conof weights and measures legislation has cerned about the attitude of the Chief
been placed on local authorities, and ex- Secretary in not granting a longer
perience has shown that they are the adjournment of the debate on this Bill.
!
best bodies to administer it.
I would not say that an adjournment of
\.
As business methods change and as one week was not sufficient for members
science and industry produce new types .. to examine proposed leg isla tion and be
of measurements it is necessary to amend in a position to discuss it. However, it
legislation' relating to weights and is a different matter when, as in this
measures. This Bill is designed to do case, it is necessary to obtain the comthat. However, it is important that we ments of municipalities. It may be that
should not too fr:equently interfere with the experience of the Chief Secretary
this type of legislation by repeatedly some two years ago, when protests from
amending it, because it is important for the municipalities came in thick and fast,
the business and trading community to has led him in this instance to reduce
the time so 1ha t there will not be a reknow exactly where it stands.
If
amendments are made every year or so, petition of what occurred in relation to
it cannot be expected that small shop- the Bill he brought forward in 1948. I
keepers and business people will study hope that is not the case.

\
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Mr. DODGSHuN.-The executive of the prosecution. I pass from that to clause
Municipal Association has already 26, which specifies some new offences.
approached me and submitted eight pro- When offences of this type are created,
posals. They obtained a copy of the Bill it behoves the House to examine the
and intimated that I had forestalled them provision carefully. There is a tendency
as there was only one item about which to create new offences, and so to make
criminals of citizens who are ordinarily
there was any discussion.
Mr. LECKIE.-That may be so, but law-abiding. I refer first to proposed
it does not foHow that every munici- paragraph (c) , which will make the
pality is in accord wi,th the view of the principal Act readAny person who(
executive. I should like to turn to
(c) refuses on request to state his name
)
several of the clauses of the Bill, some
and address to an inspector or .
of which have already been mentioned.
states to an inspector a false name
(
The first is clause 15, which contains a
or address-~
proposed new sub-section (3) of section shall be guilty of an offence.
34 of the principal Act, providing that That is a power which no policeman
an inspector may act outside the area of possesses. There is a tendency in these
his authority for the purpose of days to give to all kinds of inspectors,
the administration of the Act.
I such as inspectors for the State Eleccan see in that a very grave danger, tricity Commission, remarkably wide
parUcularly when there are feuds powers of this kind-powers which are
Where not given to members of the Police
between interested parties.
suoh a feud exists between a customer Force, who protect the community
and a trader, and the customer finds that against more serious abuses than are
the inspector in his own locality rejects dealt with by inspectors under the
the allegations he makes, he may go to Weights and Measures Act.
I can
a neighbouring municipality and find a visualize that if tlie provision stands a
more amenable inspector whom he may member of this House might be walking
ask to make an inspection of the trader's down Bourke-street and be accosted by
weights and measures. Some limitation some one, whom he has not seen before
of the power proposed seems to be neces- but who happens to be a weights and
measures inspector from Mildura. The
sary to prevent such abuses.
I would refer next to clause 19, inspector demands his name and address,
which was mentioned by the honor- and if he refuses to give them he is I
able member f.or Kew and the guilty of an offence. I foreshadow an /
honorable member for Mornington. It amendment to this paragraph to provide \
provides that an inspector shall not be that the person who refuses to give his
compelled to disclose in court the source name and addrel?s must be a person in
from which he has derived information. charge of a vehicle or having weights
The /
If it is the policy of the Government to and measures in his possession.
protect all informants, that f.act should clause roso makes it an offence to assault (I
be clearly stated; but it seems remark- an inspector. I can see no necessity for
able that such a provision should be that provision, because assault O'f any ~
included in this Bill, which is of com- kind is fully covered by the Police I)
paratively small importance, but not in Offences Act.
Brigadier TOVELL.---'I draw your attenlegislation relating to serious crimes,
including murder, which entail police tion, Mr. Speaker, to the state of the
House.
prosecution.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Do you want to sit
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Why would an Informant's name need to be disclosed if until m'idnight? I have made an arrangement with your colleagues, but apparthe offence was due to a bad scale?
Mr. LECKIE.-Because the disclosure ently you are not prepared to abide by it.
might affect the credibility of the in- If you call for a quorum you win have to
spector and his witness. It is only when stay late.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The honorable
the inspector's credit is being attacked
that any such provision would be used. member for Evelyn is making a speech
I can see no justification for it in such and there should be some one here to hear
a case as a weights and measures him.

l
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and void, 'because it will be made under
a measure which is not prescribed under
the Act. There can be no method of repacking the packages, because they have
to he preserved in a sterile condition.
It may well be that thi-s is a matter that
has been overlooked.
Sub-section (4)
of section 74 of the principal Act
provides inter alia-

Brigadier TOVELL.-lNot an agreement
not
to have a quorum.
i
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
\ Michaelis).-The honorable member for
~ Brighton directed attention to the state
\ of the House but I ,find that the necessary
, quorum was present.
All goods sold by weight shall be sold by
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-The Police avoirdupois weight or metric weight, except
Offences Act provides a term of imprison- that(c) . drugs when sold by retail may be sold
'\ ment for assault, whereas under the
. by apothecaries weight.
Weights and Measures Act only 'a fine
can be imposed. The provision will not That may be a good provision, but there
be a deterrent; it alters the law in no is no definition in the principal Act of'
way, and creates a new statutory offence, " drugs." The word "drugs" has a
for no reason whatever. I do not rem em- limited meaning, and it also has a wide
,. ber having heard any explanation of the meaning covering all types of medicine.
; last paragraph in the Bill. It is para- Unless something is done to define
" drugs" in the Act, this provision will
I
graph (d) of clause 44, which reads\
The heading "Cubic Measures" relating be found to be abortive, because there
\ to metric weights and measures and the will be a loophole, and when a prosecutable thereunder shall be repealed.
tion is launched the point will be rais"ed
\\ That is of some importance, and I should whether this is a drug and whether that
be glad H the Minister would give his is not one. A simple definition would
attention to the po'int I a'm raising. The cover the matter and improve the
proposal is to delete a table of cubic mea- measure. I can see considerable litigasures in the metric system. In this con- tion arising from the clause as it stands.
nection it is interesting to turn to section
I think I have com,mented on the pro' 74 of the principa1 Act, sub-section (1)
visions which need slOme further
of which providesattention. I suggest that !!he Minister
\ Every contract bargain sale purchase or should review these points before the
II dealing made or had in Victoria for any Bill is di'sposed of in the Committee
\ work goods or other things which has or
stage. In any case, he should allow the
':have been or is or are to be done sold pur¢hased delivered carried or agreed for by further consideration of the Bill to be
weight or measure shall be made and had
adjourned for a period sufficient to
according to some standard weight or mea- enable any interested municipality ro
sure prescribed by this Act or to some multiple or part thereof and ff not so made or make representations on the subject. As
I have said, it is not a, question of
had shall be void.
~
Secondly, any sale which is made by a criticizing Ithe measure. I am trying 1:0
\ measure not prescribed by the Act is ass-ist in the framing of an Act that will
\ void. There are quite a number of medi- stand for a long time.
} cines and drugs which are sold by cubic
The motion ,was agreed to.
I centimetre measurement. That applies
The Bill was read a second time and
\ particularly to life-saving drugs such as committed.
') penici'llin. If this kind of p:mvision is
Clause l-(Short title, constructio:1,
}allowed to stand and no standard of cubic and citation).
}measure in the metric system is laid
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Morningf down, any sale or contract for the ,sale
ton).~lthough the Chief 'Secretary in\ of such a drug will be void. If the drug
tends that progress be reported on this
I is manufactured in Australia, no difficulty wHI arise, but it frequently happens clause I wish to know whether he will
when new drugs are discovered', that agree to a reasonable postponement of
shipments are obtained from abroad by the Commi tt-e'e stage.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).the large drug companies and sold to
ospitals and medical practitioners. I cannot give any guarantee that we shall
nder the Bill such a sale will be null not proceed with thE' Committee stage of
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the Bill on Tuesday. Although some
members have suggested that consideration of the measure has been pushed on,
I think the honorable member for Mornington has progressed well with his
desires. I believe that between the
present time and Tuesday he will be able
to prepare any amendments he wishes tJ
submit. That also applies to other
honorable members. I would apprecia::e
it if honorable members were ready to
go ahead with the Committee stage on
Tuesday next.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1 wished to be sure that the
Minister would give us time to prepare
amendments. 1 desire to see the measu.te
passed thr.ough all stages, but 1 want
time for members contemplating amen 1ments to get them ready. We shall do
what we can to assist in the passage of
the Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
Progress was reported.

.

ADJOURNMENT.
AUSTRALIAN WHEAT BOARD:
ApPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN-LoCAL GOVERNMENT ACT: OBJECTIONS TO STREET
CONSTRUCTION
SCHEMES-CHANDLER
HIGHWAY: RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

'Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-As a
new member and one who represents
many wheat growers in Victoria, I feel
compelled to seek knowledge concerning
a matter which is obviously of moment
to wheat producers in my electorate and,
in fact, to producers throughout Victoria. To be brief, I propose to read
from one of the many statements of
protest which I have received from constituents in the Korong electorate-I hereby protest against the replacement
-of Mr. F. H. M. Cullen with Mr. J. S. Teasdale as Chairman of the Australian Wheat
Board. I respectfully rpq uest you to take

Adjournment.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).On a point of order, this is not a State
but a Federal matter.

!

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I should like to be sure on
that point. If it is a matter of State
administration or the State is concerned
in any appointment made, then the
honorable member will have a right to
speak on it. However, if this is purely
a Commonwealth subject he will not
ha ve that right. I should be glad to
hear argument on the point, but I think
time would be saved if the honorable
member for Korong were allowed to
make his remarks.

/
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Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-For my
guidance and to clarify the position in
the minds .of members, I should be glad
if the Premier or the Chief Secretary
would make a statement concerning thiis
matter.

I

/
i

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The only statement that I can make is
that the question raiseq by the honorable S
member concerns' the Commonwealth )
Government and the Commonwealth /
Minister of Commerce and Agriculture. I
The appointment was made by the Com- )
monwealth Government, and the State,
Government had no influence on wha~'
was said or done.
'
Mr. REID (Box Hill) .-1 direct attention to a matter affecting the administration of the Minister of Public Works in )
his capacity of having general s~~er- )
vision over local government aut h ontIes. (I
1 refer particularly to the provisions of /
the Local Government Act governing the 1
form of notices under schemes of street
construction. If a ratepayer objects to /
a scheme ,of street. construction pro- <
pounded by a municipal council, certain J
notices of objection may be lodged. (
Ther.e are two stages in connection with /'
these notices. The first objection is
heard by the council. The matter is then \
considered and, if a second objection is
lodged, it is heard by a stipendiary
magistrate. The regulations should provide for a slightly amended form 0
notice. to make it clear to a ratepaye
that his second form of objection wi] I
I

)
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be dealt with by a court. Under the
existing forms provided by the regulations, that is not clear. Consequently,
a man frequently lodges his second set
of objections, oblivious of the fact that
he will be involved in court proceedings.
It is only fair that ratepayers should be
warned of the risk involved in lodging
a second set of objections. Some municipalities, such as rt:he City of Box Hill,
have met the situation on their own
initiative, by informing ratepayers by
letter of the risks involved. The appropriate form of action would be an amendment of the regulations by the responsible Minister. I submit my requesrt
through the Minister in charge of this
House to the Minister of Public Works.
for consideration.

')
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Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I take this
opportunity of referring to a matter
which concerns the administration of the
Depar'tments controlled by the Minister
of Public Works, the Minister of Transport, and the Minister of Lands. In
October, 1929, an agreement was entered
into between the municipal councils of
Northcote, Heidelberg, and Kew, the
Board of Land and Works, the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, and
the Victorian Railways Commissioners,
for the leasing from the Victorian
Railways Commissioners of a cer\ tain
railway embankment
cutting
,running from Princess-street, Kew,
I to the
Yarra river at the old outercircle railway bridge, and the leasing of
the bridge to enable a road, now known
as Chandler Highway, to be constructed
between Princess-street, Kew, and Fairfield, thereby joining the northern
suburbs of Heidelberg, Fairfield, and
Alphington with the eastern suburbs of
Kew and Camberwell. That agreement,
which was for a period of twenty years,
contained a provision for the construction of a road, which work was carried
out. The agreement also contained provisions for the maintenance of the road,
which work was duly performed by the
municipalities of Heidelberg and Kew.
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The agreement expired in 1949, and

I nothing has since been done to renew it
( or to provide for the maintenance of the
\ road. The result is that the public are
\~~ing a private road, the property of the
Nictorian
Railways
Commissioners,

1950.J
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under no agreement whatsoever· and no
one is entrusted with the maintenance of
that thoroughfare. The municipality of
Kew performed a certain amount of
maintenance work on that road early
this year, but the council authorities are
now seriously concerned as to whether
they are entitled to perform maintenance
work on railway land and whether, by
so doing, they have accepted any legal
responsibility.
The thoroughfare, which is an important arterial road and a major bus
route, is deteriorating. If any member
of the Government will ride over that
road, he will realize that it is in a
shocking condition. The obvious action
for the municipality of Kew to take
would have been to erect a barrier and
a notice stating that the thoroughfare
was a private road and that no traffic
may use it. That action was not taken,
however, and the matter was discussed
with the Minister of Public Works in the
previous Administration, also with the
Minister of Public Works in the present
Administra tion. I understand that the
question of the future responsibility for
this road has been referred to the
Public Works Committee, but what concerns me is that there has been no reply
to my request that immediate arrangements should be made by the Public
Works Department to maintain the
road and put it into a condition suitable
for carrying traffic with safety to the
public. I ask the Minister now in charge
of the House if he will convey my request
to the Minister of Public Works so that
action may be taken immediately, before
loss of life occurs.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).On behalf of the Minister of Public
Works, who is a member of the other
House, I have listened with interest to
the remarks of the honorable member
for Kew. I assure him that to-morrow
I shall be pleased to discuss the matter
with the Minister of Public Works, whose
Department is concerned. I shall do all
I can towards helping the honorable
member for Kew and those whom he
represents to extricate themselves from
the difficulty.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.57 p.m:
untiZ Tuesday, August 22.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.59 p.m., and read
the prayer.
PYALONG LANDS EXCHANGE BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of Education), was read a-first time.
PRINTERS
AND
NEWSPAPERS
(FOREIGN ADVERTISEMENTS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of Ed:Jcation), was read a first time.
CONSOUDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.3).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. T. BYRNES (,Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
The Hon P T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-

Bill (No.3).

The PRESIDENT.-I am here to look
after that point.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province) .-On a point of order
I should like to ask whether Sir James
Kennedy is entitled to withhold the
granting of leave to the Minister subject
to conditions.
The PRESIDENT.-It is quite a common pra,ctice. !of the Minister says, "II
will not comply with those conditions,"
I take it that leave is refused. Has the
Minister anything to say concerning the
two conditions mentioned?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works}.-I have no knowledge
whatever of the Bill Sir James Kennedy
intends to bring forward. Consequently
I could not agree to grant him leave, so
to speak, on the blind.
The
PRESIDENT.,..-!
understand,
then, that leave is refused to the
Minister.
It was ordered that the Bill be printed,
and the second reading made an Order
of the Day for the next day of meeting.
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MELBOUR;NE (BOWBN-STREET)
I
LAND BruL.
}
This Bill was received from the)
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of
That the Bill be printed and, by leave,
J
the second reading be made an Order of - Education), was read a first time.
the Day for later this day.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minjste~
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbot'ham of Education}.-IT moveProvince}.-I am not prepared to accede
That the Bill be printed and, by leave,
to the Minister's request that he be given the second reading be made an Order of the
\
leave to proceed with the Bill to-day, Day for later this day.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I object to leave /
unless I am given leave to bring in a Bill
)
regarding which I propose to submit a being granted.
motion later and unless :the Minister
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-This j
agrees that the House should meet to- shows the need for reform of the)
morrow. Those are the two conditions Council.
I make on the question of leave being
-The PRESIDENT.-In view of the
granted to the honorable gentleman.
objection, the second part of the motion \
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Mel- is not competent.
/
bourne
West
Prov.ince). Mr.
It was ordered that the Bill be printed -:'
President-and the second reading made an Order ~
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager,. of the Day for the next day of meeting.
~
-Does the honorable member propose
to object to the Bill being proceeded
UNIVERSITY (VETEHJllNARY
with?
RESEAROH) BH.1L.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.--My
This Bill was received from
objection .is to the provisos. I should Assembly and, on the motion of th
'like to know for how 'long they are to Hon. TREVOR HARVEY ('Ministe
last.
of Labour), was read a first time.

)
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POLIOE REGULATION (PENSIONS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the ,motion of the
Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of
Housing), was read a first time.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I moveThat the Bill be printed and, by leave,
the second reading be made an Order of the
Day for later this day.

The PRE:SIDENT.-JDo I understand
that there is an objection to leave being
granted?
:Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Yes.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-We could
not hear it.
The PREJSIDEJNT.-I have now
clearly heard the objection.
It was ordered that the Bill be printed
and the second reading made an Order
of the Day for the next day of meeting.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL BILL.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I move-That I have leave to bring in a Bill
relating to the constitution of the Legis\, lative Council.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
;North Province).-Js that not a notice of
motion?
I The PRESlnENT.---.!Sir James Kennedy said that he moved for leave to
bring in a Bill.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I understand
that it is really a notice of motion.
The PR8SIDENT.--Jfaving looked at
the written matter, I would ask whether
it is not that Sir J'ames Kennedy desires
to give notice that he will move for leave
as set out.
Sir JAMES KE·NNEDY.-That is so.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
PU'blic Works) .--1 was not quite clear on
the point.
The PRESIIDENT.-The Minister has
reason for not being quite clear.
Sir
J ames Kennedy said that he moved for
leave, but I think he has now corrected
that to say that he gives notice that he
will move for leave on the next day of

1950.J
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MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS (BORROWING POWERS) BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to increase the borrowing powers
of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works.
The motion was 'agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat the Bill be printed and, by leave, the
second reading be made an Order of the Day
for later this day.

At present, there appear on the Notice
Paper a number of small but important
Bills. Towards the end of the session
there will be more important measures to
discuss such as the measure relating to
the constitution of a gas corporation.
These measures will involve much discussion in this Chamber.
The Hon. A. E. McDoNALD.-When
will the ses3ion end?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That will be
revealed in due course. I am seeking the
co-operation of members so that the
. House may deal with these small measures at this stage to obviate a rush of
business later in the session.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).--I am not prepared to grant
the leave sought by the Minister of Public Works. Members are prepared to
meet to-morrow when, under ordinary
procedure, we can deal with the Bills
that the Minister of Works has alluded
to. This is merely an illustration of the
opposition that I encountered when I
was Leader of the Government in this
Chamber. Certain me~bers would not
agree to the granting of leave desired by
the Government of the day to proceed
with Bills.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-You
should relate the facts.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-A delay of
only one day may be involved and so I
am not prepared to grant the leave that
is sought.
The PRESIDENr.-Leave to proceed
with the secon'd reading of the Bill today has been ref.used.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I regret the attitude of
some members who, obviously, are trying
to obstruct the business, of the House.
That has not been done previously.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-I oannot
accept that statement.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-Obstructions of this ,character have occurred
only on rare occasions. In this House of
review it is usual for the Government to
be given an opportunity to proceed with
measures of this description. If the Bill
was contentious, there might be reason
for the withholding of leave.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Earlier in the
sitting, I explained my reasons for refusing leave.
It was ordered that Vhe Bill be printed
and the second reading made an Order
of the Day for the next day of meeting.
GOODS (TEXTrLE P.RODUCTS) BILL.
The
Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister of Labour) moved for leave to
bring in a Bill relating to tI'lade descriptions of textile products.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
nRAIINAGE ARE'AS BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) moved for leave to hring
in a Bill to amen'd the Drainage Areas
Act 19'28, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat the Bill be printed and, by leave,
the second reading be made an Order of the
Day for later this day.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Hjginbotham
Province).-I object to the granting of
leave.
It was ordered that the Bill :be printed
and the second reading be made an Order
of the Day for the next day of meeting.
LEGISLATIVtE COUNClL FRANCHISE
Bi])UL.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-J moveThat I have leave to bring in a Bill to
extend the franchise for the Legislative
Council.

Franchise Bill.

The Han. WILLIAM SLATER.-When'
does Sir J ames Kennedy desire to be
granted leave?
If he wants it now, I
object.

The FRESrJJENT.-The question before the Chair is' ,that Sir James Kennedy be granted leave to bring in a Bill
to extend the franchise for elections for
the Legislative Council.
If an honorable member desires to object to leave
being granted, he should vote against
the motion.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-I gather that I am
entitled to speak on this motion.
The PRESIDBNT.-Yes, but only to a
limited extent. The Bill has not yet been
brought before the House and all that
is known of it is its title.
The Han. A. :M. FRASER.-I wish to
ascertain certain information from Sir
James K:ennedy. I am asked to vote for
or against a motion simply on what
appears on the Notice Paper, and I cannot make up my mind on the matter
unless I am further informed. I cannot
close my eyes to the fact that Sir JCl'mes
Kennedy is the Leader of the Liberal
and Country party in this Chamber. I
know that on official documents of this
Parlia,ment is a proposall for adult fran
chise for elections for the Legislativ
Council.
ThePRESIDENT.-If the honorab e
member said, "Before I exercise my vote
I wish to obtain ceI'ltain information," I
would say that he was acting within the
Standing Orders.
He must not discuss
foreshadowed legislation.
The Hon. A. M. FRAISER.-It is difficult for me to advise Sir James
n'edy on the inf.ormation I seek unless I
sta te the' background of this subject.
There is on record a document for which
Sir James Kennedy's party stands.
It
provides for an extension of the Legislativ.e CounciQ franchise to servicemen,
the spouses of servicemen, and the
spouses of ratepayers. Now Sir James
Kennedy lis giving notice of another Bill,
which---'if press reports are to be believed
-rela tes to a referendum.
I wish to
ask Sir James Kennedy whether he proposes to include a ref.erendum to abolish
the Council or to keep this House

Adjournment.
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The PRESIDENT.-Sir James Kennedy has sought leave to bring in a Bill
to extend the franchise for elections for
the Legislative Council. It seems to me,
from the remarks of Mr. Fraser, that he
is at cross purposes with the Bill.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-Before the
question is submitted to the House may
I ask what would be the position if a
majority of members voted against leave
being granted to Sir James Kennedy to
bring in this Bill?
The PRESIDENT.-That question
does not require a Presidential ruling.
If a majority of members vote against
the motion Sir James Kennedy will not
be granted the necessary leave to bring
in his Bill.
The Hon. A. E. McDoNALD.-Those
who vote against leave being granted
will indicate that they do not favour an
extension of the Legislative Council.
franchise.
The HOD. PAUL JONES (Doutta
Galla Province').-I rise to seek information similar to that sought by Mr.
Coleman. What would be the position
if a majority of members voted against
leave being granted Sir James Kennedy
to bring in this Bill?
The PRESIDENT.-I do not know that
I am required to repeat the obvious. If
1~e majority votes" no " then Sir James
f(ennedy is refused leave to bring in the
Sill.
, The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair).
Ayes
14
Noes
15

Adjournment.
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ADJOURNMENT.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES '(Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next at half-past Four
o'clock.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I moveThat the words .. Tuesday next" be
omitted with the view of inserting the word
.. to-morrow."

The purpose of my ameridment is to
indicate that we are prepared to meet tomorrow to deal with the affairs of the
State.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Sir James
Kennedy could have allowed the business of the House to proceed to-day and
there would have been no need to submit
the amendment.
The House divided on the motion that
the words proposed by Sir James Kennedy
to be omitted stand part o~ the motion
(Sir Clifden Eager in the chair).
Ayes

15

No~

14

Majority against the amendme~

1
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. MacAulay
McNally
Swinburne
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Tuckett.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Fraser
Galbally
Harvey
Inchbold
Kennelly

I Mr.
Mr.

Tellers:
Mr. Jones
, Mr. Slater.
NOES.

\

Majority
motion

\

J

against
..

the
1

AYES.

I

l

Sir William Angliss
Mr.
Sir Frank Beaurepaire Mr.
Mr. Cameron
J Mr.
Mr. Chandler
Mr.
Mr. Isaac
( Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson
Mr.
Colonel Lansell
Mr.

Ludbrook
McDonald
Rankin
Warner.

Tellers:
Gartside
McArthur.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
r.
r.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Fraser
Harvey
Inchbold
Jones
MacAu1ay

; Mr. McNally
Slater
Mr. Swinburne
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Tuckett.

I Mr.

I
Mr.
I Mr.
I

Tellers:
Galbally
Kennelly.

Sir William AngUss
Sir Frank Beaurepaire
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson

Colonel Lansell
Mr. Ludbrook
Mr. McArthur
Mr. Rankin.

Tellers:
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Warner.

Mr. Byrnes's motion was agreed to.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-That the House do now adjourn.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I wish to give notice that
on the ne~t day of meeting I shall again
move for leave to bring in the Bill of
which I gave notice earlier.
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Act.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).

-At this stage of the proceedings, a
member may give notice of his intention
to move f.or leave to introduce a Bill
only by leave of the House.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I object to
leave being granted.
The PRESIDENT.-That being su, Sir
J ames Kennedy will have to follow the
usual procedure on the neXlt day of
meeting.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.50 p.m.

until Tuesday, August 29.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, August 22, 1950.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.5 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
LICENSING ACT.
ISSUE OF PERMITS.
Mr. MERRIl"'IELD (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Chief Secretary1. What number of permits for liquor with

meals on licensed premises between 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m. was granted by the Licensing
Court in each of the years since the cessation
of the printed annual report of the Licences
Reduction Board?
2. What number of extended permits (Le.,
beyond the hour of 8 p.m.) for licensed
premises, unlicensed premises, and public
halls was granted by the court in each of the
above years?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The answers are1. The number of permits for liquor with

meals on licensed premises between the
hours of six and eight o'clock p.m. which the
Licensing Courts granted in each of the
years since 1941, when the last annual report
of the Licensing Courts Was issued, is as
follows:Year.

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

Number of Permits.

1,161
1,135
1,063
1,027
1,024
1,037
1,051
1,067
1,083
1,095

Year.

1941
1942
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
(To the 30th
of
June,
1950)

Extensions
of "?o~urs
Licensed
Premises.

4,098
700
516
1,226
1,690
2,316
1,589

I

Permits
for
Unlicensed
Premises.

763
72
446
481
651
825
720

Permits
for
Public
Halls.

1,961
4,025
5,683
2,1l7

\

-:

r'

\

From March, 1942, until the end of 1945,
owing to national security regulations,
no extensions of hours for licensed
premises or permits for unlicensed
premises were granted.
PUBLIC TRUSTEE OFFICE.
ADMINISTRATION COSTs-FEES AND COMMISSION-ADVERTISING EXPENSES.
Mr. REID (Box
Attorney -General--

Hill)

asked

the

1. What was the cost of administering the
office of the Public Trustee for each financial
year from the establishment of the office to I
30th June last?
;
2. What amounts of fees and commission
have been received by the Public Trustee for I
each financial year from the establishment
of the office! to 30th June last?

t

3. What amount was paid in respect of the
year 1949-50 for advertising the services of
the Public Trustee in daily and weekly
newspapers and other advertising media?
4. If he will lay on the table of the Library )
the file containing specimens of advertisements published by the Public Trustee in
respect of his services?
5. What amount was paid in respect of the
year 1949-50 in saLaries to the Public Trustee
and his staff?
6. What rates of commission have been
charged by the Public Trustee since the
establishment of his office for the adminis-(
tration of estates entrusted to him as
executor, administrator, -agent or trustee?

I
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7. Two officers, both of whom are
barristers and solicitors of the Supreme
Court of Victoda, are employed in the
advising on preparation o-f wills.

l\lr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The answers are-

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

1939-40 The office operated only from the
1st of February, 1940. Prior to
that date its functions were performed by the Master in Equity
·and partly by the Curator of the
Estates of Deceased Persons, and
separate figures are !lot available.
1940-41} Included in expenditure of the Law
\ 1941-42
Department (not capable of being
analysed at this date).
1942-43 £25,664.
1943-44 £28,363.
1944-45 £32,625.
1945-46 £35,669.
1946-47 £40,756.
" 1947-48 £46,395.
: 1948-49 £49,024.
1949-50 £55,684.

\

\
!

I

\

(

2. Fees and commission earned by· the
Public Trustee's Office from (as per Audit, General's Annual published report to June,
J
1949),

1

\
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Railway Department.

7. Whether any members of the staff of the
Public Trustee are entrusted with the duty
of advising on and preparing wills; if so,
whether such members of the staff are legal
practitioners?

1. The annual 'cost of administering the
Public Trustee's Office from its inception
until the 30th of June, 1950 is as follows:Total Admin·istration Cost. (As per
Year.
Auditor-General's annual published report to June, 1949),

I

1950.]

Year.

' \ 1939-40

Total fees and commission.

See remarks in answer to question
(1).

\1940-41 £8,685.
n.941-42 £11,971.
1942-43 £19,076.
1943-44 £20,620.
1944-45 £23,095.
1945-46 £20,119.
: 1946-47 £25,387.
\ 1947-48 £28,862.
I 1948-49 £38,298.
\. 1949-50 £42,056.
3. The amount expended by the Public
\ Trustee on offi.ce advertising during the year
' ended the 30th of June, 1950, was £1,380
17s. 8d.
4. Specimens of the office advertisements
\ are mounted on the sheet that I now hand to
~ the honorable member.
'\

5. The amount of the salaries paid to the
Public Trustee and' his staff for the year
( ended the 30th of June, 1950, was £45,519
1 16s. 5d.
6. The rates of commission ang charges
\
WhiCh have operated since the inception of
\ the Public Trustee's Office are fixed by Order
\in Council, and copies of each of the t.hree
orders which have been made I now hand to
~he honorable member.

\,
I

PRE-CUT HO'Q'SES.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)
Minister of Transport-

asked the

1. How many prefabricated houses have
been purchased by the Railway Department?
2. What will be the cost of each house
when erected?
3. For what period the houses will remain
at their present location in North Coburg?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-The answers are1. It is assumed that the question relates,
not to' prefabricated, but to pre-cut houses.
The Department has purchased 1,000 houses
of the latter type, 750 for British railway
migrants, and the balance for existing railway staff in the metropolitan area and in
the country.
2. Inclusive of the cost of all services, &c.,
other than the cost of land, the price of a
three bedroom pre-cut house will be £2,050.
3. Twenty-two pre-cut houses will be
erected at Merlynston to accommodate
electric train drivers and guards, of whom
there is a serious shortage in the metropolitan area, and the pre-cut houses will be permanently located at that place.

HOUSING.
EVICTION ORDERS.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Transport for the Minister
of HousingWhether the Minister's attention has been
drawn to the report appearing in the Herald
newspaper of Tuesday, the 15th of August,
showing the increase in eviction orders
granted by the courts during the last six
months as compared with preceding similar
periods?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-The Minister of Housing has advised
me that the reply to the honorable member's question is "Yes."
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
A ttorney-GeneralHow many eviction orders have been
granted in each suburb during the last six
months?

Businel~s
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13
18

Mr. F. W. Caterer, of the committee was
held at Ringwood Town Hall last Friday,
during which reports were given of dogs
which are chained day and night, some with
little shelter and, in at least one case, no
shelter at all.
In the Herald of the 18th instant appears

40

the following statement:-:-

34

Legislation to outlaw cruelty to animals
might be jettisoned, the secretary of the
Council of Churches, the Reverend Courtenay Thomas, said to-day.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The answer isCourt.

Number of
Eviction Orders
Made.

Box Hill
Brighton
BrunswiCk
Camberwell
Carlton
Caulfield
Cheltenham
Coburg
Collingwood
Fitzroy
Flemington
Footscray
Hawthorn
Heidelberg
Kew
Malvern
Melbourne
Moonee Ponds
Northcote
North Melbourne
Oakleigh
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Preston
Richmond
Ringwood
South Melbourne
St. Kilda
Williamstown ..

the House.

18
67
15
27
22
40
9

32
20
7

14
34

'12
59
24
11
9
12

35
27
27
3

35
36
17

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That the consideration of Notices of
Motion, General Business, be postponed
until after Orders of the D~y, Government
Business.

Mr REID (Box Hill).-I desire to
speak in opposition to the motion in view
of the fact that I, in common with other
members, have given notice of a private
member's Bill. The particular matter to
which I shall address myself is the notice
I have given of my intention to bring hI
a Bill relating to one aspect of ,cruelty
to animals; that is to say, a Bill to
"prohibit the keeping of dogs on chains
·for unreasonably long periods."
This
matter has received attention fro:71 va:tious public bodies. I have bef.ore me the
report of a meeting of the Ringwood
Animal Welfare League that appeared
in the Ringwood Mail of the 17th of
August, in which the following statement
occurred:Unnecessary tethering of dogs is giving
great concern to the Animal Welfare, Ringwood branch. A meeting, presided over by

I

j

(
(

)

There is ample justification for the fear
of the Reverend Courtenay Thomas,
having regard to the fact that, when the
present Chief Secretary held that office
in the previous composite Government,
his attention was directed to the evil of
cruelty to animals.

(

\

)
j

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I rise to a point of order. The honorable
member for Box Hill is discussing an
important matter to which the Government is giving consideration, but I wish
to know whether that question is relevant to the motion.

(

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie I
Michaelis).-Provided that the honorable' member restricts his remarks to :
mentioning reasons why Government }
business should not take precedence, he \
will be in order in :bringing forward the I
matter he has in mind. He must
debate a foreshadowed Bill, but he may
express opinions as to why General,
Business should be taken fir,st.
(

I;

not)1

Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I am gIvmg
reasons why an important proposal
should be taken ahead of Government
business. It is of vital public importance
and urgency tha:t crueIty to animals
should be prevented. My fear is that
this question will not be treated with sufficient urgency by the Government,
having regard to the fact that in June.
1948, the then honorable member for
Albert Park, Mr. Schilling, who is an
expert on this matter, raised in the
House the question of the desirability of
preven ting cruelty to animals.

/
}
~.

,I
)
"
)
')
)

.I

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie )
Michaelis).-The honorable member}
was in order in giving reasons Why the
motion should not be. agreed to, but he
is not in order in entering into a discus-;
sion of something that happened in the.
past.
f

I

Business of

')
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Mr. GALVIN.-What about the" galah "
,Bill?

I
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honorable member for Albert Park, Mr.
Schilling. His report was the last to be
submitted to the present Government,
and it has 'been in the hands of my
Department for only a few days.
The
reports of the committees require to be
analysed with a view to deciding which
recommendations the Government shall
adopt.

Mr. REID.-The interjection by the
honora'ble member for Bendigo brings
I me to the very point I wish to make.
\ I have not sufficient confidence in the
i
Governm,ent to expect that it WiillI deal
with this question 'as a ,matter of Government business, because the Ohief Secretary in June, 1948-'I might add that the last report discloses that even the commintee was not
The
SIPE'AKEIR.-Grder!
The
honor\
member is getting 'beyond the terms unanimous on most details; therefore.
\ able
of the ,motion. I have explained that he the Government must decide for itself
recommendations
shall
be
is entitled to give reasons why the which
motion should not be 'agreed to, but he accepted. I can assure the House that
is not in order in discussing the question the Government is seriously considering
whether he has confidence in the Govern- the matter with the object of presenting
, a Government' measure. From my exment.
Mr. RJEID.-I am raising this subject perdence of Parliament, I should say that
because numerous bodies have brought the motion thalt the honorable member
it to the notice of the public. I submit for Box Hill wishes to move will never
that it should be treated urgently, and be submitted to the House; therefore,
I have no confidence thqt the Govern- the Government proposes to submit an
ment will bring the matter forward as effective Bill.
one of urgency, even if it introduces a
The motion was agreed to.
Bill.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
NURJSES ANlD iMIDWtIVIES EllUL.
-The matter to which the honorable
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).member for Box Hill refers is Item No. r move9 under the heading of General Business
That this Bill be now read a second time.
-Notices of Motion; therefore, it is low
I appreciate the importance of this
on the list as far as priority is concerned.
His criticisms are not well founded, measure, which is divided into three
because the previous Government had Parts. The 'first d~als with :the registwo and a half years in which to con- tration of mental nurses, the second with
sider the subject, and the honorable amendments to the Nurses Acts, and the
member for Mornington, who was Chief third with amendments to the Midwives
Acts. Requests to provide legislation to
II
Secretary-authorize the Nurses Board of Victoria
\
The SBEAKER.-Order! The Chief to register mental nurses has been made
\ Secretary is now departing from the to successive Governments for many
1 terms of the .motion. There cannot be a years. Departmen t of Health files dis, general debate on the attitude of the close that the matter received con\i present or any previous Government sideration as far back as 1928 when
(
towards the matter that has been raIsed amendments of the Act under which the
\ by the honorable member for Box Hill.
registration of nurses was effected were
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I was about to being discussed. However, the proposal
point out that the Government proposes to register mental nurses was not proto take action. To disahuse the mind of ceeded with. In 1934, at the instigation
the hono~able member for Box Hill that of the Victorian Public Service AssoI'
the Government is showing any dilatori- ciation, the question was revived but was
ness, I wish to state that the honorable again deferred. Following the transfer
member for ,Mornington, when Chief of the Mental Hygiene Branch from the
Secretary, appointed three sub-commit- Chief Secretary's Department to the
" tees to investigate the question of pre- Department of Health after the passing
\ ven tion of cruelty to animals; the chair- of the Ministry of 'Health Act 1943 the
man of one, committee was the then then Minister of Health, Mr.' Ian
)

(
I
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Macfarlan, issued instructiQns tQ have
inquiries made as to the advisability of
providing by legislation for the registration of mental nurses in Victoria. It
was found that in England mental
nurses were first registered in 1919. In
Tasmania provision was made for registration in 1936, and in 1944 an Act was
passed in Western Australia to prQvide
for registration of mental nurses. In
South Australia mental nurses are registered under the provisions of the Nurses
Registration Acts of 1920 and 1922 of
that State. In New South Wales, the
Nurses Registration Board has authority
to register mental nurses, and in
Queensland, the State Nurses Registration Board conducts a three-year course
in mental nursing and registers those
nurses who pass an examination in that
subject. Victoria was the only State of
Australia that did not provide legislation
for the registration of mental nurses. It
has lagged behind the other States.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-Does the provision
apply tQ nurses who are not trained in
other than mental cases, or does it mean
a third or a fourth certificate for ordinary nurses?
Mr. FULTON.-The Bill provides fQr
the registration of nurses in mental
institutions, many of whom have been
working there for some years. It will
also apply to future trainees in mental
institutions. The status of a mental
nurse in other States and in England is
in most cases considered. equal to that of
a general trained nurse. The lack of
registration for mental nurses in Victoria
lowers considerably the status of the
nurses and, as 'a consequence, it is more
difficult to attract the right type of
person to this branch of nursing.
Mental institutiQns for many years
have been undergQing a transition from
places where mentally affected patients
are housed to mental hospitals where
patients suffering from mental illnesses
are treated for their disabilities. It is
the desire of the Government to give
patients who are mentally ill a better
deal. In future they will receive treatment in mental hospitals, as distinct
from mental institutions.
All members will agree that anything
which tends to assist the improvement of
the mental hospital services of this State

Bill.
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is wQrthy of the greatest supPQrt. Part

\

I. of the Bill is so drafted as to ensure

;
that the standard of training of mental
I
nurses may receive recognition alongside I
other branches of the nursing profession. ~
The Nurses Board of Victoria, upon
i
which there are five general trained ;'\
nurses, as recently as the 25th of July,
/
1950, expressed agreement with the principles contained in this Bill.
Part I. of the measure provides that
the Nurses Board of Victoria will be the
registering authQrity; that a Mental
')
Nurses Register will be kept by the
Board; and that the persons eligible for
registration as mental nurses will be(1) those who hold' the certificate of
qualification in mental nursing issued by
the Mental Hygiene Branch of the
Department of Health. There are at the
moment employed in Victorian mental
hospitals 432 persons who will be entitled
to registration under this provisiQn. Many
others hold tHis certificate but only a
small proportion of them will seek
registration; (2) those who have completed the course of training and passed
the examination prescribed by regulations
to be made under this legislation; and
(3) those who have been trained as
mental nurses anywhere in the wQrld
other than in Victoria and who have
undergone wha'tever additional training
and passed whatever examinations the
Board thinks necessary. Similar provisions were made for general trained
nurses under the Nurses (Registration)
I
Act 1948, and were included in respect
of the registration of mother,craf,t nurses
under legislation which was approved by
this House last year.
Sub-clause (4) of clause 5 directs the
Nurses Board to take into account the \
period of training that a trained mental
5
nurse has received prior t'O the time
when this measure will come into full J
opera tion. This is a necessary provision to ensure tha t fuose trainees
who have done portion of their I
three-year oourse in mental nursing ,J
will not be penalized by the pass- i
ing of the Bill. A certificate of registra- i'
tion shall be granted by the Nurses Board
on the registration of a mental nurse, and
this certifi·catemust be renewed each /
year upon payment of a fee, if the fee is /
deemed necessary. Many Acts for the "
(
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registrartion of professional people have
a provision for the annual renewal .of the
\ certificate. The main purpose is to ensure
I tha t the register lists only those persons
' who are actively engaged in the practice
( of their pr,ofession in Victoria.
'\
The registrart:ion of a mental nurse
\ may be cancelled by the Board (1)
! where the registration has been obtained
l. by misrepresentation or fraud; (2) where
\ the nurse has been convicted of a felony
\ or a misdemeanour; or (3) where the
) nurse has been guilty of any serious
l offence against the Act or regulations.
I The method of conducting inquiries
before the suspension or can-cellaltion of
the registration of a nurse is set out in
\ sub-clauses (2) to (4) of clause 9.
,)
The power of the Nurses Board t::>
\ conduct such inquiries lies in clause 10.
(! These provisions are similar in form to
~
those already given t'O the Nurses Board
\ in respect of general nurses and mid\ wives. Appeals against any decision of
the Board in regard to a refusal to
\ register, the cancella'tion of any regisI tration, and so on, may be made within
) a period of three months to a stipendiary
magistrate.
I'
\
Restriction of the use of the term
\ •. registered mental nurse," or of the
'\ wearing of any badge or uniform to
, denote the like, is provided for in clause
'. 14. This provision serves a twofold
I
purpose. It gives some protection to
\ the members of the profession who are
'I, registered as mental nurses and-what
is of far greater importance-it ensures
i
\ tha t the public generally will nat be
i imposed upon by unqualified persons.
1\ Clauses 1'3 and 1'5 declare the penalties
which may 'be imposed for any false
I representation in connection with regis1 tration, and for any offence against Part
i I. of the Bill.
These provisions are'
) similar to those provided in sections 20
( and 25 of the Nurses Act 1928 in respect
} of registered .general trained nurses.
'. Emphasis can be placed on the fact that, .
l as far as possible, 'the provisions of
\Part I. of the BiU agree with those
'already in existence in respect of the
registration of nurses and midwives.
As usua1 in Bills such as this, a clause
! is included whkh sets a limit on what
. registration as a mental nurse authorizes
the person so registered to do. This is
I

1950.]
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done in clause 16. Unless otherwise
quaiJified, registration as a mental nurse
does not authorize the nurse to practise
as a registered nurse or medical practitioner, and does not entitle her to attend
for gain women in childbirth. Regulations may be ,made 'by the Nurses Board,
with the ,approval of the Governor in
Council, to put this 'Part of the Bill
in to proper effect.
Clause 18 requires explanation.
In
the Menta1 Hygiene Branch there are
two types of institution; one is' mental
hospitals and receiving houses, and the
second is institutions for mentally de.:
fective and mentally retarded children.
At the moment the majority of pa'tients
are in the first tYipe of institution, while
only a comparative few are in the
second. Surveys of popu1ation show
that there are many thousands of children in the State who would benefit by
education and treatment in places such
as the Travancore Developmental Centre
and special schools.
That is one of the prohlems confronting society to-day. There are many
thousands of children who, if they could
rece,ive the benefits of treatment and
education in the early stages, would
become useful citizens. For many years,
ment'ally retarded children have grown
to ,manhood and womanhood only to
swell the mental hospitals with many
more patients than need have been there.
Al1 honorable members are concerned in
doing what is necessary and right for
the benefit of those Who are mentally
ill. The Mental neficiency Act 1939,
which was enacted for the purpose of
controlling institutions and schools for
mental1y retarded 'children, has not yet
been proclaimed because of the inability
of the State to house the chHdren needing treatment. ·A start has been made
at J anefield, the Pleasan't Creek Special
School at 'Stawell, and the Travancore
Deve10pmental Centre.
The cost of providing adequate accom.
modation for such cases will be very
great. I can speak from first-hand knowledge of what has been accomplished at
Travancore. I have found that useful work
is being done there by Dr. Phillips under
the supervision of the Director of Mental
Hygiene, Dr. Catarinich.
There is no
blinking the fact that the Government·
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must face that obLigation, the discharge
of which has been too long dellayed, thus
creating a greater problem in the years
ahead. I believe that the cost of providing for mentally retarded people, as
well as for the more advanced mental
cases, should rest with the Commonwea'}th Government, as the cost of other
hospital treatment does.
Clause 18 will enable the Nurses
Board, after the proclramation referred
t'O in sub-clause ('1), to register nurses
specially 'trained in mental deficiency
nursing. The clause applies all the provisions of Part 1. to such action by the
Board.
Dea'ling now with Part II. of the Bill,
the Nurses Acts establish the Nurses
Board and provide for the registration
of general trained nurses. Some of the
amendments shown in this Part 'are consequential on Part 1., but others are new
provIsIOns. The provisionsconsequential on Part I. are-(1) The appointment of a representative of the Mental Hygiene
Branch of the Department of
Heal th to the Nurses Board,
provided for in paragraph (c)
of sub-clause (1) of clause 20;
and
(2) The substitution by clause 22 of
the words "is a registered
nurse" for paragraphs (a) to
(d) of sub-section (5) of section
11 of the Nurses Act 1928.
In explanation of the latter, a mental
nurse who holds the -certificate of qualification in mental nursing issued by the
Director of Men tal Hygiene may, in certain circumstances, have her period of
training as a general nurse reduced by
twelve months.
Mr. BARRY.-Do the mental nurses
nominate their own representatives on
the Nurses Board?
Mr. FULTON.-That is not provided
for in the Bill. It could probably at some
future date become the prerogative of
mental nurses to have a representative
on the Board.
Mr. BARRY.-I think they should have
one now.
Mr. FULTON.-I feel that might be
warranted too, ,and it can be considered
when the Bill is in Committee. I should
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then be quite 'Prepared to take the suggestion into consideration. Clause 22
substitutes the words "registered as a
mental nurse" for the conditions which
now apply to that privilege.
In addition to the appointment of a
representative of the Mental Hygiene
Branch on the Nurses Board, provision
is made for certain other additional
appointments. These are: (1) A nurse
associated with. a country training
school, to be nominated by the Matrons'
Association of Victoria; and (2) 'a
person associated with a midwifery
training school.

\

Regarding the first of those provisions,
)
I would point out that at a deputation ()
to a former Minister of Health from {
members of the Nurses Board it was "I
claimed that country hospitals were not
sufficiently represented. The Govern- (
ment has agreed with this contention, ;'
and has included a provision for the
appointment of a nursing representative /
of country hospitals.
It has been
similarly claimed that, from the administrative point 'of view, midwifery training schools are insufficiently represented.
I
It is customary for several matrons of Ii
general training schools to be elected by I
nurses as their representatives, but this /
does not apply to midwifery training /
schools. It is proposed to give the MinJ
ister power to nominate for appointment
)
to the Nurses Board a senior nurse or
other person associated with midwifery .r
training schools.

l

iI

There is a further prOVISIOn concern- i
ing the constitution of the Nurses Board.
For many years past it has not been possible to obtain the nomination of a mid- \
wife or midwives, not being regis- ~
tered nurses, for election or appointment (
to the Board. The Minister on several \
occasions has exercised his privilege 1
under sub-section (5) of section 5 of the .\
Nurses Act, and has selected a person
for appointment 'as the midwives' representative. Even that is not possible now
as no midwife who is not a registered
nurse will accept appointment. It is proposed, therefore, to permit all midwives,
whether trained nurses or not, to nominate and elect a representative to the·,
Board.
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The Nurses Board of Victoria, as reconstituted by clause 20, will consist of
( fourteen members. They will be two
~ medical practitioners, nominated by the
\ British Medical Association (Victorian
Branch); six general trained nurses, five
[ elected by nurses and one country hosI pital representative. nominated by the
~
Matrons Association of Victoria; two
representatives of midwives, one elected
\" by midwives and the other nominated as
representing midwifery training schools;
\ one representative of the Mental Hygiene
f Branch of the Department of Health;
{ two persons nat medical practitioners,
lone each nominated by the Country
Hospitals Association and the Metropolitan Hospitals Association; and one a
barrister and solidtor-or a person wi th
other specified legal training-nominated
by the Minister of Health.
Eigh t of these members will form a
quorum of the Board. The honorable
member for Carlton, who has asked a
question about the composition of the
Board, will be interested in these
details. Clause 21 varies the existing
powers of the Nurses Board.
The Board has asked that it be given
authority to recognize training in special
branches of nursing received anywhere
in the world. It may now accept such
training obtained in Victoria only. In
this Bill there are a number of similar
\ provisions to enable the Board to admi t
'l training given in any country in the
-world in any branch of nursing, whether
mental, general, midwifery, or special
post-graduate. courses, such as infectious
diseases, tuber-culosis, orthopaedic, &c. I
consider that this step is long overdue.
Good will result from the Board having
this extra power in favour of nurses'
\, training, whether secured in the other
States, ·or within -or outside the British
\ Commonwealth of Nations.
i.,
Sub-clause (3) of clause 3, clause 30,
J
\ and paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1) of
l clause 21 are designed to give the Board
\ I those powers in respect of all branches
\ of nursing which it has in regard to
: general nurses under the provisions of
( the Nurses (Registration) Act 1948.
(
The remainder of clause 21 is to enI
able the Nurses Board to recognize training given in preliminary training schools.

1

I

l
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The establishment of these schools has
been promoted by the Hospitals and
CharHies Commission in order that the
number of nurse-s tra.ined will be
Under present legislation
increased.
training schools for nurses can be only
hospitals. By shortening the period for
which trainee nurses must wor·k in such
institutions by as much a'S twelve months
and giving special theoretical training
in classrooms in its pia-ce, a greater
number of trained nurses will become
available. One of the main reasons why
so many beds in metropolitan and
country hospitals cannot be occupied is
the need of more nurses. In view of
that fact, I feel that the proposed legislation will do much to overcome this
difficulty in the days to come, and in tw:)
or three years' time there will be a
great addition to the ranks of nurses.
The Nurses Board will watch carefully
the S'tandards of all training to ensure
that there will be no falling off of the
quality of the nurses registered in this
State.
Clause 23 is for the purpose of reducing the age at which general trained
nurses may be registered. Many hospitals now take trainees at seventeen
years old. These trainees, a~ter completing a three years' course and passing
the necessary examination, must wal.i t
until they are 21 years for registration.
The consequence of this practice has
been that many girls of twenty years
of age, who have become qualified, have
gone to New South Wales and have been
registered there instead of waiting for
the extra year prescribed in Victoria.
In this way, nurses are lost to hospitals
in this State.
The financial provisions in the remainder of the Bill, including those in
Part IH.-Amendments of the Midwives
Acts-may be considered together.
Under present legislation the Nurses
Board is entitled to ,colleot fees for
examination of candidates, registration
after examination, the issue of certificates, and the annual renewal of such
certificates. It must keep its fees and
so on, in respect of midwives, separate
from those in respect of general nurses
and must prepare separate financi?..!
statements for each. It is proposed that
the Board will now keep only one set
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of books and financial records for all
branches of registration, whether general
nursing, midwifery, or mental nursing.
This will greatly simplify the accounting
work of the Bo:ard. I believe that it will
be a step in the righ t direction.
Under the present legislation, sepflrate
books must be kept, and a separate
financial sta1tement must be prepared for
each branch. This proposal will do away
with those ·oonditions, will greatly reduce
costs, and will simpUfy the work of the
Board. During the past few years it
has been necessary for the Board to
finance its midwives section from the
general nurses section.
The AuditorGeneral has on several occasions called
attention no the illegaHty o·f this proceeding. Sub-clause (3) of clause 28 is
designed to validate the actions of the
Board in this regard over the past few
years. The fees that the Board is entitled to collect from both nurses and
midwives are as follows:For examination
.. £1 1 0
For registration
..
.. 0 5 0
For annual renewal of registration
.. 0 2 6

These fees have not been increased for
over twenty years. Because of the increasing cost of administering the
affairs of the Nurses Board, that body
has asked that fees be increased. The
increase asked for is not· considered
excessive when the present actual value
of money is compared with that of
twenty years ago. The new rates are-For examination
.. £2 2 0
For registration
..
.. 0 7 6
For annual renewal of registration
.. 0 5 0

That is an increase of £1 1s., 2s. 6d., and
2s. 6d. respectively.
During the preceding twenty years the salaries paid to
trained nursp.s have increased by probably 100 per cent., and those paid to
trainee nurses have increased from
nominal salaries ranging from 2s. 6d. t()
lOs. a week and keep to 37s. to 515s. 6d.
a week and keep. On that -showing, the
increased fees can be amply justified.
On the 14th of June, 1944, the
Governor in Council approved of an
Order in Council authorizing the increase of examination charges .from
£1 1s. to £2 2s., despite the fact that the
~~urses Act 1920 limited such fees to a
maximum of £1 1s..
This was done
Mr. Fulton.
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following a deputation from the Nurses
Board to ·Mr. Ian Macfarlan, then
Minister of Health, who assured the
Board that !the necessary legislation would be passed a'S soon as
possible. I would comment here that
from 1944 to 1950 is a long interval.
Similar assurances were given by successive Governments, but this appears to
have been the first opportunity to introduce such .legislation to this House.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 24 is for the
purpose of validating the action taken by
the Governor in Council six years ago.
The necessity for such valida Non has
been brought to notice by the AuditorGeneral on a number of occasions since
tha!t date.
Speaking generally, this Bill will most
certainly improve the status of the
" Cinderella" of the nursing profession
-the mental nurse. It will correct many
anomalies and overcome many difficulties now experienced by the Nurses
Board in its administration. The finances
of the Board should be on a sound
footing and, as far as it is possible to
judge at the moment, should remain
so for some time to come. During the
preparation of thIS Bill, close collaboration has been maintained with the
Nurses Board and it i::: felt, therefore,
that little objection, if any, can be raised
to any of its provisions.
There are many clauses in this Bill
and I foreshadow that, during the Committee stage, much information will be
sought by honorable members. I shall
then endeavour to furnish as many particulars ·as possible. I believe this measure will go a long way towards recruiting the necessary nursing staff for our
mental institutions. Nursing in mental
institutions is as honorable a profession
as is nursing in any other institutions in
the State. When nurses in mental institutions are placed on the same basis
as those in other branches of the profession, m'any suitable young women
should answer the call to assist in the
training of mentally-retarded children
and the care of those who are afflicted
with mental illnesses. I hope the measure
will receive a speedy passage.
On the motion of Mr. REID (Box Hill),
the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
August 29.
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POLICE OFFENCES (RACEMEETINGS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
9), on the motion of IMr. Dodgshun
(Chief Secretary), for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.

,
1

}

\
\
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\

\

\
I
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornmgton).-This is a small Bill, to which no
objection will be raised by the Opposition. It proposes to alter the wording
of the e~isting legislaltion-the consolidating Police Offences Act passed in 1948
-with respect "to the payment of a
3 per cent. tax by raoing clubs to a
committee, .for allotment to country
racing dubs in such proportions as the
committee determines. It really means
that although every country racing
club pays a tax of 3 per cent., the
money collected is allotted to those clubs
which the committee considers should be
assisted. The committee has met from
time to time but has found itself in some
difficulty. All that this legislation seeks
to do is to alter the word" June" in the
1948 Act to "July," and to add the
words" and subject to such conditions"
after the words "in such proportions."
If the committee finds that it cannot
perform its duties in the month of June
it desires permission to perform those
duties during July.
Although the committee considers it
has power to make allotments to racing
clubs in such proportions as it should
determine, entirely in its own discretion,
it desires the further power. to make
conditions. The intention is that those
racing dubs which do not observe the
conditions shall not receive an allotment.
I see no objection to the Bill, but I suggest
that, in view of the Government's desire
to introduce early in this session much
legislation of real benefit to the State,
there is no valid reason for introducing a
trivial measure of this character. There
are many more important matters within
the ambit of the Police Offences Act in
relation to racing to which the Government could attend. There has been some
discussion in the newspapers about the
amount of totaliz'ator taxation paid by
the Victoria Racing Club, which taxation is alleged to be out of proportion to
the amount of tax paid in o~er States of
the Commonwealth.
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Mr. DOOGSHuN.-What is your attitude
on that question?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not
desire to reveal my own attitude.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Your attitude is
different, now that you are on the other
side of the House.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-It is a
problem for the Government to determine.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Government has
determined it already.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I shall be
interested to learn just what the Government has determined.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Your inquiry should
be addressed to the Treasurer.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The question of how much should be paid by the
Victoria Racing Club and other metropolitan racing clubs is a matter upon
which the Treasurer may be able to
comment, but I maintain that it is one
for the Government to determine. There
have been deputations to various Chief
Secretaries as to the reason why the
Cranbourne racing clU'b-which i'S essentially a country club, although its course
is one mile within a 30 mile radius from
Melbourne-should be treated as a metropolitan club. That is one matter into
which the Government could inquire.
Many other important matters under the
Police Offences (Race-Meetings) Act·
might well be the subject of discussion
by the Government. I am surprised that,
at this stage, the Government should
introduce such a trifling Bill as this one
and ask the House to waste its time in
passing it.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-This Bill
is in the same form as the one that was
prepared by the former Chief Secretary.
Althoup;h a small measure, it is a very
important one which hlas been introduced
because those who attend race-meetings
and contribute the money are entitled to
know that it is being properly spent.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The intention of the
measure is to safeguard the public fund.
Mr. HAYES.-The legislation introduced in 1948 provided that the committee could do certain things. The
committee was practically given a free
hand so far as the spending of the money
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was concerned. In its wisdom, . however,
the committee considered there should
be some safeguards to ensure that the
clubs receiving the money would spend it
effectively. This measure represents a
tigh tening up of the legislation that has
been in force since 1948. The intention
of the 1948 Act was to encourage the
provision of improved amenities for
patrons of country racecourses, including
water supply, sewerage, office and dining
facilities, and so on. The committee
decided to subsidize clubs on a £1 for £1
basis. In the absence of the important
amendment in the Bill some clubs could
receive money from the fund without
making any contribution and without
actually spending money allotted to them.
That is why the Government is anxious
tha t there should be some proviso in
relation to the disposal of the money
collected by the committee.
The main principle behind the amendment is to enoourage the clubs to establish suitable amenities on their courses.
I appreciate the fact that the Chief Secretary's Depar-tment may receive complaints about certain courses on which
only one meeting a year is held. 'Of
course,
sports
other than horse
racing
are
conducted
on
some
and
any
improvements
courses,
effected will be for the benefi t
of the people as a whole. In 1949,
the sum 6f £5,083 was distributed from
the Country Racecourses Improvement
Fund, and in 1950, £5,521 was disbursed.
Probably the annual receipts will not
increase fUI'lther. I am afraid that in
the disbursement of the money too many
clubs will receive too little. Under the
1948 legislation a committee was formed
to make a distribution of the money on
a £1 for £1 basis to clubs which were
prepared toQ make improvements. In my
opinion, it is a waste of money to make
available only small amounts, and we
should endeav,our to concentra'te on one
club rather than allocate money to a
number of clubs located within an area
of 4 or 5 miles square.
I should like to direct attention to certain districts in which money was received, and it will be noticed that some
of the clubs were within a stone's throw
of one another. For instance, in the
Mr. Hayes.
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Ballarat district, the Dowling Forest club
received £242; the Miners club, which is
only across the road, received £291; the
Bungaree club, which is not a great
distance away, received £145; and the
Burrumbeet club received £48.
Those
four clubs are situated within a limited
area; in fact, the distance between one
and another would not be more than
5 miles. Instead of amenities being provided at the coQurses of all four clubs,
it would be better to spend all the money
on one 'course and bring the facilities up
to a reasonable standard. It is only
wasting money to allocate a sum of £24
to one club to provide water supply,
sewerage, and dining room facilities. A
study of the list of clubs that received
assistance will reveal that many clubs
are well able to provide for ~themselves
and should not have been afforded help.
The fund was not intended f.or the larger:
clubs, but for small clubs that were not
in a good financial posHion and which
held perhaps only one meeting a year.
Some clubs which hold f.aIrly regular
meetings received large amounts. For
instance, the Moe club received £750;
the Sale club, £771, and the Warrnambool racecourse, £750. In my opm'lOn,
those clubs are well able to find the
necessary money.
I do not think it is fair to take away
from the smalleF clubs the small amount
of money made available to the fund. I
do not dispute the fact that all country
racing dubs in the State provide
a portion. of the money. However,
the total 'amount received is only
£5,000 a year, and if allotments
are made to 30 'Or 40 dubs that
sum will not go very far. If £700
or £800 was provided for one club it
would prove more advantageous than
giving £20, £30, or £40 to a number of
clubs. WHh the present cost of materials
and labour the allotment of small sums
is not of much advantage. The committee would be well advised to enable
£400 to be spent on one racecourse foOr
the provision of sewerage facilities and
other amenities and afterwards expect
the club to keep them in order. If the
present procedure is retained clubs will
make requests year after year, and it
will no't be p~sible to satisfy all applications. It might be asked why the sum
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O'f £700 should be spent on one racecourse when there are five or six racecourses in a district. lit is my view that
one course should be provided with upto-date facilities and made equal to a
metropolitan course, so that country
people may derive the same benefits as
metropolitan residents.

)

\
)

't

Mr. LIND.-There is the social side of
racing in the country districts.

)

IMr. HAYES.-I have heard about the
social s,ide, but probably the only persons
who obtain social benefits are the bookmakers. I am ·anxious that the money
should not be distributed among 60 or
70 clubs, but that an endeavour should
be made to improve a course in one particular area and responsibility placed on
the club for the future upkeep of the
amenities. It is not a business proposition tu grant clubs small amounts of £25,
£30 or £40, particularly when only one
meeting a year is held. If I were responsible for the disbursement of the fund I
would try to get far better results than
are being achieved at present. I support
the Bill, but I have pointed out the way
in which certain anomalies can be rectified.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-I did
not intend to participate in this debate
until the honorable member for Melbourne directed attention to the aUocation received by the Warrnambool
Racing Club. I could not quite foliow
his argument, because, while I agreed
with one part of it, he seemed to advance
an argument against himself in another
way. I agree that more money should
be made available so that clubs could
make real use of it, and I hope that the
committee will next year provide the
Warrnambool Racing Club with £1,500.
I support the views of the honorable
member for 'Melbourne who stated that
allotments of £30, £40, £50, and £60 are
a waste of money.
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Mr. FULTON.-An amount of £700 is a
fair issue.
Mr. MACK.-Yes, but it is not nearly
as much as £1,100. The honorable member for Melbourne suggested that some
country clubs could well do without
assistance, but I contend that no country
club in Victoria has contributed as much
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money to the Country Racecourses Improvement Fund as has the Warrnambool Racing Club. It is well known that
in the electorate I represent there is the
best country racecourse in Australia, on
which is conducted· the greatest of all
stee'plechase meetings in the Commonwealth, including the' Grand National
Steeplechase meeting in Victoria and the
Onkaparinga .meeting in South Australia. The Warrnambool Racing Club
contributes far more money to ,the
Country Racecourses Improvement Fund
through the gaming tax than does any
other country dub in the State. I have
no figures, but I should not be surprised
if it cont:ributes as much as any other
two country dubs.
It is not a reasonable approach to the
problem to say that such dubs as
Warrnambool could have done without
a grant; on the other hand, it could be
said that the 3 per cent. tax which the
country racing clubs pay into the fund,
should be retained by the clubs. I appreciate the point raised by the Chief Secretary that the object of the fund is to
provide the general public with suitable
amenities, and probably every member
agrees with that proposal. The money
from the fund should be used to provide
lavatory
accommodation,
sewerage,
diningrooms and other facilities, and
should not be used to repair and paint
running rails or to provide amenities for
those who race the horses.

vVhen the honorable member for Melbourne referred to Warrnambool he was
critical of the racing club there receiving as much as £750. I am critical of
the allocation too, but on different
grounds. In my view, the club has not
received enough. I assume that the provision in clause 2 that the money must
be applied towards the improvement
of such racecourses," will in future be
effective, although it has not been so in
the past. I want to make it clear that
the large sum of money distributed has
been properly allocated, !because it will
enable many of the clubs to carry out
worth-while improvements. I am certain that Warrnambool club is entitled to
the £750 allocated to it, and on a pro
rata basis it would receive much more.
The honorable member for Melbourne
contradicted himself by saying that
II
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small grants uf money we'l'e of no use,
and with that I agree; but he became
critical 'Of the sums provided by the committee, and with that I do not agree.
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-The honorable member fur Warrnambool suggested
that Warrnambool racecourse was the
best outside Melbourne. Obviously, he
has not been to Werribee. I know of
race clubs, including Werribee, which
are unable to contribute to the fund because of limitations placed on racing.
Warrnambool has the better part of a
dozen meetings a year, but Werribee,
notwithstanding its closeness to Melbourne, has only two. As a result of
the limitatlOn, Werribee will not participate in this small handout.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The WeTribee club
does not contribute to the fund.
Mr. FRASER.-It does not have the
opportunity. Give it the same, opportunity as Warrnambool, and it will be
anxious to contribute. I put it seriously
that the time .is not far distant when
consideration must be given to increasing the number of race days for some of
the country courses.
The clubs concprned would then be able with their own
money to keep their courses and buildings in proper order. I have no objection
to the Bill. It is a good one, except that
1t is limited in its scope. I should prefer
it to operate 'beyond 20 mi~es instead of
beyond 30 miles from Melbourne.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-1 join issue
with the honorable member for Melbourne be!cause I believe all honorable
members .agree with the provisions in
the principal Act that 3 per cent of its
revenue sh'ould be taken froOm every
racing club and given back to it. That
is how th~ legisla tion is functioning at
the present time. Every club that contributes receives back a similar sum, or
nearly so. I know that it is S'O in the
south-western district.
The honorable
member for Melbourne is very keen toO
raise one country club to Melbourne
standards. That has possibilities, and it
may be desirable f:rom one point of view,
but not from the point of view ,of people
]iv,ing in the country.
. Many country clubs conduct only one
Country people are
meeting a year.
keen on their annual race-meeting. They
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loOok forward to it, it is well-attended,
and the day on which it is held is a redletter day in the social calender of the
district. If the honorable, member's
suggestion is adopted, I can see in the
not far-distant future that some of the
clubs will go out of existence. If the
Dowling Forest course at Ballarat was
dealt with in that way, and made the
outstanding course in the country, the
Miners' Turf Club wou1ld find attendances
at its course dedining, and a similar
resul t would ensue at Bungaree and' Burrumbeet. I hope the committee will not
take the honorable member's advice and
alUoca te all the money for one district to
one club.
I join issue also with the honorable
member for WarrnamhoO'l. I went to a
small meeting last year at Cape Clear,
and you could not find Cape Clear, Mr.
It was
Speaker, if you looked for it.
one of the most enjoya'ble meetings I
have attended. The club contributed £30
or £40 to the fund. 'Such a club should
receive £:100 back, so that next year
there could be more amenities on the
course and the dub could go from
success to success. I trust that the
committee- will continue to function as
it has done in the past and m'a-ke an
equitable distribution even if it is the
" miserable" amount mentioned. Even
a sum of £40 to some of the clubs would
give them relief.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read· a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Allocation of sums received
as percentage payments for racecourse
licences).
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-1 should like
to suggest an amendment for the conI
sideration of the Chief Secretary.
think it would improve the clause, which
provides that the Act shaH apply within
30 miles of the General Post Office,
Melbourne.
The words " Elizabethstreet " should be added.
iMr. DODGSHuN.-There is only one
General Post Office in :Melbourne.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-I support
the suggestion of the honoOrable member
f.or Grant. The point is not 'a light one.
Nearly all Acts which prescribe a radius
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-for example the Motor Car (ThirdParty Insurance) Act-refer to the Post
Offke a t the corner of Elizabeth street
and Bourke-street, and maps show radii
from that point. The General Post
Office is in :Spencer-street. I see no
reason for prescribing ,a new centre
different from that shown on existing
maps. I urge on the Chief Secretary the
necessity for amending the clause as
suggested.
The clause was agreed to.

"

I

\

\

The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its rem'aining stages.

I

MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
(HOUSING ADVANCES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
9), on the motion of Mr. Lind (Minister
of Lands), for the second' reading of this
'~ Bi'll was resumed.
I
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
/ Hill) .-The Bill deals with the housing
) of employees of the Melbourne Harbor
~ Trust. It provides for an increase from
\
£1,000 to £2,000 in the amount the
Trust may advance to its employees for
(\ the purpose of building homes.
The
original Act was passed some years ago,
\ \, when the cost of buildings was below
It is desir,able to
, that ruling to-day.
\ pass the Bill in order to give greater
\ financial freedom to the Trust in making
~ homes available. The Harbor Trust con, sists of a number, of experts who desire
to cater for those of their emp'loyees who
are sadly in need of homes. Measures
designed to give workers ,an opportunity
to provide themselves with homes on
reasonable terms are welcomed by the
people of Victoria. The housing problem
has been referred to by successive
Ministers during recent years, but without much regard for the individual who
has to pay rent, r.ates, and taxes. The
provision of houses in Victoria has been
reasonably satisfac-tory, in spite of the
shortage of m,aterials.
One great difNeither
\ ficuUy is that of production.
from Australian sources nor from abroad
, are building materials avaHable in
\ adequate quantities at reasonable prices.
The harbor Trust, Hke other Govern, ment instrumentalities, finds great difficulty in housing its emp'loyees.
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Houses have been imported from
abroad and from Qj:her States. It has
been necessary also to secure materials
from Tasmania' and other parts of the
Commonwealth. . If the producers of
raw materials can be encouraged that
will help considerably in the efforts to
house the homeless. Such, I am sure,
is the desire of every member of the
Assembly. If it proves to be possible
to make houses available at reasonable
charges the community will be so much'
the happier and production will increase.
When a man cannot obtain a home under
fair conditions, a certain degree of envy
is engendered in his mind when he sees
that another person, who has a little
more capital, has been successful in his
quest. If a housing scheme can be in'troduced to provide homes at moderate
figures that will be an important achievement.
There have been other housing projects. I could refer to the scheme for
which I was responsible; it provided for
the solution of a number of problems
associated with this subject. Possibly
the Government has taken a copy of my
proposals and has used them. I hope
that this Government and future Administrations will never regard housing as a
political issue. The worker should be
encouraged to provide the materials
necessary for the erection of dwellings.
If he is not, then very little 'progress
will be made in this enterprise. This
measure could be discussed at length, .
but I feel sure that the Minister will
agree with the few remarks I have
made. I trust that the Government will
tackle the housing problem independently
of political intrigue. I hope, too, that
other measures of this kind will be introduced for the benefit of every section of
the community. To-day it is necessary
to provide even more than houses;
amenities such as garages are required
and, in addition, factories and halls.
I feel sure tha t through the
passage of legislation of this type
a number of the difficulties confronting us to-day can be overcome. It is to be hoped that the
present overseas disturbances will not
retard housing activities, but I fear that
~ocal economy may be affected by them.
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More consideration should be devoted to
the provision of ·country amenities such
as halls and churches which are so necessary. If dwellings can be constructed
for the homeless at reasonable figures
then something of national importance
will have been accomplished. The Opposition has no objection to this measure.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) .-It seems
that the State is setting out to establish
. a new housing authority. When the cooperative housing legislation was enacted
in 1944, I thought that organizations
such as the Melbourne Harbor Trust, the
Public Service group and church bodies
would have availed themselves of its
provisions and have done the very thing
proposed under this measure. I suggest
that, for the purpose of housing its em-'
ployees, the Melbourne Harbor Trust
should be merged into the co-operative
housing societies movement. If the Cooperative Housing Societies Act is good
enough for lodges, churches, the Public
Service and other bodies, why should it
not apply to the Melbourne Harbor
Trust? The passage of this Bill w III
mean the establishmen't of another housing authority. It is true that the Railway Department is undertaking the provision of' houses but it should not be
doing that work. In view df the fact
that there are already in existence the
Housing Commission and co-operative
housing societies, the Government should
not establish new housing authorities. The
. legislation relating 1'0 co-operative housing societies eould be availed of by any
organization. If the chairman of the
Melbourne Harbor Trust were to read
the conditions under whkh co-operative
housing societies eonduct their activities
he might consider that it would be more
beneficial for the members of the staff
of the Trust to become member,s of a
similar society ·conducted by that Trust.
I emphasize the point that this Bill does
no't reveal the eondHions under which
the employees are to purchase their
homes.
Mr. UND.-This Bill is to amend a
section of the principal Act by increasing a maximum advance to a employee
for the purchase of a dwelling house
from £1,000 to £2,000.

I

\
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Mr. MUTTON.-Vktorians should be
satisfied to have only two housing
authorities in this State-the Housing
Commission and the coO-operative housing
societies-instead of adding to the number. I do not see why a separate State
authority should be entrusted with
this power, since' co-operative housing
societies have been established in this
State.
The sitting was suspended at 5.55 p.m .
until 7.30 p.m.
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-This measure'
raises an important principle which
should be carefully considered. Members
do not know the circumstances that
gave rise to the introduction of the principal Act, and in view of circumstances
existing to-day one doubts the wisdom of
this Bill. It is proposed to assist the
Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners
to enter into competition with other
building authorities for the purpose of
erecting houses.
Is it intended that
similar facilities will be extended to the
Geelong Harbor Trust and the Portland
Harbor Trust?
Recently the RaHway
Department imported homes for its employees, but there could be no great
objection to that procedure because the
imported structures are not competing
with those that are being erected locally.
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The House is indebted to the honorable
member for Coburg for his thoughtful
contribution to the debate. It is agreed
that it would be proper to permit homebuilding activities to rest with the cooperative housing societies and the
Housing Commission. I fear that before
long the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners will not ,only be called upon to
advance money to their employees for
house building purposes but will als'o
avail themselves of all existing avenues
for the purpose of securing necessary
building materials.

;'
I

It would appear that once a person becomes an employee of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust, the Railway Department,
or some other semi-government Instrumentality he immediately ent'ers the preferred class. He can obtain a home /
through
the
appropriate
scheme, !
whereas a large number of people who (
are still living under adverse conditions
cannot avail themselves of similar
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Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I disagree
privileges.
Recently the Minister of
Housing announced that steps were be- with the views expressed by the honoring taken to erect more homes in country able member for Grant and I hope the
centres, but there is no evidence of in- day will never come when there will be
.creased Housing Commission activities in only one housing authority in Victoria .
tha t direction. The honorable member The honorable member said that he refor Coburg is not alone in the thoughts garded the Bill with some concern behe expr.essed to-night; he is suppo'rted by . eause its passage would enable the Melan artide which appeared in the Age bourne Harbor Trust Commissioners to
this morning. While I take no objection compete with Government and private
authorities.
Members
to the views expressed in that article, it home-building
would appear that the Government is who have taken an interest in housing in
now introducing another means of com- country districts appreciate the fact that
petition to attract employees. It is well the Housing Commission acting alone
known that there are three jobs available will not solve the housing problem in
for every two employees offering, and if Victoria, although it will playa big part
.a Government Department can provide because it can offer its tenants homes at
homes for its employees it will have an an economic rent. Private enterprise is
not building houses for renting at
.advantage over private employers.
The Age article to which I have present.
I
referred reads-FRASER.-Your argument is
Mr.
similar to mine.
AID FOR FIRMS FOR HOUSING.
"\
. A community advancement scheme that
Mr. GALVIN.-That is not S'O. The
,can operate in conjunction with co-operative
Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners
housing, is being sought by the State
Government.
should be assisted in their efforts to
The Registrar of Co-operative Housing
provide houses for their employees. For
(Mr. E. T. Ebbels) has been asked by the
the same purpose, decentralized inPremier (Mr. McDonald) to prepare a
dustries should be given assistance. It
report on such a scheme for Cabinet conis pleasing to note that since the present
sideration.
Government came into office it has
Mr. McDonald said yesterday the scheme
adopted a m·ore positive approach to the
would assist many industrial firms in the
initial stages to provide houses for ,the.il'
solution of this problem than did the
employees.
previous Administration. The present
"i
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited was
Government is continuing with the policy
\ one firm that was planning to erect homes
initiated
by the Cain Administration durand sell them on very llberal terms to its
ing its two years of office. The former
employees as they were finished.
Minister of Housing, the Hon. A. G.
At least 300 houses were planned by the
company for Deer Park.
The company
Warner, was not interested in the estabalready had built 24, and 50 more were belishment of decentralized industries. His
ing constructed.
Roads were being made
speech
to the Decentralization Conferthrough the estate, and playing areas were
ence proved that. He said that only
proposed.
There seems no adequate reason why the such industries ·as could use the primary
Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners produots garnered in the district surshould be brought into this field of com- rounding the town where they were
petition. Other facilities are also to be established should be placed in the
made available by the Government, as country.
indicated, for example, by its proposal
I emphasize again the sympathetic
to make advances to private firms for approach of the present Government,
house-building purposes. While the Bill supported by the Labour party, 1'0 probshould not be condemned, it neverthe- lems in country districts.
The exless embraces a principle that should be Minister of Housing said ·~ha tit was the
approached
with
caution,
bearing responsibility af municipal councils to
in mind that properly constituted find land for houses to accommodate
authorities are already engaged in house employees of decentralized industries. I
construction. It would be a bad principle think all honorable members agree that
\
to establish another authority to com- it is the responsibility not of any council
pete with those already in existence.
but of the Melbourne Harbor Trust to find

;

\

\
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land for houses for its employees. T~e
principle of the Bill could be extended
to decentralized industries. When a new
Minis'ter of Housing came into office,
land was found for 91 houses in Bendigo.
Mr. FRAsER.-Bendigo is getting them
all.
Mr. GALVIN.-In two and a half
years of administra Uon the Hollway
Government did not provide Bendigo
with one new house, although the population increased by 3,000. I support the
Bill because it will give an opportunity
to the Melbourne Harbor Trust to play
a t least a small part in the provision of
houses for its empllQyees. The Labour
party c.ammends the Government for
bringing it down.
.
The m.ation was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Increase of maximum
advance to employee for purchase of
dwelling house).
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-Is it the Intention of the Government to extend the
provisions of this legislation to other
port authorities?
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).-Th~
Committee is dealing only with the Bill
now before it, and I do not intend at
this stage to dis'cuss any matter tha t
may come before Parliament later. The
honorable member f.or Grant may be
interested in the provision o'f houses by
some other public body, but the Bill
deals only with the pr·ovision of houses
by the Melbourne Harbor Trust.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
w1thout amendment, and passed thr.augh
Its remaining stages.
PUBLIC TRUS'f.EE BILL.
The debate (adjlQurned fr.am August
16 Jon the motion of ·Mr. Mitchell
(Attorney-General) for the sec.and reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-It is not
my intention to prolong the debate. I
am concerned with only one provisi.an
of the Bill-that relating to voluntary
boarders, for whom I seek protection. A
voluntary boarder may go to a mental
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hospital because he feels that he is failing mentally, and there may be a slender
chance of his going from bad to worsp-.
I know ·of such a case. The man and his
wife were about 37 years of age. It was
brought under my notice that after the
man had gone into an institution the
clutching hand of the PubliJc Trustee
seized his worldly belongings. In my
view that was not right. All the man's
goods and cha'utels-scarf pins, sleeve·
links, g.ald watch and chain, title deed
of his home, and his marriage lineswere taken. I am stating fa·cts. I urge
tha t the will of the House in such a.
matter should be conveyed toO the Public
Trustee. The couple had two children,
aged 11 and 9 years. I discovered after
negotiaNon that if the title deed of
their land had been in their joint names
it could not have been seized.
When a voluntary boarder g.aes into
hospital, and -there is a chance of his
becoming worse, the Public Trustee
should give him advi·ce for his guidance·
and the protection ·o·f his family ..
If one of those voluntary boarders became a lunatic and was transferred to
Mont Park, and nothing had been done
previously to provide for the joint ownership of their home, the wife, on securinga divorce, would not be entitled to the
property. On the other hand, if provision for joint ownership had been made,
and she obtained a divorce subsequently
to her husband becoming insane shewould be able to retain possession of the
house and live in it.
If such a provision had not been made,
once the clutching hand of the Public
Trustee had seized the dwelling and any'
other assets there would be no opportunity for the woman to own them again.
The Public Trustee Office. seems to be
becoming a business institution, and the
State should not tolerate that. It is
wrong for the Public Trustee to control
the 'goods and chattels of an unfortunate
patient without displaying the slightest
consideration for his family. Surely
instead of the Public Trustee Office becoming a business institution it should
function as a public benefactor.

Mr. REID.·-The Public Trustee Office
is going out for big business.
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Mr. MUTTON.-Honorable members
should not allow that to happen; they
should stand to benefit the ·citizens. Some
very sad details have been related to me
of experiences suffered by patients who
have become voluntary boarders. I hope
that in future such persons will receive
proper attention, and if unhappily their
mental condition deteriorates, their
families will be protected. As a matter
of fact, such a family should be the first
consideration of the Public Trustee. I
have already declared that the fact that
the Public Trustee is advertising for
business is not in the best interests of
Victoria, and I emphasize that statement.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-The subject
raised by the honorable member for
Coburg furnishes a convenient start for
the remarks that 1 desire to make on the
Bill. The measure has been designed to
add certain sections to the Act relating
to the Public Trustee. My comments
will be directed in the main to the fact
that it is impossible for us to consider
the Bill adequately unless we devote
attention to the present legislation relating to the Public Trustee and to the administration of his office. One point mentioned by the honorable member for
Coburg brings into somewhat dramatic
relief the fact that the Public Trustee
Office is a Government institution conducting certain functions.
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powers of the Public Trustee in ·certain
directions, it is helpful to refer to the
observations made' by Mr. Bailey, the
former member for Warrnambool, who
was the Attorney-General in the Dunstan Government when he introduced
the principal measure. He said inter
aliaThis Bill may be summarized as an
amalgamation of two offices which already
exist in Victoria, combined with a very suitable and beneficial change of title. In so
far as the Bill proposes to confer upon the
new officer created new powers and duties,
namely, the right to act as a trustee and
agent, and the power of controlling the
affairs of persons who are incapable of
managing them through physical disability,
the effect of the extension will be beneficial
to the people of Victoria.

As the honorable member for Coburg
has stated, it is somewhat dubious
whether that extension has been as beneficial as Mr. Bailey imagined it would be.
The then Attorney-General continuedIt will in fact .afford them facilities which
they do not now possess, but which their
fellow citizens in the Commonwealth at present enjoy. It will be possible under the
Bill to reduce the cost of administration
without incurring a loss of revenue.

There again, I question whether subsequent events have justified 'Mr Bailey's
somewhat optimistic prophecy, because
the figures which I propose to produce
indicate that there would appear to he
certain deficiencies in the administration
of the office of the Public Trustee, so far
as public finance is concerned. Mr.
Bailey continued as follows:-

The Public Trustee Bill passed in 1939
accomplished three purposes. It took
over the administration of the Curator of
Deceased E~tates. Broadly speaking, the
The extent to which the reduction can go
curator was a public official who looked
be determined by the course of events
after small estates and dealt with situ- will
in the future, and it is impossible to predict
ations where persons of limited means what the course of events will be. But this
left no executor or representative. In much is certain, that the expenses of adminithe second pla·ce, the public trustee legis- stration will be reduced, and that the public
benefit either by an increase in the
lation of 1939 took over the administra- will
profits of the office, or by a reduction in the
tion of the office of the Master in Equity, charges made.
dealing with the administration of In considering what will be the effect of
estates of persons who, unfortunately, the Bill, which will enlarge the operations
through men tal afflictions of one kind or of certain aspects of the activities of the
another were incapable of looking after . Public Trustee's administration, it is imtheir own affairs. The third type of portan t to consider this fact: Far from
business of the Public Trustee Office was
the Public Trustee having made any
a new departure because the legislation
reduction
in the charges to those people
of 1939 envisaged the Public Trustee
going into business and competing with for whom he acts, he has raised his'
existing private trustee companies. When charges to bring them into line with those
the Assembly is dealing with this Bill, of private trustee companies.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-Surely not!
the intention of which is to enlarge the
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Mr. REID.-What I have said is fact.
Mr. Bailey went on to sayThe Government has frequently found
itself regretfully unable to extend soci~l
services because the revenue of the State IS
not sufficient to meet the cost of such
extensions. This Bill will open up a new
avenue of social service, without imposing
any burden on the revenue or on any
member of the public.

Again, I contend that Mr. Bailey's
optimistic prophecy has been quite unfounded. It is important to bear in mind
the three functions of the Public Trustee
-first, his function as curator of small
estates, secondly, his jurisdiction over the
affairs of mentally afflicted persons and,
thirdly, the activities in which he engages
when seeking to compete with private
trustee companies. There are several
implications as a result of these mixed
functions.
I suggest that the first result of thoc;e
functions-on this point the remarks of
the honorable member for Coburg corroborate my statement-is that the
Public Trustee is tending to concentrate
on business in which he competes with
private companies. In entering into a
commercial undertaking, he is tending to
concentrate on activities to the detriment
of the public servic~ of looking after the
smaller estates and the affairs of mentally
afflicted persons.
In the past the Public Trustee has
engaged in a fairly extensive advertising
campaign in order to secure additional
business. I have before me the answers
given by the Attorney-General to the
questions which I asked to-day, and I
am indebted to the honorable gentleman
for the details he has made available.
He has furnished me with a number of
samples of advertisements by the Public
Trustee. The advertisements are on
the lines of those published by private
trustee companies. The extracts which
I shall quote will indicate that the
Public Trustee is apparently impressed
with the idea that it pays to advertise.
,He has inserted some rather ·graphic
advertisements in the press. One which
was published recently will be familiar
to many honorable members. It begins
with these wordsGuaranteed by the Government.

In inverted commas there is the wellknown quotationLives of great men all remind us .

Possibly the Attorney-General was the
Public Trustee's inspiration for that
advertisement, which reads as foHows:Lives of great men all remind us. that
it -is an act of wisdom and sound busmess
practice in all matters appertaining to
trusts or to estate administration to prefer
security and experience to sentiment.
The Public Trustee, guaranteed by the
Government of Victoria, is authorized to'
act as executor, administrator, trustee,
'agent, attorney, or guardian.

Then the public is invited to inspect the
booklet which is available at the Public
Trustee Office.
Another advertisement
begins with the sloganLife's Labour Lost!

It continue1:l'iVhen you are no longer here to control
your estate, who is to be your substitute?
Why take any risk that the efforts of a
lifetime may be wasted? Make your will
and appoint an impartial and experienced
executor whose integrity is guaranteed.

A further advertisement readsYour last Will and Testament.
The
administration of estates is a function
eminently suited for performance by a
Government Department which provides
permanence, safety, economy, and a Government guarantee.

The advertisements which I have quoted
are typical of those inser,ted by the
Public Trustee in various publications.
They indicatte that he is concentrating
on the commercial activities of his office.
I do not propose to enter into a discussion on the ideological question of
Government enterprise as against private
business. When Parliament in 1939
passed the existing legisla'tion, it brought
into being a Government organization to
compete with private enterprise. Much
the same sort of situation arose when the
Chifley Government. crea'ted TransAustralia Airlines to compete with
private airways. The important point is,
if the Public Trustee Office is toO compete
with private trustee companies, and
charge the same rates of commission as
those companies, it should, in respect of
that section of its activities, be showing
a profit. In my opinion, the great weakness in the administration of the Public
Trustee' Office is that ilt is not possible
to get an adequate statement of the
accounts of its operations from year to
year. I therefore suggest that the
House would be unwise to extend the
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powers of the Public Trustee unless it In the last balance-sheet issued, the
insists that full and proper accounts of following payments appear:~salaries,
the administration of the office are made £39,887; advertising" £960; printing,
available annually.
stationery, and stores, £1,214; rent,
Sir GEORGE KNox.--Surely a yearly £3,733; .postages, £910; telephone, £278;
audit fee, £813, miscellaneous, £232; pay
balance-sheet is made available?
roll tax, £997; a total of £49,024.
'Mr. REID.-The only published stateI am not so much concerned with
ment, to my knowledge, in relation to
the Public Trustee's administration- individual figures as with the fact that
this is borne out by the form of the the report does not split up the receipts
answers given to me to-day by the and expenditure between bhe various
Attorney-General-is a brief statement branches of the PubUc Trustee Office,
in the Auditor-General's annual report. that is to say, the small estates side, the
That report, for the year ended the 30th lunacy side, and what may be termed the
of June, 1949, shows, on the receipts big business side. While in some departside:-fees and commissions, £38,298; ment~ such as that relating to mentallypostages and other recoups, £1,439, and afflicted persons, one would not expect
surplus interest, £7,059.
The balance, the PubUc Trustee to make a profit, in
being cash deficit for the year ended 30th others a profit would be expected. The
June, 1949, is £2,228; making a total significant fact is that Parliament has
receipt of £49,024. That deficit rather not been told just how well the Public
shakes the optimistic prophecy of Mr. Trustee is performing in each department
Bailey when he introduced the original of his business. It is well known that he
is sending out these somewhat expensive
Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-l's any rent advertisements in competition with pripaid by the Public Trustee for premises vate trustee companies.
occupied?
The honorable member for Coburg
Mr. REID.-Yes.
According to the touched upon a vital issue when he
report, the following payments were raised the point that a person who is
made:-salaries, £39,887; advertising, mentally afflicted may not be receiving a
£960. Nearly £1,000 has been spent on proper measure of service from the
advertising in the newspapers seeking Public Trustee. There are three functions
business whi'ch, as the honorable member of the Public Trustee, and this
for Coburg has suggested, is in effect Parliament and the public of Victoria are
',conflicting w'ith the Public Trustee's not being given adequate accounts to
public duty in looking after indigent show how each of those departments is
working.
We are receiving only a
people.
mingled account showing the general
Mr. CREAN.--'Would not some of that expenditure and the general receipts in
expendi ture represent necessary advel'- all departments. I submit that we, as a
tising in the daily papers in connection Parliament representing the public of
with individual estates?
Victoria, are entitled to know whether
'Mrr. RIEID.-I should say that those that side of the business of the Public
advertisements were in relation to the Trustee which is being extensively
Public Trustee's services. In reply to advertised is running at a profit or not.
my question, the Attorney-General intiThe figures for the year ended the
mated to-day that the amount expended
on office advertising by the PubUc 30th of June, 1949, show a general loss
Trustee f,or the year ended ,the 30th of of £2,280. Of course, some of that loss
June, 1950, w,as £1,380. I should say may be due to unprofitable departments,
that the form of my question limited but Parliament is entitled to receive a
the expenditure to advertisements re- detailed. account showing how each
lating to the Public Trustee's services. particular department of the Public
Furthermore, I should say that any Trustee Office is paying.
advertisements in respect of estates
Another direction in which the
would be 'charged against the individual accounts of the Public Trustee Office
estates and not shown in that account. come into prominence is the rates
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of commission charged.
This becomes apparent from the AttorneyGeneral's answer to ,the questions
asked by me to-day. To take one
example, so far as commission on
capital is concerned, the regulations
introduced in 1940, showed that on any
sum up to £5,000, £2 lOs. per centum was
charged; on all amounts in excess of
£5,000 up to £10,000, £2 per centum was
charged; for all amounts in excess of
£10,000, £1 per centum was charged. In
1948 by regulation, a vital increase was
made in the rates of commission charged.
In that year, on the gross value of 'all
assets realized or money collected by the
Public Trustee up to £50,000, £2 lOs.
per centum was charged; on amounts in
excess of £50,000 but not exceeding
£100,000, £1 lOs. per centum was
charged.
Mr. BARRy.-Could not you have got
this explanation when your party was in
office?
Mr. REID.-Irrespective of the remark
made by the honorable member for
Carlton the position is that the Government of Victoria, whatever it'S political
complexion, owes a duty to those people
who have been doing business with the
Public Trustee to ensure that they are
fully informed of the rates of commission
charged. There was a vital increase in
the rate of commission charged by the
Public Trustee, and it is significant that
many people must have made their
wills and done business with the Public
Trustee in good faith that the rate
of commIssum on estates between
£5,000 an £10,000 would be £2
per centum whereas from 1948 onwards there has been an increase
in the rate of commission. It would be a
fair thing-and I am not sure that
it has been done-to ensure that those
persons who made their wills and
appointed the Public Trustee as executors
of their estates in good faith that they
would be charged the lower rate of commission are advised by the Public Trustee
of the change in the rate of commission.
It 'may weN be that executors wiB now
have to face a higher rate of commission, and they should be informed. The
increase in the rate of 'commission would
be quite proper provided that persons
who had appointed the Public Trustee

Bill.

as executor vvere advised. I should like
the Attorney-General to assure the
House that every 'person who has appointed the Public Trustee as executor
under the lower rate of commission and
whose dependants will be charged a
higher rate has been advised of the
change. It may be that that has been
done. The Attorney-General, who is the
guardian of the legal rights and duties of
the whole community, should assure the
House that proper steps have been taken,
not merely to publish a regulation not
likely to be read by more than 1 per cent.
of the public, but to see that every person who has made the Public Trustee his
executor on the faith of the old rate of
commission is advised of the change. If
that were done he would have the option
of continuing his business with the Public Trustee Jr appointing some one else.
The proposals contained in the Bill
seek to extend in certain directions the
work of the Public Trustee. I may have
something to say about the individual
clauses of the measure when it is being
dealt with in Committee. The great importance of this Bill is that members
are given an opportunity to examine the
whole operation of this Government instrumentality, which deals with one of
the highest forms of public or commercial activity, that is, the duty of trusteeship. When a Government 'instrumentality engages in propaganda in adver-'
tising and states that it is guaranteed
by the Government of Victoria, it behoves
us, as representatives of the people, to
ensure that the general body of -citizens
who are paying for the losses of the
Public Trustee Office and testators of
wills who do business with the Trustee,
obtain at least the same degree of information as a person would secure from
a private trustee company. We are entitled to receive a much more detailed
balance sheet of the operations of the
Public Trustee from year to year and to
demand that persons doing business with
an organization carrying on work of a
very delicate nature and guaranteed by
the Government of Victoria should be
fully informed of any changes in the
ra te of commission.
Mr. GALVIN.-Yours is only a personal
argument against the Public Trustee.
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Mr. REID.-I am sorry to think that
the honorable member takes such a
low view of the o})Ugations of a
member of Parliament.
Our duty
is to safeguard the ,finances of the
community, and if we are not prepared at
the appropriate time to insist on ensuring that proper accounts are presented to
this House, we are recreant to our
trust.
The A ttorney-Genera,l should
give members a full opportunity to
lay the ground work for the presentation of more detailed annual accounts
in relation to the administration of
the Public Trustee; also. he should
inform us whether or not persons who
have made their wills on the faith of the
lower rate of commission have been informed of the change. It may be that
that has been already done, but we are
entitled to information before the powers
of the Public Trustee are extended. I
should like to know whether or not that
will be done; if not, I propose to move an
appropriate amendment to the motion
for the second reading, with a view to
ensuring that detailed annual accounts
will be presented.
lUr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I desire to state, by leave, that I am
prepared to investigate the matter
raised by the honorable member for Box
Hill. I suggest that after the second
reading has been agreed to and the Bill
has been committed, progress be reported
on clause 2 and the discussion resumed
on Tuesday of next week. In the meantime, I shall be pleased to examine tl1e
question to which the honorable member
has directed attention and to confer with
him to see whether a decision can be
reached.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-Having ascertained the intention of the AttorneyGeneral, I shall cut short my speech. I
am satisfied with the undertaking given
by the honorable gentleman, but I should
like to point out that not only am I personally concerned, but the House is
entitled to be advi'sed of the ,position regarding tihe points I have raised.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I have no
objection to the Attorney-General considering certain matters, but I should like
him to remember that the increases in
the commission charges were made as a
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result of action taken by the Govern~
ment of which the honorable member
for Box Hin was a supporter. That
course was taken deUberately to put this
State instrumentality of Public Trustee
in the wrong. The intention was to assist
private trustee companies. The honor~
able member is opposed toO State control,
and proof of that statement is t'O be
'found in the private member's Bill that
appears on the Notice Paper in his name.
Hs purpose is to amend the State Electridty Commission Acts toO prohibit the
Commission from trading in electrical
appliances.
The honorable member
wishes vo prohibit country people from
purchasing electrical appliances from the
Commission.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mormngton) .-1 rise to a point of order.
I
submit that a personal attaok upon the
honorable member for Box Hill in relation to his foreshadowed private member's Bill has nothing to do with the
measure under discussion.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The honorable member for
Carlton is in order. 'He is noQ't debating
a foreshadowed Bill but is 'merely referring to it in passing.
Lieut.-CoQlonel LEGGATT.-He is attacking the hoQnorable member for Box Hill.
The SPEAKER.~He is entitled to do
so, provided that he does not impute
moQtives and keeps his remarks upon a
parliamentary level, as he has done.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I would remind the honorable member for Mornington that the h1onorable member for
Box Hill referred to the action of the
Chifley Government in establishing the
Trans-AustraUa Airlines with which the
present CommonweaHh Government has
evinced noQ desire to interfere. When the
honorable member for Mornington was
Chief Secretary in the previous Government, he did noQt attempt toO upset any
State instrumentality, despite his antisodalistic ideas. The honorable member
never attempted to do anything; he
played such an unimportant part that his
portfoQlio was taken from him.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable member is now departing from the
subject matter of the Bill.
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Mr. BARRY.-The honorable member
for M.ornington protested that I was
being t'DO hard on the honorable member
for Box Hill, so I thought it proper to
mention the record of the former Chief
The Attorney-General has
Secretary.
stated that he proposes to ex,amine the
matters raised by the honorable member
f.or Box Hill.
While the honorable
gentleman is doing so, I urge him also
to examine the political records of those
Press
responsible for the request.
advertisements were inserted when the
last Government was in ,office, and that
Administration also increased the commission charges of the Public Trustee.
It was nat interested in the people about
whom the honorable member for Box
Hill has expressed concern, but with
whom he did not sympathize when he
was a supporter of the previous Government.
Mr. REID (Box Hill) .-On a point of
order, I wish to remind the honorable
member for Carlton that, ,as a supporter
of the previous Government, I raised the
question of the administration of ,the
Public Trustee. .
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-There is no point of order.
I shalla.ccept the remarks of the honorable member as a personal explanation.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I regard it
as an unsatisf.actory explanation.
The
honorable member did not oppose the
increase in the commission charges. If
he can prove ,that he protested against
the actions of the previous Government
in this m·atter, I shall be willing to withdraw my criticism. As aU State undertakings should 'be subjected to scrutiny,
the hono'rable member for Box Hill is
entiitled to seek information about the
working of the PubUc Trustee. However,
the present Attorney-GeneIlal is not responsible for the "crimes" that have
been committed against the Public
Trustee. The honorable genitleman is
carrying the heavy burden of the
iniquities of the last Government, ·and I
repea t thait he should bear in mind the
political characters of the members who
have 'asked him to supply 1he informaition.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .---"So much has been said about the
administrative activities .of the Public
Trustee, and other matters which are
not applicable to this measure, that I
think it is time the House returned to a
consideration of what the Bill contains.
The Public Trustee is the successor to
the Cur,ator of Deceased Estates, and his
main functions should be to deal with
small deceased estates and to act as the
trustee of estates of patients in mental
institutions. However, his powers were
extended by Acts passed in 1939 and
1940. Und~r the functions of the office
as originally proposed executorsoi
small estates ·c()uld obtain administration
.at a cheap rate, but the added powers
now enable the Public Trustee to deal
with estates which normally would
come within the purview of private
trustee companies. The major part of
his time is taken up in administerin:g
large estates, to the detriment of the
functions for which his office was
originally established.
It is felt in some circles that if a
person has an estate valued at £400
which he asks the Public Trustee to administer, his application is rejected so
that the Public Trustee can deal with
larger estates.

Mr. GALVIN.---Clerks of courts at presen t take charge of small estates.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The administration of small estates should be
the primary function of the Public
He should not neglect his
Trustee.
duties in that direction in favour of
handling large estates. The hon'Orable
member for Coburg has stressed that
poin t and his arguments were based on
representations that have been made to
him.
The purpose of the Bill is to grant a
necessary alleviation in the matter of
handling the affairs of voluntary
boarders in mental institutions. Clause
2 makes it clear that if a person voluntarily enters a mental institution to
undertake curative treatment his estate
will not come under the control of the
Public Trustee. Cases dealing with this
subject have been brought to my notice
in my electorate and I think the proposed
amendment is wise.

\
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The desirability of the second purpose
of the Bill-to raise the maximum value
from £400 to £600 in respect of an
election by the Trustee to administer an
intestate's estate, and from £600 to
£1,000 where the Public Trustee finds
that he has wrongly estimated the
value of an estate-is debatable. In view
of the present depreciated value of
money it might not be adViisable to make
these extensions.
On the subject o:f
general administration, most members
have disregarded the fact that the main
function of the office of the Public
Trustee is to administer small estates,
and they have introduced into the debate
extraneous matters which do not come
within the ambit of the Bill.
. The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
NON-CONTR]BUTORY STATE
PENSrrONS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
9), on the motion of Mr. Dodgshun
(Chief Secretary), for the se'cond reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).The Chief Secretary, in introducing the
Bill, explained its provisions in a speech
reported in a column and a half of
Hansard.
The brevity of his speech, I
suggest, is no measure of the importance
of the Bill. In the course of his remarks,
he said that all pensioners under its
provisions would be brought into line
with those receiving State superannuation pensions. I am quite ceI'ltain that
this measure must have the endorsement
of every member of the House. I understand it was prepared by the previous
Governm-ent, and it is no more than a
most meagre provision of justice for noncontributory pensioners. If it was right
to increase by 20 per cent. the ra'tes payable to certain pensioners, it is obviously
right to give the same increase to all
other pensioners, because the needs of a'll
pensioners in existing economic circumstances must be Ithe same. In these days
of rising costs of living, and increases in
other expenses related to the mere existence of pensioners, the people most hardry.it are those who are trying to exist on
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In thalt ca1tegory there
fixed incomes.
fall pensioners of all sorts, and those
people who by thrift-Mr. GALvIN.-And members of Parliament.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I suggest
that we do not observe the honorable
member for Bendigo showing any
evidence of starvation. I am describing
that ca1tegory of people who, by ·thrift
and other means, have acquired property
in shares, Government bonds, and the
like, and whose incomes are derived exclusively from interest and dividends
received from savings and investments.
Quite frankly, I know and feel that many
of them are worse off than pensioners,
in thalt they cannot participate in pensions because of their thrift, and their
incomes are based on the low rates of
interest prevailing years ago. We cannot in any way influence or correct that
anomaly, but the Stalte can and must
accept responsibility for its servants,
because many a person by virtue of being
a public servant has been deprived of the
opportunity of acquiring weaUh upon
which to retire. This measure does no
more than the merest justice to such
people. I see no reason for delaying its
passage, and I indicate that if the
Governmen t desires it to pass through all
stages to-night, the Opposition will offer
no objection.
Actually, the cost to the State will not
be very great.
I unders:tand that only
180 persons are involved, and that the
total annual bill will not exceed £8,500.
That expenditure will subsequently decrease from year to year with the death
of the recipients of pensions, so that the
maximum to which the Government will
The
be committed is not very great.
principle which the Bill espouses far
outweighs -any consideration of finance.
The proposal to make its provi-sions
retrospective to the 30th of June this
year is quite proper, and wiH bring the
pensioners covered into line with those
provided for in the Superannuation Act.
It is only necessary for me to say on
behalf of the Opposition members that,
having ourselves. fathered the BiH, we
gladly support it on its presentation by
the present Government. In order that
effect may :be given to it with all possible
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speed, it should be passed quickly
thr,ough all stages and sent to another
place. I understand tthat, by :the will of
the Government, the Council has ,gone
into recess for another week or so. That
is very regrettable, because it will unnecessarily deprive the pensioners of'
benefits for a ,further period.
The
Opposi'tion gives the Bill its ,commendation, and is glad that it has been brought
forward so early in the session. It hopes
that there will be no delay in the other
House. I commend it, and suggest to
the Ministry that it should be passed
thr,ough all stages at once, so that when
the other House meets and the Government permits that House to work, it will
be able to deal with this and other
measures to give speedy relie'f to pensioner:s and others by enabling them to
derive such benefits as the Bill provides.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-Strangely
enough, when members of the Opposition rise to discuss a Bill, they do not
approach it on its merits, but rather pick
the eyes out of it. The Bill was sponsored by the previous Governmen't and
now it is claimed that that Governmen t
" fathered" it'. I do not know who
mothered it. Any delay that may occur
in the Upper House in passing the Bill
will make no difference, because its provisi'ons are retrospective to the 30th of
June last. If certain members of that
place had been willing to meet the
Government and deal with Government
business instead of playing at politics in
what is said to be a House of review, that
House would not have been adjourned
for a week. They are more in terested
in embarrassing the Government than in
framing legisla tic'n.
The Bill will be supported by all honorable members, but the honorable member fOT Barwon has raised one or two
points regarding pensions, and they cannot be overlooked. Thererore, I hope
that when the Premier goes to Canberra
he will seek a new approach by the Commonwealth Government to all pensioners,
whether contributory or non-contributory. On all occasions when increases
have been gTanted to pensioners, whether
they were former policemen, railway
employees, public servants, or employees
of the State Electdcity Commission, the
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result has been to relieve the Commonwealth authorities of their jus:t burdens
of social service.
Every amendment of the Superannuation Act to increase pensions invariably
has the effect of lifting the incomes of
the recipients above the permissible
limit within which they can receive social
services. The permissive income for a
male pensioner or a widow covered
by the Act is £2 2s. 6d. plus 30s.
Immediately the pension is more
than £3 12s. 6d. the Commonwealth
is
absolved
from
any
payment
Whatsoever, and ea,ch Is. that the pensioners get over £2 2s. 6d. means a saving to the Commonwealth. Railwaymen
are receiving higher pensions, but actually all that is being done is to permit
the Commonwealth authorities to effect
economies. When the next Premier's
conference is held I hope that the representatives of Victoria, as well as those
of every other State, will emphasize the
fact that the position is farcical in that
pensioners are not actually securing
increases because of the social services
taxation. In the final analysis, those
concerned are not a penny better off, and
a penalty has been imposed on the
thrifty.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The position involves the question of the means test.
Mr. GALVIN.-A more reasonable
approach will have to be made to this
subject. No doubt, either the pensioner's inc')me or the means test will
need to be reviewed. I recall the case of
an ex-stationmaster who receives a free
pension. I expect the youngest man of
his type mur;t be more than 80 years of
age. When he dies his widow will receive
nothing; no provision has been made for
her at all. Free pensions are made payable- to certain former employees of the
Railway Department and public servants.
I doubt whether twenty of them
would still be alive. It would be inter ..
esting to ascertain how many there are.
Their widows will be badly treated in
that when the pensioners die their
womenfolk will not get a penny piece.
It is not fair that the widows are to
receive nothing. As these people are
becoming older their position is getting
more acute. No doubt some of these men
retired, say twenty years ago, at the
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age of 60 years, and most of what little
capital they had must have disappeared
by now because of rising costs.
Members delude themselves when
they tell public servants that they are to
get a 20 per cent. advance in their superannuation.
When the position is
examined it is found that the majority
of the retired employees, particularly the
railwaymen,are not receiving a penny
benefit by Parliament agreeing to a socalled increase. The only ones to gain
any advantage are thc1se above the eight
or nine unit mark in the superannuation
scheme. As the pension is raised by the
State the social service responsibility of
the Commonwealth decreases. There
should be no relationship between the
amount for which retired State civil
servants have contributed, and what they
are eligible to receive from the Commonwealth social services scheme. I trust
that at the forthcoming Premiers' conference it will be decided to broaden
the means test, particularly in respect
of those who have paid for retiring allowances and who should not be penalized.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-Increases of non-contributory.pensions (including widows' pensions pursuant to agreements under No.
3782 section 57).
'Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-I address
myself mainly to sub-clause (3) of this
clause which contains the definition of
non-contributory pension. When the
Chief Secretary delivered his secondreading speech he stated that the measure would cover all the free pensions
payable to public servants and railway
employees. However, an examination of
the definiti,)n of non-contributory pension shows that it applies to only two
types, the first being a pension, superannuation or retiring allowance computed in accordance with Act No. 160,
which is a Railways Act, and the second
a pension under section 57 of the Superannuation Act 1928.
The Committee should be assured that,
in fact, the definition is wide enough to
cover all eligible public servants who
have not been given increased pensions
by legislation already passed.
Session 1950.-[17]
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narrowness of the definition, any small
classes of persons were deprived of the
increased pension. I ask the AttorneyGeneral whether he can give an
assurance that the definition is wide
enough to cover all those classes of persons who will not come within the scope
of other legislation.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I can assure the
honorable member that the definition is
wide enough.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES BILL.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 4712 s. 1
-Commencemen t).
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-During the second-reading debate
many points were raised concerning the
contents of the Bill. I anticipated that
the Chief Secretary would have censidered the matters that were discussed
and would have stated whether he intended to move amendments to give
effect to the suggested improvements.
Does the honorable gentleman intend to
submit amendments? If he does not,
members on this (the Opposition) side
of the Chamber will bdng forward
amendments to a number of clauses.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-During the second-reading debate, the
Bill was very closely s'crutinized. Since
then, I have considered the suggestions
of honorable members. I propose that
to-night the Committee should discuss
the various clauses. If there should be a
difference of opinion on any particular
provision, and if honorable members
have not yet had time to ,prepB:re such
amendments as they desire to move, I
shall be prepared to agree to a postponement of the relevant clauses.
The
Government does not intend to have the
Bill passed through all the remaining
stages to-night but considers that in view
of the importance of the measure, the
discussion in Committee should be continued. The whole State is awa.iting the
legisla tion.
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Mr.
SHEPHERD
(Sunshine).-I
accept the invitation of the Chief Secretary and I ask that clause 2 be postponed. To me it would appear necessary
to fix a definite da'te for the proclamation
of the legislation. At present there is
nothing to indicate that the Bill, if
passed, will be proclaimed. The municipalities or the unions should know
definitely when the measure will be proclaimed-whether that is to be a month
or a year ahead. A decision should be
made consistent with the preparation of
the regulations, because in his secondreading speech the Chief Secretary
intimated that he desired that the
regulations should be proclaimed simultaneously with the proclamation of the
amended legislation. I suggest that the
proclamation date should be the 1st of
January, 1951.
Clause 2 reads as f'0llowsIn section one of the principal Act after
the word " proclamation" there shall be inserted the words "But by the same or a
subsequent proclamation the GovernOr in
Council may, on the application of any
municipality or union, declare that the local
administration of this Act in the district
of such municipality or union is postponed
for a stated period, and thereupon during
that period the local administration of this
Act in that district shall be in abeyance
accordingly."

It is my intention t'0 submit an amendment in regard to that" stated period."
I consider thci t a definite period of one
or two years should be fixed. If that
were done, the municipalities or the
unions would have a specified time in
which to prepB.tre for the implementation
of the legislation, and to purchase equipment. If at the end ·of the period it
were found that the municipalities or the
unions had not taken steps to implement
the Act, appropriate action could be
taken. I, therefore, ask that clause 2 be
postponed, so that I shall have an opportunity to .prepare and circulate an
amendment.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .---'-Enlarging on the remarks of the
honorable member for Sunshine, I remind honorable members that the question of the repeal of the consolidating
Weights and Measures Act of 1928 was
raised during the second-reading debate
un this Bill. That Act was purported to
have been repealed by the 1939 Act. All
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the Weights and Measures Acts in the
sta tllltes on the table of the House have
been marked through in red pencil as
having been repealed by the 1939 Act,
the reason being that in the 1939 Act
there was a provision that the Act
would come into operation when it was
proclaimed.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That supports my
argumen t about making a definite date.
Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGATT.-It
is
rather necessary to have provision for a
fixed date instead of a date to be proclaimed. When it is impossible to specify
a fixed date, and it is provided that the
measure should come into .operation on
a date to be proclaimed, it should be provided also that the Order in Council
proclaiming it should be laid on the table
of this House.
No informat,ion was
g'iven toO the House--and incidentally to
the officers of the House--that the 1939
Act ever came into operation.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-That is untrue. The
information was published in ·the

Government Gazette.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That publication is not laid on the table of this
House.
When Par}d.ament is passing
legislation wh'ich is to become effective
when it is proclaimed, this House should
at least be given first-hand knowledge of
w,hen that Act eomes into operation. It
would be simple to provide that when
the Order in Council proclaiming the
legislation is made, it should be laid
upon the table of the House. Honorable
members would then be offidally informed of the happening, and the officers
of the House would be enabled to bring
the relevant statutes up to date. There
would not be a repetition of an Act
being ruled out while still being in
operati.on. If the Chief Secret1ary does
not accede to the wishes of the honorable member for Sunshine tha't a definite
date should be fixed for the proclamation of this leg,islation, I repeat that there
should be a provision to the effect that
the Order in Council announcing the pr·)clamation be laid on the table of the
H'0use.
Mr. ·RYLAH (Kew) .-1 support the
request made by the honorable members
for Sunshine and Mornington that this
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clause should be postponed. If something is not done about a definite proclamation date, the same situation wtill
arise in connection with the 1950 Act as
arose with the 1939 Act. I have made inquiries about the possibility of bringing
the necessary machinery into operation
and I have received an assurance that it
should be possIble for this legislation to
operate ·almost immediately in the metropoli tan area and the provincial cities.
Suffident trained personnel and sufficient
equipment are available for that purpose.
If the honorable member for Sunshine
moves an amendment along the lines he
has suggested-or, alternatively, if the
Chief Secretary is prepared to prescribe
a definite date, c.orresponding perhaps to
the 1st of January, 1951-1 shall be
happy to support the proposal. I suggest that the clause be postponed.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-Honorable members have raised two
ma Hers in connection with this clause.
One is in relation to a da1te to be fixed
for the proclamation of the .Alct and
the other is an amendment f.orecast by
the honorable member for Sunshine that
after the words" stated period " a specific
period, such as tw,elve months or !two
years·, should be provided. The honorable member for avIornington raised a
question which is perhaps related to
clause 2 when he suggested that when
the Act is prO'claimed the information
should be given 01;0 this House. I believe
each honoralble member is aware of the
faCit that decisions of the Executive
Council are notified in the Government
Gazette. It is possibly the fault of any
member if he does not know what has
happened. Public servants are immediately aware of decisions made.
Lieut.-Colonel 'LEGGATT.-Members of
this House do n:ot ~now of such decisions.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It would be diffi.culJt aLways ,to inform the House immediately of the procla-mation of an Act. I
recollect that one particular Act was ,proclaimed on the 1st 'Of January, 19150, but
the House did not meet for many months
afterwards.
It has been stalted that
unless a man was in the legal profession
and looked in the Government Gazette or
saw a notice in the newspaper, he would
not know of the proclamation. I cannot
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say that there is much substance in the
argument presented by I1:he honorable
member for MorningtoI~ in tl1at regard.
As Chief Secreta!ry, I am prepared to
give the Committee an undertaking thalt
this Bill will be proclaimed an Act on the
1st January, 1951..
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-You might
not be Chief Secretary then.
·Mr. FuLToN.-The honorable member
for MorningtoOn will not be, eilther.
Lieut.-CO'lonel LEGGATT.--How can the
Chief Secretary give an undertaking that
he will proclaim the legislation on the 1st
January, 19511?
Mr. DODGSHUN.--I did not say 1
would proclaim it, but that it would be
proclaimed. If my Government should
be displaced from -office before the end
of the year-and I do not expect that
it will be-the usual procedure would
be for the succeeding Government to
honour that promise. The reason for
my not giving a specific date during
my second-reading speech is that I
was informed that it would take some
time to draw up the regUlations. The
Bill now before the Committee is
very small compared with the regulations that will be necessary toO implement
it. This is only an amendment of the
1939 .A!ct. The Government has already
given a promise that those who will
administer Ithis legislation win be informed of the regulations and that they
will be consuUed as to their' operation.
I mentioned in the course of my secondreading speech the difficulty of securing
the necessary appliances for this job.' It
wHI be recalled that I asked for a speedy
passage of the Bin so tha't m·anufacturers
would know that the Government is
earnest in its desire to have the legis·
lation proclaimed and would then energetically apply themsel,ves to making the
requisite applia'ncesand instruments.
Sin!ce I have given an undert-aking thM
the Act- will be proclaimed on the 1st of
January, 19'5:1, if the hon'Orable member
for Sunshine is prepared at ,this stage to
move the amendment which he forecast,
I feel the Committee could proceed to discuss this clause. On the other hand, if·
he is not prepared to move his amendment now, I shall agree to the postponement of the clause.
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1Mr. SHEPHERD.~ would sooner wait
until the Parliamentary Draftsman has
reviewed the wording of my proposed
amendment.
The clause was postponed.

Clauses 3 to 7 were agreed to.
Clause 8 (Computations from standard
pound).
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-In the
main, to what do the words" two thousand such pounds " refer?
Mr. .DODGSHUN.-Flour
products.

and

wheat

Mr. MUTTON.-The Chief Secretary
knows as well as I do that 2,000
lb. do not amount toO a toOn. He is
also aware that flour millers have
always claimed that quantity of flour as
a ton. A ton of coal consists of 2,240
lb., and I should like to know why it
is intended that 2,000 lb. shaH be
considered a ton of flour, when that is
not so.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-Generally, the principle is to follow
ordinary tables and measures, but in this
instance it is desired to follow the usual
trade practice.
The clause was agreed to, as WeL'e
clauses 9 to 11.
Clause 12 (Functions of the superintendent in c~ntral administration).
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .--;During the second-reading debate
it was stated that fees paid for verification and fines would not necessarily go
to the local authority administering tp.e
legisla tion.
I should like to know
whether the Chief Secretary has any
provision in mind to make sure that the
policy of this and previ'Ous Governments
is carried into effect.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-There may be some gr'Ounds for the
fear expressed by the honorable member
for Mornington, as it may be argued that
it is only suppositi'On to suggest that a
municipality shall collect fees. Both
he and I might be out of 'Order in discussing this matter under clause 12,
. which deals wholly with the central
administration; clause 14 deals with the
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administration by the local authority.
However, if I am allowed to explain the
position the discussi'On may be expedited.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.--I refer the
Chief 'Sec.retary to paragra,ph (d) of
proposed new sub-section (5) of section
31 of the principal Act.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Paragraph (d)
provides that the central administration
may charge and collect fees for tests and
verificati'Ons performed. I think it will
be agreed that any fees, charges and
penal ties collected as a result of action by
the central administration should be paid
t'O Consolidated Revenue. However, it is
the Government's desire that the local
administrations
shall
receive
fees
obtained as a result of their actions.
Actually that is covered by clause. 23,
which repeals section 61 of the principal
Act, which provides that 20 per cent.
of the fees collected by municipalities
shall be paid to the central admin~s
tration. I am sure that the honorable
member for Mornington will agree that
the problem can more effedtively be dealt
with under clause 14, and I propose to
ask for the postponement of that clause,
in order that a suitable amendment may
be drafted to remove any doubt that may
exist in the minds of members.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The responsibilities and duties of
inspectors were laid down in sections 64
and 65 and subsequent sections of the
1928 consolidation Act.
Under this
proposal the public will be pr'Otected
against those who offend again Sit the
Weights and Measures Act. The 1928 Act
went further, and protected them against
inspectors who were not doing their duty.
I feel that the 1939 Act-and this Bill
does nothing to remedy it-leaves out the
penalty pr'Ovisions in respect of inspectors
who fail to carry out their duties. As I
raised that matter in my second-reading
speech, I should like to know whether the
Chief Secretary intends to do anything
about it.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The inspectors of a union or local
administration will be under the control
of the superintendent of weights and
measures, fr'Om whom they will receive
their instructions.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The inspectors are to be employed by the loc~l
authority and they may be "sacked"
by it.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. Of
course, the amending Bill gives them
right to appeal to the Minister if they
consider that their dismissal has been
unjustified.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is so,
but if the inspectors do not do their jobs,
what will be done?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-In that event, the
superintendent of weights and measures
will certainly take action tQ see that they
dQ so. He could report to the Minister,
who would possibly use his powers to see
that the provisions of legislation we:r-e
carried out.
Lieut.-C'Olonel LEGGATT.-1 cannot see
what power the Minister has. Although
the 1928 Act covered the matter 'Of control of inspectors, the 1939 Act does nQt.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-1n my QpiniQn, that
matter is covered, and I dQ not think
the trouble anticipated by the honQrable
member fQr Mornington will be experienced when the new ACit comes into
operatiQn, because instructiQns to inspectors will be implicit.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) .-1 should
like to refer tQ a matter I raised last
week. No more vital commodity can be
dealt with than eggs .. If an inspectQr of
weigh ts and measures sa w 'a person
coming out of a grocery store with a
dozen eggs, would it be competent for
him, after producing his authority, to put
those eggs on the scales and ask how
much was paid for them? I regret tQ
note that the Chief Secretary has indicated that .that matter will not come
within the purview 'Of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, as was clause
13.
Clause 14 (Functions of local administration).
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-1 ask
the Chief Secretary to agree to the postponement of this clause, so that there
may be clarification as to the fees to be
charged and the disposal of the money
collected. There is reference to this
aspect in clause 12 but not in clause 14.
Clause 14 was postponed.
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Clause 15, providingAt the end of section thirty-four of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
following sUb-sections:(2) Any inspector so suspended or dis..
missed may as prescribed appeal
therefrom to the Minister whose
decision shaH be final and shall be
given effect to by the local
authority.
(3) Any inspector appointed by a local
"authority may, for the purpose of
the administration of this Act or of
assisting any other local authority
in the ·administration of this Act,
exercise his powers and discharge
his duties outside the district of the
local authority by which he was
appointed.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1 ask the Chief Secretary to agree
to the postponement of this clause. Some
members do not think it is advisable to
gi ve the Minister power tQ veto the
action of a local authority, and they feel
that the matter should be debated. My
request is based on the undertaking of
the Chief Secretary that contentious
clauses will be postponed.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The honorable member for Mornington has not given 'a vital reason fQr the
postponement of the clause, the impIica tions of which are known to most
members, particularly members vi
councils, who depend upon the votes of
traders and ,others in their localities. I
agree that most traders are honest, but
I fear that some inspectors may be
victimized. Cases of that nature have
come under the notice of the Department and the clause has been included
to safeguard these officers. The Government will nQt agree to the deletion of
the clause.
Mr. GUYE (Polwarth) .-When I was
speaking to the second-reading motion,
I foreshadowed an amendment of thi'S
clause in relation to proposed sub-section
(2) of section 34 of the principal Act.
I repeat that the proposed prQcedure is
regarded as being a reflection upon the
integrity of cQuncils. If it is right that a
decision in a matter of this kind is nQt
to rest with a local authority, every emplQyee of a munic~pality shQuld have the
right of appeal against dismissal.
I
move-·That proposed new SUb-section (2) of section 34 be omitted.
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The Cqmmittee divided on the question - that thp. words proposed by Mr.
Guye to be omitted stand part of the
clause-(Mr. Mibus in the chair).
Ayes
30
Noes
17
Majori ty against
amendment
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barclay
Brose
Buckingham
Cain
Cook
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Hol,t
Lemmon
Lind

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

the
13

Merrifield
Mitchell
Mort-On
Moss
Mutton
Ruthven
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Mentone).

I

Tellers:
I Mr. Cochrane
I,Mr. Randles.

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
I Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Guye
Mr. Rylah
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Turnbull
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Mack
Mr. Whately.
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Tellers:
(Dundas) Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Reid
Mr. Fraser.

PAlRS.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Holland
Hyland
McDonald
(Sheppartcm)
Mr. O'Oarroll
Mr. Stoneham
Mr. Whitt::

Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

George Knox
Norman
Oldham
Hollway

Mr. Ireland
Lieut.-Ool. Dennett
Mr. Don.

(Allendale)

Mr.
SHEPHERD
(Sunshine).-I
desire to refer to new sub-section (3)
proposed to he inserted in section 34
of the principal Act. Is it suggested that
inspectors should have a roving commission, o~ that they should be empowered to operate outside their own
municipali ty or union? Is it in tended
t'o decree, eithe-r by regulation or instruction, the sphere of operations of an
inspector or lucal authority? During
the second-reading debate the honorable
member for MGrnington said that an inspector from Mildura might travel as
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far as Portland in pursuit of an offender,
or he might act in that district while on
holidays. Is it the intention of the
authority to issue instructions to inspectors regarding the areas in whi'ch
they can operate?
n has been suggested to me that they should be permitted to take action in an adjacent
municipality, or union, for the purpose
of apprehending an offender. If that is
not permitted, an offender might be able
to evade the inspectQr simply by going
into the district of an adjoining munici pali ty or union.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The main purpose of the proposed
new sub-section is to enable inspectors to
apprehend offenders who are engaged in
the sale of light-weight wood, fuel and
such commodities. Power wiH be given
to an inspector to pursue an off.ending
hawker into an adjoining district if the
alleged offender travels beyond the inspector's boundaries.
The superintendent of weights and measures will
issue instructions to inspectors when
they are appointed, but it would not be
practicable to confine their powers -to
adjoining municipalities or unions. In
country districts a union could embrace
a large area, and possibly it would meet
the case if this provision were made
appHcaible only too country districts. In
the metropolitan area a municipal
council might be the local administrating
authority, cover.ing a smaH district, and
without this ,power an inspector would
not be permitted to pursue an offender
into an adjoining municipality. If the
provision were restdcted to the adjacent
municipalities, a case farther afield
would be lost if a lawyer contended that
the inspector had transgressed by going
into another dis'trlct. Honorable members can be satisfied that the provision
will be safeguarded by the instructions
of the superintendent of weights and
measures.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 16 (Inspectors to have certificates).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).--This clause is
giving some concern too persons employed
in administering the weights and
measures legislation, particularly those
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who have undertaken the course prescribed to fit them for their duties.
1
suggest that it is quite unnecessary. As
section 35 of the Act stands, it will be
sixteen or seventeen mon'ths from the
passing of the Bill before a person who
has not obtained the necessary certificate
will be excluded from acting as an inspect'or. The Bin will give two years
in addition to that period, and an unqualified inspector will be permitted to
opera'te under the Act for about three
years and four or five months. 1 suggest
that the clause be deleted.

detailed qualifications that are necessary
in this modern age, soo that most men
who are equipped by nature to do the
work should be able by correspondence
or attendance at lectures to quaUfy in
that time, especially with up to four
years' experience behind them. I am in
favour of granting them 'as much
lenience as poss'ible, but i't would be a
grave mistake toO so loOWer the st:andard
of administration of the law that in
many parts of the State nothing would
be accomplished.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-1 suggest that the clause be postponed,
because 1 personally wish to have a
further scrutiny of dt from another
angle. It has been suggested to me that
an amendment will be moved to provide
for certain men who are already employed in the weights and measures
unions throughout the State. 1 am inclined to listen to the views that have
been placed before me, because unless
some provision is made on the lines of
the representations made to me, there
may not be sufficient men available to
do the work. The honorable member f.or
Kew could repeat h~s representations
when the clause again comes before the
Committee. Another thought is that the
two-year period is too long, and amendments may be moved to reduce it to one
year, which would mean two years from
the date of proclamation. That may be
reasonable, although it would give
elderly men only a short .period in which
to qualify while still doing their work.

wh~ther

Mr. WHATELY
(Camberwell).-I
appreciate the suggestion of the Chief
Secretary that the clause be postponed,
'and without agreeing or disagreeing with
him, I suggest a point of view which is
perhaps not in conflict with his but is an
addition to it. We know that alt least 22
men who qualified some mme ago by
examination are nearly all available for
employment. We know, too, that the
Bill makes provisIon for people who have
had substantial experience and have not
yet pa·ssed the a:cademic examination.
The Act of 1939 required them to have
had two years' previous experience. The
clause, if passed, will give them a further
two years in which to acquire the more

The point I raise at this stage is
it would no't be better toO enhance the rugnity of this type of positioOn, and thus m·ake a man feel that it
is a useful career in which he woOuld be
working for the people in his territory
by protecting them !Tom exploitation.
The 1939 Act has a proviso to the
effect that no one shaH continue toO be
an inspector unless he holds the prescribed certificate, which will now h~
come in most cases-We hope in all
cases-a certificate obtained partly by
theoretical examination and partly by
practical test. The section al'So provides
thatany person who holds any certificate
recognized by the superintendent in accordance with the regulations as equivalent to
the prescribed certificate may be appointed
as or continue to be an inspector.

If the superintendent takes it into his
head to recognize the practical qualifications ,of certain people, he will undermine the Ac't. Therefore, I suggest to
the Minister that he should consider an
amendment to eliminate from the 1939
Act paragraph (b) of the proviso to subsection (1) of_section 35.

Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-I am
anxious to see the clause postponed, and
at this stage I do not want to discuss it
at length. The suggestioOn that a member was intending to move ~or a reduction of the period during whIch an inspector may qualify froOm two years to
one, relates to me, for 1 had in mind that
that was the absoOlute minimum 1 would
allow. The Bill could give a pers'on not
qualified a period up to four years if
there was not a proclaimed date.
Suppose the Act had not been proclaimed
for a year, under the 1939 Act he would
have a further twelve months, and under
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the Bill two years, which would give him
four years in which to quaUfy. During
that period he would not have a prescribed certificate, but would still have
the opportunity to qualify. I know that
most of the 21 men who qualified by
examination in 1945 and 1947 are available for appointment, but m'Ore than they
will be needed. They qua'Ufied after a
two years' part-time course.
So.ne
made use of rehabilitation conditions to do so. Others did a concentrated three weeks' qualifying coun~,
but how they did it I do not know. If
they can qualify to be inspectors in that
way, we have to explore this proposal
more fully.
The Chief Secretary is
apparently intending t'O submit amendments to clarify the clause. Then we
shall have an opportunity to submit the
points that we wi'sh to bring forward
regar.ding this impertant question.
1
know that many of the tJrained inspectors
'are anxious about the posi'tion. Although
they have passed the examination,
until both the 1939 and the 1950
Acts become law there is no pow'~r
to issue them with the prescribed certificate of competency. It is necessary to clear up the matter in
regard to clause 16 so that we may get
the greatest benefits out of the Bill, give
the legislation a thorough test in the
next few years, and also afford people
who have qualified an opportunity of
applying for the positions. 1 believe that
the postponement of the clause will oe
the best step so that members may draw
up relevanl amendments.
The clause was postponed.
Clause 17 (When inspecters may
charge f.or adjusting weights, etc.).
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-I wish to
draw a ttention to. a minor draf.ting
error in this clause which is to substitute
a new phrase - " weights measures
weighing instrumen.ts and measuring instrumenls" in place 'Of the word
"weights and measures." Tha t is all
dght, but a differen:t expression is used
in clause 18 where the word "instruments" is used only once. As there is
a cardinal drafting principle that the
same phrase should be used t'O apply to
the same thing, thi'S should be remedied
in clause 17 by the deletion of the w.ord
" instruments" where first occurring to

bring it into line with paragraph (a) of
the new section (1) proposed to be iT'ser.ted in section 37. That paragraph
reads(a)

verification
measures,

of
traders'
weights,
and
weiglhing
and

measuring instruments.
The matter could be treated in the
opposite way, but 1 regard the wO.!'d
" instruments " in !this clause as
superfluous.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-P08sibly this could be
corrected under the Acts Interpretation
Act i.f this wording is found t.o be
wrong.
Mr. LECKIE.-That is a cumbersome
way of deal'ing with the matter.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The honorable member for Evelyn may
wel1 be correct in his remarks, but 1
should ndt like offhand to agree to the
omission ,of a word in a dause unt'il I
had consulted the Parliamentary Draftsman. lf the honorable member thinks
there is some danger of an err'Or having
been made we ,can postpone the Clause
and check up on the matter.
Mr.
SHEPHERD
(Sunshine).-I
agree with the Minister's suggestion but
we have already adop'ted clause 14 in
wlhich there is the expression "measuring instruments." After the passage of
the measure in this House it would be
competen.t for the Government to sub'mit relevant amendments in the Council
so as to make the expressions the same
in all the clauses. Everybody agrees
with the con'tenition of the honorable
member f.or Evelyn but at this stage it
would be necessary to go back t'O a clause
al1ready adopted and to effect an alteration there.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The honorable member for Sunshine has made a suggestion that will
bring this clause into conf'Ormity with
clause 14 on page 5 of the Bill.
·Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
- I think .the werding in clause 17 is
correct and the expression in ,paragraph
(a) of the proposed new SUb-section as
set out in clause 18 should be brought
into conformity with that in clause 17.
The principal clause is clause 27 on 'page
8 of the Bill, and it contains a new
section proposed to be substituted for
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section 68 of the 1939 Act. Sub-sectiun
(1) of the new section which is to be
substituted readsEvery weight measure weighing instrument and measuring instrument used for
trade and every public weighing instrument
and public measuring instrument shall as
prescribed be produced to an inspector at
least once in every two years for verification and stamping.

I do not think there is any danger in
adopting clause 17 and in postponing
clause 18 until the proposed amendment has been verified.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I do not wish
to carry the technical discussion much
further but if we carry out the suggestion we shall be in trouble. It will be
noticed that line 7 in clause 14 agrees
with the ex.pression in clause 18. If the
Minister's suggestion is adopted it will
be necessary to a'mend dause 18 to make
it agree with clause 17 and the Committee will need to alter clauses 12 and
14 to make them agree with clause 17.
However, I think we should accept the
Minister's proposal and let the Parliamentary Drafltsman work this ,out.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-This is a minor matter and I suggest
that we should pI"oceed with the consideration of the other clauses and if
necessary have the matter fixed up in
~he Council.
The clause was agreea to.
Clause 18 (Reports by inspectors).
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)-I wish to
know whether this clause is likely to
lead to conflicts between the weights
and measures ionspector and the health
officer.
The inspector has certain discreUonary powers and under this clause
he is to make a report in relation to«(t,)

(b)

(d)

verification of traders' weights
measures and weighing and
measuring instruments;
visits to shops and places of trade;
prosecutions instituted
results thereof.

and

the

In the Coburg municipality once the Bill
becomes law, the health officer and the
weights and measures inspector could
visit a local shop and have a difference
of opinion on a matter. I am talking
of an extensive area where the health
officer has certain duties to perform.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Coburg health
officer has to do too much.
Mr. MUT110N.-That bring me back to
the argument that I used the other night.
The proposed new sub-section distinctly
indicates that every inspector shall make
a report on various matters, including his
"visits to shops and places of trade".
That is clear enough.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is what we want
the inspectors to do.
Mr. MUTTON.-That brings me back
to the remarks of the honorable member
for Kew in relation to clauses 18 and 12.
It would appear that we are working
backwards. As far as clause 18 is concerned, that would be all ri'ght in relation
to a commodity such as eggs.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Of course it would.
Mr. MUTTON.-If the Minister will
give me an assurance on that point I
~hall be satisfied.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 19At the end of section thirty-eight of the
principal Act there shall Ibe inserted the
following sub-section:"(2) An inspector shall not be compelled
to disclose in court any source from which
he has derived information in relation to
the case."

.Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-During the
second-reading debate I indicated that I
had considerable doubt concerning this
clause, and there was discussion on it by
other members. I should like to know if
the Chief Secretary wi'll consider postponing it.

l\lr .. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The Government proposes to retain
the clause. A simi1lar provision is embodied in other legislation, and it is
regarded as a definite safeguard for the
persons concerned.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn)-It appears to
me that the retention of this clause will
introduce something in relation to prosecutions, which will be out of Hne
wi th other legisla tion.
It will provide a cover for pimps and informers. In my opinion, the clause
should not be embodied in a measure
of this type when there is no corresponding provision in legislation relating to
more serious cdminal offences, such as

4:10
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robbery, murder and the Uke. Disclosures regarding the source of information available to the prosecution would
not ordinarily be made in court proceedings except in particular circumstances
in which, perhaps, there had been some
" funny" business, or victimization, or in
cases where the credit of an inspector or
his witnesses was impugned. In such a
case it would be important that all the
facts should be placed before the court
including the source from which an inspector received his information.
I cannot see how any good purpose
would be served, as proposed in this
clause, by protecting a person who on the
one hand may be performing a public
duty but who, on the other hand, may
merely be prosecuting a person to secure
his own private ends. That could safely
be done under the cover of this provision.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I suggest that quicker progress
would be made if the Chief· Secretary
agreed uo the postponement of clauses
on which there is a difference of opinion.
If the Committee dealt first with the
non-contentious provisions of the BiH,
further consideration could ,later be given
to any claus~s in dispute.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-I have
no objection to the postponement of contentious clauses. In the past the weights
and measures administra'tion has been
performed mainly by heailth inspectors.
A health inspector performs a similar
type of duty to that which a weights
and measures inspector would undertake.
.Para'gra-ph (b) of ,section 2;71 of the
Health Act i's as foHows:A witness for the prosecution shall not
be compelled to disclose the fact that he
received any information or the name of
any person from whom he received such
information.

There is no great difference between that
provision and clause 19 of the Bill. However, I would be prepared to be guided
by the opinion of members of the legal
profession and the former AttorneyGeneral, and to consider this provision
further in an endeav,our to ascertain if
the admin1is'tration of the weights and
measures legislation could be improved.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-Do I understand thal the Chief Secretary does not intend to adhere to the
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undertaking he gave earlier that every
facility would be granted to members
of the Opposition for a full investigation
and discussion of the clauses?
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-I did no't give an unquaTified undertaking. I said tha:t in regard to any clause
involving a prin'Ciple which the Government was standing by, ilt would be insisted on, but that the Government would
provide an opportunity for further consideration of other amendments which
it felt it could accept. There can be no
question regarding this clause. In many
cases information is given to inspectors
which enables them to detect persons
engaging in fraudulent practices. If the
inspectors are to be compelled to disclose the source of their information itis not likely that people will again assist
them, because the ,informants would
fear exposure in court. It is within the
jurisdiction of a court, if it so requires,
to order any information 'to be divulged.
The clause will assIst inspeCtors to protect themselves, and I sugges't that the
Committee would be well advised to
accept it. I consider it to be a reasonable provision.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The question of costs has been
brought to my notice. We are not certain
whether costs may be awarded against
a union, a local quthority, or an inspector~
It might be well if the Chief Secretary
would also consider a provision to protect inspectors against having costs
awarded against them.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I also consider
it desirable that the question of the
allocation of penalties and the awarding
of costs in the case of an unsuccessful
prosecution be clarified. It would seem
quite wrong that penalties should pass to
the Crown. Quite possibly, in the case
of an unsuccessful prosecution, a municipality might be called upon to defray
the costs of a case. I suggest that the
ma tter be carefully considered.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 20 and 21.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I propose that progress be reported because I consider that substantial progress has been made during
the Committee stage.
Progress was reported.
,
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ADJOURNMENT.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT: PRE-CUT HOUSES
-GAS UNDERTAKINGS: GOVERNMENT
NEGOTIATIONS-AUSTRALIAN
PEACE
COUNCIL: CIRCULATION OF PAMPHLET.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
--II moveThat the House, at its r.ising, adjourn until
to-morrow at Two o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
- I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. OLbHAM (Malvern).-I suggest
that the Chief Secretary should indicate
to the House the order of business for
to-morrow.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The order of business for to-morrow
will be the Legislative Council RefclJ'm
Bill, Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill,
and Agricultural Colleges (Amendment)
Bill.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-Earlier today I asked several questions in relation
to pre-cut homes being brought to Victoria from overseas. Residents of Merlynston are concerned at the prospect of
22 of those houses being erected in that
suburb. I was surprised when the
Minister crr Transport informed me that
the houses were to cost £2,050 each. The
expenditure of £2,050 on each dwelling
will be a wicked waste of taxpayers'
money. I ask the Chief Secretary
whether he considers those dwellThe
ings are worth £2,050 each.
responsibility for the expenditure cannot
be placed upon this Government; it must
rest on the previous Government. We in
Coburg have for many years been striving for a duplication of the railway
line between Coburg and Fawkner.
We have been told that when
the duplication is effected certain areas
of land will be set aside for marshalling
yards, but houses have already been
erected on the land reserved for that
purpose. I am mainly concerned that
the Railways Department has the
audacity tel erect permanent houses
of the type to which I have referred.
No one realizes more than, I do that
people must have hpm'es. Every day I
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am trying to secure homes for my constituents, but I am dissatisfied to learn
that these structures are to be permanent.
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you think you will
be here permanently?
Mr. MUTTON.-! am not concerned
about myself. I do not want to be here
permanently. I hope to remain until I
am 65, when I will retire. But while I
am here, and my constituents disagree
with the actions of this or past Governments, I consider it is my responsibility
to ventilate their grievances. Residents
of North Coburg and Merlynston cannot
understand why the Housing Commission,
with its colossal building programme,
cannot make available 22 homes for railway workers. I have been infurmed that
the pre-cut houses will be erected at
Merlynston to accommDdate electric train
drivers and guards, of whom there is a
serious shortage in the metropolitan area,
and that they will be permanently
located there. If this Government has
not sufficient influence ,'Over the Housing
Commission to give 22 railway drivers
and guards that number of houses, there
must be something wrong with the
Governmen t' s administration.,
Brigadier TOVELL.-You should vote
against the Government.
Mr. MUTTON.-There must have been
something wrong with the previous
Government when it permitted £2,050 to
be paid for each dwelling. I do not
quibble at houses being provided for 750
British migrants, 'but I do quibble at the
cost. These pre-cut structures are an
insult to the district I represent.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-In the daily press of last Thursday
theve was a commen r cori'cerning the
signing by the Premip..r of certain agreements with the ,Metropolitan and Brighton
gas companies. I do not propose to canvass the merits or demprits of a Bill tha't
has not yet been presented to the House,
but I suggest that the Premier's actiDn
showed rather indecent haste to socialize
the gas industry. I am sorry that the
Premier is not' in the House, because I
ShDUld Hoke to be informed-Mr.
GALVIN
(Bendigo). - Mr.
Speake~, I rise to a pnint of order. The
honorable member for Dandenong has no
right to ask a question I'm the motion for
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the adjournment 'Iof the House.
The
proper way .in which to ask a question
is to place it on the Notice Paper.
Brigadier TOVELL.-He did not ask a
question.
.
MT. GAlLVm.~The hQnDrable member
said that he wished the Premier was in
the House so that he cDuld ask him a
questiDn. I do not think it is in order to
discuss prDpDsed legislation.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I cannot UphDld the point
of Drder. The proposed measure is not
yet Dn the Noti'cePaper, therefore, the
honorable member f.Dr Dandenong is in
order in referring tQ its subject matter.
ActuaHy he did not ask a direct question.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
---.I am sorry that the honorable member
for Bendigo did nDt achieve his object,
which was to try to silerlCe me on this
matter, because, in my opinion, it is
necessary to knDw exactly where we are
at this stage. By signing agreements
'Of this nature the Government is
eviden tly assuming the passage of legislation that has nDt yet been presented to
this House. The 'Premier may have received instructions frDm the LabDur
masters of the situation, but I must
vDice a prO' test that there is now a commitment that was first submitted, nDt to
,Parliament, but to the sharehDlders of
the gas companies. I presume that at
a later stage the Government will ask
Parliament to' act a's a rubber stamp,
and approve the Premier's action. Tha t
is a very grave departure from the
original discussions that tODk place concerning the whole project.
If the whips are being cracked in that
manner, we, on this (the OppDsttion) side
of the HQuse, need to know the nature Df
the agreements and why there has been
such indecent haste in the matter to' get
something through that has not yet been.
brDachedas a measure for d:;Hb-::r:::tion
oy the House. KnQwing that this is one
D.f the 'Prices to be paid by the GDvernment for the fifteen infamDus point's, if
we of the OppDsition are to be handled in
such a cavalier fashiDn by the Premier,
we wiJil have to' :be very wary of the type
vf legislation introduced later under this
same heading. If we are to take this as
one of the pDints, they could be CDnsidered as being priced at about 2s. each.
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We hav~ had a prior ililusttation of the
30 pieces of silver as the price of betrayal. I suggest that the IPremier has
done this State a grave disservice by entering into these agreements with vhe
gas 'companies.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-On a pDint of order, the honorable
member for Dandenong has referred to
30 pieces of silver. It seems tQ me
that remark contains an i:mplication
very much against the 'charalcter of some
people to whDm he did nDt refer. I ask
fDr a withdrawal of that remark.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
- I f offence is taken to' my ren!ark by the
Chief Secretary, in def.erence to him I
shall withdraw it.
Mr. MACK (WarrnamboDI).-I desire
to' direct the attent,iDn of the Government,
and particularly of the Chief Secretary
and the AttDrney-General, ,to a pamphlet
in my possessiDn called "The Truth
AbDUt KDrea."
It was Iprinted at
289 Flinders-lane, Melbourne, and authDrized by the Australian Peace Council,
Metro HDuse, 330 Flinders-lane, Melbourne. It has been distrilbuted within
the Warrnambool e'lectorate, and certain
statementscDntained in the pamphlet
ShDUld be studied by the AttorneyGeneral or the Chief Secretary, or both,
to see whether action should be taken
against either the publishers or those
who authorized the pamphlet. To indicate the seriousness of the statements,
I prDpose to quote certain extracts, the
·first of which refers to the "present
illegal, aggressive policies of their
Government."
That refers to Australians. The pamphlet also contains
this statennent-Responsibility for these wars rests therefore primarily upon the Governments of
..
the United States of America
Britain
France
, and
Australia
The Australian Peace Council believes
that the circumstances surrounding the
outbreak of fighting in Korea, the issues involved, indeed the whole nature of the war,
have been deliberately and systematically
misrepresented to the Australian people by
the Government, the Parliamentary Opposition, and the daily newspapers.
A further statement readsWe reject and denounce as dangerous
hypocrisy the American, British, and AustraUan Governments' ~laims
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I· propose to hand this pamphlet to the
Chief Secretary and ask him toO consider
whether action should be taken by the
State Government. If that is not possible,
he might consider referring the matter
to the Commonwealth Government, if it
comes within its sphere.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
- I suggest that the honorable member
for Coburg should confer with the Minister of HoOusing in regard to his problems.
He must realize, however, ,that the
Government's intention is to get as many
homes as possible for the people of Victoria in the shortest time. Naturally,
we are perturbed at the cost of the precut houses, but, by and large, that cannot
be allowed to determine the policy of the
Government.
We will try by every
means at our disposal to increase production of necessary materials to build
homes. We will also seek them from
overseas, or wherever they can be
obtained. I assure the honoOrable member for Coburg that the Government is
doing its best to provide comfortable
homes of a permanent nature, so that
Victorian families can properly be
housed.
Mr. MUTTON.-Those pre-cut houses
will be in the North Coburg area as loOng
as the tombstones in the cemetery next
door.
Mr. DODGSHUN. - I know many
people in my electorate who would be
very happy to occupy similar houses.
Mr. MUTToN.-Surely it would have
been possible for the Government
through the Housing Commission to have
supplied 22 houses.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-1 have not been
successful in my endeavours to obtain six
houses for one town in my electorate.
However, I suggest that the honorable
member fol' Coburg place his case before
the Minister of Housing, and I feel sure
that he will find a solution of his problem.
I am -astounded at the remarks of the
honorable member for Dandenong. He
knows that the Leader of the Opposition
has been taken into the full confidence
of the Premier in relation to all negotiations concernling th.€! proposed legislation
relating t'O certain gas undertakings.
If he desired to obtain infor.mation, he
should have consulted his own iLeader instead of using the HOJIse as a propaganda
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medium. He is aware of the reasons
for the negotiations and the manner in
which they have been conducted. He must
reaHze the effect upon the companies'
shares if inf'OI"mation had leaked out
before the plans were finaLized. Later the
honorable member will have an opportunity of expressing his views IOn the
subject. I suggest that no undue haste
has been displayed by the present Government. The former Government was in
office for many months, and had ample
opportunity to ·crystallize the project so
that the people of the metropolitan area
would have adequate gals supplies. The
present Government ha's been in office
for only a few weeks, 'but it has almost
consummated the project.
I am disturbed at the contents of the
pamphlet referred to by the honorable
member for Warrnambool, and I shall
have inquiries made to ascertain what
the State can do in relation to the matter.
The Government will safeguard the
interests of the community from enemies
within. If it is found that the State has
no power, '(he Commonwealth Government will be asked to act under its
national security legislation.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.53 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday) August) 23) 1950.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 2.55 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
LANOS DEmA'RTMENT.
SALE OF CROWN LANDS.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon)
asked the Minister of LandsWhat Cr'Own lands were s'Old by public
aucti'On in June, July, and August, 1950, and
what was the upset price and the price
'Obtained in each case?

Mr. LIND

(Minister of Lands).-

It is my desire to ensure that c'Omplete

answers are supplied to the questions
asked by the hono.rable member for
BarwoOn, but as this will entail considerable work in the Department, I ask the
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member to repeat his questions on Tuesday next. I shall then ta'ke
steps to see that all the inform a tion
sought will be disclosed.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).In view of the amount of work involved
in preparing the answers, it would be
satisfactory if the Minister were to
supply me with the appropriate figures
applicable to anyone of the three months
mentioned in my question.
.
honora~ble

GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATIONS.

Mr.I10LLWAY (Leader of the Opposi tion) asked the PremierIf he will lay on the table of the Library
all files, together with the signed agreements, concerning the negotiations with the
Metropolitan and Brighton Gas Companies
and others?
.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -The answer is, Yes.
~RUrr.S

INDUSTRY.

ASSISTANCE TO GROWERS.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) asked the 'Minister of Water
Supply1. Whether the committee in charge of
relief· to dried fruit growers in the Sunraysia and mid-Murray districts of Victoria
has fully .examined the damage caused by
excessive rains in these districts during the
recent picking season?
2. Whether the Federal Treasurer has
given any indication as to the amounts he'
will make available towards this assistance?
3. What methods of relief other than
assistance to necessitous cases is being
considered?

Mr. BROSE (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are-

analysis of the industry which would also
cover the relief question raised. No further
advice has been received from the Commonwealth Government.
3. The Premier has asked the Rural
Finance Corporation to examine the matter
with a view to ascertaining whether interestfree or low-rate interest loans can be made
available to dried fruit growers who need
financial assistance.

WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
WATER CHARGES IN IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) asked the Minister of Water Supply-

GAS UNDERTAKlNGIS.

DRIED

Fishing Industry.

Water

1. Dried fruit growers apparently gained
the impression from the honorable member
when, just prior to the elections, he toured
the dried fruit areas, that an amount of
£250,000 would be made available to assist
them. However, all the Hollway Government did was to allocate £8,000 for living
allowances for most urgent cases, and to
ask the Commonwealth Government if it
was prepared to assist.
2. The honorable member, as chairman of
the then Cabinet sub-committee, was advised
by the Commonwealth Minister for Commerce and Agriculture that the Bureau of.
Agricultural Economics was completing a
thorough-going field survey and statistical

1. Whether he has exammed the position
al; regards water charges in irrigation districts?
2. Whether he will agree to reduce the
66R per cent. rise in water charges to 33g
per cent.·{
3. Whether he will agree to irrigators
belng charged for the cost of supply only in
respect of each particular water district?

Mr. BROSE (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are-

Water

1. This matter is now receiving considera-

tion.

2. The Water Acts require rates and
charges to be such as will meet the costs
of maintaining and operating the districts.
3. This is the present practice and is in
accordance with the requirements of the
Water Acts.

FISHING INDUSTRY.
MELBOURNE FISH MARKET: SUPPLIES OF
FISH.

Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick)
the Chief Secretary.

asked

If his attention has been drawn to the
statement in the Melbourne Age of the 22nd
instant regarding the proposed boycott of
the Melbourne market as a result of the
latest move in the "fish war"; if so, what
steps the Government proposes taking to
ensure adequate supplies of cheap fish for
the people?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary) .
--The Melbourne Fish Market is not
controlled by any State Department but
by the Melbourne City Council. There
is no power under existing legislation
for the Chief Secretary to control either
the price or sale of fish. Representatives
of both the fishermen and fish retailers
saw me recently, and, as a result of a
conference I suggested and, according to
press reports, an understanding has been
reached between the two parties.
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In an effort to increase and stabilize
the supply of fish, financial aid has been
given by the State to fishermen for the
establishment of refrigeration plants at
six major fishing ports, and consideration
is being given to an extension of this
assistance elsewhere.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) (By leave).-I moveThat leave of absence for the remainder
of the session, on account of illness, be
granted to Rupert Colman Curnow, Esquire,
the honorable member for Ivanhoe.

The motion was agreed to.
COALMINlNiG INDUSTRY ,(LONGSERVICE LEAVE) BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture)
presented a message from the Deputy for
His Excellency 'the Governor, recommending that an appropriation be made
from the Consolidated Revenue for the
purposes of a Bill "to make provision
wi th respect to the granting of longservice leave to employees in the coalmining industry."
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. Moss (Minister of
Agriculture), the Bill was brought in and
read a first time.
LEGISLATiVE COUNCIL REFORM
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August 9)
was resumed on the motion of Mr.
Dodgshun (Chief Secretary)That this Bill be now read a second tIme.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-I moveThat all the words after .. That" be
omitted with the view of inserting the
followmg words:This House refuses to read this Bill a
second time because while accepting the
principle of adult suffrage it is of the
opinion(a) That adult suffrage as the basis or
election to a second Chamber without some variation of method such
. as a system directed to proportional representation would render
such Chamber merely a reflection
of the lower Chamber, destroy its
true constitutional values, render it
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useless and thus conduce to its
abolition, and ultimately set up a
single Chamber legislature exercising uncontrolled power with its
attendant evils, and to greater instability in
our governmental
system.
(b) That it should not be 'applied to the
election of the Legislative Council
without safeguards against the
abolition of the bicameral system.
(c) That the Bill while purporting to be a
measure of electoral reform does
not correct but on the other hand
increase anomalies in the distribution of voting power for the
Legislative Council.
(d) That the present proposal to introduce adult suffrage under ,the aforesaid circumstances is not bona fide
in the interests of the community,
but is the result of a bargain
between the Country party, members of which were elected because
they opposed the abolition of the
bicameral system, and the Labour
party, which aims at such abolition,
which appears from its published
platform.
(e) That a single Chamber le~islature
will facili tate the transfer of
powers to the Commonwea1th and
the loss of the sovereign powers of
the State and lead to unification.
(I> That the Government has no mandate
from the electors either to make
such a bargain or ,to introduce this
Bill in the existing cirCUmstances.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-I raise a point of order, Mr. Speaker.
I have only just had a copy of the amendment handed to me, 'and as I have not
seen it previously, I have not had an
opportunity to delve into it; but having
list~ned to the Leader of the Opposition,
I suggest th.at perhaps it is out of order,
because it deals with matters that are
not within the amhit of the Bill. I ask
you, Mr. Speaker, to give a ruling on
whether the amendment is in ordeF.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-In my opinion, the amendment is in order. It is what is known as
a " reasoned" amendment. The point is
dealt with in May's Parliamentary
Practice, from pages 498 and 499 of
which I quote this passage:" REASONED AMENDMENT."-It is
also competent for a member who desires
to place on record any special reasons for
not agreeing to the second reading of a Bill,
to move what is known as a "reasoned
amendment."
A reasoned amendment . . . . may fall into one of several
categories.
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(1) It
may be declaratory of some
principle adverse to, or differing from, the
principles, policy or provisions of (the Bill.
(2) It may express opinions as to any
circumstances connected with the introduction or prosecution of the Bill, or otherwise opposed to its progress.

Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-Mr Speaker,
before you proceed with your ruling I
wish to raise a point of order. It must
be appreciated that members of the
OpposiUon are in a self-made difficulty
in this matter. For that reason, the
Leader of the Opposition has submitted
a long amendment, which I have not yet
had time to read. May) as quoted by you,
Mr. Speaker, describes this form of
amendment as a "reasoned amendment." I direct attention to the last part
of the quotation, which is as followsThe principle of relevancy in an amendment governs every such motion.
The amendment must "strictly relate to
the Bill which the House, by its order, has
resolved upon considering," and must not
include in its scope other Bills then standing
for consideration by the House.

The amendment moved by the Leader of
the Opposition provides for a redistribution of electoral districts, which is not
the subject of this Bill. It embodies a
proposal which would come within the
scope of the Electoral Act; it is not a
matter appropriate to the Constitution
Act at all. I wish also to direct attention
to page 395 of May ..
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Here we go gathering
nuts in May.
The SPEAKER.~The question before
the chair is complicated, and I wish to do
justice to it. I therefore ask the honorable member for N orthcote not to be distracted by interjections.
Mr. CAIN.-I have gone past the
stage where I can be distracted by the
present Opposition in this House.
The SPEAKER.-I ask the honorable
member to make his point to me.
Mr. CAIN.-That is what I propose to
do, Sir, and I trust that I shall be given
some consideration by the Opposition
while I am doing so.
Mr. LEMMoN.-The Leader of the
Opposition did not give a moment's notice
of his amendment, which is a major one.
Wha t trickery!

Reform Bill.

Mr. CAIN.-I now wish to direct
attention to this passage which appears
on page 395 of May, under the heading
"Rules with Respect to Form and Content of Amendments."
Amendments to be relevant.-The fundamental rule that debate must be relevant
to a question necessarily involves the rule
that every amendment must be relevant to
the question on which the· amendment is
proposed.
Stated generally, no matter ought to be
raised in debate on a question which would
be irrelevant, if moved as an amendment,
and an amendment cannot be used for importing arguments which would be irrelevant to the main' question.

Mr. DAWNAY-MouLD.-None of the
matters contained in the proposed amendment are irrelevant.
Mr. CAIN.-Some are.
continues-

The passage

Thus, the Speaker has ruled that on the
third reading of a Bill (a stage on which
debate is limited to the contents of the BilD
a reasoned amendment should not urge the
rejection of the Bill on the ground of what
it emits.

That is actually what is happening at
present.
The effect of moving an amendment is,
rather, to restrict the field of debate which
would otherwise be open on a question.
This is not obvious in the case of the type
of amendment which proposes to leave out
all the words of a question and substitute
a different (but of course relevant) proposition. But it is true even in this case. For
such an amendment, by concentrating
debate on the main question and the amendment as alternu.tive propositions, tends to
exclude the consideration of other relevant
alternatives.
It would be useless to attempt here a
classification . of the grounds on which
amendments have been held to be irrelevant to a question.
Some examples
are given in connection with specialized
forms of procedure such as Bills, particularly
in Committee, votes in supply and business
motions.
The Speaker has ruled that to a question
declaring the expediency of establishing a
tribunal for the purpose of inquiring into a
definite matter of urgent public importance,
which followed the directions of the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act, 1921, an
amendment to add another subject for
inquiry would not be revelant . . . . .

With great respect to you, Mr. Speaker,
I submit that the amendment attempts
in its com'position to provide for an
amendment of the Electoral Act, but the
Bill now under discussion is not for that
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purpose. It is proposed in the Bill to
take one step at a time. The first stage
is to amend the franchise for the Legislative Council.
If that is done, then
Parliament, if it so desires, can amend
the Electoral Act.
I submit that the
amendment deals with a ,matter that
comes within the scope. of legislation
other than the Constitu1:lion Act.
For
that reason, Mr. Speaker, I suggest that
your ruling should be that the amendment is not relevant.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).Mr. Speaker, you indicated that in your
view the amendment was in order, but
the Leader of the Labour party has suggested that you should 'change your
view.

Mr. CAIN.-I did not do that. I asked
that before the Speaker gave a ruling,
he would consider the point I raised. The
Speaker has not yet given a ruling.
Sir THOMAlS MALTBY.-I shall take
the point ra1ised by the Leader of the
Labour party.
At page 499 of May,
where a
reasoned amendment" is
described, the following passage appears
in sub-paragraph (1), and this refutes
the last observation of the Leader of the
Labour partyII
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the principles, policy, or provisions of the
Bill then, according to Sir Erskine May,
it is still in order. The second paragraph
readsIt may express opinions as to any circumstances connected with the introduction or
prosecution of the Bill, or otherwise opposed
to its progress.

In the amendment the Leader of the
Opposi tion makes reference to the circumstances connected with the introduction of the Bill-the circumstan'ces
which have brought the two parties on
the Government side of the House
together. He mentions that very thing,
and Sir Erskine May indicates that he is
in order. Without heat, I invite you, Mr.
Speaker, to consider the two paragraphs
quoted, and particularly do I invite you
to consider them in rela tion to the
observations which were offered by the
Leader of the Labour party, which were
helpful to the Opposition and which were
supported, by interjection, by the honorable ,member for Portland.
Mr. LEMMON
(Williamstown).The amendment to the motion for the
second reading of the Bill is a bolt from
the blue, and I submit, with the greatest
of respect, that it impIies a series of
legislative enactments.
It uses the
words-

It may be declaratory of some principle
adverse to, or differing from the principles,
policy, or provisions of the Bill.

This House refuses to read this BiB a
second time because while accepting the
principle of adult franchise . . . .

Mr. HOLT.-That
relevancy.

The presumption there is that this House
has already passed a Bill to provide
adult franchise for another place. Language of that kind, coming into an
amendment to the motion for the second
reading, is certainly out of order. The
rest of the amendment might well be
written down as political propaganda.
The decision to include what the Labour
party believes in and stands for should
not be tolerated for a moment.
What
right have Opposition members to abuse
the functrions of this House by stating
what the Labour party believes? That
party alone determines such matters.
This is a scandalous attempt to use the
institution of Parliament for propaganda
over a particular period. The Opposition,
put up a proposition in an attempt to
bribe another party. 'Dhe idea was to
give members of the Labour party office,
and thus, at the sweet will of the Opposition such party could be destroyed.

does

not

affect

Sir THOMAS MAa:..TBY.-The honorable member cannot have 'it both ways.
His Leader has indicated that, in his
view, the proposed amendment is contradictory to the Bill. The honorable
member for PorUand has contradkt,ed
his own Leader by suggesting an opposite
view.
Mr. HOLT.-I have not.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-If he has
not contradicted his Leader he has
agreed with him.
Mr. CAIN.-He has not done either yet.
Sir THOMAS iMALTBY.-Accepting
this submission of the Leader of the
Labour party, even if the amendment
declares some principle adverse to the
Bill, it is still in order. If it differs from
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The attempt failed, the 'Outc'Ome being
the amendment noW under considerati'On.
lIn the light of all the circumstances
I 'can understand the reason why the
Liberal party proposes tha t its plan
"should not apply to the Legislative
Council without sateguards for, the
abolition of the bicameral system."
What right has the Opposition t'O put
before this House a proposition for an
expressi'On 'Of opinion and a vote, when
the issue is sim,ply adult franchise for
the Council. The amendment is a fraud
and a sham.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The h'Onorable member'S
remarks are outside the scope of the
point of order. Fr'Om his experience he
must be aware that he is encr'Oaching
upon gr'Ounds of debate such as can be
taken at a later stage. At present the
question is purely whether the amendment ds admissible in acc'Ordance with
parliamentary procedure and practice.
Mr.

LEMMON
(Williamstown) .-the greatest respect for your impartiality, Mr. Speaker, and I am sure
there is n'O doubt 'ab'Out your integrity,
However, I would suggest, with the
greatest of roe:spect, that an amendment
'Of the kind n'Ow under consideration the
like 'Of which, I venture to say, has never
been ,m'Oved previously through'Out the
history of this Parliament an'd which
involv,es asking the House to determine
many issues of major p'Olitical imp'Ortance that would require legislation,
should be ruled 'Out of order.

r have

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 desire to supp'Ort the Leader
of the Labour party in his 'c'Ontention
that the amendment is out order. In the
first place, the only part that is consistent with 1lhe Bill is that which
readsWhile accepting the principle of adult
suffrage, it is of the opinion-

The amendment 'proceeds to refer to
matters that are not relevant to the Bin.
The Leader of the Liberal party has
admitted the principle of adult suffrage.
It is the purpose of this measure to provide adult suffrage in regard to electi'Ons
for the Legislative Council. As I have
already said, uhere is only one part of
the amendment that lis relevant; the
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other parts have n'Othing to do with the
Bill. I dire.ct your attenti'On, Mr. Speaker,
to the fa'ct that the Liberal party has admUted vhe prindple in question.
Its
members are sUPP'Osed t'O believe in adult
suffrage and intend to support it in
relation to the Upper House. I think it
is significant that the fOml of the
amendm'ent makes it irrelevant, S'O that
it becomes merely political propaganda.
The SPEAKER· (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis}.-I have given considerable
attention to the vari'Ous questions raised
by hon'Orable me:mbers on b'Oth sides of
the House. With others I have had no
previ'Ous opp'Ortunity of studying the
amendment and have had to come to a
rather hasty decision on the points at
issue.
In 'Order t'O arrive at the best
p'Ossible decisi'On I have, first of all, c'Onsidered the form 'Of uhe amendment,
t'Ogether with the title of the measure,
which is as f'Oll'OWS:-·
To introduce adult suffrage at Legislative Council elections, to amend the law
relating to qualification for membership
of and elections for the Legislative Council,
to provide for the redefinition of the boundaries of electoral provinces for the Legislative Council, and for other purposes.

I have taken into account Sir Erskine
May's opini'On which I have already
given. That authority statesA reasoned 'amendment .. . . may fall
into one of several categories.
(1) It may b~ declaratory of some prmciple adverse to, or differing from,
the principles, policy or provisions
of the Bill.
(2) It may express opinions as to any circumstances connected with the introduction or prosecution of the
Bill, or otherwise opposed to its
progress.

I think the amendment und'Oubtedly falls
within the limits of both those paragraphs and I therefore rule that it is in
'Order.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the
Opp'Osition}.-I am sorry that I have
caused any disturbance.
(Williamstown).Mr. LEMMON
I rise t'O a p'Oint of order. The Leader
of the Opp'Osition has moved a very
elaborate amendment and I desire to
know whether I, as a member of this
House, will be entitled to make two
speeches; in 'Other w'Ords, may I speak to
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the am-endment and still have the right
to speak to the motion for the second
reading of the Bill? I should say that
it is- reasonable to suggest that if any
member speaks to the amendment he will
not be able to address himself to the
measure in the second-reading stage.
The SPEAKER.-The point is well
taken by the honorable· member for
Williamstown and has been raised on
several previous occasions in this House.
It has always been the practice that
when an amendment to a second-reading
motion is Imoved a member is entitled to
speak on[y once; that is to say, in
addressing h[mself to it, he will he regarded as speaking on the motion. Any
member who has previously spoken to
the second reading-in this case the only
one would be the Chief Secretary----!has
the right to discuss the amendment.
Members cannot address themselves to
both the motion for the second reading
and the amendment.
Mr. CAIN.-Members can make only
one speech.
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of the Labour party holding strong views
on the necessity or otherwise for our
bicameral system of government.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Labour members are consistent in their views.
They
Mr. HOLLWAY.-They are.
believe there should be one House of
Parliament in Victoria and that the
Legislative Council should be abolished.
They have made no secret of that belief;
in fact, they are proud of it. For 1s.
any one can pur,chase a copy of the
Constitution and Platform of the Australian :Labour Party. On page 5.5 of the
1950 edition -is the part that refers to
section "Vrr.--Constitution."
Under
that heading item No. 52 readsAbolition of State Governorship.

Apparently the Labour party wishes to
abolish the office of Sir Dallas Brooks.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order !
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I withdraw my
reference to His Excellency. The item
provides for the abolition of State
Governorships, and states-

The SPEAKER.-Yes, l.~xcept that the
Chief Secretary has the right of speaking to the amendment to which he has
not yet addressed himself.

Lieut.-Governors to be locally appointed
and reasonably paid.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the
Opposition) .-1 want to point out that I
make no apology for having moved the
amendment because it sets out the
opinions of members on this (the Opposition) side of the House as to the position that should be adopted in relation
to the Legislative Council or-as it is
generally referred to in this Chamberanother place. The Bill now before the
House is, without any doubt whatever,
a Labour Bill. It is part of .the not very
creditable bargain entered into by the
members of the Country party Government with the members of the Labour
party as the price to be paid for that
party's support. It was part of a 10ngrange programme whereby members of
the Country party would reach the
Treasury bench with the assistance
of anyone prepared to help them
achieve that objective. The Bill will
be the first step towards the ultimate
abolition of the Legislative Council,
which is part of the policy of the Labour
party. I have no objection to members

The Labour party believes in the
abolition of the Legislative Council, yet
the Chief Secretary, when he was
explaining the Bill, said that it was an
effort to strengthen the Legislative
Council and to maintain our bicameral
system of government. That statement
was a hollow sham.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Quote what I said
when I was explaining the Bill.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-1 shall later quote
remarks of the Chief Secretary. I repeat
that ·the Bill is the first step towards the
ultimate abolition of the Legislative
Council, and is part of the policy of the
Labour party.
Mr. CAIN.-And also of the New
Zealand Liberal party.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It is not the Liberal
policy in Victoria. It should be common
ground between myself and members of
the Labour party that the Labour party
wishes ultimately to abolish State
Parliaments.
Mr. CAIN.-That is not true.

Item No. 53 isAbolition of the Legislative Council.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.--The Labour party
believes in unification.
Mr. CAIN.-You said that we believe
in the abolition of Parliament but that is
not true.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Labour party
believes in the breaking down of the
present Federal system. In the course of
his second-reading speech, the Chief
Secretary saidThe Country party believes in the bicameral system of government that operates
in Victoria and will endeavour to preserve
it. The principal purpose of the Bill is to
provide for the election of members of the
Legislative Council of Victoria on the basis
of universal adult franchise instead of the
restricted franchise which is in operation at
present.

The Labour party believes in the abolition of the Legislative Council, yet it is
. supporting a Bill introduced by the
Country party Government for the purpose of preserving our bicameral system
of government. That shows what a sham
is the present set-up on the Government
side of the House. There is no principle
at all about it.
Mr. CAIN.--Results have been achieved.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-There may have
been results but there are no principles
in the set-up.
Mr. CAIN.-The public is looking for
results.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Leader of the
Labour party should not become excited.
He is getting everything he wants so he
should sit back and wear a kindly smile.
The importance of my remarks is that
the ultimate objective of the Labour
party is the socialization 9f the means of
production, distribution and exchange.
It seeks the abolition of the Legislative
Council in order to bring that ideal
closer to fruition. On the other hand,
the stated objective of the Country party
in its printed policy is opposed to the
socialization of the means of production,
distribution and exchange. This Bill has
been introduced as "No.1 term" in the
bargain entered· into between these
strangely ill-assorted parties-one believing in the abolition of the Legislative
Council so that it can bring about socialization, and the other believing in preserving our bicameral system of government so that it can prevent socialization.
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The Bill does not
break down .the bicameral system of
government.

Mr. HOLLWAY.-I shall discuss that
point later.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).-Do you contend that there is no good in the policy
of the Labour party?
1MI'. HOLLWAY.--lJ have not said so. I
have pointed out that the breaking down
of the bicameral system of government
and the socialization of the means of
production, distribUtion, and exchange
are principles of the Labour party. I
disagree with them, and until a few
months ago, Country party members also
disagreed.
Mr. GALV!N.-Members of your own
party disapprove of your attitude on the
subject of adult franchise for the Legislative Council.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I shall not enter into
a debate with the honorable member for
Bendigo. I am submitting reasons in
support of my amendment. The Bill is
part of the price of office that the Country party is paying, knowing full well
that the Labour party would never have
asked for it unless it meant a step along
the road towards socialization by the
breaking down of the Legislative Council. The Country party knows that the
BiU is a step towards socia'lization. It is
ironic that Ithe Chief Secret1ary should
have described the measure ·as democratic
legislation.
It was introduced as a
democratic Bill to give votes to all adults
for Legislative Council elections. However, the present Government is the
negation of democracy. The Country
party has thirteen members in the
Legislative Assembly and eight in the
Legislative Council, 21 out of a total of
99 in the two Houses. The Government
repr,esents 10 per cent. of the total voters
of Victorda. It is the first Administration
in the history of Victoria that has been
able to hold it,s CaJbinet and party meetings simultaneously. Out of a total of
21 members, thirteen sit around the
Cabinet table, and as each is bound by
Cabinet deoision the other eight do not
come into the picture. The Government is
a trav~sty of democratic rule. It went to
the people on its avowed printed policy
of being opposed to socialization and in
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favour of the preservation of the bicameral system, yet one of its first
,actions was to introduce a Bill which
obviously must be the first step towards
the ultimate abolition of the Legislative
Council.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Will adult franchise
do that?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Let us consider the
position. The present Legislative Council
franchise, which has from time to time
been criticized by members of the Labour
party, can very aptly be described as
" the head of the household franchise."
It is not necessary for a person to own
property to qualify for a vote for the
Council; all that is necessary is that the
rates or ren t are paid in his name. The
system has some merit in it. If the
history of the bicameral system is
studied it will be eviden!t that there must
be some difference either in the franchise
or in the method of V10ting if the two
Chambers are to remain in existence.
Mr. CREAN.-And difference in the
powers of the tlWO Houses.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-There ·must be some
difference lin the .fran1chi:se and the
power's of each if there is justification
for two Chambers, because if there is a
Legislative Council or any other type of
bicameral system in which the franchise and powers of the two Houses are
identical there ds no reason for the
existence of the second Ohamber.
Mr. CAIN.-Is there no justification for
the Senate?
Mr. HOULWAY.-I shall come to that
point. If the constitutions and powers
of the two Houses are similar, the second
'Cham bel' can be only a reflection of the
Lower House. If that were the position,
I would agree with the members of the
Labour pa:r:ty that the Council was redundant and should be abolished.
The
Labour party is trying to make the
Legislative Council redundant.
:Mr. CAIN.-You have already stated
that you favour this Bill.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Leader of the
Labour party has overlooked tile fact
that I stated there must be some differ:ence either in the franchise, the voting
system, or the powers of the two Houses.
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IMr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You are in favour of adult franchise for the Legislative Council?
'Mr. HOLLWAY.---{I am, in the circumstances I am about to outline. In most
parts of the world the bica,meral system
operates, and the justification for the
second Chamber mus't alw;ays be that it is
a House of review.
The most that an
Upper House can do is to reject a
measure, amend it, or correct the mistakes sometimes made by a Government.
Of course, when that system is operating
there is a certain amount of delay, but
there is not the hasty and ill-considered
legislation when a second Chalmber can
deal with measures impartially and in
some cases on a non-party basis.
Mr. CAIN.--When you were the Leader
of the previous Government, were you
ever worried ahout the haste with Which
your Ministry obtained the passage of
legislation?
Mr.. HO:ur..WAY.-The Leader of the
Labour party caml0t have it both ways.
He cannot say that the Liberal party
Government did nothing and then contend that it mov·ed too hastily. If two
Chambers are elected on the salme franchise and under the same system of
voting, before very long the Legislative
Council in Victoria will become redundant. This Bill provides for adult franchise on the existing Legislative Council
province boundaries. One plank of the
platform of the Labour party is one vote
one value, and I should like to indicate
the curious impact on that principle of
the proposal in this Bill. If the measure
is passed by both Chambers there will be
46,000 electors in the North-Western
Province; 126,000 in the 'Melbourne North
Province; 48,000 in the North-Eastern
Province; 118,000 in Doutta Galla Province; 47,000 in the Northern Province;
and 116,000 in East Yarra Province. The
only effect of the Bill will be to almost
treble the present anomalies, because an
elector in the N orth-Western Province
will have threp. times the voting power
of one in the Melbourne North Province.
Although many people will be enfranchised, the present disproportion between
the metropolitan area and country districts will be aggravated. In my opinion.
there should be some weighted advantage
in favour of country voters, but I do not
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consider-and I doubt whether any member df the Labour party believes-that an
elector in the North-Western Province
should have three times the voting
power of one in the Melbourne North
Province.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Would you tell the
House what a weighted advantage is?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I shall deal with
that matter when I come to the question
of proportional representation. In my
opinion, the Labour party is hypocritical
about this proposal, because. it does not
regard it as being the final measure of
reform. If this Bill becomes law, undoubtedly the Labour party, and it will
be entitled to do so, will ask immediately
for a redistribution of the Legislative
Council provinces so that the disproportion created by this Bill will to some
extent be remedied. The members of the
Labour party may not ask for the adoption of the prinCiple of one vote one
value, but they cannot be content to contest the next Legislative Council elections
with 46,000, 48,000 and 47,000 elec'tors in
three country provinces and 126,000 and
116,000 electors in two metropolitan
provinces.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That is on the
assumption that there are single provinces.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is what the
Bill provides.
Mr. CAlN.-It does not touch that
matter.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It does not make
any alteration in the present boundaries,
except that provision is made for the
cutting off of parts of some provinces.
The figures I have quoted will be accurate
enough for the Labour party, even at this
stage, to realize that country members
will represent an average of 46,000
electors while city members will represent 126,000 electors. Therefore, a vote
in the country will have almost three
times the value of one in the metropolitan area. I do not know how the members of the Labour party can vote for
such a proposal and still square their
consciences with the plank of the Labour
platform that there should be one vote
one value. That is absolute hypocrisy,
and it is a sham if they intend leaving
the matter there at this stage.
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I strongly suspect that the Labour
party will immediately ask for· a redistribution of seats, and it will be entitled
to receive it. The Country party Government will have to accede to that request.
No Parliament could agree that what I
have envisaged is a fair distribution of
voting power. Undoubtedly, the effect
would be the loss of country seats, and
it is useless for the Government to say
that it is not doing something that will
bring about that result. Once this Bill
becomes law no one, either in the country
or in the metropolitan area, could
justify the figures I have given. In the
amendment the Opposition proposes to
establish a system of proportional
representation on similar lines to the
system in operation in the Senate
elections.
'Mr. CAlN.-H8.JS that proposition the
support of all your members?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I am not going to
say what the members of the Liberal
and Country party. in the Upper
House' are proposing to do. That
has been a source of constant
bewilderment to me. I can only
tell
the
House what
Opposition
members will vote for in this Chamber.
Under the tentative system outlined in
my amendment, the Opposition suggests
that there should be three country
provinces, each returning six members,
and three metropolitan provinces each
returning six members. There would
then be an Upper House of 36 members,
or two more than the present membership. The system would give fairer
distribution but it would not represent
one vote one value. Each country pro-·
vince would represent five Federal electorates. There would be eighteen country
members and a simiIar number of metropolitan members.
As the Federal
electorate figures altered, so would the
Legislative Council province' figures beamended. If there was a drift of population either to or from the ,metropolitan area there would be an automatic'
re-adjustment of electoral boundaries.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-What would happen
if the number of Federal seats were'
increased in Victoria?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-A re-adjustment in
Council province boundaries would be'
necessary.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.--Gerrymandering.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I have never heard
anyone suggest previously that the
Federal system has been gerrymandered.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I am not talking
about the Federal system.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I would remind the
honorable member for Sunshine that it
was a Labour party Government that
introduced the present distribution of
:seats in the Federal Parliament.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is governed by
the Federal constitution, and is based on
the latest census figures.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It was a redivision
-by a Labour party Government in
.canberra.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That has nothing to
do with what the Leader of the Opposition is now talking about, and he is
attempting to cloud the issue. The
Federal constitution and the census
govern the numbers 'Of Federall seats in
this State.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Obviously the honorable member for Sunshine has missed
the point of my argument. There is at
present an automatic redivision of
Federal electoral boundaries and the
proposal submitted by the Opposition is
that the State should adopt the Federal
boundaries, as defined from time to time
for the purposes of Council elections.
Mr. CAIN.-After the next census
Victoria might obtain 34 seats in the
Federal Parliament.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-If there is an
increase or a decrease in the number of
Federal seats in Victoria that would be
automatically reflected in the division of
Legislative Council provinces. Possibly
it would become necessary to alter the
number of :nembers in the Council. The
proposal works out logically and has this
advantage, that the Federal rolls would
be used for the Legislative Council
elections. The first important principle
involved is the adoption of a system of
proportional represen ta tion.
Mr. CAIN.-From your point of view
the chief virtue of your plan is that it
would annihilate the Country party.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is not so, but
if the Country party will carefully consider the scheme it proposes to imple-
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ment it will find that the party will be
lucky if it returns from a State election
with more than four seats. Under the
proportional representation system there
will be nothing like one vote one value,
but the method of using the Federal electoral boundaries as the unit will be
adopted. The system has worked well
in the Federal Parliament and its adoption in Victoria would enable us to overcome all the troubles that constantly
arise and that force us to adopt some
form of redivision of boundaries.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Is it your
idea to safeguard Country party seats?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-All I am concerned
with at present is to give a just form of
representation to the people of Victoria
so that we shall not have a repetition of
the spectacle of a minority party in this
House, representing 10 per !cent. of the
electors, blackmailing the other two
parties and ultimately finishing up on
the Treasury bench. The Opposition has
considered its proposal thoroughly and
Labour party members would be well
advised to give careful thought to the
proposal I have made ror the introduction of proportional representation
for the Legislative CouncH. It would
provide a method O'f voting which would
ensur,e _that the second Chamber members wou'ld be elected on a different
basis from that which applies to members in this House.
Mr. HAYEs.~Would you favour proportional representation in this House?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not think the
interjection is relevant. The Federal
system is ideal. Under it a member of
the House of Representatives is elected
by a similar number of people who elect
a member of the Senate, but from a
smaller area, and he has particular
knowledge of the problems in that area.
The Senate member is elected more on
a State-wide or Commonwealth-wide
basis.
It must be rememhered that
originally the Senate wa's established to
protect State rights. By elections on a
pr·oportional representation basis for the
Council we would obtain the diff~ence of
thought similar to that existing between
the Senate and the House of Representatives il,l the Commonwealth sphere.
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Another part of my amendment relates
to the abolition of the Legislative Council. At a later stage the Opposition will
give the Country party Government an
opportunity of indicating whether or not
it is sincere in its professed desire to
protect the bicameral system. It is proposed that an amendment shall be submitted to provide, as in New South
Wales, that the Legislative Council shall
not be abolished unless that course is
approved by the people at a referendum
of those entitled to vote at Legislative
Assembly elections.
Mr. FULTON.-Would you give all
Assembly electors a vote at such a referendum?
Mr. HOLLWAY.--H ,the people as a
whole decide that the Legislative' Council
is redundant, they are perfectly entitled
to say that it should 'be abolished.
Mr. CAIN.---..lBefJore that takes place,
the appr{)IVal of both Houses of Parliament must be given. Do yoQu want members ,of the Legislative Council to vote
themselves ,out of Parliament?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-No. Members of
the Labour paI"ty make ithe mistake of
referring to the Legislative Council
when they should refer to the bicameral
system. If the bicameral system is to be
abolished, the people of the whole State,
and not thoQse who were elected some
years ago and whoQ may be oQut of touch
wHh popular feeling, should abolish it.
Mr. CAIN.-How do you think the
people can have an opportunity to vote
a t a referendum?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-There is no reason
why there eannot be a referendum.
Mr. CAIN.-The enabling Bill would
have to be passed 'by the Council.
IMr. HOLLWAY.-I am aware of that.
If the Labour party had a majority of

members in t!he Council and was true t.o
its principles, i1 woQuld try to pass a Bill
to abolish that branch of the legislature.
There is a Privy Council case on the subject which proQves that Parliament itself
cannot make such an amendment. If
my referendum proposal were carried, a
Bill would have to pass through both
Houses, not foQr the abolition of the
Council, but for the taking of a referenIf Ithere is a
dum on that question.

referendum, anyone wlho ,is a true democrat would abide by the decision of the
peolple. Nevertheless, I am totally and
wholeheartedly opposed not only t.o the
abolition of the Council, but also toO the
holding of a referendum on the subjeot,
because I believe in the bicameral
system.
The . SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I ask honorable members,
many of whom are interjecting, to give
the Leader of the Opposition an oQpportunity ,to state his case in oomparative
silence. He is making a very impOTtant
speech, and is entitled to be heard without interruption.
,Mr. HOLLWAY.-.-;My friends in the
Labour party disagree with me when I
say that I believe wholeheartedly in the
bicameral system; they say that the
Council should be abolished.
All my
amendment en1ails is ,that, before the
Labour party shall have its way with the
Council, the question shall be put to the
people for them to decide. In its platform the Labour party states that it
believes in the aboUtion of the Council,
and that means; in other words, the
destruction of the bicameral sysltem.
Mr. CAIN.-\V'e believe that there are
too ,many Parliaments and toQO many
parliamentarians in this country.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Exactly, but the
Leader of the Labour party will agree
that its ultimate objective is not
merely the abolition of State Parliaments, but the destruction of the
Senate. It does not believe in the rule
of the people, but it would hand all
supreme economic council.
power to
Mr. CAIN.-Don't be silly! You cannot
find th'a t in the Labour party's programme. It is not part of our policy.

a

Mr. HOLLWAY.-It is not stated in
the programme, but it is part of a policy
which the party is afraid to put into
print. I refer the hon.orable member
to the debate at the 19'21 Labour party
conference. It is impossiblle to have
complete Socialism, which is the avowed
object of the party, without destroying
the will of the people. The're cannot be
a Socialist regime without abolishing all
the means by which the peop[e are,
enabled to express their will. There is
no difference between the policies of the
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Labour party, of the Socialist party, and
of the Commun~st party, except the
method whereby they are to be achie-ved.
Mr.

LEMMON

(Williamstown).The
Bill is for the purpose of determining a
franchise for the o'ther House. I ask for
your ru1ling, Mr. Speaker, on whether the
Leader of the Opposition is in order in
discussing and e~ploring the policy of
the Labour party, particularly as to its
relationship with Communism.
I wish to raise a point of order.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I was thinking along those
Hnes myself, but I came to the conclusion
that the honorable ,mem.ber was linking the Bill wUh the objects of the
Labour party, and to vhat extent he was
in order.
1 do not think it would be
advisable for him, however, to proceed
along the lines of his reference to Communism, but so far he has been in order.
Mr. HOLLW:AY (Leader of the Opposinion).-With due respect to them, I do
not think members of the Labour party
would be offended if I called them
Socialists.

'Mr. CAIN.-W'e object to your calling
us Communists. We belong to the only
political party whi1ch has anything in its
constitution about Communism. Your
party has no reference to it.
Mr. HO~LWAY.---'Every time the
Labour party has a chance to support the
Communists, it supports them.
The SPEAKER.-'If honorahle members sitting on the Government corner
benches do not want to hear the Leader
of the Opposition, 1 ask them at least to
give me an opportunity to do so.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I raise a
point of order, Mr. Speaker. If the
Leader of the Opposition is entitled to
link the Labour party with the Communist party, will I have the opportunity
later to prove that the Liberal and
Country party is linked with the Communist party, and that the branch of
that party in Bendigo was linked with
the Communist party?,
The SPEAKER.-The Leader of the
Opposition woulld not be in order in doing
that. He must return to the subject of
the Bill.
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Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 am sorry I have caused so
much heat. I thought I was engaged in
an academic, peaceful discussion, and I
should not have thought that there would
have been so much disagreement between
my friends of the Labour party and myself. The point I was making was that
it is part of the ultimate objective--in
fact it is the i'inmediate objective-of
the Labour party to establish a s)11stem of
Socialism, and that in order to do so it
must concentrate more power in fewer
legislatures. In other words, members
of that party believe in a long-range plan
for the aibolibion of the Senate as well as
of the Legisla tiv·e Council.
Even the
honorable member for Williamstown will
not den¥, that.

Mr. LEMMON.-I do deny it. I deny
your right to discuss the position concerning this Parliament in relation to
another Parliament.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-This is part of a
long-range plan which, unfortunately,
the Country party has agreed to foster.
As the price of being kept in office, that
party has undertaken to implement this
so-called measure of reform, which
undoubtedly means the taking of one
further step towards the socialistic
objective.
Mr. BROSE.-You agree with
granting of adult .franchise?

the

Mr. HOLLWA Y.-On the basis which
I have ·explained. I do not think the
honora'ple member has studied the parliamentary system long enough to understand exactly what the bicameral system
means. That system must embody some
difference in voting methods as between
the two Houses of Parliament. That is
the strong point I am trying to make,
for particular notice by ,members of the
Labour party_ 1 believe that the more
powers are concentrated -in one legislative Chamber, or one Government, or
one man, the greater will be the opportunity to destroy our democratic parliamentary institution.
Mr. CAIN.-We have not any democratic institution. This Parliament has
never been democratic, and it never will
be while the Legislative Council remains.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-That may weH be
said by the honorable 'member. The
point I was making is that if power
is put into the hands of one Government,
or one House of the legis,lature-Mr. CAIN.-You would put power into
the hands of the people.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-In that case I shall
be interested to see how the Leader of
the Labour party will vote on the proposed referendum. If he would agree to
the holding of the referendum to decide
whether the Legislative Council should
be abolished, he would save a lot of time,
because I propose to submit a proposal
on those lines. If he would support
such a proposal, we could agree in that
respect. At the present time we cannot
afford to whittle down or destroy our
democratic institution.
Mr. CAIN.-We cannot afford to retain
our so-called democratic institution as it
exists at present. Only political fools
would hold such a view.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-However much the
franchise for Legislative Council elections may be amended, it will not be
improved by giving one person in the
North-Western District of Victoria three
times the voting powers of another person resident in the metropolis.
Mr. CAIN.-That is another issue.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It is not. It is the
Government proposal which the Leader
of the Labour party is supporting. As
between that proposal and the existing
head of the household franchise, I prefer
the latter.
Mr. CAIN.-You still believe in the head
of the household franchise?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not, but I believe that the proportional representation is the ideal method. As I said before, I prefer the head of the household
franchise to the Government's proposal.
Under the head of the household franchise there are not the same disparities
and anomalies as will be created if the
Bill is passed. It is not one to reform
the Legislative Council. It is designed
-whether the Government has noted the
point or not-to result ultimately in the
destruction of the bicameral system by
means of the abolition of the Legislative
Council. That is part of the policy of
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members of the Socialist party. It is one
means by which the Labour party hopes
to enforce Socialism in Victoria. It is
part of the larger plan whereby it hopes
ultimately to bring about Socialism in
Australia.
The Country party should not give its
support to the Bill, the only result of
which can be to assist in the achievementof the Socialist object,ive. One of
the planks of the Country party platform
is opposition to Socialism, but by lending its support to the Bill, it will be doing
a great deal to assist in achieving
Socialism in this State. The Bill, in my
opinion, will take us one step farther
along the road towards Socialism. Tha t
will be a retrograde step. The measure
should be drastically amended," and Qefore it reaches the Committee s,tage
members should be given .an opportunity
to decide whether the abolition of the
Legislative Council should be effected by
Parliament, which is elected from time
to time, or by the people who should
have the opportunity of expressing their
view through a referendum.
My final point is that the abolition of
the Legislative Council would destroy
one of the means whereby a Parliament
which was elected, possibly by accident,
could hand over powers, as desired by the
Labour party, to the Federal body. M"y
party believes in the Federal system and
in the sovereign rights of States.
I
understood that members of the Country
party had adopted the same policy. For
years "tfuey resisted-and as far as I
know they still resist-any attempt to
delegate additional powers from the
States to the Com'monwealth Parliament. If the Bill is passed in its present form it will facilitate the transfer of
power from a sovereign State to the
Federal Parliament which, again, is part
of the Socialist objective. Contrary to
their own avowed policy, the Country
party will be assisting the Socialist
party to attain the oibjective of Socialism,
and it will be doing that for the sake of
obtaining office.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. A.rchie
Michaelis).-Is the amendment of the"
Leader of the Opposition seconded?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-I second the moHon. but reserve
my right to speak to it at a later stage~
t

t
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- sardo "There will have to be some
surer).-I did not intend to spea:k to the reform if there is to be sU'ccessful
Bill, because it clearly expresses the in- government in the Commonwealth" is
tention and purpose of the Government one of the statements.
on the quesUon of adult franchise. HowMr. McDoNALD (Dundas).-That is
ever, I am com'pelled to answer certain something different.
statements of the Leader of the OppoMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasition" which have no foundation in fact.
I also wish to com·ment on the claims he surer).-It is nQt. The type of reprehas made for the proposals embodied .in sentation in question has brought about.
the amendment. In the first place, the the present positiQn. Every member of
Leader of the Opposition has himself this Parliament is aware that the
now
before the House
admitted frankly that he and members of measure
his party-at least members in this merely affirms the principle which
House--are in favour of adult franchise the Leader of the Opposition has
advocated for application to the Council.
for the Upper House.
Brigadier
TOVELL.-With
quali- In fact, the hQnorable member was the
first to advocate adult franchise but he
fications.
is now trying to qualify his advocacy.
Mr. McDONA,uD (,Premier and Trea- This Bill does not qualify the principle
. surer).-I repeat that members of the of adult franchise in any way. It
Opposition have stated that they favour merely provides for that system of
adult suffrage for el-eiCtions for the Upper voting, as the present Government said
House. I shall deal with fundamentals. it would.
First, the Leader of the Opposition was
Mr. HOLLWAY.-YQU made yQur agreethe first member of this House publicly
ment
with the Labour party on the 22nd
to commit his party .1'0 adult franchise
of
June.
I moved my want-of-confidence
for Legislative Council elections.
He
mQtion
on
the 28th of June.
did that long before the Country party
expressed its view 'On that subject.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea'Mr. MORToN.-He was not supported surer).-I am not discussing the date on
which the honorable member moved the
by members of his party.
motion to which he refers. I am referMr. McDONAiUD (Premier and Treasurer).-The statement made by the ring to the time when he made a stateLeader of the Opposition created con- . ment which was published in the press,
sternation in the ranks of supporters of and which he afterwards denied, stating
the Liberal party in Victoria and the that the press had misreported him; he
Commonweal1th. Many members of hi'S said that the emphasis had been put in
party in both Houses of this Parliament the wrong place. Then he moved a
have severely criticized the type of .pro- motion in this House to clear the air
posal he has been submitting, because and to make a public apology for what
they realize the results which the system had been going on for days. There is
he is now advocating has produced in no question of a price payable by the
The CQuntry
the Commonwealth Parliament and the present Government.
party
has
agreed
to
adult
franchise as a
Parliamen't of Tasmania. Yet the Leader
demQcratic
requirement
for
the Council.
of the Opposition has asked this House
to accept his proposals relating to pro- All the talk, all the scare ·and all the fear
portional representation. He knows full that the Leader of the Opposition
well what the Leader of the Liberal endeavQured to engender in the pressparty in the CommQnwealth Parliament presumably for the cQnsumption 'Of the
is saying about the position in the people of Victoria-does not affect the
Senate and how much that honorable fact that the ultimate decisiQn relating
gentleman would like to alter it. I know to the Upper House rests with the electhat the Federal Liberals wish they tors of Victoria and with those whQm
could get rid of proportional represen- they returned as their representatives
ta!ion in the ~nate and that they have in this Parliament.
Lieut.-CoIQnel LEGGATT.-What do you
saId so pubhcly, as will be seen by
reference to the Commonwealth Han- mean?
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I mean that the matter will
rest with the people of Victoria and their
parliamentary representatives. If the
Liberal party. is foolish enough to continue acting in the way it has acted
during the. past two years the people
will have every reason to reject it.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Did
elect you to do this?

they

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The people elected me to do
exactly as I have done. In fact, apart
from what appeared in the printed
platform of the Labour party, I was the
first party Leader to suggest any worthwhile reform of the Council. I did so
more than three years ago. As one of
my party colleagues has just remarked,
the Country party was the first to think
of Legislative Council reform.
The
Liberal party made a mistake in that
regard; it allowed the Country party to
get in first. Reform of the Legislative
Council has been part and parcel of the
Country party's policy and although it
was not featured in the last election, it
was in previous elections, when the
party retained everyone of its seats.
Liberal party members of this House no
doubt considered that the action. of their
Leader in coming forward with a policy
of adult franchise was heroic but, according to that party, it is an awful crime
for the Country par'ty to support the
same principle, and it should be condemned for so doing.
There are one or two other
remarkis of the Leader of the
Opposition with which I wish to deal.
He spoke of representa'tion and of
democracy. Of the insti'tutions of the
world whose functlon is to govern on
behal'f of the people, the Parliament of
Victoria is one of the most democratic.
The Leader df the Opposition knows
better than anyone else the reason for
the figures he quoted on the question of
representation.
The majority of the
members of this Parliament have chosen
a Government and are supporting it.
The Government will render service to
the people and" deliver the goods" that
they require. The development of the
State generally is of paramount consideration. I am ndt concerned with
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'the cheap jibes about a price paid by
the Government. I did not go to the
Labour party with a list of " goods for
sale." I did not make an offer to the
Labour party as did the Leader of the
Liberal party Who ultimately denied a
statemen't attributed to him. At that
particular stage I .did not make any offer
'to the Labour party, but the Leader ~f
the Liberal party which had been returned with reduced numbers, thought
he couid put the Coun'try par'ty in a
position in which it would be defenctless, fonowing one of the most bi t'ter
and ruthlessly-·fought elections this -State
has ever known. It has been estimated
tLat the election cost about £250,000.
My party received assistance from many
quarters, so that the cost to it of fighting the election was less than £7,000.
I make no apology for the Bill. It is
about t'ime the people of this State were
enabled to play a greater part in the
election of representatives in another
place. The policy and the future of that
Chamber
rest
en tirely
in
the
hands of the elected representatives
of the people.
If
thos:e representatives wish to abolish the Upper
House, that is their responsibility; it is
certainly not the responslbHity of the
present Government. I leave the Bill to
'the consideration of this House, and anl
confident in the knowledge that the
simple principle involved has been
accepted by the L}beral party, whose
members cannot deny that faCt.
. Mr. lJoDGSHuN.-They have admit'ted
it to-day.
,Mr. McDONA'LD (Premier and Trea·
surer).--On several occasions they have
supported the pr,inc'iple of adult fran··
chise which is all this Bill embodie~.
The Country party is not selling anything; it is not abolishing the Upper
House nor giving anything away. The
Country party believes in the b'icameral
system of government.
I ..ieut.-ColoneI LEGGATT (Mornington) .-The Premier has said that he
makes no apology for the Bill. He spokefor a very short time indeed about a
very important measure which will
seriously affect the people of Victoria.

Mr. CAIN.---And Aus'traUa as a whole.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I agree.
The few remarks of the Premier consisted mainly .of an attaok on the Leader
of the Opposition. The honorable gentleman said tha't before he made any agreement wHh the Labour.party, the Leader
of the Opposition h'ad submitted certain
proposals to the Labour party. I suggest
that the agreement between the Country
party and the Labour party was an
accomplished fact by the2,2nd of June.
I have before me a letter from Mr. D.
Lovegrove, the State secretary of the
AustraHan Labour party.
Mr. HAYES.-Did 'Mr. Lovegrove write
to you?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-'Dhe letter
is addressed to "Dear Comrades." I do
not know whether I am regarded as
being a " comrade" or not. The honorable member for Bendigo suggested that
I had something to do with the "com·
rades," but I do not fear my record. In
hils letter, Mr. Lovegrove saidAfter consideration extending over the
past month-

The negotiations had been taking place
for a month before the 2'2nd of June--
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!Lieut.-Colonel LEG-GATT.
The
Labour party agreed that it would support a Country party Government. The
letter continues2. The re-introduction of a vigorous
policy of decentr,alization, together with a
continuance of freight concessions to decentralized industries.

A promise on those lines has been made
by every Government.
3. Amendment of the Factories and Shops
Act in accordance with the terms of Board
of Inquiry.

That was agreed to by all parties.
Mr. CAIN.-It wa's agreed to by your
party after you had been informed as to
what had happened.
Lieut.-rCo'lonel LBGGATT.-The report
of the Board wa'S received only a week
ago. The letter proceeds4. Rigid enforcement of price control of
all essential commodities.

The Minister in Charge of Prices has
said that the present Government
believes in de-control of prices. The
Opposition advocates a vigorous policy
of de-control. Term No.4 commits the
Government to the r-igid enforcement of
price control on all essential commodities, whether they are in short supply or
not.

the Central Executive yesterday adopted the
following resolution:That with a view to providing stable
and progressive government in the State
of Victoria in the confused political
situation consequent on the recent
elections, this Executive authorizes the
State Parliamentary Labour party to
support a Country Party Government
on a programme providing inter alia
for the following subjects:1. Reform of the Upper House providing
for adult franchise.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not.
For instance, I do not agree that there
should be ~igid enforcemenl of price
contr,ol.
I do no't think the Country
party really agrees with that principle.

'Mr. MORTON.-Do you helieve in the
principle of adult franchise for the Upper
House?

That Act was brought in by the Country
party.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-JI shall disAt
cuss that aspect in due course.
present I am answer.ing the Premier,
who said that the Leader of the Opposition had made proposals relating to
adu1lt franchise for the Legislative
Council before any agreement wa's
arrived at between the Country party
and the Labour party.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).--Does Mr.
Lovegrove's letter say that an agreement
was made?

Mr. LIND.-You must app~ove of the
items that you have quoted.

5. Essential Services Act not to be im·
plemented.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-I am sure that you
do not wish me to tell the story of that
legisla tion.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT.-I know It.
The present Premier desiired the implementation of the Act.
·Mr. GALVIN.-I th'ink you had better
skip that item.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale) (to Lieut.Colonel Leggatt).-The Act settled your
party's chances.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-It is wonderful what some people will swallow.
6. Redistri'bution of· electoral boundaries
within the metropolitan area providing for
the increase of four additional seats.
7. Amendment of the Superannuation Act
to provide for an increase of 25 per cent. in
the base rate plus quarterly adjustments
based on cost of living figures.
8. Amendment of the Workers Compensation Act on lines of New South Wales
recent amendments.

Before commenting on the ,last-mentioned
subject, I shaH wait until I have read
the amendments m-ade in New South
W'ales.
9. Provision for a Greater Melbourne
Council and amendment to local government franchise.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-That is a sticky one.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATl'.-H will be
hard to swallow.
10. Soldier Settlement to be given high
priority with immediate demand that
Federal Government approve of a basis of
valuation and a more equitable alloc.ation
of building materials for settlement
purposes.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-Tha't has already
been done.
Lieut.~Colonel LEGGATT.-The previousMinister of Lands should be given
credit for the success of soldier settlement in Vddtoria. The former Government put more returned men on the
land than did all the other States combined.
11. The immediate setting up of an
authority for the production of gas and byproducts from brown coal at Morwell, together with the immediate placing of an
order for a Lurgi plant to be erected at
Morwell and steel for pipe line to Melbourne.
12. The stepping up of home building and
supply of building materials and the immediate commencement of slum clearance
and provision of adequate housing for the
aged.
13. Government loan to genuine home
builders at a maximum rate of 2 per cent.
interest.

I am waiting to see how the Government
will g.et away with that.
-Mr. CAIN.-Is there anything to which
you object?
Lieut.-Colonel LEiGGATT.~I object to
the proposed reform of the Upper House,
as outlined in this Bill, the rigid enforcement of price control and the non-implementation of the Essential Services Act.
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I withhold my view in regaTd to the
Greater Melbourne Council until I see
what is proposed. The next point was14. The introduction of legislation to
provide for improvement of facilities and
administration in m~ntal hospitals.

The previous Government intended to
introduce legislation of that character.
'Mr. GALVIN.-But it did not do anything.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Has the
honorable member for Bendigo ever
heard of Professor Kennedy and his
report? The last point is15. Amendment to and proclamation of
Weights and Measures Act.

The Chief Secretary has guaranteed that
the Act wiH be proclaimed on the 1st of
January, 195:1, if he still O'ccupies that
pos-ition at that time.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I am sure that you
Woould honour my promise if you were
Chief SecretaTY.
Lieut.-Colonel LEOOATT.-I would
certainly do so. The letter concludesIn view of Li'beral propaganda in newspapers favourable to the late Hollway
Government, it is suggested that the information contained in this circular be made
known to your mem,bers.
Yours fraternally,
(SgdJ D. LOVEGROVE,
State Secretary.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-To whom was that
letter addressed?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-The introduction to the circular readTo A.L.P. branches,
Affiliated unions,
Munici.pal c.ouncillors,
Federal and State parliamentarians
addressed) .

(as

Mr. DODGSHuN.-That included us all;
there was no discrimination.
LEGGATT.-There
Lieut.-Colonel
was no thought or hiding the terms
of the agreement, but it was a long
time _before we -could ascertain the
details. The intToduc1:ion of a Bill
to provide straightout adult fran-chise ,for the Legislative Council to
cure existing anomalies is merely making a farce of the Upper House reform.
It is, of course, part O'f the price that
the Country party had to pay in order
to obtain suppod of the Labour party.
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I remind honorable members of a ~e
mark by the present Minister of Transport dur.ing the debate on the motion
of want of confidence in the Hollway
Government. (He stated that if a person
has a nasty dose of medicine to take he
should take it qui~kly and not cry about
it. The CountJry party has medicine to
take in the form of. this measure, and it
is following the Minister's advice' and
taking it quickly. Whatever the Premier
may say about the reform of the Legislative Council, during the laSit election
campaign not one word was said on tha't
subject by him or any of his supporters.
During previous election campaigns
statements were made in regard to
refoI'lm. Many people paid lip service to
those proposals, even if they did not
think they would be ,carried out. However, there was some desire to reform
the Legislative Council; it was always in
the minds o'f members that something
had to be done in that regard.
During the course of the 1947 election
campaign the Labour party tried to
make an issue of the Legislative Council
reform because the Council had driven
the Government to the country, but the
result was seen after the election. When
a Government party, the members of
which in this House were elected by only
10 per cent. of the people, decides to
make this an issue and claim,s that the
Bi1:l to introduce adult franchise for the
Legislative Council is urgent-Mr. DODGSHUN.-How do you work
out the 10 per cent.?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT. - Those
figures have been quoted in the papers
on many occasions.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You are speaking
only of the votes that were cast where
Country party candidates were standing.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT. - I am
speaking of the Country party.
The
Labour party has made a good arrangement and can obtain anything it wants
without accepting responsibility. This
Bill has been introduced with undue
haste, because it is part of the price to be
paid by the Government for the support
of the Labour party. The Country party
wishes to push it out of the way and get
rid of it.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is so.
The Premier has stated that a referendum is not necessary, that the Government consists of the people's elected representatives and can bring down any
measures it desires. He suggests that
those measures will be passed, provided
he has the numbers. He does not care
where the numbers come from as long as
he has them.
Mr. GALVIN.-Do not the 500,000
voters we represent mean anything?

Mr. DODGSHuN.-The honorable member for Mornington has used the expression "Fifteen infamous points." They
include the development of the State
and the provision of soldier settlement.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-We could not accuse
you of that.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT. - If the
Liberal party introduced a Bill to reform
the Legislative Council it would study
the proposal and try to improve the present set-up,. instead of accentuating
existing anomalies. This Bill will not
properly reform the Legislative Council;
it is a first step towards the abolition of
that body. When the Leader of the
Opposition moved his amendment it was
apparent that the Country party Government did not introduce this measure of
its own volition. After the amendment
was moved, the Chief Secretary was the
first to rise-the Premier had nothing to
say at all. The Leader of the Labour
party then spoke, and afterwards the
Premier stated that he supported what
the Labour party had to say on this
matter.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-They cannot always.
be wrong.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I suggest
it is obvious, from the tenor of the Premier's remarks, that the Country party
is supporting the Labour party. As time
passes and the fifteen infamous points
are implemented the furrowed brow of
the Chief Secretary will become even
more corrugated.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-May I
qualify my statement by describing it a'S
the infamous agreement consisting of fifteen points? I should now like to m'ake
certain comments on government generally. In dealing with any reform of the
legislature and of government we should
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take into account the forms of administration in England, the Dominions and
the U n'ited States of America. I shall
indicate briefly the system of Government they have, how i~ is elected,and
how it has pr.ogressed over the years.
This measure proposes the reform of the
Legislative Council which has been
operating since 1851, but before action
is taken along those lines members
should consider wha't is being done in
that direction in other parts of the
British Empire.
Under the British cons'tTtution the bicameral system is in vogue. The Upper
House-the House of Lords-is an
hereditary House, to some extent nominative, because the Government of the
day- -through His Majesty the Kingcan appoint Lords who then become
eligible for membership. In the old days
that House had more power than had
the House of Comm·ons but, during the
Stuart regime, the House of Commons
domina ted the House of Lords to the
extent that even tua~ly the ,two Houses had
almost equal righls in the Parliamen~ary
sys:tem. As time progressed, under the
British Reform Act, House of Commons
members were elected on adult franchise.
In 1913 the franchise was further extended by giving votes to women. The
House of Commons then began to feel
that pressure from the House of Lords
was nol in acc.ordance wHh democratic
principles, and steps were taken to reform the House o'f Lords.
It was at thas stage that the im·
portance of the bicameral system became apparent. Because this House considers that the Legislative Council is a
stumbling block it should not go bullheaded int,o a proposal that will lead
ultimately to the abolition of that
Chamber. All aspects should be conThe bisidered coolly and calmly.
cameral
system
applies
generally
throughout the Briitish Em p'ire ; it
operates in every State of Australia,
with the exception of Queensland, and
has worked excellently as a safeguard
of the rights of the people. It checks
all hasty at:tempts by Governmenls tf)
rule not in accordance with the wishes
of the people. It is extremely neces~ary that we should retain the Legislative Council, with its members elected
Lieut.-Colonel Leggatt.
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in a different manner from members of
'this House, so that i't can a·ct as a check
on this House, or the Government of the
day should it at any time not represent
the majority of the people or pass legis.
la'tion that has not their approval.
Prior to 1911 the House of Lords continually refused to pass legislation which
had the approval .of the House uf
Commons. The Commons, instead of introducing amendments relating toO the
franchise of the House of Lords, or
rashly attempting to abolish it, took
steps to curb theauthori!ty of that
Chamber. If the British Upper House
becomes obs'tructive it is now possible
to ensure that tha't .obstruction shall
cease. No one can honestly claim that
the House of Lords has not served a
useful purpose.
This has been more
clearly emphasized in recent 'tImes.
Necessary legislation is passed by the
House {)f Lords, but when the House of
Commons has passed Bills relating to
certain fundamental matters, and ,the
House of Lords has felt, as a House of
review, that the Commons has not correctly interpre'ted the views of the people,
it has taken steps to reject the measures
concerned. Under the Parliament Act
of 1911 a Bill passed by the House of
Commons, at three success'ive sessions,
and each time rejected by the House of
Lords, becomes law after a lapse of two
years, in certain circumstances.
Mr. BROsE.-What does the New
Z'ealand Government propose to d.o in
rela tion to the second Chamber in that
country?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT.-I shall
deal with the position in New Zealand
in due course. The House of Commons
did not upset the franchise .of the House
of Lords, but it did pass legislation to
enable obstructive tactics to be removed.
I understand that a Bill was passed
recently to reduce the period specified in
the Parliament Act 1'911 from two years
to .one year. The House of Commons had
passed a Bill relating to the abolition of
capital punishment, but it was stopped
by the House of Lords, which considered
that there should be some delay before
the measure became law.
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I shaH now refer to the system of
government in the United Sta:tes of
America. In that country a s),!stem of
checks on one power against another has
been .instituted so that aU powers shall
not be concentrated in one body of representatives of the people.
'Dhe opposite
would be the effect of the passage of this.
The avowed aim of the Labour
Bill.
paTty is to destroy the bicamera·l system,
to abolish the Legislative Council, and
concentrate aliI powers in the hands of
this House. In the United States of
America Congress consists of two Houses
of .Parliament.
There is the Senate,
which ils elected by the States to protect
the rights of the States, in the same way
as the Senate has been instituted under
the Australian constitution. The second
American Chamber, the House of Representatives, is equivalent to the British
House of Commons and the Australian
House of Representatives.
Contrary to the practice in Australia
and Great Britain, in America leg;i1slation
can 'be initiated in either House, on the
sa'me subject at the same tirme, or it can
be started by the President of the United
States of America.
The constitutional
system in that 'country is a ba1lancing of
powers one against the other. The
American House of Representatives has
power to paS's legiSlation along certain
limited lines; the Senate has power to
make decisions regarding war, acts of
war, trea ties, and so on ; while the
President, as the Executive, has control
over the Government of the day, and in
many cases acts with the consent of the
Senate. Over all there is the judiciary
which has power to decide whether any
act done by the ,President, by the Senate,
or by Congress is or is not ultra vires the
American Constitution. Each of those
branches of Government is safeguarded
so that it cannot be destroyed except by
the will of the people. That system has
continued from 1780 to the present day,
with a few minor amendments numbering, I think, 21.
I suggest that it is essential in order to
safeguard the rights of the people, to
have an Upper House which does not reflect exactly the thoughts and the feelings
of the Lower House. In America, there
is the power of the President, who is
supreme in executive matters and is quite
Session 1950.-[18]
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unique in English-speaking countries,
to offset the power of the Sena teo
He is advised by departmental heads
and administrative officers, who are
appointed by him with the consent
of the Senate, but he need not
,follow their advice. On one famous
occasion, President Lincoln was deciding
a matter and had seven counsellors. He
said, "Those against this idea?" There
were seven, and he announced, "Seven
noes." He put up his own hand and said
" 0 ne aye--the ayes have it."
'
In Canada, there is a bicameral
system comprising a Senate and a House
of Commons. Members of the Senate
have property qualifications and must
be at least 30 years of age. The property qualification is 4,000 dollars.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-In Canada, there is
no right of review by the Privy Council.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT. - I am
dealing with the Government, not with
the judiciary. Members of the Senate
in Canada are nominated by the Governor-General for life. Tha t system has
been continued since 1867, and is still
functioning well. Noone in Canada is
objecting. Personally, I do not think
the people of Victoria are objecting to
the bicameral system. The relationship
of the provinces in Canada to the
Dominion is different from that which
exists between the States and the Commonwealth of Australia. The provinces
have only such power as is given to them
by the 1867 Act, and the whole of the
reserve power is in the hands of the
Dominion Government.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Do you agree that a
nominated House is consistent with
modern expressions of thought?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT. - I am
pointing out how the system has been
progressively altered in a number of
countries.
Mr. GALvIN.-We are trying to alter
it in Victoria, but you are objecting.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT. - I am
contending that the Government is seek~
ing to alter it in the wrong way. In
South Africa, there is again a bicameral
system, with a Senate and a House of
Assembly. The Senate has 40 members,
eight of them nominated by the Governor-General. The nomina ted members
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should have knowledge of native affairs, late.r the United Kingdom enacted the
That meaSUTe
because they are nominated especially necessary legislation.
to look after the natives. Of the other rec1ted the request of the New Zea'land
32 senators, eight are elected from each Government to allow it to ratify the
province, and they must have property Statute of Westminster and to amend its
qualifications. The election of the elected Constitution. This Act came into force
senators is made by the provincial coun- on the 10th of December, 1947. The
cils and the members of the House of main power of that measure is contained
Assembly, so that the legislatures of the in the following wordsIt shall be lawful for the Parliament of
provinces and members of the Federal
Zealand by any Act or Acts of that
House of the Assembly unite to elect New
Parliament to alter suspend or repeal at
representatives of the provinces to the any time all 'or any of the provisions of the
Senate. Also in the Union of South New Zealand Constitution Act 1852; and the
Africa, the Federal Government is para- New Zealand Constitution (Amendment) Act
mount. The provinces deal only with 1857 is hereby repealed.
local affairs, and are similar to muni- Having repealed the amending legislation, the old nominated Legislative
cipal councils in Victoria.
again became operative. In the
Council
The New Zealand system was menAge of the 19th of August there is a
tioned by the Minister of Water Supply.
In that -country there is a Parliament report from Wellington, which reads as
consisting of a Legislative Council-pro- follows:Legislative Council to-day passed by
posed to be abolished-and a House of 26 T,he
votes to 16 the Bill for its abolition.
Representatives. Unless the system of
After a life of 96 years, the Council will
election has been altered lately, there go out of existence on January 1st, 1951.
are in the Legislative Council 34 memOpposition to the Bill by older members
bers with a term of six years. There are could no more than delay the Bill, the
four electoral divisions, two in the north passage of which became inevitable when
Prime Minister (Mr. HoHand) a few
island and two in the south island, and the
months ago, appointed a "suicide squad"
seven members are elected for each of to the House, which is non-elective.
two divisions and five for each of the Itfuink it wHI be found that the press
other two. The electors are the same as has not given' the full story of the
for the House of Representat'ives.
abolition of the Upper House in New
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The powers of the Zealand. The Act to which 1 referred
New Zealand Parliament are not limited repealed the Constitution Amendment
in any way.
Ad of 1857. The position then was that
the
ConstituUon A'ct of 1852 could be
LEGGATT.-Because
Lieut.-Colonel
the constitution of New Zealand was con- altered or amended in whatever way the
tail1ed in an Imperial Act, it was impos- New Zealand Parliament decided. The
sible for the people of New Zealand to procedure adopted was, for a start, to
alter their Constitution unless an Act was vote the Legislative Council out of
passed by the United Kingdom Govern- existence. Then the way was clear for
ment. Honorable members know that con.sideration to be given to an amendthe Statute of Westminster was passed ment of the Constitution on modern
In 1852 there were particular
in 1931 and that it allowed each of the lines.
Dominions to pass its own legislation problems in regard to the Maoris-much
without being trammelled by legislation the same kind of problem arose conof the United Kingdom. That Statute cerning vhe natives in South Africaof Westminster was not ratified by a which 'called for special attention. Memnumber of Dominions. .1 think it was bers sliould not jump to conclusions renot until 1941 that ratification was garding the abolition of the Upper
agreed to by the Australian Parliament. House in New Zealand; it is not solely a
The New Zealand Parlia'ment did not matter of the abolition of that 'Chamber,
ratify the Statute until 1947. In order but merely a step in the programme of
that the New Zealand Constitutiun legi:slative reform.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
could be amended, the Government
passed a Bill which the Imperial Mibus).-The honorable member's time
Government was asked to approve, and has expired.
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On the motion of Sir THOMAS
MALTIBY (Barwon), an extension of ten
minutes was granted.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker,
and members of the House for the extension of time. I shall now come nearer
home and speak in relation to the
States of the Commonwealth. Since
1934 there has been in operation a
different system of elections for the
Upper House in New South W'ales'Formerly that Chamber consisted of 57
members nominated by the Governor in
Council, on the advice of the Executive
Council. Those members held office for
life. One-fifth of that number of member's could be Government officiaLs; in
other words, they could be appointed by
the Crown. In 1934 that system was
amended, and the Upper House now comprises 60 members who at a joint
meeting of both Houses are elected for
a term of twelve years, fifteen members
retiring annually. That is one method
of election, reflecting a different aspect
of politics or of the ideas of the people.
A somewhat similar system was adopted
in South Africa, as I stated previously,
where members of the Upper House of
the South African Parliament are
elected by a joint meeting. Again a
different reflection of people's ideas
occurs there. I direct attention to one
point which is an essential feature in
legislation of this kind and was outlined
by the Leader 9f the Opposition. Section
7A of the Constitution of New South
Wales is as f.ollows:(1) The Legislative Council shall not
abolished nor, subject to the provisions
sub-section (6) of this section, shall
constitution or power be altered except
the manner provided in this section.

be
of
its
in

(2) A Bill for any purpose within subsection (1) of this section shall not be
presented to the Governor for His Majesty's
assent until the Bill has been approved by
the electors in accordance with this
section.
.
(3) On a day not sooner than two months
after the passage of the Bill through both
Houses of the Legislature the Bill shall be
submitted to the electors qualified to vote
for the election of members of the Legisllltive Assembly.
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That is the referendum clause which the
New South Wales Parliament in its
wisdom inserted at the time it reformed
the Upper House, to ensure that the
Upper Chamber in that State would not
be abolished. The system operating in
Queensland is the one blot in the
escutcheon of the whole British parliamentary system. The- Queensland Parliament consists of one House only; the
bicameral system does not operate.
Mr. CAIN.-And nothing serious has
happened.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-J join issue
with the Leader of the Labour party on
that question.
The Queensland Upper
House consisted of 40 members, nominated by the Government. Honorable
members on the Government side of the
House suggested that that was not democratic. Instead of seeking suitable means
of iIl\proving the situation, the Queensland Parliament got· out the hatchet, so
to speak, and Clhopped off the Upper
House. In the South Australian Upper
House there are twenty members,
representing five electOTat'es, which
electorates return four members ea'ch,
They are elected for s'ix years and retire
at intervals of three' years. The
franchise for the South Australian
Upper House is almost the same
as that for our Upper House except
that it includes postmasters, stationmasters, schoolmasters, police in charge
of stations, and persons with war service.
Mr. CAIN.-Why policemen in charge
of stations?
Lieut.-Colonell LBGGATT.-I cannot
answer that question. The Western
Australian Upper House franchise is
very simillar to the Victorian;
Three
electorates return ten representatives
each. They are elected for a period of
six y.ears, and retire at intervals of two
years. The qualifications of electors are
al'most the same as those in Victoria
except that Western Austral,ia does not
include matriculated students, as does
Victoria. In Western Australia there is
merely a property qualification, including freeholders, householders, and leaseh()llders. The head of any household has
a vote. In Victoria the franchise is
extended to persons possessing educational quaUfica tions.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-Are you "game" to
tell the House tha t some Western
Australian provinces have only 600
electors for the Upper House?
Lieut.-Colonel
LBGGA:TT.---Some
electorates in Western Australia extend
over a large area.
I will refer the
honorable member's question to the
Country party.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Upper House in
Western Australia is a glorified town
council.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-In Tasmania, ninete.en members are appointed
to the Upper House. The franchise
there is based upon a property quai·ification. The qualification also includes
doctors, lawyers, ministers of religion,
and returned soldiers.
I understand
there is proportional representation in
the Upper House in exacNy the same
way as there is proportional representation in the Lower House.
Mr. CAIN.-There is not proportional
representation in the Upper House.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I have
given sufficient details in relation to the
history of the matter to show tthat practically the whole of the English-speaking world has preserved the 'bicameral
system to reflect the views of different
sets of electors for each of the two
Houses.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-1 am surprised that, on a comparatively important issue-at least as far as
the Opposition is concerned-members
on the Government side of the House are
strangely quiet regarding the impUcations olf the Bill.
A't the moment
the House is discussing not the Bn!
itself but an amendment proposed by the
Leader of the Opposition. When the
Leader of the Lahour party was unable
to convince his colleagues that there was
no possibility of sidetracking the debate,
the House wa's afforded the opportunity
of discussing the wide ambit of the
implications of the measure and the construction that my Leader placed on what
could happen as a resu:lt of the passage
of this measure. Frankly, I cannot
understand why, in view of the traditional background of the Country party,
it has agreed to introduce a ,measure of
this character. Undoubtedly, this legislation will lead to the achievement of
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one of the Labour party's ,legitimate
objectives-the abolition of the Upper
House. One may 'disagree With the
political objectives of one's political
opponents and yet retain an appreciation
of their personal qualities.
A legitJimate am'bition of the Labour
party is to have a BiN of this character
passed, but I cannot understand why
the Country party should be dragged by
the hee,ls along a line which will eventuaNy lead to the abolition of the House
of review, Dhe second Chamber, the
safety valve, or by whatever name the
Upper House might be called.
It has
been my pri\nilege to visit many country
areas recently, and I have been surprised
by the revulsion of fee1ing amongst
genuine primary producers at the introduction of this measure. I do not blame
the Labour party one iota for endeavouring to obtain its objecttives indirectly,
but country residents deplore the attitude of the Country party in placing such
little value on the bicameral system of
governmen t.
A t present there are in
country provinces as few as 18,600
electors, and up to 51,0'00 electors in the
metropoilitan provtinces. If the Country
party acquiesces, it is obvious that the'
measure will be passed in its present
unaduLterated form, and there will be
variations iz:t. provinces from 46,000 to
126,000 eiectors.
Are we to believe that the Country
party is reailly sincere in its acceptance
of the princip'le of adult franchise withoUlt any qualification to prevent the
Upper House from becoming nODhing
more or less than a reflection of the
Lower House? If so, the Country party
will be joining foroes completely with
the Labour party in contending that the
Upper House is redundant and should be
abolished. The Labour party has been
openly honest in its advocacy of the
system of unified control. The Leader of
the Labour party objeoted when my
Leader made reference to the objective
of a supreme economic coundl. I admit
that does not appear in the Labour
party's printed platform. I remember,
however, thBJt in the last three elections
there was an almost f.e;verish endeavour
by the Labour party to hush up the 1921
declaration of objectives, the Blackburn
motion. and ali that came after· m.
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Mr. CAIN.~For ten years the Labour
party effectively l€d the country through
war and peace and it will be back in
office again to lead the country.
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to which the peculiar bedfellows on the
Government side of the House are
pledged. In this matter, Country party
members have no option, despite the
opinions of their constituents. I do not
object to the existing franchise for the
Upper House, and I am sufficiently democra tic to believe that, in the course of
time, we should accept the principle of
adult franchise for elections for the
other House, provided that we are not
recreanit to our trust, and that safeguards are devised to protect the present
bicameral system of government.

'Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Labour
party has never yet retracted that
declaration in which it is stated that not
only must the bicameral system go, not
onlly must the Senate go, but eventually
the government of the country would be
best undertaken by representatives of
the people in a supreme, economic, aliIpowerful junta; in other words, unification at its best or worst, depending upon
whichever political spectacles through
I have yet to learn that it has ever
which one may be looking.
A further been a plank in the policy of the Country
objective of the Labour party is the imparty to make it possible for the second
pos'ition of a second f.orm of government
Chamber to be discarded by a vote in
by the constitution of a Greater Melthis House. I shall now analyse the
bourne Council with an extended
possibilities following the passage of the
franchise, followed by adult franchise
Bill. Within four years, it will be posfor all municipal elecl'ions. Those tactics
sible
to abolish the Upper House. As
have been carefully conceived by the
protest
against Coun'~ry party misa
Labour party. However, they are the
management, a Labour party Governnegation of everything that the Country
ment could be put into power in the
party has stood for in the past. ThereAssembly of its own right; at present,
fore it was necessary for my Leader to
the Labour party is controlling the
give the House reasons w.hy the Bill
Country party Government. The first
should not be passed, although the
of Labour's objectives would be achieved
silence of Country party members seem~
simply because Country party members
to indicate that it will be.
had misled the eleclors by not ful,filling
Although this is one of the most im- pledges given in the course of the last
portant measures ever to be introduced election campaign. Country party can..
into this House, the Premier announced didates did not indicate to the people
that he did not in:tend to discuss it. , who voted for them that they would
However, in his short speech we found seek the suppor-t of the party committed
confirmation of the attitude that he to the nationalization of the means of
adopted some years ago in favour of the production, distribution, and exchange.
abolition of State Parliaments.
To-day the Country party Government
Mr. DODGSHuN.-When did he say can do only those things that suit the
policy of the Labour par-ty.
tha't?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I shall subslantia te my commenl by quoting the
remarks of the Premier.
When the
Leader of the Opposition gave not'ice of
his no-confidence motion that foreshadowed this discussion, members of
the Liberal and Country party showed
tha t they were determined to follow
their political beliefs and to uphold the
bicameral system of government, doing
everything in their power to get as far
as poss'ible' away from the objective of
the Labour party of unified control in
'the Commonwealth and the States, as

The Chief Secretary asked me to quote
my authority for a statement that I
attributed to the Prem'ier. Admittedly,
the incident occurred a few years ago,
but I do not think that affects the reason
for the remark of the Premier. On the
9th of December, 1942, the House was
discussing the Commonwealth Powers
Bill, and the debate is reported in
Volume 214 of Hansard. The present
Premier was most vocal in opposition to
the proposal, and no other member expressed himself more ably.
He then
stated that he would not agree to the
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Commonwealth being given powers similar to those wh1kh will ar.ise under this
Bill. At page 2104, he is reported a~
follows:The elimination of State Parliaments
would not worry me, provided able men
were elected to the central Parliament. I
can earn my living in this State and, therefore, I have no strong feelings on that
matter.

His attitude to-day is consistent with his
eXlpressions of 1942. However, at that
time, he qualified his observation by the
following words:I have been elected to this House, and I
have been charged with the responsibility
of guarding the rights and - privileges of
the people in this sovereign State.

The Premier then admil~ted that he had
been charged with safeguarding the
rights of the people of Victoria; to-day
he is prepared Ito Iforgo that duty on
the instructions of the Labour party.
Later in the same debate, vide page 2617,
he expressed himself, as others have today, in these wordsI am not afraid of the people having full
elective rights, and never have been, but
I have seen the effect, and everyone here
in his heart and mind knows the effect, of
the forces that lie behind the pOlitical
parties.

He was referring to the Labour party.
He continuedThere are, behind the political parities,
men who are determined to get power. We
have seen that not only in this country,
but also in Europe, during the last twenty
years.

He then quoted a number ,of -European
countries which, because of a disturbance, sometimes by force, of the
safeguard of good bicameral systems
and democratically elected Governments,
have gone the same way as the Country
party seems so anxious to assist this
State to go. Victoria could become a
forgotten unit under unified Commonwealth Labour control.
One can refer to Queensland to illustrate what happens when the bicameral
system is abolished. At the last election
in that State 54 per cent. of the electors
voted against the Socialist Government,
yet the Labour party is in power against
the will {)f the people, just as the
Country party Government is in office in
Victoria against the will of the people.
A party that received 10 per cent. of the
votes at the last election cannot be conMr. Dawnay-Mauld.
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sidered to have a fair majority in this
HouE!e. Of course, to their number has
been added the far greater percentage
of the Labour party, which is the master
in this particular situation.
I should like to find out what is really
behind the Country party's acceptance of
simple adult franchise, without the
slightest endeavour to ensure the preservation of the Legislative Council. Under
this proposal no different method will be
adopted when electing members to the
Legislative Coundl or the Legislative
Assembly. An Upper House elected on
adult franchise would be rather useless,
and the Labour party would then' endeavour to gain their ideal of abolishing
the Council. It is obvious, from the
tactics employed in the Legislative
Council, that the Country party, despite
its pllatform and policy speeches in
fa vour of maintaining the bicameral
system, does not intend to make the
slightest move to protect the Upper
Chamber from future machinations of a
combination of political parties, or the
Labour party alone, in power.
Toha t
party states quite honestly and openly
that it wishes to abolish the Upper
House.
By opposition to the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition, the Country party is saying, as
it has said in the Legislative Council,
"We do not intend to give any protection to the Upper House. We intend
to perpetuate the disparity in the number of voters electing members to that
House."
I approve of a differential
value being given to the vote of the
primary producer as compalred with that
of the city elector.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-This amendment
belies that proposition.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-In the main,
it does not. The Chief Secretary can
construe into the written word what will
suit his own ends, but the intention of
the Leader {)f the Opposition is quite
clear. We, as a party, are completely
committed, and allways have been
and will be committed to a continuance of the British sense of
justice in the checks and balances of a
There is no probicameral system.
vision in the Bill for the retention of
tha t system, nor is any ,provision contemplated by the Chief Secretary, who
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appa'I'ently sees something humorous in
the fact that he is voluntarily making it
possible for the ideals upon which he was
elected to this House to be abandoned. In
my opinion, this is one of the most
serious matters that has ever been
debated in this House, yet the Chief
Secretary can sit at the table completely
recrean t to the trust that his electors
have placed in him. He comes from one
of the finest parts of the State. In the
past the North-Western District has
been maligned, but it has proved itself in
recent years.
The Chief Secretary is
now prepared to say to his electors, "I
sat at the table of the House and laughed
when there was a discussion on something that really affected the future of
the Victorian governmental system."
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Your Leader and
former Deputy Leader stated that the
north-west of Victoria was not worth
while.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Chief
Secretary, and others like him, have
proved that all public men can occasionally make mistakes; he is a living
example of that. He has also proved
that the north-west and the Mallee,
given the assistance of nature, can make
a valuable contribution to the economy of
this State. Although I represent a metropolitan constituency, I have always
realized that if it were not for our primary producers the economy of the State
would not matter twopence. Without
the backbone of the primary producers
and the back country, which provides
the livelihood of all city dwellers, there
would be no justification for any other
electoral principle than one vote one
value.
Mr. DoDGSHuN.-What sort of a hearing did you get when you flew to Mildura
and then took a car a distance of 120
miles to my town?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-At least, I
had the gracious presence of the Chief
Secretary's wife, and afterwards a very
pleasant conversation with her. On that
day, many of the honorable gentleman's
Country party fr'iends expressed their
complete dismay at the attitude of their
representative, who is very deservedly
popular. It is not disputed that adult
franchise is a democratic principle, bu t
the Liberal and Country party desires

~
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that there shall be attached to it the
safeguard of proportional representation
to ensure that the will of the majority
of electors is preserved. We know very
well that because of the gerrymandering
capacity of some Governments it is possible to allo~ate boundaries so that the
will of the people can never be reflected
properly by their representatives in
Parliament. The priceless example, of
course, is Queensland.
The Country party in Victoria is completely cavilling at the thought that it,
as the Government, should accept the
responsibility of protecting the Legislative Council by maintaining different
franchises for the two Houses. Instead of
doing that, the Government prefers to
accept the dicJation of its Labour masters
and say, "We have agreed to give adult'
franchise for the Upper House, and we
cannot depart from that principle." I
should like to know where the Country
party stands and whether it believes in
democracy or has gone . cOfllpletely
Socialist.
'Mr. SHEPHERD.-There is division in
your own party.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-There is
not. Members should not be misled hy
statements in the press. There are 45
members of the parliamentary Liberal
and Country party, and at a party meeting we can discuss our problems and, as
is the case with all political parties
within their own ranks, agree to disagree. However, on principle we stand
firm, and are completely and happily
united. On this matter no variation of
opinion will be found among the 45
members of the Liberal and Country
party in either House. I cannot say the
same for the Country party, because I
know that wi thin its ranks are still left
some men with" spunk" enough to stand
up even against their Leader and say,
"I was not elected on that basis, and I
object." However, their voices cannot
be heard for long when other members of
their party bave good Ministerial jobs.
I do not think that any Country party
member, after having gone completely
into reverse on his election statements,
can happily face his electors.
I do not blame the Labour party; it
is playins the game of legitimate
politics. That party is aware that under
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its own steam it could never achieve its
objective-the abolition 'Of the Upper
House-which by the grace of the
Coun try party, is now being handed to
it on a platter. The Labour party will
.also achieve its desire to establish a
IGreater Melbourne Council-a concentration of powers in a Labour controlled
·body which would be the equivalent of
.a seoond parliament in Victoria. The
'Country party is prepared to deprive
'property owners and landlords of their
existing rights in the municipal sphere,
but how it can swallow that I do not
know. There should certainly be an
interesting debate on the subject when
the appropriate measure is before the
House. If the Country party is to be
true to its platform pledges and traditions, it must accept at least the proportional representation proposal contained in the amendment as one of the
few ways in which justifiable representation of all the people in the Legislative Council can be achieved. If the
Government refuses to accept that principle then it is denying the whole of its
charter, the basis upon which every
one of its members was elected t'O this
House. I should not like to be in the
position in which they will find themselves when they try to explain their
actions in their electorates.
I have touched briefly on the need for
the retention of the bicameral system in
Victoria. Every Country party member
mus't agree that the second Chamber
should be preserved as a House of review
and, to some extent, a H'Ouse of initiation. The Country party is refusing to
recognize a legitimate plea not to take
steps that could result ultimately in the
abolition of the Upper House. The
Government is contemptuously rejecting
the opportunity of ensuring that the
Legislative Council cannot be abolished
at any time without the question first
being referred by referendum to the
people. In the same way the Premier,
for the first time so far as I can ascertain, has contemptuously refused to allow
the House to consider a motion of wantof-confidence in his Government. That
motion appears on the Notice Paper of
this House on each sitting day mainly
because the Government has no power
to remove it. It remains as a standing
Mr. Dawnay-MouZd.
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indictment of the Government and
indicates to the people of Victoria what
the Liberal and Country party thinks of
the way in which the Country party
Government reached the Treasury bench.
The Government is refusing to give
protection to the people who elected it.
lt now has an opportunity .of making
quite certain that should the evil day
come when the Labour party is in power
the Legislative Council can not be
abolished without the views of the
people being ascertained. The Labour
party is honest in its declared policy in
that direction, but I cannot say the same
about the present Government party.
The Bill increases anomalies within the
provinces and provides no basis of
reform. The truth of that statement is
too obvious to require elaboration.
The Opposition is prepared to concede
to country electors that additional
strength that they possess in comparison
with the city electors so far as their
vote is concerned. This Bill is nothing
more or less than acquiescence by the
Country party in a move by the Labour
party to gain control of the Legislative
Council: it is an abuse of the principles
on which Country party members were
elected. Members of country branches
of that party will not remain silent on
this matter; in fact, already they are
becoming voc.al in their opposition to
what the Government proposes.
I come now to the most important
part of the amendment. This Bill is not
a bona fide attempt on the part of the
Government to serve the best jnterests
of the community, because ultimately it
will lead to the abolition of the bicameral
system in Victoria. The Premier has
stated that he has no objection to doing
. away with State Parliam·en'ts. That was
his definite statement, which I have
quoted book. chapter, and verse. He
alone among Country party members
to-day is being consistent. _ Before I
became a member of this House I heard
the present Premier say on one occasion,
" Thank God for the Legislative
Council"; ye't to-day, on instructions
from his Labour party masters, he is conniving at making certain that the Labour
party, should it be re'turned to power,
will become the supreme ruler in this
State by abolishing 'the Legislative
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Council. That is only possible because
there is in ,office a spineless Government
which is not capable of standing up to
the principles on which its members were
elected to this Ch'amber.
Before I go further, will the Minister'
of Health, who is a~t present at the table,
indicate whether any member of the
Governmen t, or any member on the
. Government side of the House, intends
to submit anything in the nature of a
reasoned case against the irrefutable
arguments presented by the Leader of
the Opposition in suppor't of his amendment? So far there has been comparative silence from the Government side
of the House. I can understand how
necessary it is to preserve that silence,
but the people do no't want silen'ce from
their Government.
They desire some
justification for its existence wh'ich, in
this instance, is dependent entirely upon
the goodwill of the Leader of the Labour
party.
As members of the Opposition we
would not be doing the task for which
we are paid if we did no1 protest against
this travesty of justice which has emanated from the Government side. Its
supporters greet our pr.otestatilons
silently and smilingly, tacitly indicating
that they think that while Oppositbn
members might talk for hours the
Government has the numbers.
The
Minister of Transport recently made a
memorable contribution to the debates
in this House, on a no-confidence motion
wh'ich had been moved against the Hollway Government, when he said, "Why
talk about principles, it is the numbers
that count." Those supporters of the
Government who do sometimes grace the
House with their presence have offered
no contribution to the debate on the
amendment, relying on the fact that
when the time allot'ted for the debate
has expired the Government will have
the numbers to ensure that the amendment will be defeated.
When the Bill has been passed in this,
Chamber it will go to the other House,
bu't it would be out of order for me to
discuss what might take place there.
We can conjecture' that considerable
pressure will be applied by the Labour
party-not by the Country party because
it has no say in the maHer-to see that
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this one chance of achieving an objective
which it .has consistently sought for
years is accepted.
Every Opposition
member would be far happier if an
honest Labour party Government were
in power in this State tto-day instead of
the present Coun'try party G.overnment.
The Labour party certainly governs
under the existing set-up, even though
it does not occupy the Treasury bench .
The people have become bemused at
this extraordinary alignment of parties
on the Government side of the House.
They wonder h'Ow a measure of this
descdption could have been introduced
by a Country party Government. It is
now throwing away the birthright of
the people whom i't represen't,s, and for
what purpose? A measure of this kind
is ndt going to serve the interests of
one primary producer. On the contrary,
it will antagonize the average countryman who, through the sweat of his
brow, has become a landed mian with
something beh'ind him.
Men of that
calibre expect the protection that a
democratically-elected second Chamber
can give. A Country party Government,
supposedly represent'ative .O'f country
interests-although there are more
genuine country representatives on the
Opposition side than there are in the
Governmen't-is prepared to deprive its
supporters of that protection to which
they are entitled.
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.)
until 7.8 p.m.

Mr. DAWNAY~MOULD.-To enable
the Chief Secretary to make a statement
to the House, I move-That the debate be now adjourned.

The motirm for the adjournment o.f
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until later this day. Leave
was granted to Mr. Dawnay-Mould to
continue his speech on the resumption of
the debate.
MINISTERIAL STATE-MENT.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION: EXTENSION OF AREA OF SUPPLY IN MURRAY
VALLEY.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings) .-By leave,
Mr. Speaker, I wish to make to the
House an important statement which
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refers to a comprehensive plan by the
State Electricity Comm'ission to extend
its area of supply along the whole length
of the Murray valley to the borders of
South Australia. The plan involves the
construction of a 220,000-volt transmission line for 350 miles from Kiewa to
Mildura via Shepparton and Swan Hill,
and the erection of new diesel-operated
regional power stations at Mildura,
Swan Hill, and Shepparton. The estimated capital cost of the project will be,
about £6,500,000 at present-day cost
levels. The expenditure will be spread
over the next fifteen years. Each of the
three new regional power stations will
cost more than £1,000,000. The estirna ted cost of the transmission line is
£2,500,000, while a further £800,000 will
be required for 220,000-volt distribution
SUb-stations at Mildura, Swan Hill, and
Shepparton.
The Murray valley project will be progressively developed in two stages, for
completion in 1965. The first stage will
be the erection of the new diesel power
stations at Swan Hill and Mildura, and
completion of the Shepparton power
station which is now being built. The
second stage will be the erection of the
220,000-volt power line linking Mildura
and Swan Hill to the rest of the State
Electricity Commission's generating and
supply system. In the first stage, the
progressive enlargement of the new
diesel generating stations at Mildura and
Swan Hill will enable the Sta te Electricity Commission to meet all the electricitoy requirements in the respective
regions until the new transmission line
is built.
The fir.st machines at Shepparton
power station are scheduled to start
early next year.
The new power
stations at Mildura and Swan Hill will
come into sewice in 1953. Additional
generating plant will continue to be in':'
stalled at all three power stations over
the neXlt fifteen yeans.
The capacity
planned for Shepparton and Swan Hill
is 15,000 kilowatts each. The Mildura
diesel station will ultimately have a
capacity of 17,500 kilowatts. When the
project has been fully developed most of
the electricity required in the' Murray
valley will be transmitted from the main
Mr. Dodgshun.
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State ElectricHy Commission's generating system by the 220,000-volt KiewaMildura power line. .The diesel stations
at . Mildura, Swan Hill, and Shepp[lirton
will then be used solely to meet local
peak load demands.
The new Murray valley transmission
line will provide a power link between
Mildura and Yallourn power sta,tion,
enabling electrici ty generated from'
brown coal in the Latr-obe vaHey to be
transmitted, when required, for a distance of nearly 600 miles. A large part
of the supply for the Murray valley will,
however, be transmitted from the
nearest Kiewa hydro-electric stations.
The project will ultimately serve two
large new regions, with a present population of about 83,000, based on Mildura
and Swan Hill. The Shepparton area is
already served by the State Electricity
Commission whose area of supply along
the Murray valley at present extends to
Echuca. Centres served from Mildura
will include Cardross, Irymple, Merbein,
Millewa, Red Cliffs, Robinvale, and the
New South Wales border towns of Curlwaa, Coomea,lla,' Euston, Gol Gol, and
Wentworth.
When fully developed, the Swan Hill
supply area will comprise a wide arc
based on the River Murray, and embracing, in addition to Swan Hill, the followcentres:-Berriwillock,
Birchip,
ing
Boort,
Charlton,
Cohuna,
Culgoa,
Donala, Dumosa, Gunbower, Kerang,
Koondrook, Lake Boga, Manangatang,
Nullawil, Nyah, Pyramid, Quambatook,
Sea
Lake,
Ultima,
Woomel'ang,
Woorinen, Wycheproof, and the New
South Wales border town of Barham.
Radia'ting from each of the two new
regional centres at Swan Hill and Mildura will be a network of subsidiary
power distribution lines, similar to the
network already in existence around
Shepparton.
It is anticipated that
1,000 miles of new supply lines will ultimately be erected to serve the two new
regions in the north-west.
Negotiations are now in progress between the State Electricity Commission
and the Mildura City Council regarding
the cost of acquisition by the Commission of the council's electricity undertaking. The council's existing btiquetteb~rning power station will be retained
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by the State Electricity CommiS'sion, but
will ultimately be superseded. With the·
completion of the high-voltage transmission line, the annual consumption of
briquettes for power generation at
Mildura will fall from an estimated peak
of 33,000 tons in 1956 to approximately
100 tons. The generating plants in the
Mildura area at present owned and
operated by the Sta1te Rivers and Water
Supply Commission and the First Mi:ldura Irrigation Trust willI be withdrawn
from service when supply becomes available from the new State Electricity
Commission diesel power station. Agreement has already been reached between
the State Electricity Commission and
these two authorities regarding future
supply. The Government has agreed to
contribute £250,000 towards the cost of
replacing the superseded plants, thus
enabling power for irrigation purposes to
be supplied in the Mildura area at
charges satisfactory to the two irrigation
authorities.
Extension of electricity supply to such
a wide area in the north-west of Victoria is the culmination of investigations
first set in motion in 1944, when the
present Premier-':"the Honorable J. G. B.
McDonald-was Minister in Charge of
Electrica!l Undertakings.
A conference
of interested authorities which he then
. convened, a!t the instance of the State
Electricity Commission, requested the
Commission to undertake a comprehensive survey of electricity supply and
future requirements in the MHdura area.
It was on the basis of that survey, following a fumher conference in 1947 of
all bodies interested in power requirements of the area, that the State Eilectricity Commission agreed in principle
to acquire the Mildura City Council's
electricity undertaking and to establish
under direct State Electricity Commission control a regional scheme centred
on Mildura.
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and fuel costs.
The .most e.conomical
method now of serving not only the Mil-.
dura area but also the whole Murray
valley is the combination of transmitted
power and local peak load diesel S'tations~
Diesel plant has been adopted for these
peak load power stations, because, when
ultimately they are operated in con·
junction with transmitted supply, diesel
stations will be more economical th~m
briquette-burning power stations at the
three selected load centres in the Murray
vaHey.
The State Electricity Commission h~s
decided upon the Murray valley as the
first area in which to complete its investi'gations, in view of the important
developmental projects planned there,
and ·particularly on account of the needs
of irrigation authorities.
Following
these inquiries, tlhe State Electricity
Commission has now begun preliminary
investigations for projects to develop
electricity supply in other regions at
present outside the State network, by the
sa'me combination of extra-high voltage
power transmission and local peak load
generating stations.
This plan is the
beginning of a new era in the development of the fentile lands of the Murray
vaHey and the Mallee in the north-west
part of the State. It will give renewed
hope to those stout-heanteid people who
have pioneered that highly productive
Mallee province.
The policy of this
Government is to brin'g an abundant
supply of power and water to every city,
town, ,township, and farm in the State.

The announcement of this plan is
indicative of .the confidence of the State
Electrici ty Commission that the hydroelectric plan for the ~ie'wa vaHey will be
completed on sch~dule, and is complete
evidence of foresight and assiduity in the
prosecuting of this great project. Honorable members will recall that the Kiewa
valley project was commenced under the
guidance of the late Honorable F. E.
Un'tN recently the State Electricity Old,M.L.A., when he was Minister in
Commission had planned to establish an
Charge of Electrical Undertakings in the
isolated power station at Mildura, which
first Dunstan Government. I regret that
would have been outside the Commisthe honorable gentleman is not here t.o
sion's interconnected generating system. see the consummation of his plan. I have
Plans have, however, been re-examined already mentioned that the present Prein the light of continuing change in the mier, the Honorable J. G. B. McDonald,
relative costs of possible a!lternative M.L.A., when Minister in Charge of
methods of supply-particularly wages Electrical Undertakings in 1944, called
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the first conference to plan the reticulating services for Mildura and the surrounding provinces. The Honorable P.
T. Byrnes, M.L.C., when an assistant
Minister in the Hollway-McDonald
Government, was largely responsible for
formulating the basis of the agreement
between the State Electricity Commission, the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and the Mildura authorities
for the Government's share in the project. This plan is in conformity with the
Government's policy to develop the
State as a whole, in order to harness its
resources and bring it to the highest
state of productivity.

Mr. CAIN.-This sacialistic proje.:!t
has made possible in Victoria for more
than 30 years the supply of between SO
per cent. and 90 per cent. of the electric
current required by the cammunity. Last
year, the State was entirely dependent
upon its own resaurces because of shortage af supplies fram New South Wales.
Had Victaria relied on black coal shipments from New South Wales or elsewhere lit wauld have had nO' pawer or
Ught. That was !the can.ditian which
obtained in New Sauth Wales.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) (By leave).-This is a matter
which had been 'fully leonsidered by the
previous Administration. As an assistant Minister in that Government I had
much to do with special committees tha t
considered details of the problem. I
cansider the statement just presented to'
the Hause contains much" back-scratching " for same previaus Ministers and no
credit far athers. I shauld like to' mave
that this statement be printed, So' as to
give members an oppartunity to' fully
cansider it. Details af the programme
f.ar the ariginal generating stati'ons have
not been fully explained.

Mr. CAIN.--I ask the han arable member nat to' draw red herrings acrass the
trail. If my recallectian serves meCD ..·rectly, this State has invested betwe,?l1
£60,000,000 and £70,000,000 an this impartant praject. The Gavernment is prepared to' go on with the scheme to provide pawer, fuel and light far Victaria
in such a way as will be an example to'
the remainder of Australia. This State
will then be able to' offer industrbl
arganizatians pawer and fuel which it
will be able to' supply, solely because it
has a sacialized fuel interprise.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The hanorable member for
Swan Hill can move his matian anly by
leave.

Mr. HOLLwAY.-The
ga ve us the credit.

Mr. DaDGSHuN.-Leave is not refused.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH
Hill).-Then I move--

(Swan

That the statement be printed.

Mr. CAIN (Narthcote) .-1 am interested nat in any canflict between exMinisters and present Ministers, but h
the development of this vast socialistic
project far which So' many are taking
credit. I am one of the few members
of thi1s Parliament whO' were here when
<the legislatian canstituting the Electricity Cammission was intraduced by !he
late Sir Arthur Rabinsan whO' was Attorney-General and Minister in Charge af
Electrical Undertakings in the Lawson
Liberal Government in 1918.
Lieut.-Calanel HIPWORTH.-He has not
been mentioned in the repart.

Mr. DAwNAY-MoULD.-What
imparted caal?

about

Mr. GALVIN.-The Liberal party is trying to' take the credit.
Labaur

party

Mr. CAIN.-I have nO' abjectian to' the
Liberal party claiming the credit.
If
Victarians receive pawer and litght they
will nat warry whether ar not the Labour
party is supporting a Cauntry party
Government. Therefare I commend the
proposal that the statement be printed.
With great respect to' the hanarable
member far Swan Hill I say that this
prablem is of State-wide propartions. I
have reviewed its many aspects aver the
years, including the gasificatian of brawn
caal. As the project is of a natianal
character, lam sure sensible peaple
will not be cancerned with the questian
of whO' claims credit far it.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I might mention that the
matian far the pdnting of the statement
is merely far the purpase of peflmitting
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debate. Actua'lly, the statement will be
printed in Hansard.
The motion was negatived.
LEGISLATIVE COUNC]L REFORM
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Dodgshun
(Chief Secretary) for the sec-ond reading -of this Bill, and the amendment proposed by Mr. Hollway (Leader O'f the
Opposition), was resumed.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-1 suggest that another time would have
been more appropriate for the Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings to
make his announcement regarding electrical undertakings.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I believed that the
House should be the first to receive the
report.
Mr.
DAWNAY~MOULD.-At
this
stage we are debating a matter of
extreme urgency to the State and I
suggest that the statement by the Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
could have easily been given 1'0 the
press. He would then have received
all the pUblidty he desired. I pass now
to the more important aspect of the Bill
which is again under discussion.
Apparently some members of the Labour
party are thoroughly enjoying themselves. The debate had reached a stage
. when consideration was being given to
the possibility of the legislation
eventually leading to a reference of
powers to the Commonwealth Government. Honorable members have already
read in Hansard that the Premier has
expressed himself as being in favour of
the States being abolished. and their
powers being ceded to the Commonwealth. I think we are more concerned
a t the momen t with the views e~pressed
by the honorable genUeman during the
deba te 'on Votes on Account-on the 2nd
-of October, 1947, and 1 remind himto quote practically h'is own words on
that occasion-that 'the Upper House has
proved its· value and has completely
justified ius e:xistence as a bulwark for
the protection of the people.
Mr. HAYEs.-He must have spoken in
a weak moment.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Premier has no weak moments. He always
knows where he i,s going, although we
may not like the direction in which he is
travelling. On the occasion I have mentioned, the Premier used his pet phTase
that he did not intend to speak, but he
then remarkedThis democratic party-the party whose
members
have
prated and
preached
throughout its history, claiming to be the
only true democrats-has· proved to-day
that its members are the only true
totalitarians in this country.
We witnessed a demonstration this afternoon of
totalitarianism on the march in Victoria
and, of course, in Australia.- I believe the
demonstration was organized by members
on the Government side of the House.

Mr. 'MCDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You quoted those remarks when
you were supporting a previous Government.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I can quite
understand that the Premier does not
like the quotation of phrases which express his honest opinion against the
policy of the Socialis~t Labour party. Today he may find it convenient to forget
his scruples of yesterday and to work
upon the cupidity of his colleagues so
that he may enjoy office, but not power.
In the c-ourse of the debate on the Legislative Council (Ref,erendum) Bill of 1947
the present Premier criticized the Cain
Government by sayingThe P.remier is trying to maintain an
ideology which is entirely foreign to this
country.
Th.e people of Victoria at llast,
through theIr re.presentatives in the
Opposition, have awakened to the pOlitical
game that Labour is playing in Australia
to-day. We are convinced that the Labour
par~y to-day is not the Labour party that
the people thought it was.

How easily we f.orget what we have said
in the past when we wish to meet conveniently the needs of the present. In
discussing the Bill, we should -consider
the position of countries 'that arC! existing under· a system of single-Chamber
In every case in which
government.
'that position has not been gerrymandered by the Labour party, it exists
under the cloak of Communism or
Socialism. The ultimate objective of -the
Labour party of a "Star Chamber"
method of government is now being
~ade possibl.e in this State through the
mstrumentaliJty of the Country party.
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Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Do you believe in the principle
of adult franchise for the Upper House?
iMr. DAWNAY~OULD.-'During the
PI'emier's absence from the Chamber, I
said that I had no quarrel with the principle of adult franchise for the Upper
House, provided that the people's rights
were safeguarded. I am not at variance
with the Premier on that ground, but I
disagree with the Chief Secretary who
is in charge of the Bill. When the honorable gentleman was explaining the
details of this vital measure, he said
precisely nothing.
Mr. CAIN.-You are now doing that
most effectively.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The honorable member for N orthcote is capable
of making an inane or insulting remark
at any given moment. The most telling
comment uttered during the course of
the Chief Secretary's explanation came
from the honorable member for Bendigo,
who said" We will advance one step at
a time." There we heard" His Master's
Voice" and we realized where this legislation would take us. Ministers have
pleaded with the House to proceed with
this measure because the people want
action.
Mr. BARRY.-SO do the" old boys" in
the Upper House.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-That remark is a reflection upon our parliamentary system, and I ask for its withdrawal.
Mr. BARRY.-Those "old boys" asked
us to get on with the Bill.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I take exception to any member of this Chamber
referring to the members of the Legislative Council as "old boys". The
remark is derogatory and the honorable
member for Carlton is damaging the
reputation of Parliament as a whole.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! The remark of the
honorable member for Carlton is out of
order, and I ask for its withdrawal.
Mr. BARRY.;-I withdraw.
Mr.
DAWNAY-MOULD.-Ministers
have claimed that the debate on this
measure should be finalized speedily so
that we can proceed with other measures.
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Under the Hollway regime, the ,people
of this State saw more real action and
development than they had witnessed
for many years.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I am disappointed at the 'tenor of speeches made
by the Opposit'ion members who have
commented, upon the Bill, which the
honorable member for Dandenong described as the most important piece of
legislation ever to come before this
House. Most of those speeches consisted merely of attacks upon members
of the Country, party, and were tinged
with a feeling of resentment on the part
of Opposition members at :being removed
from office. This Parliament is a democratic institution, and from time to time
the elected representatives of the people
decide who shall govern in Victoria. I
can understand the former Premier, the
present Leader of the Opposition,
and his colleagues feeling somewhat
aggrieved at being torn from the Government benches and placed in Opposition,
but there were reasons for that, and they
were obvious 00 the people of Vi'ctoria.
The Government, which had occupied the
Treasury bench for approximately two
and a half years, had failed to tackle
major problems, including the ref'orm
of the Legislative Council. The Liberal
party delayed and vacillated and, as was
stated by the honorable member for
Bendigo recently, llOitered on the job.
The Labour party was charged with
the responsibility of providing a Governmenl that could govern. Most sensible
people would prefer a Government that
they did not Hke but which could' govern
to one that refused tlo govern. I do not
intend to make any explanation why the
previous AdminiS'tra tion was removed
from office other than to say that it was
incapable of carrying on the government
of Vi'Ctoria. It had to be scraped out
of office. I do not know who is responsible, but since the removal of the
Libe~al party from office it has cut a
sorry filgurein the political Hfe. of Victoria. Those who have spoken for that
party to-day have stated that they believe in the principle of adult franchise
for the Legisl'ative Council but their
colleagues in tha't House are entirely
opposed to it.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MouLD.-That is not so.
Mr. CAIN.-It remains to be seen.
Liberal party members in the Legislative
Council attempted to introduce a measure
to restrict the franchise and impose certain impediments on the rights of a
democraUc community.
A great deal
has been said about what has happened
in New Zealand, where the Legislative
Council is 'about to be abolished. The New
Zealand Diberal party, for good or evil,
decided to do away with the bicameral
system of government in that country.
Any ·one who knows anything about
political history realizes that since 1911
the House O'f Lords' in England has been
almost impotent. Quite recently by Act
of Parliament the powers of the House
of Lords were further restricted.
I shall now trace the history of the
Legis1ative Council in Victoria. It was
established ln 1851 when the qualification .tor membership was ownership of
£10,000
worth
of
unencumbered
property.
In 1855 the qualifications
necessary for membership of the Council
were that one had to be a male, 30
years of age or over, and possessed of
£5,000 worth of unencumbered property
with an annual value ,of £500. In 1868,
the constituting Act was amended, and
the property qualification was made
£2,500 or an annual valuation of £250.
In 1881, a further amendment reduced
the capital value to £1,000 and the
annual value to '£100. Of course, at that
time nobody could occupy a seat in the
Legislative Council unless he was one
of the landed gentry; it was the
"squaHers' House." In 1903, when Sir
William Irvine was Premier, a further
amendment reduced pDoperty qualificaIn
tion to the annual value of £50.
1923, an amendment was introduced to
provide that ei ther males or females of
30 years and over could be elected to
the Legislative Council. In 1937, when
the Dunstan Governmenl was in office,
the age was reduced to 21 years, the
annual value to £25, and the interest in
unencumbered property to £500.
With the world almost tumbling to
pieces, when there is a struggle of the
masses everywhere, my Liberal friends
are still attempting to preserve this institution of property and privilege.
When the Leader of the Opposition was
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speaking to-night I interjected that he
should not be a fO'ol. I did not intend
that as a personal remark, but it is my
sincere belief that the Liberal party in
Victoria is very foolish in attempting to
deprive 822,000 people of a vote for
Legislative )Council elections. From 1939
to 1945, this country was involved in a
world strugtgle in which millions of
people lost their lives and millions of
pounds were spent in the preservation
of our democratic system. However, in
spite of that, four States in Australia
have retained Upper Houses, and
thousands of ex-servicemen and women,
together with other c'itizens, are not entitled t,o record their votes at Legislative
Council elections.
Members have seen what has happened
during the last ten to fifteen years in
the Middle East-in lndia; Ceylon, and
Pakistan-where the social structure
,has very largely been responsible for the
intolerable conditions that existed. For
generations Malaya has been the home
of the planter and hiis management.
Chinese 'and 'the native population have
been employed under intolerable conditions at low rates of pay, and,
'as a result, there has been .a rising.
The average planter was concerned only
wi th making as much money as quickly
as possible' and getting away fDom the
country. I cannot understand the views
of those members in the Legislative
Council who, in spite of the present-day
world movement, are trying to preserve
'privileges for approximately 555,000
persons and are leaving 820,000 people
without a vole in this State.
The Leader of the Opposition stated
tha t the Legislative Council is a democratic institution because every householder has a Vlote at Council elections.
His conten'tion was that if adult franchise were introduced for the Legisla't'ive
Council there would be no difference
between the two Houses because the
same electors would elect representatives
to both Houses.
He stated that the
Legislative Council would beoome redundant and ultimately would be
aboUshed. He then proceeded to point
out the great advantages and privileges
of the bicameral system. What Liberal
party members and the people of the
State generally must watch carefuilly in
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the future is not so much the preservation of the bicameral system as the preservation of our democratic way of life
in AustraHa. Whatever accusations are
made against the Labour 'Party I should
say that what our party is trying to do
is to steer a middle course betwep.ll' the
ambitions of the privileged classes and
those of the Com'munists, in an endeavour to save the masses not only in
Australia but throughout the world.
That is the object af the Labaur party in
this cauntry, in Great Britain amI everywhere else. We have the two extremes,
capitalism on the one hand and on the
other thase whO' desire to turn the world
inside out. Between those two groups
the Labour movement can see its duties
and responsibilities.
Everyone who
says that the Labaur party is similar to'
the Communist party is aware that that
is not true, but the lie is being repeated
for political purposes only.
'f,he stage has been reached in the
affairs of the nation when we must be
honest.
Our party has always been
honest in its attItude towards the
abolition of the Legislative Council.
Whether or not that view is shared by
other poltitical groups, I can safely
claim that approximately 50 peT cent.
of the people in this country sharE~ it.
In Australia at present there are six
State Governments; there are five Upper
Houses and six Lawer Houses, and two
Houses in the Commonwealth Parliament.
The Labour party declares
frankly and honestly that it believes that
our State Parliamentary institut,ion can
be run successfully without the impediment of the Legislative Council.
Mr. DAwNAy-MouLD.-Are you now
,admitting that it is the desire of the
Labaur mavement to abolish Legislative
Coundls?
Mr. CAIN.-I have never disputed
that abjective. It has alwavs been the
view af the Labaur movemen"'t but it can
see nO' way 'Of abalishing the Upper
Hause. Me'mbers shauld nat think that
this Bill apens the way to' that desirable
abjective. Daes the honorable member
far Dandenong believe that because all
adults aver the age af 21 years are to'
be given a vote at Legi.slative Cauncil
elections ,that change will apen the way
to the abalitian af the Upper House?
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Mr. DODGsHuN.-In fact, the Bill safeguards the Upper House.
Mr. CAIN.-Of caurse it does; it is
the very reverse to what the honorable
member for Dandenong has suggested.
The Liberal party is not attempting to
flag the Labour party on this question.
It is not in a positian to' flag anybady,
because it has completely burnt it'S
bridges. Its sole objective in this instance is to flog the Country party. The
hanarable member far Dandenang has
said tha,t ,many agriculturists dO" nat bebraadening the Council
lieve in
Why does he advocate it?
franchise.
His paI'ty has advocated the bI'oadening
of the Council franchise because it has
been caught in the trap; its members
ha ve been haist an their awn petard.
On the day that the Hallway Gavernment was turned out of affice the party
gave its eJeecutive officers power to do
wha tever they liked so that the party
might get back to the Treasury bench.
The Leader af the Opposition, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, Mr.
McKinnan, Mr. MagnuS' Carmack, and
Mr. McConnell farmulated a plan which
was subsequently enunciated in this
House
in
the
form
of
a naconfidence mation. Members af the
Liberal party are commUted to the terms
of that motion, but apparently it applies
This
anly to members in this House.
" great"
organization can cammit
Assembly supporters of its party but not
its supporters in another place. The'
Liberal party is tied body, soul, and
breeches and it ca.nnot get out of the
positian in which it now finds itself.
Caun try members of the party in
particular cannat naw go into the
electora tes and say " Laok what
this Cauntry party has done. It
has intraduced a Bill to provide
for adult franchise in the Leg,isla tiveCauncil." It is no use their going to the
country and saying that, because every
country newspaper has published the
terms of the Liberal party's no-confidence
motion which appears on the NoticePaper af this House. If they are honest
they will nat vote against the seco,1d
reading af this Bill. Probably what they
will do is to vote far the amendment,
which is merely a smokescreen put up in
an -effart to extricate themselves fro;n
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the difficult position they are in.
If
Opposition members vote against the
second-reading m'otion they will be 'more
hyprocritical than I think they are, in
view of the promise of ddult franchise
for the Council which is inherent in the
no-'confidence motion I have already
mentioned.
MT. DAWNAY-MouLD.-It is qualified.
Mr. CAIN.-What is the qualification?
Mr. DAWNAy-MouLD.-Democracy.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not know if the
honorable member for Dandenong is in
the pO'si Hon to speak for the Liberal
party. This Bill, which provides for
adult franchise 'for the Legislative
Council, inv'olves 'an amendment Orf the
Constitution. The Liberal party's noconfidence -motion provides not only for
a redistribution of electoral boundaries
.for Legislative Council provinces but
als-o for aduH ,franchise. It is attempting to do in one Bill something that
requires two BiHs. No one knows better
than tne Leader ·of the Opposition
when he talks about proportional 'representation for the Upper House, that,
whatever might happen to his proposal
in this Chamber, members in the Council
are strongly opposed to it. Even Legislative Council Country party members
would not vote for it; therefore the
Liberal party knows that it is quite
safe in submitting the propO'sition.
Mr. DODGSHUN.---'I admit quIte freely
tha t we would oppose proportional representation.
Mr. CAIN.-That would be the view of
both Country party and Liberal party
members in the Legislative Council. They
are not so foolish as to allow this House
to prescribe the electoral system to .be
adopted for elections for that Chamber.
I would suggest to Opposition members
that they should be a little more honest.
The people can see through them; they
know the Liberal party and appreciate
what is happening. We all know that if
we agreed to provide in the Bill for adul't
franchise and proportional representation for the Upper House, that House
and the Opposition party would not have
it.

,Mr. DAWNAy-MoULD.-You do
know what you are talking about.

not
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Mr. CAiIN.--IWhat would be the attitude of the honorable member for Dandenong if the Government attempted to
provide for proportional representation?
Mr. DAWNAy-:MoULD.--'! should be
definitely in favour of it.
Mr. CAIN.-If the honorable member
went into a const'1:uency where four or
five members were to be elected, he
might be missing at the declaration of
the poll. For that matter, he may be
missing under the present system shortly.
The Le-ader of the Opposition knows
quite well that his own colleagues in
the Council would never ha ve proportional representation. Take a look
at what it means. His proposal is that
the State should be divided into three
constituencies in the city and three in
the country, throwing into each country
constituency five Federal seats and into
each city constituency six Federal seats .
That would give 200,000 voters in a
country constituency and 240,000 in a
city constituency. Six members would
be elected from each constituency. In
each of the country constituencies, the
Labour party would win two seats.
Mr. DAWNAy-MouLD.-There is nothing !'ike being hopeful.
'Mr. CAIN.-That interjection indicates
how little the honorable member for
Dandenong knows about proportional
representation.
In counting the poll
under that system, the total number of
votes recorded is divided by seven if six
candidates are to be elected. I undertake
to say that in Gippsland or in the Mallee
-in fact, in any part of the State-the
Liberal party could not prevent Labour
from winning two sea,ts in each constituency; and by the same process, the
Liberal party would win two seats in
the strongest Labour constituencies in
the met'I'opolitan area.
Therefore, in
each constituency the Opposition pa-rty
would have four candidates and the
Labour party would ha've four, and two
of each would be elected. The question
would be, who would be the first two of
the four?
Members of the Liberal
party know' that they would have
to face the risk of not being
among the firs't two, or even among the
first four. If proportional representa'
tion operated, I would not back the.
honorable member for Dandenong to be
in the first four.
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I have heard proportional representation talked about for year.s, but I have
never seen it accomplished over a whole
State except for the Senate. It was introduced there because the Senate
elections on one occasion returned 35
Liberals and one Labourite, and on
another occasion 33 Labourites and three
Liberals. In those circumstances, something had to be done because 49 per
cent. of the electors had no representation. The sy.stem then was "first past
the post." I am afraid that the proposed system, like the Tasmanian
system, is so nearly word-perfect that
the same number of candidates will be
elected on each side. So proportional
representation has great advantages fOT
the parties, but not for the individuals.
In the last analysis politicans, who are
selfi1sh individuals looking to their own
welfare, find it a bad system.
Therefore, I suggest that there is not
an ounce of sincerity in the proposal of
the Leader of the Opposition. Members
of his party do not really want his
scheme, but they will take it in
preference to the scheme which he has
placed on the Notice Paper in his" noconfidence" motion. They would rather
ha ve this scheme in single electorates
than his scheme plus proportional representation. Members of the Labour party
have been accused of being responsible
for this proposed legislation for two
reasons, the first of which is that we
want to abolish the Legislative Council.
We do not concede that this proposal
would make possible the abolition of that
House of the legislature.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-Would it
not be possible if Labour had a majority
of members· in both Houses?
Mr. CAIN.-It would be, but we have
first to obtain the majorities. There
are two distinct parts of the proposals
submitted by the Leader of the Opposition; one relates to an alteration of the
franchise, and the other to a redistribution of electoral boundaries. I submit that
those two alterations cannot be made in
the same legislation, because two Acts
would have to be amended. If my friends
opposite believe in adult franchise, they
must vote for this Bill, and if they are
sincere, they must vote for some form of
redistribution. That being so, it then
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becomes a matter for a majority of members in this and the other House to
decide what the system shall be, but to
try to cloud the issue by saying that
both proposals should be included in
this Bill must create misunderstanding
in the public mind. There is power under
the Electoral Act to make a redistribution, and it has been done before..
Another question that should be
raised relates to the powers of the Legislative Council. Members of the Council
are more strongly opposed to proportional representation than to adult
franchise.
If my friends opposite
beUeve in adult franchise, they should
vote for the Bill, but if they do
not believe in it, they should vote
against the Bill.
We would then
know where they stand. I have an
idea that they will be as usual-sitting
on the rail, looking both ways. I accept
the Bill because it will not only establish adult franchise in Victoria but will
also assist in laying the foundations for
a similar reform in Tasmania, South
Australia, and Western Australia. There
is no alternative but to go the way we
are now going if this reform is to be
achieved. In a democratic country, are
we not en ti tIed to seek this improve-·
ment?
Many people talk a great deal about
this Parliament being democratic, but
they should not forget that in 1947-as
was mentIoned by the former Chief
Secretary, the honorable member f.:>!'
Mornington-the then Government was
dis.pla'ced from office when it was defeated on a money Bill in the Upper
House. A similar happening had previously been unheard of in this State.
Whether the Government of that day
was right or wrong is another matter;
the fact rema'ins that it was displaced
fr,om office. As I said before, many
people talk much about democracy, but
when they are put to a test apparently
they do not believe in it.
At the present time, the structure 01
civilization is tumbling around us. Is
there any justification in any State or
Parliament in Australia for the preservation of privileges and restrictions in
relation to the Upper Houses' of Parliament? 1s there any reason why a perSon to be eligible for membe~shi-p of
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an Upper Chamber must be possessed of
£500 worth O'f unencumbered property?
If any member can see any justification
for that, he can answer vo his own conscience and to the public, but I cannot
find any justification why the position
should be as it is at present. I contend
that every Victorian oi;tizen who is
eligible to vote for the election of members to the House of Representatives and
the Senate, al'so for the Lower House of
this Parliament, should be entitled to
vote at Legislative Council elections.
Mr. DAWNAY-MoULD.-ls not that what
we are conceding?
Mr. CAIN.-No.
Mr. DAWNAy-MouLD.-We are conceding the very thing about which you are
talking.
Mr. CAIN .-1 listened to the honorable member for Dandenong for an hour,
but I could not gather what attitude he
was adopting in relation to the Bill. He
talked about Socialism and other 'isms.
I do not care what any person says, I
contend that the purpose of the Bill
before the House is to enable 820,000
persons in Victoria, who are at present
disfranchised at Legislative Council
elections, to have a vote for the election
of members to that House.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Those citizens are now entitled
to v,ote for elections of the Commonwealth House of Representatives and the
Senate.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so. If there is
anything wrong with my proposal, I
wish to know what it is, but I have not
heard any objection from the Leader of
the Opposition, the honorable member
for Mornilligton, or the honorable member for Dandenong. I feel certain that
I shall not hear any sound avgument
against it. If there shOUld be 116,000
persons in one electorate and 50,000 in
another, after adult franchise is granted,
that is another matter, which could be
settled by this Parliament. It is a
question which a future Government
would have the responsibility of settling
in a satisfactory and sensible way.
Let us not mix the question of adult
franchise--the main matter with which
this Bill deals-with that of the number
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of electors in the various electorates.
I do not pretend to claim
that my party can capture aU
seats in the Legislative Council. We are
aware of the difficulties of political life,
but if we could never win a seat that is
not held by a Labour member at present,
we should still be entitled to go to the
people and place our policy before them,
so that they would have an opportunity
of expressing their views by means of
th~ ballot. The way in which the people
will vote is their affair. We believe that
not only is a grave injustice being done
at the present time to a large number of
people, but that a set of conditions is
being created which justifies an approach
to some of our problems on the basis that
they cannot be settled politically.
The present position postulates that
Parliament cannot settle certain problems of government. If adult franchise
were granted, the question of adjusting
electoral boundaries and so forth could
then be considered. There may be
argumen t regarding the gerrymandering
of electoral boundaries or districts, but
that is another matter. At least one
vital problem would be settled, and
Communists would not then be able any
longer to talk about the alleged sho'rtcomings of democracy. If power is put
into the hands of the people there is no
need to be afraid of them. We are never
afraid of them. We have lost elections
in the past and probably we will lose
them again in the future.
If this Bill is passed it will be a milestone in the history not only of this State
but also of those States where privileged
Upper 'Houses still exist. I invite members of the Liberal party in and out of
this Parliament to use common sense. I
urge them to think the matter over, because at their door some day will be laid
the charge that they were unprepared to
give way until they were driven to it.
In this Parliament House in 1942 I
heard Lord 'Lister, who now leads the
Labour party in the British 'House of
Lords, say that between 1939 and 1942
more social reform had been gained for
the people of Great Britian than had
been achieved in the 25 years between
the two world wars when there were,
roughly speaking, 4,000,000 unemployed in Great Britian. I say to the
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Liberals: Do not wait until you are
driven to it: Be sensible; do the right
thing; vote for the reform of the Legislative Council and give the people of
the State the rights and privileges which
they deserve.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Membel's have heard a very eloquent speech
by the Leader of the Labour party. I
listened carefully to his remarks, from
which two facts emerged very clearly.
One of them, of which special cognizance
should be taken, was the open way in
whkh he took 'full credit-or discredit
~for
this Bill.
I hope thalt I
shall never be in the position to
receive
the
contemptuous
gesture
which the Leader of the Labour
party gave with one wave of his hand,
when he said, "That was the only way
we could do it." "Ve all know in -"'J'hich
direction his hand was po:nting. The
supporters of this measure should take
stock of themselves and realize that
they are being played for "sucksrs."
Obviously, there a:re some plums in this
g.ame, but the rank and file are not
getting them.
By your ruling, Mr.
Speaker, I am limited in my comments
so that I can speak only once on the
Bill and the amendment generally.
Consequently, I shall refer to the effect
whi(!h the amendment will have.
When the Leader of the Labour party
addressed the House in eloqu'ent terms
he stated that members of the Opposition
were not able to fa'ce the measure. He
implied that he would support it.
I
suggest to the honorable member, who is
the real governor of this Government,
that he should test his assertion. Let
him put the Liberal party t'O the jump
and see if the amendmient will be passed;
let him ascertain whether we are
" dinkum" in submitting this amendmen t. I challenge him to do that. I
desire to define my views on this Bill
clearly. I am prepared to vote for adult
franchise provided that the House will
vote in favour of the amendment submitted by the Leader of the Opposition,
but I say categorically that I am not
prepared to vote for adult franchise on
its own.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It is against your
principles to vote for adult franchise because you do not want it.
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Mr. McDONALD (Dundas) .--'If the
Government is willing to accept the
amendment and if the Lab'Our party is
prepared to put us to the jump in respect
of it I will support adult franchise but I
will nOit support it without the amendI believe the measure is an
ment.
attempt by the Socialists and the
Leader of the Labour party to stab our
present parliamentary system in the
back. I should like to read a report by
the All AustralIan Council of Trades
Unions dated the 20th of June, 1921,
because I believe the Labour party has
been directed by this report and there
is ample evidence that it is still being
so directed. This is a report by the committee appointed to devise ways and
means of bringing about the objective of
socializati'on of industry, production,
distribution, and exchange.
Mr. CAIN.--H is 30 years old.
'Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-The report is still the guiding principle of the
Labour party. A member of that party
has just interject·ed that it is a pity
other parties could not retain their platforms for so long. I invite honorable
members to consider the report, the first
pain t of which isThat for the purpose of achieving the
objective, industrial and parliamentary
machinery shall be utilized.

Members of this House can see for
themselves that the parliamentary
machinery being used at the moment is
the Country party.
,Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-It is good
machinery too.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Yes, it
is excellent machinery for the job. As
soon as the Oountry party has finIshed
the dirty work for which it is being employed it will be "sacked." The second
point in the report isThat in recognition of the fact that this
is an era of social production, this conference declares that craft organization as a
working class weapon is obsolete, and
pledges itself and all its future representatives to organization of the workers along
the lines of industry as shall be decided by
the
organization
committee
of
this
conference.

The third point isThe nationalization of banking and all
principal industries and the municipalization of such services and supplies as can
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be best operated in limited areas; adult
franchise and extended powers to be granted
municipalities for this purpose.

The fourth poInt readsThe government of nationalized industries
by boards upon which the workers in the
industry and the community shall have
representa tion.

The fifth point isThe establishment of elective supreme
economic council by all nationalized industries.

That is the platform along which these
They seek
men are stiU working.
eventually to dissolve this House and to
repla'ce it by the supreme economic
council. The governing provision in this
Bill relates to voting at Legislative
Council elections and it states(1) Every person whose name is on
an electoral roll for any subdivision shall
subject to provisions of this Act be entitled
at any election for the Council to vote :n
such subdivision at any polling place for
such subdivision.

I direct the a tten Hon of members to
paragraph (a) of the amendment moved
by the Leader of the Opposition.
It
statesthis House refuses to read this Bill a
second time because while accepting the
principle of adult suffrage it is of the'
opinion(a.) that adult suffrage as the basis of
election to a second Chamber without some variation of method such
as a system directed to proportional
representation would render such
Chamber merely a reflection of the
lower IChamber, destroy its true constitutional values, render it useless
and thus conduce to its abolition,
and ultimately set up a single
Chamber legislature exercising uncontrolled power with its attendant
evils, and to greater instability in
our governmental system.

That paragraph emphasizes the evils
surrounding the creation of a single
legislative Chamber, the inherent dangers
of which have been amply demonstrated
in Qu~ensland. I shall quote the recent
Queensland election figures to emphasize those evils and also to illustrate the
danger of deliberately gerrymandering
boundaries so that the only party with
any hope of winning an election is the
" Left-wing" party.
At the recent
Queensland elections, Liberal and Country party candidates gained 309,000 odd
votes, representing 49.1 per cent. of the
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total, and won 28 seats. Labour candidates obtained 295,000 odd votes, representing 46 per cent. of the total, yet
they gained 42 seats. An attempt is
being made in this State to stab the
Upper House in the back; the ultimate
intention being to gerrymander the electorates for the benefit of the extreme
" Left-wing" party.
Mr. HAYEs.-The Labour party is not
the Government.
Mr. McDONALD tDundas).-If the
Labour party was in power, it could not
,do this job itself. It can be carried out
only by the present means. I appeal
to members of the Country party to consider where they stand. In 1947, the
majority of Country party members
were elected as the opponents of
Socialism. To-day) they are allowing
their leaders to play them for " suckers."
They are prepared to lend themselves
to a Socialist organization, and. thus they
will betray their constituents. .I urge
Country party members who are not tied
to the machine to vote according to the
dicta tes of their conscience and the
wishes of the people who sent them to
this institution.
Tfir. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I congratulate the Government on the wisdom it
has displayed in bringing down this
measure. I think all members will agree
that the Bill has come before us at a
most appropriate time. Next year, Victoria will be celebrating the onehundredth anniversary of parliamentary
government. Criticism has been voiced
on the ground ,that the historic event
may not be celebrated adequately. However, by introducing the Bill at this
stage, the Government is making a
magnificent gesture, and is erecting a
suitable monument to mark our legislative anniversary. After all, monuments
of stone or metal crumble and decay,
but this legislation will Uve as long
as democracy survives. It has been
long desired by the people, especially by
members of the Labour party, who have·
fought for it over the years.
The forward march of democracv has
f.or DOO 'long been stopped by Con;ervatives clinging to their pr'ivHeges. Unfortunately, that has been lOne of the major
problems of our time and the resul ts
are apparent throughout the world. In
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making that comment, I am supported
by an outstanding authority. Winston
Churchill-I admire the man intensely
although I disagree violently with his
politics-made the point very strongly
in 1911, when supporting the ParLiament Act that drastically altered the
power of the House of Lords.
He
described that Chamber as being 'I the
weapon of a declinling oligarchy."
I
think we can aptly apply the term to
the Legislative Council, and so I compliment the Government on doing its best
to hasten the decline of that House.
The Labour party is not enamoured with the bicameral system.
Indeed, when it has a mandate
from the people and is returned to
power it proposes to abolish it, but
that has nothing to do with the present
arrangement with the Country party. It
has been clearly pointed out that this
proposal does not necessarily mean the
abolition of 'the Upper House; the electors of Victoria have to agree to that.
We have not adopted our attitude because we 'are spiteful or resentful of
the Upper House, although any stUdent
of history knows that because of actions
in the past the Labour party has every
right to feel indignant.
One reason why the Labour party considers that the Legislative Council should
be abolished is that Australia is grossly
over-governed. If a person in a,ny electorate feels aggrieved about any particular matter he can communicate with
fourteen members of Parliament. He
can .write to ten Senators, one member
of the House of Representatives, two
members of the Legislative Council, and
one of this Assembly. Putting the position in another way, Australia has 688
members of Parliament. Taking the
population as 8,000,000, there is one
representative to every 11,000 people.
In Great Britain, including the 700 members nf the House of Lords and the 640
members of the House of Commons, the
pro}X>rtion is one member of Parliament
,to 36.000 electors. In America, where
there are almost 8,000 representatives,
the proportion is one in every 17,000.
It will be seen: therefore, that Australia is a little over-generous regarding
representation, although it has special
problems because of greater distances
and scattered population in many parts.
1
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At the same time, I think it will be
agreed that there is a great deal of substance in the Labour party's claim that
Australia is over-governed. Of the total
of 680 representatives, 222 are members
of Upper Houses; .therefore, we feel that
we would be doing the people a great
service if those Houses were abolished.
We propose to do that when the people
wish us to. We look forward to the day
when Upper Houses no longer exist.,
However, until that time arrives we intend to make sure that they shall be
as democratic as possible. From time
to time, our opponents have said that the
Legislative Council is a House of review
and there is no reason why it should be
given complete adult suffrage. I do not
know how that argument can be sustained, since members of the Legislative
Council sit in party groups, meet in party
rooms, and are subject to party discipline. I hope to prove- conclusively that
the Legislative Council has never been a
House of review but instead has been a
partisan and political Chamber. Even if
it were true that the Council is a House of
review, I do not think any member of the
Liberal party could advance a reason
why it should have a limited franchise.
,Am I expected to go into my electorate
of 27,000 people, where only 8,000 have
a vote for the Legislative Council, and
say that certain people are not fit to vote
a t elections for the House of review?
I do not know whether members of
the Opposition think that a person who
happens to own property should be
granted some special political privilege,
or whether because a person is the lessee
of a property he suddenly becomes
endowed with some great political
sagacity and insight into social .problems, and should, therefore, have a vote;
whereas his wife or his son, who might
have fought for his country, should be
denied a vote. It is utter nonsense to
maintain that a House of review, if
there was such a thing, should have a
limited franchise. Unfortunately, however, members of the Liberal party do
take that view, although to-night they
have advanced" the theory of proportional representation. It was very interesting to hear the speeches of
Opposition members, because they did not
say one word about proportional representation nor give any reason why it
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should be adopted. An attack was made
on the Government, but no constructive
suggestions were advanced.
Members of the Opposition support
the thesis that a House of review should
have a limited franchise. The honorable member for Dandenong, who is
absent from the Chamber for the
moment, is of that opinion, or he was
six weeks ago. When speaking on the
motion of want of confidence in the
Hollway Government, he was asked
by the honorable member for Allendale
what he thought abc'llt adult franchise
for the Upper House and he replied
" It is completely undemocratic."
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-That is correct.
Mr. DOUBE.-If that is a true expression of opinion of the Libera] and
Country party it is quite obvious that
their idea of democracy is vastly
different from that (if members on this
side of the House.
The honorable
member for Dandenong went on to sayIn the Labour party ranks there are many
representatives of municipal councils, men
who are doing a solid honorary job as
councillors in different shires, horoughs,
towns, and cities. They have never cavilled
at the fact that there is no adult franchise
at municipal elections.

When the Leader of the Labour party
was speaking to-night the honorabl~
member for Dandenong interjected, and
one wC'llld have thought that he knew
all about the platform of the Labour
party. Unfortunately, I think he has
read only page 72, ,of the Constitution
and Platform of the Australian Labour
party, where there is reference to
the socialization of industry, distribu:tion" and exchange. If he had studied
pages 56 and 68, he would not have made
such a ridiculous statement that we have
never cavilled at municipal elections
being ccnducted on the basis of a narrow
franchise, because adult franchise in the
municipal sphere has been in our platform for many years. He stated also
that the Labour members of municipal
councilsrealize that the householders, represented
by the head of each house, appoint them to
the municipal council.

;He then made this amazing statement.I see nothing wrong with the head of the
house, who has the responsibility of managing, his home and family, electing members
of a House of review which could be used
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for the purpose of making abortive this
attempt at an unholy alliance of incompatibles in politics.

To-night the honorable member said
that he believes in adult franchise, provided that it has proportional representation behind it, but previously he beJieved
in a House ('If review with a strictly
limited franchise. He ,also admitted
tha t the so-called House of review should
have the right to tell the Legislative
Assembly what sort of an alliance should
be entered into. That is a clear indication,
as I intend to prove later, that he does
not really believe in his own heart that
the Legislative Cc·uncil is a House of
review. I do not know whether the
honorable member for Dandenong is
still of that opinion, because from my
reading of newspapers I understand that
there has been some difficulty within the
the Liberal party. I suppose that we
shall know the true position cnly when
the vote is taken on the amendment.
We, on the Government side of the
House, feel that there is no valid or
logical reason why a House of review
should have a limited franchise. We
claim-and I believe that the vast
majority of Victc'rian people support
us-that the only decent and democratic
thing to do is to give all those who vote
for the Legislative Assembly a vote for
the Legislative Council. Members of the
Opposition shc·uld bear in mind that one
of the marks of democracy is a belief in
political equality. When only certain
electors are entitled to vote for
the
Upper House,
we
,are
nQt
living
in
a
democracy ,in
the
full sense of that term. As I stated
earlier, it is my opinion that the Legislative Cc·uncil is not, and never has been,
a House of review. From the time of
its inception in 1851 it has been a party
House, an instrument of conservatism.
Certainly, the Conservative politicians
of the day in Australia and in England
had no delusions about the Legislative
Council being a House of review.
Speaking in the RClUse of Commons
on constitutional reforms in 1850, Mr.
Gladstone is reported as having saidhe wished to check democracy in New
South 'Wales, but he wished to see it checked
by stable institutions springing from the
soil, rather than by influences from the
Crown and enactments from Downingstreet.
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The Aurstralian politician, Mr. Wentworth, was equally 'concerned and was
even a little more conservative than Mr.
Gladstone. It was Mr. Wentworth who
fathered the idea of an hereditary Upper
House in Australia. He said that hE'
cou:ld see po reason why Australia should
be denied the privilege of having a'legislative Chamber similar to the House of
Lords. Hils idea was that out of this
type 'of aristocracy-I think they were
to be baronets-Upper House members
were to be elected. Growing AustraUan
democracy in those days laughed him out
of court; one 'party referred to it as the
"Bunyip aristocracy." But I am not
quite sure even now that it has been
completely 'laughed out of court, because
deep down in their hearts some Opposition members would stil'! ilike to see that
"Bunyi,p aristocracy" in this State.
As all members know, prior to the
Imperia'! lPariliament 'passing the AustraUan Co~onies Government Act, Victoria was part of the Co'lony of New
South Wales and, as such, was governed
by the Legislative Council of that colony.
The. Act passed by the Imperia'lParlia·
ment gave Victoria a Legislative Council
of which two-thirds of the me/mbers
were elected and one·third nominated. It was not until i855 that
the Victodan Legis'lative Council came
into being a'S an elective body. The
Leader of the !Labour party has pointed
out how narrow was the franchise in
those days and what qualifications were
necessary for membership of the Upper
House. It would appear that in the last
100 years we have not achieved in that
direction the :improvemen t that a democracy has the right to expect, 'becaus~
-as the Chief Secretary has revealedin 1947, only '550,000 people had a right
to vote at iLegislative CouncH elections,
while there are 1,378,000 who have a vote
at Legislative :Assembly elections.
The evidence that I intend to produce is
clear proo'f that the Legislative Council
ils not and never has been a House of
review. Not 'long after the Upper House
came into existence it became Iocked in a
struggle with the new Legisiative
Assembly. It was already struggling
over an Assembly motion to. reduce the
property 'qualifications of !Council members, and to reduce th~ term of office
Mr. Doube.

.
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from ten years to ,five years. The
Premier of the day then introduced a
tariff Bill, and deadlocks and manoeuvrings during that episode, and later
in the DarJ.ing grant episode, are
well known to an 'members. The actions
taken by the; Council on those occasions
prove my point that Victoria had a conservative Upper House fighting the new
radical democracy of Australia.
An interesting point arising from the
in troduction of the tariff Bill was that
it embodied a policy of protection which
has now 'become the setNed policy of
Australia. The attitude of the Council
to that subject clearly demonstrates
how much the Legislative Council of
those days was out of touch with growing Australian sentiments. In 1877 a
proposal for the 'payment of members of
Parliament raised a further storm. Temporary Acts were passed embodyin'g the
princip'le, and from time to time ,the
Government attempted to amend those
Acts and make remuneration of members
a permanent rule, but the Legislative
CouncH continually rejected it'. As the
Legislative Assembly pointed out in
a letter to the [Home 'Secretary at
that time, from 1856 to 1880, the
Legislative Council had rejected 80
Bills
outright, had 8'0 mutilated
twenty Bills that the GOIvernm~nt
had to drop them, had ruined six Bills
introduced to facHitate 'mining on private
lands, had aHered land Bills to suit the
capita'list classes, had seven times rejected BiUs for the payment of members.
and had rejected outright an electoral
Bill and a tariff BUL The history books
add to that list the expressive term .0 &c.,
&c."
In 189'5 the iLegislative Council did not
return to the Assembly a Bill which had
been passed in the Lower House to
abolish plural voting and to grant the
suffr.age to wom1en. The Legislative
Council took a considerable time to
make up its mind on the latter
proposal
because
from
1895
to
1908 it was still undecided whether
women should be given a vote. Council
members seem to be a little afraid of the
women's vote because an examination of
the municipal rolls of to-day indicate::;;
that in nine cases out of ten the man
of the house has the vote. I have been
canvassing for a councillor in the Oak-
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leigh district in the last few weeks and
I have noticed particularly that that was
the case in that municipality. Even today Opposition members do not seem to
be inclined to give all women 'a vot,e.
Since 1903, when certain amendments
were made to the legislation governing
the Legislative Council, a number of
actions not of a reviewing but of a political nature were taken by the Council.
In 1909 this so-called House of review
threw out a land tax Bill. In 1910 it
compelled numerous amendments to be
made in electoral and education Bills
~nd, at the same time, it forced the
Government to drop a preferential voting proposal which has since become the
settled policy of this country.
In 1910 the Council refused to permit
coal from the State Coal Mine to be sold
direct to the public. In 1911 it would
not accept a Wages Boa'rd Bill. Evidently
Legislative Council members in those
days did not approve of arbitration. In
1914, as 'one would have expected, the
Council held up a price-fixing Bill which
was introduced during the first world
war. I could continue narrating instances which clearly indicate that the
.Council has never been a House of review. As one writer declared ·in 1940,
"In the last ten years, from 1930 to
1940, 50 Bills have been lost in the
Legislative Council."
Mr.
house!

LEMMoN.-In

the

slaughter

Mr. DOUBE.-The Legislative Council
has consistently refused to give returned
soldiers a vote at Council elections, evidently considering that property qualifications are more important than the
fact that servicemen were prepared to
leave Australia and fight in its defence.
The most dastardly political action of
the Upper House of recent years was its
refusal to grant Supply to the Cain
Government.in 1947. The action taken
on that occasion was without precedent
in the British Commonwealth but, as one
can observe from the examples I have
already quoted, the Council has always
been "progressive," in this sense-it is
always prepared to adopt new methods
of being conservative.
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When the Cain Government's Supply
Bill was before the Upper House, Sir
Frank Clarke was a little diffident about
the unprecedented action that was contemplated. I am not acquainted with that
gentleman, but I know he was not too
sure of what the Council should do.
Speaking in 1947, two months before the
Supply Bill was thrown out, he saidI feel that we in this Chamber should no.t
interfere, but should leave it to the Assembly
to decide the fate of the Government. We
should not constitute ourselves an extra and
super body to try to bring about a result
that cannot be effected in the popular House.

No one could have any quarrel with that,
if it had been carried out. However, he
went on to say, at a later date, thai he
was taking up the attitude that as the
so-called popular House refused to consu}t the people, members of the Council
must, as p~ain citizens, do their duty for
it, and see that the electors were consulted. That did not reflect the action of
a House of review, but of a House which
usurped the power of this Chamber.
How any member of the Opposition can
si t there and say it is merely a House of
review, is beyond my comprehension.
Much more could be told, but it is not
my intention to labour the point. After
a trial lasting for almost 100 years, members of the Labour party have come to
the conclusion that the evidence does not
show that the Legislative Council has
been a House of review, but rather that
it has been a party House. The only way
to give the word "democracy" real
meaning in Australia is to vote for this
measure. How members of the Opposition can think this is too bold a step to
take. it is difficult for me to understand;
but like Gladstone and Wentworth, they
may be fearful of what the rising tide
-of democracy may do to them. Let me
remind them o'f what Pr,ofes'S'Or Sawer
says in his book Australian Government
To-day-

Australians have a reputation in the world
as advanced and even aggressive democrats;
indeed, they have been pioneers in the use
of such democratic measures as the secret
ballot, universal suffrage, and compulsory
voting.

Let us be pioneers again on the eve of
the centenary of Parliamentary government in AustraHa-pioneers in reform of
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the Upper House. Let UIS to-night see that
the Bill has a safe passage through this
House.
When Mr. Churchill was a
Liberal, he played an important part in
the introduction of the Parliament Act
of 1911, and his remarks to the Conservatives I now paraphrase for the
benefit of members of the Opposition:
We, on this side of the House, seek no
privileges, we desire to obtain no handicap, we loo'k f.or no facility which you do
not already have and have not long
enjoyed. AN we seek, all we ask, all we
demand, all we are willing to take is
political equality for all parties in the
State. We think that the electors whom
we represent are entitled to be admitted
to as full and as responsible oitizenship,
are just as competent to return a Government with plenary powers, as the electors
who now elect the Legislative Council.

we have adopted the two hundred and
njnety-ninth." However, they did not
say one word in favour of proportional
representation.
I am not entirely
opposed to it. I want to make a closer
examination of it., It is a big subject
to attack at this time. The British Royal
Commission stated-

Members of the Opposition have always
known that what they could carry
through this House they / could carry
through the Legislative Council. Members on the Government side want to
feel the s'ame way to-night. I was a
little disappointed by the arguments of
honorable members opposite regarding
proportional represen ta tion. Admittedly,
it came as a surprise to members on the
Government side of the House, and I
think to certain members of the Opposition also. Not one of the Opposition
members who have addressed themselves
to the second reading of the Bill and the
amendment advanced any claim for that
method of election. Not one of them
pointed out why this State should
abandon the traditional method and
adopt the new principle. I have not had
much time to investigate the question of
proportional representation, but I did
look into it a few hours ago. I found
tha t a Royal Commission reported on the
subject in Great Britain in 1910.

If it were decided that proportional representation in some form or other ought
to be introduced, each of these systems
would have a serious claim to consideration,
for each has conspicuous merits which are
not shared by the rest.

Members of the' Opposition would have
been well advised to read that report before speaking to the amendment.
According to it, there are 300 methods
of proportional representation, and I
want to know why they have selected
one of them in particular. I should have
thought they would have come here and
said, "We have discarded such and such
systems because they are no good, but
Mr. Doube.

The three chief methods adopted in other
countries are the strict List system, the
transferable vote, and the Hare-Clark
system.

The Commission went to some length to
point out that the Hare-Clark system
was not true proportional representation,
yet members of th~ Opposition say they
are going to introduce proportional representation in the form of the HareClark system. I refer them to the report
of the Commission, which went on to
say-

In view of such statements, perhaps a
committee should be formed of members
of this House to investigate the proposal.
A further extract from the report of the
Commission reads'
On the assumption, however, that proportional representation is desirable, can any
system yet invented be guaranteed or
reasonably be expected to ensure it? In
our opinion only to a limited and generally
unascertainable degree.

Witnesses before the Commission pointed
out certain disadvantages, on which the
Commission made findings. One witness
said that candidates would lose personal
touch, and another said that small
parties would result. That has not happened'in Tasmania, but it has in other
countries. Another important point was
that by-elections could not be held under
the proportional representation system.
I am sure that members of the Opposition would like to have a by-election before the next general election in order
to find out which way the wind is blowing. Members of all parties know that
they will lose a fine pulse-tester of the
electorates if by-elections are abolished.
Another contention was that the system would lead to weak government. It
has done so in France, but not in Tas-
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mania, where it has produced a stalemate. It is a curse to any country to
have a weak executive Government.
Those are some of the arguments advanced from time to Ume. r remind
honorable :members that the proportional
representation system was used for
Lower House ~lections in New South
Wales fr'om 19'1 8 unti'11926. During that
period both Labour and Conservative
party Governments were in office. However, the system was abandoned because
of its alleged complexity and failure to
produce stable government. That might
not have 'been a valid reason why the
system should have been relinquished,
but it indicates that before its adoption
in this State is considered, the way in
which it operated in other States should
be studied. IA report on the manner in
which it worked could be obtained from
the New South Wales Government.
The system of proportional representation was used, I think, for the election of,
the first Tasmanian team for the Senate
-the honorable member for W.iUiamstown will bear me out on that 'Poin:t----ibut
evidently the system wa·s dropped. Its
implications should be studied before its
introduction in this State is urged.
Apparently, the system has worked
fairly weH in Tasmania, but it must be
borne in mind that at present the representation in the Parliament of that
State is fairly evenly divided, resulting
in a stalemate and, of course, weak
government. I urge Opposition members
to consider this subjeCt fairly. The principle of adU'lt franchise is a subject quite
apart from the question of how mem'bers
will be elected, whether it be under the
preferential, the proportionall representation, or any other system.
I shall conclude by appealing to members of the Opposition to assist in helping democracy on its way. As the
Leader of the Labour party pointed out,
it is tragic that some people should be
hindering the working of democracy.
Their tactics are creating a certain
reaction which members of the .party to
which I belong hope to eliminate. That
can be done only by giving to the people
the type of democracy they desire. I
sound this note of warning: [f members
of the Opposition sit, King Canute-like.
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in the face of the waves ·of advancing democracy, they may suffer the same, fate
as did that historic filgure. If they resist
this effort, when the next election takes
pla'ce, annihilation will overtake not the
members on this (the, Government) 'Side
of the House, but members of the Opposition.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 listened with
great interest to the speech of the honorable member for Oakleigh. The House
is indebted to him for his research into
the subject with which he ,dealt. I approach the problem. from a slightly
different point of view. The Bill purports to be a measure for electoral reform. Probably no measure for electoral
reform ever propounded in any ParHament in the British Empire has created,
or wHl create, so many anomalies as will
occur if the Bill now before the House is
passed. One reason why such anomalies
will crop up is the disproportionate value
of the various electoral ,provinces represented in the Legislative CounciL
Some extraordinary figures have already been quoted in connection with the
subject under discussion. I do not intend
to traverse Ithem again in detail, but I
propose to deal with another aspect of
the problem.

To-night the Leader of the Labour
party stated frankly that it was
the desi're of his party to destroy
the Upper House.
It is incomprehensible to me why his party. always
wants toO destroy something.
It is
even more incomprehensible to me that
at this juncture this "Glory Without'
Power" Government is willing to assist
the Labour party in achieving its objective in that direction. At the risk' of
wearying the House I intend to submit
some facts and figures to illustrate what
has happened in Queensland, where the
Upper House was dest.r0yed.
The Leader of the Labour party in the
Legislative Council was much more
frank on this topic than the Leader of
the Labour party in this House. When he
saw thf! text of the no-confidence motion
moved by the Leader of my party, he
said, "If I had known this a fortnight
ago, I could have abolished this place."
His outlook on the matter is the same
as that of the Leader of the Labour party
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in this Assembly and of the honorable
member· for Oakleigh, and can be
summed up in one sentence-this is the
first stage in the destruction of the Upper
House. It will probably save a series
of interjections later if I now say straight
out that I believe in adult franchise. I
say also that the· amendment moved by
the Leader of my party accepts the
principle c.f adult franchise. I sincerely
believe in the bicameral system of
government.
I consider that the
sovereign rights of the State of Victoria
should be preserved. and I contend that
it is the duty of this House to preserve
those rights. It should not hand on a
platter to the Labour party the means
(a) of abolishing the Legislative Council,
and (b) for abolishing this Parliament.
If the Government sincerely desires
to introduce adult franchise' in relation
te" Legislative Council elections, it can
demonstrate its sincerity by accepting
that part of the amendment moved by
the Leader of the Opposition which deals
with the holding of a referendum to
decide whether or not the Upper House
should be abolished. That would be a
real test of the genuineness c,f the
Government. Does the Government desire
that the Legislative Council should be
made a more efficient Chamber, or is it
merely aiding the Labour party in its
avowed policy to destroy part of our
cC'l1stitutional system of government?
The !Labour party wHI one day regret
that it ever tried to destroy any step in
the procedure of constitutional government which is so important in a democracy. People who aim at disrupting our
democratic way of Hfe are deJ.ighted to
see the Labour pa'rty trying to implement its policy of destruction. It is
common knowledge that in Queensland
the Legislative Council was abolished
by the LabouT party. It would be only
fair to consider seriously what happens
when a Legislative CClUncil is abolished.
Let me turn, first, to official figures taken
from the· Queensland Year-BoQk, published by the Government, of the election
held in May, 1947. I have been perfectly
fair by deleting any reference to the
successful Communist candidate. I have
not credited his vote to the Labour party
or to any party.
Mr. CAIN.-You had better quote the
Victorian figures.
Mr. Rylah.
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Mr. RYLAH.-J desire to quote the
Queensland figures. The Government
or its enthusiastic supporters are at
liberty to quote the Victorian figures
if they so desire.
The Queensland
Year Book 1948 shows that at the
1947 election in that State, the
official Labour party polled 272,103
votes. Independent Labour, including
the Frank Barnes Labour and the
Hermit Park Australian Labour candidates, polled 29,524 votes, making a
grand total of 301,627. Omitting the
Communist party, non-Labour parties
polled 314,833 votes. As the result of
polling some 13,000 votes fewer than the
.non-Labour parties, official Labour and
Independent Labour elected 35 and 2
members respectively, a total of 37 in
the House of Assembly-the only House
in Queensland. The non-Labour parties
elected 24 candidates.
Mr. CAIN.-Where did you put Mr.
Paterson in those figures?
Mr. RYLAH.-For the benefit of the
Leader of the Labour party, I would
say that Paterson was the successful
Communist candidate at that election. I
have already stated that I have omitted
his figures altogether. There are 62
members in the Legislative Assembly in
Queensland and the figures I have quoted
add up to 61. That means that to elect
an official Labour candidate it was necessary to poll 7,773 votes. To elect a
Country party candidate it was necessary to poll 11,000 votes and to elect a
Liberal party candidate it was necessary
to poll 12,000 votes. That was under a
system of electoral distribution arranged
by a Labour unicameral Parliament.
Mr. CAIN.-The Victorian figures are
ten times worse than that.
Mr. RYLAH.-When I was returning
from a trip to the islands during the
second world war it was a standing joke
amongst railway employees at Bowen
that the town had been included in a
country electorate to ensure that the
Labour party would secure a majority
in that particular electorate. A narrow
neck of land approximately half a mile
wide was transferred from a central
country electorate, out towards the sea,
around Bowen, and back again, thereby
making Bowen a safe Labour seat.
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Mr. CAIN.-Bowen was in Paterson's
electorate.
Mr. RYLAH.-I am speaking of the
period during the war. It might interest
the honorable member for N orthcote to
learn that the seat originally held by
Paterson was won at the last election
by the Labour party, after it had been redistributed.
Mr. CAIN.-That is not true either.
The seat was won by the Country party.
Mr. RYLAH.-I shall proceed to
examine the figures for the 1950 State'
election. Some play has been made
about uncontested seats. At that election three Country party seats were uncontested. The Liberal party polled
188,331 vo1;es. The Country party polled
121,199 votes, and the Labour party
polled 295,138 votes. The North Queensland Labour party polled 7,689 votes.
The total voting was 302,827 for the
Labour party and 324,484 for the nonLabour parties. Again, I have omitted
the Communist votes. In this instance
the Communist party did not elect a
candidate.
Mr. HAYEs.-The Country party is not
a part of your party. Why not tell the
truth?
Mr. RYlLAH.-I repeat that the vote for
Labour was 302,827, and that for nonLabour was 324,4,84. As a res'uIt the
Labour party returned 4'2 candidates and
the non-lLabour parties returned 33 candidates,. In other words, the non-Labour
majority of 22,000 odd votes produced
nine fewer successful candida tes than did
the Labour vote.
Mr. CAIN.-I know what happened in
Queensland and the honorable member
for Kew is not telling the truth.
Mr. RYLAH.-The votes per seat are
interesting. The Liberal.party required
17,1'21 votes to elect a candidate, the
Country party required 7,129 votes, and
the iLa'bour party required 7,025 votes.
I shaH not weary the House with further
figures, but those I have quoted clearJy
indicate what happens in a singleChamber Parliament. The figures cleavly
show also why the Labour party desires
the passage of this Bill.
It regards
the leg'isla tion as the first stage in the
destruction O'f the Leg.is!lative Council
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in the State of Victoria. If the first
stage is achieved, the second stage will
be the redistribution, the third stage win
be- abolition of the Upper House, and the
fourth sta.ge wiU be gerrymandering.'
which will mean that Victoria will have
a Labour Government for ever. If the
Government is sincere in its belief that
this measure is really one for reform of
the Legislative Council it can accept the
amendment moved by the Leader of the
Opposition and thus provide safeguards
to ensure that Victoria will have bicameral govei'nment in future.
'Mr. ~i1UTTON (Coburg) .-1 have listened attentively to €·ach speaker during
the debate. My mind reverts to the past
and I am convinced that I have previously heard practicaUy everything that
has been said to-night. It is of no use
bE,ating about the bush. I take the same
view as I have expressed in this House
at least hali a dozen times, because I
represent
my
electorate
as
an
Australian and as a democrat. Any
alignment
that
may
have
been
made by the Labour party with
the Country panty should have been made
straight-out. There should have been
no hali-way measures. I have always
supported the policy of the Labour
party, which, I contend, should have
fought to abolish the Legislative Council
immediately. I listened with interest
to the speeches of the Leader of the
Labour party and the honorable member
for Oakleigh, but they merely repeated
what has been said on previous occasions.
The people are demanding that the principles of democracy shall be carried out
to the full extent. The Leader of the
Labour party said that the world is seeking democratic government, yet the
Leader of the Opposition has submitted
an amendment that actually means
nothing.
If the Labour party desires to progress
in this State. its members must march
forward and implement their policy,
which I have never been afraid to enunciate. I did so in a Country party stronghold on three occasions, and 'in 1937' I
obtained 52 per cent. of second-preference
votes from Country party supporters, the
highest ever received by a Labour representative in Victoria. However, I was
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defeated. At that time, members
Country party were opposing the
I advocated, but to-day they have
up with the Labour party to take
forward.
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of the
policy
linked
a step

Rank and file members of the workingclass believe the Labour party should
have gone the full distance in demanding
the abolition of the Legislative Council.
Doubtless, this measure will be passed,
but the process of destroying the power
of the other House will be a slow one.
We should follow the example of the
Liberal Government of New Zealand,
which recently decided to abolish the
Upper House in that Dominion. That
must appeal to all who are familiar with
the trials and tribulations of the Labour
party in this State, particularly those
who are acquainted with the way the
party has suffered through progressive
legislation being blocked by the Upper
House. They must agree that that
Chamber ought to receive the" order of
the boot."
I advocate the abolition of State Parliaments and I support the principle of
unification. One Parliament for Australia founded on the principle of proportional representation will benefit all
States.
To-day this Parliament is
functioning. but municipalities could do
much of the work that members now
perform. Because some members advocate the abolition of the Upper House,
we are called" extremists." I have travelled the hard road all my life, and
people who have had a similar experience feel bitter towards members of the
Legislative Council for having retarded
progress on many occasions. I repeat
that we should follow the example of
New Zealand and abolish the Legislative
Council immediately.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-The honorable member for Coburg has really
submitted the views of a "one man
band," but his sentiments coincide with
those of the Leader of the Labour party,
except that the honorable member desires
to abolish the Legislative Council immediately. The provisions of the Bill
relating to adult franchise for the other
House led to a hold-up in the negotiations between the Labour party and the
Country party prior to the formation of
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the present Government. I believe that
was the crucial point of the agreement.
It 'boiled down to whether the Country
party would toe the line or remain out
of 'office. From the spate of interjections
it is apparent that my statement is corEven tually the Country party
rect.
agreed to take office on the ter.ms laid
down by the lords of the [La'bour party.
Apart from the second-reading speech
of the Chief Secre't-ary and.a b~ief haHhearted speech by the Premier in which
he defended the proposal, we have not
heard a word from any -member of the
Country party, which has definitely sold
out its country constituents.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale) .-Do you agree
with this mea'sure?
lMr. BOLTE.-I agree with adult franchise provided that the bicameral system
in Victoria is retained. The Leader of
the Labour party has stated that this Bill
is the first step towards the abolition of
that s.ystem. The honorable member f'Or
Coburg has slated that it is only a half
step; he believes that the Bill should
provide for the abolition of the ILegislative Counci'l. iII the Country party is to
remain in office, that wiU 'be the next
demand of the Labour party. The
Leader of that party asked what was
wrong with all citizens having a vote and
being ,g.iven an opportunity to exercise
their rights. I suggest that the Labour
party should put that principle into practice, because at the last and an previous
elections it has failed to endorse candidates for several seats. The Labour
party did not give its supporters in those
electorates an opportunity to vote for it,
yet its members in 'this House contend
that every person should be given the
right to vote at Legislative CouncH elections.
It will be interesting to see, either
at the next election for the Legislative
Counci'l or the Assembly, how far the
agreement between the Country party
and the Labour party has gone. I do
not know whether or not it has been decided in which electorates Country party
and Labour party candidates will stand.
I wish to congratulate the honorable
member for Oakleigh on his maiden
speech, during which he quoted certain
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figures to show that Australians are
governed by one politician to every
11,000 electors. The real justification
for the Country party's existence is that
country electorates should be smaller
and should have greater representation
than those in the metropolitan area.
'Mr. WHITE (A'llendale).-Do you not
agree with that?
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the'members of the Country party, because of the hundreds of thousands of
electors who have lost faith in them. At
aU times I have stood up for the Country
party. I have stated that it was akin to
the Liberal and Country party because
it was opposed to Socialism. I have advised electors to vote f.~r the Country
party candidate if they were not prepared to vote for me. 'I aim now placed
in the 'position of having to apologize to
many electors because I have led them
up the garden path.

Mr. BOLTE.-I entirely agree, but the
honorable member for AHendale does
not, because he is selling out the country
constituents. I can assure "the Country
Country people elected their repreparty that country electors are not happy
about the present position, 'because al- sentatives as non-Socialists, but now they
though they elected representatives to are faced with the fact that their party
this House to do a certain job," they are occupies the Treasury bench and is takipg
not doing it. In 1947, the Legislative directions from representatives of the
Council gave the people of Victoria an Labour party to whom they were opposed
opportunity to express an opinion on a and had voted against. A Country party
major issue. On that occasion, every Government was in power in Victoria for
member of the Country party, together nearly ten years; during eight of those
with members of the Liberal party, went years it was supported. by the Labour
around the countryside telling the people party. Since then times have changed,
of the virtues of an Upper House. It because the important questions of
was said, "Here we have a system that nationalization and socialization have
enables the people of Victoria to express arisen. Those plans were always inan opinion.
A similar opportunity cluded in the platform of the Lahour
is denied to residents in the rest " party, but they were kept well hidden.
of Australia."
The result of the Of recent date they have been exposed
election on that occasion is now his- and the electors now realize the real
Those who
tory. The electors endorsed the action issue confronting them.
of th~ Legislative Council, and on three favoured Socialism voted for Labour
prior occasions there was a simHar result. party supporters; those Who were against
Tha t is why we believe in the bicameral it voted either for the Liberal party or
system and contend that there must bp the Country party. The Government
a safety valve on the Legislative party supporters have a duty to return
to their electors and seek their opinion
Assembly.
on the contract into which the GovernWhen members of the Labour party ment has entered with the Labour party.
openly admit that this BHI ,is the first They will have much explaining to do.
step towards the abolition of the Legis- I am pleased that I am not in that posilative Council, the Country party cann<>t tion because I would feel very humble.
deny that it is working in 'the interests
of the Labour party. A major plank of
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I rise to
the Country party platform was that it clear up some misunderstandings that
would never co-operate with a party have arisen about this measure. After
that stood for the nationalization of in- eighteen months in office, the former
dustry, distribution, and exchange. Minister of Water Supply has not learnt
Probably members of the Country party the art of making a logical approach to
cap repeat that phrase like parrots, be- the parliamentary system in Victoria.
cause the statement has been made by Continual reference has been made to
them so often." However, they are now this Bill being the first step toward the
co-operating with the Labour party and abolition of the Upper House. It may
doing a job that that party has never be, but the only way in which that step
been in a position to do. I feel sorry for can be taken is on the vote of the people.
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They elect their representatives in both
Houses of Parliament, and if they elect
members who are pledged to the abolition of the Legislative Council then
obviously they must want it. I cannot
appreciate the attitude of Opposition
members who are apparently still rankling under the stigma .of being dragged
out of the tart shop. Since they were
deposed from the Treasury bench they
have done nothing but squeal. I do not
know why they cannot take their defeat
as other defeated Governments have
done. The electors showed that they
did not want the Hollway Government
because at the last general election it lost
six seats.
Mr. BOLTE.-We are still the major
party in this House.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Labour party
polled the majority of votes in this State,
and members now on the Government
side of the House represent the majority.
I commend the honorable member
for Oakleigh, on the able manner
in which he approached this subject, and the trouble he went to in the
preparation of his speech. He has indicated how the Legislative Council has
had to be forced from bastion to bastion,
always coming a little closer to a more
democratic approach to the bicameral
system of government. Perhaps the
Labour party is not enamoured of the
bicameral system, but at least it is'democratic, and until such time as the people
indicate their desire to abolish the Upper
House, what action can be taken by our
party in that direction? When we can
convince a majority of electors to support our way of thinking the Upper
House will be abolished, but until such
time as that occurs we must put up with
the bicameral system.
Even the most reactionary Opposition
member will agree that in a democracy
Parliament must bow to the will of the
majority.
There may be something
wrong with our electoral set-up, but it
is gradually being improved.
The
present Government has undertaken to
improve it still further by granting a
redistribution which will.give the metropolitan area an additional four seats in
the Council. In that way the State is
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gradually becoming more democratic in
its electoral system. Those progressive
steps have been talked about for years
but nothing has been done. I invite
Opposition members to abandon their
complacency and to mix with the
common pec·ple. Let them forget their'
Tory friends, the "squattocracy" with
whom the honorable member for Hampden associates, and mix with the ordinary
common farmer and his employees and
find out what they think.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Dcl you mean
people like the Attorney-General?
Mr. GALVIN.-At least the AttorneyGeneral is not like Liberal party members.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is not
what you said abcut him twelve months
ago.
Mr. GALVIN.-I have always held the
Attorney-General in the highest regard
and anything I could say about him could
only be good. Opposition members are
a chock under the wheels of democracy.
Let us remove the chclck and allow the
wheels to turn as the people desire. Do
not sprag them, otherwise they will
become a juggernaut and annihilate
Opposition members. To-day the Leader
of the Opposition made one the most
Cl stc·unding speeches that has ever been
heard in this House. He sponsored an
a.mendment which calls for a referendum
before the Legislative Council can be
abolished, and at the same time he indica ted a desire to broaden the franchise
for the House. In his speech to-day,
however, the Leader of the Opposition
said that he was oppclsed to a referendum.
Mr. WHATELY.-You could not follow
his point.
Mr. GALVIN.-I always find it difficult
to follow the meanderings of the mind
of the honorable member for Camberwell,
but I am not unique in that regard. The
Leader clf the Opposition tried to put the
Labour party on the auction block; he
was prepared to sell out all the avowed
so-called principles of the Liberal party
in order to obtain office.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-He wanted to put
the Country party on the chopping block.
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Mr. GALVIN.-He was more concerned with putting us on the auction
block. He thought we were auctioning
ourselves to the highest bidder, whereas
we were merely concerned with doing a
job for the State. So long as this Government continues to do such a job, it will
receive the support of the Labour party,
but when it ceases to do it, it will expect
us to withdraw our support. I do not
think members of the Government will
cause us to withdraw our support, but
will rather retire honorably.
Are members on the Government side
of the House to be castigated because
they have f'Ormed a Government? They
are not like members of the Liberal party
who tried to retain office, although having
only a minority of members, and even
tried 10 influence the constitutional
authority. What is wrong with the
action of members of 'the two parties
which represent 700,000 electors in
getting together and saying in the interests of the State, "There should be
some stability. What are the common
points on which we can agree?" We
drew up a plan, which was read. to-night
by the honorable member for Mornington, who agreed with fourteen of the
fifteen points contained in it.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-He said they were
" infamous."
Mr. GALVIN.-He said he agreed with
them. He even embarrassed you, Mr.
Speaker, by appearing to be in unison
with members on the Government side.
I challenge any member to say that the
fifteen points were not in the interests
of the State. The pl'an is gradually unfolding itself. Works which have been
talked about for two and a half years
are being brought forward by the
Government.
Mr. BOLTE.-What are those works?
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member for Hampden cannot tell me that he
initiated even one project when he was
a Minister.
Mr. BOLTE.-I fixed Eildon weir.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Government is
supposed to be letting the people down,
but it is merely carrying out a policy for
the good of the State. Not one project
was initiated by the honorable member
for Hampden.
Session 1950.-[19]
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Mr. B'OLTE.-That is not true.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order!
The honorable
member for Bendigo must return to the
Bill and ignore interjections.
Mr. GALVIN.-I do not want the honorable member for Hampden to think he
is any different from his colleagues, for
they are all the same. At least he knew
where he was going, but the others did
not. There has been much hypocrisy in
evidence to-day by members of the
Opposition, who say they are prepared
to go farther than the Bill 'Offers to go.
lt was the "Big Four" who produced
their great plan.
•
Mr. B'OLTE.-What
thirteen?

about

the

big

Mr. GALVIN.-We knew that when
their leaders spoke to us they had the
support of their party. When the Leader
of the Liberal and Country party spoke,
three or four of his followers would try
to undermine him. The poor, unfortunate
gentleman went to Queensland to try to
recuperate, and while he was away an
attempt was made to take the leadership
from him. He returned and said what
he thought about adult franchise for the
Legislative Council. He said that the
proposal of the Country party and the
Labour party was all right, but that his
party would go farther. We admired
him for his straight-forwardness, but
we knew he could not rely on the support of his party. The great majority
of members of the Opposition believe in
the reform now proposed, but unfortunately they are not free agents.
They know only too well that the finan'Cial institutions in CoUins-street--trustee
companies and other large concerns-are
saying. "Whatever you do, do not let
them interfere with this bulwark, this
great citadel which the majority of the
intelligent electors will never be able t'O
st'Orm. Keep the franchise down to onethird of the elect'Ors so that th'Ose whom
we return t'O the Upper H'Ouse will be able
to do 'Our bidding and I'O'Ok aliter our
in terests."
The way the s'tl'Ory unfolds itself is 'Only
tel() 'Obvious. When 'One considers the
c'Ompany direct'Orships which they hold,
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I do not blame those gentlemen for fighting to retain their House of privilege,
but I do blame the other humble members
of the Liberal party who fall for the
bait. Scme members had gradually been
going to the left, but suddenly they were
pulled up with a jerk and told that they
were required to be subservient to the
big financial institutions.
In their
approach to this matter of reform of the
Upper House, why are not members of
the Oppositic'Il prepared to remove the
chuck from the wheel of progress? Why
do they not put their shoulder to the
wheel of progress which Government
supporters believe is essential if electoral
reform is to be a!ttained?
It might be said that members of the
Country party have not always spoken
in this way. Probably it could be said
that many of us preached some heresies
in the past, but credit must be given to
those members for allowing their
approach to the probems of demo~racy
to travel in the same direction as that
in which democracy is moving. Their
natural tendency towards electoral
reform should be paramount. I urge
members of the Liberal party, who
in their heart or hearts believe
in adult franchise, to throw off
the chains of the reactionaries and
the financial interests in Collins-street
which are holding them back. I ask
them to do this job with us so that
democracy may prevail. There is nothing
wrong in any electoral system which
provides that all persons shall have some
say in the election of their parliamentary
representatives.

The existing electoral boundaries may
not be all that is desired, but that is
another problem which could be tackled.
Let us' take one step at a time. If, first,
adult franchise for Legislative Council
elections were agreed upon, the question
of electoral bc'Undary reform could be
considered. We will make the first
approach to the problem of a redistribution of seats in the metropolitan area
by the addition of four new constituencies. If the Bill is passed it may be fc'Und
at some future date that an amendment
is necessary. If that should happen,
the matter could receive the attention of
Parliament:
Mr. GaZvin.
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Not one valid reason has been
advanced why every person over 21 years
of age should not have the right to say
who shall make the laws under which he
will live. It is nett: right in a democracy
that the privilege of electing members
to Parliament should be in the hands of
only a few persons. Therefore, I again
urge members of the Opposition to throw
off their chains and assist in doing a
job in the interests clf democratic government. If they do that, they will be
given due credit. However, if they
oppose this reform which is desired by
the people, they will be discredited.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) .-First, I
shall reply to the concluding remarks
of the honorable member for Bendigo
who said that members of the Opposition should throw off their chains of
restraint and support the Bill. He also
referred to big financial interests. All I
wish to say on that point is that I hope
members on the Government side of
the House are as little influenced by outside interests as are members of the
Opposition. Members of the party to
which I belong have !been criticized because they desire to discuss the bicameral
system of government. Surely, in view
of the fact t:hat the electors were not
given the opportunity ,to discuss this matter at the recent general election, their
parliamentary representatives should
have the right to do so. Therefore, it is
right and proper that .members of the
Opposition should raise this important
point and endeavour to have it fully discussed.
In view of the results of the last election, it can be said that more than 50
per cent. of the people of the State believe in the present system of responsible
government, also in the retention of
State rights. For that reason, it is only
natural that members of this House who
represent those people should rise to
speak on their behalf in an effort to retain those democratic institutions which
have been preserved for so many years.
:Mr. DODGSHuN.-A number of members of your party do not agree with you
on that point.
Mr. TYACK.-I shaH have something
to say to .the ;Chief Secretary ~la,ter. The
Bill is a hotch-potch of Country party
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and Labour party principles. For instance, the Country party believes in
protecting the country voter; it does not
beUeve in the principle of one vote one
value, as does the Lahour party. In his
second-reading speech, the Chief Secretary informed the House tha t the Country
party supported the bicameral system of
government, but his supporters-or, I
should say, his masters of the Labour
party-have said severa'l times this
evening, that they do not believe in the
bicameral system. In his second-reading
address the Chief Secretary clearly informed the House :that the Bill would not
interfere with the. bicamerall system of
government.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The purpose of the
Bin is not to abolish the Upper House, so
why worry?
Mr. TYACK.-I shall inform the honorable member later why we should worry.
The Country party believes in federation,
the Labour party in unification.
Mr. GALVIN.-Members of your party
appear to know the policy of the Labour
party be'tter than we do.
Mr. TYACK.-,We have only to read
it, and that is what we have done. We
know that there is a fundamental difference between the principles of the Labour
party and of the Country party. For
that reason, it is obvious that the BiH is
just as much a sham as were the policy
speeches of the !Leaders of the La:boui'
party and the Country party at the last
election, because neither party then
mentioned the proposal contained in
the Bill now before the House; they
believed -in dictatorships. The Leader
of the Labour .party also said that there
were too many Parliaments in Australia.
'Mr. GALvIN.-Hear, hear!
Mr. TYACK.-The Labour Government which abolished the Upper House
in Queensland created another ParUament in that State. It established the
Greater Brisbane Councn, the a'lde:r:men
of which are paid £7'50 a year for conducting municipal government. At the
behest of the Labour party, the Government ,in this State has already taken into
consideration the proposal for a Greater
Melbourne Parliament.
Therefore, I
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suggest that the assertion of the Leader
of the Labour party that he does not
want too many IParliaments, is quite inconsistent with his actions in recent
months. What he meant to say was that
there were too many Liberal Governments 'in Australia. His objection is that
there are not enough Socialist Governments. The Opposition does not accept
the present Bill, because it realizes its
fallacy. The amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition will permit of
a different basis of franchise for the two
Houses, which will enable Victoria to
have such a bicameral system of government that one House will not merely be
a reflection of the other. In that event,
Victorians will be able to have a House
of review and, at the same time, there
will be different types of franchise giving
satisfactory results in both Houses.
The, most important feature of the
amendment is that it will act as a safeguard against abolition of ,the Upper
House. From statements made during
the debate, it is obvious that the Labour
party desires to abolish that Chamber.
In his second-reading speech, the Chief
Secretary denied that that was ,the objective. He does not want to abolish the
Upper House because he will have to
face his electors if that happens. He
hopes that he will be beyond the pale by
the time abolition occurs. The Labour
party works on a long-range plan with
a short-sighted Country party, the ambition of which at present is to hold office.
The Labour party, however, is prepared
to look well ahead and appreciates that
this measure is the first step towards the
eventual abolition of the Upper House.
With a single-Chamber Parliament, when
once the Socialists gained control, it
would be possible to gerrymander the
electora tes in a similar way to that
adopted in Queensland.
Mr. GALvIN.-Tell us how the Bill will
abolish the Upper House.
Mr. TYACK.-lt is obvious to any but
the dullest mentality that if the Upper
House is abolished and there is no control over the Lower House it will be
easy for a· Government to so gerrymander seats in this State that it will
retain offioe indefinitely. That is a situation which I believe the people of Victoria will endeavour to avoid. Greater
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minds than mine have expressed an
opinion in this House, and with your indulgence, Mr. Speaker, I propose to read
two or three passages on the important
subject of Upper House reform. The
following remarks were made in recent
years by one honorab1e member:My voice to-day is the clarion call to the
people of Victoria; they will decide the
issue, not the Minister, nor 1. This discredited Government, this despicable band
of men who once called themselves democrats, do not practise what they preach.
I am quite clear in my mind that this
game which is being played by the Labour
Government is only one of clever political
tactics whereby the Government is endeavouring to cloud the issue in an election.
That is the real reason why this legislation
has been brought forward.
I said yesterday that the LegislaEve Council had proved itself to be the bulwark of
the people. This is a Bill to reform the
Legislative Council by giving the people an
opportunity to register their views on' three
questions involving the franchise of the
Chamber or its abolition. It would be better to describe it as a proposal to liquidate
the Legislative Council. There is little
difference between what this Government
is doing and what is being done in Central
Europe and Russia at the present time;
the only difference is that in Central
Europe and Russia the word "liquidate"
is used.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Who said that?
Mr. TYACK.-The present
when he criticized the recent
Government which endeavoured
the franchise for the Legislative

Premier
Labour
to alter
Council.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-You are reading from
a reactionary book.
Mr. TYACK.-! am reading from HanHere is another quotation-

sard.

There has been a good deal of criticism
to the effect that the Council is co;}servative. One would think that it was almost
a House of slaughter, when it dealt with
Labour Bills. Since this Governm~nt rf."l...."e
into office no fewer than 146 mCUSilrcs have
been submitted to the Council and of those
117 have been passed without amendment.
27 amended, and 2 negatived on the second
reading. I emphasize that only two Bills
were rejected by the Council out of 146
presented by the Labour Administration.

Those were the words of a well-known
stalwart of the Country party, the late
Sir Albert Dunstan. I have before me
? brief report of the policy speech of
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the Leader of the Country party-the
present Premier-in October, 1947, in
which he saidMr. Cain's abuse of the Legislative Council will deceive no one. The Legislative
Council is deserving of commendation for
its determination to defeat tyranny and
protect the interests of the people. Labour
does not want to reform the Legislative
Council. Mr. Cain and every Labour candidate are pledged to abolish the Legislative
Council. This is clearly expressed in the
constitution of the Labour party. In addition, the Labour constitution provides for
the extension of the scope and powers of
the Commonwealth Bank until complete
control of banking and credit is in the hand::,
of the Government. To achieve this objective Mr. Cain must have a one-house Parliament, hence, his desire to abolish the
Legislative Council.

Also in that policy speech, the honorable gentleman saidI therefore appeal to those who vote the
Country party, 1, to mark the Liberal party.
2.

Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick) .--The
honorable member for Hawthorn, who
has just resumed his seat, said that he
believes in responsible government. We
of the Labour movement also believe in
responsible government. That means
governmen t by an Administration which
is responsible to all the people-not to
a privileged section as represented
in the Legislative Council. The Labour
party realizes that its idea of democracy is quite different from that
of the Liberal party.
The democracy desired by the Liberal party is
one controlled wholly by itself in its
own interests. Many crocodile tears
have been shed by members of the .Opposition in defence of the Legislative Council. The Liberal party would have us
believe that the Council is solely a House
of review but its record proves that it
is ever ready to do ·the bidding 6f its
masters-the wealthy and the privileged.
That has been proved by the way it has
mutilated and destroyed Bills during
past years.
The Liberal party has made great
claims during the past few weeks that
it favours votes for ex-servicemen and
their wives in Legislative Council
elections. iJt is interesting to recall
that when the Labour party attempted t'O secure such votes f'Or ex-
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servicemen, the Liberal party defeated
the proposal. Incidentally, the Liberal
party supposedly stands for the
interests of returned soldiers. That
party also prevented the extension of the
franchise in municipal elections to allow
ex-servicemen to have a vote; yet, it
claims to favour voting power for exservicemen. It is not long since that subject was an issue before this Parliament
and so-called " Liberalism" defeated the
proposiUon. I mention those facts to indicate the humbug and hypocrisy of those
who to-day would have the servicemen
believe that they desire to give ,them a
greater say in the government of Victoria. In fact, those people are only
using the servicemen as a political football.' They are trying to use them as a
weapon to destroy the chances of the
people of Victoria securing truly representative government in place of a
Government in which the representatives of the too-wealthy and privileged
can always frustrate the will of the
majority.
When the honorable member for
Carlton introduced a Bm to give returned soldiers the right to vote at -municipal elections members of the Libera:l
party Isald, "You might as weH give them
a bad meat pie." That showed the attitude of the present Opposition to the
efforts of the Labour party to confer
a benefit upon returned ,men. The forerunners of the prese,nt Opposition party
-the United Australia party-fought
throughout the years to retain the
present Umited franchise for municipal
elections in order to ensure domination
by their friends, the wealthy class. If
a vote at a municipal election wa'S considered to be no ibetter than a " bad meat
pie," why did' members of the Liberal
party fight for the restricted franchise?
They believed returned servicemen
would vote against men of the type who
have so far been their representatives on
municipal -councils, and that did not suit
the policy of the party.
In the course of the debate, reference
has been made to Communism, SociaHsm,
and so on; but I venture to suggest that
Communi'Sts could teach the Libera~
party little. :We know that Communists
overseas and in Australia bitterly attack
those who oppose them. The Liberal
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party is doing the same thing in connection with Legislative Council elections.
It denies two-thirds of the people of Victoria the right to vote at those elections.
The claim that it believes in the principl~
of extending the franchise to ex-servicemen and their wives is sheer humbug
and hypocrisy.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn) .-As a comparatively new member, I might have
felt surprised when such an important
measure as the BiU now 'before the
House was not debated by any member
of the Government except the Premier.
In the short time I have been in th'is
House, I have noticed that whenever the
Government finds itself in an awkward
position, it runs for shelter behind the
heavy artillery of its Labour supporters.
To-night, that ruse has been ineffective
because the heavy artillery has been
fired into the air rather tJhan towards a
specific target. The first reference to the
BilI by the Opposition was made by my
Leader, who said that the Libera~l party
accepted the principle of adult franchise
for Legislative Council elections. Therefore, arguments in favour of that principle are merely beating the air.
Mr. !MERRIFIELD.--.:Will you oppose tpe
Bill?
!Mr. :uEJCKIE.-.I wHI, fDr reasons that
I shall explain. According to the custom esta'blished in the short Hfe of the
present Parliament, we have listened to
a speech from the Premier, which occupied about seven minutes. He did not
advance good reasons for bringing down
the Bi1'l, although he made several interesting comments. I direct attention
to his statement that his party had made
no offer to the Labour :party, the reason
being that a party consisting of thirteen
members could not make an offer. The
Country party had to approach the
Labour party to inq~ire the price of
Labour party support.
The Premier really let the cat out of
the bag. After discussing the principles
of democracy, he said, "the Country
party has agreed to adult franchise for
the Upper House." He clearly indicated
that the Bill was not brought down by
the Country party but it was forced
upon the Government by its Labour
masters as part of the price paid by the
Country party for the right to occupy
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the Treasury bench.
An interesting
feature is the time at which this Bill has
been brought down. It is practically
twelve months since the last Legislative
Council elections were held, and two
years will elapse before the next elections. Therefore, there is no need for
haste in reforming the franchise of the
other House. However, it is clear that
the Labour party-the same as other
people in the State-does not trust the
Country party, and wishes the price of
office to be paid on the nail instead of
in the future.
After the Government had run for
cover, the Leader of the Labour party
contributed to the debate. It was almost
ludicrous to hear his references to the
resentment of Opposition members at
being removed from office, particularly
as he was discussing a Bm relating to
the Legislative Council. In 1947 the
Labour Government was removed from
office by the people of Victoria, since
when its members have bitterly resented
the power of the Legislative Council, 'because its action led to the holding of that
election. U is a thorn under the collar
of the Labour party that there is in
Victoria such an institution as the Legislative Council, and since 1947 members
of the party have vigorously advocated
its abolition.
The Leader of the Labour party cast
doubts upon the sincerity of the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. Apparently his party agrees with
the amendment to a degree, because the
honorable member for Bendigo admitted
that the electoral boundaries might not
be all that they should be. I suggest to
the Leader of the Labour party and his
colleagues that they should instruct the
Government to drop the present Bill in
favour of another measure incorporating
adult franchise, proportional representation, and a proper redistribution of
provinces of the other House, wi'th safeguards for the preserva tionof 'the
Council. Then they will see exactly
where members of the Opposition stand.
I shall now discuss the functions of
the Upper House in a bicameral system
of government such as that operating in
Victoria. The first and most commonly
exercised function is that of reviewing
legislation to make tidy loose ends which .
Mr. Leckie.
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may be left in the course of the passage
of a Bill through the Lower House.
When measures are being debated in this
House, it is common for a Min"ister to
say, "the Government will consider
certain matters, and possibly' amendments will be moved in the other House."
That practice illus'trates a most useful function of the Council.
Even
with that safeguard, S"Dme Bills contain odds and ends that are nl)t
Theposi tion would be
'Cleared up.
made infinitely worse if only one
House was responsible for the passage of
all measures. As I think the Labour
party will agree, at election times there
can be violent swings of public opinion,
perhaps on one particular subject about
which there is some enthusiasm.
Mr. HAYES.-Such as occurred in 1947.
Mr. LECKIE.-Exactly. I think that
all members will agree that on such
c'ccasions it is necessary to have some
stabilizing force such as is given by an
Upper House.
That is the second
funcHon of the Legisla'tive Council.
Stability is provided, first, because
of the £.a'ct that Legislative Councillors retire in rotation and all
members are not elected at the same
time; and, secondly, by having the
franchise for the election of the Upper
House on a different basis frclJIl that for
the Assembly. The best way to achieve
that result is to retain the rotation of
retirement, and also to have a system of
proportional representation to ensure
that an electc1rate is represented in
'accordance with the support given to
any particular party or candidate.
The third function, which is perhaps
a corollary of the second, is that if a
Government elected on certain questions
raised ·a t election times exceeds its
mandate and intrcduces legislation not
approved by the electors, the Legislative
Council can refuse to pass such legislation until the electors have had time to
consider it. That is a useful safeguard in .our parliamentary system.
It is necessary to retain in our Parliamentary institution the Legislative
Council with those important functions.
Members of the Opposition agree
that adult franchise is desirable, but
contend that it is even more desirable
to retain the Legislative Council. Con-
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sequently, when a Bill to introduce adult
franchise is presented certain safeguards
are necessary. They are set out in the
amendment to the mction for the second
reading, and are, first, proportic4Jlal
I'epre~ntation; secondly, a safeguard
a'gainst the abolition of the Legislative
Council; and, thirdly, the correct,ion of
anomalies in the distributicin of voting
power. The third point is apparently
admitted by the Labour party as being
an evil in the present Bill. The second
point is regarded by the Government as
being necessary or desirable. Evidently
it is only because of that division of
c·pinion between the Government and its
directors on the corner benches that the
whole amendment is not acceptable to
the Government.
I am indebted to the Leader of the
Labour party for having examined the
question of how the proportional system
wC4Uld work, and he has accurately
described what its result would be. It is
clear that proportional representation
wC4Uld produce a Legislative Council
fairly evenly balanced as between
Labour and non-Labour members.
Probably that is very desirable in a
House of review, because with a small
margin party cc'nsiderations may not
have a great influence. If the balance
was even, it would be possible for the
Legislative Council to deal with measures
more on non-party lines; therefore, any
anomalies in Bills passed by the Assembly could be rectified. I reiterate that
the Opposition is in favour of adult
franchise, but it is so desirous c4f preserving the bicameral system that it considers this Bill 'is dangerous, unless
I
certa'in safeguards are included.
suggest it would be more appropriate
to introduce a measure to deal with the
whole question of electoral reform. If
such a comprehensive Bill were presented, the Liberal and Country party
wC4Uld support it.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-In my
opinion, the discussion upon this Bill
has been most curious, because it has
been confined entirely to the members
of the ,party to which I belong and
the Labour party, with one small intermission. One interesting feature has
been that quite a number of Labour
speakers ha ve frankly admi Hed tha t
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their intention in supporting the Government on this measure is the ultimate
abolition of the Legislative Council.
That is part of the platform ('4f the
Labour party, which al'So believes in the
abolitJion of the Senate. 1t seems to
have a dislike for second Chambers, and
from the point of view of the Labour
party any step taken to abolish Upper
Houses is w.orth while. When introducing the Bill the Chief Secretary s'tated
that, because o'f the general trends
throughout the world, the introduction
of a measure of this kind would help
democra'cy. He also stated that the
Country party believed in the bicameral
system as it opera:tes in Victoria and
would use all its endeavours to preserve
it. However, the cat was let out of the
bag, because in reply to an interjection
by the honorable member for Barwon,
who asked, "Will any attempt be made
to adjust anomalies of voting strengths
between one province and another?",
the Chief Secretary replied, "No." The
honorable member for Bendigo then interjected, "We will advance by one step
a t a time; this is not a bad one."
It is extraordinary that, although the
Government stresses the fact that this
Bill is designed to pvotect democracy and
that it is in favour of the bicameral system, it quite openly admits its alliance
with the Labour party on this particular
matter. That party has only one object
in mind, the abolition O'f the Legislative
Council at the earliest possible time.
Although speakers far more capable than
I have already alluded to the functions
of the Legislative Council, I feel that
in view of the direct attack whi'ch is
continually being made by the Socialist
party on the bicameral system it is
desirable to emphasize those rna Hers
again. Members who have been in th'is
House for a number of years are aware
of many examples of the necessity for
having a Chamber to review and amend
legislation, both in substance and form.
They have seen Bill'S sent to the Legislative Council, with the expectation that
they w'ould be amended in that House in
the light of further consideration. Those
members realize the necess'ity for the
preservation of the bicameral system.
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Mr. HAYES.-Of course, you are speaking for yourself.
!Mr. OLDHAM.-I am not speaking for
myself alone. That practice has prevailed when all parties have been in
office. It was parrt'i'cularly prevalent
during the time the futile Government
of which the honorable member for Melbourne was a member rushed legislation
through day after day.
Mr. HAYEs.-The complaint made
against the Hollway Government was
that it ,put through no legislaUon at all.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That remark shows
that the honorable member for Melbourne cannot read. If he studied the
legislation that was enacted during the
term of the Hollway Government, he
would find that a great many subjects
were dealt w1th.
Mr. HAYEs.-That is why the Liberal
party i's now in Opposition.
Mr. OlJDHA!M.-The Labour party
hates to see anybody doing a real job.
Before lon1g it is certain, thM there win
be a reshuffling of the combination of
parties in this House, and then we shall
see who will 'be in Opposition.
'Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Is that a real forecast?
Mr. OLDHAM.-I leave that for the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds to
decide and, with his usual astuteness, he
shou1d have nO' difficulty about it. The
second important o'bject of the bicameral
system is to prevent the passage of hasty
legislation without proper deliberation.
The necessity of ensuring 'proper deliberation of measures submitted was clearly
demonstrated shortly after the present
Government took office when, on an
ordinary common ha:l"m:Iess measure, it
applied the gag and prevented a fult! debate in this Chaln:ber. That shows the
need for providing against a chance
combination of parties, such as at present exists, being permitled to rush Bills
through this Chamber. Less than a year
ago the present Chief Secretary violently
protested against the Labour party gagging a debate in which he was taking
part. Page after page in Hansard records
his protestations. it seem,s peculiar that
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a'lmost the first action of the present
Government was to' adopt a similar
course. It clearly indi'cates the necesstty for Parliament to have 'a second
chance of considering these matters.
An memibers can cite examples of
legislation being rushed through this
House, after the gag has been applied and
party discipline enforced. One of the
merits of the British parliamentary
system is thM a corrective is provided
against such eventuaH ties, in the form
of the second Chamber. Another established principle is that it is the function
of the Upper House to reject proposed
l'elgislation which, in its considered
opinion, is unwise, because no clearly expressed opinion of the people had been
obtained upon it. When the Labour
party was in office, without a mandate
it introduced legislation to nMionalize
the gas companies. After a long debate
in this House the Bill was passed by
a narrow majority but was subsequently
laid aside by the Legislative Council. At
the neXit general election not one word
was heard from the Labour party in
support of that legislation, no mandate
was given for persevering with it, and
the public indicated that in their view
the Upper House had properly exercised
its prerogative of ensuring that ,that constitutiO'nal1 provisinn was implemented.
That same Labour Government rushed to
the aid of its Federal colleagues in support of the naNonaUzation of banking.
The State Labour Government spent
public money, without 'authority from
the electors in support of the Commonwealth proposals, and I well remember
how the Oountry and Liberal parties
combined to defeat that Government on
the issue, using their combined strength
in the Legislative Council f.or the
purpose.
Members may recollect tha t the
Socialist Government in 1947 secured the
passage in the Assembly of a Bill for a
referendum on Ithe abolition of the
Legislative Council, and the antiSocialist 'Parties combined to defeat that
measure. The BiH had been introduced
without an electoral mandate, and the
Upper House exercised its powers to
prevent that sort of thing from being
done. ActuaNy, this Bill has been introduced without a mandate, and the
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measure foreshadowed in the recent
statement of Government policy for the
redistribution of Assembly electoral
boundaries to provide four additional
metropolitan seats is without m-andate.
The subject was never mentioned in the
Country panty policy and I trust that
should the necessity arise, that BiH win
be adequately dea<lt with in the House.
No one heard it sug.gested in the Country
party policy at the last general election
that a Greater lMe1bburne Council should
be established, but now that proposal is
in the forefront of the Government's
plans.
Comparatively recently Ithe Country
party joined with the Libera'l and
Country party in protesting algainst the
Federal Labour Government's introduction of the banking legislation without a
mandate and, by combinin'g, we succeeded
in defeating that legislation. Obviously
we were on correct grounds in gauging
pUlblic opinion on ,that subject. When
legisLation is introduced with-out a mandate it is a fraud upon democracy. That
is one sound reason for the preservation
of the bicameral system. The Government has. given a pledge to the Labour
party that it will introduce a measure
providing for adult franchise at 'all municipal elections under the Loca1 Government Act.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.--Do you not
think it i's necessary to consider both the
Labour party platform and the Country
party platform ,to get a correct statement of this Government's poHcy?
Mr. OLIDHlA'M.-lI have no doubt that
the honorable member for Barwon wi'll
amply enunciate those points later.
The next point I want to make for the
ret en tion of the bicameral system is the
necessity that arises for appropriate
steps to be taken where the Administration takes action or practises inaction
which is not in accordance with the
existing law, or where there is no electoral mandate to alter the law. Tha t
happens in a number of instances, and
it is foreshadowed in the bargain between the Socialist party and the Country party which has produced the present combination. One of the understandings on which the present alliance
exists is that the Essential Services Act
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will not be implemented. Whatever may
arise in the way of a breach of the law,
that legislation will not be invoked by_
the present Administration. Members
of the Government party supported
that legislation, and they have sworn
an oath to uphold the law, but nevertheless they' have made a bargain
not to uphold the law should it become
necessary to apply that Act. That is
another instance in administrative matters where the Upper House would be
entitled to take action.
Then there is the overriding necessity
to preserve the existing Constitution of
the State in its essential features until
the Upper House is satisfied that a clear
intention has been expressed by the
people for an appropriate alteration. I
intend at a lat,er stage to foreshadow an
amendment that there shall be a similar
provision in this legislation to that existing in New South Wales, to the effect
that the Legislative Council cannot be
abolished without the expressed approval
of the people at a referendum. That
amendment will give an opportunity to
honorable members to show that a
majority of them do not want to abolish
the Legislative Council. The Chief Secretary said in his speech, quite definitely,
that he upholds, and members of the
Opposition certainly uphold, the bicameral system. The Socialists, with-'
out any apology, say that they stand for
its abolition. They are eager to curtaiJ
it, or to end it by any available method,
including the Chinese method of, the
thousand knives. At the ,present time,
their only available opportunity is on
the lines of the thousand knives, and
they are not objecting to giving a few
cross-cuts in the process, with the aid
of the people who really believe in the
retention of a second Chamber.
In democratic countries, except for
three sporadic exceptions, one of which
was mentioned by the honorable member for Kew, there has never been set
up a unicam€ral system. The bicameral
system was departed from under Oliver
Cromwell in a tirpe of revolution in
England, and 'Other examples wer.e during the revolutionary period in Franc~
and the transition period from revolution in the United States of America.
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In each of those countries to-day, there
is a bicameral system, which is an essential feature' 'of the working of any federal system. It is also interesting to
nott~ that in the United Kingdom, in
spite of the fact that a Socialist Government has been in office there :for years,
wrecking the country unfortunately, the
House of Lords has been retained almost
without alteration because even the
Socialists have not been able to discover
an alternative.
In the United States of America,
the Senate is elected on an entirely different bJ.sis from the House
of Representatives, with two members representing each of the 48
States. That House also has a different constitution from the House of
Representatives. It has the power to
initiate legislation, and it has executive
power to veto the appointment of
Cabinet Ministers, Ambassadors, and
Judges. It also has judicial power, because it is the only place provided for
the impeachment of a president or other
high offieials. In Canada, there is an
unsuccessfully functioning Upper House
conS'isting of life appointees, who mainly
reflect the views of the political party
tha t has been in office for some time.
Honorable members know of the experience in Australia. In South Africa,
there is a partly-nominated and partly~
elected Senate. In France, there is a
Senate of about 300 members elected for
3, 6, or 9 years on a different basis
from that used for the Lower House.
It represents the governments of certain
provincial departments. The most recent
example in the British Commonwealth
of Nations, is in Northern Ireland, and
there is another example in the Irish
Free State, where there are 30 senators
elected on a system of proportional repre~
sentation by the whole of the people, but
from a narrow class that includes people
nominated by the Government or who
have certain other qualifications. In
the Parliament of Northern Ireland,
there are members elected by a system of
proportional represeOntation with adult
franchise for a period of ·five years, and
with the whole of Northern Ireland as
the electorate.
Mr. Oldham.
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I think it may be stated that there is
no doubt that the anom'alies in this
matter lie in the fact that the Government is proposing adult franchise for the
Legislative Council on the same electoral
basis as is applied to the Assembly. That
will entirely stultify the Upper House,
which will become a mere reflection of
this Chamber. The Labour party, of
course, is quite satisfied with that instal~
ment of the general fulfilment of its
policy; but to members of the Opposi~
tion it is obvious that it will not in any
way provide even a temporary solution
of this problem. Who can say that it is
fa'ir and democratic to have in Doutta
Galla Province 20,000 electors, in the
Northern Province 40,000, in the Melbourne North Province 126,000, and in
the Western Province 54,000. Can any
member belonging to the Ministry or
the Labour party say that is a fair
dis'tribution? We stand for emphasis
upon the country vote. I do not think
any member of this House has not a
similar view. But no member of the
House would defend distribution of voting strength which would result in disparities such as would arise if the Bill
were passed. It seems to me that in this
instance the Country party has sold out
pretty heavily to the Labour party. I
do not predict what will happen, but I
think the Country party will regret having given its support to this Bill, which
is a negation of all the things for which
the party stands.

a

Until recently the party now in
Opposition was fighting shoulder to
shoulder with the Country party against
the Socialist onslaught in relation to the
banking legislation. I direct attention
to a statement previously made by the
Premier. about the last Labour Government in Victoria, and I agree with his
remarks. I quote from page 254 of
volume 225 of HansardThis discredited Government, this despicable band of men who once called themselves democrat's, do not practise what they
preach.

Mr. GALVIN.-That is not what you
think O'f them.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I am not expressing
my own thoughts; I am quoting what
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at that time the present Premier said
about the Labour party. The Premier
continuedI said yesterday that the Legislative
Council had proved itself to be the bulwark
of the people. This is a Bill to reform the
Legislative Council by giving the people an
opportunity to register their views on three
,questions involving the franchise of the
Chamber or its abolition. It would be better
to describe it as a proposal to liquidate the
Legislative Council.

Mr. GALvIN.-Read what he said about
your Leader.
Mr. OLDHAfM.-The Premier also
said this about the Labour GovernmentWhen we find the high offices of our land
being bastardized because of political
ideology . . . .

He also saidThe Labour Government is not interested
in the Upper House; it would abolish It
to-morrow if it could; it would remove the
last legislative protection of the people and
retain control of the Parliamentary ,institution purely for its own purposes so that it
could order and direct the people.

As the present Premier at that time so
eloquently said, "The Labour Government was prepared to bastardize the
high offices of our land because O'f political ideology." There is the statement,
naked, unashamed, and unadorned,
recorded in Hansard for all time. There
are twoO'ther features of this matter to
whi'ch at<tenUon should be particularly
drawn. The first is that, in effect, the
Bill would provide the means by which
eventually the Upper House could be
abol'ished. As it is the desire of the
Government to retain the Legislative
Council, I wish to give notice that at
the appropriate stage I shall move--That it be an instruction to the Committee that they have power to consideI
a new clause to provide that the abolition
of the Legislative Council shall be subject
to a referendum.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I understand that the honorable member is giving notice of his
intention to move that motion?
Mr. OLDHAM.-Yes.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-On a point of order, Mr. Speaker,
would it be appropriate at this stage to
raise the question of the validity of the
proposed amendment?
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The SPEAKER.-When the motion i~
moved, I shall consider the matter.
Mr. OLDHAM
(Malvern). - The
validity of the proposed amendment can
be debated later in relation to the Bill,
but I point out that there is ample precedent for the passage of a protective
amendment of the kind which I have
mentioned. In a Bill passed by the New
South Wales Parliament in relation to
the Legislative Council in that State, a
similar provision was agreed to by which
no measure for the abolition of that
House could be passed without its
first being submi tted to the people
at a referendum. That provision was
tested in the High Court of Australia
and before the Privy Oouncil in
the case of the Attorney-General jor
New South Wales and Others v. Trethowan and Other,s. Later, I hope to have
an opportunity carefully to debate this
subject. Therefore, I shall not direct
attention to the arguments used in the
case to which I refer. Suffice it f.or me
to say that both the High Court of Australia and the Privy Council held that
it was quite valid for a Parliament to
pass legislation of tha~ kind providing
that the legislation itself could not be
amended or repealed without the matter
first being decided at a referendum.
If the Country party is really sincere
in its desire to preserve the bicameral
system, it will have no hesitation in supporting the Opposition in having such
a provision incorporated in the legislation. If the Socialists oppose such an
amendment, it will be an open declaration of their determination to fight for
the abolition of the Council. In introducing this Bill the Chief Secretary said
definitely that the Country party believed
in the bicameral system of government
that operates in Victoria, and that it
would endeavour to preserve it. If the
Country party opposes that system the
Chief Secretary's statement will prove to
be insincere. The last point I make is
that this legislation involves more than
the abolition of the Legislative Council.
A socialistic Government could, by the
application of the gag and similar subterfuges which La-bour Socialist Governments have shown themselves to be so
keen to exercise in Queensland, pass
legislation for which no electoral mandate had been given. The matter goes
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further. The Commonwealth Constitution provides that matters can be referred
to the Commonwealth by the Parliament
of any State. The reference having been
made, the State, in effect, divests itself
of that power. Time and again Socialist
Governments in the States have tried to
pass to the Commonwealth powers from
the States, for the avowed purpose of
furthering the Labour party's policy of
unification. Time and again, at referenda,
the electors have refused the transfer.
There is no one keener than a Socialist
intent upon his prey to take advantage
of any loophole. The passage of this
measure will lay wide open a loophole
to facilitate the abolition of the Legislative Council, by emasculating it and
having it elected on the same electoral
basis as that upon which this Hous"e is
elected.
For those reasons the Government
should be prepared to accept the view
tha t has been reasoned before this House
all the evening that there is a necessity
to preserve and make effective the bicameral system on a basis of election
other than that of the Legislative Assembly. Admitting the principle of adult
franchise, that can be achieved. An
amendment to that effect has been
moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
If the Labour party really wanted to
deal with this matter on a democratic
basis, it would not be trifling with the
question of franchise. It would get down
to the real problem of relations between
the Houses. The real problem is not one
of franchise but of power. Even the
Socialists, who think they have made a
great bargain in this matter, are not
facing up to the real issue. In Victoria,
a Constitution (Reform) Act was passed
when the Country party was previously
allied with the Labour party. That socalled reform Act provides that before
there can be solution of a deadlock
between the two Houses, there must first
be an election in this House, followed by
an election in the Legislative Council,
then a joint sitting of both Houses.
Mr. CAIN.-There must be two elections in this House.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That only adds to
the point I am making, which is that I
do not believe for a moment that the
Labour party is sincere in its expressed
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belief that this measure will actually
reform the Legislative Council. If the
Leader of the Labour party were sincere
regarding the question of the relative powers of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly,
he would be approaching the matter from an entirely different angle.
He would be discussing whether
the deadlock provisions are of any
value. In the Commonwealth sphere
deadlocks between the two Houses can
be resolved in a v.ery much simpler way
than in this State. Probably the State
of Victoria has stronger provisions than
any others in the world in relation to
deadlocks between the Upper and Lower
Houses.
That, of course, does not
interest the Socialists. It is a matter
requiring really hard discussion, contemplation, and consideration. The Labour
party knows that this trifling Bill merely
proposes to do something which will
never be carried out because it is inconceivable that any Parliament could agree
to a measure which would not provide
any different basis for representation in
the two Houses, but merely put more
persons into already disproportionate
electorates. That condition will so highlight the existing anomalies that the
necessity for reform will become eviden.t.
In that respect the Coun'try party has
been extremely foolish. For years there
ha ve been electoral anomalies in this
House and in the Legislative Council in
relation to distribution of voting power.
Those anomalies have continued because
the Liberal party, by supporting the
Country party, felt that it was safeguarding Victorians from an onslaught
of Socialist legislation.
There has always been a strong body
of opinion in this House that there should
be added voting power in rural areas.
I do not quarrel about that, but now
the Country party is using its disproportionate power to help it to carry
out the Socialist party's policy. In that
direction, the Country party is doing a
great disservice to those electors whom
it represents. It is selling out its constituents. Tbe Country party is agreeing
to adult franchise without rectification
of the anomalies and without any alteration to the basis of election in the Upper
House. It is merely highlighting the
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position which the Liberal party was
content to allow to continue while it
remained in office. For those reasons, 1
supp'Ort the amendment that has been
moved on behalf of Opposition members.
1 believe this Bill in its present form can
do nothing to democratize the Upper
House. It will only accentuate the undemocratic anomaFies which exist. In
view of the aVOlWed object of the Labour
party which has been expressed, 1 am
sure, to the mortification of the
Government, there is great danger in
,allowing the Bill to pass. The passage
of this leglslHtion will hasten the
stage when the Socialist tiger can
pounce for the ultimate destruction of
the Legislative Council. The Opposition
believes in the principle of the bicameral
~ystem of Government and in fair
debates, not in a combination of minori-,
ties to apply the gag, as has happened
in this Parliam'ent recently. While that
unhealthy state of affairs exists, it is
the duty of all members who believe in
the principle of democracy te' point out
anomalies and to use every endeavour
in this House and the other place to
ensure that they are rectified.
l\lr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-1 have listened to the debate since it
was initiated by the Leader of the Opposition, who moved an amendment to the
motion. No OpposHion member has
discussed the amendment, and 1 shall
emphasize the hollowness' of the proposal. The amendment statesThis House refuses to read this Bill a
second time because while accepting the
principle of adult suffrage it is of the
opinion(a) that adult suffrage as the basis of
election to a second Chamber without some variation of method such
as a system of proportional representation . . . . .

Reference is made to some method
directed towards proportional representation. The amendment was craftily
drafted-the same as many other statements that have been issued by the
present Opposition party over the last
two years. It is really a perpetuation of
the blast that has been levelled against
the Country party. The amendment is
a dragnet that is being used to try to
convince members of the Labour party
that the Liberal party is sincere in its
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endeavours to introduce a system of
proportional representation intcl Legislative Council elections. I suggest that
the amendment is in conformity with
many other actic'ns of the Liberal party.
Statements on principle have been made
but later the net has been loosened so
that, if necessary, members of the Liberal
party can escape from the webbing. I
inten'd to refer to astounding statements
that were made at the time the present
Government was formed. They will
expose the hollowness of arguments of
OpPc'sition members who said that the
Country party had sinned in accepting
the support of the Labour party to give
this State stable government. The sin
of the Country party was that it outbid
the efforts of the Opposition. 1 direct
attention to the following article, which
appeared in the Argus cn the 28th of
June:Hollway offer to Labour.

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 rise to a
pOint of order. What is the relevancy
of an alleged offer by the Leader of the
Liberal party to the amendment?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Matters generally have
been discussed by members of all parties. I stated previously that the Chief
Secretary would have the right to speak
again as he spoke before the amendment
was moved. The honorable gentleman
will be in order in traversing subjects
that have been menticned in the course
of the debate after he had made his
second-reading speech.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-1 am directing 'attention to the
following press statement:Mr. Hollway and Liberal leaders yesterday caused a sensation in State politics by
offering to support a Labour Government in
Parliament.

Opposition members have fallen into the
pit which they dug.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Leader of the
Labour party denied that report.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The report continuesA few minutes after this desperate bid
to oust the 24-hours old McDonald Country
party Government was ,announced by Mr.
Hollway, it was denounced and flatly rejected by the Labour party. Mr. Hollway
made his offer through the press in the
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presence of Liberal organizational chiefs.
He said his price for support of Mr. Cain
would be a Bill to redistribute totally
electorates in both Houses. He said the plan
had ·been evolved by the Liberal executiveMr. Donald Mackinnon, State President; Mr.
J. V. McConnell, State Secretary; Mr.
Magnus Cormack, Past President; Mr.
Oldham, Deputy Opposition Leader; and
himself.
Mr. Hollway's proposal, which
had never been discussed in the Liberal
party room, caused an outcry from all
parties . . . .

I have already directed attention to the
fact that the a'mendmeIl1t moved by th.e
Leader of the Opposition asks for" a system directed to proportional representation." However, on the Notice Paper, in
the name of the Leader of the Opposition
appears a notice .of ,motion, paragraph
(iv), of which states(iv) in order to obtain a true expression
of such will upon a democratic
basis there should be an immediate
redistribution of the electorates of
the Legislative Assembly upon the
basis of the division of each of thp
Commonwealth electorates for the
State of Victoria into two equal
State Legislative Assembly electorates and that the members of
the Legislative Council should be
elected on a system of proportional
representation upon adult franchise;

I emphasize that it does n.ot menti.on
" a system directed towards proportiona'l
representation." The hon.orable member for Hawthorn said thaJt Opposition
members did not believe in the principle
of one-vote one-value. Therefore I submit that they cannot truly advocate the
principle of proportional representation,
because that must eventuaHy lead to a
system of one-vOl1:e one-value. As I have
already said, the underlying purpose of
the amendment is ,a desire to annihilate
the Country party. Matters mentioned in
the amendment are outside the scope of
the Bill, ithe only relevant item that was
discussed being adult franchi,se for the
Legislative Council. The Libe:r.a'l party
desires pro.portional representation. It
made a bid on that basi's immediately
after the Government was formed, and
again t.o-night, in an endeavour to obtain
the support of the Labour party. Under
the terms of the amendment the Liberal
party was prepared to wipe out country
representation.
Honorable members
have referred repeatedly to certain remarks I made during my second-reading
speech. I do not retract from them, and
Mr. Dodgshun.
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I repeat that the Country party believes

in the bicam~ral system of government.

Mr. DAWNAy-MouLD.-Are you prepared to ensure that it continues?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I explained that
the Country party feels that ex-servicemen and women who saw fit perhaps to
lay down their lives to safeguard those
at home should receive a vote for the
Legislative Council. We also believe, because of conditions prevailing in all parts
of the world, that people who have
attained the age of citizenship should
have the same right. As was pointed'
out by the Leader of the Labour party,
if a restricted franchise for the Legislative Council is permitted to continue
we shall deserve everything that may
happen to us. Universal franchise will
enable all adults to share in the responsibility of the government of Victoria.
Liberal party members have claimed
that they are democrats, but they cannot contend that the franchise for the
Upper House is democratic. It has been
stated that the proposal to introduce
adult franchise was not included in our
policy speeches. I might point out that
no such suggestion was contained in the
policy speech of the Leader of the Opposition. The Liberal party was frightened
to face up to an issue that it saw was
surely coming. I am disgusted at thehypocrisy of the remarks of members
of the Opposition. Jot is a shocking state
of affairs when the organizational chief
of a party will go to the leader of
another party with an offer.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-He denied that
any offer was made.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It was made in the
same way as other· offers have been
made. Nothing was put in writing, and
members of the Liberal party know the
reason.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You made the offer
yourself.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It was stated that
any off.ers should be put in writing so
that the whole party could consider
them.
Mr. OLDHAM.-We never made anY'
offers to you.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so, but
over and over again it was stated in the
press tha't a further offer had been made'
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to the Country party. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition knows that no
substantial offer was ever made in writing to the Country party. For over two
years we suffered as a result of clever
propaganda, and that is why we required
everything in writing. I have already
directed attention to the fact that this
c::mendment is drawn in a similar way.
Nothing conclusive is contained in it;
therefore, I ask the House to reject it.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. Hollway
to be omitted stand part of the motion
(the Hon. Archie Michaelis in the
chair)Ayes
Noes

29
16

Majority against
amendment ..

the
13
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The House divided on Mr. Dodgshun's
motion "that this Bill be now read a
second time" (the Hon. Archie Michaelis
in the chair)Ayes
29
Noes
16
MaJority for the motion' 13
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Holt
Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Morton
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

(Shepparton)

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Ruthven.

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Holt
Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Morton
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White

(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus

(Mentone).
Tellers:

(Shepparton)

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Mack
Mr. McDonald
(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus

Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
I Mr. Reid.

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Mack
Mr. McDonald

Barry
Buckingham
Cook
Doube
Holland
Hyland
Lemmon
Stoneham
White
(Allendale)

Sir Thomas Maltby
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr: Don.

Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Reid.

PAIRS.

Mr:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Buckingham
Cook
Doube
Holland
Hyland
Lemmon
Stoneham
White

Sir Thomas Maltby
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don.

(Allendale)

The Bill was read a second time.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Before I take the next step
for the committal of the Bill I desire to
inform the House that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition has given notice
that he desires to submit a motion that
it be an instruction to the Committee
that it consider the amendment of the
Bill in certain particulars. Under the
Standing Orders unless leave is granted,
notice can be given to-day only and the
motion must then be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.
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The procedure for the moving of an instruction to the Committee is laid down
in Rule 34, which providesAn instruction shall be moved after the
Order of the Day for going into Committee
has been read, and not as an amendment to
the question that Mr. Speaker do now leave
the Chair.

If I were to put the question" that the
Bill be now committed" it would mean

that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
would not have an opportunity of submitting his motion, because he would
not have given the requisite notice.
It is for the Government to decide
whether it is prepared to agree
that the Bill be committed on Tuesday
next, or on whatever date it desires. If
that course is adopted the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition will then have an
opportunity of submitting his motion for
an instruction to the Committee.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
-The Government desires that the Bill
should be committed forthwith.
The SPEAKER.-The question now is,
" That the Bill be committed."
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
29

16

'No~

Majority for the motion

13
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Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cook
Mr. D'Oube
Mr. Holland
Mr. Hyland
Mr. Lemmon
Mr. Stoneham
Mr. White

Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Fraser
Mr. H'Ollway

Mr. N'Orman
Mr. Oldham
Sir Geo. Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don.

(Allendale)

The SPEAKER.-The h'On'Orable member for Malvern has indic'ated that he
desires, by leave, to move a motion ..
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-By leave,
I desire to move-Mr. CAIN.---'Leave is refused.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I must state the
motion bef.ore leave t'O move it can be
refused. The Leader of the Labour party
is surely hungry when he tries to refuse
leave to me before I have even read the
motion.

Tpe SPEAKER.-I think the House is
entitled t'O know the text of the motion
before leave is refused.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-On a point
of order, Mr. Speaker, and with due
respect to you, I know what the hon'Orable member intends to move, and you
have already ruled that he can move to
give an instruction from the House to
the C'Ommittee 'Only by obtaining leave
of the House.

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Holt

Lind
McDonald

Mitchell
Morfon
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Mentone).
TeZlers:

(S hepparton)

Mr. Merrifield

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Ruthven.

N'OES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Mack
Mr. McDonald

Mr. Mibus

(Dundas)

Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turn bull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Reid.

The SPEAKER.-I think out of
courtesy to the honorable member, he
should be allowed to state the terms of
his m'Otion.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I submit, Mr. Speaker, that any
member of the House has the right to
refuse leave, and any member wanting to
address the H'Ouse by leave, sh'Ould say,
" Mr. Speaker, I desire to move by leave."
At that stage leave may be refused. It
is not a matter 'Of courtesy. I have risen
to protect the interests of members of
the House.
The SPEAKER.-It is customary
when an h'Onorable member rises to submit a motion to allow him to read it.
If leave is refused, of course that is the
end of it. The question is, "That the
Bill be n'Ow c'Ommitted."
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The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
Noes

29
16

Majority for -the motion

13

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Holt
Lind
McDonald

Mitchell
Morton
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

(Shepparton)

Mr. Merrifield

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Mr. Mack
Mr. McDonald
(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus

I Mr.

Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Reid.

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Buckingham
Cooke
Doube
Holland
Hyland
Lemmon
Stoneham
White

Sir Thomas Maltby
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Hol:lway
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
'Mr. Don.

(Allendale)

The Bill was committed.
Clause 1 (Short title, construction,
and citation).
Mr. DAlVNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
--PL!ragraph (a) of sub-clause (3) provides tha t " Part I. of this Act shall come
into operation on the appointed day
within the meaning of section 15 of this
Act." I suggest that clause 1 is the basis
fo'~ the implementation of the whole of
Scssion 1950.-[20J
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the suggest,ed new law relating to the
proposed alteration of the franchise for
Legislative Council elections. The provision that the legislation shall come into
operation in accordance with section 15
of the Act means that the new law
could commence to operate by declara·
tion of the Governor in Council after
certain conditions had been observed.
It is obvious from the temper of certain members of the House that they
are not prepared to listen to any rea·
soned argument why the Bill should not
be materially altered in order that the
public may be reasonably protected
against what is obviously an attack on
their democratic rights. Members of
the Labour party are loud in their
guffaws at the moment, but it is a pity
that they are not more serious. We on
this (the Opposition) side of the Chamber
are deadly serious in view 01 the import
of the proposed legislation. It has
already been stated definitely th~t members of our party entirely approv,e of
the principle of adult franchise. The
Premier was rather surprised when
members on the Opposition side of the
House were prepared to vote so as to
show where they stood on this fundamental issue.

I am deeply concerned over the refusal
of the Government to give the Upper
House the protection that the Country
party said it would be, affor.:ded.
On reflection, the Premier may regret
throwing away a chance to prevent the
aboliticlJ1 of the Council. In order to
give members of the Country party an
opportunity to reflect upon the situation,
I move-That the following words be added to
paragraph (a) of SUb-clause (3) :-" but
not before the 1st of January, 1953."

Members of the Opposition voted in
favour of the principle of adult franchise.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You voted against the principle.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Opposition did not. We voted against the
refusal of the Premier to protect the
Upper House.
The amendment was negatived.
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The Committee divided on the clause
(-Mr. Mibus in the chair)Ayes
29

15

Noes
Majority for the motion

14

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Corrigan
Crean
Dodgshun
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Holt
Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Morton
Moss
Mutton
0' Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

(Shepparton)

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. LeckieMr. Mack
Mr. McDonald

1\11'. Rylah

Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.

Mr. Reynolds

Mr. Reid.

Tellers:
(Dundas) Mr. Dawnay-Mould

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Buckingham
Cook
Doube
Holland
Hyland
Lemmon
Stoneham
\Vhite

Sir Thomas Maltby
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Fraser
NIr. Hollway
IVIr . Norman
Mr. Oldham
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don.

( Allendale)

Clause 2 (Adult qualification for members of Council).
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).~
I propose that progress be reported
until Tuesday ,next.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-When the
Premier discussed with me t11'e question
of the adjournment of the second read'ing of this Bill he volunteered to grant
a fortnight's adjournment Ifor the secondreading stage and a week for the Committee stage; therefore discussion should
be resumed no earlier than next Wednesday.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-! did discuss this question with
the honorable member for Malvern, but
I anticipated that the Bill would be introduced on Tuesday, the 8th of August.
However, there was the delay of
one day.
The tactics of the Opposition have Ibeen disclosed to--day, and as
the Governmen t has to 'proceed with its
business I suggest that discussion on this
Bill shou~d be resumed on Tuesday next.
Progress was reported.
ADJOURNMENT.
HOUSING: EVICTION ORDERS SOLDIER
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION: EXAMIN ATION OF SETTLERS BY CREDITORS-BUSH
NURSING
HOSPITALS:
CLOSING
OF
NATIMUK AND HEYWOOD HOSPITALSMELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND: BROADCASTING OF SPORTING EVENTS-LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL REFORM BILL: STATEMENT IN DEBATE-MELBOURNE AND
METROPOLITAN
BOARD
OF
WORKS:
POLLUTION OF YARRA RIVER.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next at half-past Three o'clock.
The motion was a;greed to.
l\lr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That the House do now adjourn.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-Yesterday, in reply to a question, the AttorneyG£neral advised the House that during
the last six months 717 eviction orders
have been issued by the courts. That does
nothing to rectify or improve the great
social problem of the shortage of houses.
The effect of evictions will destroy the
family unit. People are being thrown
out of their homes and forced to live in
rooms, and under such conditions parents
cannot properly rear families. The next
generation will suffer as a resuLt of the
evictions now taking place.
Greedy
owners are prepared to exploLt the posiHon in which we are noW placed. They
have no regard for unfortunate tenants
who have no redress, and 'are prepared
to go into court and mislead a magistrate.
:n appears .to be a case df who can tell
the best -lies when the panties get into
court. Usually an eviction order is issued
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and the tenant ejected, but the owner
does not take possession of the property.
The house is then sold with vacant
possession and the owner usually gets
an additic'nal £400 or £500 for it. The
increased number of evictions in the
metropolitan area seems to indicate that
this is becoming a " racket." The owners
in such cases are social parasites who
are prepared to exploit their unfortunate
tenants for their own personal gain.
It would appear that the stipendiary
ma'gistrates whC't deal with these cases
are not 'in a position no check the
evidence given in court, and in
most cases grant the eviction orders
'sought. A competent inspector should
prepare a report in each case; the report
should be submitted to the stipendiary
magistrate and cC'Ilsidered in conjunction with the evidence given in court.
There have been 27 evictions in Richmond recently and I shall direct attention to what happened in one case. An
owner sought an eviction 'order against
a tenant in a property in Punt-road,
Richmond. When the case came before
the cC'lllrt the owner claimed that he
wanted the house for himself. The case
was adjourned and an agreement entered
into that certain rooms should be made
available to the owner.
A family left that house but the owner
did not take possession of the rooms
vacated. He immediately advertised the
rooms and let them at a higher rental.
At the expiration of the adjournment
period the case again came before the
'court. Despite the fact that the owner
had previously given evidence on oath
that he wanted the rooms for himself
and although he had not taken
possession, at the adjourned hearing
he again claimed that he wanted
the whole of the premises in order
that he could house relatives from
over-seas. An evicti10n order was granted
and I soon had two families, one comprising six pe~sons and the other five
persons, ·on my door step seeking
accommoda tion.
The owner concerned did not bring
relatives from overseas, nor did he
occupy the rooms himself. At present
the house is full of new Australians.
Because they are not in a position to
defend themselves some of the new
tenant's are beini charged £3 'a week for
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one room and others £5a week for similar accommodatIon.
Apparently that
owner is to be permitted to go scot free.
I suggest that action should be taken
against him for perjury. I ask the
Government to institute 'a sys'tem
whereby an inspector will investigate all
eviction cases and submit his report to'
the ·court so that it can be studied in
conjunction with the evidence gIven on
oath before the magistrate. In that way
magistrates would obtaIn a clearer
picture of the full circumstances and
would be in a better position to judge
the truth or otherwise od: the evidenc'e
given. Doub'tless there are many similar
cases in other distrIcts and I seek protection for the unlfortunate tenants concerned. At least the Government should
ensure thalt the stipendiary ma'gistrate
is ,aware of the true position when the
cases come before the court.
Mr. HOLT (Portland) .-1 desire to
bring to the n10tice of the Minister of
Lands something which has occurred in
my electorate in the last 24 hours. At
Merino which is a dairying district
in the electorate, settlers have been adverselyaffected by two drought years.
Last summer was the worst drought
since 1914. When the rains did come they
were too late for au;tumn growth and
the stuck had to be hand fed on stock
feed imported from Northern Victoria.
Soldier settlers in my district are now
facing a second year of drought, which
is almost unprecedented.
Recen tly some soldier settlers were
summoned peremptorily, withiout previous notice from members of the
Soldier Settlement Commi'ssion, to attend
,what turned out to be a public examination by creditors O'f the soldier .'Jettler
debtors. Information which was available to the Commission had been supplied to a reliable, conscientious and
thorough supervisor in the district. This
morning, when the settlers attended the
meeting, they found that they were being ex'am'ined before their creditors, the
chief creditor being the Soldier Settlement Comm'ission.
The informa'tion which had already
been given to the Commiss'ion by the
supervisor was confirmed. I ask the
Minister to con'sider (a) the peremptory
way in which the whole proceedings were
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handled, _without noHce from the Commission, which has created a feeling of
unrest among settlers and also to
some extent, undermined the authority
of the supervisor; and '(b) how
far other seUlers may be protected
if, from circumstances beyond their
control, they find themselves in a
similar situation. Regardless of the
pros and cons of the case, the :fact remains that there was lack of tact and
appreciation of the situation exhibited
by the Soldier Settlement Commission
which has led to condition's which must
react unfavourably against soldier
settlers in the eyes of the community
generally. This matter could have been
handled in Melbourne, or as a last resort,
the public examin1ation could have been
held elsewhere. I ask the Minister of
Lands to investigate all the circumstances and to ensure that in future
mat'ters of this kind are handled
ta'ctfully, with due consideration being
shown t'O the settlers concerned.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I ask
the Premier to bring to the notice of the
Minister of Health a matter of importance t'O my electorate. 1 have received
information to-day that two bush nursing hospitals in country areas have
recently closed because of the lack of
medical staff. One hospital is in my
electorate and the other, I think, ih
Portland. In to-night's Herald) under
the heading" Natimuk HospUal to lose
only doctor," there appears the following articleWITH THE RESIGNATION OF NATIMUK'S ONLY
DOCTOR, A CRISIS HAS DEVELOPED IN YET
ANOTHER VICTORIAN BUSH-NURSING HOSPITAL.

This small wheat-~rowing town, 16 miles
from Horsham, has httle more than a week
to replace the doctor. Failure means that
hundreds of country people will be without
doctor or hospiital.
If the hospital closes about 1,500 residents of Natimuk and the surrounding
districts will have to travel to Horsham for
hospital treatment.
An emergency case would mean a 32-mile
dash by ambulance.
Lack of staff closed Heywood's bushnursing hospital 10 days ago, and there
seems little possibility of its re-opening soon.
Nearly 1,000 people depended on this
hospital for medical attention.
WEEKLY VISIT.

The secretary of the Natimuk Bush
Nursing Hospital, Mr. L. J. Hateley, described the position as "critical."
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"Dr. Millikan leaves here on September
5," he said. "Every week a doctor from
Goroke-28 miles away-visits the town
but visiting doctors are unsatisfactory. Th~
town needs its own doctor and own
hospital."
When Dr. Millikan leaves, the people will
have to go to Horsham hospital, which is
already over-crowded. There is no ambulance at Natimuk.
A Heywood townsman said the hospital
closed when two nursing sisters left the
town. There were two midv!ifery cases
there at the time.
" Luckily there have been no serious cases
so far," he said. "But if there were they
would have to be taken by car to Portland
hospital and that hospital is full."

The article should convey ·to members
the desperate position in which the resiI
dents of Natimuk find themselves.
shall not elaborate the matter at this
late hour, but 1 ask the Government
what action it proposes to take to meet
the situation. It is- serious to these
people and 1 believe Government action
is necessary to alleviate the position.
l\fr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong)".
-1 ask the Premier to consider the

possibility of his intervening in a sporting matter which, 1 think, affects every
invalid in the State as well as residents
outside the metropolitan area. 1 ask if
he would be prepared to bring reasonably wise pressure to bear on the
trustees of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, of which many are Government
nominees, with a view to ensuring that
the public will obtain the benefit of the
broadcasting of forthcoming sporting
events on a satisfactory basis. 1 think
the Premier knows what 1 have in mind,
and I feel sure that it is his wish that
the public should be able to enjoy a
broadcast description of those proceedings. It will be of particular benefit to
sick people and to 'country residents.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).During the course of the debate to-day
on the Legislative Council Reform Bill
the Deputy Premier made anothe~
attempt, in the absence of the Leader of
the Opposition, to belittle that gentleman by quoting some press statements
which are now very stale and which
have been previously publicly refuted.
I think it most unfair that this matter
should be revived time and time again.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, is the honorable member in
order in raising at this stage something
which took place during a debate in this
House this afternoon?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-It is permissible for the
honorable member to make a personal
explanation, but on the usual adjournment motion he is not permitted to debate something which occurred during
the course of the business of the' House
during the day.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I have said all I
want to say.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I shall deal first with the
subject raised by the honorable member
for Dandenong which is not quite so easy
of solution as would appear. There are
matters other than cricket broadcasts in. volved, such as the new process of television which, I understand, is at the back
of the problem. I am not sure what
the trustees of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground have in mind in taking the
action they have at this stage,
but obviously television could affect
attendances at the sporting functions
held at the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
I had hoped that common sense would
prevail and that the people of Victoria,
especially those in the rural areas who
have not the opportunity to see the
games, and patients in hospitals and
various institutions, would be provided
with the service which they have appreciated in the past. I am sure that those
associa ted with broadcasting and the
trustees of the Melbourne Cricket Ground
will get together and come to a satisfactory arrangement; but I do not think
that at this stage, when I have not been
approached-and am hoping that I shall
not be approached-I should do more
than express the hope that common sense
will prevail. If, however, the outcome
of the dispute is that games will not
be broadcast, the Government may have
to take a hand in it.
Regarding the matter mentioned by
the honorable member for Dundas, if he
will give the necessary particulars 10
the Minis'ter of Health the situati.on will
be e~a-mined and everything possible will
be done to provide a remedy.
Session 1950.-[21]
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My reply to the honorable member for
Richmond is similar. If he will supply
the name of the person concerned and
details of the ca'Se I will ask the
At'torney-General to have an investigation made, and if the facts as stated are
substanUated the Minister will be quite
capable o'f handling the matter.
Mr. LIND (Minister of Lands).In reply to the honorable member for
P.ortland, II a,m much concerned by what
he has told the House, because matters
of a domestic character can sometimes
be delicate. NaturaUy the Government
does not want the. domestic affair'S of
settlers to Ibe paraded in public. I can
assure the honorable member that no
la ter than to-day I shaH discuss the fa-cts
with members of the Soldier Settlement
Commission, and I hope to be able at
an early date to inform him .of the result.
I trust that the position is not so bad
a-s he has indicated .
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).-l
should not rise at this late hour except
that the subject of which I wish to speak
is urgent. I direct the 'attention of the
Minister of Heatlt:h to a very serious
threa t to the health of aH the people of
Ivanhoe, Fairfield, and CHfton Hill. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board. of
Works has constructed an overflow sewer
which will discharge into the Yarra
river at Riverside-road, Fairy Hins.
I
do not know what control the Moinister
has of the Board. It is stated that four
Hmes a year 'an ov;erflow of sew·age wi'll
discharge into the river and will Ibe
carried by the current past Fairfield and
CHfton Hill. Public pr,otest meetings are
being held, and I suggest that, in the
interests of public health, i,mmediate
acHon should be taken by the Government.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The Government wiN take up
with the ·appropriate authority the complain t of the honorable member for
CHiton Hill with the view of having an
exam ina tion made, and if what he has
said is found to be true will have the
pract'ice stopped as soon as possible.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 112.58 a.m.
(Thursday)" until Tuesday, August 29.

